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Introduction

Ingo Strauch

The island Socotra

Socotra1 is the main island of an archipelago situated on the top of a large undersea pla-
teau which extends to the north-east of the cape Guardafui at the Horn of africa . The 
island	is	situated	“at	a	distance	of	approximately	300	km/186	miles	from	the	coasts	of	
Arabia	(Ras	Fartak)	and	240	km/150	miles	from	Ras	Asir	(Cap	Guardafui)	in	Africa”	
(oman & Simeone-Senelle 1997) .2 
With	a	size	of	about	133	km	from	east	to	west	and	43	km	from	north	to	south	(3.600	

square km)3	Socotra	is	after	Madagaskar	the	second	largest	island	of	the	Western	Indian	
ocean . It is politically part of the republic of yemen with a population of about 42 .000 
inhabitants (2004) .

The main part of the population lives in the north of the island where a large plain 
provides enough space for settlements and modest agriculture and easy access to the sea 
and	its	products.	Here	the	island’s	only	urban	centres,	like	Hadibou	and	Qalansiyah,	are	
located.	A	smaller	part	of	the	population	lives	in	the	mountains	and	on	the	south	coast,	
where	they	subsist	on	fishing	and	cattle	breeding.

due to the changing sea-levels in the geological past of this region the granite core 
of the island is covered with thick layers of marine deposits like limestone which is due 
to	the	periodical	monsoon	rainfalls	strongly	karstified	and	houses	large	cave	systems	all	
over	the	island	(Cheung	&	DeVantier	2006:	23,	see	infra the contribution by Peter de 
Geest) . These limestone deposits reach a considerable thickness on Socotra (up to 700 
m in the south) and form together with the granite core a mountaineous plateau in the 
centre of the island which rises more than 1 .500 m above sea level .  

1  We	use	here	the	English	rendering	of	the	name.	For	other	spelling	variants	cf.	Robin	&	Gorea	
2002: 409 fn . 1 .

2  Different	figures	(400	km	and	230	km)	are	given	by	Robin	&	Gorea	2002:	410.
3  So	Cheung	&	DeVantier	2006:	16.	For	a	survey	of	other	–	partially	deviating	–	figures	cf.	

oman & Simeone-Senelle 1997 .
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14 Ingo Strauch

Between isolation and communication

Many of the features of the island are directly connected with its geographical position . 
The long-lasting isolation caused the emergence of various endemic species which made 
Socotra in the past a place of extraordinary botanical and zoological interest . In 2008 
the	unESCO	therefore	recognised	Socotra	as	“World	natural	Heritage	Site”.		

The island’s isolation is also responsible for the unique South arabian dialect spoken 
by	its	original	inhabitants	and	forming	together	with	the	Mehri	in	East	Yemen	and	Śḥeri	
in	Dhofar	(South-West	Oman)	the	Modern	South	Arabian	Branch	of	the	South	Semitic	
(Müller 2001: 140) . 
The	strategical	position	of	Socotra	at	the	mouth	of	the	Red	Sea	and	its	unique	flora	

consisting of aloe and valuable dragon-blood trees caused its inclusion into trading activ-
ities already in pre-christian times and were also responsible for the numerous attempts 
to	get	military	control	over	the	island.	During	long	periods	of	its	history,	however,	the	
island	was	either	dominated	by	South	Arabian	elites,	like	the	kingdom	of	Ḥaḍramawt	in	
antiquity	and	the	sultans	of	Mahri	in	the	16th	c.	AD	(Cheung	&	DeVantier	2006:	243f.),	
or was politically independent . attempts of foreign powers – like e .g . the Portuguese in 
the beginning of the 16th c . – to get political control over the island had never been of 
durable success (cf . Biedermann 2006: 65–75) . 
However,	this	missing	political	success	did	not	prevent	foreigners	from	executing	a	

considerable	cultural	influence	on	the	island.	While	the	earliest	period	was	characterised	
by	a	strong	Greek	and	Indian	impact,	the	island	became	soon	–	probably	not	later	than	
in the 5th c . ad – frequented by christian missionaries . although the beginnings of 
Christianity	are	still	a	matter	of	debate,	Socotra	preserved	this	Christian	character	as	
diocese	of	the	nestorian	church	well	into	the	17th	c.	AD	(cf.	Biedermann	2006:	39–52,	
Müller 2001: 159f .) . 
Despite	its	changing	political	affiliation	Socotra	has	always	been	the	aim	of	seafaring	

merchants and travellers until most recent times including the period of Portuguese and 
British hegemony in the arabian Sea (Biedermann 2006) . Travel reports and geograph-
ical works like the anonymous Periplus Maris Erythraei	(1st	c.	AD),	the	Topographia 
Christiana	 by	Cosmas	 Indicopleustes	 (6th	 c.	AD),	 the	Murūǧ ad-dahab wa-ma’ādin 
al-ǧawāhir	by	al-Mas’ūdī	 (13th	c.)	up	 to	 the	records	of	Marco	Polo	(13th	c.)	mention	
Socotra	and	bear	witness	to	its	continuous	inclusion	into	the	different	intercontinental	
Indian	Ocean	trade	networks	(cf.	Müller	2001).		However,	the	island	has	never	played	a	
central	role	in	any	of	these	networks.	A	reason	for	this	is	surely	the	fact,	that	although	
Socotra has always been famous for its products and natural beauties and was always es-
teemed	for	its	strategical	position,	it	is	extremely	difficult	to	reach.	During	the	southwest	
monsoon from May to September it is practically impossible to approach the island . But 
even in the rest of the year navigation is very complicated because of the strong current 
and the lack of natural harbours on the island . Ships have to anchor well away from the 
coast (cf . Ubaydli 1988: 137f .) .
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another reason for the rather marginal role which Socotra played in the Indian ocean 
trade networks can be seen in its quite unstable political conditions . For long periods of 
its history the island enjoyed a rather ambiguous reputation as a “pirate nest” . only in 
times,	when	the	island	was	dominated	by	a	mighty	ruling	power	it	could	serve	as	a	reli-
able partner in trade and commerce . Such a situation was probably found when Socotra 
was	under	the	control	of	the	South	Arabian	Ḥaḍramawt	kingdom	in	the	first	centuries	
ad . 

The scientific exploration of the island

a new chapter in the island’s history and its contacts with the outer world was opened 
by	its	scientific	exploration	which	was	initiated	by	the	British	but	soon	began	to	attract	
scholars from other countries as well .4 The beginning of these activities is marked by the 
expedition of the British ship Palinurus	under	captain	Haines	and	the	officers	Wellsted	
and	Cruttendon	to	the	South	Arabian	coasts	in	1834/35.	Wellsted	spent	altogether	nearly	
four	months	on	the	island,	measured	it	and	not	only	prepared	a	geographical	sketch	map	
of	Socotra,	but	also	studied	the	habits	and	economy	of	its	inhabitants.	The	results	of	this	
first	scientific	expedition	were	published	in	1835	and	1840	(Wellsted	1835a,b;	1840).
In	the	years	1879/80	and	1881	I.B.	Balfour and the Germans Georg Schweinfurth and 

Emil	Riebeck	came	to	Socotra	to	conduct	botanical	studies	(Balfour	1888,	Schweinfurth	
1884) . They were followed in 1898–99 by another expedition of H .o . Forbes and ogil-
vie	Grant	who	also	visitited	the	neighbouring	island	Abd	el	Kūrī	and	described	botany,	
zoology and mineralogy of both islands (Forbes & Grant 1903) .

due to the growing engagement of the British in this region Major J .S . King who 
led an expedition to South arabia in 1884 (Buckland 1906: 237) landed on Socotra and 
began to study the language and history of the island (King 1890) . 
In	1886	Socotra,	which	was	up	to	that	time	formally	part	of	the	“Mahra	Sultanate	of	

Quishn	 and	Socotra”,	 became	British	protectorate.	The	 archaeological	 exploration	of	
the	island	began	shortly	later,	in	1897.	Theodore	Bent	and	his	wife	Mabel	spent	during	
their	expedition	to	Southern	Arabia	two	months	on	Socotra,	“with	the	object	to	unravel	
some	of	its	ancient	history	so	shrouded	in	mystery,	and	learn	something	about	its	present	
inhabitants”	(Bent	&	Bent	1900:	339).	The	results	of	their	exploration	were,	however,	
rather disappointing with practically no artefacts which could be dated into the pre-
Muslim	period.	The	last	archaeological	expedition	of	the	19th	century,	which	took	place	
slightly	later	in	1898/99	under	the	guidance	of	the	semitist	David	Heinrich	Müller,	was	
mainly devoted to linguistic studies and recorded numerous specimen of the Socotri 
language	(Müller,	D.H.	1902–1907).

4  Cf.	for	this	part	of	Socotra’s	history	the	summarising	accounts	given	by	Tkatsch	(1934:	517f.),	
naumkin	(1993:	53f.),	Müller	(2001:	140f.)	and	Biedermann	(2006:	6f.).
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16 Ingo Strauch

one of the reasons for this vivid archaeological and historical interest can certainly 
be seen in the several attempts of 19th c . scholars to associate Socotra with the popular 
traditions of an insula fortunata	 “Fortunate	 island”	which	can	be	 found	 in	Egyptian,	
Mesopotamian	 and	 classical	 sources	 (see	Müller	 2001:	 148–153,	 Biedermann	 2006:	
9–20) . Based on the interpretation of a newly discovered Egyptian papyrus and on a let-
ter	from	Georg	Schweinfurth	who	had	visited	the	island	in	the	same	year,	the	orientalist	
Wladimir	Golischeneff	identified	Socotra	in	a	paper	read	at	the	Berlin	Congress	of	Ori-
entalists in 1881 as the prototype of this insula fortunata . This hypothesis was readily 
accepted	and	further	developed	by	subsequent	scholars,	 like	e.g.	Eduard	Glaser,	Fritz	
Hommel and Jaroslaus Tkatsch (see Biedermann 2006: 9f .) . one of the main arguments 
of this theory was provided by a rather adventurous etymological equation which tried to 
connect the island’s present name and its ancient Greek designation – Dioskorides – with 
an unattested Sanskrit toponym dvīpa sukhatara “*Happy island” . This academic myth 
enjoyed	a	surprisingly	long	life	and	was	only	recently	broken	apart	by	Walter	W.	Müller	
(2001)	(see	Strauch,	infra,	Part	2,	ch.	5.4).
After	this	initial	phase	of	scientific	work	on	Socotra	the	rather	restless	20th	century	

history	 hardly	 permitted	 any	 consistent	 and	 continuous	work.	Only	 after	 the	WW	2	
the British took up their research again with the 1956 expedition of the Universities of 
cambridge and oxford under the guidance of douglas Botting (Botting 1958) . among 
the	participants	was	the	archaeologist	P.L.	Shinnie	who	had,		however,	to	admit	that	his	
“expectation	of	finding	 remains	of	classical	 antiquity	were	not	 fulfilled”	 (1960:	108).	
In	1964/65	Brian	Doe,	the	former	Head	of	the	Department	of	Antiquities	in	the	crown	
colony	Adan,	continued	the	archaeological	exploration	of	the	island	but	was	not	much	
more successful in this regard than his predecessors (doe 1992) . nearly at the same time 
–	from	December	1964	till	February	1965	–	an	expedition	of	the	Royal	Air	Force/Army	
Expedition	under	the	guidance	of	Major	P.G.	Boxhall,	Intelligence	Corps,	conducted	a	
topographical survey of the island (Boxhall 1966) .

In 1967 the British colonial rule ended and Socotra became part of the People’s re-
public of South yemen which in 1970 was transformed into a “socialist” state with close 
relationships	to	the	Soviet	union.		As	a	consequence	of	this	new	geostrategical	affiliation	
the island’s exploration was carried on in the subsequent decades mainly by scholars 
from the Soviet Union and its allies who continue their work on Socotra up to the present 
day.	The	field-work	concentrated	on	the	ethnographic,	linguistic,	scientific	and	archaeo-
logical	exploration	of	the	island	and	resulted	in	a	series	of	studies	(naumkin	1977;	1988;	
1989;	1993,	naumkin	&	Sedov	1993,	Stein	1987;	1996,	Stein	&	Stein	1992;	1997;	1999,	
Wranik	1999).	Due	to	the	erection	of	Soviet	military	bases	the	remains	of	which	are	vis-
ible	still	today	the	access	to	the	island	was	strictly	limited.	Only	after	the	reunification	
of yemen in 1990 the situation changed and Socotra became again accessible to scholars 
from other parts of the world .
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Manifold	scientific	activities	came	up	which	resulted	in	a	number	of	new	publications	
concerning	archaeology	(Weeks	et al.	2002,	Vinogradov	2012),	biology	(Wranik	2004,	
Miller	&	Morris	2004),	folk	literature	(Agafonov	2006/07),	and	the	history	of	the	island	
(Biedermann 2006) . Much of the recent research is easily accessible via the beautifully 
illustrated volume “Socotra . a natural History of the Islands and Their People” which 
comprises	different	sorts	of	information	from	various	fields	including	maritime	geog-
raphy,	geology,	biology,	and	history	(Cheung	&	DeVantier	2006).

The cave Hoq 

The island’s remarkable geological features and the existence of a huge cave system in-
spired the Belgian geologist and speleologist Peter de Geest in 2000 to establish the So-
cotra	Karst	Project	(SKP),	a	multidisciplinary	endeavour	to	explore	the	island’s	under-

ground	world.	Already	 the	first	
expedition in december 2000 
discovered	 in	 one	 of	 the	 caves,	
the	cave	Hoq,5 a large corpus of 
epigraphical and archaeological 
remains .  

The cave is situated in the 
limestone plateau at the north-
east coast of Socotra . Its en-
trance rises ca . 300 m above 
sea-level and is clearly visible 
from the shore which is near-
ly one hour walking-distance 
away .  From the entrance a wide 
view over the Indian ocean 
opens	(see	fig.	1).	The	main	gal-

lery	of	the	cave	is	about	2,5	km	long,	up	to	100	m	wide	and	30	m	high.	The	inscriptions	
and	archaeological	artefacts	were	found	in	the	rear	part	of	the	cave,	nearly	1	km	behind	
the entrance (see the detailed description in de Geest’s contribution in Part 1 of the 
present volume) .
A	first	documentation	of	this	discovery	was	carried	out	in	January	2002	by	Christian	

Robin	and	Hédi	Dridi	as	part	of	a	film	team	of	the	Belgian	film	company	AXELL	Com-
munications.	Robin	and	Dridi	could	identify	the	texts	as	South	Arabian,	Ethiopian	and	
Indian epigraphs . one text was inscribed on a wooden tablet in Palmyrene script . The 
non-Indian material was published in 2002 by christian robin and Maria Gorea (robin 

5 The	cave’s	name	is	usually	given	as	Ḥoq	or	Ḥōq.	For	convenience	we	use	throughout	the	book	
the simplified English spelling .

Fig. 1: View from the entrance of Hoq
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18 Ingo Strauch

&	Gorea	 2002),	 the	 ar-
chaeological	 findings	 –	
such as incense burners 
and several drawings 
– were published and 
interpreted by Hédi dr-
idi in the same year . dr-
idi also provided here 
the	 first	 comprehensive	
inventory of archaeo-
logical objects discov-
ered in Hoq cave (dridi 
2002,	 see	 also	 Dridi’s	
contribution in Part 1 of 
the present volume) . 

on the basis of the 
photographs made by 

Robin	 and	Dridi,	 a	 small	 part	 of	 the	 Indian	material	 could	be	published	by	Mikhail	
Bukharin and myself in 2006 (sic!) (Strauch & Bukharin 2004) . It was possible to estab-
lish the approximate date of the inscriptions on palaeographical grounds in the period 
between the 2nd and late 4th c . ad . 

Thanks to the generous support of the Thyssen Stiftung I was able to visit the cave 
Hoq in december 2005 – January 2006  as  member of the 8th Socotra Karst Project 

Fig. 2: View of the cave’s entrance from below (SKP)

Fig. 3: Seashore and limestone plateau near Hoq (SKP)
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expedition.	With	the	support	of	members	of	the	SKP	team	–	especially	Peter	De	Geest	
and dirk Vandorpe – it was possible to examine and to photograph all inscriptions and 
drawings and some archaeological objects in the cave . This new documentation made 
in 2005–2006 provides the base for the present study which aims at a comprehensive 
investigation of these unique archaeological remains .

About this book

after my initial study of the Indian texts from Hoq – now nearly 200 epigraphs – it 
became clear that an appropriate evaluation of the Hoq remains is only possible if all 
its archaeological and epigraphical data could be included . I therefore decided to initi-
ate a joint research group which would make it possible to place the study of the Indian 
material	into	a	broader	perspective	involving	the	South	Arabian,	Aksūmite	(Ethiopian),	
Palmyrene and Greek texts discovered in Hoq and the data of the archaeological objects . 
I am very happy that it was possible to unite here all those scholars who took part in the 
historical,	archaeological	and	philological	exploration	of	Hoq	cave	from	the	very	begin-
ning and to excite others to join our group .

Part 1
The resulting book is divided into two parts: Part 1 introduces the epigraphical and ar-
chaeological material from Hoq .

▪	Catalogue	(Ingo	Strauch	with	Chr.	J.	Robin,	M.D.	Bukharin	and	n.	Sims-Williams)	
The book’s heart is formed by a catalogue which contains all documented texts and 
drawings	 from	Hoq	 including	 their	 images,	 readings	 and	 commented	 translations.	 It	
is written by Ingo Strauch (Indian texts and drawings) and contains contributions by 
Christian	Julien	Robin	(South	Arabian	and	Ethiopian	inscriptions),	Mikhail	Bukharin	
(Greek	inscriptions)	and	nicholas	Sims-Williams	(Bactrian	inscription).	

▪	The	archaeological	remains	(Hédi	Dridi)
The archaeological material discovered in Hoq is dealt with in a paper by Hédi dridi 
who visited the location together with christian Julien robin in early 2002 . dridi de-
scribes the results of this expedition which is especially valuable because it witnessed 
the site in an almost untouched state with many of the objects still in situ .  

▪	The	cave	Hoq	and	the	Socotra	Karst	Project	(Peter	De	Geest)
Part	1	is	concluded	by	a	contribution	by	Peter	De	Geest,	the	man	who	discovered	the	site	
and is responsible for its preservation for academic research .  Peter de Geest describes 
in his paper the history of the Socotra Karst Project and the special features of the cave 
Hoq which is probably one of the most outstanding caves worldwide . a series of impres-
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20 Ingo Strauch

sive images prepared by members of the SKP helps the reader to get an idea about the 
beauty and uniqueness of this place .

Part 2
Part 2 of this book is devoted to the philological and historical study of the material 
introduced in Part 1 . It is the main aim of this part to analyse and to contextualise the 
Hoq	discoveries	and	to	define	their	meaning	from	a	broader	historical	perspective.	Ac-
cording to the material discovered at Hoq it contains four sections dealing with the 
Indian,	South	Arabian	and	Ethiopian,	Palmyrene	and	Greek	texts	from	Hoq.

▪	India	and	Socotra	(Ingo	Strauch)
The second part is introduced by an extensive study of the Indian texts and drawings 
which form the majority of the remains from Hoq cave . The epigraphical material is 
examined	in	three	chapters	according	to	its	epigraphical,	palaeographical	and	historical	
features . a separate chapter is devoted to the drawings left by the Indian visitors . The 
final	 chapter	 of	 this	 study	 subsumes	 the	 archaeological	 and	 literary	 evidence	 for	 the	
presence	of	Indians	on	Socotra	in	the	first	centuries	AD	and	thus	helps	to	determine	the	
historical context into which the new material has to be placed . It also contains a short 
survey about the later history of Indo-Socotran relations .

Most of the Indian texts record the names of seafaring travellers who visited the cave 
during one of their expeditions to Socotra and left thus the westernmost assemblage 
of ancient Indian epigraphical documents discovered so far . Using the example of this 
unique evidence this study also aims at the development of a paradigmatical approach 
for	evaluating	such	type	of	inscriptional	corpora	which	combines	epigraphical,	palaeo-
graphical,	onomastic	and	historical	methods	in	order	to	get	a	maximum	of	information	
from this otherwise rather enigmatic textual material .

The study about the Indian relations of the Hoq material is succeeded by a highly 
important	paper	prepared	by	Bharati	Shelat.	It	presents	the	first	edition	of	a	series	of	
Gujarati	inscriptions	discovered	in	the	village	Rās	Ḥowlef	at	the	north	coast	of	Socotra.	
an appendix by Julian Jansen Van rensburg introduces related inscriptions described 
in a 19th c . diary . The Gujarati inscriptions presented in both contributions are unique 
witnesses to the activities of 17th c . Gujarati sailors on Socotra and contain valuable in-
formation about the participants and circumstances of sea-trade during this period . In a 
certain way they also show the historical continuity of Socotra’s role in the international 
trade	contacts	of	Western	India.

▪	South	Arabia,	Ethiopia	and	Socotra	(Christian	Julien	Robin)
The second-largest group of texts is written in South arabian and Ethiopian (Guèze) 
scripts.	Christian	Robin	provides	in	his	study	a	survey	of	these	short,	but	very	important	
texts	which	prove	the	presence	of	traders	from	South	Arabia	and	Aksūm	at	the	island	
Socotra . robin concludes his contribution by an investigation of South arabian inscrip-
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tions which mention the toponym of Socotra and thus prove the relations between the 
South arabian mainland and the island .

▪	Palmyra	and	Socotra	(Maria	Gorea)
One	of	the	most	spectacular	finds	in	Hoq	is	a	wooden	tablet	inscribed	with	a	rather	long	
text in Palmyrene language . Maria Gorea presents here a revised reading and translation 
of this document which had already published by her in 2002 (robin & Gorea 2002) . 
An	essay	about	the	Palmyrene	trade	in	the	first	centuries	AD	helps	to	understand	the	
importance	of	this	discovery	for	the	definition	of	the	role	of	Palmyrene	traders	in	Indian	
ocean trade networks . appendices by chr . J . robin and H . dridi investigate special 
aspects of the Socotra-Palmyrene relations and the tablet from Hoq .

▪	The	Mediterranean	World	and	Socotra	(Mikhail	Bukharin)
Although	only	two	small	texts	can	be	definitely	determined	as	Greek	inscriptions,	they	
enlarge our knowledge about Socotra considerably . Mikhail Bukharin presents here the 
first	edition	of	these	texts	and	analyses	the	historical	implications	of	his	interpretation.	
He uses this evidence for a comprehensive appraisal of Socotra’s role in the trade net-
works between the Mediterranean and South arabia . Since one of the Greek sailors 
seems	 to	bear	a	Christian	name,	Bukharin	also	 touches	 the	much	discussed	question	
about the introduction of christianity on the island . 

The volume is concluded by a short editorial essay which summarises the main results 
of the research presented in this book .

Fig. 4: The position of Socotra in the Indian Ocean (Map: Hédi Dridi)
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Part 1

The cave Hoq

Materials
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Catalogue of inscriptions and drawings 
in the cave Hoq

Ingo Strauch

With contributions by

Christian Julien Robin, Mikhail D. Bukharin 
and Nicholas Sims-Williams

The present catalogue is arranged as an itinerary describing all readable epigraphs and 
discernible drawings in the sequence in which they appear on the way through the cave 
from its entrance up to its end. The only exception are the epigraphs of site 18 which are 
inscribed on a rock in a dead-end passage of the cave. The catalogue is mainly based 
on material collected and documented by Ingo Strauch during his visit to Socotra in 
December 2005/January 2006 as member of the 8th Socotra Karst Project (SKP) expe-
dition under the guidance of Peter De Geest.

The first systematic archaeological exploration of the cave was carried out in 2002 
by Christian Julien Robin and Hédi Dridi. Its results, including a comprehensive table 
and map of archaeological objects, drawings and texts, were published by Hédi Dridi in 
2002 and followed by some specialised publications by Christian Julien Robin and Ma-
ria Gorea on the South Arabian texts and the Palmyrene tablet (2002) and Ingo Strauch 
and Mikhail Bukharin on the Indian texts (2004). The expedition carried out by Ingo 
Strauch in December 2005/January 2006 yielded a considerable amount of additional 
– especially textual – material which required the introduction of a new cataloguing 
system. It is organised according to the sequence of the items within the cave and their 
attachment to distinctive areas (sites) in the cave’s topography.

Altogether eighteen sites could be identified around which the inscriptions and draw-
ings are concentrated. Interestingly, they are all situated in the back part of the cave 
which starts at a distance of about 1 km away from the entrance. The distribution of 
objects varies, reaching from only one isolated epigraph at site 8 up to 47 inscriptions of 
32 different persons at site 11.  
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 26 Ingo Strauch 

The epigraphical and pictorial material can be assigned to three major corpora: 

 Indian epigraphs
 Drawings prepared by Indian visitors
 Non-Indian epigraphs: South Arabian, Aksūmite, Palmyrene, Greek, Bactrian

Their distribution with regard to the different sites can be seen in the table below (p. 30).
The location of the individual items within a site is illustrated with the help of photo-

graphs on which the situation of the inscriptions and drawings is indicated. 

As indicated in the title the present catalogue confines itself to the immovable objects, 
i.e. inscriptions and drawings. During their exploration in 2002 Christian Julien Robin 
and Hédi Dridi also discovered a number of archaeological objects, mostly different 
kinds of pottery and remains of torches. They are not included in the present catalogue, 
but are subject of a separate contribution to part 1 written by Hédi Dridi. If archaeologi-
cal objects were found in direct relationship to one of our sites this will be mentioned in 
the respective introductory remarks. These objects are also indicated in the table below 
(p. 30). A more detailed list of archaeological objects is found in Dridi’s contribution 
below (p. 229f.). 

The individual entries of the catalogue contain the following information:

1. A photograph of the object, accompanied by a hand-made copy of the text or 
picture. These hand-drawings are mainly meant for explaining and supporting the sug-
gested interpretation or readings. Highly hypothetical readings are indicated by the use 
of green colour. If not otherwise indicated, all photographs and drawings were made by 
Ingo Strauch (partly with the assistance of Dirk Vandorpe). 

2. Technical data: If available the measurements of the texts are indicated. Espe-
cially in the case of inscriptions which were not easily approachable these data are only 
estimated or had to be omitted completely for lack of evidence. The technical data also 
include an indication of the technique used for producing the inscription or drawing.

In the case of inscriptions, this category is complemented by additional information 
about the scribe who, according to the analysis of the contents and palaeography of the 
epigraph, left the text, about parallel texts of the same scribe within the corpus of the 
Hoq inscriptions, and about the language used.

3. Contents: In the case of inscriptions this category comprises a reading and transla-
tion of the text with a short commentary on its contents and formal features. 
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The transliteration of the texts makes use of the following conventions (cf. http://gan-
dhari.org/a_transcription.php):

[ ]  An unclear or partially preserved akṣara (graphic syllable) or letter (in a South Arabian or Aksūmite 

text) whose reading is uncertain. 

( )  A lost or illegible akṣara or letter that has been conjecturally restored on the basis of context, paral-

lel citation, or other means. 

⟨ ⟩  An omitted akṣara that has been conjecturally restored. 

* Hypothetical restorations (and translations) are indicated by asterisk.

. A missing portion (consonantal or diacritic vowel sign) of a partially legible akṣara. For example, .e 

represents an akṣara in which the vowel diacritic e is visible, but the consonant to which it was at-

tached is lost or illegible; g. signifies that the consonant g is legible but incomplete so that one cannot 

determine whether or not a vowel diacritic was attached to the syllable. 

?   An illegible but visible or partially visible akṣara. 

///  Beginning or end of an incomplete line.

Unrestored akṣaras in a clear context (e.g. a name) are marked in the translations by +, 
if their number is known. Otherwise a circle (°) indicates that the name is incomplete. If 
the context of unrestored akṣaras is unclear or the text is incompletely preserved, three 
dots (...) indicate the missing portions in the translation.

For the South Arabian and Aksūmite inscriptions the conventions are slightly dif-
ferent. For determining the category to which a certain text belongs, it is necessary to 
identify its individual characters, the writing direction (if possible) and the meaning of 
the text. Therefore, the commentary contains passages discussing these data. The indi-
vidual characters of a text are enumerated in these discussions by means of capital letters 
running from right to left (A, B, C, D, etc.)

In the case of drawings a short description and interpretation of the drawing are given.

4. Documentation (previous publications/references): For enabling easy cross-ref-
erences to the mentioned previous publications the catalogue will also indicate the old 
sigla which, according to Dridi’s table, include A= archaeological objects, D = drawings 
and T = texts. The cited publications which make use of these old sigla are referred to 
as  
 
 D:  Dridi 2002
 RG: Robin & Gorea 2002
 SB: Strauch & Bukharin 2004

A concordance of both cataloguing systems is given on the next page. 
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Concordance of objects listed by Dridi (2002)

The table contains all objects listed in Dridi’s survey article (2002: 596–603). Alto-
gether Dridi mentions 49 texts, six drawings and 26 archaeological objects. It has to be 
noticed that in many cases the text sigla relate to more than one inscription. Moreover, 
in the case of objects belonging to the back part of the cave the documentation of the 
French expedition is only partially preserved. It is therefore in many cases impossible to 
determine the exact correspondance of the sigla.

Dridi Strauch Dridi Strauch Dridi Strauch

Texts (T)  and Drawings (D)    
Non-Indian texts are marked by an asterisk (*).

Archaeological objects (A)

D 01 15:3 T 37 5:1–17 A 01 - A 04 Site 15

T 01 - T  08 Sites 14 - 17 D 05 Site 5 A 05 - A 09 Site 11

D 02 13:5-A T 38 4:6 A 10 - A 11 Site 9

T 09 13:5-C *T 39 *Site 4 A 11 bis + A 12 Site 6

T 10 - T 15 Site 11 *T 40 *Site 2 A 13 - A 15 Site 5

T 16 ? *T 41 *Site 2 A 16 4:6

T 17 - T 20 Site 10 *T 42 *Site 2 A 17 - A 18 bis Site 4

T 21 Site 9 *T 43 *Site 2 A 19 Site 2

T 22 7:1 D 06 2:8 A 20 -23 between site 1 and 18

T 23 7:2+3 T 44 2:1–7 A 24 - A 26 between site 18 and exit

T 24 6:18 T 45 2:10–14

D 03 6:13 T 46 2:18

D 04 6:1 T 47 3:1

T 25 6:7+8 T 48 4:1

T 26 6:14 T 49 18:1

T 27 –

T 28 6:12

T 29 6:9+10

T 30 6:1

T 31 6:2

T 32 6:5

T 33 6:6

*T 34 *6:3

*T 35 *6:4

T 36 6:17

The maps on the subsequent page show the processional way along the sites. They are 
based on a map prepared by the Socotra Karst Project. 
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Map of the cave Hoq 

with procession path and inscribed sites indicated
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Distribution of objects at the sites

Site Indian 
epigraphs

Indian 
drawings

Non-Indian epigraphs Archaeological objects

1 1 Brāhmī

2

27 Brāhmī 1 nandyāvarta
1 pūrṇaghaṭa
1 triśūla
1 ship

8 Aksūmite
2 South Arabian
2 South Arabian or Aksūmite

1 ceramic fragment

3 1 Brāhmī 1 South Arabian
1 South Arabian or Aksūmite

4
1 Brāhmī 1 symbol 

(disk?)
4 South Arabian
1 Palmyrene

1 incense burner
1 fragment of a wooden tablet
remnants of torches

5 16 Brāhmī 1 ship 4 incense burners

6
14 Brāhmī 1 petal decor

1 ship
1 triśūla

2 South Arabian 1 ceramic fragment
remnants of torches

7 4 Brāhmī

8 1 Brāhmī

9 10 Brāhmī 1 triśūla
2 symbols (?)

2 incense burners

10 10 Brāhmī

11
44 Brāhmī 2 Greek

2 South Arabian
3 ceramic fragments
1 incense burner
1 wooden stick

12 4 Brāhmī

13 5 Brāhmī 2 stūpas

14 27 Brāhmī 1 svastika
1 nandyāvarta

15 5 Brāhmī 1 wheel (cakra)
1 triśūla

2 incense burners
2 seashells

16 18 Brāhmī
1 Kharoṣṭhī

1 triśūla 1 Graeco-Bactrian/Brāhmī
1 Greek

17 3 Brāhmī

18 1 Brāhmī

∑

192 Brāhmī
1 Kharoṣṭhī

5 triśūlas
3 ships
3 symbols (?)
2 nandyāvartas
2 stūpas
1 pūrṇaghaṭa
1 svastika
1 wheel

11 South Arabian
8 Aksūmite
2 South Arabian or Aksūmite
3 Greek
1 Bactrian-Brāhmī
1 Palmyrene

10 incense burners
5 ceramic fragments
2 remnants of torches
2 seashells
1 fragment of a wooden tablet
1 wooden stick
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Site 1

About 1 km away from the entrance a free space opens with a huge pillar in its centre. In 
front of this pillar a water basin is situated. The path into the cave continues to the left 
of the pillar. With the exception of  a limited number of small, partially artificial tubs in 
the entrance area which are used today by local shepherds for watering their cattle, this 
basin is the only fresh water source within the cave area. 

Just above the basin at the base of the pillar two texts are visible. One is written in 
Arabic and contains the element allāh, representing either the end of the Muslim šāhada 
prayer lā ilāh illā (A)llāh (“There is no god but Allah.”) or a part of a name. The visible 
text reads allāh (Christian Julien Robin). According to its appearance it does not seem to 
belong to the group of recent Arabic graffiti and can probably be attributed to an Arabic 
visitor of a more ancient period. An exact dating of this short text is impossible. 

Below this Arabic text the first Indian inscription can be traced.

Fig. 1: General view of site 1 with basin in front of a pillar. To the left of this pillar the location 
of site 2 – nearly 20 m away – is visible (here indicated green). 
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Fig. 2: Close view of the Arabic graffito below the Brāhmī inscription 1:1

1:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts: 5:1, 5:2, 5:15, 7:3, 9:7, 11:33 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 10 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: ―

Reading:  ra[v]āhakasya
Translation:  “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary: The etymology of the name is unclear. As suggested earlier (Strauch & 
Bukharin 2004: 128), a reading racāhakasya cannot be excluded, seems to be, however, 
less likely according to the palaeographical features of the disputed letter in most of the 
parallel texts.  
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Site 2

After ascending the slope to the left of the inscribed pillar one reaches, on the left side 
of the path, a huge pillar with a sloping base. This base is covered with numerous epi-
graphs and drawings up to a height of ca. 6 m (2:1–2:22). For the sake of protecting the 
epigraphs it was not possible to take measurements of the inscriptions. Generally, they 
are written in large letters which are about 20 cm high. 

In the direct vicinity of this slope several other inscribed objects are found which are 
also subsumed under this site: 

– one stalagmite with an Indian inscription on its base and some South Arabian  
  texts (2:23–2:33)
– two stalagmites with South Arabian texts (2:34, 2:36) 
– one stalagmite with some Brāhmī letters (2:35)
– one stone with a Brāhmī inscription and some enigmatic Brāhmī texts on the    
  wall behind (2:37–2:41)

The neighbouring sketch map 
shows the arrangement of the in-
scribed objects within the site.

Due to its complex structure 
the photographs illustrating the  
location of the individual inscrip-
tions will be provided when deal-
ing with the respective  groups of 
objects indicated in the map.

The whole complex corre-
sponds to Dridi’s sigla T 40–T 46 
and D 06 (Dridi 2002: 603, for T 
45+T 46 see Strauch & Bukharin 
2004: 125, fn. 12 and 128f.). Like 
in many other cases, a multitude 
of texts and drawings are sub-
sumed under these sigla. 

According to Dridi (2002: 603) 
a ceramic fragment (A 19) was 
found near the drawing D 06 (= 
2:8).

Fig. 1: Sketch map showing the inscribed objects at site 2
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The first epigraph of this site is on the left side of the slope in a rather inaccessible posi-
tion some metres above the path.

2:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 2 | Parallel texts: 2:6
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 140 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 44  

Reading:  vani-gaṃja-pu vi[ṣṇu]
Translation:  “Viṣṇu, son of the *merchant Gaṃja.”

Commentary: Both Gaṃja and Viṣṇu should be perceived as hypocoristic variants of 
names beginning or ending in viṣṇu- or -gaṃja. For the last variant cf. e.g. Śūragaṃja 
found in 11:17.

The first element vani is not clear, but can probably be interpreted as an abbreviation 
of Skt. vaṇij “merchant” or one of its derivates like vaṇija(ka). Cf. for this abbreviation 
Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.3. In this case, the dental n has to be explained as an orthographic 
irregularity. 

The use of another abbreviation in this text speaks in favour of such an explanation. 
Instead of putra “son” which is indeed found in the parallel text 2:6 the scribe uses here 
the abbreviated pu, a form which is also attested in other Hoq graffiti and in much later 
Indian epigraphs (see Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.3 and the index in ch. 1.4). 

Fig. 2: General view of the position of the epigraph 2:1
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Fig. 3: General view of the location of 2:2–2:9 

2:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 3 | Parallel texts: 11:27, 11:29 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 44,  SB: 130, T 44-a 

Reading:  śrībhaṭiputro va[rma]
Translation:  “Varma, son of Śrībhaṭi.”

Commentary: The final portion of the epigraph has been abraded by down-flowing 
water. However, its parallels allow the reconstruction of the donor’s name as Varma, a 
hypocoristic form of a personal name ending in varma(n). His father’s name Śrībhaṭi 
contains the element bhaṭṭi which is based on Skt. bhart “lord” and frequently used in 
contemporary Indian names. Its interpretation is, however, disputed (cf. Strauch, infra, 
ch. 3.2.2.1). It cannot be excluded that śrī is used here as an honorific syllable (cf. for this 
use below 2:37).

The script of this scribe is characterised by distinct circular headmarks. Moreover,  
the shape of certain letters like that of the medial -i can be compared to the style of the 
Junāgaḍh inscription of Skandagupta,  Gupta year 136–138 = 456–458 AD (Burgess 
1883: plate XV + Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no. 28). According to the palaeo-
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graphical analysis of the Hoq corpus and contemporary Indian scripts this feature was 
introduced in Western India after the 3rd c. AD (see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -i). On 
the other hand, the shape of the intitial ś- with a central vertical indicates a date prior 
to the 5th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, ś-). This evidence allows a quite reliable 
palaeographical dating of the present epigraph into the 4th c. AD. 

2:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 4 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 44 

Reading:  /// ? ? ṇapu[ttrasya]
Translation:  “Of ... °ṇaputra.” or “(of NN, ) son of ... °ṇa.”

Commentary: The beginning of the text has been abraded by down-flowing water. Its 
last portion is hardly legible but can be tentativily restored as suggested.

Due to the fragmentary state of the inscription it cannot be decided whether the phrase 
preserved here contains a personal name ending in –putra (here probably spelt -puttra) 
or is the beginning of a text which indicates the father’s name beside that of the visitor.

2:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 5 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 44, SB: 132, T 44-b  

Reading:  coḍakaputro khālika[ḥ]
Translation:  “Khālika, son of Coḍaka.”

Commentary: The father’s name can be related to Coḍila found in 5:8. Both can be 
explained as hypocorisms of a name beginning with Skt. coḍa. Whether this element 
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refers to the South Indian Colas or even to the family name culika, caulukya etc. of later 
times (cf. Majumdar 1956: 14–15), has to remain open. It is also possible that a name like 
Coḍakarṇa (“Projecting Ear”) was its base (cf. MW s.v.). The name of his son, Khālika, 
which is also attested in 7:2, can most probably be connected with Skt. khala “treshing-
floor”. Related personal names like Khalā, Khālīya, Khalyaka, and Khalyā are listed by 
van Velze (1938: 95).

2:5 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 6 | Parallel texts:  — | Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T  44 

Reading:  /// la(*pu)tro ? ///
Translation:  “..., *son of °la.”

Commentary: The major part of the text is indiscernible on the photographs at our 
disposal. Only the akṣaras la and tro can be made out with some degree of certainty.

2:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 2 | Parallel texts: 2:1 | Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 44 

Reading:  vani-gaṃja-putra vi[ṣṇu]
Translation:  “Viṣṇu, son of the *merchant Gaṃja.”

Commentary: The same person left his signature in 2:1. In the case of this inscription, 
however, he did not use the abbreviation pu for Skt. putra. For the tentative interpreta-
tion of the text cf. above 2:1.
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2:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 7 | Parallel texts:  — | Language: ? | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 44 

Reading:  kisā[.i]

Commentary: Although the letters can be read with a sufficient degree of certainty, it 
is presently impossible to determine the meaning of this epigraph.

2:8 Brāhmī inscription with drawings

According to their arrangement and writing/painting tool the epigraph and the drawings should
be regarded as a unity. This approach also influences the interpretation of the inscription.

C
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2.8-A Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 8 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 44, SB: 130, T 44-c 

Reading:  jakha pū-[gha]
Translation:  *“(This is a) yakṣa. (This is a) pū(rṇa)gha(ṭa).” or (less likely)
  “Gha..., son of Jakha (Skt. Yakṣa).”
  
Commentary: With the exception of the concluding letter the reading of the epigraph 
is quite clear. The suggested pū with long vowel indicated here by the right bend of the 
subscribed vowel sign finds parallels in other epigraphs of the corpus (cf. Strauch, infra, 
ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). A reading p with a medial - of the northern type should therefore be 
disregarded (cf. Strauch, infra, 2.3.2.2, -r̥).  For the final letter, read here as gha, a read-
ing ya cannot be excluded, however it seems unlikely in view of the other attestations of 
this letter in the corpus. Despite its satisfying legibility the character of the resulting text 
remains enigmatic.  It obviously contains abbreviated words which have to be explained 
on the basis of a functional analysis of the epigraph. For the various hypothetical inter-
pretations see below the discussion of the whole complex.

2:8-B Drawing of a nandyāvarta

Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: D 06, SB: 134, fig. c

C
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2:8-C Drawing of the upper half of a pūrṇaghaṭa

Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: D 06, SB: 134, fig. a

Commentary:  The arrangement of the two drawings and the text seems to suggest that 
all three objects form one complex. 

The drawing above the inscription represents the upper half of the popular Indian 
auspicious symbol pūrṇaghaṭa “filled vessel” symbolising welfare and prosperity. To 
its left we find a variant of the so-called nandyāvarta, nandipada, triratna or – more 
neutrally – ω-symbol,1 for which Harry Falk recently suggested the designation “namo-
symbol” (Aman ur Rahman & Falk 2011: 26f.). Although its shape as well as its name 
can differ in Indian sources depending on their regional or cultural contexts, the present 
drawing is clearly identifiable. A somewhat different nandyāvarta sign beside a svastika 
is found at 14:26. 

Both drawings are situated immediately above the inscription which seems to be as-
sociated with them. There are mainly four different ways to explain the connection be-
tween the inscription and the drawings:

1.) The inscription functions as a label of the drawings above. In this case pū-[gha] 
has to be perceived as an abbreviation of the Skt. term pūrṇaghaṭa while jakha, the 
Middle Indic representative of Skt. yakṣa, could relate to the nandyāvarta/nandi pada 
depiction. It is however difficult to ascertain, what the character of this relationship was. 
It is known that the yakṣas – and in particular their leader, the god Kubera – are closely 
connected to prosperity, welfare and wealth. Hence we frequently meet depictions of 
yakṣas which are accompanied by auspicious symbols. One of them, the pūrṇaghaṭa, 

1 For the somewhat confused terminology cf. the previous discussions by von Hinüber 1974 
(= 2009: 791–304), Moeller 1979, and Bhattacharya 2000. Here we apply the term nandyāvarta, 
following von Hinüber 1974. For a comprehensive study on art-historical aspects cf. Srivastava 
1991, for nandyāvarta symbols on buddhapadas and an extensive discussion of their meaning see 
Quagliotti 1998: 79–107.
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can even be identified with a yakṣa figure 
(see below, point 2). It is therefore not ex-
cluded that the same function can be ful-
filled by another auspicious symbol, e.g. the 
nandyāvarta. A vague indication of such an 
identification can perhaps be seen in some of 
the Begram ivories where winged yakṣa fig-
ures or figures with raised arms can easily 
be read as anthropomorphic representations 
of a nandyāvarta. Remarkably, their shape 
closely resembles that of the Hoq specimens 
(see pictures on the right).

According to this interpretation the text 
jakha (Skt. yakṣa) found just below the 
nandyāvarta symbol would refer to it as a 
symbolic representation of a yakṣa.

2.) The inscription mentions just another 
auspicious element which is not depicted. 
This interpretation would result in the triad 
nandyāvarta – yakṣa – pūrṇaghaṭa and is 
supported by the fact that in South Asian art 
different auspicious symbols are often found 
combined in clusters. Especially close is 
the relationship between the yakṣa and the 
pūrṇaghaṭa symbol. Both figures can be depicted side-by-side as in some of the Be-
gram ivories where a yakṣa is shown carrying a pūrṇaghaṭa on his head (Hackin 1954: 
191, fig. 178; 193, fig. 197; 237, fig. 192, see fig. 4). Sometimes, however, the yakṣa can 
even be identified with a pūrṇaghaṭa. This identification is not only indicated by the 
so-called kumbhodara type of yakṣas (Srinivasan 1997: 198–200), but also by some 
rock paintings which depict the yakṣa figure’s body clearly in the shape of a filled vase. 
Thus Doris Srinivasan identified one of the rock paintings from Bhimbetka (Brooks & 
Wakankar 1976: 57, “style 11”) as a depiction of a yakṣa “whose entire body resembles a 
fruit-bearing vase” (1980: 337). It is accompanied by a multitude of different auspicious 
signs. Srinivasan compares this painting “with a similar figure found in a rock painting 
at Binayaka (near Barkhera, Dist. Raisen, M.P.) (see Prachya Pratibha III, 2, 1975, fig. 
6, opp. p. 53)” (1980: 337, see also Srinivasan 1997: 200–201). According to the accom-
panying Brāhmī inscriptions both rock paintings can be dated to the first centuries BC. 
Both drawings are examples for another important aspect, namely, that both yakṣa and 
pūrṇaghaṭa are closely related to other auspicious symbols. Srinivasan even suggests 
that the yakṣa himself can be perceived as “an auspicious representation” (1997: 200).

Fig. 4: Ivory from Begram (Afghanistan) 
showing a yakṣa and a pūrṇaghaṭa (from: 
Hackin 1954: 237, fig. 192).
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Whether this perception can also be applied for the written word yakṣa – as presupposed 
by our interpretation – is, however, doubtful.

3.) The inscription refers only to one of the two symbols. In this case it is to be in-
terpreted either as a Tatpuruṣa compound to be translated “the filled vessel of a yakṣa”, 
or as a Karmadhāraya compound with the meaning “the filled vessel which is a yakṣa”.  

4.) The last possible interpretation presupposes a completely different character of the 
text. Despite the arguments given above it cannot be excluded, that the epigraph has to 
be perceived in terms of an ordinary, but incomplete or corrupt personal graffito with 
jakha and gha as abbreviated or corrupt forms of names and pū as (incorrect/corrupt) 
abbreviation of Skt. putra “son”.  The long -ū could be compared with pūtra found in 9:3 
and 14:9. In this case we would have to read: 
 jakha pū [gha] “Gha°, son of Jakha.”

2:9 Drawing of a trident (triśūla)

Measurements: 1 m high | Technique: Mud | Documentation: SB: 134, fig. b

Commentary: It is not certain whether this drawing was done at the same time and by 
the same hand as those of complex 2:8. It represents another of the traditional Indian 
auspicious symbols. The picture shows the triśūla-paraśu type of the trident symbol, i.e.  
with an axe on the right side of its stick. The circular base is most probably representing  
a pitcher (kalaśa). Representations of this type are also found among the rock drawings 
along the Karakorum Highway.1 Whether this trident hints at a Śaiva affiliation of the 
painter or is simply used as a neutral auspicious symbol, has to remain open. 

For further comments and other triśūla drawings from Hoq see Strauch, infra, ch. 4.
1 Cf. Bandini-König 1999: 61f. (Hodar, because of an accompanying devadharmo yaṃ-in-

scription possibly in a Buddhist context), Bandini-König & von Hinüber 2001: 91 (Gichi Nala), 
Bemmann & König 1994: 10, Tafel 22 (Oshibat, for the “axe” cf. 15:5, 18:153, for the base cf. 
17:20; 18:129; 18:289), Fussman & Bandini-König 1997: 33f. (Shatial, cf. especially Tafel 19, 
150:1 for the circular base of the trident).
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Fig. 5: General view of the location of 2:10 – 2:17

2:10 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 9 | Parallel texts: 2:11 | Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45  
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Reading:  bhadra prapta
Translation:  “Bhadra arrived.”

Commentary: The same name is found in the neighbouring epigraph 2:11. It is derived 
from Skt. bhadra “prosperous, blessed” and is frequently attested in Skt. literature and 
epigraphy (cf. MW s.v.). The corrupt spelling prapta for Skt. prāptaḥ is in accordance 
with the usage of epigraphical Sanskrit. The peculiar shape of the ligature dr- points to  
a date prior to the 4th c. AD (see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.4, dr-).

2:11 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 9 | Parallel texts: 2:10
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45 

Reading:  bhadra pra[p]ta
Translation:  “Bhadra arrived.”

Commentary: The final portion of the inscription has been abraded by down-flowing 
water. The same person has left his text in the same corrupt orthography in the neigh-
bouring graffito 2:10. Palaeographically remarkable is the different shape of the ligature 
dr-, which might be due to the subscribed -i of the text 2:12 just below.

2:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 10 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45, SB: 128, T 45 
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Reading:  ajitiva[r]m(ā)
Translation:  “Ajitivarman.”

Commentary: The final portion of the text has been destroyed by down-flowing water. 
In the same form the name is attested in the epigraph 6:7 which was, however, written 
by a different hand. The ending -varman probably indicates the kṣatriya status of this 
visitor (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2).

2:13 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 11 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45  

Reading:   /// ? ? [skasya]
Translation:  “Of °ska.”

Commentary: The epigraph is nearly illegible. Only its final portion can be made out 
with some certainty and allows the interpretation of the text as a name in the Sanskrit 
genitive.  It is not clear where the text starts.

2:14 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 12 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45  
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Reading:  ? [pra]sya
Translation:  “Of +pra.”

Commentary: Although the three letters are clearly visible the first two of them still 
resist a doubtless decipherment. But the final -sya makes clear that we have to expect a 
name in the Sanskrit genitive.

2:15 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 13 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 45

Reading:  ? ? ? [pu] ? pra[p](ta)
Translation:  “+++pu+ arrived.”

Commentary: Due to the very bad condition of the graffito, reading and translation 
must remain hypothetical. The end of the text has been abraded by down-flowing water. 
The letter pu could be the remains of an original putra “son.”

2:16 Drawing of a ship

Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Commentary: This obviously incomplete drawing of a ship can be compared with the 
better preserved picture of 6:13. Cf. there for further comments.
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2:17 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 14 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 14–20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  

Reading:   ya[v]i[ṣṭha]sya
Translation:  “Of Yaviṣṭha.”

Commentary: Due to the unclear shape of the letters caused by the very broad writ-
ing tool and subsequent erosion, the reading is very difficult. Only the initial ya and the 
final ending -sya are clearly discernible. The reconstruction as a genitive of the word 
yaviṣṭha, literally  “youngest”, is, however, supported by its attested use as a name (cf. 
MW s.v.). For a comparable use of the related jyeṣṭha “eldest” in the Hoq corpus cf. be-
low 2:21 and 16:2.

2:18 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 15 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 120 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 46, SB: 129, T 46  

Reading:  /// (*pu)tro varaghoṣa ? ///
 sa [tā] ? ?
Translation:  “Varaghoṣa, the son of ...”

Commentary: The beginning of the text is washed off and can probably be restored 
as putra  “son” on the basis of the clearly distinguishable tra. Accordingly, the reading 
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(pra)varaghoṣa suggested earlier (Strauch & Bukharin 2004: 129) has to be abandoned. 
The final portion of the first line is illegible, the meaning of the second line remains 
obscure.

2:19 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 16 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 100 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  mūla prāp[t]a pu ///
Translation:  “Mūla arrived ...”

Commentary: The graffito is heavily eroded and hardly legible. In its vicinity there 
are some further almost indistinguishable traces of graffiti which are not documented 
here. 

Mūla can be interpreted as a hypocorism, or simple name, based on the astronomical 
term mūla (“the 17th lunar mansion”) (cf. Hilka 1910: 34–37: Mūla beside Mūladeva, 
Mūlarāja, etc.).  

The clearly visible pu after prāp[t]a marks the beginning of another word, perhaps 
putra.  It is possible that it belongs to another independent epigraph. The letters after pu 
are not preserved.

2:20 Aksūmite inscription

Language: Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 43, RG: 430–432 (fig. 18) 
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2:21 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 17 | Parallel texts: 2:22 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  

Reading:   rʾtḥ
Translation:  “Artaḥ.”

Commentary: Petit texte composé de quatre lettres, tracées parfaitement avec de la 
boue sur une paroi rocheuse.

Sens de la lecture : de droite à gauche, comme l’indiquent l’orientation du r et la forme 
aksūmite du ʾ (alif) et du ḥ.

La traduction – comme d’autres dans ce catalogue – est évidemment hypothétique. 
Elle a pour finalité de synthétiser la solution proposée –  ici un anthroponyme – , même 
si la vocalisation est arbitraire.

La racine RTḤ n’est pas attestée en guèze. En revanche, elle semble l’être en Arabie. 
Voir : 

- Mrtḥ : Müller-Ṣirḥa 1 / 2, ...).y Fys² w-Mrtḥ(... ;
- Yrtḥ : Garb FES II, 8 / 2, ...)Yrtḥ w-S²rḥb lʾ Y.(...
Noter cependant que, dans ces deux mots, écrits en relief, le t se confond aisément 

avec le z; en outre, Mrtḥ et Yrtḥ peuvent être rapportés à une racine RWḤ.
       (Christian Julien Robin)

Reading:  jeṣṭhasya
  [ma] [vi]
  ṣṇupa ? ///
Translation:  “Of Jeṣṭha (Skt. Jyeṣṭha) ... Viṣṇupa(*ti) ...”
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Commentary: The inscription is very difficult to decipher. It is written with a very 
broad writing tool and covered by a thick layer of dust which cannot be removed. The 
noun in the genitive case in the first line corresponds to Skt. jyeṣṭha. It is used here either 
as a personal name or as attribute “the eldest, best, eminent”. A similar use is probably 
attested below in 16:2.  

Of the remaining letters only viṣṇupa can be read with some certainty. They probably 
represent the beginning of the name Viṣṇupati which is also attested in the neighbour-
ing graffito 2:22 written by the same hand. The  meaning of the preceding letter which 
resembles an open-mouthed ma is not clear. 

2:22 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 17 | Parallel texts: 2:21 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:   [vi]ṣṇu[pat]i
Translation:  “Viṣṇupati.”

Commentary: The inscription is situated immediately left to 2:21 and is like the for-
mer one almost completely covered by a layer of unremovable dust. It seems to have 
been written by the same hand in the same large Brāhmī letters. In combination with the 
preceding epigraph it is possible to reconstruct it as [vi]ṣṇu[pat]i. This personal name 
characterises the visitor as member of a Vaiṣṇava community (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 
3.2.2.1).
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Fig. 6: General view of the stalagmite bearing texts 2:23–2:33 and some additional, yet unidenti-
fied texts A and B (green frames)

Figs. 7 and 8: Closer views of the texts 2:23 and 2:24 (left) and 2:30–2:33 (right)

C
JR

SK
P

Opposite the large inscribed pillar a stalagmite is located with a number of epigraphs 
on its shaft and base. Due to the mineralisation of the surface many of the texts are now  
illegible.

The catalogue comprises only those epigraphs which are indicated in the general 
views on this page.
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2:23 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 19 | Parallel texts:  — | Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  hastakavaprava[stav](y)[a]
 jayasenaput[r]a
 sa[gha]dā[sa]
Translation:  “Saṃghadāsa, son of Jayasena, inhabitant of Hastakavapra.”

Commentary: This epigraph belongs to the few cases where the writer’s provenance 
is indicated. The place Hastakavapra is a port-town situated on the western shore of the 
Gulf of Cambay. Its name and location correspond to modern Hāthab near Bhavnagar. 
Archaeological excavations at this site have brought to light substantial remains of the 
ancient city which can be dated to a period from the 4th c. BC up to the 6th c. AD (Pra-
manik 2004). For the last phase the town’s name is well attested as Skt. Hastakavapra 
which is mentioned as the name of one of the administrative districts in the copper-plate 
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records of the Maitraka dynasty of Valabhī. That this name was also used in earlier 
times, is not only shown by its Greek renderings in the Periplus Maris Erythraei and in 
Ptolemaios’ Geographia. One of the seals discovered during the excavations in a com-
plex called “warehouse” refers to the superintendent of Hastakavapra: hastakavappr[ā]-
dhikāra. The present text supports the testimony of this seal and the Greek authors and 
provides an additional attestation of this place-name in an early Indian source. For a 
more detailed discussion see Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.1.

The noun vāstavya – here incorrectly written as vastavya – is usually found in Indian 
epigraphical records to signify the home-town of a person.

The personal names Jayasena and Saṃghadāsa (Hilka 1910: 141, 107) are well attest-
ed in Sanskrit literature and epigraphy. While the latter clearly indicates the Buddhist 
(or Jaina?) affiliation of the visitor, the father’s name points to the kṣatriya status of this 
family. Cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2 for jaya “victory” and -sena (← Skt. senā “army”) 
as typical elements of kṣatriya names. Obviously, this visitor of Hoq was a Buddhist/
Jaina from Hastakavapra in Gujarat, who belonged to a kṣatriya family.

A reading Saṃghadāma- cannot be excluded, but due to the shape of the last letter is 
less probable. The name Saṃghadāsa is also attested on a yet unpublished seal excavated 
in Hastakavapra. Its reading was communicated by S. Pramanik at the International 
Conference “The Ports of the Indian Ocean, from the Red Sea to the Gulf of Bengal” in 
Kolkata, February 23rd–27th, 2011.

Palaeographically, the inscription can be dated to the late Western Kṣatrapa period 
(late 2nd–4th c. AD), when the hooked h- of the north had already been introduced into 
some varieties of the Western Brāhmī (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, h-). 

2:24 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 18 | Parallel texts:  — | Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  

Reading:   ra ? sa ? ? ?  
  [sa]tyadhara[sya]
Translation:  “... Of Satyadhara.”
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Commentary: Due to the corroded surface of the stone the upper line of the text  is 
almost illegible and resists any further interpretation. The initial sa- of the name is pre-
ceeded by some obscure embellishments. The shape of the final -sya is still visible on an 
older photograph. For the name Satyadhara cf. Hilka 1910: 132 and MW s.v.

2:25 Aksūmite inscription

Language: Aksūmite | Parallel texts: 2:27, 2:34 | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ṣḥ[f]
 Bḍʿ
Translation:  “(Il est) écrit: ‘Bienheureux’.”  or (less probably)
  “A écrit Bəḍu.ʿ”

Commentary: Petit texte écrit avec de la boue sur une stalagmite; il compte six lettres 
réparties trois par trois sur deux lignes. Ces lettres sont numérotées de la droite vers la 
gauche au moyen de lettres majuscules (A, B et C).

Sens de l’écriture: incertain si on se fonde sur la forme des lettres; de la gauche vers 
la droite si notre interprétation est acceptée.

Ligne 1/ A, B et C: les trois caractères peuvent être aussi bien sudarabiques qu’aksūmites. 
Celui de droite (A) pourrait être interprété comme un w avec le segment interne orienté 
horizontalement (comme dans le graffite sudarabique Ja 1531). Cependant, la comparaison 
avec le texte 2:34 conduit à reconnaître un f.
Ligne 1/ B: avec la valeur ḥ, ce caractère se trouve dans l’alphabet aksūmite, mais aussi dans 
les graffites du Yémen méridional (voir par exemple Ja 1520).
Ligne 1/ C: ce caractère est attesté en Arabie du Sud, notamment dans les graffites de la 
région de Shabwa (Pirenne 1990, p. 24, fig. 6, n° 15 et 16; ibid., pl. XXXII) ou de Mukayrās 
(Ja 2381), où sa valeur serait ṣ. Sa forme évoque également le ṣ de l’alphabet aksūmite, qui 
peut avoir ce tracé rigide et anguleux (par exemple RIÉth 183, III / 3).

 
ṣḥ[f]: voir le guèze ṣəḥuf, “écrit, inscrit”; ce mot est attesté dans les inscriptions RIÉth 

192 A / 3, 18, 25, 28 (ṣḥf); 232 / 6, 8, 12 (ṣəḥuf, ṣəḥuf et ṣəḥəf).
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Ligne 2/ A, B et C: les trois caractères peuvent être aussi bien sudarabiques qu’aksūmites. 

Bḍ :ʿ voir le guèze bəḍū ,ʿ “voué, dédié; celui qui tient sa promesse”. Ce mot est at-
testé également dans l’inscription de Ham RIÉth 232 / 7, … ba-ka6ma ṣəḥuf bəḍuʿ za-
yətwala7d ʾəm-ʾ anəst …, “… comme il est écrit: ‘Bienheureux celui qui est né d’une 
femme’ …” 

La rencontre dans notre texte des mots ṣḥf et bḍ ,ʿ comme dans l’inscription de Ham, 
suggère qu’on pourrait avoir ici une citation abrégée du discours des Béatitudes (Mat-
thieu 5 / 1–12; Luc 6 / 20–23), manière concise et allusive de demander la grâce divine 
pour ceux qui ont eu la bonne fortune de parvenir au fond de la grotte. Si c’était exact, il 
faudrait en conclure que l’auteur de ce texte est chrétien.

On peut également se reporter aux passages du Gadla Libanos et des Miracles de 
Libanos qui rapportent que Saint Libanos a “écrit” (c’est-à-dire probablement traduit) 
l’évangile de Matthieu. Alessandro Bausi a établi récemment que la tradition que la 
tradition mettait en relation la traduction de certains passages avec des lieux bien déter-
minés: c’est ainsi que les Béatitudes auraient été écrites à Dəgsā (əsma hallawa ṣəḥifo 
Bəḍu āʿn ẖaba mədra Dəgsā, “car il avait écrit les ‘Bienheureux’ dans le pays de Dəgsā”: 
Bausi 2003, notamment 169–170).

Une autre interprétation, cependant, n’est pas exclue: analyser ṣḥf comme un verbe 
à l’accompli, ṣaḥafa, “il a écrit”, et Bḍʿ comme un nom propre de personne. Elle est 
cependant moins vraisemblable parce que notre texte semble relativement tardif et donc 
postérieur à la conversion d’Aksūm au christianisme: noter l’alternance ḍ/ṣ dans la gra-
phie de Bḍʿ / Bṣʿ (voir ci-dessous 2:34) qui ne s’observe pas dans les textes d’Aksūm 
(IVe-VIe siècles de l’ère chrétienne), mais devient habituelle dans la littérature éthio-
pienne médiévale. 

Ce texte se répète avec diverses variations dans 2:27 et 2:34.     
 (Christian Julien Robin)

2:26 *Aksūmite inscription 

Language: *Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 42  
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Reading:   tg[ḥ] ? ?  
 ʿby

Commentary:  Stalagmite portant les traces d’un texte de deux lignes, qui comptent 
cinq et trois caractères respectivement, tracés avec de la boue. Ces caractères sont numé-
rotés de la droite vers la gauche au moyen de lettres majuscules (A, B, C, D etc.).

Sens de la lecture: incertain. La transcription adopte le sens gauche-droite.

Ligne 1 / A et B: la lecture des deux premiers caractères de droite est fort problématique.
Ligne 1 / C: ḥ semblable à celui de 2:25 / 1 ou 2:27 / 2 (où il se reconnaît plus aisément).
Ligne 1 / D: ce caractère ressemble au g ou au l du sudarabique; en aksūmite, ce serait un g.
Ligne 1 / E: ce t en forme de croix n’est guère attesté en Arabie du Sud (pour un exemple, 
voir Ja 1116), mais est commun à Aksūm. 
Ligne 2 / A: avec son segment légèrement incliné qui prolonge la hampe, ce caractère évoque 
la lettre y du sudarabique cursif (Stein 2010, p. 28), mais écrit dans le sens gauche-droite. 
Malgré ce rapprochement, nous préférons reconnaître un y aksūmite (moins vraisemblable-
ment un d) avec l’ajout d’un segment d’un type irrégulier à valeur vocalique.
Ligne 2 / B et C : ces deux caractères se lisent peut-être b et ʿ (ʿ ayn). Le segment très court 
à droite du ʿ, lui aussi sans parallèle, a peut-être lui aussi une valeur vocalique.

À la première ligne, si on lisait de la droite vers la gauche, on pourrait reconnaître la 
séquence sudarabique lt, à interpréter comme le nom de la déesse Allāt dans un anthro-
ponyme théophore. Mais si on lisait en sens inverse, on trouverait les consonnes G et Ḥ, 
qu’on relève au début de plusieurs racines du guèze. 

À la seconde ligne, la lecture de gauche à droite donne le mot ʿby (voir le guèze: 
ʿabiyy, “grand”); elle semble préférable à la lecture de droite à gauche, yb ,ʿ qui donne une 
forme verbale conjuguée (par exemple du verbe arabe bāʿa, “vendre”, inattendu dans ce 
contexte).             

(Christian Julien Robin)

2:27 *Aksūmite inscription

Language: *Aksūmite | Parallel texts: 2:25, 2:34 | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud
Documentation: D: T 41, RG: 430 (fig. 17)
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Reading:  Bḍ[ ]ʿ
 ṣḥ[f] 
Translation:   “‘Bienheureux’ (est-il) écrit.” or (less probably)
 “Bəḍuʿ a écrit.”

Commentary: Petit texte écrit avec de la boue sur une protubérance rocheuse; les six 
caractères, qui sont répartis sur deux lignes, sont numérotés de la droite vers la gauche 
au moyen de lettres majuscules (A, B et C).

Sens de l’écriture: incertain si on se fonde sur la forme des lettres; de la gauche vers 
la droite si notre interprétation est acceptée.

Ligne 1 / A, B et C : les trois caractères peuvent être aussi bien sudarabiques qu’aksūmites. 
Celui de droite (A) évoque un w, mais la comparaison avec 2:25 et 2:34 conduit à le lire 
comme un ʿ (ʿ ayn). 
Ligne 2 / A : de ce caractère en partie effacé, il subsiste un segment recourbé et ondulé qui 
pourrait appartenir à un r sudarabique. Une autre possibilité consisterait à reconnaître la 
hampe supérieure d’un kāf aksūmite (de forme inhabituelle, du fait de la grande taille de 
cette hampe) ou sudarabique (écrit dans le sens gauche-droite: pour un exemple, voir Bron 
1999, p. 76). La comparaison avec 2:25 et 2:34 conduit cependant à préférer un f inversé 
(comme s’il était écrit de droite à gauche).

 
Ce texte est identique à 2:25, avec inversion des lignes. Il est possible que l’auteur ait 

commencé par écrire ṣḥf (noter les lettres de grandes dimensions), puis qu’il ait tracé 
Bḍʿ au-dessus (et non au-dessous) par manque de place. Voir également 2:34, de même 
contenu que 2:25.

(Christian Julien Robin)

2:28 *Aksūmite inscription 

Language: *Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 42

Reading:  ʾw  vacat  bṣ[ṭ]

Commentary: Texte écrit à la boue sur le sol rocheux. Il se compose des cinq cara-
ctères de grande taille distribués à droite et à gauche d’une protubérance. Ces caractères 
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sont numérotés de la droite vers la gauche au moyen de lettres majuscules (A, B, C, D 
etc.). 

Sens de l’écriture : probablement de gauche à droite, si on admet que ce document est 
écrit en alphabet aksūmite (voir les caractères A et E). 

A : ce caractère diffère de 2:27, ligne 2 / B, puisque sa hampe centrale est plus longue en bas 
et plus courte en haut. Il ne semble donc pas qu’il puisse se lire ḥ. Serait-ce un ṭ aksūmite de 
forme inhabituelle ? Il arrive aussi que le ṭ sudarabique soit ouvert en bas : voir par exemple 
Pirenne 1990, pl. XXIX, photographie du milieu (Ṭylm).
B : même caractère que dans 2:27, ligne 2 / C (ṣ).
D : même si la lettre n’est pas fermée en bas, la lecture w semble assurée ; cette forme est 
propre à Aksūm.
E : ʾ (alif) de forme cursive propre à l’alphabet aksūmite. 

L’interprétation de ce mot – un anthroponyme (?) – est douteuse.
(Christian Julien Robin)

2:29 Aksūmite or South Arabian inscription

Language: Aksūmite or South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading : [w ]ʿṣ or ṣ[ʿw]

Commentary: Sous les caractères A et B de 2:28, trois caractères de petites dimen-
sions ont été tracés à la boue. Partiellement effacés, ils sont de lecture incertaine. 

A : il est possible que le premier soit semblable à 2:28/B, ce qui donnerait ṣ.
B : ce caractère, apparemment de forme triangulaire, est-il un ʿ (ʿayn) maladroit, comme 
dans 2:25? 
C : le troisième est peut-être un w (semblable à celui de 2:28/D).

(Christian Julien Robin)
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2:30 Aksūmite inscription 

Language: Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  [ ]ʾḥfʿygns[ ]ʿt[ś]

Commentary: Un texte un peu plus long, avec 11 caractères, est tracé avec de la boue 
sur une protubérance rocheuse. Ces caractères sont numérotés de la droite vers la gauche 
au moyen de lettres majuscules (A, B, C, D etc.). 

Sens de la lecture : probablement de gauche à droite puisque plusieurs caractères (ś, 
f, ḥ et ʾ) semblent aksūmites.

A: ce caractère, en partie effacé, se présente avec deux ou trois segments verticaux. Ce 
pourrait être les vestiges d’un ś (sa nəguś) aksūmite.
C: il semblerait qu’un petit cercle ait été tracé entre les caractères B et D. La lecture ʿ (ʿ ayn) 
ou y est très hypothétique.
H: cercle maladroit à interpréter probablement comme un ʿ  (ʿ ayn); du fait de sa grande taille, 
il est plus vraisemblablement aksūmite que sudarabique.
I: f aksūmite caractéristique, qui n’est pas attesté dans les autres écritures de la région.
K: ce caractère partiellement effacé est apparemment un ʾ (alif) aksūmite.
B, D, E, F, G et J : la lecture t, s, n, g, y et ḥ est assurée; ces caractères peuvent être sudara-
biques ou aksūmites.

Bien que la lecture de ce texte soit en majeure partie assurée, sa signification demeure 
obscure.

(Christian Julien Robin)
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2:31 Aksūmite inscription

Language: Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  Sm[r]

Commentary: Au-dessus et à droite de 2:30, trois lettres ont été tracées avec de la 
boue blanche. Elles sont numérotés de la droite vers la gauche au moyen de lettres ma-
juscules (A, B et C).

Sens de la lecture: de gauche à droite si on se fonde sur l’orientation du r et sur la 
forme du m.

A : si ce caractère se compose bien de deux segments en angle droit, il pourrait s’agir d’un r.
B : m de type aksūmite ; comparé au m du sudarabique monumental, il a subi un pivotement 
de 90° dans le sens contraire des aiguilles d’une montre. Ce type de m peut se trouver dans 
les graffites d’Arabie méridionale (par exemple dans Ja 2478 e).
C : caractère qui peut être un s aksūmite ou un s¹ sudarabique.

Voir le guèze səmur, “fertile” ou samr, “abondance”.
(Christian Julien Robin)

2:32 *Arabian inscription

Language: *Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —
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Reading:   Mḥn

Commentary: En dessous de 2:31, on reconnaît trois lettres tracées à la boue, dessi-
nant un arc de cercle. 

Sens de l’écriture : apparemment de droite à gauche, si on se fonde sur le m de type 
arabique et sur le ḥ sudarabique.

A : m croisé, fréquent dans les graffites d’Arabie (voir par exemple Ja 2098 b et c). 
B : peut-être un ḥ sudarabique, comme dans Ja 1492, avec une tête de forme triangulaire.
C : n sudarabique ou aksūmite.

Au-dessus et au-dessous, des éraflures correspondent peut-être à d’autres textes, trop 
médiocrement tracés pour qu’une lecture soit proposée.

(Christian Julien Robin)

2:33 South Arabian inscription

Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 42

Reading:   Bl[ḥ]

Commentary: Texte de trois lettres tracées à la boue, au-dessus et à gauche de 2:31. 
Sens de la lecture: sans doute de droite à gauche si on se fonde sur le l de type sudara-

bique.
Bl[ḥ]: probablement un nom de personne; c’est un nom de clan à Maʿīn (RES 3022 / 4, 
etc.). Voir aussi le texte sabéen de signification incertaine RES 4552. Pour la lecture du 
caractère de gauche comme un ḥ, se reporter à 2:32/B.

(Christian Julien Robin)
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Fig. 9: Location of the South Arabian text 2:33

The position of the epigraph 2:33 can be seen 
on the accompanying photograph.

The stalagmite bearing texts 2:23–2:33 contains two clusters of signs which have not yet 
been identified. Their location can be seen on the general view of the stalagmite above 
(p. 51, fig. 6). For further research images of these two clusters are given in the two pho-
tographs below (figs. 10+11). 

Fig. 10+11: Unidentified texts on the stalagmite bearing 2:23–2:33 (left: A, right: B)
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Only 2 metres away from the site of 2:23–2:33 there is another, smaller stalagmite with 
two lines in South Arabian script (2:34). Its excact location is indicated on the accompa-
nying photograph (fig. 12).

Fig. 12: Location of the stalagmite bearing the Aksūmite text 2:34
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2:34 Aksūmite inscription

Language: Aksūmite | Parallel texts: 2:25, 2:27 | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  ṣḥf
 Bṣʿ
Translation:  “(Il est) écrit: ‘Bienheureux’.”  or (less probably)
 “A écrit Bəṣu.ʿ”

Commentary: Petit texte écrit avec de la boue sur une stalagmite; les six lettres sont 
réparties trois par trois sur deux lignes.

C’est probablement un doublet de 2:25 (voir aussi 2:27), même si le caractère central 
de la ligne 2 est différent. 

Bṣʿ : ce texte présente Bṣʿ  à la place de Bḍ .ʿ Cet échange des consonnes ḍ et ṣ signale une 
confusion des phonèmes /ḍ/ et /ṣ/ bien attestée en guèze médiéval. À l’époque aksūmite, 
la régularité de l’orthographe semble indiquer que cette confusion n’a pas encore eu lieu 
(Gragg 2004: 434 et 435–436). Ce serait un indice favorable à une date aussi tardive que 
possible (VIe siècle?) et donc à une interprétation chrétienne. Pour un exemple de confu-
sion entre ḍ et ṣ dans l’épigraphie aksūmite tardive, voir RIÉth 202 / 1, où ṣaḥafkəwo est 
écrit “ḍaḥafkəwo”.

Le Comparative Dictionary of Geʿez de Wolf Leslau a deux entrées, baḍʿa, “make a 
vow, consecrate”, et baṣʿa, “value, define, determine, esteem, evaluate, be fortunate, be 
blessed, be honored”. Mais cette distinction, qui n’a aucun fondement dans le compara-
tisme sémitique (puisque seule la racine BḌʿ est attestée en dehors de l’Éthiopie), paraît 
quelque peu arbitraire.

(Christian Julien Robin)
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2:35 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 20 | Parallel texts:  — | Language: ? | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  visa

Commentary: The stalagmite which bears these two isolated letters is situated just 
beside the place of 2:34. The meaning of this graffito is unclear. It is possible that it re-
mained incomplete.
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Reading:  Yʿq 
Translation:  “Yaʿūq.”

Commentary: Stalagmite avec trois lettres tracées à la boue.
Sens de l’écriture: incertain si on se fonde sur la forme des lettres; peut-être de la 

gauche vers la droite si notre interprétation est acceptée.
Les trois lettres peuvent se lire en sudarabique ou en guèze: qʿy (de droite à gauche), 

ou yʿq (de gauche à droite). On pourrait même reconnaître les trois lettres grecques r, o 
et ph.

La seule lecture qui évoque un nom connu est Yʿq: voir le sudarabique Yʿq et Yʿwq 
dans Ry 520, nom d’une synagogue (mkrb); voir aussi l’arabe Yaʿūq dans Coran LXXI, 
23, nom d’une idole noachique (voir Robin 2007).

Yʿq est-il ici un théonyme ou un anthroponyme? La seconde solution semble plus 
vraisemblable: on observera que les autres visiteurs ont écrit leur nom et non celui de 
leur dieu. En guèze, la racine ʿWQ signifie “savoir, comprendre”.

(Christian Julien Robin)

2:36 Aksūmite (or South Arabian?)

Language: Aksūmite (or South Arabian?) | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud
Documentation: D: T 40, RG: 430 (fig. 16)
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To the opposite of the large pillar, on the right side of the way towards the interior of the 
cave we find  another cluster of graffiti written on a single stone standing on the ground 
and on the stalactites and the wall behind this stone. It seems that the texts on the stalac-
tites and the wall are all written by the same Brāhmī hand.

Fig. 13: General view of the distribution of 2:37–2:41
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2:37 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 21 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 100 cm x 60 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śrī-sūryyasi[ha]
 śr[ī]-ā[ce]ra-[kh]uda[sya]
Translation:  “Śrī Sūryasiṃha.
 Of Śrī Ācerakhuda / the teacher (?) Khuda.”

Commentary: Although the text is certainly written by the same hand, it seems to 
report two different names preceded by the usual honorific suffix śrī which can give a 
certain hint at the dating of this text. According to Rapson the origins of this usage have 
to be looked for in Southern India where the suffix occurs first with the later Sātavāhanas 
in the beginning of the 2nd c. AD, while its use in the north did not begin before 320 
AD (1901: 99f.). As Falk recently showed, its spread in the north including the Gāndhārī 
speaking area can be dated about a century earlier, into the second Kuṣāṇa century, i.e. 
after 227 AD (Aman ur Rahman & Falk 2011: 20). Both dates comply well with the sug-
gested period of our epigraphs between the 2nd and early 5th c. AD. The suffix is also 
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found in some of the sealings excavated at ancient Hastakavapra and dated by S. Pra-
manik into the 3rd–4th c. AD (2004: 108). The date of the present epigraph falls into the 
later half of this period. According to the circular shape of the medial -i  the text should 
be ascribed to the period after the 3rd c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -i). 

The first name – Sūryasiṃha – belongs to the popular group of theophoric Indian 
names referring here to the sun god Sūrya (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.1). 

The content of the second line is not clear. The word following the initial śr[ī] – read 
here as ācera – can represent a Middle Indic variant of Skt. ācārya “teacher” (cf. Pāli 
ācera, PTSD s.v.). In this case the name of the person mentioned here would be preceded 
by his professional title. However, it cannot be excluded that ā[ce]ra is part of the name.

The latter half of the line, beginning with a slightly corrupt kh- which resembles a l-, 
can possibly be connected with the name Khuddaka (Skt. Kṣudraka) which is frequently 
attested as the father’s name of Dāraka, the scribe of several graffiti found along the path 
(scribe 22). 

The other epigraphs at the wall behind this stone seem to represent different attempts 
to spell this name. It appears as khudaka (2:39), khuha (2:40) and ludrada (2:41). In 2:40 
the scribe even tried to add his own name in the corrupt form drava. All these small 
texts seem to be written by the same hand. Perhaps they can be explained as exercises 
undertaken by a partially illiterate person who just tried to copy the graffito on the stone. 
In this case it is tempting to identify this person with Dāraka who obviously faced some 
difficulties in writing his and his father’s name. These problems seem to have been 
overcome at the latest at site 5 where Dāraka spelt both names correctly. Nonetheless in 
site 9 we find another incomplete or corrupt graffito (9:11) probably by the same scribe. 

In the light of this – admittedly highly hypothetical  – interpretation it can be sug-
gested that the text of 2:37 was written by a different person – most probably the named 
Sūryasiṃha – and Dāraka tried to copy the second line of his text realizing the relation 
between the name attested there and his father’s name. We therefore decided to ascribe 
the neighbouring writing exercises tentatively to Dāraka (scribe 22), whose script is dis-
tinctly different from that of the present scribe 21. 

Palaeographically remarkable is the shape of the diacritic -ū in the syllable sū which 
represents a variant which is typical for several scribes of the Hoq corpus (cf. Strauch, 
infra,  ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). 
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2:38 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: 2:39, 2:40, 2:41, *(5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, 9:11) 
Language: ? | Measurements: 20 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  

2:39 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: 2:38, 2:40, 2:41, *(5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, 9:11) 
Language: ? | Measurements: 20 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  khudaka
Translation:  “Khudaka (Skt. Kṣudraka).”

Commentary: The small text belongs to Dāraka’s supposed writing exercises and can 
be connected with his father’s name Khuddaka attested in some of the parallels.

Reading:  [ta]pta ?

Commentary: The meaning of this incomplete or corrupt text is unclear. It is prob-
able, that it belongs to the writing exercises of Dāraka who made several attempts on this 
wall to write down his or his father’s name.

In a different context it would be tempting to regard the ligature pta as part of the 
frequently attested verbal form prāpta “arrived”. But the preceding letter is definitely 
not a prā. 
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2:40 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: 2:38, 2:39, 2:41, *(5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, 9:11)
Language: ? | Measurements: 40 cm x 40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

2:41 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: 2:38, 2:39, 2:40, *(5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, 9:11) 
Language: ? | Measurements: 40 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  

Reading:  ludrada

Commentary: This is another unsuccessful attempt to write the name Khuddaka. The 
confusion of the initial letter is caused by the graphical similarity between kh- and l- in 
this variety of Brāhmī. The same corruption is already seen in the accompanying epi-
graph 2:37.

Reading:  [khuha]pu
 tra drava 
Translation:  “Drava (?), son of Khuha (?).”

Commentary: This graffito is most probably part of Dāraka’s writing exercises and 
seems to represent an attempt to write his usual text khuddakaputra dāraka “Dāraka, 
son of Khuddaka (Skt. Kṣudraka).” 
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Reading:  bhaṭṭhiputro
Translation:  “Bhaṭṭhiputra.” 

Commentary: The same person left his signature at 5:14. His name belongs to the va-
riety of Indian personal names ending in -putra “son”. Its first element is frequently at-
tested among the names of the Hoq visitors where it appears as bhaṭ(ṭ)i. For its disputed 
meaning cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.1. The spelling with aspirated geminata (ṭṭh) which 
is attested in both parallels is irregular.

Palaeographically remarkable is the use of a circular head-mark with the letter bh- 
and the shape of medial -i, which suggests a date after the 3rd c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra,  
ch. 2.3.2.2, -i).

Site 3

After walking further 50 m into the cave the visitor meets a rock lying on the floor. It 
measures ca. 80 cm in length and its whole surface is covered by a mud written graffito. 
On the wall beside this rock there are two short South Arabian texts.

3:1 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 23 | Parallel texts: 5:14 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 91 x 40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 47, SB: 130, T 47  

C
JR
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3:3 South Arabian inscription  

Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ?tm or Mt?

Commentary: Texte composé de deux ou trois caractères, écrit sur une paroi rocheuse, 
apparemment avec une pierre tendre. En plus du t et du m sudarabiques qui se reconnais-
sent aisément, il est possible qu’il y ait un troisième caractère, peu visible, en dessous du 
t. Il n’est donc pas sûr qu’on puisse reconnaître ici l’anthroponyme Tm (à vocaliser Taym).

                             (Christian Julien Robin)

Reading:  ?bḍ or Ḍb?

Commentary: Texte composé de trois caractères, écrits avec une pierre tendre sur une 
paroi rocheuse. Ils sont examinés de droite à gauche.

Sens de la lecture: incertain.
A : à droite, le trait vertical appartient probablement à une lettre incomplète ou en partie 
effacée.  Ce pourrait être un g ou un l sudarabique si on restituait un segment horizontal à 
gauche de son extrémité supérieure.
B et C : ce sont le b et le ḍ du sudarabique ou de l’aksūmite.

(Christian Julien Robin)

3:2 South Arabian or Aksūmite inscription

Language: South Arabian or Aksūmite | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Site 4

After another 20 m walk one meets a large isolated block which is covered with numer-
ous South Arabian inscriptions (= T 39, cf. Robin & Gorea 2002: 428–430, fig. 15).  Dur-
ing the archaeological exploration of the cave in 2002 remnants of torches were found in 
front of it (Dridi 2002: 602f., A 18 bis, see also below Dridi “Archaeological remains”, 
fig. 21). On the top of a stalagmite in the surroundings of this complex an incense burner 
was discovered. A fragment of a wooden tablet was placed on its base (Dridi 2002: 602, 
A 17 + A 18, see also below Dridi “Archaeological remains”, fig. 12). 

About 5 metres away from the block with the South Arabian inscriptions, just beside 
the path, a small stone slab which is tightly connected to the ground bears an Indian text.

Between site 4 and site 5 the important Palmyrene tablet “De Geest” was deposited. 
Since it represents the only movable inscription of the corpus it is not listed as a separate 
site, but included in the description of site 4.

4:1 Brāhmī inscription with a symbol

Scribe: 24 | Parallel texts: 5:12, 5:16, 5:17, 6:14
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 110 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 48  

C
JR

Reading:  śaila[r](āja)
Translation:  “Śailarāja.” 

Commentary: The reading of the last half of this name is in most of its attestations 
very difficult. Only the texts at site 5 allow the reconstruction of the name as Śailarāja. 
Contrary to its parallels the name is preceded here by a symbol consisting of a circle 
with a central dividing line. It can be compared with figures of unknown meaning from 
the Karakorum Highway (e.g. Bandini-König 1999: Hodar 26:142, 47:27, 51:4; Bandi-
ni-König & von Hinüber 2001: Gichi Nala 9:3; Bandini-König 2009: Thalpan 461:13, 
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487:14,  485:17, etc.). The name itself (“king of the rocks”) is usually an epithet for the 
Himālaya. Here it seems to be used as a personal name, if we rule out the less probable 
possibility that it designates the mountain in which the cave is situated. The final -rāja 
points to the kṣatriya status of this visitor (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2).

Fig. 1: General view of the block inscribed with  4:2–4:5 (SKP)

4:2 South Arabian inscription  

Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 39, RG: 428 (fig. 15)

C
JR

Reading:  Wyẖm or Mẖyw 
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Commentary: En haut à gauche, on lit un mot de quatre lettres qui sont examinées de 
droite à gauche. 

Sens de l’écriture : bien que ce texte soit incontestablement sudarabique, il semblerait 
qu’il faille le lire de gauche à droite. Il n’est pas rare, en effet, que les graffites et les textes 
peu soignés ne suivent pas la norme des inscriptions monumentales.

A : m sudarabique tourné vers la droite
B : ẖ dont la hauteur est le double de la lettre précédente ; la lecture est assurée puisque le 
même nom se retrouve dans l’ensemble (4:3).
C : y d’une hauteur comparable à celle du m.
D : w dont le trait interne est double et arqué. Cette graphie très inhabituelle imite probable-
ment les inscriptions dites “à double tracé”, le plus souvent gravées dans le métal. À propos 
de cette technique, voir Jacques Ryckmans 1978, n. 3, et 1984, n. 32.

Ce w se trouve parfois dans les graffites (voir Ja 2468). Il présente l’intérêt de suggérer 
une date. La courbure du double trait interne n’existe pas dans les textes les plus anciens; 
elle est la conséquence de l’incurvation de tous les segments qui apparaît vers le Ier s. av. 
è. chr. à Qatabān et se généralise rapidement. 

Un w assez semblable à celui de 4:2 se trouve dans une inscription de Shabwa, la capi-
tale du Ḥaḍramawt, RES 2693, huitième ligne sur la bordure (photographie dans Pirenne 
1991, pl. LVII). Il en va de même dans Robin 1 et sur le cheval de Dumbarton Oaks (Ja 
489 A ; photographies et fac-similés dans Ryckmans 1973: 55, 57, 61, Ryckmans 1975, 
fig. 3b). D’après la graphie, ces inscriptions peuvent être situées vers les Ier-IIe s. è. chr., 
mais aucune n’est datée précisément. Le seul repère précis est offert par une inscrip-
tion du deuxième quart du IIe s. (statues des rois Dhamarʿalī et Thaʾrān, RES 4708, dans 
Weidemann 1983: 19 et 20), dans laquelle le double trait interne est encore rectiligne. 

On peut mentionner encore la coupe et le puisoir du wādī Ḍuraʾ (Breton-Bāfaqīh 
1993, pl. 11 et 22–24) où le wāw présente une forme plus évoluée : les deux petits seg-
ments se sont mués en deux petits cercles inscrits dans l’ovale. Ces objets sont antérieurs 
à c. 300, date de la conquête du Ḥaḍramawt par Ḥimyar ; ils datent de la fin du IIe ou du 
IIIe s., d’après les rois qui sont cités sur les objets provenant du même trésor.

Nous faisons donc l’hypothèse que le wāw à double trait interne arqué apparaît vers le 
milieu du IIe s. è. chr. Il serait rapidement remplacé par un wāw composé de deux petits 
cercles accolés. Il en résulte que notre texte pourrait dater de la seconde moitié du IIe s. 
ou de la première moitié du IIIe, de manière très approximative.

Wyẖm ou Mẖyw: le fait que soit attestée une forme verbale yẖm dans Yẖm lʾ en qatabānite 
(RES 3566 / 30 : ... w-S²hrm bn ʿs¹ym ḏ-Yẖm lʾ ...) conduit à préférer la lecture Wyẖm. Ce 
pourrait être un nom de personne (dont c’est la première attestation).

(Christian Julien Robin)
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4:3 South Arabian inscription  

Language: South Arabian | Measurements: 22 cm high (letter y) 
Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 39, RG: 430 (fig. 15)

Reading:  Wyẖm

Commentary: En bas, à gauche, on reconnaît le même nom, mais avec le m lié au ẖ. 
(Christian Julien Robin)

4:4 South Arabian inscription  

Parallels: 11:9  | Language: South Arabian | Measurements: 46 cm high  
Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 39, RG: 430 (fig. 15)

C
JR

C
JR
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4:5 South Arabian inscription

Language: South Arabian | Measurements: 82 cm high | 
Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 39, RG: 430 (fig. 15)

Commentary: À droite de 4:4, on reconnaît un monogramme composé des lettres ṣ et 
d (ou y, s1 et d) avec l’appendice d’un ʾ (alif) en haut à droite (hauteur, 82 cm). À gauche 
de ce monogramme, on voit de haut en bas une figure complexe (composée d’un cercle, 
d’une boucle et d’un triangle) et un signe en forme de croix avec une tête de flèche au 
sommet de l’axe vertical. À droite du même monogramme, en haut, il reste les vestiges 
d’un dessin comportant un segment brisé et un cercle.

Le monogramme peut être lu notamment Ydʿʾ b ou ʾ byd ,ʿ l’un et l’autre anthroponymes 
fréquents.

(Christian Julien Robin)

Reading:  Yrfʾ
Translation:  “Yarfa .ʾ”

Commentary: Au centre, un monogramme (hauteur, 46 cm) composé des lettres y, r, 
f et ʾ (alif) ; il se trouve à nouveau dans la zone 11 (texte 11:9). 

L’anthroponyme Yrfʾ (“Qu’il guérisse”) n’est pas inconnu en Arabie: voir MQ-al-Jifjif 
1 / 1 pour les inscriptions préislamiques et Caskel 1966 pour les sources arabo-islam-
iques (“Yarfā”).

À gauche de ce monogramme, on voit un signe en forme de croix avec une boucle en 
bas de la hampe et, en-dessous, une sorte de cloche surmontant un triangle aux segments 
prolongés. 

(Christian Julien Robin)

C
JR
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4:6 Palmyrene tablet “De Geest”

Language: Palmyrene Aramaic | Measurements: 50 cm x 20 cm |
Technique: Incised wood, filled with black paste  | Documentation: D: T 38, RG: 432–445 (figs. 6–8)

The tablet was found by the speleological team of the Socotra Karst Project during the 
initial exploration of the cave in the year 2000/2001. The photographs above show its 
original position leaning against a stalagmite between sites 4 and 5. 

It contains the prayer of a person called Abgar who visited the cave. According to the 
interpretation of the date contained in the text and a recent radio-carbon analysis of a 
piece of wood from the tablet, it was deposited there in the 3rd c. AD.

A detailed analysis of the text including its reading and transliteration is the subject 
of the contribution by Maria Gorea in Part 2. The results of the radio-carbon dating are 
communicated by Hédi Dridi in an appendix to Gorea’s article.

C
JR

SK
P
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Site 5
After a way of about 200 m the visitor enters the next site with numerous graffiti writ-
ten on the surface of a small, flat stalagmite. The inscriptions are arranged around its 
centre. Obviously, the site was frequented several times with many graffiti written above 
each other. As usual, the catalogue lists only those epigraphs which are at least partially 
legible.

In the immediate vicinity of this site four incense burners were found (Dridi 2002: 
602, A 13, A 14, A 14 bis, A 15). According to Dridi (2002: 602) even the imprints of a 
hand (D 05) could be traced on a stalagmite nearby. See also below Dridi “Archaeologi-
cal remains” and there figs. 11, 16, 17, 20.

Fig. 1: Location of the epigraphs  
5:1–5:9

Fig. 2: Location of the epigraphs  
5:9–5:12
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5:1 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts: 1:1, 5:2, 5:15, 7:3, 9:7, 11:33
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Fig. 3: Location of the epigraphs 5:10–5:15

Fig. 4: Location of the epigraphs 5:12–5:17
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Reading:  ra[v]āhakasya 
Translation:  “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary: Ravāhaka left altogether seven graffiti along the path into the cave. 
Three of them are written on the surface of this stalagmite.

Reading:  ravāhaka[sya]
Translation:  “Of Ravāhaka.”

5:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38, 2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, *9:11 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 130 cm x 25 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

5:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts: 1:1, 5:1, 5:15, 7:3, 9:7, 11:33 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 91 cm x 15 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  khuddakaputra dāraka 
Translation:  “Dāraka, the son of Khuddaka.”

Commentary: Dāraka left his inscription several times, at site 2 probably in a corrupt 
shape. It is remarkable that the texts of his signature are not identical at the different 
places. While Dāraka uses here the Skt. word putra, in 5:19, 6:17 and 8:1 he prefers the 
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abbreviated form pu and in 6:16 even the synonymous upapada suffix -ja, all meaning 
“son”.

Although the word putra with its preserved consonant cluster tr clearly points to San-
skrit as the underlying language of this text, the phonetic features of the father’s name 
show a doubtless Middle Indic character with the assimilated consonant clusters khu ← 
kṣu  and dda ← dra. This combination of a Middle Indic name in a Skt. environment can 
be observed in several inscriptions from Hoq. It shows that at the time of their writing 
Skt. became gradually used as a sort of lingua franca while proper names frequently re-
tained their Middle Indic shape, especially in cases where they belong to the preceding 
generation (see Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2). 

Both names (Kṣudraka, Dāraka) are attested in Skt. literature (cf. MW s.vv.).

5:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38,  2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:3, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, *9:11 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 20 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  /// raka 
Translation:  “... (*Dā)raka.”

Commentary: The beginning of this epigraph is illegible. Only two letters can be 
identified. According to the preserved text and its palaeographical features the graffito 
most probably contained the same name as 5:3 above: Dāraka.

5:5 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 25 | Parallel texts:   —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 60 cm x 15 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  
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Reading:  [ra]dā ? sya 
Translation:  “Of Radā+.”

Commentary: This graffito near the top of the stalagmite is hard to decipher. Its in-
completely preserved (or written) initial letter can be restored as ra. The exact shape of 
its third letter, however, cannot be established. According to the clearly discernible geni-
tive ending -sya the text certainly contained a personal name in the Sanskrit genitive 
case.

5:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 26 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  ṭakaka[s]ya
Translation:  “Of Ṭakaka.”

Commentary: The etymology of the name is unclear. Although a connection to Skt. 
ṭakka “name of a Bāhīka people” (cf. MW s.v.) cannot be excluded, the name probably 
belongs to the category of names based on agricultural terms (cf. van Velze 1938: 95). 
Hence a connection with Skt.  ṭaṅka “spade, hoe” is possible. The ending -sya points to 
Sanskrit morphology.

5:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 27 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 110 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  
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Reading:  kumāraṣenasya
Translation:  “Of Kumāraṣena.”

Commentary: This theophoric name – usually spelt with dental s – is frequently at-
tested in Indian literature and epigraphy. The initial kumāra can be related to the deity 
Skanda-Kumāra while the final -sena points to the kṣatriya status of the person (cf. 
Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2)

5:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 28 | Parallel texts:   —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 160 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  coḍilaputro halakaḥ
Translation:  “Halaka, the son of Coḍila.”

Commentary: The father’s name is formed with the suffix -ila attached to the first 
member coḍa- of an original composite name (see Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.1.2). It can be 
connected with the name Coḍaka found in 2:4 (see there for further explanations). Both 
are perhaps abbreviations of a name like Coḍakarṇa (cf. MW s.v., Hilka 1910: 129).

The son’s name – Halaka – is based on Skt. hala “plough”. It is well attested in Skt. 
literature and epigraphy (cf. MW s.v., Hilka 1910: 43, van Velze 1938: 95). A related 
name in the Hoq corpus is found in 6:6 (Halla).

5:9 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts:  *(2:38,  2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:3, 5:4, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1, *9:11
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  
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Reading:  khuddaka-[pu] dāra[ka]
Translation:  “Dāraka, son of Khuddaka.”

Commentary: The final portion of the epigraph is either incomplete or corrupt. As in 
most of the parallel texts the scribe here used pu as an abbreviation for the alternatively  
applied putra or ja, both meaning “son”. This abbreviation is not peculiar to this scribe 
but attested several times among the graffiti of the Hoq corpus (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 
1.2.3).  For further comments upon both names see above 5:3. 

5:10 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 29 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit? | Measurements: 30 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  ś[ū]la ? ///
Translation:  “Śūla°.”

Commentary: The text is incompletely preserved, the reading of .ū is uncertain due to 
the irregular shape of this letter. It is possible that it once contained a name beginning 
with śūla “spear”, like e.g. Śūlapāṇi (cf. MW s.v.).

5:11 Drawing of a ship (?)

Measurements: 30 cm x 15 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Commentary: The incomplete drawing seems to depict the body of a ship without 
sails. It can be compared to the more elaborate samples of 2:16 and 6:13.
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5:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 24 | Parallel texts:  4:1, 5:16, 5:17, 6:14
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements: 70 cm x 25 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  śailarāja
Translation:  “Śailarāja.”

Commentary: This inscription is the best legible attestation of this name which is met 
altogether five times inside the cave. For further comments cf. above 4:1.

5:13 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 30 | Parallel texts:   —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 25 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  [c.].ikaputro
Translation:  “C..ikaputra.” 

Commentary: The text is only incompletely preserved. The name recorded here can 
perhaps be connected with the personal names Coḍila (5:8) and Coḍaka (2:4), both pre-
sumably based on Skt. coḍa. For a discussion of this element see above 2:4. However, the 
remains of the letter following the initial c. do not allow a safe reading of this portion. 

The final putra supports two possible explanations: The text contains either the fa-
ther’s name of a visitor or a personal name ending in putra. The independent status of 
the epigraph – the neighbouring 5:15 is written just to the right of 5:13 in letters of a 
different size – speaks in favour of the second option. 
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5:14 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 23 | Parallel texts: 3:1
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 91 x 40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37, SB: 129, T 37 

Reading:  bhaṭṭhiputtro
Translation:  “Bhaṭṭhiputra.”

Commentary: The same person left his name in 3:1 with the same irregular spelling 
bhaṭṭhi- where bhaṭṭi- would be expected. The parallel, as well as the close-up of the 
respective letters support the suggested reading. In both cases the subscribed -ṭh is fairly 
well visible as a closed circle. For further remarks on this name and the palaeographical 
features of the script which suggest a dating after the 3rd c. AD cf. there. 

Of special orthographical interest in the present text is the doubling of t before r in 
–puttro which is not found in the parallel text (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.2).

5:15 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts: 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 7:3, 9:7, 11:33
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 15 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  [rav]āhakasya
Translation:  “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary: Although the text is only partially preserved it is possible to recon-
struct its reading according to the numerous parallels in Ravāhaka’s graffiti inside the 
cave. 
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5:16 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe:  24 | Parallel texts:  4:1, 5:12, 5:17, 6:14
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 70 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  śailarā[ja]
Translation:  “Śailarāja.” 

Commentary: The poorly preserved graffito can be restored on the basis of the paral-
lels. For a discussion of the name cf. above 4:1.

5:17 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe:  24 | Parallel texts: 4:1, 5:12, 5:16, 6:14
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 20–30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 37  

Reading:  śailarā[ja]
Translation:  “Śailarāja.” 

Commentary: Cf. above 5:16.
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Site 6

The next group of graffiti is situated about 50 m behind the stalagmite of site 5, on the 
rocky surface of a huge slope and around the bases of two small stalagmites grown on 
it. The plain is softly rising, so that the ancient visitors could easily climb it in order to 
leave their signatures. For the recent visitor, however, it is rather difficult to reach the up-
per area without doing harm to the texts and drawings in the lower regions. Due to this 
partial inaccessibility and due to the relatively high humidity in this part of the cave, the 
pictures at our disposal are not always of a satisfactory quality. 

Two isolated graffiti (6:17+6:18) are found in the vicinity, each around 10 m away from 
the main spot. They are inscribed on two immovable stone slabs along the path.

Within this complex remnants of torches and a fragment of a ceramic jar were found 
(cf. Dridi 2002: 601, A 11 bis, A 12). The complex corresponds to Dridi’s sigla T 24– 
 T 37 (for the illegible graffito T 27 see 6:15) and D 03, D 04. 

The following photographs give an overview about the location of the texts and draw-
ings on the surface of the main rock. Due to the difficult light conditions, only the front 
part of the surface is visible.

Fig. 1: View from the path upwards 
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Fig. 2: View taken further up the slope near the small stalagmite of 6:1

6:1 Brāhmī inscription with petal decoration

C
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Scribe: 31 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 120 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 30 + D 04 

Reading:  skadabhūti navik[o] skaṃdabhūti pra[gi]t[o]
Translation:  “Skandabhūti, the captain, Skandabhūti *has come (here) (?).”

Commentary: The first element of the name Skandabhūti has to be associated with 
the Hindu deity Skanda/Kārttikeya. Its second element bhūti is, according to some legal 
texts, characteristic for members of the vaiśya class (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2).

The exact meaning of the professional designation navika (here probably corrupt for 
Skt. nāvika) is difficult to ascertain. Most probably, it designates a leading member of the 
ship’s crew, hence the translation suggested here “captain” (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.2). 

The enigmatic final pragita is translated here according to the highly hypothetical 
assumption that it is a corrupt writing for pragata ← pra-gam “go to, reach, attain”. It 
cannot be excluded that this word has to be read (gi/la) and interpreted in a different way.  
Thus it is possible that two different Skandabhūtis are mentioned here: a nāvika and a 
pragita/pralata (?). However, the fact that both names are written by the same hand, 
indicates that only one Skandabhūti is referred to. That persons repeat their names can 
also be observed in inscription 11:25.

Palaeographically remarkable is the shape of the medial -ū which is a typical feature 
of the Brāhmī attested in Hoq (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). In the case of bh- it is 
identical with that of short -u.
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6:2 Brāhmī inscription        

Scribe: 32 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 100 cm x 40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 31, SB: 127, T 31  

Reading:  viṣṇudat[to]
Translation:  “Viṣṇudatta.”

Commentary: The name is well attested in Skt. literature and epigraphy. Also one of 
the three persons which are mentioned on the Brāhmī ostrakon from Berenike in Egypt 
bears this name in the Pkt. spelling viṇhudatasa (Salomon 1991: 732). For another attes-
tation in the Hoq corpus written by a different hand cf. below 6:18. Due to the very large 
serifs of the script used here, a reading -dat[ta], representing the pure stem form instead 
of the proposed nominative, cannot be excluded.

C
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6:3 South Arabian (Ḥaḍramawtic) inscription 

Language:  South Arabian (Ḥaḍramawtic) | Measurements: line 1: 35 cm x 27 cm, line 2: 66 cm x 19–45 cm 
Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 34, RG: 428, figs. 12+13
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Reading:  ʿbds¹=    
  y-bh -ʾf-kmk 
Translation:  “ʿAbdsiyā est venu et tu t’es caché (?).”

Commentary: Texte tracé avec une pierre tendre, sur un rocher plat. 
Sens de l’écriture : de droite à gauche à la l. 1, puis de gauche à droite à la l. 2. La 

première ligne mesure 35 cm de largeur et 27,5 cm de hauteur; la seconde 66 cm de lar-
geur. À la l. 2, le premier k, le f, le ʾ (alif) et le y mesurent 45, 29, 40 et 23 cm de hauteur 
respectivement ; le ʾ (alif) et le f 19 et 21 cm de largeur. La lecture ne présente pas de dif-
ficultés. L’alternance dans le sens de l’écriture, appelée “boustrophédon”, n’est attestée 
en Arabie méridionale qu’à très haute époque. Dans les inscriptions monumentales, elle 
disparaît peu après le milieu du Ier millénaire avant l’ère chrétienne. Deux des exemples 
les plus tardifs, CIH 562 et Ja 550, dateraient de c. 300 avant l’ère chrétienne. La raideur 
de la graphie s’accorde assez bien avec une date haute, antérieure au début de l’ère chré-
tienne, sans qu’il soit possible d’être plus précis. Ce texte est donc le plus ancien de tous 
ceux qui ont été relevés dans la grotte.

ll. 1–2, ʿ bds¹|y : nom d’homme théophore, déjà attesté dans RES 4894 = Ja 990 = Pirenne 
al-ʿUqla sud d / 2 ; -s¹y est une forme abrégée de S¹yn, le grand dieu du Ḥaḍramawt.

l. 2, kmk : aucune trace de lettre ne se reconnaît à gauche de kmk, ce qui exclut la 
lecture kmk(m) qui vient spontanément à l’esprit. L’analyse de kmk fait problème puisque 
la racine KMK n’est pas attestée. Faut-il supposer que le second k est le pronom suffixe 
de la deuxième personne au singulier ou la désinence des deux premières personnes de 
l’accompli singulier? Nous retenons, faute de mieux, la seconde hypothèse et proposons 
que ʿAbdsiyā reproche au maître de la grotte de ne pas s’être manifesté lors de sa visite. 
Voir kamma, “couvrir; boucher; être couvert” ou kamà, “taire, cacher; se mettre une 
cuirasse; au passif, être tout couvert d’une armure”.

                (Christian Julien Robin)

6:4 South Arabian inscription

Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 35  
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6:5 Brāhmī inscription       

Scribe: 33 | Parallel texts: 11:40 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 32, SB: 133, T 32  

Reading:  dharmmo praviśa[ti]
Translation:  “Dharma enters.” 

Commentary: The same person left a nearly identical text in 11:40. The last letter of 
the verb is difficult to decipher, but can be determined under high resolution as ti.

The person’s name is most probably to be interpreted as a hypocoristic form of a Bud-
dhist composite name beginning with dharma “(Buddhist) doctrine”. It can be compared 
with numerous parallels from Sanskrit literature (cf. Hilka 1910: 106). 

For the unusual cursive shape of the initial dh- cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, dh-.

6:6 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 34 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 60 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Charcoal | Documentation: D: T 33, SB: 132, T 33  

C
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Commentary: Monogramme sudarabique, tracé avec une pierre tendre. On recon-
naît de droite à gauche un ʾ (alif), puis un h décalé vers le bas, un b et enfin un y, le trois 
premières lettres étant ligaturées. Cette séquence de quatre lettres se retrouve au début 
de la seconde ligne de 6:3, comme si 6:4 était un premier essai inachevé de 6:3. 

(Christian Julien Robin)

Reading:  dharmaputro halla prāptaḥ
Translation:   “Halla, son of Dharma, arrived.” 
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Commentary: Both Dharma and Halla are well attested Indian names. For Dharma 
see above 6:5. The personal name Halla can be associated with names like Hala, Hāla, 
Halaka and Hālaka which are probably derived from Skt. hala “plough” (Hilka 1910: 
143, van Velze 1938: 95). It finds a parallel in the name Halaka attested in 5:8.

The graffito is the only text of the corpus written with charcoal which was certainly 
taken from one of the torches which were found at this site. 

6:7 Brāhmī inscription       

Scribe: 35 | Parallel texts:  —  | Language: Sanskrit 
Measurements: 360 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 25, SB: 132–133, T 25-a  

Reading:  saṃgharaṅgiputro ajitivarmmāgata dvaraḷāviyako śa[ko]
Translation:  “Ajitivarman, son of Saṃgharaṅgin, has come, the dvaraḷāviyaka(?),  
 the Śaka.”

Commentary: The long inscription belongs to those texts which are composed as a 
complete sentence, in this case with the help of the past participle āgata “come, ar-
rived” instead of the more frequently used prāpta. Contrary to the normal usage the 
verbal form is followed by further attributes which characterise the visitor. The mean-
ing of dvaraḷāviyaka is unclear. It is possible that it refers to a locality (“inhabitant of 
Dvaraḷāvi?”). A reading ddhara- cannot be excluded, however it seems less likely in the 
beginning of a word. 

The last word can be restored as śako “a Śaka, Scythian”. Its last letter remained 
incomplete. Probably, the stalactite piece broke while writing the lower horizontal 
stroke of the final letter ko. The presence of Śakas at Hoq is also indicated by the two 
kṣatrapas – a title peculiar to the Śakas of India – whose records are found inside the 
cave (12:2, 15:5). The present epigraph contains some interesting additional information 
about these seafaring Śakas. Like their relatives on Indian thrones, they preferred Indian 
names. Moreover, the name of the visitor’s father clearly indicates that he converted to 
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Buddhism. Remarkably, his son has got a typical kṣatriya name ending in -varma(n) (see 
below Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2). It can be compared with the names Ajitivarman, attest-
ed at 2:12, and Ajita, in the epigraph 6:8 below. The names of the contemporary Western 
Kṣatrapa rulers also point to their alleged kṣatriya status. Most of them end in elements 
like -sena, -siṃha or -dāman (for the kṣatriya character of -siṃha and -dāma(n) cf. 
Sankalia 1949: 119). 

It is possible that the evidence of the present Hoq epigraph indicates one of the strate-
gies of assimilation followed by the Śakas and other non-Indian residents: foreigner → 
Buddhist → kṣatriya. 

The epigraph contains the only evidence for the Brāhmī letter l̥- in the corpus of Hoq 
inscriptions (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, l̥-).

6:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 36 | Parallel texts:  —  | Language: *Sanskrit  
Measurements: 120 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 25, SB: 131–132, T 25-b  

Reading:  ajitaṣuṇo ajita
Translation:   “(Of?) Ajita, son of Ajita.” 

Commentary: The element -ṣuṇo in this poorly preserved graffito complicates its in-
terpretation and requires some explanation. Most probably it has to be connected with 
Skt. sunu “son” written here irregularly with retroflex ṣ and ṇ. The ending -o is enig-
matic. It may indicate a genitive (← Skt. -oḥ) after irregular external sandhi as found 
in the so-called Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit (cf. Damsteegt 1978: 39, 45, 110). The 
lacking grammatical correspondence between the two words might in this case be due 
either to a scribal error or to the incompleteness of the text. Its regular Skt. form would 
be *ajitasunor ajitasya. Alternatively, ṣuṇo can be perceived as an irregular nom. sg. of 
sunu. In this case the “correct” text would be *ajitasunur ajitaḥ.

The names of father and son are probably hypocoristic forms of personal names with 
ajita as first member. The same abbreviated form is found in one of the Karakorum 
inscriptions: śrī ajitaḥ (Bemmann & König 1994: Oshibat 21:9). The related name Aji-
tivarman is attested in 2:12 and 6:7. The Vaiṣṇava affiliation of these names, which was 
suggested by Hilka (1910: 89), is far from certain (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.1).
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6:9 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 37 | Parallel texts:  —  | Language: Sanskrit 
Measurements: 60 cm x 25 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 29, SB: 129, T 29-a 

Reading:  .o[va]sya
Translation:  “Of .ova (?).”

Commentary: This only partially preserved graffito cannot be completely deciphered.
The clearly visible ending  -sya seems to indicate another personal name in the Sanskrit 
genitive case. The letters seen on the right belong to the neighbouring independent epi-
graph 6:10.

6:10 Brāhmī inscription n      

Scribe: 38 | Parallel texts:  —  | Language: Sanskrit 
Measurements: 80 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 29, SB: 128, T 29-b 

Reading:  sihas[ya]
Translation:  “Of Siha (Skt. Siṃha).”

Commentary: The personal name Siṃha and composite names containing this ele-
ment are quite frequently attested in epigraphy and literature (Hilka 1910: 111+119, van 
Velze 138: 95f.).  According to Sankalia they belong to the “Kṣatriya type of names” 
(1949: 119). Whether the spelling without anusvāra is due to a mistake, or reflects the 
Middle Indic variant of the name, cannot be definitely settled. For numerous Middle 
Indic names beginning with siha or sīha cf. Lüders 1912: 198.
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The shape of the final letter is not very clear, but suggests the reconstruction of the Skt. 
genitive ending rather than representing a mere -sa. The circular shape of the medial -i  
allows a palaeographical dating after the 3rd c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -i). 

6:11 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 39 | Parallel texts:  —  
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements: 60 cm x 80 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —  

Reading:  [kaṣṇa] ?
  rādhā [bu] ?
  [radha] ? [ya/gha]
Translation:   “*Kr̥ṣṇa. *Rādhā. ...” 

Commentary: The reading of this graffito is hypothetical. It can only partially be de-
ciphered on the basis of the digital image in high resolution  (cf. right ṣṇa). Its letters are 
scratched in three lines with the help of a sharp instru-
ment – probably the broken end of a stalactite – into 
the surface of the rock. The letters at the ends of line 1 
and 2 and in line 3 cannot be safely read. On the basis 
of the legible portions it can be tentatively suggested 
that the writer intended to mention the god Kr̥ṣṇa 
(here miswritten as Kaṣṇa) and his female compan-
ion Rādhā. The hypothetical character of this reading, 
however, hardly allows any reliable conclusions about 
the purpose and character of this text.  Especially the 
sign at the end of lines 2 and 3 is difficult to interpret. 
It reminds one of the South Arabian monograms of 
11:9.

Fig. 3: Close-up of the letter ṣṇa
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6:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 40 | Parallel texts: (9:2 ?) 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 100 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 28 

Reading:  da[t]appa[s]ya
Translation:  “Of Datappa.”

Commentary: The name seems to be of South-Indian origin. Its phonetical structure 
can be compared with name elements like bappa or vappa. It is still today in use as a 
family name. Its relation to 9:2, where datappamasya can be read, is not clear. Although 
it is possible that both graffiti were written by the same person, the shape of the initial 
da seems to indicate a different hand. Moreover, a reading da[t]appa(ma)[s]ya seems not 
very probable for 6:12 where the space between ppa and [s]ya hardly allows the place-
ment of an additional letter. We therefore decided to consider both graffiti as independ-
ent epigraphs with closely related names of different persons.

6:13 Drawing of a ship

Measurements: 140 cm x 70 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: D 03, SB: 135–136, fig. d.
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Commentary: According to its context the drawing can be attributed to the Indian 
visitors of the cave. Comparable, but much less elaborate, drawings are found in 2:16 and 
5:11. In the present example the body of the ship and the two rudders are clearly visible. 
Although the upper portion is less carefully executed it seems possible to reconstruct 
the three masts in the front part of the ship. The type represented here can be compared 
with Indian sea-going vessels as known from literature and art from about the 2nd c. AD 
onwards (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 4).

6:14 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 24 | Parallel texts: 4:1, 5:12, 5:16, 5:17 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 26, SB: 128, T 26  

Reading:  śailar[ā](ja)
Translation:   “Śailarāja.” 

Commentary: Although the final ja is not visible anymore, the parallel attestations of 
the name speak in favour of the suggested reconstruction. Accordingly, the former read-
ing sail[ārya]ḥ (Strauch & Bukharin 2004: 128) has to be abandoned.

6:15 Drawing of a trident

Measurements: 20 cm x 40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —  
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Commentary: The incompletely preserved drawing is separated from the preceding 
epigraph by some illegible traces of signs (= Dridi T 27). It represents a simple type of 
the Indian triśūla symbol without attached axe on its right and kalaśa at the bottom. For 
other trident figures at Hoq cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 4.

6:16 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38, 2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:17, 8:1, *9:11  
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  — 

Reading:  khuddaka[ja]sya
Translation:  “Of Khuddaka’s son.”

Commentary: According to its palaeographical features, the text originates from the 
hand of Dāraka, i.e. scribe 22, who also left the subsequent text 6:17. In his other epi-
graphs he is calling himself either khuddakapu dāraka or khuddakaputra dāraka. In the 
present case he is using the upapada suffix -ja “son of, born from”. It is possible that the 
graffito is incomplete and therefore lacks Dāraka’s own name.

6:17 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38,  2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 8:1, *9:11 | Language: *Sanskrit 
Measurements: 91 cm x 30 cm  | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 36,  SB: 130, T 36
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Reading:   khuddaka-pu dāraka
Translation:   “Dāraka, son of Khuddaka (Skt. Kṣudraka).” 

Commentary: Ten metres from the main site towards the entrance of the cave we 
find a slab bearing another text by Dāraka. The 
parallels left by the same scribe indicate that pu is 
meant here as an abbreviation of Skt. putra “son” 
(cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.3). Perhaps, the dot 
below the letter pu marks the abbreviation. The 
same abbreviated form – without a dot, however 
– is attested in the parallel texts 5:9 and 8:1.

6:18 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 41 | Parallel texts:  —  | Language: Sanskrit  
Measurements: 60 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 24, SB: 127, T 24  

Reading:  viṣṇudato
Translation:  “Viṣṇudatta.”

Commentary: The text of 6:18 is found on a broken, but due to calcification, immov-
able slab on the ground floor, about 10 m away from the main site into the interior of the 
cave. The name Viṣṇudatta is also attested in 6:2, 
where it seems, however, to be written by a differ-
ent hand. For further comments cf. there.

The spelling of -datta as -data is usual in epi-
graphic Sanskrit (cf. Damsteegt 1978: 14).

The open-mouthed shape of the subscribed 
ṇ indicates a date after the late 2nd c. AD (cf. 
Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, ṇ-).

Fig.4: General view of the slab bearing 6:17

Fig.5: General view of the slab bearing 6:18
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Site 7

About 50 m away from site 6 towards the end of the cave we find another stalagmite and 
a neighbouring flat round elevation with a few inscriptions. 

The complex corresponds to Dridi’s sigla T 22+T 23.

7:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 42 | Parallel texts: 14:23, 14:26 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 30 cm x 30 cm  | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: D: T 22

Reading:  ś[ū]dra[sya]
Translation:  “Of Śūdra.”

Fig.1: General view of the epigraphs at site 7

C
JR
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Commentary: The scratched inscription is hardly legible. Its final letter -sya of which 
only some traces are visible can be reconstructed on the basis of the parallel texts. The 
shape of the medial -ū is, as in all epigraphs of this scribe, not very distinct. The high 
resolution image of the present text, however, allows the suggested reading. The resulting 
name can be associated with Skt. śūdra, which designates the lowest of the four Indian 
varṇas, but is also found as a personal name, as in the case of the famous poet Śūdraka. 
It hardly allows any conclusions about the social status of its bearer (cf. Strauch, infra, 
ch. 3.2.2.2). In 14:14 the name is found in its Middle Indic form śudda. 

7:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 43  | Parallel texts:  —   
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 130 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: T 23, SB: 131, T 23-b 

Reading:   bo[ḍalā]putro khālika[ḥ] 
Translation:   “Khālika, son of Boḍalā.”

Commentary: The name of the writer –  Khālika – is clearly visible in high resolution. 
The former reading colika (Strauch & Bukharin 2004: 131) has to be abandoned. The 
same name is found in 2:4, written, however, by another person whose father’s name is 
given as Coḍaka. Cf. there for further comments on the name.

The reading of the father’s name – here tentatively given as bo[ḍalā] – is uncertain. 
Due to the similar shape of the letters ḍa and da, a reading bodalā cannot be excluded. 
Equally difficult is the definition of the last letter. Its shape recalls the Dravidian letter 
ḷa, attested in South Indian Brāhmī epigraphs of the first century AD. Due to the lack of 
other South Indian characteristics in the script, we decided in favour of the reading lā, 
which is attested in this shape in contemporary epigraphs of Western India. Cf. e.g. the 
Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman (150 AD): (IndoSkript ← Kielhorn 1905/06).

The etymological meaning of this name can be connected with Pkt. boḍa “1.) 
dhārmika, dharmiṣṭa, 2.) taruṇa, yuvā, 3.) muṇḍita mastaka” (PSM s.v.). The Pkt. word 
probably goes back to a Dravidian lexeme preserved, for example, in Tamil pōṭu “bald, 
shaven condition” from where a semantic expansion towards “religious (mendicant)” or 
“young” can be explained. Cf. for further derivates DED 4600, CDIAL 9268 (*buṭṭa).
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7:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts:  1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:15, 9:7, 11:33 | Language: Sanskrit 
Measurements: 91 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  D: T 23, SB: 128, T 23-a

Reading:  ravāhakasya
Translation:  “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary: The text represents one of the seven identical graffiti left by Ravāhaka 
on his way through the cave.

7:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 44 | Parallel texts:  (11:30) 
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite  | Documentation:   —

Reading:  [ā]rā[mi]ko
Translation:  “The ārāmika (gardener).”

Commentary:  On the wall behind the stalagmite we find another weakly visible in-
scription. Although it can be reconstructed as Skt. [ā]rā[mi]ko with traces of the medial 
i faintly visible in high resolution, it is not clear whether it represents a (part of a) name 
or the title/profession of the person who left it. In the text of 11:30 it seems to be used 
in the latter function. Although it is quite possible that both inscriptions attesting this 
title belong to the same scribe, it cannot be excluded that they were written by different 
persons. We therefore decided to classify them as independent epigraphs.
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The meaning of this title in the given contexts is, however, not absolutely clear. Although 
the connotation “gardener”, which is indicated in the modern Skt. dictionaries (cf. pw 
s.v., MW s.v.), is based solely on the comparably late Rājataraṅgiṇī, it seems to be sup-
ported by parallels in modern Indo-Aryan languages (cf. CDIAL 1318 ārāmika).  

In Buddhist texts this term has a different connotation which is derived from the spe-
cific meaning of the Buddhist terminus technicus ārāma “monastery complex”. Hence 
ārāmika designates an “attendent in a Buddhist ārāma” (BSHD, s.v.) or “servant or offi-
cial in a monastery” (CPD s.v. ). This meaning was also indicated by Lüders with regard 
to the variant arāmako (sic!) attested in a label inscription in Bharhut (B 72, Lüders 
1963: 167f., 169: “park-keepers and sometimes servants of the Saṃgha, without being 
monks”, cf. also Schopen 1994, Silk 2008: 42–44). 

Without further evidence for a Buddhist background of the two Hoq texts it seems, 
however, appropriate to prefer the more general connotation “gardener”. 

Site 8
Ca. 100 m after site 7 a huge pillar lines the way with a single inscription below an im-
pressive stalactite cascade.

8:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38, 2:39, 2:40, 2:41), 5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, *9:11 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 120 cm x 30–40 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:   khuddaka-pu dārakasya
Translation:   “Of Dāraka, son of Khuddaka (Skt. Kṣudraka).”
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Commentary: The text represents one of the numerous inscriptions left by Dāraka. 
For his and his father’s name cf. above 5:3, for the abbreviation pu used here for Skt. 
putra “son” cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.3 and the index in ch. 1.4  s.v. pu-.

Site 9

Proceeding around 50 m further into the cave one passes another large pillar with sev-
eral widely scattered graffiti on its surface. In the context of the inscriptions two incense 
burners (A 10 + A 11, Dridi 2002: 578, fig. 6, see also below Dridi “Archaeological 
remains”, p. 225, fig. 15) were found.  The texts of this complex probably correspond to 
Dridi’s siglum T 21. 

Fig. 1: Distribution of the texts 9:1–9:7 on the surface of the rock
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9:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 45  | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 100 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:   dāvaṭaka[ka]sya
Translation:   “Of Dāvaṭakaka.”

Commentary: The meaning of the name is obscure. Its final portion can probably be 
connected with Ṭakaka attested in 5:6. For the shape of the dā cf. the Junāgaḍh inscrip-
tion of Rudradāman (150 AD): (IndoSkript ← Kielhorn 1905/06). 

Fig. 2: Distribution of the texts 9:8–9:11
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9:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 46 | Parallel texts:  (6:12) 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 60 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  [da]ta[ppa]masya
Translation:  “Of Datappama.”

Commentary: Although the reading of the initial letter is hypothetical the name 
seems to be connected with that of Datappa found above in 6:12. Cf. there for further 
comments. Both(?) names are perhaps of South-Indian origin. It cannot be excluded that 
both graffiti were written by the same person.

9:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 47 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 110 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  khanyela-pūtra-paca[sya]
Translation:  “Of Paca, son of Khanyela.”

Commentary: The etymology of both names is unclear. The father’s name is possibly 
derived from Skt. khani “mine” and can be connected with related names like Khanaka 
or Khanitra (MW s.vv.).  Paca might represent Paṃca being thus a hypocoristic form of 
names beginning with Skt. pañca “five”, like e.g. Pañcāśva, Pañcacandra, etc. (cf. Hilka 
1910: 54). 

Orthographically and palaeographically remarkable is the long ū in pūtra written in 
the peculiar “Hoq shape” as an upward curve attached to the bottom of the letter (cf. 
Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). The same irregular spelling is found in 14:9 (pūtro).
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9:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 48  | Parallel texts: 10:1, 11:22, 17:3 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 40 cm x 60 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śivaghoṣa
 putro rudrana[ndi]
 prāptaḥ
Translation:   “Rudranandin, son of Śivaghoṣa, arrived.”

Commentary: This is the first of the four nearly identical texts left by Rudranandin. 
On the basis of the parallels it is possible to restore the corrupt last akṣara of the second 
line as ndi, which represents in all parallels the regular nom. sg. -(na)ndī. 

Both names attested here are typical theophoric Hindu names with a Śaiva affiliation 
(cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.1). 

The script of this epigraph is characterised by its distinct cursivity which is particu-
larly visible in the signs śi and ru (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.3.1). 

 The shape of the initial ś- and the dra are peculiar to the Western Indian Brāhmī as 
used during the Western Kṣatrapa period. The shape of the ligature dra suggests a date 
prior to the 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.4, dr-).
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9:5 Drawing of a trident (triśūla) and other symbols

Measurements: 80 cm high (trident) | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Commentary: The clearly discernible drawing of the trident is accompanied by two 
circle or spiral-type symbols of uncertain meaning. The spiral can perhaps be associ-
ated with the disputed maṅgala or oṃ sign which is sometimes used in the beginning of 
texts or inscriptions (cf. Roth 1986, Sander 1986, Sander 1989: 123, fn. 20).  For further 
comments on Indian symbols in Hoq cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 4.

9:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 49 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 120 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  khanya-pu-khalikasya
Translation:  “Of Khalika, son of Khanya.”

Commentary: The father’s name – Khanya –  can be compared to Khanyela in 9:3 (cf. 
there for further comments). Khalika belongs to the group of names which are based on 
agricultural designations, here on khala “treshing floor”. A related name is attested with 
Khālika in 2:4 and 7:2 (cf. 2:4 for further comments). For the abbreviation pu for Skt. 
putra “son” cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2.3 and the index in ch. 1.4 s.v. pu.
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Palaeographically remarkable is the shape of the letter li, which clearly demonstrates the 
South Indian influence on this variety of Western Brāhmī. It closely resembles the li 
used in 4th c. Śālaṅkāyana records: (IndoSkript ← Sircar 1963/64).

9:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1  | Parallel texts: 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:15, 7:3, 11:33 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 80 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ra[v]āhakasya
Translation:   “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary: For further comments on the reading of this unexplained name cf. 
above 1:1. 

9:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 50 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements: 70 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   buddhanadis[y]a
Translation:   “Of Buddhanadi (Skt. Buddhanandin).”

Commentary: The shape of the last letter is irregular but seems to represent rather sya 
than ssa. Hence the language of the graffito should be defined as (epigraphical) Sanskrit 
with -sya as the typical genitive ending for stems in -i and -in (cf. Damsteegt 1978: 108f., 
119f.). The missing anusvāra in the name can also be characterised as a feature of the 
epigraphical language based on the Middle Indic form -nadi for Skt. -nandin. Buddha-
nadi (Skt. Buddhanandin) represents a typical Buddhist composite name with Buddha as 
first member (cf. Hilka 1910: 104f.).
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9:9 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 51 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: ? | Measurements: 40 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dat[t]a

Commentary: Probably incomplete text recording a name containing the element 
dat(t)a. It is not possible to identify this script with any of the attested Hoq scribes.

9:10 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 52 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: ? | Measurements: 10 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:   vi

Commentary: Probably incomplete record of a name beginning with vi- (e.g. Viṣṇu-). 
The isolated akṣara does not allow the identification of the script with any of the known 
varieties from Hoq.

9:11 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: *22 | Parallel texts: *(2:38, 2:39, 2:40, 2:41, 5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1) 
Language: ? | Measurements: 30 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dāra

Commentary: Probably incomplete text written by Dāraka. It seems that the script is 
identical with that of the other epigraphs left by this scribe.
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Site 10 “The mushroom”

About 50 m further on the left side of the path a large rock in the shape of a mush-
room is attached to the cave wall. Its umbrella and parts of the wall behind are com-
pletely covered with inscriptions. Since the surface has become heavily mineralised 
after inscribing, not all of them are legible 
anymore. Altogether twelve of the origi-
nally perhaps fifteen to twenty epigraphs 
are at least partially readable. In particu-
lar, those texts which were written with 
a piece of a broken stalactite on the wall 
above 10:1 are not readable anymore. But 
according to the weak traces which can 
be seen they must have been written in 
Brāhmī (cf. fig. 1 with the letters śra, va, 
pu and p[r]ā indicated). The complex cor-
responds to Dridi’s sigla T 17–T 20. Fig. 1: Remains of Brāhmī letters above 10:1

Fig. 2: Location of the texts 10:1–10:10 on the “mushroom’s” surface
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10:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 48 | Parallel texts: 9:4, 11:22, 17:3 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  śivaghoṣa
 putro rudranandi prāptaḥ
Translation:  “Rudranandin, the son of Śivaghoṣa, arrived.”

Commentary: The text is identical with that of the remaining three graffiti written by 
the same person. For further comments cf. above 9:4. 

10:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 53 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language:  — | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  100 50 4 
Translation:  “(Year?) 154.”

Commentary: The interpretation of this epigraph is difficult. It contains three Brāhmī 
numerals. Their palaeographical appearance points to contemporary Western Indian 
Kṣatrapa inscriptions and coin legends (see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.5 for a detailed 
palaeographical analysis). The recorded figure “154” can probably be considered as the 
date of the visit. Based on the palaeographical dating this number should be identified 
with a year calculated according to the Śaka era commencing in 78 AD and popular in 
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Western India during the Western Kṣatrapa period. If this interpretation is acceptable 
the epigraph represents the only dated record of the corpus of Indian inscriptions from 
Hoq. Its supposed date Śaka 154 = 232 AD would perfectly match the palaeographical 
evidence and the date of the Palmyrene tablet “De Geest” which can be fixed to the year 
258 AD (cf. above 4:6, Robin & Gorea 2002: 436 and Gorea, infra).  

The long bar above the numeral sign “4” and the line below the sign “100” belong to 
the neighbouring graffiti. The relationship of 10:2 to any of them is unclear. It is there-
fore treated as an independent epigraph.

10:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 54  | Parallel texts: 12:2 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   śiva[m]itraputro bhaṭṭiṣeno buddhamitraputraśca bhaṭṭi
 bhaṭṭikumā[ro]
Translation:  “Bhaṭṭiṣena, son of Śivamitra, and Bhaṭṭikumāra, son of 
 Buddhamitra.”

Commentary: The same persons are mentioned in the parallel text 12:2 which was 
written by the same hand. There Bhaṭṭiṣena is called a kṣatrapa. This title as well as the 
shape of the initial śi and the śca indicate the Western Indian provenance of the scribe 
and his probable date between the 2nd and 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.5 for the 
title kṣatrapa and ch. 2.3.2.3, ś-). 

In the present case, the writer obviously could not continue his inscription in the first 
line due to the irregular surface of the rock. Consequently, he started to write again the 
second name in the line below (indicated in red colour). The m in śiva[m]itra is miswrit-
ten and resembles a v. In both inscriptions the scribe used the sandhi form putraśca, 
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10:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16 
Language: Sanskrit  | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  nāvika śa SYMBOL 
 viṣ[ṇuṣe]no
Translation:  “The captain śa  SYMBOL Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary: This is the first of the numerous texts left by Viṣṇuṣena. The meaning 
of the śa with the following star like symbol is obscure. It is also part of 10:10. In some of 
the parallels (11:11, 11:23, 11:35) we find instead the genitive śeṣasya which is similarly 
difficult to explain. Some possible interpretations are suggested below (11:23). Quite 
probably the star symbol is used here as marker for the abbreviation. The professional 
designation nāvika – translated here as captain (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.2) –  is also 

which is rather unusual for this type of texts. Due to this peculiarity we decided for the 
reading putro which corresponds to the expected sandhi form. The distinct headmark 
would also allow the reading putra (cf. mitra). 

For further remarks on the names and the palaeography cf. below 12:2.
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10:5 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 66  | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  ? ? dattas[y]a
Translation:  “Of ++datta.”

Commentary: The beginning of the name ending in -datta is illegible, the shape of 
the final sya irregular.

10:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 57 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śri ni.i k[i] ma be ? ? ? 
 putra na  ? ka ? ? ? kkama

Commentary: This inscription is largely illegible, the proposed readings are therefore 
highly hypothetical. It obviously recorded the name of a person preceded by the hon-
orific suffix śrī along with his father’s name followed by -putra. Palaeographically both 
lines can be ascribed to the same hand and seem to form one text.

mentioned in the graffito 11:1 of the same scribe. According to 11:11 Viṣṇuṣena was an 
inhabitant of Bharukaccha.
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10:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 58 | Parallel texts: 12:4 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  viṣṇubhaṭṭiputro
 skaṃdamitro
Translation:  “Skandamitra, son of Viṣṇubhaṭṭi.”

Commentary: The same person left his signature in 12:4. Probably another person 
bearing the name Skandamitra is responsible for the text 18:1. 

Both names are typical theophoric Hindu names referring to the deities Skanda 
and Viṣṇu. However, it is unusual to have the side-by-side occurrence of a Śaiva and a 
Vaiṣṇava name for two generations of the same family.

10:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 59 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  pālaputro
Translation:  “Pālaputra.”
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Commentary: The name is a Skt. composite name ending in -putra (cf. Strauch, infra, 
ch. 3.2.1.1). The shape of the la strongly recalls 2nd/3rd century Pallava inscriptions and 
shows the considerable influence of southern scripts on the Western Brāhmī:  
(IndoSkript ← Hultzsch 1900/01a).

10:9 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 60 | Parallel texts: 11:3 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  jaya[dha]rapu[tr]o vijaya
Translation:   “Vijaya, son of Jayadhara.”

Commentary: The reconstruction is supported by the parallel text 11:3 where the scribe 
calles himself Vijayadhara. It is therefore probable that the present Vijaya represents this 
composite name.  Both names, Jayadhara and Vijaya(dhara), are 
well attested in Skt. literature and epigraphy and possibly indi-
cate the kṣatriya status of their bearers (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 
3.2.2.2).

The shape of the dha in jaya[dha]ra is not very disctinct. The 
lines above the central part of the graffito belong to the vi and tro 
respectively (see fig. 3).

10:10 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Fig. 3: Close-up of the letters tro (green) and vi (red)
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Reading:  viṣṇuṣeno
 [śa]
Translation:   “Viṣṇuṣena śa.”

Commentary: As in 10:4 the otherwise attested śeṣasya of uncertain meaning is rep-
resented here by śa, only partially preserved in the lower line. For a tentative interpreta-
tion cf. below 11:23.

Site 11 “The Wall”

To reach the next inscribed site one has to walk nearly 200 m. This place is of particular 
importance in the architecture of the cave. For an outsider it seems to be the end of the 
walk. A huge curtain of pillars forms a large, nearly 5 m high and 20 m wide wall. Only 
two very narrow passages – one on the very left side of the wall, the other in its centre, 
each not more than 50 cm wide – open to the backmost part of the cave. 

In front of the wall fragments of ceramic pots were discovered. Behind one of the 
passages an incense burner was placed (Dridi 2002: 598f.: A 5–A 8).

The importance of this site is also demonstrated by the large number of inscriptions 
covering the wall and the rocks in its vicinity, among them even two Greek texts. 

Obviously, reaching this point was considered an important event in the procession 
through the cave. This is even today the case as the numerous graffiti left by recent visi-
tors prove which are carelessly written among and even on the Brāhmī texts.   

The first text at site 11 is inscribed on a knoll just in front of the wall on the left hand 
side (fig. 1). 

Inside the passages and on the backside of the wall more clusters of graffiti are locat-
ed. The majority of names 
are inscribed on the large 
wall. We start the descrip-
tion on the side of the wall 
facing the cave’s entrance, 
beginning from its left and 
continue with the texts lo-
cated behind the left pas-
sage.

The complex corre-
sponds to Dridi’s sigla T 
10–T 15.

Fig. 1: Location of text 11:1
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Texts, which are visible on the general view (fig. 2) and are not indicated by white frames, 
are recent Arabic graffiti (see figs. 3+4). Most of them were done around 2004 before 
more serious measures to protect the cave were initiated. 

Fig. 2: General view of the “wall” with texts 11:2–11:28

Fig. 3: Recent graffito 
near 11:28

Fig. 4: Recent Arabic 
graffiti near 11:24+25
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The graffiti are distributed on the wall in several clusters. Their exact location within 
these clusters is illustrated in the following pictures. 

Fig. 5–8: Location of the epigraphs 11:2–11:21
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11:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Fig. 9–10: Location of the epigraphs 11:22+11:23 and 11:26–11:28
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Reading:   n[ā]vika SYMBOL [viṣṇuṣeno]
Translation:   “The captain SYMBOL Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary: There are several enigmatic signs surrounding the letters of this text. 
It is not clear whether they belong to the original graffito or represent other, probably 
later, additions. The shape of the letters of the second part of the epigraph is corrupt – 
probably due to the uneven surface of the rock or the sudden loss of light. Especially the 
shape of the concluding no is irregular. Equally doubtful is the meaning of the cross-
like symbol dividing the title n[ā]vika from the personal name. It is not excluded that it 
represents an unsuccessful attempt to write the name’s initial letter vi. 

Viṣṇuṣena left numerous texts with slightly different wordings. 

11:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 61 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   aśoka
Translation:  “Aśoka.”

Commentary: This popular personal name is known from several sources. According 
to Hilka (1910: 115) it is based on the botanical Skt. name for the Jonesia Asoka. Other 
explanations, however, cannot be ruled out. Thus van Velze lists it under the category of 
names derived from attributes describing the human character (1938: 64), i.e. Skt. aśoka 
“free of sorrow, happy”. 

The most famous historical person bearing this name is certainly the Mauryan king 
Aśoka. Because of his legendary endeavour for the spread of Buddhism in South Asia 
the name was particularly popular among Buddhists (cf. e.g. Malalasekara 1974 s.v.). 

Palaeographically remarkable is the archaic shape of the śo which allows a dating 
prior to the 5th c. AD (see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, ś-). The medial -o is typical for the 
Southern and Western Brāhmī scripts (see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -o).
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11:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 60 | Parallel texts: 10:9 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  vijayadharo
 prāpto
Translation:  “Vijayadhara arrived.”

Commentary: The same person left his name as Vijaya in 10:9 where he also mentions 
his father’s name Jayadhara. Although the final pto is intermingled with the diacritic -i 
of the graffito below, it is clearly discernible. 

Palaeographically remarkable is the cursive shape of ro and pto (cf. Strauch, infra, 
ch. 2.3.3.1). 

11:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 62 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  bhaṭṭide 
  putrasa 
Translation:  “Of Bhaṭṭide(va)’s son.”
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Commentary:   The script as well as the general appearance of the inscription indicate 
that both lines are written by the same hand. It seems that the visitor recorded only his 
father’s name without mentioning himself. A similar case can be observed in one of the 
graffiti of scribe 68 who calls himself in 11:45 only viṣṇulaputra “son of Viṣṇula”.

The father’s name in the present epigraph belongs to the numerous instances of 
personal names with bhaṭṭi as one of their members (cf. for its disputed interpretation 
Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.1). The final de can be interpreted as abbreviated or corrupt 
representation of -deva. This interpretation is supported by the inscriptions of scribe 79 
where the form bhaṭṭideva (14:6) is found beside bhaṭṭide (11:41). Remarkable is the use 
of the Middle Indic genitive ending -sa beside putra in Skt. phonology – a feature which 
can be observed with several Hoq epigraphs (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2). 

The shape of the de allows a palaeographical dating prior to the 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, 
infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, d-).

11:5 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 63 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: ? | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   madipa

Commentary: Probably incomplete epigraph of uncertain meaning.

11:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 64 | Parallel texts: 11:7, 11:39, 13:5 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:    iśaradasa
Translation:  “Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa).”
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Commentary: In the same spelling the name is found in the parallels. Most probably, 
it is derived from the theophoric Skt. name Īśvaradāsa. It can be explained as a Middle 
Indic variant with regular iśara (← iśśara) for Skt. īśvara and irregular dasa for Skt. 
dāsa.  The underlying Middle Indic dialect is characterised by the preservation of the 
palatal sibilant. A comparable form is attested among the epigraphs from Northern Pa-
kistan:  iśarasiṅgha (Bandini-König 2007: 26, Thalpan 208:2). The following text 11:7 
seems to support the suggested interpretation as a nom. sg. 

11:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 64 | Parallel texts: 11:6, 11:39, 13:5 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  iśaradasa
 pata
Translation:  “Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa) arrived.”

Commentary: For further comments cf. the preceding epigraph 11:6. The Middle In-
dic character of the text as well as the interpretation of -dasa as nom. sg. are supported 
by the verb pata (← Skt. prāptaḥ). 

11:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 65 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements: 40 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:   [de]vilasa
Translation:  “Of Devila.”

Commentary: The shape of the initial de is corrupt, probably due to a fissure in the 
surface of the rock. Nonetheless, the suggested reading seems highly probable, resulting 
in a hypocoristic name formed with the suffix -ila from a composite name containing 
the element deva (cf. Hilka 1910: 56 ← Pāṇini 5.3.79, ed. Böhtlingk 1839–40: 259). Its 
Middle Indic character is indicated by the genitive ending -sa.

The popularity of this name among Western Indian traders of the 3rd/4th c. AD is 
also indicated by a seal from Hastakavapra with the text devilasya “Of Devila” (Pra-
manik 2005: 108).

11:9 South Arabian monogram

Parallel texts: 4:4 | Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation: –

Reading: Yrfʾ
Translation: “Yarfa .ʾ”

Commentary:  Répétition du monogramme déjà vu dans 4:4. Il se compose des lettres 
y, r, f et ʾ (alif).                                                                                  (Christian Julien Robin)

11:10 Brāhmī inscription

SK
P
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Reading:  śarmma privatā dvārā
Translation:  “Śarman *proceeds into the gates (?)”.

Commentary: The translation of this epigraph is hypothetical. The suggested inter-
pretation perceives śarman as a hypocoristic form of a name ending in -śarman (cf. 
Hilka 1910: 61). The parallel text 13:1 reads rmm[ā] with a small horizontal stroke on the 
-r- which can either be a headmark or a rather indistinct -ā. For the disputed Brāhmaṇa 
affiliation of these names cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2. 

The remaining passage privatā dvārā can perhaps be considered a corrupt phrase based 
on Skt. pra-vt “to proceed” and dvāra- “gate”. The parallel text in 13:1 uses instead an 
enigmatic form of ni-vt “to return”. Probably, Śarman wrote his name twice: once on his 
way into the cave and once on his way back. According to this interpretation the word 
dvāra would designate the wall with its two small passages which can indeed be labelled 
as a gate. The use of this designation seems also to be attested in the epigraph 11:15.  

Alternatively, one could consider pri- as an abbreviation for priya resulting thus in the 
unusual name Śarmapriya. In view of the parallel we decided in favour of the suggested 
interpretation. Although both texts of the scribe are clearly written by the same hand, the 
scribe seems to use different shapes of letters, especially in the case of va/v. The same 
feature could be observed in the case of scribe 54 (cf. commentary ad 12:2).

11:11 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Scribe: 66 | Parallel texts: 13:1 
Language: *Sanskrit  | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  bhārukachaka śeṣas[y]a
 viṣṇuṣena prāpto
Translation:  “Śeṣasya Viṣṇuṣena from Bharukaccha arrived.”
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Commentary: The present text is the only one where Viṣṇuṣena is explicitly desig-
nated as an inhabitant of Bharukaccha (modern Broach, Gujarat). 

The meaning of the word śeṣas[y]a which is also found in 11:23 and 11:35 is unclear. 
In some of the parallel texts it is obviously represented by an abbreviation śa (10:4, 
10:10). It cannot be ascertained whether it is part of the name or a title/epithet which 
is added to it. The Vaiṣṇava background of Viṣṇuṣena could indicate the possibility of 
identifying śeṣa with the snake Ananta on which Viṣṇu slept in the famous mythos. 
However, the genitive as well as the function of this word remain obscure. 

According to the parallels which clearly display a dental no in viṣṇuṣeno the last letter 
of the name is read here as a dental na with a horizontal headmark.

11:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 67 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  bhārukacchaka 
 niryyāmaka viṣṇudharo
Translation:  “The captain Viṣṇudhara from Bharukaccha.”

Commentary: This is the only epigraph where the professional designation niryāmaka 
occurs. It is semantically closely connected with the lexeme nāvika. According to the 
literary and lexicographical sources both terms designate a leading member of the ship-
crew, either the captain, the steersman or the pilot. For lack of any possibility to fix a 
more narrow meaning both terms are treated here as synonymous and translated as 
“captain” (cf. the detailed discussion in Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.2).

Palaeographically remarkable are the cursive shapes of bhā and ro (cf. Strauch, in-
fra, ch. 2.3.3.1). The southern shape of the ro in combination with the open-mouthed 
northern ma indicate a date between the 2nd and 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.2.2, 
ro, 2.3.2.3, m-). The distinct horizontal headmark of k- makes it impossible to discern 
a diacritic -o in bhārukacchaka and niryyāmaka. Due to the identical shape of ka in 
bhārukacchaka, the present reading is preferred here.
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11:13 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 68 | Parallel texts: 11:25, 11:45, 16:1
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  siho
 vi[ṣṇula]p[u]t[r]o
Translation:  “Siha (Skt. Siṃha), son of Viṣṇula.”

Commentary: The reconstruction of the last two akṣaras is suggested by the parallel 
texts in 11:45 and 16:1 which clearly read viṣṇulaputra-. The name Viṣṇula is a popular 
hypocoristic form of a theophoric composite name beginning with Viṣṇu- formed with 
the suffix -la (see Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.1.2). For Siṃha as personal name cf. above 6:10. 

11:14 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 69 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  prā  ? ? ///
 ? ?
Commentary: The akṣaras after prā are illegible. Although it is tempting to continue 
the reading as prāpta the remains of the following sign do not favour this reconstruction. 
The epigraph is probably incomplete. It is not sure whether the two illegible signs below 
belong to the same text or are part of another incomplete inscription.
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11:15 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 70 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  [bhaṭṭi]bha prāyā [pra pu]ṣpu
 vati dvāre ? ? ? 
Translation:  “[Bhaṭṭi]bha arrived at the Flower Gate (?). ... ” 

Commentary: The reading of this epigraph is difficult. Parts of the transliteration and 
the translation are therefore highly hypothetical. It is, however, possible to reconstruct at 
least considerable portions of the text which seems to report the arrival of a person at a 
place called in the locative puṣpavati dvāre “Flower Gate”. The designation dvāra “gate” 
for site 11 seems also to be used in 11:10. Why this gate is called here puṣpavat- “having 
flowers” is obscure. 

The enigmatic prāyā might be considered a variant of Skt. prāyāt (3rd impf. Par. ← 
pra-yā), here possibly used with a following preposition pra “towards, at” + locative. 

Due to the corrupt shape of the initial letters, the name of the person is difficult to 
read, but seems to contain the element bhaṭṭi. For the unusual and possibly corrupt shape 
of the initial bha cf. below 14:5. The final portion of the text is illegible.

11:16 Brāhmī inscription
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Scribe: 71 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   rudrendraviśravanārālitenāgatako ? ///
Translation:  “Rudrendra, Viśravaṇa and Ārālita have come (here). ... ”

Commentary: The graffito is written in a rather cursive script which makes the iden-
tification of the letters and their vocalisation difficult. Thus it is not always possible to 
decide whether the lines above the letters indicate vowel signs or horizontal headmarks. 
Nonetheless it is possible to identify the names Rudrendra and Viśravaṇa (here miswrit-
ten as viśravanā-, cf. the nā  in -tenā) which are well attested Skt. names (cf. MW s.vv.). 
The last name, Ārālita (literally “crooked”), forms with the two preceding a dvandva 
compound. For its meaning cf. the related Skt. name Arāla (Hilka 1910: 125).

The final āgatako is taken here as representative of a verbal form derived from the 
past participle of the root ā-gam “to come, arrive.” It is not possible to identify the letters 
following this word.

11:17 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 72 | Parallel texts: 14:2, 16:17, *16:19
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:  bhārukacchakasya śūraṇandiputrasya śūraga[jasya] 
Translation:  “Of Śūragañja, son of Śūranandin, from Bharukaccha.”

Commentary: The corrupt last portion of the present text can be reconstructed ac-
cording to the parallel at site 14. Both names are typical composite Skt. names with 
śūra “hero” as first member (cf. MW s.v. Śūradeva, Śūravarman, etc.). The reading of 
retroflex ṇ in the name śūraṇandi- is suggested by the parallels.

In site 14 the graffito of Śūragañja is also accompanied by the following devotional 
text (11:18). In view of the different writing styles, however, both inscriptions are clearly 
written by different persons which were probably on a joint trip through the cave.

11:18 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 73 | Parallel texts: 14:1, 14:3, *16:5
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  devaputrasya maṇ[i]karṇṇasya
Translation:  “Of (or: to) Deva’s son (or: the god) Maṇikarṇa.”

Commentary: The inscription is covered by a recent Arabic graffito, but neverthe-
less well readable. Its character is not beyond doubt. The use of the term devaputra 
“god” might indicate that it belongs to the less frequently attested group of devotional 
epigraphs and refers to a deity named Maṇikarṇa “Jewel-Eared”. Due to the lack of any 
additional information, it is, however, not possible to establish the concrete religious 
background of this deity (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.1.2 for the meaning of devaputra). 
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Alternatively, it cannot be excluded that Maṇikarṇa is used here as the personal name 
of a visitor. In this case the preceding devaputra would simply mean “son of Deva”. For 
the use of Deva as a hypocorism cf. Hilka 1910: 80.

The diacritic -i in maṇikarṇṇasya is somewhat carelessly written above the ka, but 
is certainly meant to designate ṇi.  The shape of the initial letter de with the diacritic 
attached to the middle of the basic sign is typical for the Gujarati Western Brāhmī prior 
to the 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, d-).

11:19 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 74 | Parallel texts: 11:20, 11:21
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   vijaya [pa]
 r[i]prāpta
Translation:  “Vijaya arrived.”

Commentary: The present graffito and the following epigraphs 11:20 and 11:21 con-
tain three small texts which are probably related to each other. All of them are written by 
the same hand and represent obviously different attempts to write the same text with the 
meaning “Vijaya arrived.”  Vijaya is a hypocoristic form of a composite name beginning 
with vijaya- “victory”. It probably points to the kṣatriya status of this visitor. Scribe 60 
used this short form beside his full name Vijayadhara (10:9, 11:3). 

The use of the augmented verbal form pari-prāpta is peculiar to this text. Due to the 
indistinct shape of the initial [pa], a reading [dha]r[i], perhaps corrupt for -dharo, can-
not be excluded. In this case the text would read: vijaya[dha]r[i] prāpta “Vijayadhari 
arrived.”
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11:20 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 74 | Parallel texts: 11:19, 11:21 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   (vi)jaya
 pr[ā][pta]
Translation:  “Vijaya arrived.”

Commentary: The initial vi has probably been abraded by down-flowing water. The ā 
in pr[ā] and the following pta are corrupt. Cf. 11:19 and 11:21.

11:21 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 74 | Parallel texts: 11:19, 11:20
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   vijaya
 [prā?][p]ta
Translation:  “Vijaya arrived.”

Commentary: The shape of prāpta is almost completely corrupt. Cf. 11:19 and 11:20.
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11:22 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 48 | Parallel texts: 9:4, 10:1, 17:3
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   śivaghoṣaputro rudranaṃndi prāptaḥ
Translation:   “Rudranandin, the son of Śivaghoṣa, arrived.”

Commentary: For further comments on an identical text cf. above 9:4. Peculiar to 
this instance is the representation of Skt. nd by ṃnd, which is an orthographical license 
that is also occasionally found in contemporary inscriptions from India proper. See e.g. 
buddhanaṃndisya in a Kuṣāṇa period epigraph from Mathurā (Lüders 1961: 77f., § 41).

11:23 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  viṣṇuṣeno
 śeṣas[y]a
Translation:  “Viṣṇuṣena Śeṣasya.”

Commentary:  For the doubtful meaning of śeṣas[y]a in the graffiti of this scribe cf. 
above 11:11.
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11:24 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 75 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  aryamabhūti
 putro pra[j]āpati
Translation:  “Prajāpati, son of Aryamabhūti.”

Commentary: Both Vedic names are well attested in Skt. literature (Hilka 1910: 81, 
85) and indicate a Vedic ritual background of this family. For Aryaman as first member 
of composite male names cf. also Pāṇini 5.3.84 (ed. Böhtlingk 1839–40: 260). The ele-
ment bhūti indicates, according to some authorities, the vaiśya background of the family 
(cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2).

Palaeographically remarkable is the shape of the me-
dial -ū which is a typical feature of the Brāhmī attested 
in Hoq (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). In the case of 
bh- it is identical with that  of short -u. Cf. for this pecu-
liar writing the name Ska(n)dabhūti in the epigraph 6:1.

The jā of prajāpati lacks its upper arm, probably due 
to a mistake by the scribe. For the somewhat corrupt 
shape of the letters ma and bhū cf. the accompanying 
close-up picture (fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Close-up of the letters 
ma (red) and bhū (green)
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11:25 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 68 | Parallel texts: 11:13, 11:45, 16:1
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  [bhā]rukacchaka
 siho viṣṇula
 bhārukaccha[k]a
 siho viṣṇula
Translation:  “Siha (Skt. Siṃha), (son of) Viṣṇula from Bharukaccha. 
 Siha (Skt. Siṃha), (son of) Viṣṇula from Bharukaccha.”

Commentary:  The parallel texts of this scribe make clear that Siṃha is the son of 
Viṣṇula. The same text is repeated here twice, probably due to the unsatisfactory shape 
of the first attempt, where both lines were written very closely above each other and are 
therefore difficult to decipher. Moreover, the shape of some letters (bhā, ka, ccha, ho) 
is irregular. For an illustration of the individual shapes of the overlapping letters cf. the 
picture beside (fig. 12). Some of these miswritings seem to be caused by the inability of 
the scribe to handle the unusual writing tool, probably 
supplemented by problems seeing what he was actu-
ally writing. The double horizontal line of ka in the 
case of bhārukacchaka in the first line and also the 
almost adventurous shape of the ccha in the same word 
can easily be explained in this way. Due to the distinct 
headmarks of ka in this handwriting, it is impossible to 
distinguish a possibly attached -o-vowel sign.

Fig. 12: Detail of 11:25
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11:26 Greek inscription 

Language: Greek | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  Σεπτί(μιος)
 Πανίσκος
 ναύκληρο[ς]
 τοὺς θεοὺς
 μετὰ καὶ τοῦ
 σπηλέου
 προσεκύνη(σα)
Translation:  ”Septimius Paniskus, the ship-owner, kneeled before the gods and be- 
 fore (that/those) of the cave.”

Commentary: This text is one of the very few Greek inscriptions found in the cave.
Although the walls of the cave are covered with geological flows and fissures, reading of 
the text is not very problematic. Modern Arabic memorial graffiti complicate reading of 
the end of line 7, but do not make it impossible. The only damaged fragment begins after 
the second sign in line 6, but the context makes a restitution of η and the reading of the 
whole word as σπηλέου with the reduction of ε ← αι quite certain. Some palaeographic 
features can be pointed out: the writing of η in the form of Latin h; the cursive writing 
of μ and α and the writing of ι as vertical bar. 
         (Mikhail D. Bukharin)
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11:26-A South Arabian inscription

Language: South Arabian | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading: de droite à gauche: n - m - b

Commentary:  À droite de la ligne 5 de l’inscription grecque, on relève trois carac-
tères qui sont très probablement sudarabiques. Celui de droite et celui de gauche sont 
de grande taille et se lisent n et peut-être b : on notera cependant que les extrémités des 
hampes du premier ne comportent pas d’élargissements en forme de triangle, à la diffé-
rence de celles du second. Le caractère du centre est plus petit et se lit m. Les différences 
de taille et de style conduisent à supposer que nous avons là trois lettres isolées et non un 
mot de trois lettres (*Nmb ou *Bmn). 

Concernant la date, le seul indice chronologique est donné par le b dont le style est 
relativement tardif, certainement postérieur au début de l’ère chrétienne. Ces maigres 
vestiges, ainsi que le monogramme 11:9, présentent l’intérêt de montrer que cette partie 
de la grotte a été atteinte par les visiteurs sudarabiques.           

                (Christian Julien Robin)

11:27 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 3 | Parallel texts: 2:2, 11:29
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śrībhaṭipu
 tro varma
Translation:  “Varman, son of Śrībhaṭi.”
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Commentary:  The akṣara rma is written around the corner of the rock, but can be 
read clearly on the spot. The script of this scribe is characterised by disctinctive round 
headmarks above the letters. For comments on the names and their spelling see above 
2:2.

11:28 Greek inscription 

Language: Greek | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   μνηθῇ
 Ἀλέξαν
 δρος Πέτ[ρ]
 ος
Translation:  ”Let Alexandros, [son of] Petros, be remembered.” or 
 ”Let Alexandros, [baptised] Petros, be remembered.” or
 “Let Alexandros be remembered. Petros.”

Commentary:  The text is limited by a horizontal line. Since the stalactite is curved, 
the ends of lines 1 and 3 are difficult to discern. The vertical bar of the last sign in line 3 
(ρ) was either written in a fissure or was later covered with a flow and now resembles a 
split in the wall. Thus, only the round element of this sign is now seen.  The shape of the 
ρ following the letter δ (line 3) suggests that this sign was omitted and added only later, 
after the inscription had been finished: it is narrower than the other letters.

For an interpretation of the contents of this graffito see Bukharin, infra.  

  (Mikhail D. Bukharin)
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11:29 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 3 | Parallel texts: 2:2, 11:27
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  [ś]rībhaṭ[i]pu
 tro varma
Translation:   “Varman, son of Śrībhaṭi.”

Commentary: The texts 11:29–11:32 are found inside the left passage. 
Contrary to the parallel texts of this scribe, the shapes of some of the letters are ir-

regular. Thus the initial śra and the i-diacritic in ṭi seem to be incomplete. 
In all parallels the nominative of Varman is found in the present irregular form. For 

further comments on both names see above 2:2.

11:30 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 76 | Parallel texts: (7:4) 
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements: 40 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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11:31 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 77 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  ārāmiko skada
Translation:  “The gardener (ārāmika) Skada (Skt. Skanda).”

Commentary:  The personal name is a hypocorism of a composite Skt. name begin-
ning with Skanda-, i.e. the name of the Hindu deity Skanda-Kārttikeya. Cf. for this hy-
porcoristic form e.g. Hilka 1910: 103. For extended forms attested at Hoq see the index 
in Strauch, infra, ch. 1.4. s.vv. Skandamitra and Skandabhūti. 

The preceding ārāmika “gardener” seems to be used here as a title or professional 
designation. The only other Hoq attestation of this word is found in 7:4. See there for 
further comments about its use in Indian literature and epigraphy. 

The small signs below the graffito are illegible. It is not clear whether they belong to 
11:30 or form a separate text. The scratches above are part of a recent Arabic graffito.

Reading:  thūlakasa
Translation:  “Of Thūlaka (Skt. Sthūlaka).”

Commentary:  The Middle Indic name Thūlaka – written here with an initial cursive 
thū (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, th-) – corresponds to Skt. Sthūlaka, a name refer-
ring to the bodily features of a person: Skt. sthūla “thick, massive” (cf. Hilka 1910: 126 
Sthūrā, van Velze 1938: 53 Sthūla). This element is also found in composite names, like 
Sthūladatta or Sthūlaśīrṣa (cf. MW s.vv.). Consequently, the suffix -ka could indicate the 
hypocoristic character of this name (cf. for -ka in this function Hilka 1910: 55–59 ← 
Pāṇini 5.3.78+83, ed. Böhtlingk 1839–40: 259f.).
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11:32 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 78 | Parallel texts: 11:34, 11:36, 11:37, 11:47
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dhruva prā[t]o śrama[ṇ]asya ma ///
Translation:   “Dhruva arrived. Of the *(Buddhist) monk Ma°.” or
  “Dhruva arrived. Of Śramaṇa Ma°.” 

Commentary: The reading of this text which is situated to the upper right of the pre-
ceding text 11:31 (visible in the lower left corner of the picture) is difficult to establish. 
The first part of the text has altogether four parallels. They agree with regard to the 
scribe’s name  Dhruva, a typical Skt. personal name referring to an astronomical object 
(cf. Hilka 1910: 33–38), in this case the polar star. Its interpretation as a hypocoristic 
form cannot be excluded. Cf. names like Dhruvasena, Dhruvapāla, etc. (MW s.vv.).

The following prāto is probably a Middle Indic or deficient spelling for Skt. prāptaḥ. 
The parallel texts reveal a considerable uncertainty of the scribe concerning the or-
thography of this verbal form. At least two of them, however, show the almost regular 
spelling prapta- (11:36, 11:37). These difficulties also extend to the handling of the script 
itself and result in slightly different shapes of some of the letters (e.g. va and dhru).

The meaning of the second half of the line is not quite clear. It cannot be excluded that 
the genitive of śramaṇa “(Buddhist) monk” introduced another, independent epigraph in 
the genitive case: “Of the Buddhist monk Ma°”. Although the parallel texts of Dhruva 
which do not contain this second part could support this interpretation, the general ap-
pearance of the line, as well as the script used in both its halves, suggest its treatment as 
a single text. Possibly, Dhruva continued his usual text by mentioning one of his com-
panions. There are perhaps two further illegible signs on the right side below this line 
(indicated red) which might belong to the name of the śramaṇa. For another śramaṇa 
among the Hoq visitors cf. śakaśramaṇo in 14:16 and the comments there. 

It cannot be excluded that śramaṇa has to be interpreted in both cases as a personal 
name (see commentary ad 14:16). 

The scratchings below are part of a recent Arabic graffito.
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11:33 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 1 | Parallel texts: 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:15, 7:3, 9:7 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  ravāhakasya
Translation:   “Of Ravāhaka.”

Commentary:  This graffito is situated on the left wall just after entering the great hall 
through the left passage of site 11. It is the last entry of Ravāhaka who left altogether 
seven inscriptions in the Hoq cave.

The remaining graffiti of 
site 11 are concentrated 
in several clusters on the 
back side of the “wall”. 
The location of the indi-
vidual texts within these 
clusters is illustrated on 
the accompanying photo-
graphs.

Behind the left passage 
there is a pair of stalag-
mites inscribed with the 
texts 11:34–11:36 (fig. 
13).

Fig. 13: Stalagmites behind the “wall” bearing texts 11:34–11:36
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Another cluster of graffiti is lo-
cated in the vicinity of the exit of 
the right passage. Here we find on 
the back side of the “wall”, on the 
floor and on the base of a stalag-
mite the texts 11:37–11:47 (figs. 
14–16). 

The texts 11:46 and 11:47 are in-
scribed on a wall behind 11:45 
which is incised on the floor, just 
beside the exit of the right pas-
sage. It is accompanied by an il-
legible inscription indicated red 
on the accompanying general 
view (fig. 16).

Fig. 14: Location of the epigraphs 
11:37–11:39 on the base of a stalag-
mite

Fig. 15: Location of the epigraphs 
11:41–11:44 on a wall

Fig. 16: Epigraphs 11:46 and 11:47 
on a wall behind 11:45, accompa-
nied by an illegible inscription (red)
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Reading:   [dhru](vo) prato ? ? ? 
Translation:   “Dhruva arrived ... ”

Commentary:  The text represents another defective variant of Dhruva’s attempt to 
write dhruvaḥ prāptaḥ. The one or two letter(s) between the final prato and the initial śe 
of the neighbouring graffito 11:35 are illegible, but do not seem to be identical with the 
text of 11:32 where śramaṇasya ... can be read. For further comments cf. there.

Reading:  śeṣas[y]a
 v[i]ṣṇuṣ(e)no
Translation:   “Śeṣasya Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary:  For further comments about this text and the unclear meaning of 
śeṣas[y]a cf. above 11:11.

11:34 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 78 | Parallel texts: 11:32, 11:36, 11:37, 11:47
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

11:35 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe:  55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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11:36 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 78 | Parallel texts: 11:32, 11:34, 11:37, 11:47
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

11:37 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 78 | Parallel texts: 11:32, 11:34, 11:36, 11:47
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dhru[vo] prapto
Translation:  “Dhruva arrived.”

Commentary: On the basis of its parallels the text can be reconstructed in the sug-
gested way corresponding to Skt. dhruvaḥ prāptaḥ. For the cursive shape of the dh- with 
a horizontal line see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, dh-. The va is irregular. 

For further comments on the partially corrupt texts of this scribe cf. above 11:32.

Reading:  dhruvo prapta
Translation:  “Dhruva arrived.”
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Commentary: For further comments on the inscriptions left by this scribe cf. above 
11:32. The letter to the right of this text belongs to the adjacent graffito 11:38.

11:38 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe:  55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  viṣṇuṣe[no]
Translation:   “Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary: Probably due to the lack of space, the final no 
is irregularly written. The lower portion of the ṣṇu is partially 
intermingled with the letter da of the text below (11:39). For a 
close-up view cf. the fig. 17 beside. Fig. 17: Close-up of -ṇu 

and da

11:39 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe:  64 | Parallel texts: 11:6, 11:7, 13:5 
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:   iśarada⟨sa⟩
Translation:  “Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa).”

Commentary: There are no traces of letters to the right of the text. Obviously it re-
mained incomplete. Its last letter da was written above the lower portion of the ṣṇu of 
11:38 (cf. the close-up view above). For the probably Middle Indic form of the name as 
attested in the parallels cf. above 11:6.

11:40 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 33 | Parallel texts: 6:5
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dharmma praviśa[t]⟨i⟩
Translation:  “Dharma enters (?).”

Commentary: A comparable text written by the same hand is found in 6:5. Whereas 
the verbal form in 6:5 can be restored as praviśati, the present spelling is clearly corrupt. 
Most probably it represents an attempt to write ti, which remained incomplete due to the 
uneven surface of the rock at this spot. 

For the unusual cursive form of the initial dh-, which is also found in the parallel text 
6:5, see Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, dh-. 
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11:41 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 79 | Parallel texts: 14:6
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  bhaṭṭide 
 pra[p]ṇu ?
Translation:  “Bhaṭṭide(va) *arrived.”

Commentary: The similar scripts of the two neighbouring graffiti 11:41 and 11:42 
makes it difficult to decide, whether they form a single epigraph or have to be regarded 
as separate texts. The location of both graffiti, however, seems to indicate that the text of 
11:41 was added only later to this place and could not be finished in the space which was 
at  the disposal of the scribe. This lack of space is possibly responsible for the incomplete 
verbal form which can be connected with 
the weak present stem of prāp- “to ar-
rive” (prāpṇu-, here in the corrupt spell-
ing prapṇu-).

The interpretation of both texts as in-
dependent epigraphs is also supported by 
their parallels. The picture to the right 
illustrates their arrangement on the sur-
face of the rock (fig. 18). 

For the name Bhaṭṭide representing 
Bhaṭṭideva cf. above 11:4. The southern 
shape of the de indicates a date prior 
to the 4th c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 
2.3.2.3, d-).

Fig. 18: Arrangement of 11:41 and 11:42
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11:42 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 80 | Parallel texts: 14:8 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  jayadevasya
Translation:  “Of Jayadeva.”

Commentary: For the relation to the neighbouring graffito 11:41 written by Bhaṭṭide(va) 
cf. the commentary above. Both persons probably went together since they left their sig-
natures not only at site 11, but also at site 14 side by side. Their contemporaneity is also 
indicated by the shape of the letter de, which again suggests a date prior to the 4th c. AD 
(cf. above 11:41).

11:43 Brāhmī inscription
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Scribe: 81 | Parallel texts: 14:28
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  bhagavato mahamuṇis[a]
 bhatighoputo rahavasu
Translation:  “For the Lord ‘Great Sage’. Rahavasu, the son of Bhatigho(*ṣa).”

Commentary:  Both lines seem to belong to the same hand and are hence perceived as 
one epigraph. The Middle Indic text belongs to the category of religious devotional epi-
graphs, here supplemented by an indication of the scribe’s identity.śtr The same person 
is responsible for a text which honours the Lord Gautama (14:28). While Gautama clear-
ly refers to the historical Buddha, the epithet mahāmuni can be applied for different Bud-
dhas (see Strauch, infra, ch. 1.1.2). In any case the Buddhist background of Rahavasu’s 
texts is beyound doubt. The scribe’s name Rahavasu – the incompletely executed va is 
clearly discernible in 14:28 –  can be explained at least partially as an example of Skt. 
composite names ending in -vasu (cf. e.g. MW s.vv. Ghoṣavasu, Dravavasu, etc.).  Its first 
element is less clear. Although a correction to rohavasu is tempting it seems improbable 
due to the otherwise used northern type of medial -o (to, gho). The name of Rahavasu’s 
father – spelt here Bhatigho – is probably a mistake (or abbreviation?) for Bhatighoṣa or 
-ghosa. Its first member could correspond to Skt. bhakti “devotion”.

There are some further orthographical irregularities in the text: mahamuṇi 
with short a and retroflex ṇ.  Moreover, the writer had to correct his wrong at-
tempt to write ha in rahavasu (see fig. 19 on the right). The rather unusual form 
of the letter sa in line 1 (resembling su) is probably due to the uneven surface. 

Fig. 19: Corrected ha
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The palaeographical features of this script are a good example of the eclectic character 
of the probably Western Indian script used here (northern ṇ-, h-, -o beside southern m-).

11:44 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 82 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 30 cm x 15 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  padumasya
Translation:  “Of Paduma (Skt. Padma).”

Commentary: Padma is a well attested name in Skt. literature (Hilka 1910: 115). Its 
Middle Indic cognate Paduma – written as padūma – is perhaps also found on a potsherd 
from Qalansiya on Socotra (cf. Naumkin 1993: fig. 4.12 d.8). Like in other instances 
of the Hoq corpus, the Middle Indic name is furnished with a Skt. genitive ending (cf. 
Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2). The scratchings to the right of 11:44 are illegible.

The shape of the letter du can be compared with that of contemporary Western 
Kṣatrapa records, like e.g. Rudradāman’s Junāgaḍh inscription (150 AD):                  
(IndoSkript ← Kielhorn 1905/06).

11:45 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 68 | Parallel texts: 11:13, 11:25, 16:1
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 65 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading: viṣ[ṇu]laputrasya
Translation:  “Of the son of Viṣṇula.”
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Commentary:  The text is found on the floor near the cluster of 11:41–11:44. Unlike 
the parallel texts, the scribe omits here his personal name which is usually given as Siha 
(Skt. Siṃha).

11:46 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 83 | Parallel texts:  — 
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  śa(r)[ma] ?
Translation:  “(Of?) Śarma.”

Commentary:  The letter(s) following the only partially visible (r)[ma] cannot be de-
ciphered. Possibly, the text contained a genitive of Skt. śarman – either śarmaṇaḥ or 
more probably the epigraphical Skt. śarmasya, reporting thus a hypocoristic variant 
of a compound name ending in -śarman (cf. above 11:10). Although according to the 
Dharmaśāstric prescriptions this would speak in favour of a Brahmin affiliation of the 
scribe, the person’s real social status can be different (see Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2).

11:47 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 78 | Parallel texts: 11:32, 11:34, 11:36, 11:37
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dhruva prāt[o]
Translation:  “Dhruva arrived.”

Commentary:  Cf. for further comments on the texts of this scribe 11:32.
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Site 12

This site is situated around 50 metres away from the “Wall” following the path to the 
cave’s end. It consists of two stalagmites with inscriptions on their surface. Between 
them a small stalagmite with a further inscription incised on its top is located (12:2).

Figs. 1–2: Location of the epigraphs 12:1–12:4

12:1 Brāhmī inscription
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Scribe: 84 | Parallel texts: 12:3
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 110 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  siddha satyanaṃdiputra-rudradattasya
Translation:  “Success. Of Rudradatta, the son of Satyanandin.”

Commentary:   Due to the continuing mineralisation of the surface, this incised text is  
badly visible. Only the picture with inverted colours in high resolution makes a reliable 
reading possible. According to the palaeographical features the scribe of this text is also 
responsible for the graffito 12:3, where he, however, omits his father’s name. 

Both names – Satyanandin and Rudradatta – are typical Skt. composite names. While 
the ending -datta according to some authorities points to the person’s vaiśya affiliation, 
the element Rudra indicates a Śaiva religious background (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2).

The present text is the only one of the Hoq corpus which uses the auspicious introduc-
tory formula siddha(m) which  is frequently found in Indian epigraphy from the first c. 
AD onwards (see Salomon 1998: 67, cf. also Roth 1986 and Sander 1986). According to 
Damsteegt, the formula was introduced in South-West India by Uṣavadāta and subse-
quently adopted by the Sātavāhanas, before it reached more northern regions (1978: 
190–192). In Western India/Gujarat it was used from the time of the Western Kṣatrapas  
and their contemporaries onwards.
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12:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 54 | Parallel texts: 10:3 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śivamitraputro bhaṭṭiṣeno kṣatrapo
 buddhamitraputraśca bhaṭṭiku[mā]ro
Translation:  “The kṣatrapa Bhaṭṭiṣena, son of Śivamitra, and Bhaṭṭikumāra, son of  
 Buddhamitra.”

Commentary: A nearly identical text written by the same hand is found in 10:3. The 
personal names recorded here are usual Skt. composite names. While Bhaṭṭiṣena’s father 
seems to have a Śaiva background, his companion obviously originates from a Buddhist 
family. The final element of Bhaṭṭiṣena’s name possibly points to his (at least asserted) 
kṣatriya status. The present text differs from its parallel by the designation kṣatrapa 
added to Bhaṭṭiṣena’s name. Obviously, he belonged to a family of the ruling elite of 
Western India which used this title in the first centuries AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.5 
for more detailed historical comments). 

Beside this historically interesting information the comparison of both texts is partic-
ularly important from the palaeographical perspective. It shows how different the shape 
of akṣaras can be even if written by the same scribe and gives thus evidence on the vari-
ance within a writing style which is an important category for palaeographical dating. 
Not all of these differences can be explained by the varying quality of the writing mate-
rials which does, however, probably play a certain role. Thus the shape of the ku as well 
as that of mā is rather different in both texts. In 12:2 the mā in ku[mā]ro looks more like 
a hā but can on the basis of the parallel clearly be interpreted 
as a slightly miswritten mā. It is possible that the writer tried to 
correct his mistake by adding a weak horizontal stroke between 
the two arms of the letter (indicated green on the close-up view 
to the right). 

The shape of the letter ro in ku[mā]ro can be characterised as 
a cursive variant of the southern ro found in the Gujarati West-

Fig. 3: Detail with kumāro (red)
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ern Brāhmī during the Western Kṣatrapa period (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.2.2, ro and 
2.3.3.1).

Moreover, the scribe obviously uses different shapes of m-, even when vocalised by 
the same vowel. This eclectic feature is typical for some varieties of the developed West-
ern Brāhmī and recalls e.g. the Yasdan inscription of Kṣatrapa Rudrasena where we find 
the open-mouthed variant of m- beside the closed one (IndoSkript  ← Bhavna-
gar inscriptions: 22f.).   The mi of Hoq scribe 54 represents a transitory form between 
both varieties.

The following table illustrates the diversity of shapes for some of the letters:

ku mā mi mi śca

10:3

12:2

12:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 84 | Parallel texts: 12:1
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 30 cm x 30 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  rudradatta
  sya
Translation:  “Of Rudradatta.”

Commentary:  Cf. above 12:1 where Rudradatta left a more comprehensive text.
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12:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 58 | Parallel texts: 10:7
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements: 50 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  viṣṇubhaṭṭiputro
 skadamitra prā[pto]

Translation:  “Skandamitra, son of Viṣṇubhaṭṭi, arrived.”

Commentary: Due to the lack of space, the scribe had to continue his text on the knoll 
to the right of the even surface. Traces of the final pto are still visible there. 

The same person left his name along with his father’s name in 10:7, while another 
Skandamitra seems to have written the text at the isolated site 18.
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Site 13

The path further inside passes a stalagmite inscribed with several short inscriptions of 
a partly enigmatic character. 

Not far from this site, on the opposite side of the cave, there is a large field of soft sand 
which houses some of the most impressive remains of the cave. Here we find not only 
two drawings and one inscription (13:5), but also even the footprints of the person(s) who 
made these pictures some 1500 years ago (see the picture beside). Since both the draw-
ings and the footprints as well as the accompanying text are now mineralised, it is quite 
clear that they all belong to the same period several centuries ago. The surface, however, 
is still very fragile and recent visits to this part of the cave have already caused serious 
damage to these objects. The images of the footprints and the text are only preserved 
thanks to the documentary film by the AXELL Commu-
nication Company shot in 2002. 

The complex corresponds to Dridi’s sigla  T 09 and  D 
02 (Dridi 2002: 598).

Fig. 1: General view of the stalagmite bearing epigraphs 13:1–13:4

Fig. 2: Footprints near 13:5
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13:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 66 | Parallel texts: 11:10
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śarmm[ā] nivt[o]
Translation:  “Śarman returned.”

Commentary: The same person, Śarman, left a comparable text in 11:10 where he 
commemorated his arrival (← *pra-vt) at the “gates” in a somewhat peculiar Sanskrit. 
I take nivta here tentatively as representative of Skt. nivtta. 

The shape of the rmm[ā] differs from that found in 11:10. It is not clear, whether the 
small horizontal stroke represents only a headmark or the expected vowel -ā. The same 
uncertainty applies for the final -o. For the southern shape of the v which is also char-
acteristic for the Gujarati Western Brāhmī cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -r̥.

13:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 85 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: ? | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  ābha

Commentary: The text is probably incomplete. Its meaning is obscure.  
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13:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 86 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  śari ? ? prapta
Translation:  “Śari++ arrived.”

Commentary:  The sign(s) after śari are difficult to discern, the spelling prapta is 
incorrect for Skt. prāpta-. The meaning of the name is unclear. But in view of the neigh-
bouring iśaradasa at 13:5 one might wonder, whether the present text represents a cor-
rupt variant of this name.

13:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 14:22, 16:11, 16:16 
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  viṣṇuṣeno
Translation:  “Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary:  Although graphically a reading -ṣeṇa cannot be excluded, the numer-
ous  instances of dental -no in the parallel texts indicate the suggested reading. 
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13:5 Drawings of stūpas with Brāhmī inscription
13:5-A Drawing of a stūpa

Measurements: 50 cm x 150 cm  | Technique: Drawing in sand | Documentation:  —

13:5-B Drawing of a stūpa

Measurements: 50 cm x 120 cm  | Technique: Drawing in sand | Documentation:  —
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Commentary:  Both drawings quite obviously represent stūpa like structures and re-
call many of the petroglyphs found along the Karakorum Highway. Their typology has 
recently been studied by Laurienne Bruneau (2007). The upper portion of both images is 
sufficiently clear, showing the drum of the stūpa (aṇḍa). In picture A the element on the 
top clearly corresponds to the harmikā of a stūpa. The umbrellas (chattra) are missing 
(cf. for this element and its absence in drawings from the Upper Indus Thewalt 2000: Eh-
renschirme / chattra / chatra). Comparable depictions are, for example, found at Thalpan, 
Chilas bridge (Bandini-König 2003: Tafel 33, 71:1, below fig. 3) and at Thalpan (ibid.: 
Tafel 70, 29:2). How the chattras are fastened on the top of such a stūpa, can be seen on 
many rock carvings (cf. e.g. Bandini-König 2003: Tafel 71, Thalpan 30:20, below fig. 4).

The more simple drawing B belongs to the less elaborate type where the flags (patāka) 
are directly attached to a pole at the top of the drum (yaṣṭi). Such drawings are also found 
along the Karakorum Highway, e.g. at Thalpan, Chilas bridge (Bandini-König 2003: 
Tafel 33, 70:13) and at Shing Nala (Bandini-König & von Hinüber 2001: Tafel 26, 34:9, 
below fig. 5).  

Although the lower portions of both drawings are less well preserved, picture A clear-
ly shows a multistoreyed fundament on which the main body of the stūpa is erected (cf. 
types 9+10 according to Bruneau 2007). Less elaborate is the fundament of the second 
stūpa B whose drawing seems altogether of a poorer quality than A. Nonetheless it finds 
a parallel e.g. in Shing Nala (Bandini-König & von Hinüber 2001: Tafel 26, 35:5). It is 
difficult to ascertain the geographical provenance of these depictions, but it can be sug-
gested that both drawings from Hoq represent stūpa types which were current in the 
2nd–4th c. AD in Western India.

The footprints just beside both drawings certainly belong to the person(s) who ex-
ecuted them. The fact that there are no further traces around these drawings shows that 
they were not used for ritual purposes, e.g. for circumambulation (pradakṣiṇa). 

Fig. 5Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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13:5-C Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 64 | Parallel texts: 11:6, 11:7, 11:39
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Drawing in sand | Documentation: D: T 09

Reading:  [i]śaradasa
Translation:  “Iśaradasa (Skt.  Īśvaradāsa).”

Commentary: This epigraph was written in the sand and might contain the name 
of the artist who executed the neighbouring drawings of stūpas and left his footprints 
beside them (cf. above fig. 2). If this attribution is correct it is remarkable that a person 
bearing an obvious Śaiva name is responsible for these Buddhist drawings.

The text was not seen by me and is perhaps already destroyed. Its location could be 
established according to the documentation of the AXELL Communication Company 
which filmed this epigraph in 2002 and published a picture of it on its website (http://
www.axellcom.com/socotra/Socotra/Archaeology/archaeology.html, accessed in May 
2010).  

The same person left his name in three graffiti at site 11. For the probably Middle 
Indic form cf. above 11:6.
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Site 14

The remaining sites are 
concentrated at the end of 
the nearly 2 km long way. 
The accompanying map 
(fig. 1) illustrates their lo-
cation. All the texts at the 
cave’s end – i.e. those at 
sites 14–17 – are subsumed 
by Dridi’s sigla T 01–T 08 
(2002: 597f.). A more de-
tailed attribution is not 
possible. According to the 
concentration of texts and 
drawings this part repre-
sented, together with the 
dividing “Wall” in the middle of the cave, the highlight of a cave visit.

Site 14 is formed by a cluster of pillars rising from  a common flat base. This base is inscribed 
with numerous Brāhmī texts. Some of them are only weakly incised into the obviously very 
solid surface and can be read only after extreme enlargement of the digital photographs. 
Others are not readable at all. Here we list only those texts which could be documented at 

our stay in Hoq 
and are at least 
partially legible. 
The texts visible 
on the extreme 
left of the pho-
tography (fig. 2) 
are modern Ara-
bic graffiti left 
around 2004 by 
recent visitors.

Fig. 1: Sketch map illustrating the location of sites 14–17

Fig. 2: General view of site 14 with modern Arabic graffiti (red)
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Fig. 3: Location of the epigraphs 14:1–14:18

Fig. 4: Location of the epigraphs 14:16–14:26
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14:1 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 73 | Parallel texts: 11:18, 14:3, *16:5
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   (*devaputrasya maṇi)ka[r]ṇṇasya
Translation:  “Of (or: to) Deva’s son (or: the god) Maṇikarṇa.”

Commentary:  Unfortunately, the text was only partially photographed. It is possi-
ble, that the isolated devaputra of 14:3 actually formed the beginning to the present 
epigraph. Because of its very weak visibility its traces could only be made out while 
checking the digital images in high resolution. But its preserved portions as well as the 
fact that an identical text is located at site 11 just beside the name of Śūragañja, who 

Fig. 5: Detailed view of the epigraphs around 14:20
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also wrote the graffito below (14:2), make the suggested reconstruction most probable. 
Perhaps, the authors of both texts visited the cave on a joint tour. Not only here, but also 
in sites 11 and 16 we find the graffiti of both side by side.  

For the doubtful interpretation of this record as a religious devotional text cf. above 
11:18 and Strauch, infra, ch. 1.1.2.

14:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 72 | Parallel texts: 11:17, 16:17, *16:19
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  bhāruka[cchaka]
 śūraṇadiputrasya śūragaṃ[jasya]
Translation:  “Of Śūragañja, son of Śūranandin, inhabitant of Bharukaccha.”

Commentary: For the naked eye the scratching is almost invisible. But in high reso-
lution (cf. e.g. fig. 6+7 showing the letter śū in the be-
ginning of the first line) the shape of the letters can be 
made out with high certainty. Only some letters of the 
place name bhārukacchaka remain obscure. According 
to the parallels the genitive bhārukacchakasya would be 
expected. There are, however, no traces of a sya after the 
incompletely written/preserved ka.

As in site 11 Śūragañja’s text is placed just beside the 
text of scribe 73. 

For the personal names cf. above 11:17.

Figs. 6+7: Close-up of the letter śū
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14:3 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 73 | Parallel texts: 11:18, 14:1, *16:5
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   devaputra 
Translation:  “Deva’s son” or “The god ...” 

Commentary:   The word devaputra links this short text with 14:1. Both texts perhaps 
formed one epigraph to be read devaputra(*sya maṇi)ka[r]ṇṇasya.  It seems that the 
scribe left this line incomplete, probably due to the following ṣabha- (here indicated 
red) of the neighbouring epigraph 14:5 which must have been written earlier. Although 
it is tempting to read both texts together, the different shapes of the letter sya of both 
scribes as attested in their parallel texts prevent from identifying them with each other. 
Cf. scribe 73: , scribe 88: (14:7) and  (14:10). 

For futher comments on the texts of  scribe 73 cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.1.2 and above 
11:18.

14:4 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 87 | Parallel texts: —
Language: Middle Indic |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  dharana[disa] 
Translation:  “Of Dharanadi (Skt. Dharanandin).”
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Commentary: The shape of the letters in the last portion of the short text seems to be 
corrupt, probably due to the uneven surface. The first element of the name can be con-
nected with Skt. dhara- which is occasionally found as the first member in composite 
names (cf. e.g. the Valabhī rulers Dharasena and Dharapaṭṭa). Its second part corresponds 
to Skt. -nandin, a frequently used suffix of Skt. personal names. The genitive ending -sa 
indicates the Middle Indic character of the text. Due to the large horizontal headmarks 
used by this scribe (see ra), it is not possible to distinguish dental and retroflex n. 

The scratchings to the left cannot be deciphered, but definitely do not belong to 14:4.

14:6 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 79 | Parallel texts: 11:41
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

14:5 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts:  14:7, 14:10, 14:11, 14:18, 14:27
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ṣa[bha]
Translation:  “R̥ṣabha.”

Commentary:   This scribe left numerous inscriptions at site 14, mostly in the usual 
genitive case. Here his text had to remain incomplete, probably due to the small pieces of 
stalactites, which are tightly fastened to the rock’s surface. For R̥ṣabha as a simple Skt. 
personal name based on Skt. ṣabha “bull” cf. Hilka 1910: 117.
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14:7 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts: 14:5, 14:10, 14:11, 14:18, 14:27
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading: ṣabhasya
Translation:  “Of R̥ṣabha.”

Commentary: This short text is one of several graffiti at this site mentioning R̥ṣabha. 
For his name see above 14:5. The unusual cursive shape of the ligature sya can be com-
pared with those used by scribes 55 and 72 (cf. above commentary ad 14:3 and Strauch, 
infra, ch. 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.3.1).

Reading:  bhaṭṭidevasya
Translation:  “Of Bhaṭṭideva.”

Commentary:  In his epigraph at site 11 Bhaṭṭideva uses the abbreviated form Bhaṭṭide. 
At both sites he placed his graffito just beside that of Jayadeva (14:8). It is therefore pos-
sible that both persons visited the cave as members of the same group (cf. above 11:41 
and 11:42).
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14:8 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 80 | Parallel texts: 11:42
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  jayadevasya
Translation:  “Of Jayadeva.”

Commentary:  Although the text 14:8 and the neighbouring graffito 14:9 seem to be 
written in one line they belong to independent epigraphs. Like at site 11, Jayadeva’s sig-
nature is found here in immediate vicinity to that of Bhaṭṭideva (cf. above 14:6).

14:9 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 89 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  madranadipūtro sāko
Translation:  “Sāka, son of Madranadi (Skt. Madranandin).”

Commentary:  Due to the large horizontal headmarks used by this scribe, it is impos-
sible to determine the exact vocalisation of the consonant signs. The readings pūtra and 
saka are equally possible. For the orthographic variant pūtra- for Skt. putra cf. above 
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14:10 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts: 14:5, 14:7, 14:11, 14:18, 14:27
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  ṣabhasya
Translation:  “Of R̥ṣabha.”

Commentary: Cf. for further comments on the name above 14:5.

14:11 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts:  14:5, 14:7, 14:10, 14:18, 14:27
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   ṣabha[sya]
Translation:  “Of R̥ṣabha.”

Commentary: Cf. for further comments on the name above 14:5. The shape of the final 
sya is irregular, but can most probably be connected with the cursive form attested in the 
parallel text 14:10.

9:3. The father’s name belongs to the group of Skt. composite names ending in -nandin. 
Its first member can be associated with the Skt. toponym madra designating a country 
in the Indian North-West (Bhattacharya 1991: 206, cf. also Hilka 1910: 124).

The visitor’s name Sāka can be interpreted as a Middle Indic form of Skt. Śāka which 
is occasionally attested as personal name (cf. MW s.v. śāka 3.) Whether it has to be 
derived from Skt. śāka “vegetable” or śāka “belonging to the Śakas, Scythians” is un-
certain.
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14:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 90 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  [hidaṭha]sya
Translation:  “Of Hidaṭha (Skt. Hitārtha).”

Commentary:  The reading of the first letters is not completely certain but the text can 
be reconstructed as Skt. genitive of a Middle Indic personal name corresponding to Skt. 
hitārtha.  The name itself is so far unattested in Indian records, a different interpretation 
can therefore not be excluded. A connection to Skt. siddhārtha seems less probable, but 
cannot be completely ruled out (Harry Falk, oral communication). In this case the present 
epigraph should be attributed to a South-Indian or Śrī Laṅkan scribe. For phonetically 
similar forms in early Pkt. inscriptions from Ceylon cf. e.g. Śidaṭa (with ddh → d and rth 
→ ṭ, but s → ś) and Huma (Skt. Suhma) (with s → h) (Paranavitana 1970, Index s.vv.). 

14:13 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 91 | Parallel texts: 16:8
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  humiyakasa
Translation:  “Of Humiyaka.”

Commentary:  The same person left his signature in the bilingual text of 16:8 where 
the Brāhmī form is accompanied by the Graeco-Bactrian spelling OΜΟΙΑΓO, repre-
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senting the Bactrian form (H)umyag or (H)uməyag. For further remarks on this name 
cf. below the remarks by N. Sims-Williams (16:8). 

Quite probably Humiyaka belonged to the Western Indian population of Iranian ori-
gin, who continued to maintain a certain degree of bilinguality. The same Bactrian 
name is also attested in 14:15 as the name of the scribe’s father. Whether both persons 
are identical is impossible to ascertain.

The  Middle Indic character of the text is clearly indicated by the genitive ending -sa.

14:14 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 92 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   śuddasa
Translation:  “Of Śudda (Skt. Śūdra).”

Commentary: Both the assimilated consonant cluster dda ← dra and the genitive end-
ing -sa indicate the Middle Indic character of the text. The same name in its Skt. form 
is obviously attested in the texts of scribe 42 (7:1, 14:23, 14:26). For further comments 
regarding this name see above 7:1.

14:15 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 93 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —
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Reading:  nāvika-humiyaka-pu[tra]
Translation:  “The son of the captain Humiyaka.” or 
 “The captain (N.N.), son of Humiyaka.”

Commentary:  The last letter of the text is badly visible, but can be restored with some 
certainty as tra. Although a reading pra for the preceding akṣara cannot be excluded we 
decided in view of the -u in humiyaka for the reading pu which results in the comprehen-
sible lexeme putra “son”. It is possible that the epigraph was not completed. In this case 
nāvika – translated here as “captain” – can also be related to the visitor himself whose 
personal name is missing here rather than to his father. For further comments on this 
professional designation see Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.2. 

The father’s name – Humiyaka –  is also attested in the texts of scribe 91 (14:13, 16:8). 
Whether he is indeed the father of the present scribe, is, however, uncertain. For the 
Bactrian name Humiyaka cf. the comments ad 14:13 and 16:8. 

14:16 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 94 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  śakaśramaṇo āga[to]
Translation:  “The śaka monk has come.” or “The Buddhist monk has come.” or   
 “The śaka Śramaṇa has come.”

Commentary:  The final portion of the epigraph seen on the pictures at the right is 
not properly recorded in the photographs at my disposal. Nonetheless the letter to is 
clearly visible. The meaning of the expression śaka-śramaṇa is not completely clear. 
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There seem to be three possible interpretations. The first two interpret śramaṇa as a 
technical term designating an “ascetic, (Buddhist) monk”. In this case the initial śaka 
can be connected either with the Skt. ethnonym śaka “Śaka, Scythian” making the monk 
a member of the Western Indian Śaka community or is an erroneous/Prakritic spelling 
for Skt. śākya. This second explanation would result into a compound śākyaśramaṇa 
recalling the frequently attested term śākyabhikṣu “Buddhist monk” which according to 
the South-Asian epigraphical evidence is usually applied to followers of Mahāyāna Bud-
dhism (cf. Schopen 1979 = 2005: 223–246, with a reply to Cousins 2003). Whether the 
same is true for śākyaśramaṇa is, however, uncertain. The term is attested in few liter-
ary sources. Among them the contemporary Yavanajātaka by Sphujiddhvaja, which was 
composed in the 2nd/3rd c. AD, is especially important. It lists śākyaśramaṇa among 
several Buddhist religious terms like śrāvaka and upāsaka clearly in the sense “Buddhist 
monk” (ed. Pingree 1978, 1: 203, ch. 22.4, tr. Pingree 1978, 2: 63, for general remarks on 
the work see also Falk 2001). Other occurences in the same general meaning are found 
in some works of the avadāna literature, like e.g. the Aśokāvadāna (ed. Mu khopadhyaya 
1963: 71: śākyaśramaṇera, 73: śākyaśramaṇa, tr. Strong 1989: 234, 236: “Buddhist 
monks”) or Kṣemendra’s Avadānakalpalatā (ed. Vaidya 1959: ch. 28.7) and in Śūdraka’s 
drama Mr̥cchakaṭika. Here we find the Māgadhī form śakkaśamaṇake (ed. Kale 1972: 
94). Especially the evidence from the Yavanajātaka and the Mr̥cchakaṭika shows that the 
term was known in the Indian literature of the first centuries AD. The third possibility in-
terprets śramaṇa as a name – an option which has to be seriously considered on the basis 
of Heinrich Lüders’ observations on personal names like Samaṇa, Samanā, Śramaṇaka 
and Śamanika in early Indian inscriptions (1940: 618, cf. also Falk 2000: 33f.). 

Alternative readings like śako/śakra/śakro cannot be completely excluded, seem to 
be, however, less likely in view of the lower curves and horizontal headmarks frequently 
used in contemporary Brāhmī scripts. Moreover, the shape of the lower curve of the ka 
clearly differs from that of the subsequent śra. The letters ma, śa and śra suggest a date 
between the 2nd and 3rd c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.4).

14:17 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 95 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —
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Reading:  yavaṇo cadrabhūti
 mukhasa
Translation:  “Of the yavana Cadrabhūtimukha (Skt. Candrabhūtimukha).”

Commentary: The syntax of this text is irregular. Despite the o of yavaṇo (for Skt. ya-
vana-) which clearly points to the nom. sg. masc. the visitor’s name is given in the genitive. 
Candrabhūti can be explained as a typical Hindu name with the members candra “moon” 
and bhūti “might, power”. In the present case, however, the additional mukha seems to 
speak in favour of a different explanation. According to medieval (Dhanvantaranighaṇṭu 
6.6.1, Ānandakanda 2.3.1.3) and late lexica (Rājanighaṇṭu 13.15.1, cf. DCS s.v.)  – cited 
in the Śabdakalpadruma and the Vācaspatyam – candrabhūti is a synonym for “silver” 
(cf. PW s.v.). It is possible that this connotation is also underlying the present use of 
the compound. Accordingly, the name can be hypothetically perceived as a bahuvrīhi 
compound meaning “Silverface”. That a yavana “westerner, Greek” bears such a name, 
can perhaps be explained by his fair complexion. Although the exact meaning of the 
ambiguous term yavana is hard to establish, the present epigraph adds important evi-
dence for the active participation of ethnically non-Indian groups in the intercontinental 
trade of the first centuries AD. For the role of yavanas in early Western India and their 
association with trade activities cf. Ray 1988 (see also Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.3).  

The genitive ending -sa indicates the Middle Indic character of the text. For the unu-
sual shape of medial -ū in -bhūti cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū.

14:18 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts: 14:5, 14:7, 14:10, 14:11, 14:27
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ṣa⟨bha⟩sya
Translation:  “Of R̥ṣabha.”

Commentary:  The reading of this obviously cor-
rupt/incomplete text can be ascertained with the help 
of the parallels left at this site by R̥ṣabha. The present 
graffito is located near the top of the stalagmite (cf. fig. 
8 beside), the scratchings below are illegible. Fig. 8: Location of 14:18
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14:19 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 96 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   saṅghanandi prāpt[a]
Translation:  “Saṃghanandin arrived.”

Commentary: The text is written in the usual epigraphical language with irregular 
nom. sg. endings in both nouns. It seems that the final consonant cluster is written with 
a rather big  horizontal headmark which makes the letter looking more like ptā than pta. 
The same kind of headmark is found in the following graffito 14:20.

The name belongs to the typical Buddhist personal names beginning with the word 
saṃgha- “Buddhist order”. The use of the sign for the velar nasal (ṅ-) points to a date 
after the 1st c. AD (cf. Dani 1986: 83f.).

14:20 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 97 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   buddhsk prpt
Translation:  “Buddhska(s) arrived.”
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Commentary: Due to the peculiar shape of the headmarks, it is difficult to distin-
guish between -a and -ā (cf. above 14:19). The second element of the obviously Bud-
dhist expression is obscure, but can perhaps be associated with Middle Indic      sak(k)a 
(Skt. śaka/śākya/śakra). For possibly related expressions cf. sāka in 14:9 and śaka in 
14:16 (śaka-śramaṇa). Alternatively one might consider an interpretation based on Skt. 
buddhaśākyāḥ, an otherwise unattested compound for which the tentative meaning 
“Buddhist monks” could be suggested. Or can we even see here a contracted or corrupt 
form of buddhopāsaka “Buddhist layman”? 

14:21 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 98 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  vijayanaṃdisa
Translation:  “Of Vijayanandin.”

Commentary:  The name belongs to the frequently attested personal names ending 
in -nandin. It is also attested in Skt. literature (cf. MW s.v.). The element vijaya could 
indicate the person’s kṣatriya affiliation (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 3.2.2.2). The ending -sa 
points to the Middle Indic character of the text.

14:22 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 16:11, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:  viṣ[ṇu]ṣenasya
Translation:  “Of Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary: The text can be attributed to the frequently attested scribe 55. Usually 
he wrote his name in the nom. sg. case ending in -no. Due to these parallels, the penulti-
mate letter of the present text is perceived here as dental na with a horizontal headmark 
instead of the reading ṇa, which is also possible. The lower part of the ligature ṣṇu is 
only incompletely executed and partly covered by the illegible scratchings below this 
text.

The concluding sya is of the cursive type which is attested with several scribes (cf. 
Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.3.1).

14:23 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 42 | Parallel texts: 7:1, 14:26
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   ś[ū]drasya
Translation:  “Of Śūdra.”

Commentary: Only in 7:1 the long quality of the vowel -ū in śū seems to be clearly 
indicated. Otherwise the scribe uses a shape which can not be distinguished from the 
short -u but is certainly meant to designate the long vowel. The same shape is found in 
pū and bhū (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.2, -ū). In the present epigraph the vowel sign is 
only weakly indicated.

Cf. for the name and its parallels above 7:1.
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14:24 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 99 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: *Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

14:25 Drawings of Indian symbols

Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Commentary:  The drawings represent the Indian auspicious symbols svastika and 
nandyāvarta. Another – slightly different – nandyāvarta sign is found at 2:8. See there 
and Strauch, infra, ch. 4 for a more detailed discussion of the drawings found at Hoq.

Reading:  kasikaca[ṭṭa]

Commentary:  The interpretation of this text is difficult. Its final caṭṭa could be associ-
ated with the name Caṭṭa (cf. MW s.v.) while its first part is perhaps the corrupt Middle 
Indic spelling of Skt. kāśika “inhabitant of Kāśi (= Benares)”. Both these suggestions 
are, however, highly hypothetical.
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14:26 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 42 | Parallel texts: 7:1, 14:23
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   śūd[r]asya
Translation:  “Of Śūdra.”

Commentary: Due to the very solid surface, the scratched graffito is almost indiscern-
ible. Only under high resolution is the irregularly written d[r]a visible on the photo-
graph. For further comments on the unusual shape of the long -ū cf. above 14:23. For the 
name see above 7:1.

14:27 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 88 | Parallel texts:  14:5, 14:7, 14:10. 14:11, 14:18
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:    ṣa[bha]
Translation:  “R̥ṣabha.”
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Commentary: This badly legible and possibly incomplete text is incised into a broken 
stalactite which is tightly fastened to the floor in front of the big stalagmite of site 14. In 
most of the parallels found at the same site R̥ṣabha gave his name in the genitive case. 

For the name see above 14:5.

14:28 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 81 | Parallel texts: 11:43
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  bhagavato gotamasa
 na[bha]katasa
 rahavasu
Translation:  “For the Lord Gotama (Skt. Gautama), the *lion.  
 Rahavasu.”
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Commentary:  The text of 14:28 is found on the floor in a small cave just behind the 
pillar of site 14. The same person, Rahavasu, wrote a comparable text in 11:43 using an-
other epithet of the Buddha: mahāmuni “The Great Sage.”  For further comments about 
Rahavasu’s name cf. there.

The text is arranged in three lines. The middle line is difficult to read but can be safely 
restored as na[bha]katasa. This word can be hypothetically explained  as the Middle Indic 
representative of Skt. nabhaḥkrāntasya. According to Hemacandra this compound can be 
used as a synonymon to the lexeme “lion” (PW s.v., Hemacandra: Abhidhānacintāmaṇi, 
śeṣa 182). The Śabdakalpadruma and the Vācaspatyam record the same meaning for the 
related nabhaḥkrāntin indicating the “Śabdamālā” as their source (PW s.v.). Although 
these references are rather late, with 12th c. Hemacandra as the oldest evidence, this con-
notation associates the term nabhaḥkrānta with another popular epithet of the Buddha 
who is frequently called a lion (Skt. siṃha / Pāli sīha) or more precisely “lion of the 
Śākya (family)” (Skt. śākyasiṃha). Accordingly his teaching is qualified as “lion roar” 
(Skt. siṃhanāda / Pāli sīhanāda) (see PTSD, BHSD, s.vv.). A very early epigraphical at-
testation of this idea is found on a medallion from Tillya Tepe (Bactria) datable to the 1st c. 
BC. It is inscribed on both sides with Kharoṣṭhī legends which can be read as the sentence 
siho vigadabhayo dharmacakraṃ pravatati “The fearless Lion turns the Wheel of the 
Teaching.”  On one of the medallion’s sides a lion is depicted, the other side shows a male 
figure (an ascetic?) turning a wheel (cf. the superb pictures in Sarianidi 1985: 188f. and  
the extensive discussion in Fussman 1982: 164–169). Against this background it seems 
permissible to interpret the word nabhakatasa in the suggested sense, being aware that its 
weak lexicographical basis does not exclude other explanations. 

The accompanying photography (fig. 9) shows a close-up of the final portion of the 
first line (gotamasa) which illustrates the very fragile character of the scratching. 

The Brāhmī epigraph is accompanied by some recent Arabic graffiti and other indis-
cernible scratchings, some of them possibly of ancient origin.

Fig. 9: Close-up of 14:28 with the letters gotamasa
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Site 15 “The Wheel”

Only few metres away from site 14 there is another stalagmite with inscriptions on its 
base. Most of them are illegible due to the subsequent mineralisation of the surface 
caused by dripping water. Moreover, in many instances several epigraphs are written 
above each other. Of most of the epigraphs only single akṣaras can be made out, which 
prove the use of the  Brāhmī alphabet in these otherwise illegible inscriptions. As usual, 
in the description of the epigraphical re-
mains I will confine the discussion to those 
graffiti of which more than a single sign is 
preserved and which thus allow the recon-
struction of at least partially comprehen-
sible texts. The most remarkable feature 
of this spot is the drawing of a big wheel 
(15:3), which can probably be identified 
with the Buddhist symbol dharmacakra 
“Wheel of Law” representing the Buddhist 
teaching. Only the upper portion of the 
wheel is preserved. 

Fig. 1: Two incense burners and a seashell near 
the text 15:5 (red)

Fig. 2: Location of 15:1–15:7
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15:1 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 100 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:   amātyaka ///
Translation:  “Amātyaka ...”

Commentary: The final portion of this possibly incomplete inscription is illegible. 
Although it might be tempting to interprete the preserved portion of the text as the title 
amātya “minister”, it cannot be excluded that this lexeme is part of a personal name. 
Such a use was, for example, proposed for the compound āmātyag[u]pta- attested in a 
Brāhmī graffito at Alam Bridge near Gilgit, Northern Pakistan (Neelis 2001: 270). In-
stead of suggesting that a minister was part of an Indian expedition to Socotra, it would 
therefore seem preferable to interpret the short text amātyaka as a hypocorism of a per-
sonal name beginning with amātya-. 

Palaeographically remarkable is the open-mouthed shape of the ma which points to 
a date of this text after the middle of the 2nd  c. AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, m-). 

There are some more Brāhmī akṣaras 
above the text which are partly covered 
by recent Arabic graffiti (see fig. 3, in-
dicated red). Only the second letter of 
them   – ṇi – can be deciphered. It is 
uncertain whether these letters also be-
long to the text of 15:1. 

According to a photograph made on the 3rd Socotra Karst Project expedition in 2003 (cf. 
fig. 1 above) two incense burners still filled with ashes and seashells were found on this 
spot in situ (= Dridi 2002: 598, A 01–A 04).  This could indicate that this site was used 
for specific ritual purposes by at least a part of the Indian visitors on their way through 
the cave.

Fig. 3: Illegible Brāhmī text above 15:1
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15:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 101 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  vaha[nti]dasya
Translation:  “Of Vahantida.”

Commentary:  The meaning of this name is obscure. It is possible that the beginning 
of the original text is washed off. The reading of the ligature nti is uncertain. The sub-
scribed t  as well as the superscribed i are hard to distinguish.  According to the palaeo-
graphy (d- open to the left, subscribed tripartite -y) this text is the only epigraph datable 
to a period prior to 100 AD (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, d- and 2.3.2.4). 

15:3 Drawing of a wheel

Measurements: 1 m in diametre | Technique: Mud | Documentation: D: D 01

Commentary: The large wheel drawing measuring around 1m in diametre is prob-
ably depicting the Buddhist symbol dharmacakra. It is possible that the incense burners 
found just beside the wheel indicate that the drawing fulfilled a ritual function for some 
of the Indian visitors to Hoq.
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15:4 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 102 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:   iśvaraskada ///
Translation:  “Īśvaraskanda ...” 

Commentary: The final portion of the text is illegible. The name recorded here be-
longs to the category of theophoric personal names which combine the names of two 
gods, in this case Īśvara (= Śiva) and Skanda. A comparable Skt. name is attested with 
Rudraskanda (cf. MW s.v.). For other examples cf. Hilka 1910: 107f. (“Zweigötterna-
men”). The spelling of initial ī as i is a typical orthographical license of epigraphical 
Sanskrit which is also frequently attested in the graffiti from Northern Pakistan. The ska 
is clearly discernible in high resolution. 

15:5 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 103 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements: 91 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:   —

Reading:  kṣātrapa-śivaba? 
 [pava]sya
Translation:   “Of the kṣatrapa Śivaba+pava.” 

Commentary: The second half of the obviously Śaiva name is difficult to ascertain. 
The text is however important in mentioning a kṣatrapa as one of the Indian seafaring 
people visiting the cave. For another kṣatrapa and the historical significance of this evi-
dence cf. above 12:2 and the comments in Strauch, infra, ch. 3.1.5.
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15:6 Drawing of a trident (triśūla)

Measurements:  — | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Commentary:  The drawing just in front of the succeeding epigraph 15:7 is only faint-
ly visible. It represents the Indian auspicious symbol triśūla “trident” which is found in 
several graffiti inside the cave.  For the uncertain relationship to Śaiva practices cf. above 
2:9. For other Indian symbols at Hoq see Strauch, infra, ch. 4.

15:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 104 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements: 40 cm x 20 cm | Technique: Mud | Documentation:  —

Reading:  malasa
Translation:  “Of Mala (Skt. Malla).”

Commentary:  The Middle Indic name can be connected with Skt. malla “wrestler, 
boxer”, which is frequently used in Skt. personal names (cf. Hilka 1910: 140). In the pre-
sent form it can be perceived either as a simple name or as a hypocorism of a composite 
name with malla as final member. The same Middle Indic form Mala is attested in an 
inscription from Junnar (Lüders 1912: 130, no. 1151).
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Site 16

This site is formed by a long row of stalagmites situated between site 15 and the small 
cave of site 17. The inscriptions are scattered on the surfaces of the floor-ground, on some 
of the countless stalactites hanging from the ceiling and on the stalagmites themselves. 
Not all of them are readable. Some of the texts were only identified upon examining the 
large-scale images on the computer at home. The quality of some of the photographs is 
therefore far from satisfactory.

The location of the individual epigraphs is indicated in the general views below.

Fig. 1: General view of site 16 and location of the epigraphs 16:1–16:15
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16:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 69 | Parallel texts: 11:13, 11:25, 11:45
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Fig. 2: Location of 16:16–16:21
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Reading:   sihasya viṣ[ṇu]laputrasya
Translation:   “Of Siha (Skt. Siṃha), the son of Viṣṇula.”

Commentary: This hardly legible inscription is scratched into the base of a stalagmite 
group just in front of the entrance to the flat cave of site 17. For further comments on the 
names cf. the commentary ad 11:13. According to the parallel 11:25 Siha was an inhabit-
ant of Bharukaccha.

16:2 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 105 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  budhisya jeṣṭhasya
Translation:   “Of Budhi Jeṣṭha (Skt. Buddhi Jyeṣṭha) / the Eldest.”

Commentary: Budhi can be interpreted as a hypocoristic form of a personal name be-
ginning with Skt. bu(d)dhi- ”mind, intelligence”. In the form buddhisya this hypocorism 
is e.g. attested in an inscription from Mathurā (Lüders 1912: 7f., no. 37).

Whether the following jeṣṭha (Skt. jyeṣṭha) is an attribute meaning “eldest, eminent” 
or a second name is not clear (cf. above 2:22 for a comparable use).  The related yaviṣṭha 
“youngest” used as personal name in 2:17 might speak in favour of the second option.

16:3 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 106 | Parallel texts: 16:4, 16:6
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —
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Reading:  [rā]jeṃ(*n)[dra]sya
Translation:  “Of *Rājendra.”

Commentary:  The bad quality of the image allows no certain reading of the third 
akṣara of which only weak traces are visible. According to the following epigraph 16:4 
it can, however, be reconstructed as dra or ndra. The shape of the rā with the vowel dia-
critic in the centre of the akṣara and the vertical bending to the right is peculiar for this 
scribe. 

The name Rājendra is frequently attested in Skt. literature and epigraphy (cf. MW 
s.v.).  However, a reading of the initial sign as ū cannot completely be excluded resulting 
in a name Ūjendra which could be connected with the Skt. personal name Ujjendra of 
uncertain meaning and attested only once in the Rājataraṅgiṇī (cf. MW s.v.). 

16:4 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 106 | Parallel texts: 16:3, 16:6
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   [rā]jendrasya
Translation:  “Of *Rājendra.”

Commentary:  Cf. above 16:3 for further com-
ments. Due to the solid surface of the rock, the 
sratching is almost invisible. A picture with inverted 
colours (cf. beside fig. 3) shows, however, quite clear-
ly the shape of the letters.

With regard to the standardisation of orthography 
it is remarkable that the scribe here wrote ndra and 
did not use the anusvāra in front of either ndra or dra 
as he did in 16:3.

Fig. 3: Close-up of 16:4 with inverted colours
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16:5 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 73 | Parallel texts: *(11:18, 14:1, 14:3)
Language: *Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  maṇ[i]ka
Translation:  “Maṇika(rṇa).”

Commentary:  Since no traces of letters can be made out after the ka, the graffito 
obviously remained incomplete. According to its contents and formal features it can 
be associated with some of the devotional texts left by scribe 73 and mentioning the 
devaputra Maṇikarṇa. For further comments upon the doubtful character of these texts 
cf. 11:18 where we find the most complete version: devaputrasya maṇikarṇṇasya “Of 
(or: to) Deva’s son (or: the god) Maṇikarṇa.” 

The shape of the vowel diacritic -i is irregular. The initial ma can be 
reconstructed on the basis of an inverted image in high resolution (cf. 
the picture beside).

16:6 Brāhmī inscription 

Scribe: 106 | Parallel texts: 16:3, 16:4
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Fig. 4: Initial letter ma in inverted colours
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Reading:  [ra]jen[dra]s[y]a
  śa[rdu]laputrasya
Translation:  “Of *Rājendra, son of Śardula (Skt. Śārdūla).”

Commentary:  Again only faint traces of the graffito are visible. Its scribe is identical 
with that of 16:3 and 16:4. The present epigraph shows some orthographical irregulari-
ties. First, the personal name of the scribe is written as [ra]jendra- contrary to correct 
[rā]je(ṃ)ndra as found above (for the uncertain interpretation of rā see 16:3). The same 
negligence towards vowel quantity is to be observed with the father’s name spelt here 
śardula instead of correct Skt. śārdūla “tiger”. This name is probably to be regarded as 
a hypocoristic variant of a composite name with Skt. śārdūla “tiger” as its first member, 
like e.g. Śārdūlakarṇa or Śārdūlavarman (Hilka 1910: 119). The same abbreviation is 
attested in epigraphical sources (van Velze 1938: 96).

The ancient scratching is partly covered by recent Arabic graffiti (visible on the pho-
tograph in bright white colour).

16:7 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 107 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:  bhaṭṭidevaputra aśoka
Translation:  “Aśoka, son of Bhaṭṭideva.”

Commentary: The graffito is found on the shoulder between the 
two stalagmites of the central formation of the row (see left fig. 5). 
Both names – Aśoka and Bhaṭṭideva – are also attested in other 
epigraphs of the Hoq corpus (cf. the index in Strauch, infra, ch. 
1.4). According to its palaeographical features the present graffito 
cannot be safely related to any of these texts.

16:8 Greco-Bactrian/Brāhmī biscriptual inscription

Scribe: 91 | Parallel texts: 14:13
Language: Bactrian / Middle Indic |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  ΟΜΟΙΑΓΟ
 humiyakasa
Translation:  “(H)umyag/(H)uməyag. Of Humiyaka.”

Commentary: This text on a broken piece of a stalactite is the only biscriptual epi-
graph of the whole corpus. This feature can be explained by the Iranian origin of the 
scribe. In his parallel text 14:13 he uses only his Brāhmī signature giving his name in 
Middle Indic phonology as in the present case. The scratches between the two lines are 
illegible. 

Closely related to Humiyaka’s graffiti is the text of 14:15 which was written by a dif-
ferent hand in Sanskrit and refers to a son of Humiyaka. The Iranian origin of this name 
and its relation to Avestan Humaiiaka was first noticed by Mikhail Bukharin. 

The Brāhmī spelling Humiyaka indicates that the Bactrian form should be read 
(H)umyag or (H)uməyag. Such a name is not found elsewhere in Bactrian but simi-

Fig. 5: Location of  16:7
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lar personal names are widely attested in other Iranian languages as well as in the 
‘Nebenüberlieferungen’, e.g. Avestan Humaiiaka-, Parthian Hwmyk, Armenian Hma-
yeak; and without the -ka-suffix: Avestan Humiiā-, Parthian Hwmy, Middle and New 
Persian Humāy, Elamite Ú-ma-ya, Greek Ὑμαίης. These names are clearly cognate with 
the adjective Avestan hu-māiia-, Vedic su-māyá- ‘mit guten Kräften (begabt)’, the sec-
ond component of the compound being Avestan māiiā-, Vedic māy- ‘übernatürliche 
Kraft, etc.’ (Mayrhofer 1973: 245; 1979: I, 51–52; 1996: 349; Diakonoff & Livshits 2001: 
193). The Bactrian name must represent a form with secondary shortening of -āy- to 
-ăy- like Avestan Humaiiaka-. Such a shortening is well-attested in Bactrian, e.g. αζιι- 
“to be born” ← *ā-zāya-, φρομιι- “to order” ← *fra-māya-, ϸιι- “to be able” ← *xšāya- 
(Sims-Williams 2007: 189, 276, 284).  

(Nicholas Sims-Williams)

16:9 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 108 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   sacanadisa
Translation:  “Of Sacanadi (Skt. Satyanandin).”

Commentary: This Middle Indic text is situated on the floor on the rear surface of 
the stalagmite formation where the texts of 16:2–16:8 are inscribed. The name Sacanadi 
is also found in its Skt. form Satyanandi- among the Hoq 
epigraphs (cf. above 12:1).

Below this text are traces of another Brāhmī epigraph of 
which only the final letter sa is still clearly visible (cf. de-
tail in fig. 6 beside). Most probably, it contained a personal 
name with the Middle Indic genitive ending -sa.

Fig. 6: Letter sa below 16:9
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16:10 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 109 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  [a]darakasa
Translation:  “Of Adaraka.”

Commentary: Like 16:9 the inscription is found on the floor on the back of the stalag-
mite formation. Its first letter is badly visible, but can be reconstructed as initial a. The 
resulting name Adaraka is attested in Skt. literature (cf. MW s.v.). 

According to its genitive ending the text is written in Middle Indic.

16:11 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:16
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  śe[ṣa]
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Commentary: The inscription written on the surface of a stalagmite is incompletely 
preserved. It can be connected with the graffiti of the captain Viṣṇuṣena from Bharukac-
cha (scribe 55) which occasionally contain the word śeṣas[y]a of unknown meaning (cf. 
the comments above ad 11:23). He left another epigraph at site 16 (16:16).

16:12 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 110 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   mitrasya
Translation:  “Of Mitra.”

Commentary: The text is found on the wall just beside the stalagmite formation in-
scribed with 16:2–16:8. The word mitra “friend, name of an Āditya” is well attested as 
a single name in Skt. literature, but can also be used as hypocoristic variant for names 
ending or beginning with -mitra. Examples for both categories can be found in Hilka 
1910: 87 (Mitra-) and 110 (-mitra). The name is also found on one of the seals from Has-
takavapra datable into the 3rd–4th c. AD (Pramanik 2005: 108).

16:13 Kharoṣṭhī inscription

Scribe: 111 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Middle Indic (Gāndhārī) | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:  upal[i]sa
Translation:  “Of Upali (Skt. Upāli).”

Commentary: This small text is of particular importance among the Indian inscrip-
tions. It is the only Kharoṣṭhī epigraph and thus proves the presence of a person who 
originated from the Indian North-West where Kharoṣṭhī was in use. Since his graffito is 
the only text written in this script it can be suggested that he was part of an expedition 
from Western India, from where the majority of the scribes originate. According to its 
palaeographical features (open s) the script can be assigned to the first centuries AD. 
Obviously the scribe scratched some of the lines of the letters twice into the rock’s sur-
face. Therefore the reading of  li is somewhat uncertain. While his first attempt clearly 
seems to indicate a diacritic -i the  subsequent drawing neglects this 
vowel (cf. fig. 7 on the right).  Thus it is not excluded that the supposed i 
is just a slip of the writing tool. The suggested reading upali can be as-
sociated with the name of the famous Buddhist monk (Upāli) who was 
one of the most prominent figures in the Buddha’s entourage. The name 
is also used by other persons in Buddhist scriptures (cf. Malalasekara 
1937–38, s.v.).  It can therefore be suggested that the visitor was a Bud-
dhist. The alternative reading upala would represent the Middle Indic 
spelling of Skt. Utpala, a popular Sanskrit name (cf. Hilka 1910: 115; 
MW s.v.).

16:14 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 112 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Fig. 7: Close-up of the letter l[i] 
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Reading:   sa[c]ilasya
Translation:  “Of Sacila (Skt. Satyila).”

Commentary: This text is written on a plate erected with the help of a broken stalac-
tite placed against its back (see fig. 8 on the right). The reading of the second letter is un-
certain. It seems to be defective but can be restored either as in-
dicated in the transliteration or as v- or even ch-. Only the first 
option seems to result in a comprehensible name which is based 
on Skt. Satyila, i.e. a hypocoristic variant of a compound name 
with satya “truth” as first member. A related non-abbreviated 
variant in Middle Indic spelling is found in Sacanadi (16:9). 

As in some other cases the Middle Indic name is given a 
Sanskrit genitive ending (-sya) (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.2).

16:15 Greek inscription

Language: Greek | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   ΑΥKAP
Translation:  “Aukar (Aramaic Abgar).”

Commentary: The Greek text is incised into a piece of a broken stalactite lying on 
the ground (cf. fig. 9 on the right). The writing αυκαρ reflects the pronunciation –  not 
the literary tradition – of the Aramaic name ’bgr: υ renders spirant ḇ, κ – the voiceless 
pronunciation of *g, which was obviously pro-
nounced like *q.

The rendering of Aramaic b as υ (ḇ) can pos-
sibly also be traced in some names on Ptolemy’s 
map of Arabia Eremos: Αὔζαρα, Αὐδάτθα (← * 
’bd? – both 5.19.3); Γαύαρα (← qabr?) (5.19.5); 
Θαῦβα / Θαύα (5.19.6).

Fig. 8: Slab bearing the text of 16:14

Fig. 9: Stalactite with text 16:15
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The rendering of Semitic *g as Greek κ is known in particular from Ḥiǧāzī place-
names, fixed on the map of Arabia Felix of Ptolemy: Κόπαρ (20; 6.7.6) ← modern Ǧār 
and Κέντος (23; 6.7.5) ← Ǧudda (cf. Bukharin 2009: 75; 2010: 124).

The same peculiarity is known from one name on the map of Arabia Petraea: Νέκλα 
(5. 17.5) is identified with modern ‘Ayn Naǧl below the great promontory of Šōbak (Bow-
ersock 1994: 174). In addition the Greek and Latin renderings of gamal as κάμηλος/ 
camelus are significant for the change *g → *q (κ).

Three place-names are characteristic for the opposite direction of the rendering *q 
→*g: Γέῤῥα (104; 6.7.16) ← al-‘Uqayr (for the identification see Bukharin 2007a) and 
Ὀργάνα (292; 6.7.46) ← Arab. ‛urūq (modern island Hormuz) on the map of Arabia 
Felix and Αγουβηνοί ← ‘Aqaba on the map of Arabia Eremos (5.19.2). Thus the occur-
rence of the spelling Αυκαρ found in this inscription is another illustration for the g / q 
change in Semitic languages.

It cannot be excluded that this Abgar is the same person who was mentioned in the 
Palmyrene inscription on the wooden tablet “De Geest” (cf. above 4:6).  

(Mikhail D. Bukharin)

16:16 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 55 | Parallel texts: 10:4, 10:10, 11:1, 11:11, 11:23, 11:35, 11:38, 13:4, 14:22, 16:11
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  viṣ[ṇu]ṣenasya
Translation:  “Of Viṣṇuṣena.”

Commentary: The text is found incised vertically on a stalagmite (cf. the figs. 10 and 
11 on the next page). It belongs to the numerous graffiti left by scribe 55. It cannot be 
excluded that the letter transliterated here as na is in fact retroflex ṇa. If written with 
a headmark, both letters can look practically identical. The above reading is based on 
Viṣṇuṣena’s parallel texts which are composed in the nominative. Here the nasal can 
clearly be identified as the dental n-. For the peculiar shape of the final cursive sya, see 
Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.3.1.
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Figs. 10+11: Stalagmite bearing the text 16:16 (red, reading direction from bottom to top)

16:17 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 72 | Parallel texts: 11:17, 14:2, *16:19
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —
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Reading:  śūranadi
 putrasya śū(ragaṃjasya)
Translation:  “Of Śū(ragañja), son of Śūranandin.”

Commentary: This text which is incised on one of the stalactites of site 
16 is unfortunately incompletely documented. Its parallels suggest the re-
construction given above. At least the beginning of the writer’s name (śū) 
can be seen on one of the images (above right). Although the shape of this 
letter is slightly irregular it generally corresponds to the initial letter of the 
epigraph and the variants found in the parallel texts (cf. on the right fig. 12: 
11:17, fig. 13: 14:2). Probably, the nearby text 16:19 is written by the same 
man. It can be suggested that the space on the present stalactite was not suf-
ficient to place his usual text as found in 11:17 and 14:2: bhārukacchakasya 
śūranandiputrasya śūragaṃjasya. 

16:18 Drawing of a trident (triśūla)

Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Commentary: The incised drawing depicts the Indian auspicious symbol triśūla (“tri-
dent”) with an axe on its lower right. A similar figure is found in 2:9. Less elaborate 
depictions of triśūlas are found in 6:15, 9:5 and 15:6. 

Whether these drawings have an explicit Śaiva connotation is not clear. For more 
detailed comments on this type of triśūlas and their doubtful Śaiva affiliation cf. above 
2:9 and the general remarks in Strauch, infra, ch. 4. 

Fig. 12: śū 

Fig. 13: śū 
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16:19 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: *72 | Parallel texts: *(11:17, 14:2, 16:17)
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   bhārukacchaka
Translation:  “Inhabitant of Bharukaccha.”

Commentary: This incomplete text is written on the base of one of the stalagmites of 
site 16. According to its palaeographical features and its contents it can most probably 
be related to 16:17 which was written by Śūragañja who calls himself bhārukacchaka in 
his other epigraphs. Cf. above 16:17.

16:20 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 113 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: *Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:   saṃgha[sya nama]
Translation:  “To the Buddhist order veneration (?).”

Commentary: This inscription belongs to the very poorly preserved texts on the floor 
of site 16. Its second part is heavily abraded. Nonetheless the shape of the letters sya and 
ma is clearly discernible. More difficult is the reading of the na, which is, however, in the 
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range of the possible options. Due to the tentative character of the reading, the suggested 
interpretation remains highly hypothetical. Especially the word order with saṃghasya 
namaḥ instead of namaḥ saṃghāya/saṃghasya contradicts any attested usage. Conse-
quently, the attribution of this text to the group of Buddhist devotional inscriptions must 
remain doubtful (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 1.1.2). 

16:21 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 114 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   [bha]ṭṭ(i)pu[tra]sya
Translation:   “Of *Bhaṭṭiputra.”

Commentary: The graffito is very carelessly 
executed on a stalagmite in vertical position to be 
read from bottom to top (see fig. 14 beside). The 
scratchings are only faintly visible and do not 
always represent complete letters. Nonetheless 
the text can be restored as bhaṭṭiputra in corre-
spondance to other occurences of this name (3:1, 
5:14). However, according to its palaeographical 
features it cannot be attributed to the Hoq scribe 
23 who was responsible for these related texts.

Fig. 14: Stalagmite bearing the text 16:21
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Site 17

The last inscribed place on the path to the cave’s end is located in a small side cave at 
the very end of the hall, just behind the stalagmites of site 16. Towards its end it heavily 
narrows down allowing the visitor to write his name only in a lying position.

17:1 Brāhmī inscription

Fig. 1: General view indicating the location of site 17
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Scribe: 115 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:   bh[ā]rukacchaka-a[ru]ya[ṇi]putrasya
Translation:  “Of the inhabitant of Bharukaccha ..., son of Aruyaṇi.” or
 “Of *Aruyaṇiputra from Bharukaccha.”

Commentary: The surface of the sloping rock at the edge of the cave is covered by 
numerous Brāhmī inscriptions. Most of them are illegible (cf. fig. 2 below). Only single 
akṣaras can be made out which allow the identification of the script, but not the reading 
of comprehensible texts.

Only the text of 17:1 is clearly discernible. The reading of its second half is, however, 
highly tentative and the resulting name cannot be given an adequate etymological ex-
planation. It is also not clear whether -putra here forms the final member of a compound 
name or has to be perceived in its literal meaning “son of”. Thus it is possible that some 
of the illegible signs belong to a continuation of the present epigraph.

Fig. 2: Slope with 17:1 and more illegible Brāhmī scratchings
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17:2 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 116 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  vidiśaka pri 
 vidiśaka p(r)iya 
Translation:  “Pri(ya) from *Vidiśā.”

Commentary: The probably incomplete text was written twice. It seems to report the 
name of a person beginning with priya- “dear”. Historically more important is the at-
tribute preceding the personal name which designates the person as vidiśaka. This oth-
erwise unattested adjective can be interpreted as “inhabitant of Vidiśā”. Vidiśā had been 
an important urban centre at least since the Mauryan period and was tightly connected 
to the subcontinental interregional trade until the Gupta period (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 
3.1.1). Thus it wouldn’t be a surprise to find one of its inhabitants as a sailor in Socotra.

Alternatively, a connection to Skt. videśaka “foreigner” might be considered, it seems, 
however, less likely as a self-designation of a person.

The graffito is found on the floor at the end of the small cave. Due to the low height 
of the ceiling at this spot, it had to be written in a lying position. Some of its letters are 
almost invisible but can be read in high resolution (cf. figs. 3+4 with a close-up of the 
letter vi in line 1).

Figs. 3+4: Close-up of 
letter vi in line 1
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17:3 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 48 | Parallel texts: 9:4, 10:1, 11:22 
Language: Sanskrit |  Measurements:  — | Technique: Stalactite | Documentation:   —

Reading:  śivaghoṣaputro rudrana=
 ndi prāptaḥ
Translation:  “Rudranandin, son of Śivaghoṣa, arrived.”

Commentary: Rudranandin left three more nearly identical epigraphs in the cave. For 
further comments on his texts cf. above 9:4. 

Of special palaeographical interest is the sign 
used here for the word-division (=, cf. figs. 5+6 with 
the inverted close-up of the letter na=). 

Figs. 5+6: Letter na= in inverted colours
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Site 18 “Happy New Year”

This site is the only one 
outside the usual treck 
through the cave. It is at 
the end of a large side cave 
which can be reached only 
by ascending a steeply ris-
ing rock which leads to a 
large open hall with huge 
stalagmites. On one of 
them about three graffiti 
written with a piece of a 
white stalactite are found. 
Only one of them can be 
deciphered with some cer-
tainty. 

The text corresponds to Dridi’s siglum T 49 which was, however, not seen by the French 
team (Dridi 2002: 603). 

18:1 Brāhmī inscription

Scribe: 117 | Parallel texts:  —
Language: Sanskrit | Measurements:  — | Technique:  Stalactite | Documentation:  —

Reading:  skadamīdrasya
Translation:  “Of Skadamīdra (Skt. Skandamitra).”

Fig. 1: Location of 18:1 and two illegible graffiti at site 18
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Commentary: The orthography of this text is unusual with the change of the vowel 
quantity (mi → mī) and the phonetically rather unusual voicing of  tra to dra. The name 
itself can be compared with that of scribe 58 who left his signature at sites 10 and 12.

The open-mouthed m- allows a palaeographical dating after the middle of the 2nd  c. 
AD  (cf. Strauch, infra, ch. 2.3.2.3, m-).
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The archaeological remains in the cave Hoq 

Hédi Dridi

In January 2001, Peter De Geest, the leader of the first speleological expedition of the 
Socotra Karst Project to Socotra, asked Christian Julien Robin, director of the Labo-
ratoire des Études sémitiques anciennes (LÉSA) at the Collège de France in Paris, to 
assess an inscription carved on a wooden tablet which was discovered in December 
2000 in a cave on the northern coast of the island. The text, identified as palmyrene, 
and the evidence of incense burners, 
apparently ancient, have raised many 
questions and encouraged us to con-
sider a mission there. But the Belgian 
company AXELL Communications, 
specialised in documentaries and ar-
chaeological and underground film-
ing, has outstripped our projects by 
making an offer to Ch. Robin to join 
a team that was preparing to visit the 
island. The latter involved me in this 
mission that took place from 14 to 18 
January 2002.1 Given the context in 
which this exploration took place (dur-
ing the shooting of a documentary), it was not possible to explore the cave to its extent, 
nor to make an accurate plotting.2 The Socotra Karst Project and Ingo Strauch provided 
us with additional information and pictures collected during subsequent visits to the 

1 In addition to Mr. Ch. Robin and the author, the team was composed of Miss Sally El-Ho-
sayni, MM. Jean-Paul Courmont, Alain Grignard, David Guelette and Robert Levêque (crew), 
John Farrar (consultant), and Mr. Nizar Salem Al-Mehdhar, representing the Yemeni Ministry 
of Information.

2 Previous communications on the archaeological exploration of the cave include Dridi 2002, 
Villeneuve 2002, Dridi & Gorea 2003.

Fig. 1: Wall in the entrance area of the cave (CJR) 
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cave. It cannot be excluded that there is more evidence which has not been recorded by 
any of these missions. 

Inside the cave, the width, the 
very low slope of the gallery and 
the absence of natural barriers make 
progress easy. The temperature and 
humidity prevailing therein are not 
uniform, but they are stable and their 
average values fluctuate around 27 de-
grees celsius and 90% humidity.

After crossing a barrier made of 
collapsed blocks of stone and earth, 
clear traces of human attendance ap-
pear on the first few metres. Neverthe-
less, these remains seem to be contem-
poraneous, maybe mediaeval. Ceramic vessels and a short wall of dry stones blocking 
the way through the cave over its entire width (fig. 1) show that the place is occasionally 
visited by shepherds and their cattle. Just after the entrance two intact glazed jars were 
found in a niche (Pots 1 and 2, figs. 2–6). One of them was covered by a sherd of a broken 
globular jar (Pot 1, fig. 2) and contained  remains of grain.  It must be noted that these 
glazed jars appear quite surprising in this context, given that contemporary ceramics of 
Socotra are usually not glazed. Are they rather ancient and were reused by the modern 

visitors of the cave? We can parallel these jars to 
the glazed ceramic discovered by V. Naumkin’s 
team in ‘Hajriya’ (2 km south of Sûq) and dated 
between the 10th and the 13th c. AD.3

3 Naumkin 1993: 112, 120, Dridi 2002: 571 and note 31.

Fig. 2: Pot 1 as found in situ in the entrance area 
(DR, SKP)

Figs. 3+4: Pot 1
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According to Seth M.N. Priestman, AHRC Research Fellow in the Middle East De-
partment of The British Museum, who examined the photographs of these pots, “both the 
glazed jars are most likely from Southeast Asia. They belong to a generalised tradition 

of globular iron-glazed storage jars with ‘but-
terfly handles’ referred to as ‘Martaban Jars’ 
(though this is probably becoming a redundant 
label as they were produced far more widely 

than the Martaban area in Sarawak). The non-necked version (Pot 1, figs. 3 and 4) looks 
more like the examples well known in the Persian Gulf from al-Mataf and Hormuz dated 
to the period between the 15th – 17th centuries. The more yellowish glazed jar with 
a short neck appears to be somewhat 
later (c. 17th – 18th century)” (Pot 2, 
figs. 5 and 6). However, S.M.N. Priest-
man recalls that the production of this 
type of jars never ceased : “One can 
still find similar jars in Chinese super-
markets in London today” (Email sent 
to Ingo Strauch, 19-5-2010). It is diffi-
cult to ascertain at which period these 
pots were deposited inside the cave. 
However, the artificial basins collect-
ing water testify that the first part of 
this cave is still used by shepherds as 
confirmed by locals (fig. 7). It is there-
fore highly probable that these jars were deposited by modern visitors of the cave. These 
rather late remains indicate that at least this part of the cave was visited during the cen-

Figs. 5+6: Pot 2

Fig. 7: Artificial water basin in the entrance area 
(CJR)
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Fig. 8: Map of the cave Hoq with the find-spots of the archaeological objects
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turies separating the ancient attendance and our visit in 2002.4 Furthermore, an Arabic 
graffito found at site 1, at almost 1000 m from the entrance, may suggest that other parts 
of the cave were also visited during this period.

Beyond this first portion, traces of human activity became tenuous (few sherds of pot-
tery and remnants of torches). They reappear later, at a depth where it is unlikely that 
they have been left by contemporary shepherds. The remains of a goat which probably 
got lost, found at a depth of 312.5 m, are the farthest evidence of contemporary shep-
herds’ attendance.

Traces of ancient human presence begin at 531 m with an inscription quoted by spe-
leologists in the first side gallery (site 18). 

Further, at 656 meters from the entrance, we encountered, between site 18 and site 1,  
the first of a series of incense burners (A 23) which marks the path of the visitors until 
the far end of the cave. Other material traces of the ancient visitors include ceramics 
and inscriptions, drawings, remains of torches and footprints. The exact location of the 
archaeological materials can be seen on the accompanying map (fig. 8, see also the “List 
of archaeological objects discovered at Hoq” at the end of this contribution).

1. Pottery

Two types of ceramics are represented at Hoq: jars designed to collect water that accu-
mulates in natural depressions or artificial water basins and incense burners of different 
shapes.

The objects of the first category were found obviously near spots of fresh water supply. 
They have a globular form and a height approaching 30 cm (A 21–A 22, figs. 9+10). They 
are shaped by hand and a decorated incised zigzag adorns the neck of some of them. The 

4 After 2002 several expeditions of tourists visited the cave. Some of them left graffiti which 
partly cover the ancient inscriptions. Cf. e.g. sites 11 and 16.

Figs. 9+10: Fragments of globular jars: A 21 (left), A 22 (right) (CJR)
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clay used is heavily loaded with crystals of 
limestone. Among these objects, none have 
been found intact. This type of pottery – 
by its technique, its form and decoration 
– refers to the contemporary Socotran pro-
duction, but shares also certain features of 
the decorations with some Indian ceramics 
discovered in Egypt.5

Much more numerous and generally in a 
better state of preservation are the incense 
burners discovered inside the cave. All 
of them retained remnants of coal and in-
cense. We reported eleven objects which 
can be grouped under four different types.

The first type (Type 1) is represented 
by a stemmed bowl, provided with four 
lugs (fig. 11). The edge of the receptacle 
is adorned by parallel incisions made be-
tween the lugs. With seven items this type 
is the most numerous: A 03 (site 15); A 
05 (site 11); A 10 (site 9); A 15 (site 5); A 
17 (site 4); A 20 and A 23 (between site 1 
and 18). The objects are not all of the same 
size. Their height ranges from 11 cm (A 10) 
to 16.5 cm (A 03) and the diameter of the 
mouth from 11 cm (A 10) to 17 cm (A 03). 
Their location also varies. Some were laid 
on the floor (A 03, A 15), while others were 
placed at the top of a knoll (A 10, A 17, A 
20) or in crevices (A 05) (see fig. 12). On 
one of these incense burners, found on the 

5 Some decorations on Indian pottery sherds from the Berenike excavations (Egyptian Red Sea 
coast) seem to have affinities with those of the Hoq cave despite their differing dates (Tomber & 
Begley 2000: No. 18 and 19, 164; pl. 3–6, 160 dated at least to the mid 2nd century AD and No. 
3–7, 161 dated to the mid 5th century AD or later).

Fig. 11: Incense burner A 15 (type 1), site 5 
(CJR)

Fig. 12: Incense burner A 17 (type 1) on the top 
of a stalagmite and fragments of a wooden ta-
blet (A 18) in front of it, site 4 (CJR)
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floor on site 15 (A 03, see the catalogue for the in situ situ-
ation), a painted decoration (or letters?) is visible (fig. 13).

The other three types are less numerous. Type 2 looks 
like a modern pan of 22.5 cm diameter and 10 cm height 
with a handle of 9.5 cm length (Site 15, A 04, fig. 14). The 
third type (Type 3) - also represented by only a single item - 
is shaped like a box, adorned at its base and its upper edge by 
a twisted ornament (Site 9, A 11). Four lugs, one of whom is 
missing, are at the angles. This piece was located on a knoll 
along with a stemmed incense burner (type 1) (see fig. 15). 

The fourth and last type (Type 4) consists of bowls with 
no particular ornaments. It is represented by at least two ex-
amples. The first one (Site 5, A 13), chipped, is 5.5 cm high 
with a diameter at the mouth of 13 cm (diameter at the base: 
4.5 cm). It was placed at the base of a knoll upon which we 
found a sherd that probably belonged to a similar item. The 
second object of this type (Site 5, A 14 bis, figs. 16+17) was 
deposited on a stalagmite and covered by thick limestone concretions, in a similar con-
text as the stemmed incense burner A 17 at site 4 (see above fig. 12). These concretions 
witness the duration of the presence in situ of these items.

Compared with the clay of the jars and sherds found near water points, the clay used 
for the incense burners seems to be of a better quality. The best quality is found with the 
objects of Type 1. 

The remnants of charcoal and incense that were found inside these items leave no 
doubt about their purpose. They were certainly not used to illuminate the cave but to 
burn fragrances. In the absence of satisfactory parallels for these incense burners and 

Fig. 14:  Incense burner A 04 (type 2), site 15 
(SKP) 

Fig. 15:  Incense burners A 10 (type 1) and A 11 
(type 3) as found in situ at site 9 (SKP)

Fig. 13:  Incense burner A 
03 (type 1) with painted de-
corations, site 15 (SKP)
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given the typological kinship between them and the incense burners produced currently 
on the island (figs. 18+19), we will therefore consider them as a local production.

2. Inscriptions

The corpus of inscriptions found in the cave is extensively dealt with in the contributions 
by Ingo Strauch (Indian texts), Christian Robin (South Arabian and Ethiopian texts), 
Mikhail Bukharin (Greek texts) and Maria Gorea (Palmyrene tablet) in the second part 
of this book. Here we confine ourselves to some observations regarding the technical 
aspects of the writing and writing materials.

The texts are inscribed on three types of media. The majority is written on the rock 
surfaces of the cave: around stalagmite knolls and sometimes on stone “panels” of dif-
ferent sizes. Only two texts use another medium.

The first one is the most stunning discovery made in the cave: a Palmyrene text en-
graved on a perfectly preserved wooden tablet (cf. catalogue ad 4:6). The second text 

Fig. 18+19: Recent incense burners of Socotran production (DVD, SKP)

Fig. 16+17:  Incense burner A 14 bis in situ  (type 4), site 5 (CJR) 
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was marked on the relatively soft layer of sand covering the ground, probably using a 
stick or the broken end of a stalactite (cf. catalogue ad 13:5) (see also Levêque 2002: 10).

In the case of inscriptions written on rock we observed the use of three different ma-
terials: clay, chalk (from stalactites) and charcoal.

The first is undoubtedly the one that was most frequently used: the authors drew the 
texts with their hands which they dipped into mud from natural ponds scattered over the 
cave. This makes the inscriptions look thick (we distinguish sometimes traces of fingers) 
and provides a fairly good visibility. Within the complex of texts and patterns of the far 
end hall (sites 14 -17), we observed a noticeable difference in colour defining at least 
two groups of graffiti. It is not clear whether this is the result of different geological and 
climatic conditions or speaks in favour of subsequent chronological periods: Some of 
the inscriptions are covered by small limestone concretions (e.g. site 15), which demon-
strates once again the antiquity of these graffiti.

Other inscriptions were incised with the help of chalk-containing stalactite peaks. 
Dependent on the surface of the rock this method results either in quite nicely written 
texts of white colour (cf. e.g. catalogue, site 11) or in faintly visible incisions (cf. e.g. 
catalogue, site 14). Finally, in rare cases (one case observed), the texts are written using 
charcoal (see catalogue ad 6:6).

3. Pictorial representations

In some cases the groups of texts are accompanied by illustrations. Their arrangement 
indicates that most of them belong to the Indian visitors of the cave. They are dealt with 
in the contribution by Ingo Strauch.

Of particular interest from the archaeological point 
of view is the drawing of a boat found at site 6 (6:13). 
It is relatively well executed since we distinguish masts 
and two rudders handled by an imperceptible sailor. This 
representation recalls drawings from Ajanta (Schlingloff 
2000, I: 451, II: 150).6 The famous depiction of a boat in 
cave 2 which  can be dated to the 6th century AD repre-
sents a three-masted ship, also equipped with two rud-
ders handled by a sailor. Unfortunately it is impossible to 
clearly determine the number of masts of the Hoq’s boat. 
The same is true for the type of sail employed – square or 
triangular. We know that both types were used in ancient 

6 For the parallels among the Sātavāhana coinage see the contribution by Strauch in Part 2, 
ch. 4.

Fig. 20: Imprint of fingers (D 05), site 5  (CJR)
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Indian shipbuilding: the sails seem to be square on the representations of Ajanta and 
triangular on a graffito from Berenike dated to the second half of the 1st century AD 
(Sidebotham 1996, see also Gianfrotta et al. 1997: 86–87).

Beside these intentionally prepared drawings we found the imprint of fingers on a 
stalagmite a few steps from the stemmed incense burners deposited on the floor at site 
5 (D 05, fig. 20). It is difficult to ascertain whether this design is indeed a meaningful 
drawing. It is possible that one of the cave’s visitors could have simply wiped his hand 
on the stalagmite.

4. Remains of torches

Remnants of torches were observed 
throughout the course. Charcoal was found 
in front of the panel bearing the South 
Arabian inscriptions 4:2–4:5 (fig. 21). Else-
where, we met several torches incompletely 
consumed (site 6, A 11 bis). In the absence 
of clearly identified lamps, these remains 
are the only evidence of the means of light-
ing which were used by ancient visitors of 
the cave.

5. Footprints 

The soft sand ground at the far end of the cave has revealed traces of barefoot imprints 
(site 13, see fig. 22). Since the surface of these imprints is calcified they must belong to 
a quite early period. Most likely they were left by the early visitors of the cave. It is re-
markable that some of them are very small measuring about 25 cm in length.

6. Seashells

The two incense burners at site 15 were accompanied by two seashells which were prob-
ably left by the ancient visitors of the cave. It is not excluded that they were also used for 
writing (fig. 23).

Fig. 21: Remnants of torches (A 18 bis) at site 
4 (CJR)
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List of archaeological objects discovered at Hoq

Entry # Jars 
(including fragments)

Incense burners Other Figures

Between entrance and site 18

A 26
pottery sherd, 
probably modern

—

A 25 
(= Pot 1)

“Martaban jar”, 
filled with grain 

2–4 

A 24 pottery sherd, not seen —

Pot 2 “Martaban jar” 5–6

Between site 18 and site 1

A 23 type 1: not seen

A 22 fragment of a  globular jar 10

A 21 fragments of globular jars 9

A 20
Type 1: not seen, 
on top of a stalagmite

—

Site 2

A 19 pottery fragment —

Site 4

A 18 bis remains of a torch 21

A 18 wooden tablet 12

A 17 Type 1: on top of a stalagmite 12

A 16
inscribed wooden 
tablet

Cat 4:6

Fig. 23: One of the seashells beside the incense 
burners A 03 and A 04, site 15 (PDG)

Fig. 22:  Footprints at site 13 (SKP)
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Entry # Jars 
(including fragments)

Incense burners Other Figures

Site 5

A 15
Type 1: 11 cm high, 
diameter 5 - 12.5 cm

11

A 14 bis Type 4: on top of a stalagmite 16+17

A 14 fragment (?) —

A 13
Type 4: 5.5 cm high, 
diameter 4.5–13 cm

—

Site 6

A 12 fragment of a jar —

A 11 bis remains of a torch —

Site 9

A 11
Type 3: 5.2 cm high, 
8.5 cm wide

15

A 10
Type 1: 11 cm high, 
diameter (mouth) 11 cm

15

Site 11

A 09 wooden stick —

A 08
fragment of a jar.
diameter 6.5 cm

—

A 07
bottom of a jar,
diameter 7.5 cm

—

A 06 fragment of a jar —

A 05
Type 1: 14 cm high. 
diameter (mouth) 15.5 cm

—

Site 15

A 04
Type 2: 10 cm high, 
diameter 22.5 cm, 
length of the handle 9.5 cm

14

A 03
Type 1: 16.5 cm high, 
diameter 11–17 cm

13

A 02 seashell 23

A 01 seashell —

∑
10 fragments 
2 “Martaban jars”

7 objects of Type 1
1 object of Type 2
1 object of Type 3
2 objects of Type 4
Total: 11 objects

2 remains of 
torches
2 wooden tablets
2 seashells
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The cave Hoq and the Socotra Karst Project

Peter De Geest

1. Introduction

The Socotra Karst Project (SKP) has been for a decennium exploring, mapping and 
studying the underground of Socotra Island. Initiated in 2000 as an attempt to look for 
caves on the island, the project gradually grew into a multidisciplinary research group 
linked with universities, individuals and NGOs around the world. We literally penetrate 
further into the enigmatic history of Socotra on both a cultural and a natural level.  

During and thanks to our expeditions caves were discovered, mapped and inven-
toried, freshwater resources became available for local communities, speleothems got 
dated and their isotope signatures studied, new endemic cave fauna got described, ar-
chaeological artefacts and petroglyphs were revealed, while all of this got intensively 
photographed and filmed.

The island’s isolation played a crucial role in the preservation and evolutionary hu-
man equilibrium with nature. Today, the archipelago is declared as a Unesco World 
Heritage site and due to an, already daily, air bridge tourism the general exploitation 
has never been so prominent. The uniqueness of this Arabian pearl is currently at stake.

As a result we are reorienting our project towards protection and sustainable manage-
ment of the island’s underground potentials. Together with the local communities, the 
Yemeni government and international stakeholders we hope to contribute in making 
some long-term beneficial decisions based on thorough impact assessment studies. 

This contribution will provide the general background of the SKP, some of its 
achievements and then quickly focussing on Hoq Cave. As the island’s development 
and especially the influx of foreign visitors is rocketing, the sustainability of the cave is 
discussed.
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2. The Socotra Karst Project: Why cave and karst exploration on Socotra?

Almost half of the surface of Socotra consists of limestone. This in combination with a 
geological history, characterised by tectonic movements and the passing of a bi-annual 
rainy season, provide the key parameters for cave formation. While research in biodi-
versity, archaeology and anthropology had already started, in some cases over a century 
ago (see supra, Strauch “Introduction”), the systematic exploration of karst areas had 
never been tackled. 

The term “karst” is derived from the pre-Indo-European word “karra/gara” meaning 
“stony” (Gams 1973). Its modern meaning, which is attested in many European languag-
es, is connected with the Dinaric landshape “Karst” in Southern Europe (Slovenia-Italy), 
a limestone area, which was initially covered with a lush forest, which was cleared and 
burned in the first millennium BC to create pasture for sheep. This resulted in consider-
able losses of soil into underground “karstic” channels. By the Middle Ages, this region 
was known as a rocky, treeless land. 

Due to the influence of the geographical and geological schools of Vienna this topo-
nym was introduced as an international scientific term. Its technical use started in the 
late 18th century and by the mid-19th century it was well established. The term came 
to be adopted as the generic name for a special style of landscape containing caves and 
extensive underground water systems that has developed on especially soluble rocks 
such as limestone, marble, and gypsum: karst areas (Ford & Williams 2007). The study 
of these areas became known as “Karstology”.

The unique features and three-dimensional nature of karst landscapes result from a 
complex interplay between geology, climate, topography, hydrology, and biological fac-
tors over long time scales. Karst areas are best known for their underground drainage 
systems or solutional cave systems that often evolve there, but may also be characterised 
by intricately sculptured rock surfaces (karren), blind valleys and closed depressions 
(dolines, poljes, uvalas), residual hills, cenotes, sinking streams and springs. However, 
karst may also be relatively flat and without striking surface features. Most definitions 
are restricted to limestone, while karst phenomena also occur in other types of rock like 
sandstone formations, etc. (Jennings 1985; Ford & Williams 2007). On Socotra we are 
confronted with limestone, though some characteristic resolution phenomena, “Taffoni” 
(Cooke et al. 1993), also occur in granite. As rain falls through the atmosphere, it picks 
up CO2, which dissolves in the droplets. Once the rain hits the ground, it percolates 
through the soil and picks up more CO2 from root activity to form a weak solution of 
carbonic acid: H2O + CO2 = H2CO3. The infiltrating water naturally exploits any existing 
joints or fractures in the bedrock. With a continuous supply of CO2 enriched water, the 
carbonate rock begins to dissolve, enlarging initial pathways to larger openings creating 
a proto-cave. This process, occurring over many thousands of years, eventually leads to 
the development of underground drainage systems up to penetrable underground pas-
sages, which we call caves.
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The opposite occurs when this CO2-rich, with CaCO3 oversaturated droplet reaches 
an open void. The CO2 will be degassed in the cave’s atmosphere and the CaCO3 will 
precipitate to form a stalactite, while the remaining CaCO3 in the falling droplet will 
start the formation of a stalagmite from the cave floor upwards. 

Karst is a unique, non-renewable resource with significant biological, hydrological, 
mineralogical, scientific, cultural, recreational, and economic values.

The news about an unexplored karst potential on Socotra Island reached me through 
my colleague and friend, freshwater biologist Dr. Kay Van Damme (Science editor of 
Cheung & DeVantier 2006). He joined a biodiversity project expedition to the island in 
the late 1990s and discovered several new endemic animals in pools at the entrance of 
some unexplored cave systems. Intrigued by this news I started gathering all possible 
information, which was not much at that time. The goals were set and in the year 2000 
the first Socotra Karst Project expedition was initiated. 

The caves of Socotra are mainly formed in the Palaeocene-Eocene limestone deposits 
(Beydoun & Bichan 1970), with a potential of almost 1400 km² of exploration possibili-
ties. Beydoun and Bichan had only observed small geomorphological karst features dur-
ing their field trips and thought of them as being probably rather recent and therefore 
yielding no big underground cave system potentials.

 End of December 2000 the first expedition started off as a possible pre-expedition in 
search for probable caves on the island. Our first cave visited happened to be Hoq Cave 
(see next paragraph). It took three teams of two cavers to map and photograph this cave 
over the course of three days. A better start of our project was unimaginable, as it was 
instantly clear that huge caves could be found on the island and that cave formation was 
going on for quite a long geological time. 

Wall paintings, pottery, archaeological artefacts, a wooden tablet were discovered 
and inventoried in a magnificent world of fragile crystal deposits. Over the course of the 
next nine years, nine expeditions were carried out adding up to a period of more than 
five months of field work. 

Today around 50 caves have been explored, adding up to a total of around 32 km of 
underground galleries. The longest cave on Socotra, Giniba Cave, surpasses 13,5 km 
(with a possible missing connection of 2,2 km straight to the known resurgence) making 
it the longest cave of the Middle East. The deepest, Difshelei Cave, reaches to minus 
150 m. 

Around 50 people of six different nationalities took an active part in this project. All 
details up to 2004 can be found in our publication (De Geest 2006), a sequel will follow.1

1  More information can be found on the project’s website www.socotra.be, which is currently 
under preparation. Other useful publications of the results of the SKP include De Geest & Van 
Damme 2004, De Geest et al. 2005, De Geest et al. 2006a, De Geest et al. 2006b and the author’s 
contributions in Cheung & DeVantier 2006. On karst caves generally see also Ford & Williams 
1989, Gillieson 1996, Lowe & Waltham 1995, and Gunn 2004.
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3. The exploration, mapping and studies of Hoq Cave

Coordinats: N 12o35’11,9”- E 054o21’ 5,7”, Z 335 m above sea level. 
Development:  3.112 m with a vertical range of 89 m.

3.1. Short chronicle of SKP expeditions and other events concerning Hoq

2000–2001
 SKP 1

31/12/2000–02/01/2001
3 days: general cave survey + installing initial walking pathway + photo/film archaeologi-
cal remains

2002
AXELL Communications expedition

01/2002 
few days: filming inside Hoq Cave (see supra, Dridi “Archaeological remains”)

SKP 2
17/02/2002
1 day: officialising the archaeological discoveries, witnessed by an official Yemeni archae-
ologist

Visit of an army delegation
Summer 2002
Cases of vandalism in the inscribed part of the cave (e.g. modern graffiti)

Visit of a tourist group
10/2002
More cases of vandalism

2003
SKP 3

03/01/2003–04/01/2003
2 days: additional cave mapping + starting palaeoclimate research, adjusting walking 
pathway

SKP 4
31/08/2003 + 10/09/2003
2 days: research, installing data loggers

2004
SKP 5

15/01/2004
1 day: research, sampling, data logging
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SKP 6
27/11/2004–28/11/2004
2 days: archaeology, guides training, preparation World Heritage document

2005–2006
Ushuaïa Nature film shooting

17/03/2005
1 day: filming inside the cave for a French documentary

SKP 7

15/05/2005–17/05/2005
3 days: research + lower gallery mapping

SKP 8
30/12/2005–02/01/2006
4 days: research, documentation of epigraphical data (Strauch)

The SKP team invested around 20 days, spread over 8 expeditions (SKP 1–8), to obtain a 
better geological, archaeological, palaeoclimatical and biological understanding of this 
site, and to take measures for its preservation.

The last expedition, SKP 9 (26/12/2007–13/01/2008), concentrated on the further un-
derground exploration of Giniba cave, making it the actual longest cave of the Middle 
East (De Geest 2009).

3.2. Description of the cave 

Hoq Cave is situated in a limestone plateau at the North-East coast of Socotra. The 
cave is at around one hour 
walking distance from the 
coastal road. The entrance 
is visible from the shore-
line and hence from the 
Arabian Sea, when arriv-
ing from a North-Eastern 
direction. Before arriving 
at the actual entrance, one 
has to pass a rather flat 
plateau situated more than 
50 m below the cave (fig. 
1). Here the village named 
Hoq was located until 

Fig. 1: Entrance of Hoq Cave as seen from the lower lying plateau (JJVR, SKP)
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only a few generations ago. The people depended on the freshwater resources inside the 
cave entrance. The area became gradually drier, so livestock had to graze elsewhere and 
the site was abandoned, according to local reports. 

The cave consists of an enormous horizontal main gallery, up to 100 m wide and 30 
m high for around 2,5 km in a straight line from the entrance towards the end oriented 
in an ESE-NWN direction (see fig. 2: map). Arriving at the entrance porch one cannot 
see the start of the cave, first a vast cone deposition has to be climbed. The view towards 
the sea from this location is truly magnificent.

 One can notice that the cave seems to continue further along the side of the limestone 
cliff in open air. Linking the pieces of the puzzle together we can conclude that in the ge-
ological past a giant part of this cliff collapsed, resulting in the formation of the plateau 
below and creating the over dimensioned entrance porch. The cave entrance itself is only 
around 25 m wide and a hardened pathway leads towards a stone wall built next to a wide 
column leaving just enough space for a human to comfortably pass. On the right hand 
site and on the floor before, man-made water basins constructed with the use of broken 
stalagmites/stalactites can be noticed (see supra, Dridi “Archaeological remains”, figs. 
1+7). Around 200 m inside the cave the daylight fades, here we truly enter the kingdom 
of the underworld. Upon the discovery Socotri people left us behind at this location, 
afraid of the jinn living inside the cave, as sometimes goats never returned from here.

After 500 m a first side gallery following the natural stratification of +30° towards the 
SW can be followed for about 100 m. The crystal floor is extremely fragile and therefore 
a visit should be avoided. At the end of this gallery some mural mud painting in Brāhmī 
can be observed (= site 18). The gallery seems to end on a big cave wall. When climbed 
up from the left, the exploration continues in a totally different kind of limestone depo-
sition, very sharp, narrow squeezes are followed one by another making progress and 
orientation difficult. This part was mapped during New Year’s Day 2001 and 2003 and 
therefore called “Happy New Year”.

Following the main gallery, suddenly some reflectors on a rope situated around 1 m 
above the soil will start marking the walking pathway. This pathway was installed im-
mediately after the initial exploration and cave mapping sessions, to avoid damage to the 
exceptional mineral formations covering vast parts of the cave floor. To minimise the 
impact of tourists, guides will follow this 
lead throughout the cave. On the right hand 
side the pathway will go down and a dry 
riverbed can be seen. Small cones of sand 
are calcified in the form of miniature pine 
trees and therefore the area is called the 
“Pine Forest” (fig. 3). Just after the rainy 

Fig. 3: Calcified cones of sand in the “Pine 
Forest” (EC, SKP) 
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season water still fills this 
basin, but the water disap-
pears just after a couple of 
days. Now we are arrived 
at the smallest cross sec-
tion of the part being visit-
ed by tourists, measuring 
approximately 20 m.

After the next corner 
the main gallery opens up 
and we are entering the 
“Pleasure Dome”. Gigan-
tic stalagmites, stalactites 
and columns can be seen 
(fig. 4). On the wall a cu-
rious line is clearly vis-
ible over a long distance, 
marking the boundary be-
tween different air masses 
with distinctive physico-
chemical properties, part 
of the cave’s thermody-
namic system. The walk-
ing pathway stops at a 
location where infiltration 
water has found a more 
direct way to fill several 
big sinter basins (= site 1). 

As water is available the whole year around, exceptional endemic cave life can be found 
in the basin, such as Paradonicus degeesti, a completely adapted isopod that lives under-
ground all its life (troglobiontic) (Taïti & Ferrara 2004, Taïti & Checcucci 2009).  Here 
the guided tour along the installed pathway will stop, halfway along the main gallery, 
good for a hike of one hour underground (2 km going and back) without too much hesi-
tation.

During most of the year a mud pool will have to be crossed to arrive at the cave’s 
continuation. A calcite wall (enormous stalagmite deposition) has to be climbed from 
left to right. Just after this corner a new walking pathway, marked by a single line, is 
present. This part should only be visited by scholars/scientists studying the site, as dam-
age by each visitor is almost inevitable. One should always keep right from the single 
line and keep on the track present as it is very easy to wipe away information left behind 

Fig. 4: Stalagmites in the “Pleasure Dome” (DVD, SKP) 
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almost 1800 years ago. The first glimpses of previous visitors left behind by hand draw-
ings in clay can be observed. Here we enter “The Sanctuary”. Archaeological artefacts, 
petroglyphs and ancient pottery can be found (sites 2–5). “The Altar”, a big stalagmite 
with a calcified human-made goblet on top (= A 17, see figs. 5+6), and the wooden tab-
let of Abgar (Cat 4:6) are just a few of the discoveries made here. Writings in different 
languages are quite distinctive and mainly to be found on smooth stalagmite bases. This 
gallery gently continues into “The Crystal Floor” (sites 6–10). In this area the two dif-

Figs. 5+6: “The Sanctuary” and the stalagmite bearing the incense-burner A 17 called “The 
Altar” (EC, JJVR, SKP) 

Fig. 7: Stalactites in the “Crystal Floor” (EC, SKP)
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ferent masses of air provide the unique physico-chemical conditions for a splendid va-
riety of magnificent speleothems (secondary carbonate deposits): excentrics, soda straw 
stalactites and delicate crusted stalagmites, gypsum needles, etc. make up vast areas of 
the cave floors (fig. 7).

At a certain moment the cave seems to stop at “The Wall” (site 11). Here progress is 
still possible through a narrow passage in between concretions. One has to craw on his 
knees for about 2 m before it opens up again. Another way is climbing up a few metres 
at the extreme left side, but as many ancient drawing are present this is not the way to 
follow. 

We now just entered the last 200 m part of Hoq cave, called “The End” (sites 12–17). 
Here again many text fragments were discovered, some drawings made by clay by hand, 
seashells and even some drawings in the sand (now covered with gypsum needles). Even 
footprints (some of them by children) of visitors are still visible here as frozen in time. 
Today, with special powerful led-lights, mapping techniques, etc., it remains a far ven-
ture underground. Hoq cave breaths a majestic “almost holy” atmosphere. 

At the right extremity of the cave, a small gallery below the main one was opened. 
Unfortunately it does not reach far. At several other locations inside Hoq cave, there are 
geomorphological features and a few segmented galleries, suggesting that today there 
is still some kind of a lower semi-active drainage system. The very gentle slope towards 
today’s entrance suggest that water flowed out in this direction and therefore acted as a 
resurgence. The main drainage must have been rather ENE-WSW oriented, instead of 
N-S today.

4. Protection and sustainable management

At a meeting in 1999 Socotran caves - at that time virtually unknown -, were already 
assigned as a “Natural Reserve”. The caves on Socotra Island have an undisputable sci-
entific, historic and aesthetic value, but their actual protection and preservation is not a 
simple issue.2

After the exploration of Hoq Cave, the SKP team marked a preliminary pathway to 
reduce possible damage and to provide a clear guideline to probable visitors. In recent 
years however, ancient inscriptions have been overwritten with graffiti and archaeologi-
cal treasures have even been stolen.

Between SKP 2 and SKP 3 a local army team visited the cave, probably in order to 
look into a military potential, or purely out of adventurous interest. They unfortunately 
neglected the help of the local guides and explored the cave themselves during night 
time. This one event left a trail of present day vandalism, by marking their names over 

2  For general literature on this issue see IUCN The World Conservation Union 1996. The 
special case of Socotra is studied in Van Damme et al. 2003.
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ancient petroglyphs, taking mineral souvenirs (by breaking down millennia old stalag-
mites) and even stealing ancient pottery. But during this time even Russian tourists ex-
plored some caves in our footsteps, leaving their diary behind on the internet, reporting 
that an old seashell at the extreme end of this cave (site 15) yielded no special archaeo-
logical significance anyway and is therefore today to be observed at the bottom of an 
aquarium in a house in Moscow. The need for tourists to take some kind of a souvenir or 
leave a trail behind of their visit remains a fact.

For this reason we trained local guides to accompany people inside the cave from the 
start to the middle of the cave and back for a proper, fixed, entrance fee. Unfortunately 
a dispute between two neighbouring villages resulted in new, untrained guides. The en-
trance fee is currently set by the local communities at 4000 YR and when the men are 
too busy, you could even by guided by a local woman (Yemen Times 2011, http://www.
yementimes.com/defaultdet.aspx?SUB_ID=35446, accessed 18/8/2011). Although we 
urged in the past that tourists are only taken for a visit up to the place called “The Tub”, 
we do hear that for a small additional fee some guides will bring you happily towards 
the extreme end of the cave. Some foreigners are more satisfied this way, having more 
interesting pictures, and perhaps a small piece of stalactite as a reminder of their brave 
adventure adds to their wellbeing. 

The increase in ecotourism as an income source for Yemen, one of the main issues of 
the UN strategy for the development of the island, puts an increased amount of pressure 
on the local teams responsible for the protection (Environmental Protection Authority 
and Socotra Conservation Fund). Responsibility and respect by the visitors for the caves 
and the island as a whole are of great importance.

Further protection strategies, the awareness of the pitfalls of ecotourism and the limi-
tation of the depletion of the sources are a top priority for the future conservation and 
development strategy.

Based on the log books, kept by the guides, with the feedback of the tourists, we can 
obtain a general idea about the cave visits during the last tourist season (winter 2009– 
spring 2010). Some facts:

•	 735 tourists visited Hoq Cave between 25/09/2009 and 17/03/2010.
•	 The cave was regularly visited over the complete time span, with a clear augmentation 

between mid November to mid January.
•	 More than 150 people visited Hoq Cave between 21/11 and 31/12 2009.
•	 Sometimes more than 30 people visit the cave in one day (see 23/02/2010).
•	 Almost 200 Italian tourists, more than 140 Yemeni and 68 French visitors make the 

Top Three.
•	 The cave was visited by people from 41 different nationalities from all the different 

continents.
•	 61.8% of the visitors come from Europe (Italy, followed by France, Czech Republic, 

Germany, Austria, etc.)
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•	 33.9% of the visitors arrive from Asia, of which 68% from the Middle East (Yemen, 
followed by Turkey, Pakistan, Saudi, Oman, etc.) and 32% from the “Far East” (Russia, 
followed by Japan, India, Ukraine, Korea, etc.)

•	 The remaining 4.3% derive from America (USA & Canada), Africa (South Africa) and 
Oceania (Australia & New Zealand).

•	 All visitors appreciated the cave (visit) a lot and hope that this still unspoiled beauty 
can be maintained.

Some general recommendations for future sustainable management

•	 The walking pathway should be maintained and adapted at several places, if possible 
with more durable materials.

•	 The new guides from Terbaq village should be properly trained, as the former guides 
(Omar and his relatives from another village) were trained.

•	 Clear logbooks should be prepared, so that tourists can provide their proper feedback.
•	 A fixed entrance fee should be asked and the money should (at least partly) be used for 

maintaining and expanding the cave infrastructures.
•	 There should be headsets made available for tourists and a few powerful lights for the 

guides.
•	 Information flyers with more details should be present for visitors in different 

languages (Italian, Arabic, French, Russian, English).
•	 More information could be made available at a tourist centre, but visits should always 

be guided and coordinated by local authorities.
•	 Local communities should gain a profit, not only individuals or some authorities.

Some kind requests for future visitors

•	 Follow the guide on the walking pathway to prevent damage to the fragile crystal cave 
floor or to get lost. 

•	 Do not take speleothems (stalagmites, stalactites,…) out of the cave. You would not 
only destroy a natural process of thousands years old but steal this beauty for next 
generations. Take a picture instead!

•	 Do not leave waste (batteries, food, cans, …) inside the cave. It will disturb the 
underground microclimate forever.

Hoq Cave, if well protected and sustainably managed, could become one of the most 
important tourist assets of the island and an example of cave management for the entire 
Arabian region. However, because of its value to science and archaeology, it should be 
considered a true Nature Sanctuary. The coordination of visits is therefore essential, as 
non-regulated tourism is destroying irreplaceable biodiversity, geodiversity and archae-
ological assets in a particularly vulnerable system (see De Geest & Van Damme 2011).
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Fig. 9: View over the plateau just below Hoq cave after the NE Monsoon period (EC, SKP)

Fig. 8: Entrance of Hoq Cave as seen from the main coastal road (DR, SKP)
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Fig. 10: View of the actual Hoq cave entrance, still utilised by livestock today (KVD, 03/2010)

Fig. 11: View from the main gallery of Hoq cave looking towards the entrance (GR, SKP)
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Fig. 12: Main gallery getting narrow at the end of “The Pine Forest”, beginning of “The Pleasure 
Dome” (EC, SKP)

Fig. 13: Flowstone in the main gallery of Hoq (DVD, SKP)
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Fig. 14+15: At the beginning of “The Pleasure Dome” (DVD, SKP)

Fig. 16: Main gallery with the pathway below left in “The Pleasure Dome” (DVD, SKP)
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Fig. 18: Main gallery of Hoq at the end of “The Sanctuary” (DVD, SKP)

Fig. 17: “The Tub” in Hoq cave after the rainy season and the proposed end of the walking path-
way during a visit (KVD, 03/2010)
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Fig. 19: Stalactites & excentric speleothems at the end of “The Crystal Floor” (GR, SKP)

Fig. 20: Main gallery of Hoq at the end of  “The Crystal Floor” (DVD, SKP)
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Fig. 23: Stalactites forming flowstones in the main gallery (EC, SKP)

Fig. 21: Stalactites with excentrics at the end of 
“The Crystal Floor” (EC, SKP)

Fig. 22: Excentric speleothems (ID, SKP)
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Fig. 24:  Members of the SKP 8 expedition, from left to right, in the back: Kurt Garrez, Moham-
med Najeeb, Rudi Debbaut, Ingo Strauch, Peter Talling, Fleur Loveridge, Erik Vols, Christine 
Lostrie, Tom Carron, François Van Bree, Else Loones, Lieven Vernaeve, Ahmed Ali, Paul Van 
Immerseel, in the front: Karl Willems, Rik Martens, Peter De Geest, Dirk Vandorpe, Kay Van 
Damme, Ilse Bessems, Dirk Van Damme & Abdul (PVI, SKP)

Fig. 25:  Sunrise above the Arabian Sea seen from the cave entrance (PVI, SKP)
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1

The Indian inscriptions of Hoq:
the epigraphical perspective

The corpus of Indian inscriptions in the Hoq cave comprises 193 documented epigraphs1 
written by 117 different scribes. With the exception of one Kharoṣṭhī text (16:13) and 
one Graeco-Bactrian/Brāhmī biscriptual and bilingual epigraph (16:8) all Indian in-
scriptions are written in Brāhmī script. A comprehensive table of all Indian epigraphs 
and drawings is given below (1.3.1).

At nine sites the inscriptions are supplemented by 18 drawings which usually accom-
pany the epigraphs, but are sometimes also found in isolated positions. Most of them 
depict Indian auspicious symbols which allow their attribution to the Indian visitors of 
the cave (see ch. 4). 

According to the writing materials the scribes did not enter the cave with the inten-
tion to leave their graffiti. Inspired by the already present inscriptions they made use of 
the available natural resources. In those parts of the cave where the floor is covered by 
wet clay mud the visitors just wrote their names with their hands using this mud (e.g. 
site 3, 4). In other cases pieces of broken stalactites or similar objects covered with this 
whitish mud (e.g. sites 1, 2) or the remnants of a torch (6:6) were used. In the backmost 
part where myriads of thin, sharp stalactites abound the visitors just broke off the ends 
of these stalactites and used them as a pen, scratching their names into the surface of a 
rock (e.g. site 11, 12). In one case we even find a text written by hand into the soft sand 
covering the cave’s floor (13:5). A seashell found at site 17 was possibly also used for 
writing purposes.

The position of the texts which were sometimes written above each other clearly 
shows that the cave was visited more than one time by different groups of Indian visitors. 

1  Since not all of the texts could be documented and included into the catalogue the actual 
number might be somewhat higher. In some cases only weak traces of akṣaras could be made out, 
in other instances texts are so heavily intermingled that their isolation was no longer possible. 
Moreover, it cannot be excluded that despite the excellent guidance I got from members of the 
Socotra Karst Project some texts escaped my attention and that of my French predecessors. 
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Many scribes left more than one graffito on their way through the cave. This fact does 
not only allow a reconstruction of the way the ancient visitors took (see fig. 1 below), but 
can in certain cases also help to determine which people were part of the same company. 

The table in chapter 1.3.2 lists those 28 scribes who left more than one inscription in the 
cave. It shows that the number of graffiti left by a single scribe ranges from 1 to 11. The 
table also reveals a remarkable pattern of the distribution of these parallel texts. The ear-
lier on the way through the cave the text of a certain scribe is attested (i.e. the lower his 
number is), the earlier he seems to have finished his procession through the cave. Thus 
those scribes with low numbers whose first texts are inscribed at sites 1–11 did hardly 
proceed beyond that point. On the other hand, scribes whose texts are found in the back-
most part of the cave started their inscriptional activity mostly at a rather late point of 
their visit. It is possible that at least some groups of Indian visitors did not proceed until 
the very end of the cave, but stopped at site 11 (“The wall”). Possibly, they did not know 
the small gates leading to the cave’s back part or they did not dare to proceed further, as 
was the case with my Socotri guide when we visited the cave together. According to the 
evidence, scribes 1–24 could belong to such a group of visitors. 

The distribution of epigraphs also shows that site 11 was considered the most impor-
tant of the inscribed places. It yields 44 Indian graffiti written by 29 scribal hands. This 
corresponds to nearly 25 % of the entire corpus. 

Contrary to the non-Indian epigraphs the Indian texts are scattered throughout the 
inscribed part of the cave. All identified sites contain at least one Indian epigraph. At six 
of these sites the Indian inscriptions were accompanied by non-Indian texts – i.e. South 
Arabian and Aksūmite texts or monograms (sites 2, 3, 4, 6, 11), Greek inscriptions (sites 

Fig. 1: Map showing the distribution of the texts left by scribe 1
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11, 16) and a tablet inscribed with a Palmyrene text (site 4) – which show that the cave 
was also frequented by seamen from other regions. 

1.1. Genres

With regard to their genres, the Indian texts of the cave Hoq can be divided into three 
major groups:  

 
 A  Personal inscriptions
 B  Religious devotional inscriptions,  and 
 C  Miscellaneous inscriptions (label, date)

The table in chapter 3.3.3 subsumes the distribution of epigraphical genres according to 
the texts and scribes of the Hoq corpus in absolute and relative figures.

1.1.1. Group A: Personal inscriptions

 172 inscriptions (89 %)
 104 scribes (89 %)

The majority of the Indian inscriptions discovered in the Hoq cave belong to the cat-
egory of personal inscriptions, i.e. graffiti containing the personal name of the scribe 
and in some cases additional information. This group corresponds to the category of 
“Pilgrims’ and travelers’ records” included in Salomon’s “Typological survey” on Indian 
epigraphy (Salomon 1998: 121f.). 

Due to their rather enigmatic character, inscriptions of this type remain often un-
edited and unstudied, despite the fact that they provide an invaluable source of informa-
tion not only with regard to Indian onomastics but also about the social background of 
a large number of religious institutions and their functioning in a network of religious 
and economical contacts between different regions of India. Such information is often 
available even on a diachronic level. 

As an outstanding example of the wealth of information yielded by documents of 
this type, one can refer to the huge corpus of rock inscriptions and drawings along the 
Karakorum Highway in Northern Pakistan which has been documented and edited since 
the late 1980ies by a Heidelberg Academy Project.2 With regard to their purpose and 
character many of the North Pakistan texts can be compared with the Hoq graffiti being 

2  The inscriptions and drawings published so far are available in the excellent volumes of the 
project “Materialien zur Archäologie der Nordgebiete Pakistans” (MANP), published between 
1994 and 2009. 
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mainly names of persons who visited certain places and travelled in business or religious 
missions along the Karakorum route from India to Central Asia and China. Accordingly, 
our inscriptions share many features with the material from the Karakorum. One of 
these features can be seen in the fact that some scribes left their texts on more than one 
place. On the one hand, this provides a good number of textual parallels which can be 
used in the reconstruction of badly preserved texts. On the other hand, the different lo-
cations can be used for the reconstruction of the itinerary of these scribes along certain 
routes (see above fig. 1). 

The parallelism in genre which connects the Karakorum corpus with the Hoq inscrip-
tions causes naturally a general formal parallelism which shows that the production of 
personal graffiti was a rather common phenomenon of the writing culture of India from 
the first centuries AD onwards which could draw on a rather stable inventory of formu-
lae. The formal characteristics of the Karakorum Brāhmī corpus were systematically 
described by Oskar von Hinüber (1989). Von Hinüber distinguished three major types: 
Type 1 which “contains only names either in the nominative or endingless, or less often 
in the genitive case” (1989: 43), Type 2 which combines the names “with verbs meaning 
‘has come, has arrived’” (44), and Type 3 where additional information is indicated, like 
“a) professions, b) castes and tribes, c) religious status, d) official titles” (46).

Applying von Hinüber’s categorisation to the specific evidence of the personal in-
scriptions of Hoq it is possible to distinguish the following four types of inscriptions. 
They are arranged here according to a “hierarchy of information”. 

The historical information of the Hoq corpus which can be gathered from the ono-
mastic analysis of the names and from the additional data, like professions, titles and 
provenances, is discussed in chapter 5. Here we confine ourselves to the formal features 
of these texts.

The attribution of the individual epigraphs to one of the groups and their distribution 
within the cave is shown in the comprehensive list of inscriptions (3.3.1). Seven texts 
written by seven different scribes could not be identified with regard to their contents. 
Although they most probably belong to the category of personal inscriptions their fur-
ther attribution has to remain unclear. 

Type A1: Name (Nom. Sg./ Gen. Sg./ endingless3)

amuka(ḥ/sya)

The use of the genitive is certainly due to the fact that this grammatical case was the 
usual signature form (cf. Strauch 2002: 71). It is therefore possible that many persons 
merely reproduced their signature in the graffiti. 

3  Due to the difficulty distinguishing headmarks and medial -o it is sometimes problematic 
differentiating between endingless and nom. sg. forms.
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Type A2: Name and father’s name (Nom. Sg./ Gen. Sg./ endingless)

amukaputra(ḥ/sya) amuka(ḥ/sya)

The father’s name was usually indicated in a compound  preceding the writer’s personal 
name. In a few cases (11:4, 17:1) only the father’s name is given. If further parallels are  
not available it is in these cases mostly impossible to decide whether the resulting form 
represents a patronym or a personal name ending in -putra, like e.g. Bhaṭṭ(h)iputra, 
Pālaputra.4

Type A3: Name (and father’s name) and additional information (origin, profession, 
ethnic groups, religious titles, official title)

āmuka(ḥ/sya)/amukavāstavya(ḥ/sya) [amukaputra(ḥ/sya)] amuka(ḥ/sya)

Some of the visitors added their provenance  – either as taddhita derivation (bhāru-
kacchaka < bharukaccha) or with vāstavya “inhabitant, resident” attached to the place 
name (hastakavapra-*vāstavya, 2:23). In rare cases the profession (nāvika, niryāmaka 
“mariner, captain”), the ethnicity (yavana, śaka), a religious title (śramaṇa “Buddhist 
monk”), or an official title (kṣatrapa) precede the visitor’s name. The historical value of 
these data will be dealt with in chapter 3. 

Type A4: Name (and father’s name and additional information) and verbal form mean-
ing “has come, has arrived”

[āmuka(ḥ)/amukavastavya(ḥ)] [amukaputra(ḥ/)] amuka(ḥ) prāpta(ḥ)/āgataḥ

The most frequently used form is the past participle of prāp-, prāpta-. Out of the 34 texts 
belonging to this type 25 show this form in Skt. or a Middle Indic variant. It is usually 
given as the closing element of the graffito resulting in the structure given above. The use 
of this verb is also attested in Northern Pakistan (cf. von Hinüber 1989: 44f.). 

Once the verbal prefix pra- is possibly augmented by a preceding pari- (pariprāpta, 
11:19). Beside these forms based on prāp- we find āgata(ka) “come, arrived” (6:7, 11:16, 
14:15), praviśati “enters” (6:5, *11:40) and – possibly – a corrupt form of pra-yā (11:12). 
The interpretation of pragito as pragato is uncertain (6:1).

Remarkable are the graffiti by the scribe Śarman (66). He seems to use participles 
of the verbs pra-vt (in the corrupt spelling privata) and ni-vt (in the corrupt spelling 
nivto) to indicate his way into and out of the cave (cf. the remarks in the catalogue ad 
11:10 and 13:1).

4 For the names and titles mentioned in this chapter cf. the index in ch. 1.4.
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1.1.2. Group B: Religious devotional texts

 7 inscriptions (3.5 %)
 3 scribes (2.5 %)

Due to the extreme shortness of most of the inscriptions it is sometimes difficult to es-
tablish their exact character. The texts which are included here are the most probable 
candidates for inscriptions which seem to have contents other than mere names. 

Among them are four short texts which can be attributed to an anonymous scribe 
(73). Unfortunately, not all of his graffiti are well preserved or documented. Only in 
one instance a complete inscription is found: devaputrasya Maṇikarṇasya (11:18). In 
view of the terminological character of the lexeme devaputra mainly in Buddhist texts 
(cf. PTSD, BHSD s.v.) and inscriptions (cf. Falk 2002/03: 33f., 2012: 504, 508) it is pos-
sible to interprete these words as “(*Adoration = namas) to the god Maṇikarṇa.” The 
function of putra in this compound as indicator of the affiliation to a specific group was 
convincingly shown by Alsdorf (1974: 358f.). The concrete religious background of this 
adoration formula is, however, unclear. Although the term devaputra is characteristic for 
Buddhist texts there is not a single reference to a devaputra called Maṇikarṇa. The only 
instance where this name – among many others – occurs, is a list of former Buddhas 
given in the Mahāvastu (ed. Senart 1882–1890, 1: 139, line 6). However, this isolated evi-
dence seems hardly sufficient to prove the identity of the Hoq Maṇikarṇa and his Bud-
dhist background. Even more uncertain is the association with the holy bathing place 
Maṇikarṇī/Maṇikarṇikā at Benares which is referred to in several purāṇic texts and in 
Daṇḍin’s Daśakumāracarita (Bakker & Isaacson 2004: 43, 290f.). For the time being, it 
is therefore not possible to offer any satisfying answer to the question, who exactly this 
Maṇikarṇa was. Alternatively, it cannot be excluded that the epigraphs of scribe 73 bear 
a completely different character. Thus it is not impossible to interprete devaputra as 
“son of Deva”, taking Deva here as hypocoristic form of a composite name containing 
the element deva “god”. In this case Maṇikarṇa has to be taken as a Skt. personal name. 
Names with initial maṇi “jewel” and final karṇa “ear” are by no means rare (cf. Hilka 
1910: 121 + 129). Accordingly, the texts of scribe 73 may be devotional texts dedicated 
to a yet unknown Buddhist deity named Maṇikarṇa, but a different interpretation which 
perceives them as personal inscriptions cannot be excluded.5

Fortunately, there are two indisputable devotional texts which prove that this cat-
egory was at least known to the Indian visitors of Hoq. They are left by a person call-
ing himself Rahavasu (scribe 81). Both texts of Rahavasu can clearly be attributed to a 
Buddhist background. One of them (14:28) mentions the historical Buddha by his birth 
name – Gotama/Skt. Gautama – supplemented by another yet unattested epithet na-
bhakata which with due reservation can be explained as a Middle Indic form of Skt. 

5 For the unclear character of the related text devaputravarmaḥ at Minar Gah in the Upper 
Indus Valley cf. von Hinüber’s remarks in Bandini-König 2009: 272, 6:2. 
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nabhaḥkrānta “sky-walker”. According to some lexicographers this compound can be 
used in the meaning “lion”. This explanation associates the attribute nabhaḥkrānta with 
one of the Buddha’s most popular epithets identifying him with the king of animals (cf. 
catalogue ad 14:28). 

Similarly Rahavasu’s second text (11:43) can clearly be interpreted as a Buddhist 
dedicatory inscription. Here the Buddha is called  bhagava- mahamuṇi- “Lord ‘Great 
Sage’” (Skt. bhagavant- mahāmuni-). Although it is probable that here again the histori-
cal Buddha Śākyamuni is referred to, it cannot be excluded that the epithet mahāmuni 
designates another, unspecified Buddha of the past. A comparable use of this attribute is 
e.g. found in the Mahāvastu where the Buddha Kāśyapa is referred to as mahāmuni (ed. 
Senart 1882–1890, 2: 302):

 
 yatra te lokapradyotā āgatā bodhi prāpuṇe,
 krakucchando konākamuni kāśyapo ca mahāmuni.
 
 “Where those Lights of the world, Krakucchanda, Konākamuni, 
 and the great seer Kāśyapa, came and achieved enlightenment.” 
 (tr. Jones 1949–1956: 284)

Another text which possibly belongs to this category is the short inscription of 16:20. It  
can be read as saṃgha[sya nama] which can be interpreted as “To the (Buddhist) Order 
adoration.” Due to the poor state of preservation of this inscription and the unusual word 
order, this interpretation is, however, hypothetical.

1.1.3. Group C: Miscellaneous inscriptions

 3 inscriptions (1.5 %)
 3 scribes (2.5 %)

The inscriptions subsumed under this category belong to different types of texts. All of 
them are, however, rather enigmatic and their contents are not beyond doubt. The follow-
ing discussion will therefore mainly present suggestions rather than convictions. 

The category of “label inscriptions” (cf. Salomon 1998: 120f.) is perhaps represented 
by 2:8 where the abbreviated text jakha p[ū] gha (= Skt. yakṣa pūrṇaghaṭa) seems to 
designate the accompanying drawings of a nandyāvarta and a pūrṇaghaṭa (cf. the cata-
logue ad 2:8 for further comments). This interpretation is, however, hypothetical and it 
cannot be excluded that this epigraph bears a completely different character and belongs 
to the group of personal inscriptions.

Still less clear is the meaning of the faintly visible scratching 6:11. The legible ele-
ments [ka]ṣṇa and rādhā seem to contain a reference to the Hindu deity Kṣṇa and his 
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female companion Rādhā, but due to the enigmatic character of the text the meaning of 
both names in the present context is not clear. 

The last enigmatic text for which an interpretation can be suggested is the epigraph 10:2 
consisting of three numerals (100 50 4) which probably designate a date. According to the 
palaeographical evaluation the script of this epigraph can be dated into the 2nd–4th c. AD  
(see below 2.3.2.5).  The only candidate among the eras current in this region which suits 
this dating is the Śaka era commencing in 78 AD. The Vikrama era came to be used in 
Western India only much later, Kalacuri and Gupta eras would result in dates that were 
too late. The number 154 would thus correspond to the year 232 AD, a date which quite 
impressively matches not only the palaeographical evidence of the Hoq Brāhmī corpus, 
but also the date of the Palmyrene tablet which can be fixed to 257/258 AD (cf. Robin 
& Gorea 2002: 435–436 and Gorea, infra). In case this interpretation is correct this text 
would provide an important chronological argument for the entire Hoq corpus. 

1.2. Language

The majority of the Indian texts is written in Sanskrit.  Only 21 inscriptions of the whole 
corpus (= ca. 11 %) can be clearly defined as Middle Indic texts.

Due to the sometimes enigmatic character of very short inscriptions and the occasion-
al homonymity of Sanskrit and Middle Indic words it is not always possible to provide a 
clear linguistic attribution of texts. If the personal name is indicated in the genitive case, 
the language of the text can easily be determined on the basis of the genitive suffix used. 
While in Middle Indic texts it is given as -sa, the Sanskrit examples read -sya. An easy 
distinction is also possible in the case of personal inscriptions mentioning the father’s 
name (Type A2). Here the Skt. word putra “son” with the preserved sound cluster -tr- 
generally points to the Skt. character of the text (but cf. below and Damsteegt 1978: 57 
for this form in Middle Indian texts).

It is remarkable that in some cases the Sanskrit ending is attached to names with Mid-
dle Indic phonology.6  Noticeable instances for such a use are hidaṭhasya combining the 
Middle Indic name Hidaṭha (< Skt. Hitārtha) and the Skt. genitive ending -sya (14:11) 
and padumasya where the Skt. ending is attached to the Middle Indic hypocoristic name 
Paduma (< Skt. Padma) (11:44). Another interesting case for a text combining Sanskrit 
and Middle Indic features is represented by 11:4. Here the Sanskrit form putra- is given 
a Middle Indic genitive ending (-sa) (cf. Damsteegt 1978: 57).

The few distinctive examples of Middle Indic texts hardly allow a comprehensive 
evaluation of their phonological features. Remarkable, however, is the consistent spell-
ing iśara for īśvara in the personal name Iśaradasa (for Īśvaradāsa). It can point to a dia-
lect where the palatal sibilant was retained and Old Indian śv changed to śś (written here 

6 The same feature can be observed in the Pabhosa inscriptions of the 2nd c. BC (Fleet 1914).
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as ś). The same spelling is found in one of the epigraphs from Thalpan where the Skt. 
name Īśvarasiṃgha is written as iśarasiṅgha (Bandini-König 2007: 26, 208:2). Closely 
related is the form śrīṣaravama “Śrī Īśvaravarman” on a Brāhmī seal from the Indian 
north-west where the (probably Middle Indic/Gāndhārī) name Iṣaravama is combined 
with the honorific syllable śrī in Sanskrit spelling (Aman ur Rahman & Falk 2011: 171, 
16.01.24 and commentary on p. 14).

The hybrid Middle Indic-cum-Sanskrit inscriptions clearly determine the linguistic 
environment from which the Indian visitors came. According to the evidence of the 
Brāhmī inscriptions from Western India the shift from Middle Indic Prakrit to Sanskrit 
took place not earlier than in the middle of the 2nd c. AD and was probably initiated 
by the royal court under influence from the north, in particular Mathurā. The earliest 
attempt in the region to write relatively pure Sanskrit can be dated to the middle of the 
1st c. AD. It is found in the introductory portion of a donative inscription written on 
behalf of Uṣavadāta (Skt. R̥ṣabhadatta), a son-in-law of Nahapāna, i.e. of a member of 
the ruling kṣatrapa elite which invaded Western India from the Mathurā region (Senart 
1905–06: 78–81, no.10). But only about 100 years later Sanskrit became more widely 
used and began to replace the Middle Indic dialect not only in official records, like 
in the famous Junāgaḍh rock inscription of the Western Kṣatrapa ruler Rudradāman 
composed shortly after 150 AD, but also in unofficial donative and commemorative 
texts where a more hybrid form of Sanskrit was applied (cf. Salomon 1998: 88–90). 
The same chronological frame can also be established on the basis of the legends used 
on the Western Kṣatrapa coinage. From Rudradāman (130–165 AD, Shastri 1998: 159) 
onwards Skt. was gradually introduced (cf. Senior 2001: 201, series 325.1D) and used 
beside Prakrit which remained current until the very end of the Western Kṣatrapa reign, 
i.e. until Rudrasiṃha (III) whose coins are dated Śaka 307–337, i.e. 385–415 AD (Sen-
ior 2001: 211). Considering the generally conservative character of this type of texts 
the process of Sanskritisation should have started in practice some decades before, i.e. 
in the first half of the 2nd c. AD. It can be suggested that the introduction of Sanskrit 
as a lingua franca was considerably promoted by the interregional religious and trade 
contacts which facilitated the emergence of a commonly understood and standardised 
language for religious and economic purposes. This interpretation is also supported by 
a large number of sealings discovered during the excavations of a “ware-house” in the 
ancient port-site Hastakavapra in Western India. Almost all the names reported in their 
legends are given in Sanskrit, in many instances in the genitive case (Pramanik 2005). 
Against this background the prevailing use of Sanskrit (or at least Sanskrit phonology) 
in the Hoq epigraphs can be explained as a direct reflection of its status as a lingua 
franca used in administrative and commercial affairs. While this type of Sanskrit can 
be characterised a rather colloquial, in many regards informal language, there seem to 
be few indicators of a certain knowledge of more elaborate kinds of Sanskrit. Thus two 
scribes use Sandhi forms which are rarely found in epigraphical Sanskrit, but typical for 
the literary language: putraśca (10:3, 12:2) and ajitivarmmāgata (6:7).
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Due to the underlying Middle Indic substrate and the unofficial character of the epi-
graphs their orthography does not always correspond to the established rules for San-
skrit. In general terms both language and orthography of the Sanskrit texts can be as-
sociated with the rather heterogeneous concept of “Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit”. This 
term subsumes a multitude of varieties of Sanskrit influenced by Middle Indic languages 
on morphological, phonological and lexicological levels and found in epigraphical docu-
ments from North, Central and even South India in the period from the 1st till the 4th 
c. AD7 (Damsteegt 1978: 143–156, Salomon 1998: 81f.). The degree of this influence 
is varying. According to the typology suggested by Damsteegt most of the Skt. Hoq 
inscriptions belong to the class of “those basically in Sanskrit, but with MIA features” 
(1978: 143).

1.2.1. Morphological features of the language used at Hoq

Due to their hybrid character not only the Middle Indic but also a considerable number 
of Skt. texts show -o or even -a as ending of the nominative singular of a-stems,  re-
gardless of the rules of correct Sandhi. Consonant stems are usually transformed into 
sonantic stems with irregular flexion. Thus the ending of original -in stems is -i in the 
nominative (e.g. rudranandi 10:1, 17:3), and -(i)sya in the genitive (e.g. budhisya 16:2). 

Due to the character of the texts there are only very few verbal forms attested. Beside 
the rather frequent past participle prāpta “arrived” we find āgata(ka) “arrived, come” 
and praviśati “enters”. Less clear are pariprāpta “arrived”, prāyā “arrived”(? < pra-yā) 
and the forms privatā and nivto for which hypothetically a connection with the verbs 
pra-vt “proceed” and ni-vt “return” has been suggested. All these forms are subsumed 
above in ch. 1.1.1 (Type 4).

1.2.2. Phonological and orthographical features

In many cases it is not possible to decide whether a particular spelling is based on pho-
nological peculiarities or can be explained as a mere orthographical mistake. Therefore 
both types of irregularities are treated here jointly.8 

Moreover, due to the hybrid character of language(s) attested in the Hoq inscriptions 
we decided to list the phonological and orthographical features of the Sanskrit and of 
the Middle Indic words in the same survey. Words which can be assigned to a clearly 
identifiable Middle Indic text are indicated by *. 

7  Damsteegt (1978: 156) lists as an exception from the rule two further texts datable into the 
5th c. AD. Generally, however, the period indicated above must be considered as the time when 
the Epigraphical Sanskrit was actively used.

8  If a form is found in different attestations of the same word or name, the survey below refers 
to the respective entry of the index in ch. 1.4 below (= s.v.).
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1.2.2.1. Change of vowel quantity

a/ā: kṣātrapa (Skt. kṣatrapa) (15:5), *dasa (Skt. dāsa) (s.v. Iśaradasa), naviko (Skt. 
nāviko) (6:1), prapta (Skt. prāpta) (s.v. prāpta), *mahamuni (Skt. mahāmuni) 
(11:34), vastavya (Skt. vāstavya) (2:23), śardula (Skt. śārdūla) (16:6) 

i/ī:  *iśara (Skt. īśvara) (s.v. Iśaradasa), iśvara (Skt. īśvara) (15:4), mīdra (Skt. mitra) 
(18:1)

u/ū: pūtra (Skt. putra) (9:3, 14:9), śardula (Skt. śārdūla) (16:6), *śudda (Skt. śūdra) 
(14:14)

1.2.2.2. Change of simple consonants

j < y: *jakha (Skt. yakṣa) (2:8a) 
ṇ < n: *mahamuṇi (Skt. mahāmuni) (11:34), *yavaṇa (Skt. yavana) (14:17)
d < t: hida- (Skt. hita) (14:12), mīdra (Skt. mitra) (18:1)
n < ṇ: viśravana (Skt. viśravaṇa) (11:16), ṣuṇo (Skt. sunoḥ) (6:8)
ṣ < s: ṣuṇo (Skt. sunoḥ) (6:8)

1.2.2.3. Consonant clusters
1.2.2.3.1. Loss of nasalisation

gaja (beside regular gaṃja, Skt. gañja) (11:17), *cadra (Skt. candra) (14:17), -nadi (Skt. 
-nandi) (9:8, 14:4, 14:9, 16:9), paca (Skt. pañca) (5:3) , sagha (Skt. saṃgha) (2:23), siha 
(Skt. siṃha) (s.v. Siha, Sūryasiṃha), skada (Skt. skanda) (11:30, 15:4, 6:1, s.v. Skanda-
mitra)

1.2.2.3.2. Assimilation of consonant clusters

kh < kṣ: khuddaka (Skt. kṣudraka)  (s.v. Khuddaka), *jakha (Skt. yakṣa) (2:8a)
c < ty: *saca (Skt. satya) (16:9), *sacila (Skt. satyila) (16:14)
j < jy: jeṣṭha: jyeṣṭha (2:21)
ṭh < rth: -aṭha (Skt. -artha) (14:12)
t < pt: pata (Skt. prāpta) (11:7), *puto (Skt. putra) (11:43), prato (Skt. prāpta) (11:34), 

prāto (Skt. prāpta) (11:32, 11:47)
dd < dr: *khuddaka/khudaka (Skt. kṣudraka) (s.v. Khuddaka), *śudda (Skt. śūdra) 

(14:14)
th < sth: *thūlaka (Skt. sthūlaka) (11:31)
p < pr: *pata (Skt. prāpta) (11:7)

As the listed examples show, the resulting geminates are not always expressed in writing. 
Simple consonants instead of correct geminates are also found in words where no con-
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sonant assimilation took place: *mala (Skt. malla) (15:7), viṣṇudato (Skt. viṣṇudattaḥ) 
(6:2).

1.2.2.3.3. Epenthetic vowels

dum < dm: paduma (Skt. padma) (11:44)

1.2.2.4. Other orthographical peculiarities

Beside the above listed features which are mainly based on Middle Indic phonology, 
there can be found some further orthographical peculiarities which are also typical for 
contemporary Indian Sanskrit inscriptions. One of them is the duplication of consonants 
after r: Ajitivarmmā- (6:7), dharmma (s.v. Dharma), niryyāmaka (11:12), maṇikarṇṇa 
(s.v. Maṇikarṇa), śarmma (s.v. Śarman), sūryya (2:37). In a few cases even the consonant 
preceding r is doubled: put[tra]- (2:3), bhaṭṭhiputtro (5:14). This special treatment of 
consonant clusters containing the liquid r is already prescribed by Pāṇini 8.4.46 (ed. 
Böhtlingk 1839–40: 473) and had become a typical phenomenon of Skt. orthography 
already in the initial phase of writing.

Preconsonantal nasals can be designated either by their special grapheme or as 
anusvāra. This variation can also be observed within the texts of one scribe. Thus we 
find rājendra beside rājeṃdra (s.v. Rājendra) in the same handwriting. A peculiar vari-
ant of this approach is the writing of both nasal markers as e.g. found in Rudranaṃndi 
(11:22). 

1.2.3. Lexical features 

The informal character of the texts facilitated the use of abbreviations. In five texts we 
find the abbreviation pu for Skt. putra “son” (s.v. pu). The same abbreviated form is also 
attested in much later inscriptions from Western India and Rājasthān. Thus it is found in 
a Sanskrit inscription from Barlut (Rājasthān) dated to the Vikrama year 1330 (= 1274 
AD) (Sircar 1964/65: 38, see also Sircar 1966: 264). Alternatively the syllable u can be 
used, which goes back to the Prakrit word utta “son” (← Skt. putra) and is found in 13th 
c. Jaina inscriptions from Mount Abu (Lüders 1905–06: 204). The Hoq graffiti show that 
abbreviations of this kind were in use at a much earlier time, at least in unofficial writing.

Another, less clear instance is vani attested in the inscriptions of only one scribe and 
possibly representing Skt. vaṇij “merchant”. Similar abbreviations are found in later 
Jaina epigraphs and medieval Sanskrit documents (cf. Strauch 2002: 478), but also in 
a few of the much earlier inscriptions from the Upper Indus. Thus we find in the text       
Oshibat 82:2 the abbreviated form vaṇī for which von Hinüber suggested a relation to 
vaṇij (Bemmann & König 1994: 130). 
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Another hitherto unpublished text from Thakot reads: śrī pratāpāditā̆purā vaṇī 
loṇākaḥ “The merchant Loṇāka from Śrī-Pratāpādityapura.”9

For the unclear character of another abbreviated text cf. above the catalogue ad 2:8a.
Remarkably, the Hoq corpus seems to contain two words with connotations which are 

otherwise only known from lexicographical works of a much later period: candramukha 
“silver” as part of a personal name (14:17) and nabhakata (Skt. nabhaḥkrānta) “lion” as 
epithet of the Buddha Gautama (14:28). However, the interpretation of both terms is not 
beyond doubt and it is possible that they have to be explained in a different way.

1.3. Analytic tables

1.3.1. Comprehensive list of Indian inscriptions

This table lists all Indian texts of the cave Hoq which are described in the catalogue in 
Part 1. If the preserved text allows a safe attribution to a genre – e.g. if an ending -sya in-
dicates a personal name in the gen. sg. – or to a scribe, the text is listed in the respective 
column. An uncertain reading/interpretation of an element and an uncertain attribution 
to a scribe are indicated in the respective cell by *. The number of the scribe is given in 
bold print, if the inscription represents the first attestation of a text from this hand.

In most cases the names are given here in their Sanskrit forms, if an obvious equi-
valent is available. The line ∑ which concludes the inventory of every site indicates the 
total numbers of the relevant texts and scribal hands and – in the last column – those 
sites where inscriptions of the same scribe(s) are found.
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Personal name Father’s name Profession/ 
Title/Origin

Verbal 
forms

Site 1  Total: 1

1:1 S Ravāhaka 1 5:1, 5:2, 
5:15, 7:3, 
9:7, 11:33

∑ 1 S 1 - - - - 1 5, 19, 11

Site 2  Total: 27 

2:1 S Viṣṇu Gaṃja vani
(*merchant)

2 2:6

2:2 S Varma Śrībhaṭi 3 11:27, 11:29

9 I am obliged to Oskar von Hinüber, who indicated these parallels to me.
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2:3 S ? °ṇa 4

2:4 S Khālika Coḍaka 5

2:5 S ? °la 6

2:6 S Viṣṇu Gaṃja vani 
(*merchant)

2 2:1

2:7 7

2:8 MI *yakṣa 
*pūrṇaghaṭa

8

2:10 S Bhadra prāpta 9 2:11

2:11 S Bhadra prāpta 9 2:10

2:12 S Ajitivarman 10

2:13 S °ska 11

2:14 S +pra 12

2:15 S +++pu+ prapta 13

2:17 S Yaviṣṭha 14

2:18 S Varaghoṣa ? 15

2:19 S Mūla prāpta 16

2:21 S Jyeṣṭha, 
*Viṣṇupati

17 2:22

2:22 S Viṣṇupati 17 2:21

2:23 S Saṃghadāsa Jayasena Hastakavapra 19

2:24 S Satyadhara 18

2:35 20

2:37 S Sūryasiṃha 
(Ācera)-Khuda

*ācera (teacher) 21

2:38 *22 2:38,  2:39, 
2:40, 2:41, 
*(5:3, 5:4, 
5:9, 6:16, 
6:17, 8:1, 
9:11)

2:39 Khudaka
(=*Khuddaka)

*22

2:40 Drava 
(=*Dāraka)

Khuha 
(=*Khuddaka)

*22

2:41 Ludraka 
(=*Khuddaka)

*22

∑ 20 S
1 MI

7 8 4 4 1 21 *(5 ,6 ,8, 
9), 11
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Site 3  Total: 1 

3:1 S Bhaṭṭhiputra 23 5:14

∑ 1 S 1 — — — — 1 5

Site 4  Total: 1

4:1 S Śailarāja 24 5:12, 5:16, 
5:17, 6:14

∑ 1 S 1 — — — — 1 5, 6

Site 5  Total: 16 

5:1 S Ravāhaka 1 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 
5:15, 7:3, 
9:7, 11:335:2 S Ravāhaka 1

5:3 S Dāraka Khuddaka 22 *(2:38,  
2:39, 2:40, 
2:41), 5:3, 
5:4, 5:9, 
6:16, 6:17, 
8:1, *9:11

5:4 S *Dāraka 22

5:5 S Radā+ 25

5:6 S Ṭakaka 26

5:7 S Kumāraṣena 27

5:8 S Halaka Coḍila 28

5:9 *S Dāraka Khuddaka 22 *(2:38,  
2:39, 2:40, 
2:41), 5:3, 
5:4, 6:16, 
6:17, 8:1, 
*9:11

5:10 S Śūla° 29

5:12 S Śailarāja 24 4:1, 5:16, 
5:17, 6:14

5:13 S C..ikaputra 30

5:14 S Bhaṭṭhiputra 23 3:1

5:15 S Ravāhaka 1 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 
7:3, 9:7, 
11:33

5:16 S Śailarāja 24 4:1, 5:12, 
5:16, 5:17, 
6:145:17 S Śailarāja 24

∑ 16 S 13 3  — — — 11 1, *2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 11
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Personal name Father’s name Profession/ 
Title/Origin

Verbal 
forms

Site 6  Total: 14 

6:1 S Skandabhūti nāvika (captain) *pra-gato 31

6:2 S Viṣṇudatta 32

6:5 S Dharma pra-viś 33 11:40

6:6 S Halla Dharma prāpta 34

6:7 S Ajitivarman Saṃgharaṅgin śaka
dvaral̥āviyaka?

āgata 35

6:8 *S Ajita Ajita 36

6:9 S .o[va] 37

6:10 S Siṃha 38

6:11 *S *Kṣṇa / 
Rādhā 

39

6:12 S Datappa 40

6:14 S Śailarāja 24 4:1, 5:12, 
5:16, 5:17

6:16 S Khuddaka 22 *(2:38,  
2:39, 2:40, 
2:41), 5:3, 
5:4, 5:9, 
6:16, 6:17, 
8:1, *9:11

6:17 *S Dāraka Khuddaka 22

6:18 S Viṣṇudatta 41

∑ 14 S 6 3 — 4 *1 13 *2 , 4, 5, 6, 
8, *9, 11

Site 7  Total: 4

7:1 S Śūdra 42 14:23, 14:26

7:2 S Khālika Boḍalā 43

7:3 S Ravāhaka 1 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 
5:15, 9:7, 
11:33

7:4 *S ārāmika 
(gardener)

44

∑ 4 S 2 1 1 — — 4 1, 5, 9, 
11, 14

Site 8  Total: 1

8:1 S Dāraka Khuddaka 22 *(2:38, 2:39, 
2:40, 2:41), 
5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 
6:16, 6:17, 
*9:11

∑ 1 S — 1 — — — 1 *2, 5, 6, *9
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Site 9  Total: 10

9:1 S Dāvaṭakaka 45

9:2 S Datappama 46

9:3 S Paca Khanyela 47

9:4 S Rudranandin Śivaghoṣa prāpta 48 10:1, 11:22, 
17:3

9:6 S Khalika Khanya 49

9:7 S Ravāhaka 1 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 
5:15, 7:3, 
11:33

9:8 S Buddhanandin 50

9:9 -datta 51

9:10 vi 52

9:11 Dāra(*ka) *22 *(2:38, 2:39, 
2:40, 2:41, 
5:3, 5:4, 5:9, 
6:16, 6:17, 
8:1)

∑ 7 S 7 2 — 1 — 10 1, *2, 5, *6, 
7, *8, 10, 
11, 17

Site 10  Total: 10

10:1 S Rudranandin Śivaghoṣa prāpta 48 9:4, 11:22, 
17:3

10:2 (Year ?) 154 53

10:3 S Bhaṭṭiṣena Śivamitra 54 12:2

Bhaṭṭikumāra Buddhamitra

10:4 S śa Viṣṇuṣena nāvika (captain) 55 10:10, 11:1, 
11:11, 11:23, 
11:35, 11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

10:5 S ++datta 56

10:6 *S ? ? 57

10:7 S Skandamitra Viṣṇubhaṭṭi 58 12:4

10:8 S Pālaputra 59

10:9 S Vijaya Jayadhara 60 11:3
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Personal name Father’s name Profession/ 
Title/Origin
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10:10 S Viṣṇuṣena śa 55 10:4, 11:1, 
11:11, 11:23, 
11:35, 11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

∑ 9 S 3 4 1 1 1 9 9, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 16, 17 

Site 11  Total:  44

11:1 S Viṣṇuṣena nāvika (captain) 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:11, 11:23, 
11:35, 11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

11:2 S Aśoka 61

11:3 S Vijayadhara prāpta 60 10:9

11:4 MI Bhaṭṭide(va) 62

11:5 63

11:6 MI Iśaradasa (Skt. 
Īśvaradāsa)

64 11:7, 11:39, 
13:5

11:7 MI Iśaradāsa (Skt. 
Īśvaradāsa)

pata =
prāpta

64 11:6, 11:39, 
13:5

11:8 MI Devila 65

11:10 *S Śarman *pra-vt 66 13:1

11:11 S Śeṣasya 
Viṣṇuṣena

Bharukaccha prāpta 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:23, 
11:35, 11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

11:12 S Viṣṇudhara Bharukaccha
niryāmaka 
(captain)

67

11:13 S Siṃha Viṣṇula 68 11:25, 11:45, 
16:1

11:14 69

11:15 S Bhaṭṭibha *pra-yā 70

11:16 S Rudrendra
Viśravana
Ārālita

āgataka 71

11:17 S Śūragañja Śūranandin Bharukaccha 72 14:2, 16:17, 
*16:19

11:18 S devaputra 
Maṇikarṇa

73 14:1,  14:3, 
*16:5

11:19 S Vijaya pariprāpta 74 11:20, 11:21
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11:20 S Vijaya prāpta 74 11:19, 11:20, 
11:21

11:21 S Vijaya prāpta 74

11:22 S Rudranandin Śivaghoṣa prāpta 48 9:4, 10:1, 
17:3

11:23 S Viṣṇuṣena 
Śeṣasya

55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:35, 11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

11:24 S Prajāpati Aryamabhūti 75

11:25 S Siṃha Viṣṇula Bharukaccha 68 11:13, 11:45, 
16:1

11:27 S Varman Śrībhaṭi 3 2:2, 11:27, 
11:29

11:29 S Varman Śrībhaṭi 3

11:30 *S Skanda ārāmika
(gardener)

76

11:31 MI Thūlaka 
(Skt. Sthūlaka)

77

11:32 S Dhruva śramaṇa 
(*Buddhist 
monk)

prāta =
prāpta

78 11:34, 11:36, 
11:37, 11:47

11:33 S Ravāhaka 1 1:1, 5:1, 5:2, 
5:15, 7:3, 
9:7

11:34 S Dhruva prata =
prāpta

78 11:32, 11:36, 
11:37, 11:47

11:35 S Śeṣasya 
Viṣṇuṣena

55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23,11:38, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

11:36 S Dhruva prāpta 78 11:32, 11:34, 
11:36, 11:37, 
11:4711:37 S Dhruva prāpta 78

11:38 S Viṣṇuṣena 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23, 11:35, 
13:4, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

11:39 MI Iśaradasa (Skt. 
Īśvaradāsa)

64 11:6, 11:7, 
13:5

11:40 S Dharma pra-viś 33 6:5

11:41 S Bhaṭṭide(va) *pra-āp 79 14:6

11:42 S Jayadeva 80 14:8
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11:43 MI Rahavasu Bhatigho(*ṣa) Lord 
Mahāmuni 
(Buddha)

81 14:28

11:44 S Paduma 
(Skt. Padma)

82

11:45 S Viṣṇula 68 11:13, 11:25, 
16:1

11:46 *S Śarma° 83

11:47 S Dhruva prāta=
prāpta

78 11:32, 11:34, 
11:36, 11:37

∑ 35 S
7 MI

12 6 5 17 2 29 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 
10, 11, 13, 
14, 16

Site 12  Total: 4

12:1 S Rudradatta Satyanandin 84 12:3

12:2 S Bhaṭṭiṣena Śivamitra kṣatrapa 54 10:3

Bhaṭṭikumāra Buddhamitra

12:3 S Rudradatta 84 12:1

12:4 S Skandamitra Viṣṇubhaṭṭi prāpta 58 10:7

∑ 4 S 1 1 1 1 — 3 10

Site 13  Total: 5

13:1 S Śarma *ni-vt 66 11:10

13:2 85

13:3 S Śari++ prāpta 86

13:4 S Viṣṇuṣena 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23, 11:35, 
11:38, 14:22, 
16:11, 16:16

13:5 MI Iśaradasa (Skt. 
Īśvaradāsa)

64 11:6. 11:7. 
11:39

∑ 3 S
1 MI

2 — — 2 — 4 10, 11, 
14, 16

Site 14 Total: 27

14:1 S *devaputra 
Maṇikarṇa

73 11:18, 14:3, 
*16:5

14:2 S Śūragañja Śūranandin Bharukaccha 72 11:17, 16:17, 
*16:19
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14:3 S devaputra 73 11:18, 14:1,  
*16:5

14:4 MI Dharanandin 87

14:5 S R̥ṣabha 88 14:7, 14:10, 
14:11, 14:18, 
14:27

14:6 S Bhaṭṭideva 79 11:41

14:7 S R̥ṣabha 88 14:5, 14:10, 
14:11, 14:18, 
14:27

14:8 S Jayadeva 80 11:42

14:9 S Sāka Madranandin 89

14:10 S R̥ṣabha 88 14:5, 14:7, 
14:18, 14:27

14:11 S R̥ṣabha 88

14:12 S Hidaṭha 
(Skt. Hitārtha)

90

14:13 MI Humiyaka 91 16:8

14:14 MI Śudda (Skt. 
Śūdra)

92

14:15 S Humiyaka nāvika (captain) 93

14:16 S śaka-śramaṇa
(*Buddhist 
monk / *Śaka)

 āgata 94

14:17 MI Candrabhūti-
mukha

yavana
(westerner)

95

14:18 S R̥ṣabha 88 14:5, 14:7, 
14:10, 14:11, 
14:27

14:19 S Saṃghanandin prāpta 96

14:20 S

*Buddhska

prāpta 97

14:21 MI Vijayanandin 98

14:22 S Viṣṇuṣena 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23, 11:35, 
11:38, 13:4, 
16:11, 16:16

14:23 S Śūdra 42 7:1, 14:26
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14:24 *MI Kasikacaṭṭa 99

14:26 S Śūdra 42 7:1, 14:23

14:27 S R̥ṣabha 88 14:5, 14:7, 
14:10, 14:11, 
14:18

14:28 MI Rahavasu Lord
Gautama 
(Buddha)

81 11:43

∑ 20 S
7 MI

17 1 3 3 3 20 7, 10, 11, 13, 
14, 16

Site 15  Total: 5

15:1 S Amātyaka 100

15:2 S Vahantida 101

15:4 S Īśvaraskanda 102

15:5 S Śivaba+pava kṣatrapa 103

15:7 MI Mala
(Skt. Malla)

104

∑ 4 S
1 MI

4 — 1 — — 5

Site 16  Total: 19

16:1 S Siṃha Viṣṇula 68 11:13, 11:25, 
11:45

16:2 S Budhi Jyeṣṭha 105

16:3 S Rājendra 106 16:4, 16:6

16:4 S Rājendra 106 16:3, 16:6

16:5 *S *Maṇikarṇa 73 *(11:18, 
14:1, 14:3

16:6 S Rājendra Śārdūla 106 16:3, 16:4

16:7 S Aśoka Bhaṭṭideva 107

16:8 MI Humiyaka 91 14:13

16:9 MI Sacanadi (Skt. 
Satyanandin)

108

16:10 MI Adaraka 109
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16:11 S Śeṣa 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23, 11:35, 
11:38, 13:4, 
14:22, 16:16

16:12 S Mitra 110

16:13
(Khar)

MI Upali 
(Skt.Upāli)

111

16:14 S Sacila
(Skt. Satyila)

112

16:16 S Viṣṇuṣena 55 10:4, 10:10, 
11:1, 11:11, 
11:23, 11:35, 
11:38, 13:4, 
14:22, 16:11

16:17 S Śūragañja Śūranandin 72 11:17, 14:2, 
16:17, *16:19

16:19 *S Bharukaccha *72

16:20 *S Saṃgha 113

16:21 S *Bhaṭṭiputra 114

∑ 15 S
4 MI

12 4 1 — 2 15 10, 11 13, 14

Site 17   Total: 3

17:1 S *Aruyaṇi Bharukaccha 115

17:2 S *Priya° vidiśaka 
(inhabitant of 
Vidiśā ?)

116

17:3 S Rudranandin Śivaghoṣa prāpta 48 9:4, 10:1, 
11:22

∑ 3 S — — 2 1 — 3 9, 10, 11

Site 18  Total: 1

18:1 S Skandamitra 117

∑ 1 S 1 — — — — 1

Total figures

193 159 S
21 MI

90 34 20 34 10 117
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1.3.2. Distribution of scribes

This survey lists all scribes who left more than one text in the cave. Therefore site 18 is 
omitted here. If the attribution of a text to a certain scribe is uncertain, this is indicated 
by *. Scribes attested only once can easily be found in the comprehensive list of inscrip-
tions (1.3.1).
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Scribe 1 Ravāhaka  Total: 7

1:1 5:1
5:2
5:15

7:3 9:7 11:33

Scribe 2  Viṣṇu, son of Gaṃja Total: 2

2:1
2:6

Scribe 3  Varman, son of  Śrībhaṭi  Total: 3

2:2 11:27
11:29

Scribe 9  Bhadra  Total:2

2:10
2:11

Scribe 17  Viṣṇupati  Total: 2

2:21
2:22

Scribe 22  Dāraka, son of Khuddaka  Total: *5 + 6

*2:38
*2:39
*2:40
*2:41

5:3
5:4
5:9

6:16
6:17

8:1 *9:11

Scribe 23  Bhaṭṭhiputra  Total: 2

3:1 5:14

Scribe 24  Śailarāja  Total: 5

4:1 5:12
5:16
5:17

6:14

Scribe 33  Dharma  Total: 2

6:5 11:40

Scribe 42  Śūdra  Total: 3

7:1 14:23
14:26

Scribe 48  Rudranandin, son of Śivaghoṣa  Total: 4

9:4 10:1 11:22 17:3
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Scribe 54  Bhaṭṭiṣena/Bhaṭṭikumāra  Total: 2

10:3 12:2

Scribe 55  Viṣṇuṣena  Total: 11

10:4
10:10

11:1
11:11
11:23
11:35
11:38

13:4 14:22 16:11
16:16

Scribe 58  Skandamitra, son of Viṣṇubhaṭṭi  Total: 2

10:7 12:4

Scribe 60  Vijayadhara, son of Jayadhara  Total: 2

10:9 11:3

Scribe 64  Īśvaradāsa  Total: 4

11:6
11:7
11:39

13:5

Scribe 66   Śarman  Total: 2 

11:10 13:1

Scribe 68 Siṃha, son of Viṣṇula  Total: 4

11:13
11:25
11:45

16:1

Scribe 72 Śūragañja, son of Śūranandin  Total: 3+*1

11:17 14:2 16:17
*16:19

Scribe 73  Anonymus  Total: 3+*1

11:18 14:1
14:3

*16:5

Scribe 78  Dhruva  Total: 5

11:32
11:34
11:36
11:37
11:47

Scribe 79  Bhaṭṭideva  Total: 2

11:41 14:6

Scribe 80  Jayadeva  Total: 2

11:42 14:8

Scribe 81  Rahavasu, son of Bhatigho(*ṣa)  Total: 2

11:43 14:28

Scribe 84  Rudradatta, son of Satyanandin  Total: 2

12:1
12:3
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Scribe 88 R̥ṣabha Total: 6

14:5
14:7
14:10
14:11
14:18
14:27

Scribe 91 Humiyaka (Humyag) Total: 2

14:13 16:8

Scribe 106  Rājendra  Total: 3

16:3
16:4
16:6

1.3.3. Distribution of genres

The Indian inscriptions of the cave Hoq
Texts Scribes

∑ % ∑ %

Total 193 100% 117 100%

A Personal  

inscriptions

172 89% 104 89 %

1) Name only 90 52 % 55 53 %

2) Name + patronym 34 20 % 21 20 %

3) (Name) + (patronym) + 

provenance/profession/title

20 11 % 15 14 %

4) Name (+ patronym) + 

(provenance/profession/title) + verbal 

form

34 19 % 21 20 %

B Religious inscriptions 7 3.5 % 3 2.5 %

C Miscellaneous inscriptions 3 1.5 % 3 2.5 %
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4 10:2
50 10:2
100  10:2
Ajita
 ajita- 6:8
 ajita 6:8
Ajitivarman
 ajitiva[r]m(ā) 2:12
 ajitivarmmā- 6:7
Adaraka
 [a]darakasa 16:10
Amātyaka
 amātyaka- 15:1
a[ru]ya[ṇi]- 17:1
Aryamabhūti
 aryamabhūti- 11:24
Aśoka
 aśoka 11:2, 16:7
āgata(ka)- “come, arrived”
 -āgata 6:7
 -āgatako 11:16
 -āga[to] 14:16
ācera (*Skt. ācārya) *“teacher”
 -ā[ce]ra 2:37
ābha 13:2
ārāmika- *“gardener”
 ārāmiko  11:30
 [ā]rā[mi]ko 7:4
Ārālita
 -ārālitenā- 11:16
Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa)
 iśaradasa 11:6, 11:7

 iśarada⟨sa⟩ 11:39
 [i]śaradasa 13:5 C
Īśvaraskanda
 iśvaraskada- 15:4
Upāli 
 upal[i]sa 16:13 (Kharoṣṭhī)
R̥ṣabha 
 ṣa[bha] 14:5, 14:27
 ṣabhasya 14:7, 14:10
 ṣabha[sya] 14:11
 ṣa⟨bha⟩sya 14:18
[kaṣṇa] (*= Kṣṇa) 6:11
kasikaca[ṭṭa] 14:24
kisā[.i] (?) 2:7
Kumārasena
 kumāraṣenasya 5:7
kṣatrapa-, title of nobility
 kṣatrapo 12:2
 kṣātrapa- 15:5
Khanya
 khanya- 9:6
Khanyela
 khanyela- 9:3
Khuddaka (Skt. Kṣudraka)
 [kh]uda[sya] 2:37
 khudaka 2:39
 khuddaka- 5:3, 5:9, 6:16, 6:17, 8:1
 [khuha-] (?) 2:40
Khalika
 khalikasya 9:6
Khālika 
 khālika[ḥ] 2:4, 7:2

1.4. Index of names and words

Personal names and identified Sanskrit lexemes are given in conventional Sanskrit or 
Middle Indic orthography followed by their spelling variant as attested in the inscrip-
tions. Names are indicated in bold print, other words in bold italics. If the concrete 
character of a phrase is unclear, it is also given in bold italics, but not followed by a 
translation. Hypothetical interpretations are indicated by asterisk (*).
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Gaṃja
 gaṃja- 2:1, 2:6
Gotama (Skt. Gautama) (= Buddha)
 gotamasa 14:28
ca “and”
 -ca 10:3, 12:2
Cadrabhūtimukha (Skt. Candra°) 

cadrabhūtimukhasa 14:17
Coḍaka
 coḍaka- 2:4
Coḍila
 coḍila- 5:8
[c.].ika- 5:13
-ja “born from, son”
 [-ja]sya 6:16
jakha (Skt. yakṣa) 2:8 A
Jayadeva
 jayadevasya 11:42, 14:8
Jayadhara
 jaya[dha]ra- 10:9
Jayasena
 jayasena- 2:23
Jyeṣṭha
 jeṣṭhasya 2:21, 16:2
Ṭakaka
 ṭakaka[s]ya 5:6
[ta]pta (?) 2:38
Thūlaka (Skt. Sthūlaka)
 thūlakasa 11:31
Datappa
 da[t]appa[s]ya 6:12
Datappama
 [da]ta[ppa]masya 9:2
dat[t]a 9:9
Dāraka
 dāraka 5:3, 6:17
 dāra[ka] 5:9
 dārakasya 8:1
 /// raka 5:4
 dāra 9:11

Dāvaṭakaka
 dāvaṭaka[ka]sya 9:1
devaputra “god, belonging to the gods” or 
 “son of Deva”
 devaputra 14:3
 devaputrasya 11:18
Devila
 [de]vilasa 11:8
drava 2:40 (*= Dāraka)
*dvaraḷāviyako  6:7
dvāra- “gate”
 dvārā 11:10
 dvāre 11:15
Dharaṇadi (Skt. Dharanandin)
 dharaṇa[disa] 14:4
Dharma
 dharma- 6:6
 dharmma 11:40
 dharmmo 6:5
Dhruva
 dhruva 11:32, 11:46
 dhruvo 11:37
 dhru[vo] 11:36
 [dhru](vo) 11:34
nabhakata (*Skt. nabhaḥkrānta) *“lion”
 na[bha]katasa 14:28
*namas “adoration” 
 [nama] 16:20
na ?  ka ? ? ? kkama 10:6
nāvika- t.t. (nautical) “mariner, captain”
 navik[o] 6:1
 nāvika 10:4, 14:15
 n[ā]vika 11:1
niryāmaka- t.t. (nautical) “captain”
 niryyāmaka 11:12
*nivr̥tta- “returned”
 nivt[o] 13:1
ni.i k[i] ma be ? ? ? 10:6
Paca (Skt. Pañca)
 paca[sya] 9:3
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pata- (Skt. prāpta-) “arrived”
 pata 11:7
Paduma (Skt. Padma)
 padumasya 11:44
pariprāpta- “arrived, come”
 [pa]r[i]prāpta 11:19
Pālaputra
 pālaputro 10:8
pu (= abbreviation for putra) 
 pu 2:1, 6:17, 8:1, 9:6
 [pu] 5:9
puta (Skt. putra-) “son”
 -puto 11:43
putra- “son” (see also devaputra, 

Pālaputra, Bhaṭṭhiputra)
 -pu[ttrasya] 2:3
 -putra 2:6, 2:40, 5:3, 10:6, 12:1, 16:7
 -put[r]a 2:23
 -pu[tra] 14:15
 -putraś- 10:3, 12:2
 -putrasa 11:4
 -putrasya 11:17, 11:45, 14:2, 16:1,  

16:6, 16:17, 17:1
 -putro 2:2, 2:4, 5:8, 5:13, 6:6, 6:7, 7:2,  

9:4, 10:1, 10:3, 10:7, 11:22, 11:24,  
11:27, 11:29, 12:2, 12:4, 17:3

 - pu[tr]o 10:9
 - p[u]t[r]o 11:13
 (*-pu)tro 2:5, 2:18
 -pūtra 9:3
 -pūtro 14:9
pu ///  2:19
*puṣpavat- “containing flowers”
 [pu]ṣpuvati 11:15
pū-[gha] (Skt. pūrṇaghaṭa ?) 2:8 A
pūtra, see putra-
*pra “in front, at”
 pra 11:15 
*pragata- “reached, arrived”
 pra[gi]t[o] 6:1

Prajāpati
 pra[j]āpati 11:24
pra[p]ṇu ? (* ← Skt. prāp- “arrive”) 11:41
pra-viś- “enter, reach”
 praviśa[ti] 6:5
 praviśa[t]⟨i⟩ 11:40
*pravr̥tta- “proceeded, passed”
 privatā 11:10
prā ? ///  11:14
prāpta- “arrived”
 prato 11:34
 prapta 2:10, 11:37, 13:3
 pra[p]ta 2:11
 pra[p](ta) 2:15
 prapto 11:36
 prā[t]o 11:32
 prāt[o] 11:47
 prāpt[a] 14:19
 prāp[t]a 2:19
 pr[ā][pta] 11:20
 [prā?][p]ta 11:21
 prāptaḥ 6:6, 9:4, 10:1, 11:22, 17:3
 prā̆ptā̆ 14:20
 prāpto 11:3, 11:11
 prā[pto] 12:4
priya-
 p(r)iya 17:2
 pri 17:2
*prāyāt “arrived”
 prāyā 11:15
[bu] 6:11
Buddhanandin
 buddhanadis[y]a 9:8
Buddhamitra
 buddhamitra- 10:3, 12:2
buddhsk 14:20
Budhi (Skt. Buddhi)
 budhisya 16:2
Boḍalā
 bo[ḍalā]- 7:2 
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bhagavant- “Lord”
 bhagavato 11:43, 14:28
Bhaṭṭi (see Śrībhaṭi, Bhaṭṭhiputra,  

Bhaṭṭiṣeṇa, Bhaṭṭikumāra, 
Bhaṭṭideva)

Bhaṭṭikumāra
 bhaṭṭi 10:3 (incomplete)
 bhaṭṭikumā[ro] 10:3
 bhaṭṭiku[mā]ro 12:2
Bhaṭṭide/Bhaṭṭideva
 bhaṭṭide 11:4, 11:41
 bhaṭṭideva- 16:7
 bhaṭṭidevasya 14:6
Bhaṭṭiputra 
 [bha]ṭṭ(i)pu[tra]sya 16:21
 bhaṭṭhiputro 3:1
 bhaṭṭhiputtro 5:14
*Bhaṭṭibha
 [bhaṭṭi]bha 11:15
Bhaṭṭiṣena
 bhaṭṭiṣeno 10:3, 12:2
Bhaṭṭhiputra, see Bhaṭṭiputra
Bhatigho (*= Bhaktighoṣa)
 bhatigho- 11:43
Bhadra
 bhadra 2:10, 2:11
bhārukacchaka- “inhabitant of Bharukac-

cha”
 bhārukacchaka 11:12, 16:19
 bhārukaccha[k]a 11:25
 bhārukacchakasya 11:17
 bhāruka[cchaka] 14:2
 bh[ā]rukacchaka- 17:1
 [bhā]rukacchaka 11:25
 bhārukachaka 11:11
ma/// 11:32
[ma] 2:21
Maṇikarṇa (*name of a devaputra)
 maṇ[i]ka 16:5 
 maṇ[i]karṇṇasya 11:18

 (maṇi)ka[r]ṇṇasya 14:1
madipa 11:5
Madranandin
 madranadi- 14:9
Mala (Skt. Malla)
 malasa 15:7
mahāmuni- “great sage”
 mahamuṇis[a] 11:43
Mitra
 mitrasya 16:12
Mūla
 mūla 2:19
yavana “Westerner, Greek”
 yavaṇo 14:17
Yaviṣṭha
 ya[v]i[ṣṭha]sya 2:17
[ra]dā ? sya 5:5
[radha] ? [ya/gha] 6:11
Ravāhaka 
 ravāhakasya 7:3, 11:33
 ravāhaka[sya] 5:2
 ra[v]āhakasya 1:1, 5:1, 9:7
  [rav]āhakasya 5:15
Rahavasu
 rahavasu 11:43, 14:28
ra ? sa ? ? ?  2:24
*Rājendra (or Ūjendra?)
 [ra]jen[dra]s[y]a 16:6
  [rā]jendrasya 16:4
 [rā]jeṃ(*n)[dra]sya 16:3
rādhā ( *= Rādhā) 6:11
Rudradatta
 rudradattasya 12:1, 12:3
Rudranandin
 rudrana[ndi] 9:4
 rudranandi 10:1, 17:3
 rudranaṃndi 11:22
Rudrendra
 rudrendra- 11:16
ludrada 2:41 ( *= Khuddaka)
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vani (*= abbreviation for vaṇij)
 vani 2:1, 2:6
*Varaghoṣa
 varaghoṣa ? /// 2:18
Varma
 varma 11:27, 11:29
 va[rma] 2:2
Vahantida 
 vaha[nti]dasya 15:2
vāstavya- “inhabitant”
 va[stav](y)[a] 2:23
vi 9:10
Vijaya 
 vijaya 10:9, 11:19, 11:21
 (vi)jaya 11:20
Vijayadhara
 vijayadharo 11:3
Vijayanandin
 vijayanaṃdisa 14:21
vidiśaka “inhabitant of Vidiśā”
 vidiśaka 17:2 (2x)
Viśravaṇa
 -viśravanā- 11:16
Viṣṇu
 vi[ṣṇu] 2:1, 2:6
Viṣṇudatta
 viṣṇudato 6:18 
 viṣṇudat[to] 6:2
Viṣṇudhara
 viṣṇudharo 11:12
Viṣṇupati
 [vi]ṣṇupa ? 2:21
 [vi]ṣṇu[pat]i 2:22
Viṣṇubhaṭṭi
 viṣṇubhaṭṭi- 10:7, 12:4
Viṣṇula
 viṣṇula 11:25 (2x)
 viṣ[ṇu]la- 11:45, 16:1
 vi[ṣṇula]- 11:13
Viṣṇuṣena 
 viṣṇuṣena 11:11

 viṣ[ṇu]ṣenasya 14:22, 16:16
 viṣṇuṣeno 10:10, 11:23, 13:4
 viṣṇuṣe[no] 11:38
 viṣ[ṇuṣe]no 10:4
 v[i]ṣṇuṣ(e)no 11:35
 [viṣṇuṣeno] 11:1
visa 2:35
śa* (*abbreviation for śeṣasya)
 śa* 10:4
 [śa] 10:10
śaka- “Śaka, Scythian”
 śa[ko] 6:7
śakaśramaṇa (*Skt. śākyaśramaṇa / śaka°) 

*“Buddhist monk” or *“the śaka 
monk” or “the śaka Śramaṇa”

 śakaśramaṇo 14:16
Śārdūla
 śa[rdu]la- 16:6
Śarman
 śarmma 11:10
 śarmm[ā] 13:1
 śa(r)[ma] ? 11:46
Śivaghoṣa
 śivaghoṣa- 9:4, 10:1, 11:22, 17:3
śivaba ? [pava]sya  15:5
Śivamitra
 śivamitra- 12:2
 śiva[m]itra-10:3
Śudda (Skt. Śūdra)
 śuddasa 14:14
Śūdra
 śūd[r]asya 14:26
 ś[ū]drasya 14:23
 ś[ū]dra[sya] 7:1
Śūragañja
 śūraga[jasya] 11:17
 śūragaṃ[jasya] 14:2
 śū(ragaṃjasya) 16:17
Śūranandin
 śūraṇadi- 14:2 
 śūraṇandi- 11:17
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Śūla-
 ś[ū]la ? ///  5:10
śeṣasya 
 śe[ṣa] 16:11
 śeṣas[y]a 11:11, 11:23, 11:35
Śailarāja
 śailarāja 5:12
 śailarā[ja] 5:16, 5:17
 śailar[ā](ja) 6:14
 śaila[r](āja) 4:1
śramaṇa “*(Buddhist) monk, ascetic”/ 

*Śramaṇa (personal name)
 śrama[ṇ]asya 11:32
 see śakaśramaṇa
śrī, honorific prefix
 śri 10:6
 śrī 2:37
 śr[ī] 2:37
Śrībhaṭi
 śrībhaṭi- 2:2, 11:27
 [ś]rībhaṭ[i]- 11:29
-ṣuṇo, see sunu-
Saṃghadāsa
 sa[gha]dā[sa] 2:23
Saṅghanandin
 saṅghanandi 14:19
Saṃgharaṅgin
 saṃgharaṅgi- 6:7
saṃgha ”Buddhist order”
 saṃgha[sya] 16:20
Sacanadi (Skt. Satyanandin)
 sacanadisa 16:9
Sacila (Skt. Satyila)
 sa[c]ilasya 16:14
sa[tā] ? ? 2:18
Satyadhara
 [sa]tyadhara[sya] 2:24
Satyanandin
 satyanaṃdi- 12:1
Sāka (Skt. Śāka ?)
 sāko 14:9

siddha(m) “success”
 siddha 12:1
Siha (Skt. Siṃha)
 sihasya 16:1
 sihas[ya] 6:10
 siho 11:13, 11:25 (2x)
sunu- “son”
 -ṣuṇo 6:8
Sūryasiṃha
 sūryyasi[ha] 2:37
Skanda
 skada 11:30
Skandabhūti
 skadabhūti 6:1
 skaṃdabhūti 6:1
Skandamitra
 skadamitra 12:4
 skadamīdrasya 18:1
 skaṃdamitro 10:7
Sthūlaka, see Thūlaka
Halaka
 halakaḥ 5:8
Halla
 halla 6:6
Hastakavapra (toponym, modern  Hāthab, 

Gujarat)
 hastakavapra- 2:23
Hidaṭha (Skt. Hitārtha)
 [hidaṭha]sya 14:12
Humiyaka
 humiyaka 14:15
 humiyakasa 14:13, 16:8
.o[va]sya 6:9
? [pra]sya 2:14
? ? dattas[y]a 10:5
? ? ? [pu] ? 2:15
/// ? ? ṇa- 2:3
/// la- 2:5
/// [skasya] 2:13 
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The Brāhmī scripts of Hoq:
the palaeographical perspective

2.0. Introduction: Some preliminary methodological remarks

With the exception of one Kharoṣṭhī inscription (16:13) all Indian epigraphs of Hoq are 
carried out in a variety of Brāhmī. A discussed above (ch. 1), most of them belong to 
the genre of unofficial graffiti. This genre influences of course also the scripts used in 
them. The inscriptions of Hoq are not the products of official and well-trained scribes 
but of private persons, mostly merchants and seamen, who in many cases just left their 
signatures in the usual genitive case. 

Due to this specific genre the majority of the attested scripts is characterised by an 
extraordinarily high degree of individuality and cursivity, in some cases also by cor-
ruptions. This last feature especially can also be explained by the problematic external 
conditions under which these epigraphs were produced. Proper writing was not only 
complicated by the difficult surface of the rocks and stalagmites but also by the absolute 
darkness. The visitors had only small torches at their disposal remains of which were 
discovered in the vicinity of inscribed sites. Another factor is the inappropriate writ-
ing tools used  for these inscriptions (cf. above ch. 1). The corruptions caused by these 
factors and the specific genre of the texts require some methodological considerations 
before starting their palaeographical analysis which has to determine the chronological 
and geographical relationship of the Hoq scripts with those varieties of Brāhmī which 
were in use in religious or official stone and copper-plate epigraphs in India proper. 

The consequences for palaeographical dating which result from the differences of 
genres were dealt with by K.V. Ramesh who shaped the terms “settled and stylized 
‘urban’ writing” and “‘rural’ or rustic paleography” (1984: 58–59). According to him, 
inscriptions in the “rural” style appear to be younger than those written in the “urban” 
style. A palaeographical dating of a record therefore has to consider not only the “dynas-
tic, regional or religious influence” but also the nature or genre of the respective inscrip-
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tion. He concludes, that “the suggested date must always be taken to represent the date 
so suggested + or – 100 years” (1984: 62). One can interprete this statement as a kind 
of discouragement with regard to the reliability of palaeographical dating (e.g. Salomon 
1998: 170). On the other hand, it is also possible to stress its positive message: if the tool 
of palaeographical dating is applied with the necessary caution considering the complex 
character of a text as the product of an individual in a given historical, regional and cul-
tural context it is in the position to provide reliable results, of course within the limits 
which are determined by the character of both the source and the comparative material.1

The present analysis of Hoq scripts will try to demonstrate such an approach. It will 
establish the relationship of the individual Hoq handwritings – including their attested 
cursive variants – to the formal scripts known from inscriptions and manuscripts of the 
Indian subcontinent considering the differences in genre and purpose and the individual 
features of the scripts. The method for how this has to be done is defined by two charac-
teristic features of the Hoq inscriptions: 

First, most of the texts are rather short and contain only a very limited inventory of 
signs which is hardly sufficient for a reliable characterisation of the script. It has repeat-
edly been stressed, that the evaluation of a script on the basis of isolated letters, the so-
called “Leit-Akṣaras” hardly provides reliable results. Only the comprehensive analysis 
of the script and all its signs and their stylistic features will yield the desired reliability 
(cf. Sander 1968: 41). In our palaographical evaluation of the scripts we therefore opted 
for a “cumulative” approach which considers the scripts represented at Hoq as individual 
variants of a common consistent writing tradition. It is obvious that this cumulative 
method can gain only general results which will indicate a probable time-span and a 
probable geographical provenance for the corpus as a whole. The validity of its testi-
mony for a single scribe must remain limited. 

Second, the majority of scribes do not indicate their geographical provenance. Only a 
few of them can be ascribed to a definite Indian region. If this is the case, all texts point 
to Western India/Gujarat. As a kind of “working hypothesis” a common palaeographi-
cal background of all scripts is assumed. This hypothesis will be checked in a two-step 
analysis. In a first step we will compare the geographically fixed scripts of Hoq with the 
formal scripts of Western India/Gujarat. This comparison will bring forward a chrono-
logical evaluation of the selected part of the corpus. In a second step, the results of this 
comparison will be extended to the corpus as a whole posing the question whether the 
graffiti of Hoq represent indeed a geographically and chronologically coherent corpus. 
In the case of a positive answer the results of the preceding analysis can be generalised  
for the entire corpus and supplemented by additional data. Moreover, exceptions to this 
generalisation can be determined.

1 These limits should not generally be determined as -/+ 100 years as done by Ramesh. Under 
favourable conditions it is possible to obtain more exact results. As an example for such a palae-
ography one may refer to Lore Sander’s ground-breaking study of North Indian scripts attested 
in the manuscripts from Turfan (1968).
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According to these methodological prepositions our palaeographical analysis will com-
prise the following chapters:

◾ The Indian palaeographical background
The evaluation of the regional and chronological provenance of the Hoq material is 
only possible on the base of a comprehensive survey of the scripts used in the Indian 
home land  of the scribes. Since the only geographical references in the corpus point to 
a West Indian origin of the scribes, this survey will concentrate on the scripts current in 
Western India. 

◾ The analysis of the Hoq scripts with a known geographical provenance
The results of the survey are the basis for the investigation of the Hoq scripts. For fix-
ing a reliable chronological frame the geographically determined scripts of Hoq will be 
compared to the respective regional scripts of Western India. 

◾ The palaeographical features of the scripts of the Hoq corpus
Based on the preceding selective analysis, the concluding chapter on the Hoq palaeo-
graphy will describe the individual sign shapes and the general character of the scripts 
represented at Hoq in a cumulative way comparing them with contemporary West In-
dian scripts. Special attention will be given to the cursive features of the Hoq scripts and 
their consequences for palaeographical dating.

2.1. The Indian palaeographical background

According to their general ductus all scripts represented in Hoq clearly belong to the 
post-Christian period. The history of the Brāhmī script after 1 AD is characterised by 
the development of disctinctive writing styles which show clear regional differences 
with regard to their general palaeographical features and the shapes of special signs. In a 
very generalising way Bühler (1962) divided these styles into two main groups – North-
ern and Southern Brāhmī – among which different dynastic styles can be distinguished. 
Although this division is generally useful and can be justified by the emergence of dis-
tinct writing styles under the influence of certain political powers it becomes less helpful 
when areas with rapidly changing political influences and vivid cultural exchange are 
under consideration. Here Dani’s new approach is often more helpful (1986 [1963]). He 
describes the styles in terms of regional features rather than of dynastical affiliation but 
gives sufficient attention to the political and cultural channels through which writing 
habits could spread. 

The geographical data of the Hoq inscriptions and of the literary records concerning 
the Indian-Socotran maritime connections point to the region of Western and Central 
India. Although the scripts used here were classified by Bühler among the Southern 
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group it is quite obvious that they rather represent a complex melange of different writ-
ing styles which are witness of the changing political and cultural influences on this 
vast region which reaches from Kathiawar, Gujarat and Malwa in the north down to 
the Deccan in the south. The history of the first centuries AD was characterised by the 
rivalry of two mighty dynasties which tried to get control over Western India. While the 
Sātavāhana empire extended its influence from the southern part of Western India up to 
the eastern coast of the Deccan, the Kṣatrapa rulers dominated the north, i.e. modern 
Gujarat and Kathiawar. The different geographical and cultural backgrounds of both 
dynasties – the Sātavāhanas had their home in the south, the Kṣatrapas came from the 
north – can clearly be traced in the writing styles which emerged in the changing spheres 
of their influence. Here categories like southern or northern scripts fail to be of real use 
in the palaeographical analysis. It is instead necessary to consider the entire cultural en-
vironment of Western India and its ties to the north and the south to get a comprehensive 
picture of its palaeographical development.

However,  not only does the division into southern and northern scripts create meth-
odological problems. A similarly problematic abstraction is the distinction between pre-
Gupta and Gupta scripts. Although there is good reason to maintain these categories in 
the case of northern scripts (cf. Sander 1968: 48), they are of much less use with regard 
to other writing styles. The emergence of the Gupta empire as an important landmark in 
the political history of India led in the north to the emergence of a distinct style which 
was mainly based on the eastern “Kauśāmbī” script. Other regions, however, experi-
enced their own developments which are not necessarily associated with the Gupta dy-
nasty or its specific north-eastern script. This is also true for regions which came under 
the political control of the Guptas and continued to use varieties of Brāhmī which had al-
ready developed there. In these cases a reliable palaeographical analysis has to describe 
the development of these scripts within their own specific stylistic boundaries without 
generalising terms borrowed from other contexts, like pre-Gupta or Gupta script.

The following brief survey will give a general picture on the development of the 
Brāhmī in Western India from the 1st up to the 5th/early 6th c. AD. It is mainly based on 
Dani’s palaeographical analysis of the respective scripts, but also includes independent 
observations. The short characterisation of the scripts is mainly based on comparative 
tables of selected signs which are assembled from the databank IndoSkript which proved 
itself an indispensable palaeographical tool (2.1.1.4 and 2.1.2.4).

Moreover, this survey aims at the harmonisation and partial revision of the rather 
heterogeneous terminology and classification of the scripts as found in the authorative 
studies by Bühler (1962 [1896]2), Dani (1986 [1963]), and Dehejia (1972).

2 Bühler’s work was published 1896 in German under the title Indische Palaeographie von 
circa 350 a. Chr. – circa 1300 p. Chr. as volume  1,11 of the Grundriss der indo-arischen Philolo-
gie und Altertumskunde. It was translated into English and published as an appendix of Indian 
Antiquary in 1904. This English version was the base of an Indian edition published 1959 in vol. 
1, no. 1 of Indian Studies. Past and Present. The cited edition is a reprint of this Indian edition.
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2.1.0. The development of the Brāhmī scripts of Western India

In its early stage the Brāhmī of Western India is only accessible via different corpora of 
rock inscriptions. Most of them belong to the Buddhist caves in the Western Ghats, oth-
ers are official royal inscriptions found in Gujarat and Kathiawar. Only from the Gupta 
period onwards another medium occurs: copper-plates.

In very general terms, it is possible to divide the scripts used in Western India during 
the first half of the first millenium AD into two large groups which are, however, closely 
related to each other and exercised a considerable mutual influence. The first of these 
groups resulted in what Dani calls “Deccani scripts”, one of the four major regional 
styles in the first millenium AD. The second group comprises the direct predecessors 
of the Western Brāhmī of Gujarat and Kathiawar. It is therefore called here “Gujarati 
Western Brāhmī”. Despite their close relationship and mutual influence many of the 
disctinctive features of each of these groups emerged already during the first three cen-
turies AD. It is therefore possible to determine them from this period onwards as clearly 
distinct script groups. 

2.1.1. Deccani scripts of Western India
2.1.1.1.  Early Western Deccani 
1st c. AD. – 1st quarter of the 2nd c. AD (Early Sātavāhana, Kṣaharāta)

The inscriptions belonging to this group are mainly located in the Western Ghat caves. 
This variety of Brāhmī is represented by several inscription series which can be at-
tributed to the dynasties of the early Sātavāhanas and the Kṣaharātas. One of the most 
characteristic features which distinguishes all scripts of this style from later varieties 
is the absence of headmarks (serifs). While Dani (1986: 93–95) defines three subseries 
which partly overlap each other and share many common features it is possible to sub-
sume them into two chronologically subsequent groups which I call here “Standard” 
and “Reformed”. Dani’s second subseries which is represented by the Karle records and 
the Nāsik inscription no. 18 can be characterised as an intermediary stage which shares 
features of both styles.  

The general development of the “Early Western Deccani” can be described in terms 
of a gradual “southernisation”. While in the beginning the script was mainly influenced 
by northern features, the southern influence became stronger close to the end of this pe-
riod. Thus the inscriptions of Nahapāna and Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi clearly forecast 
later developments by their curving of the verticals of a, ka and ra. At the same time, 
the appearance of many signs was gradually changed by equalising the verticals of the 
akṣaras and by preferring angular instead of round forms. 
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Characteristic for the late phase is the coexistence of older and newer forms.3 All in-
scriptions in Western India which were written in “Early Western Deccani” scripts are 
composed in Middle Indian (Prakrit). 

2.1.1.1.1.  Standard Early Western Deccani
Middle of the 1st c. AD
Dani 1986: 94, Table IX, 1

The first phase in the development of the “Early Western Deccani” is called by Dani 
the “standard style of the Western Deccan” (1986: 94). It is represented by the Nānāghāṭ 
inscriptions (Bühler 1883) and by the Nāsik inscription of Mahāhakusiri of the middle 
of the first c. AD (Senart 1905–06: 91, no. 19). 

This group corresponds to Dehejia’s series I(b) and I(d) (1972: 47–49). Dehejia sees 
a clear chronological gap between both series and places the script of the Nānāghāṭ 
inscriptions – I(b) – on palaeographic grounds into the period from 70–60 BC. Among 
the Nānāghāṭ inscriptions is a label which mentions a kumāra Hakusiri. It was most 
probably written during the reign and on behalf of the Sātavāhana king Vediśrī who set 
up the statues of his parents Sātakarṇi and Nāyanikā and of some kumāras, among them 
the mentioned Hakusiri. Since the Nāsik record mentions the granddaughter of a certain 
Mahāhakusiri, Dehejia places series I(d) around two generations later, i.e. around 25 BC. 

The relationship between Hakusiri of the Nānāghāṭ records and Mahāhakusiri of the 
Nāsik text is, however, unclear (cf. Shastri 1998: 87–88 fn. 93 for further references). 
Equally doubtful is the relationship of Hakusiri to the Sātavāhana king Vediśrī. Both 
inscriptions can therefore hardly provide any evidence for a relative chronology. On the 
other hand, it seems undisputed that at least the inscription on the Hakusiri statue should 
be dated into the time of Vediśrī, who can be quite safely attributed to the time between 
45 and 60 AD (Shastri 1998: 60–61, 111f., 131). A similar date can be established for 
the other Nānāghāṭ inscriptions. Thus the large inscription of Nāyanikā was put up at 
Nānāghāṭ after her husband’s death, i.e. after 45 AD (Shastri 1998: 131). There is con-
sequently no reason to adapt Dehejia’s early chronology. According to A.H. Dani, the 
Nānāghāṭ records are to be dated into the first half of the 1st c. AD (1986: 65–68). The 
latest chronology of the Sātavāhanas seems to speak in favour of a slightly later date, i.e. 
the middle/second half of the 1st c. AD.

The scripts of this group show no headmarks and give no special attention to the 
equalisation of verticals. Its vowel markers as well as the shape of the letters generally 
follows the old pre-Christian style. Contrary to Dani’s statement there is no curving of 
verticals in the letters a, ka, ra.

3 Dani remarked that the scripts of this period in Karle and Nāsik considerably differ from 
each other and concluded that “the older style of writing continued side by side with the new style 
in Western Deccan right down to the first quarter of the second century A.D.” (1986: 95)
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2.1.1.1.2. Reformed Early Western Deccani
Second half of the 1st c. AD – beginning of the 2nd c. AD
Dani 1986: 94–95, Table IX, 2

A notable stylistic change is visible in the Western Deccan inscriptions of the Kṣaharāta 
ruler Nahapāna and his Sātavāhana adversary Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi, i.e. in the 
period between 60 and 90 AD. The Brāhmī of the Karle inscriptions (Vats 1925/26) 
and the Nāsik record no. 18 (Senart 1905–06: 90, plate V.3), which are datable into 
the same period, represents an intermediary style between the standard and reformed 
varieties. Although it still preserves some of the old characteristics – like the old forms 
of a, da, ya and a certain disregard for the equalisation of verticals – it clearly belongs 
to the reformed script. This new style is characterised by a series of innovative features 
which pave the ground for the emergence of a distinct Deccani style. Southern influence 
is clearly present in the usage of curved verticals and in the shape of some medial vowel 
signs like -ā, -e added to the middle of the stem and the ornamental forms of -i and -ī. 
Other features like the equalising of verticals and the clearly marked angularity of let-
ters are characterised by Dani (1986: 95) as influences from the north, in particular from 
the Mathurā style of the Śaka Kṣatrapas. These northern elements are certainly due to 
the dominance of the Kṣatrapas who ruled in this period over large territories in Gujarat 
and Central India and extended during Nahapāna’s rule their territory even down to 
Nasik and the Northern Konkan until they were defeated by Gautamīputra around 77 
AD (Shastri 1998: 145–149). 

Despite the tendency to equalise the verticals and to use angular letter forms, in many 
cases the old forms are retained. Contrary to Dani’s observation (1986: 94 “no head-
mark”) this style shows an ambivalent attitude towards headmarks. While some scribes 
refrain from using such elements, others clearly add small horizontal lines to the top of 
the letters’ verticals. This feature is already pointing to the subsequent mature phase of 
the Western Deccani.

It is remarkable that this new style coexisted with the older standard type. Already 
Bühler noticed that the cave inscriptions show three generally contemporaneous styles 
called by him “archaistic or retrograde type, a more advanced one with mostly faint 
traces of southern peculiarities, and an ornamental one” (Bühler 1962: 71). While the 
first two of them can be identified with the “Standard Early Western Deccani” and the 
“Reformed Early Western Deccani”, his last category belongs to the next period. 

The “Reformed Early Western Deccani” comprises Dehejia’s series II (Karle inscrip-
tions) and III (Dehejia 1972: 65–66).
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2.1.1.2. Mature Western Deccani

A major break in the palaeographical development of Western India is represented by 
the scripts used from the end of the 1st/beginning of the 2nd c. AD onwards. In the case 
of the Deccani scripts this development resulted in the emergence of a new specific Dec-
cani style which can also be determined as “Deccan/ Śātavāhana script” (Dehejia 1972: 
70). It is the direct precursor of the later Deccani scripts which dominated the scriptual 
history of Central India up to the 7th c. AD (cf. Dani 1986: 111, 170–179). 

At the same time, i.e. at the shift from the 1st to the 2nd c. AD, Western India also 
witnessed the evolution of a new writing style in the north, i.e. in Gujarat and Kathiawar. 
Both new styles are closely associated and share a series of common features and were 
consequently subsumed by Dani as varieties of the scripts of “Gujarat and the Western 
Deccan” (1986: 93–97). On the other hand, their notable differences and the fact that 
they form the basis of different scriptual traditions clearly justify their separate treat-
ment. In the present survey we therefore divide these new scripts of Western India into 
a Deccani variety, which is attested among the scripts used in the western caves and 
belongs to the family of the later Deccani scripts, and and a Gujarati variety, which is 
first attested at the end of the 1st c. AD and was the basis of a rich writing tradition which 
eventually led to the scripts of the Maitraka copper-plates. Starting from the already 
discussed records of the early Sātavāhanas we will continue with the development of the 
Deccani scripts. 

2.1.1.2.1. Late Sātavāhana, Western and Central Deccan
2nd c. AD
Dani 1986: 96–97, Table IX, 3+4

While this script starts as a certain melange of northern and southern features (Dani: 
“mixed style”  of Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Pul̥umāvi), soon southern features begin to dominate. 
By the time of Yajña Śrī Sātakarṇī the style is characterised by distinct ornamental ele-
ments like heavily curved or notched verticals and horizontals and ornamental flour-
ishes added to the medial vowels (Dani 1986: 97). 

A transitory phase in the development of the Mature Western Deccani is marked by 
the inscriptions of Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Pul̥umāvi who ruled according to A.M. Shastri 
from 91 AD until 118 AD (1998: 131). The intermediary character of the scripts used 
during his reign and shortly after is clearly shown by the epigraphs of this king found in 
Nāsik and those of his immediate successor, Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi, from Sannati 
(Central Deccan). While the former still clearly recall the preceding variety of  the “Re-
formed Early Western Deccani”, the Sannati style with its distinctive southern features 
clearly indicates from where the new elements entered the Western Deccan. 

This regional difference was only overcome by the time of Yajña Śrī Sātakarṇī, when 
the fully developed Mature Western Deccani style was also present in the Western Dec-
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can. One of the new distinctive features of this stage is the first use of the looped varie-
ties of ta and na (cf. Bühler 1962: 73). The use of the headmark is not obligatory.

The scripts belonging to the late Sātavāhana phase of the Mature Western Deccani 
correspond to Dehejia’s series IV (Pul̥umāvi, Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi) and V (Dehe-
jia 1972: 67–69). 

2.1.1.2.2. Post-Sātavāhana, Central Deccan and Eastern Malwa
3rd c. AD
Dani 1986: 92–93, table IX, 6

The specific Deccani characteristics developed during the late Sātavāhana period and 
applied practically in the whole Deccan area are continued by early Gupta inscriptions 
of this region and lead to the group of scripts subsumed under Dani’s “Deccani style” 
(1986: 170–179) which is more or less identical with Bühler’s “script of Central India” 
(1962: 101–102, plates VII and VIII).  Its earliest representatives in the post-Sātavāhana 
period are found as far north as Sanchi as shown by an inscription left there during the 
reign of Jīvadāman, a relative of the Western Kṣatrapas who lived in the 2nd half of the 
3rd c. AD (Banerji 1921/22b). Other instances of the 3rd c. AD Deccani style are known 
from the Nandsa yūpa inscriptions from Eastern Malwa (Altekar 1947/48), a region 
which already in the Western Kṣatrapa and Sātavāhana period had become a “meeting 
ground of the Deccani and North Indian styles of writing” (Dani 1986: 93). 

2.1.1.2.3. Gupta-Vākāṭaka, Central Deccan and Eastern Malwa
4th – 5th c. AD
Dani 1986: 103, 170–175, table XV, 1–5

The Deccani style from Eastern Malwa was continued by 4th and 5th century Gupta epi-
graphs like the Eran pillar inscription of Samudragupta (Chhabra & Gai 1981: 220–224, 
no. 2), the Udayagiri cave inscription of Candragupta II, Gupta year 82 (Chhabra & 
Gai 1981: 242–244, no. 7), the Bilsaḍ stone inscription of Kumāragupta, Gupta year 96 
(Chhabra & Gai 1981: 267–269, no. 16), the Mandasor inscription of Naravarman, Kta 
year 461= 404/405 AD (Chhabra & Gai 1981: 261–266, no. 14), and the Tumain inscrip-
tion of Kumāragupta, Gupta year 116 (Chhabra & Gai 1981: 276–279, no. 20) as charac-
teristic representatives (cf. Dani 1986: 172–173, table XV.1–3). It has to be distinguished 
from another, virtually contemporaneous script family in Eastern Malwa which is more 
closely related to the Gujarati Western Brāhmī and belongs with Dani to the scripts of 
“Gujarat, Rajasthan and Central India” (1986: 109, 156–161). 

The Deccani alphabets reached their advanced form in the script used in the inscrip-
tions of the Vākāṭaka dynasty. Its most peculiar feature is the introduction of a distinc-
tive square headmark, either filled or hollow, which is also responsible for the alternative 
designation of this script as “box-headed” (cf. Dani 1986: 173–175).
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The following letters distinguish the “Mature Western Deccani” from the earlier varie-
ties (after Dani 1986: 97):

a angular with additional hook attached to the angle of the upper left stroke
ca notched type of the beaked ca
da round backed da with mouth open to the right 
la with long vertical curved inwards

Within the mature phase there are some distinct developments which can help to estab-
lish a more refined chronology. The square headmark is introduced only in the 4th c. 
AD. With regard to specific letters one can observe the following developments:

ṇa/na  From the middle of the 2nd c. AD onwards the flat base of the letters ṇa/  
 na changes into a curve or slight loop. Only with the beginning of the 4th  
 c. the loop becomes clearly distinct.
de From the 3rd c. AD onwards the vowel sign for -e is attached to the top of  
 the letter. 
ya From the 3rd c. AD onwards the ya is written with a curved left arm.
-ya From the beginning of the 3rd c. AD onwards the subscribed -ya is 
 written in its hooked variety.

2.1.1.3. Southern connections

Early varieties of the Deccani style influenced southern scripts like those of the Gurja-
ras, Cālukyas, Kadambas, Madharas, Pallavas and Gaṅgas (cf. Dani 1986: 177–179). The 
earliest representatives of this group are the scripts of Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda 
which finally go back to the Western Deccani found in the Western Ghat cave inscrip-
tions (Dani 1963: 97–99). 

2.1.1.4. Comparative table of signs

The following table illustrates the above discussed development of the Deccani scripts 
on the basis of selected alphabets which cover the period from the late 1st to the 5th c. 
AD. All letters are extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/). 
The dating of the Sātavāhana and Nahapāna records follows the chronology established 
by A. Mitra Shastri (1998: 131, 138–141).4 The Vākāṭaka chronology relies on Bakker 
(1997: 169–171).  

4 For a slightly earlier date of Nahapāna cf. now Falk 2007 (2012): 138. Falk votes for the year 
22 AD as the first year of the Nahapāna era,  i.e. ten years earlier than Shastri’s approach.
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Col. 2.1.1.1. Early  Western  Deccani, Western Deccan

 2.1.1.1.1. Standard Early Western Deccani, middle of the 1st c. AD 

1 1st c. AD: Nānāghāṭ cave inscriptions of Nāyanikā (Bühler 1883)

 2.1.1.1.2. Reformed Early Western Deccani, second half of the 1st – beginning of the 2nd c. AD

2 1st c. AD: Karle caitya cave inscriptions (Vats 1925/26)

3 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscriptions of Nahapāna, ca. 74–78 AD (Senart 1905/06: 78–81, no.10; 82–85, no. 12)

4 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇī, (regnal) year 24, ca. 84 AD (Senart  

 1905/06: 73–75, no. 5)

 2.1.1.2. Mature Western Deccani

 2.1.1.2.1. Late Sātavāhana, Western and Central Deccan, 2nd c. AD

5  2nd c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Pulumāyi, (regnal) year 19, ca. 110 AD (Senart  

 1905/06: 60–65, no. 2)

6 2nd c. AD: Sannati inscription of Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi (119–147 AD) (Sarma & Rao 1993:  

 63ff., no. A1)

7 2nd c. AD: Kanheri inscription of Gautamīputra Yajña Sātakarṇi, (regnal) year 16, ca. 186 AD  

 (Mirashi 1981: 71ff., no. 27).

 2.1.1.2.2. Post-Sātavāhana, Central Deccan and Eastern Malwa, 3rd c. AD  

8 3rd c. AD: Nandsa yūpa inscription, Kta year 282, ca. 226 AD  (Altekar 1947/48: 252–267, no. 43)

 2.1.1.2.3. Gupta-Vākāṭaka, Central Deccan and Eastern Malwa, 4th – 5th c. AD

9 4th c. AD: Bāsim plates of Vindhyaśakti, year 37, 397 AD (Mirashi 1963: 93–100, no. 23)

 5th c. AD: Pāṭṇā Museum plate of Pravarasena II (422–457 AD) (Mirashi 1963: 69–72, no. 15)

10 5th c. AD: Udayagiri cave inscription of Chandragupta II, Gupta year 82, ca. 402 AD (Chhabra &  

 Gai 1981: 242–244, no. 7)

11 5th c. AD: Tumain inscription of Kumāragupta I, Gupta year 116, ca. 436 AD (Chhabra & Gai   

 1981: 276–279, no. 20)

 2.1.1.3. Southern connections

 2.1.1.3.1. Ikṣvāku

12 3rd c. AD: Pātagaṇḍigūḍem plates of Ehuvala Cāntamūla (270–294 AD) (Ramachandra Murthy  

 1999, Falk 1999/00) 

 2.1.1.3.2. Pallava

13 4th c. AD:  Hīragaḍagalli copper-plate of Śivaskandavarman, (regnal) year 8, ca. 338 AD5 (Bühler  

 1892) 

 5th c. AD: Pikira grant of Siṃhavarman, ca. 485 AD (Hultzsch 1905/06)

 2.1.1.3.3. Gaṅga

14 5th c. AD: Beṇḍigānahal̥l̥i plates of Vijaya-Kṣṇavarman, (regnal) year 1 (Ramesh 1984a: 15–18, no. 

5)

 2.1.1.3.4. Kadamba

15 5th c. AD: Copper-plate grant of Kadamba Mgeśavarman, (regnal) year 2, 452 AD (Gai 1963/64: 151f.)

5 For Śivaskandavarman’s date “not ... much earlier than the beginning of the fourth c. AD” cf. 
Sircar 1939: 166.
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2.1.2. Gujarati Western Brāhmī

At the same time as the mature form of the Western Deccani scripts occurs we observe 
the emergence of a particular writing style further north, i.e. in Gujarat and Kathiawar. 
It is attested first in the inscriptions of the Kārdamaka branch of the Western Kṣatrapas 
from the time of its founder Caṣṭana onwards who conquered these northern territo-
ries from the Sātavāhanas either at the end of Gautamīputra’s reign or early during 
Vāsiṣṭhīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi’s rule, i.e. somewhere in the last quarter of the 1st c. AD  
(Shastri 1998: 154). While Caṣṭana’s inscriptions are still very closely related to the 
northern heritage of the dynasty with their rather round forms and uncurved verticals, 
soon the Deccani influence became stronger and resulted in the development of a new 
characteristic ductus. This new style which emerged under the later Western Kṣatrapas 
in the first half of the 2nd c. AD remained virtually unchanged until the early Gupta 
period. Its new mature phase is best attested in the rather comprehensive copper-plate 
hoard of the Valkhā dynasty. Although situated in the west of Madhya Pradesh, the 
scripts used there clearly continue the Early Gujarati Western Brāhmī. Together with 
the somewhat later inscriptions of the Traikūṭakas they provide the direct link to the lat-
est form of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī which is used in the copper-plate inscriptions 
of the Maitrakas of Valabhī in the early 6th and 7th c. AD (Dani  1986: 165–170). A 
transitional position in the change between the early and advanced phase of the Gujarati 
Western Brāhmī is occupied by the Junāgaḍh inscription of Skandagupta which seems 
to have been written in a somewhat anachronistic and archaising style.

The general development of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī is characterised by the 
gradual abandonment of southern features and the overall missing ornamental elements.

2.1.2.1. Early Gujarati Western Brāhmī
1st-3rd/4th c. AD (Western Kṣatrapas)
Dani 1986: 95–96, table IX, 5

The new style which is attested most prominently in the inscriptions and coin legends of 
the Western Kṣatrapas is characterised in its early phase by the following features (cf. 
Dani 1986: 96):

1. Like the mature “Western Deccani” script it introduces headmarks (serifs) which 
occur here in the shape of horizontal strokes, triangulars or circles on the top of the 
verticals. 

2. New shapes of letters occur, which are optionally used and distinguish the Gujarati 
style from the Early Western Deccani. Some of them – marked here with asterisk (*) – 
are shared by the Mature Western Deccani.
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kha  with a prominent triangular base
ta  with rounded appendage
*da  round backed with mouth open to the right
ma tailed variety (rarely)
*ya with left arm curled
*-ya hooked variety (rarely)
ha  hooked variety (rarely)

3.  The verticals tend to be slightly elongated and curved (a, ka, ra). Curving can also 
occur with horizontals (ba). Other obviously Deccani influences are also found in the 
use of medial vowels (e.g. -ā, -e added to the middle of the stem, -o as horizontal line), 
the round-backed ḍa and the simple na and ṇa with bent base.

4. A distinctive feature of the early phase is the absence of looped ṇa and na.

Although Dani persisted that the script did not develop from the above described West-
ern Deccani scripts, it shows a series of Deccani features. He obviously explained them 
as indirect heritage via the Deccani styles from Eastern Malwa. At the same time, how-
ever, he considers the new “flourishes” as “further development from the earlier practice 
seen in the Deccani inscriptions” and surmises that “this Gujarat style influenced the 
ornamental forms of Eastern Malwa” (96). Be that as it will, I see no reason to re-
ject the more plausible explanation that the new Gujarati Western Brāhmī represented 
a combination of northern, among them also north-eastern, i.e. Kauśāmbī, influences 
and southern, i.e. Deccani, features which results in a new distinctive writing style of 
the Indian west. Especially in its early phase it shares many common features with the 
Deccani style. 

2.1.2.2. Mature Gujarati Western Brāhmī
End of the 4th–7th c. AD (Gupta, Valkhā, Traikūṭaka, Maitraka)
Dani 1986: 165–170, table XIV, 1–5, table XVI, 8–10

The transition to a more advanced alphabet is clearly marked by the Junāgaḍh inscrip-
tion of Skandagupta dated in the Gupta ears 136–138 (ca. 456–458 AD).  The script of 
this text clearly shows some features which are characteristic for the new mature phase 
of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī: 

-ā, -e  optional in the northern shape (de, mā)
-i as a circle
na/ṇa  always looped 
śa  with horizontal midline (optionally short)
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Nonetheless there are a number of peculiarities which point to the preceding early 
phase and underline the transitory character of the Junāgaḍh alphabet. Interestingly, 
these archaic features distinguish the Junāgaḍh text from the nearly 100 years older 
Valkhā scripts and seem to indicate the probably anachronistic character of Skandagup-
ta’s script, probably caused by the direct neighbourhood to Aśoka’s and Rudradāman’s  
inscriptions on the same rock. Thus it is remarkable that with the exception of very few 
instances the Junāgaḍh inscription shows the subscribed -ya only in its tripartite variety. 
The modern hooked -ya had already been used in the preceding Western Kṣatrapa pe-
riod, where it was probably introduced from the north. Other early features are the shape 
of the initial i and the optional round shape of the da. In any case the Junāgaḍh record 
shows that the use of these archaic forms was still possible and could have continued 
well into the Gupta period. In view of this evidence it can therefore be surmised that the 
transition from the early to the mature phase of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī took place 
between the middle of the 4th and the middle of the 5th c. AD.

While the Junāgaḍh text still shows some peculiar Deccani forms, the earlier Bagh 
hoard inscriptions of the Valkhā dynasty clearly mark the beginning of what Dani calls 
the “Kathiawari style” (Dani 1986: 111) which directly continues the Brāhmī used in the 
Western Kṣatrapa inscriptions. The Bagh hoard copper-plates were edited only in 1990 
and consequently not known to Dani. According to their dates which most probably are 
calculated in the Gupta era they can be assigned to a period from the (Gupta) year 47 
(367 AD) till the (Gupta) year 134 (454 AD).6 Although historically older they represent 
a more advanced style than Skandagupta’s Junāgaḍh inscription and provide thus an im-
portant stylistic and chronological link to the slightly later inscriptions of the Maitrakas 
of Valabhī which represent the “Kathiawari style” in its developed form. With the help 
of the Bagh records it is now possible to trace the genesis of this style from the Junāgaḍh 
inscription of Skandagupta up to its final shape attested in the Maitraka records of the 
7th c. AD. 

The scripts of the Valkhā copper-plates do not only provide the necessary stylistic 
link between the Junāgaḍh scripts of the Western Kṣatrapas and Guptas and those of 
the Maitrakas. They also connect the scripts of Gujarat geographically with a peculiar 
style which emerged in the 4th c. AD in Eastern Malwa and displays in its initial phase 
a close affiliation with the developments in Gujarat (Dani 1986: 156–161).7 All these 

6 The copper-plates do not specify the era in which they are dated. Although generally ac-
cepted, it is therefore possible that the dates do not refer to the Gupta era, but to an otherwise 
unattested dynastic time reckoning of the Valkhās. This fact does, however, not affect the general 
chronological attribution of the corpus to the 4th and 5th c. AD. Cf. also Schmiedchen & Virkus 
2002: 112. 

7  Cf. Dani 1986: 158: “... southern influence persists throughout these inscriptions. It must, 
however, be remembered that this southern influence is all traceable from Gujarat and Kathia-
war.” Although Dani seems to restrict this influence to the time of the Kṣatrapas and Sātavāhanas 
there is no reason to reject the idea of later influences.  
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scripts clearly belong to the same family and were consequently subsumed by Dani as 
“Scripts of Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Central India” (1986: 109) to be distinguished from 
the above described “Deccani scripts” which were also current in Eastern Malwa in the 
4th and 5th c. AD. They share as a distinctive feature the side-by-side of northern and 
southern characteristics (Dani 1986: 154–155) with the strong tendency to abandon the 
latter ones.  In the case of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī this tendency is not only seen in 
the way in which the diacritic signs of the medial vowels -ā, -e, -o  are attached to the 
letters, but also in the optional use of some distinctive northern letters like e.g. the open-
mouthed ṇa which by the end of the 5th c. AD enters Western Indian alphabets, like that 
of the Traikūṭakas and Early Maitrakas.  

Dani’s category of “Scripts of Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Central India” is more or less 
identical with Bühler’s “Western Script” of the southern alphabets (1962: 99–101, plates 
VII and VIII). 

2.1.2.3. Northern connections

Many of the new features of the Gujarati Brāhmī were introduced from contemporary 
northern scripts. It is therefore necessary to include into our survey at least some char-
acteristic styles from this region. The development of the northern scripts during the 
Kuṣāṇa and Gupta periods was thoroughly studied by Lore Sander (1968: 51–136). With-
out going here into detail it may be sufficient to notice that already from the late Kuṣāṇa 
time onwards the northern styles can be divided into a western (Mathurā) and an eastern 
(Kauśāmbī) variety8. Both styles are continued during the Gupta period. They are distin-
guished mainly by the forms of some distinctive letters, like ma, la, ṣa and ha. 

The differences between the Kuṣāṇa and Gupta period styles are exhaustively de-
scribed by Sander (1968: 95–104, Table III).

2.1.2.4. Comparative table of signs

The palaeographical development of the Gujarati Western Brāhmī from the end of the 
1st up to the early 6th c. AD is illustrated in the table below on the basis of the follow-
ing inscriptions or groups of inscriptions. With the exception of no. 4 all samples are 
extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/ ).

8  Sander (1968: 68) adds the Mālwa style of the yūpa inscriptions as a third variety. Due to 
their close relationship to the later Deccani scripts of this region I have included them into this 
family.
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Col. 2.1.2.1 Early Gujarati Western Brāhmī, 1st-3rd/4th c. AD (Western Kṣatrapa)

1 1st c. AD: Andhau inscription of Caṣṭana, Śaka year 11, 89/90 AD (Gokhale 1968/69: 104–111)

2 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876, Kielhorn  

 1905/06)

3 3rd c. AD: Jasdan inscription of Rudrasena, Śaka year 12(7), 20(5) AD (Bhavnagar inscriptions: 22f.)

 2.1.2.2. Mature Gujarati Western Brāhmī, 4th–7th c. AD

 2.1.2.2.1. Early Gupta , 4th–5th c. AD

4  5th c. AD: Junāgaḍh rock inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta years 136–138, ca. 456–458 AD   

 (Burgess 1883: plate XV, Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no.28 )

 2.1.2.2.2. Valkhā, 4th–5th c. AD

5 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 50, ca. 370  AD (Ramesh & Tewari  

 1990: 4–6, no. II)

6 5th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate grant of Nāgabhaṭa, Gupta (?) year 134, ca. 454 AD (Ramesh & Tewari  

 1990: 57–59, no. XXVII)

 2.1.2.2.3. Traikūṭaka, 5th c. AD

7 5th c. AD: Surat plates of Vyāghrasena, Kalacuri year 241, ca. 490 AD (Mirashi 1955: 25–29, no. 9)

8 5th c.  AD: Kanheri plates of the Traikūṭakas, Kalacuri year 245, ca. 494 AD (Mirashi 1955: 29–32,  

 no. 10)

 2.1.2.2.4. Early Maitraka, 6th c. AD

9 6th c. AD: Palitānā plates of Dhruvasena I, Gupta year 210, ca. 530 AD (Konow 1911/12: 112–114,   

 no. III)

10 6th c. AD: Māliyā plates of Dharasena II, Gupta year 252,  ca. 572 AD (Fleet 1888: 164–171, no. 38)

 2.1.2.3. Northern connections

 2.1.2.3.1. Western style

 2.1.2.3.1.1. Kuṣāṇa, 2nd–3rd c. AD

11 2nd c. AD: Sārnāth inscriptions of Kaniṣka year 3, 129/130 AD (Shrava 1993: 12–14, plates XVII,  

 XVIII, nos. 13, 14)

 2.1.2.3.1.2. Early Gupta, 4th–5th c. AD

12 5th c. AD:  Indore copper-plate inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta year 146, ca. 466 AD (Chhabra &  

 Gai 1981: 308–312, no. 30)

 2.1.2.3.2. Eastern style

 2.1.2.3.2.1. Kuṣāṇa, 2nd–3rd c. AD

13 3rd c. AD: Mathurā pedestal of the Kuṣāṇa year 14, 240/1 AD (Sahni 1927/28: 96–97), ṇa, na:  

 Mathurā pillar bases, Kuṣāṇa year 33, 159/60 AD (Falk 1998, Falk 2000 )

 2.1.2.3.2.2. Early Gupta, 4th–5th c. AD

14 4th–5th c. AD: Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta, (380–415 AD) (Fleet 1888: 1–17, no. 1)
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* The samples for the rarely attested letter  are taken from the following epigraphical records: 

2  Andhau Inscription of the time of Rudradāman, Śaka year 52 = 130/1 AD (Banerji 1921/22a:   

 19–25, no. B)

10 Copper-plates of Viṣṇuṣeṇa, Vikrama year 649 = 592/3 AD (Sircar 1953/54)

11 Maghera-Inschrift der Rāhogaṇā, yavanarājya 1169 (Fussman 1993: 113–116)

Early Gujarati
Western Brāhmī

Mature Gujarati Western Brāhmī Northern connections
Western Eastern
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ka

kha

9  For the disputed chronology of this epigraph see Salomon 2005: 373–374. Contrary to Salomon 
I regard the linguistic and palaeographical arguments against a pre-Christian date of the inscription 
too substantial for allowing an identification of the date with the north-western yavana era beginning 
in 185/186 BC. I therefore prefer the dating suggested by Mukherjee on the base of the Vikrama era 
of 57/56 BC resulting in a date of 59/60 AD which is quite acceptable. An alternative dating based on 
the newly established beginning of the Azes era in 48/47 BC (Falk & Bennett 2009) would result in an 
equally reasonable date of 69/70 AD.
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Early Gujarati
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Early Gujarati
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Mature Gujarati Western Brāhmī Northern connections
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2.2. Hoq scripts with a determined geographical provenance 

The graffiti with a verified geographical provenance are of special importance for the 
chronological evaluation of the Hoq corpus. Although the respective evidence is rather 
limited, it is consistent in its clear reference to the region of Western India or – more 
precisely – Gujarat. Only one inscription (17:2) seems to refer to a region further east, 
i.e. Vidiśā, which is, however, culturally and consequently palaeographically closely 
connected to Western India. Since the interpretation of this inscription is not beyond 
doubt, it is not included in the present survey.

The following five scribes indicate their provenance as bhārukacchaka, i.e. from 
Bharukaccha, modern Broach (see below ch. 5.1.1):

 scribe 55 11 graffiti 
 scribe 67 1 graffito
 scribe 68 4 graffiti
 scribe 72 4 graffiti
 scribe 115 1 graffito

An almost identical geographical provenance is indicated by scribe 19 who uses the 
designation hastakavapravastavya, thus indicating Hastakavapra, modern Hāthab, as 
his home-town (see below ch. 5.1.1):
 
 scribe 19  1 graffito

Although not directly mentioning a geographical place, two other scribes can be quite 
safely associated with the same region. They use the title kṣatrapa which was prominent 
in only a few territories of South-Asia from around the 1st c. BC in the extreme north-
west up to the beginning of the 5th c. AD in Gujarat (cf. below ch. 3.1.5). The general 
appearance of the scripts prevents the identification of the authors of the Hoq epigraphs 
with kṣatrapas from North India (Mathurā) or the extreme north-west. It seems there-
fore quite safe to attribute these inscriptions to those of Western India. Consequently, 
our group of scribes with an attested West Indian origin can be augmented by the epi-
graphs of these two scribes:
 
 scribe 54 2 graffiti
 scribe 103 1 graffito
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2.2.1. Comparative table of signs

The chronological evaluation of the Hoq scribes will be based on the following table 
which compares the sign shapes of the Hoq scripts with some representative alphabets of 
the West Indian Brāhmī taken from inscriptions from Gujarat and the adjacent regions. 
The main alphabets for comparison are those extracted from the two Junāgaḍh records, 
i.e. of Rudradāman and of Skandagupta (cf. above table 2.1.2.4, columns 2 and 4). Only 
if their inventory does not contain comparable signs are other West Indian alphabets 
consulted. 

In a few cases contemporary alphabets from North India had to be included for al-
lowing a more comprehensive chronological perspective. The respective letters are in-
dicated in the following survey by asterisk (*). Although not attested in the alphabets of 
Western Brāhmī used here, it is quite possible – due to the general influence of northern 
scripts –  that these signs were also part of a western alphabet.

With the exception of the Junāgaḍh inscription of Skandagupta and of the Bagh cop-
per-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, dated (Gupta) year 55/56, 375/76 AD, all samples are ex-
tracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/). 

Col. Western Brāhmī, Western Kṣatrapa period, 2nd–3rd c. AD

1 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

2 Contemporary West and North Indian records

ku: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman (Eggeling 1876, Kielhorn 1905/06)

*ndi: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

pu, bha, ma, mi, la, va, sya, ha: Jasdan inscription of Rudrasena, (Śaka) year 12(7), 20(5) 

AD (Bhavnagar inscriptions: 22f.)

*śa: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

śca, ṣṭa: Guṇḍa inscription of Ahirapati Rudrabhūti, Śaka 103 = 181/2 AD (Bhavnagar 

inscriptions: 21–22, pl. XVII)

*ṣṇa: Kankali Tila tank dedication, Kuṣāṇa year (10)5, 231/2 AD, (Shrava 1993: 19, no. 21)

 Western Brāhmī, Early Gupta-Valkhā period, 4th–5th c. AD 

3 5th c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta years 136–138, ca. 456–458 AD   

 (Burgess 1883: plate XV, Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no. 28)

4 Contemporary West and North Indian records

ccha, śa: Bagh copper-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 55/56, ca. 375/6 AD 

(Ramesh & Tewari 1990: 17–19, no. VIII)

ṇa, di, ya, ṣa: Bagh copper-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 50, ca. 370  AD 

(Ramesh & Tewari 1990: 4–6, no. II)

*ndi, *ma: Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta (380–415 AD) (Fleet 1888: 1–17, 

no. 1) 

*mi: Udayagiri cave inscription, Gupta year 106, ca. 426 AD (Fleet 1888: 258–260,  no. 61)
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Hoq scribes with Western provenance
West Indian parallels

Kṣatrapa Gupta-Valkhā
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Hoq scribes with Western provenance
West Indian parallels

Kṣatrapa Gupta-Valkhā
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Hoq scribes with Western provenance
West Indian parallels

Kṣatrapa Gupta-Valkhā

19 54 54 55 55 67 68 72 72 103 115 1 2 3 4
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2.2.2. Comparative analysis

Many of the signs belonging to this group of Hoq scripts occur in a rather cursive shape. 
As the table shows, it is nonetheless in most cases possible to identify them with paral-
lel signs from Western India as attested in scripts from the late 2nd up to the 5th c. AD. 
A more precise dating within this time range is complicated by the fact that there are 
almost no substantial differences between the alphabets of the late Kṣatrapa period and 
those of early Gupta times. Only few signs and characteristic changes can be used as 
chronological indicators which allow a clear attribution to either of the two varieties. The 
main obstacle here is the distinction between differences which are due to the individual 
hand, the status and character of the script (formal/informal – cursive/non-cursive) and 
those differences which indeed reflect a historical and hence chronologically relevant 
development of the general writing style underlying the individual script. 

Due to the cursive character of the Hoq scripts all those palaeographical features 
which are caused by the introduction of cursive sign shapes are hardly applicable for 
dating purposes. This is e.g. true for the looped forms of the na and ṇa and the hooked 
subscript -ya in the ligature sya which clearly represent cursive developments of the 
original basic letters (cf. table 2.2.1). While the comparison of official writing styles 
can definitely provide a chronological evidence on the basis of such features, the same 
procedure must fail if we compare scripts of a different status, i.e. an informal cursive 
with a formal script. In this case only the use of distinct non-cursive forms in a cur-
sive environment can give a chronological terminus ante quem if compared with formal 
scripts. If, however, cursive forms like the looped na are found in a cursive script, it 
is hardly possible to use this evidence as a chronological marker on the base of its oc-
curence in non-cursive formal scripts. According to this principle, the differences of the 
shapes of the ṇa/na and sya between the Hoq records and the Junāgaḍh inscription of 
Rudradāman can be best explained by the different character of the scripts rather than by 
a chronological gap between these groups. Especially in the case of the sya we observe 
that already in the late Western Kṣatrapa period, i.e. at the end of the 2nd c. AD, the new, 
cursive form of sya was in popular use, despite the evidence of the Junāgaḍh records of 
Rudradāman and even of Skandagupta which both prefer the archaic tripartite -ya. 

A further problem for the comparative analysis is posed by the eclectic character of 
the scripts used in Western India which makes it difficult to use special sign shapes as 
“Leit-Akṣaras”. We always have to consider that a spontaneous borrowing from a north-
ern or southern script can occur in any period of the Western Indian Brāhmī. At the 
same time, it is possible that such borrowed forms survive in later, informal varieties of 
the script. Such a case seems to be represented by the variants of the letters ma and ha. 
The examples of ma attested in the Western Hoq scripts clearly go back to the eastern 
open-mouthed type which was in use in the north already in Kuṣāṇa times (2nd c. AD). 
Although its use in Western India is attested only in the Kṣatrapa period, and here only 
in few inscriptions, we have no reason to believe that it became completely obsolete after 
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this time, especially in cursive handwriting. The same is true for the eastern shaped ha 
of Hoq scribe 19 which is also found in the Guṇḍa inscription of Ahirapati Rudrabhūti.

All these differences can hardly give any unanimous evidence in favour of one of the 
periods. They reflect either status differences or individual usages caused by local vari-
ants and give no clear chronological testimony.

For the palaeographical dating of a cursive, informal script it is necessary to rely on more 
substantial features which concern stylistic variants which are not primarily based on 
cursive tendencies. Such a case is probably represented by the letter ś- for which sev-
eral distinctive shapes are attested which seem to bear chronological significance. The 
sign shapes represented among the group of Western Hoq scribes roughly correspond 
to the old type of ś- with round top and vertical middle line (54, 55) and to a new type 
with a horizontal middle line which was probably introduced from the northern scripts 
(72, 103). According to the inscriptional evidence the use of the old type is restricted in 
Western India to a period up to the early Valkhā copper-plate inscriptions of the 4th c. 
AD where it is, however, very rarely found beside the new type10.  By the 5th c. AD it is 
completely replaced by the new type. This evidence allows a cautious dating of scribes 
using the old type (54, 55) into a period prior to the 5th c. AD while those using the 
new type (scribes 72, 103) can tentatively be assigned to a period after the 3rd c. AD, 
although an earlier northern influence cannot be excluded (cf. below ch. 2.3.2.3,  ś-). The 
cumulative evidence thus points to a date in the 4th c. AD. 

Another reliable tool for palaeographical dating can be seen in structural changes 
which affect the general character of the script as a whole. In the case of the development 
of the western alphabets such a structural change occured with regard to the method of 
vocalisation. While the Kṣatrapa period scripts clearly preferred the southern (Deccani) 
type, the later scripts completely left this system and adhered to the northern method. 

ro (scribes 54, 67):  The shape of the ro clearly goes back to the typical Deccani ro with 
the left stroke added to the top of the letter and the right one attached to its middle. This 
type of ro is found already in Karle (cf. fig. 1 below, column 1) and continued to be used 
in the Deccani alphabets up to the 3rd c. AD (column 3). Although it can occasionally 
be traced in later southern inscriptions (column 6), in the north it obviously became 
obsolete. Among the Gujarati alphabets it is only found in the Western Kṣatrapa pe-
riod (column 2). The Valkhā copper-plates and the Junāgaḍh inscription of Skandagupta 
(columns 4+5) already show the typical northern shape of this letter. According to this 
evidence the letter ro of the Bhārukacchaka scribes should indicate a date prior to the 
fourth c. AD, most probably in the period from the late 1st till the 3rd c. AD.

10  Out of the 32 copper-plates contained in the edition by Ramesh & Tewari (1990) only two  
4th c. documents show this early śa: plate 8, line 9 (Gupta (?) years 55/56 = 375/6 AD), plate 13, 
line 10 (Gupta (?) year 59 = 379 AD).
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With the exception of nos. 4 and 5,  the letters in the illustrating table below are extracted 
from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/). Grey shade in the field con-
taining the inscription number indicates the conformity of sign shapes.

Col. Western and Deccani Brāhmī

1 1st c. AD: Karle caitya cave inscriptions (Vats 1925/26: 325–29)

2 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

3 3rd c. AD: Nandsa yūpa inscription, Kta year 282, ca. 226 AD  (Altekar 1947/48: 252–267, no.  

 43)

4 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate inscription of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 47, ca. 367 AD (Ramesh &  

 Tewari 1990: 1–3, no. I)

5  5th c. AD: Junāgaḍh rock inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta years 136–138, ca. 456–458 AD   

 (Burgess 1883: plate XV, Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no. 28)

 Southern contemporaries

6 4th c. AD: Hīragaḍagalli copper-plate of Śivaskandavarman, (regnal) year 8, ca. 338 AD (Bühler  

 1892)

7 5th c. AD: Pikira grant of Siṃhavarman, (regnal) year 5, ca. 485 AD (Hultzsch 1905/06)

 Northern contemporaries

8  2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

9  4th c. AD: Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta (380–415 AD) (Fleet 1888: 1–17, no. 1)

Hoq scribes Western and Deccani Brāhmī Southern Northern

54 67 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

c. AD 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 4th 5th 2nd 4th

no (scribe 55): The same observation can be applied to the medial -o as used in combi-
nation with the consonant sign n-. Again the Hoq scribes prefer the Deccani style (cf. 
fig. 2 below, columns 2+3) which became obsolete in Western India after the Kṣatrapa 
period (columns 4+5). The same type of no has an old history and is already found in 
some Mauryan inscriptions (column 1). It remained prevalent in the north up to the pre-
Kuṣāṇa period (column 6) after which it was replaced by the winged northern type (col-
umn 7). Although the old no continued to be in use in some southern alphabets (column 
8), a Western scribe using it should be dated prior to the 4th c. AD. 

Fig. 1: Table illustrating the letter ro and its parallels
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With the exception of Skandagupta’s Junāgaḍh inscription (column 5) all samples 
in the table below are extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-berlin.
de/~falk/).

Col. Aśokan Brāhmī

1 3rd c. BC: Aśokan Girnār rock edict (Hultzsch 1925: 1–27, pl. 4, 10, 14)

 Western and Deccani Brāhmī

2 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇī, (regnal) year 24, ca. 84 AD (Senart  

 1905/06: 73–75, no. 5) 

3 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

4 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate inscription of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 47, ca. 367 AD (Ramesh &  

 Tewari 1990: 1–3, no. I)

5 5th c. AD: Junāgaḍh rock inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta years 136–138, ca. 456–458 AD    

 (Burgess 1883: plate XV, Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no. 28)

 Northern contemporaries

6 1st c. AD: Jamalpur slab of Soḍāsa (Lüders 1961: 99, no. 64)

7 2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

 Southern contemporaries

8 4th c. AD: Hīragaḍagalli copper-plate of Śivaskandavarman, (regnal) year 8, 338 AD (Bühler   

 1892) 

Hoq Western and Deccani Brāhmī Northern Southern

55 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c. AD -3rd 1st 2nd 4th 5th 1st 2nd 4th

nno

Summarising the evidence of the small group of inscriptions with a clear Western prov-
enance it can be concluded that their scripts generally represent cursive variants of the 
Gujarati Western Brāhmī as used in Western India between the Western Kṣatrapa up 
to the early Gupta period, i.e. between the late 2nd c. AD and 5th c. AD. In the case of 
some signs (śa, no, ro) it seems possible to narrow down this range to a terminus ante 
quem prior to the 5th or even 4th c. AD. Allowing for a certain grey area due to the non-
conformity of formal and informal writing, which includes the possibility that obsolete 
sign-shapes could survive in informal writing for at least some decades, a general date 
between the late 2nd and the 4th c. AD. should do justice to the entire group.

Fig. 2: Table illustrating the letter no and its parallels
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2.3. The Brāhmī scripts of Hoq 

2.3.1. Comprehensive table of representative signs

According to the suggested cumulative approach the analysis of the Hoq scripts is done 
on the basis of a representative selection of distinctive signs which are compiled in the 
table below.

The Brāhmī scripts of Hoq
Individual signs

a/ā

10 100 107 ā     21 ā     76 ā     94

(c)ch-

55 67 68 115

i, 

64 102 88

j-

8      60 80 -e   17 -e 105

 

k-

19 26 49 -u   27 -u   54 -o   35

ṭ-/ 
(ṭ)ṭh-

26 -i      3 90 -i     23

 

kh-

8 95 -ā     5 -u   22

ḍ-

5 43 -i    28

 

g-

2 35 -o   81

ṇ-

4 -i    73 -i    81 -o    36 -o   94

 

gh-

8 19 35 113 -o   15 -o   48

t-

35 46 -o    81

 

ṅ-

-gi  35  96

th-

-ū   77

 

c-

95 -e   21 -o     5 -o   28

d-

32 101 -ā   22 -ā   45 -e   73 -e   79
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dh-

33 60 -i  105

 
l-

-i      5 -i    43 -i    49 -i    71

n-

19 31 48 -ā    55 -i      2 -o   55

 

r-

1 35 -ā   24 -ā  106 -u   67 -o   67

 

p-

74 -u     3 -u   43 -ū   47 -ū   88 -o   54

v-

19 48 71 78 -ā     1 -i    31

 

b-

-u   50 -u   97 -o   43 -i    33 -i    93 -i  116 -     66

 

bh-

54 58 79 107 -ū   31 -ū   95

ś-

   55    64    66 86 -i    48 -i    56

 

m-

67 94 -ā   27 -ā   54 -ā   54 -ā  100 -u   42 -u   92 -ū   72 -e    55 -ai  24 -o  61

 
-i    54   -i  54 -ī  117 -u   81 -u   95 -ū   16

ṣ-

48 88    88    88 -u   36

 

y-

14 19 35 60 60 80

s-

64 95 -m  113 -i     38 -u   81 -ū   21

 
80 93 95 97 115 -ā   70

h-

19 34 38 81 -u   93

 

l-

16 28 47 59 77 -ā   43

l̥-

-ā   35

-ṃ

31 58

-ḥ

48
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The Brāhmī scripts of Hoq
Ligatures

kṣa

54

ṅgi

35

ṅgha

96

ccha

67 68 115

ṭṭi

54 58

 

ṭṭhi

23

tta

84

tya

   84     100

tr-

-a   43 -o     3 -o   34 -o   58

dda

   22

ddha

50 97

dr-

-a     9 -a   48 -a 117 -e   71

dva

  35

dhru

  78

nti

  101

ndi

48 72

ndra

71 106

nye

47

pt-

-a     9 -aḥ 48 -o    55 -o   60

ppa

  40

pr-

-a   19 -a    33 - ā  16 -ā   48 -ā   95

rṇṇa

 73

rmm-

-a   34 -ā   35 -o   33

rya

  74

ryya

   21    67

lla

  34

śca

   54    54

śr-

 -a   78 -a   94 -ī      3

śr-

-ī    21

śva

   102

ṣṭha

   105

ṣṇu

   17    32  41 54 55 67 68

ṣpu

   70

skaṃ

   31   58

sta

   19

sya

   1    45  55 55 55 72

sya

   73    78  80 88 101

Numerals 4

53

50

53

100

53
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2.3.2. Comparative description of individual signs

As the comparative analysis will show, the observations made on the base of the 
Bhārukacchaka/Hastakavapra group of Hoq scripts are confirmed by the corpus as a 
whole. The general underlying script of nearly all the individual hands represented at 
Hoq is the Western Gujarati Brāhmī of the Western Kṣatrapa – Early Gupta period with 
a few noticeable exceptions. The Hoq scripts are therefore mainly compared with the 
West Indian varieties of Brāhmī taking into account, however, parallel developments in 
North and South India. Special attention is given to signs which are attested in differ-
ent variants or are important for the geographical and chronological evaluation of the 
corpus. 

For the methodological guide-lines with regard to cursive signs and their stylistic and 
chronological relationship to formal scripts cf. above ch. 2.2.2.

2.3.2.1. Initial vowels

a: The shape of the initial a/ā corresponds to that of the Western Indian alphabets. The 
a is attested with both a curved and uncurved prolonged vertical. 

i: The initial i allows some conclusions about the date of the corpus. Its shape as three 
small strokes arranged as a triangle with two strokes on the left and one on the right side 
finds a close parallel in the i as used in the Deccani Brāhmī up to the post-Sātavāhana 
period (table 2.1.1.4, columns 2,3,8) and in the Gujarati Western Brāhmī up to Skan-
dagupta’s Junāgaḍh inscription where, however, the arrangement of the dots differs from 
that found in the preceding period (table 2.1.2.4, columns 2–4). The writing of the dots 
as small horizontal strokes as found in the Hoq specimens can also be observed among 
the Western Kṣatrapa records (cf. Burgess 1883: plate V, lines 11, 14, 14) and can be 
perceived as a contemporaneous – probably cursive – variant without chronological sig-
nificance (cf. below -ṃ, -ḥ).

This three-dot/stroke type of i became obsolete in Western India after the time of 
Skandagupta. Hence the Hoq scripts using this i can quite safely be dated into a pe-
riod ending in the 5th c. AD. The supposedly anachronistic character of Skandagupta’s 
Junāgaḍh alphabet (cf. above 2.1.2.2) and the fact that the 4th c. AD Valkhā copper-
plates already use the more advanced type of the initial i might narrow down this time 
span to the 4th c. AD.

: The cross-sign for the initial  is first found in the inscriptions of the Western Kṣatrapas 
of the 2nd c. AD and contemporary Kuṣāṇa records (table 2.1.2.4, columns 2, 11, Dani 
1986: 83). Its introduction into Brāhmī can be connected with the use of Sanskrit as a 
written language.
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2.3.2.2. Medial vowels
 
-ā: The medial -ā is usually added as a small horizontal bar to the upper right of the 
basic sign. In some cases it is attached to the middle of the sign: mā, rā, lā. In the case of 
lā this method is obviously caused by the extension of the vertical. It is regularly found 
in scripts where the la with a long vertical is used. The mā, however, is a typical southern 
sign with a regionally more restricted use. The sign tentatively read as rā could belong 
to the same category. It is, however, not possible to draw any chronological conclusions 
out of this evidence. Cf. for further comments below m-, r-.

-i: The medial -i shows two varieties. The more frequent one (e.g. ṇi 81, dhi 105) consists 
of a curved line to the left on the top of the letter. The other variety (ṭi 3, ṭṭhi 23, si 38) – 
a small circle on the top of the letter – corresponds to the southern shape of this device 
which became typical for the Deccani and Gujarati Western Brāhmī from the 4th–5th c. 
onwards (cf. above tables 2.1.1.4 + 2.1.2.4, si). It can therefore be suggested that graffiti 
using this type of medial -i can be dated after the 3rd c. AD.

-ī: The medial -ī is designated by an curled up curve on the top of the letter. It is opened 
to the left or right (mī 117, śrī 3, 21).  

-u: The medial -u is found either in its uncurved vertical variety (pu 43) or with a curved 
tip (khu 22, pu 3). Both varieties are attested in the Deccani and Gujarati Western Brāhmī 
of different periods (cf. above tables 2.1.1.4 + 2.1.2.4, pu). 

-ū: Beside the usual -ū as found in pū (89, not in the table, see 14:9) and mū (16) the Hoq 
scripts apply a special shape which seems to be peculiar to the cursive style of Western 
India as attested here. It is written as a curve to the right attached to the bottom of the 
letter. This -ū was used by several scribes and cannot be classified as an individual fea-
ture: pū (47), bhū (31, 95), śū (42), sū (21). In the case of bhū and śū its shape cannot be 
distinguished from bhu and śu.

-: The medial - is attested only once in the ligature v (66). It is formed by a curve 
open to the right attached to the bottom of the akṣara. This shape is typical for southern 
scripts and was used in the Deccani and Gujarati Western Brāhmī throughout their de-
velopment. It is distinctively different from the northern shape which during the Kuṣāṇa 
period developed into a curve open to the left.11 The use of this type of - at Hoq can 
therefore be regarded as distinct geographical marker pointing to a non-northern alpha-
bet.

11  For the northern development of the - up to the Gupta period cf. Sander 1968: 64–65, Tafel I.
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The table below (fig. 3) illustrates the relationship of the Hoq sign with Western alpha-
bets and their contemporaries. The signs are extracted from the IndoSkript database 
(userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/).

Col.  Western and Deccani Brāhmī

1 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Nahapāna, years 42–45,  74–77 AD (Senart 1905/06: 82–85, no. 12) 

2 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

3 3rd c. AD: Nandsa yūpa inscription, Kta year 282, ca. 226 AD  (Altekar 1947/48: 252–267, no. 43)

4 5th c. AD: Tumain inscription of Kumāragupta, Gupta year 116, ca. 435 AD (Chhabra & Gai   

 1981: 276–279, no. 20)

 Southern contemporaries

5 4th c. AD: Kadamba Chandravalli inscription, ca. 320–420 AD (Rajashekharappa 1990)

6 5th c. AD: Pikira grant of Siṃhavarman, (regnal) year 5, ca. 485 AD (Hultzsch 1905/06)

 Northern contemporaries

7 2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

8 5th c. AD: Indore copper-plate inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta year 146, ca. 466 AD   

 (Chhabra & Gai 1981: 308–32, no. 30)

Hoq Western and Deccani Brāhmī Southern Northern

66 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c. AD 1st 2nd 3rd 5th 4th 5th 2nd 5th

d

-e:  The e-diacritic is generally used in the inherited way by adding a horizontal stroke to 
the left of the letter’s top (ce 21, śe 55). As in the case of -ā this stroke can alternatively be 
attached to the middle of the sign ( je 105, de 73, 79). For the chronological significance 
of the shape of de cf. below d-.  Occasionally the northern -e with a slanting vertical to 
the left is found (je 17).

-ai: The medial -ai is attested only in the handwriting of one scribe (śai 24). It has the 
northern shape which penetrated Western India in the Western Kṣatrapa period. Due to 
other features of his handwriting it is probable that scribe 24 was of northern origin (cf. 
below l-, ś-).

Fig. 3: Table illustrating the letter v and its parallels
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-o: Usually the old type of -o consisting of a horizontal stroke on the letter’s top is found 
(go 81, śo 61). This shape is in cases where a letter is supposed to have a horizontal 
headmark (e.g. k-) almost indistinguishable from its non-vocalised form (ko 35). Only 
occasionally the winged northern -o is found (to 81). Its use can also be observed in some 
Western Kṣatrapa inscriptions. Cf. e.g. the Guṇḍa inscription of Ahirapati Rudrabhūti, 
Śaka year 103, 181/182 AD:  (IndoSkript ← Bhavnagar inscriptions: 21–22, pl. XVII)

Of particular chronological importance are the southern shapes of no and ro (cf. 
above ch. 2.2.2).

2.3.2.3. Consonants

k-: As in the case of the initial a the k- is found with and without curved vertical. Also 
the use of the headmark is optional.

kh-: The kh- is attested in two varieties: the Deccani type (95) with the prominent upper 
hook (cf. above table 2.1.1.4, columns 3–7) beside the typical northern kh- with its prom-
inent triangular base. Both varieties were in contemporaneous use in Western India.

ṅ-: This letter is only attested in the ligatures ṅgi and  ṅgha. Like in the case of initial  
its introduction into the Brāhmī script is closely connected with the Sanskritisation of 
the language and can be dated into the period after the 1st c. AD (Dani 1986: 83f.).

(c)ch-: As expected the shape of (c)ch- largely corresponds to that of the Gujarati West-
ern Brāhmī throughout its history (cf. tables 2.1.2.4 + 2.2.1). Due to the cursive character 
of the scripts the sign is attested in slightly varying shapes. 

j-: The different shapes of the j- bear witness of different writing habits. While some 
scribes wrote this letter like an inverted Arabic numeral “3” (scribe 17) others added the 
middle bar in a second step. The differences observed here are consequently mainly due 
to individual usage.

ṇ-: The usual shape of the retroflex nasal is identical with that found in the Western 
Deccani and the Gujarati Western Brāhmī in the late Western Kṣatrapa and early Gupta 
periods. In most cases it is written in a cursive form with a looped base which entered the 
formal scripts of Western India only in the Gupta period. For the palaeographical dating 
of the cursive Hoq scripts this difference is, however, of no significance. 

More distinct is the open-mouthed ṇ- of scribe 81 which is typical for the north. It is 
also used in the ligature ṣṇu as written by scribes 32 and 41. Although this shape was al-
ready known in the eastern alphabets in late Kuṣāṇa times, it became more prominent in 
the Gupta period as one of the typical Gupta “Leit-Akṣaras”. According to the epigraphi-
cal evidence it was occasionally used in the Western Gujarati Brāhmī from the end of the 
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5th c. AD onwards (cf. table 2.1.2.4, columns 8+10). However, an earlier use in informal 
writing is highly probable – especially in ligatures, but also as isolated letter. Inscrip-
tions from the south show that this form occured there much earlier. Already Ikṣvāku 
and Pallava records of the 3rd and 4th c. AD contain this peculiar open-mouthed ṇ- (cf. 
table 2.1.1.4, columns 12+13). 

As the use of the old m- (mu, table 4) suggests, the script of scribe 81 which contains 
this open-mouthed ṇ- cannot be attributed to a northern Gupta alphabet. Most probably 
it therefore represents a variety of an eclectic Western Brāhmī script. According to the 
evidence from North and South India such an alphabet could have been in use some time 
after the late 2nd c. AD. Since the language used in the texts of this scribe is Middle 
Indian we should expect a date not after the 4th c. AD.

th-: The th- with a horizontal stroke is found from the middle of the 4th c. AD onwards 
all over India (cf. Bühler 1962: plates II and VIII). This shape can be best explained as 
the adaptation of a cursive form. Its use in an earlier informal script is therefore possible 
and cannot provide a precise chronological argument.

d-: The different shapes of the letter d- provide one of the few cases where a clear dia-
chronic relationship between some Hoq epigraphs can be established. The d- of scribe 
101 clearly represents the round type with its mouth open to the left, which is typical 
for the pre-Christian period but was also in use in the Standard Early Western Deccani 
of the 1st c. AD.  It is therefore highly probable that the graffito of scribe 101 (15:2) can 
be grouped among the earliest epigraphs at Hoq datable into the 1st c. AD. This early 
date is also supported by the use of the tripartite subscribed -ya in the ligature sya by 
the same scribe. The remaining variants of d- can be identified with the usual Western 
angular type open to the right which was in continous use in the subsequent periods.

Chronologically significant is also the vocalised variant de with the e-stroke added to 
the middle of the sign (73, 79). This peculiar southern device was used in the Gujarati  
Western Brāhmī only during the Western Kṣatrapa period (cf. table 2.1.2.4, column 
2). In the Deccani scripts as well as in South India it became obsolete after the late 
Sātavāhanas (cf. table 2.1.1.4, column 5). Scribes using this sign can therefore be dated 
into a period up to the 3rd c. AD. A similar date can be suggested for the dā (scribe 45) 
whose shape finds a good parallel in Rudradāman’s Junāgaḍh inscription of 150/1 AD: 

 (IndoSkript ← Kielhorn 1905/06).

dh-:  The shape of dh- with a horizontal stroke crossing the main body of the sign is typi-
cal for scribe 33.  Occasionally it is also found in other hands, like e.g. scribe 78 (11:34, 
11:36). It probably represents a cursive variant of this letter.

n-: The different shapes of the letter n- are due to different levels of cursivity. The archaic 
n- of scribe 19 is mainly caused by the writing technique. This text belongs to the graf-
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fiti written with mud in large letters which tend to avoid cursivity. For the chronological 
significance of no cf. above ch. 2.2.2.

p-, b-: Both letters are generally written with the characteristic notched left vertical 
which became typical of the Western Brāhmī scripts from the late Sātavāhana and late 
Western Kṣatrapa periods onwards. It is also found in contemporary northern and south-
ern alphabets. Only in a few cases the Hoq scribes use historically older round forms 
which according to their context have to be dated into the same period (scribe 74). For 
pū cf. above -ū.

bh-: The shape of bh- largely corresponds to the broad, notched variety of this letter 
which is typical for the early Deccani alphabets (cf. table 2.1.1.4, columns 3–8) from the 
1st up to the 3rd c. AD. In the Gujarati Western Brāhmī it was in use from the 2nd c. AD 
up to the early Maitraka period, i.e. the 6th c. AD (cf. table 2.1.2.4, columns 2–9). The 
same type is also found in the Kuṣāṇa Brāhmī (cf. table 2.1.2.4, column 11). For dating 
purposes this evidence thus provides an important terminus post quem. Western scribes 
using this type have to be dated into a period after the 1st c. AD. Of special interest is 
the cursive variant attested for scribe 107. For the peculiar shape of bhū cf. above -ū. 

m-: The letter m- is attested in two varieties: the north-eastern open-mouthed m- and 
the older closed variety. The simultaneous use of both types is characteristic for the 
late Western Kṣatrapa period during which the north-eastern type was introduced into 
Western India. As far as one can judge from the epigraphical evidence it became obso-
lete after this time (cf. above tables 2.1.1.4 + 2.1.2.4). This does, however, not exclude 
that it remained part of the cursive scripts of this region. The occurence of this type can 
therefore mainly be used for establishing a terminus post quem. Western scribes using 
it should be dated into a period beginning in the late 2nd c. AD.  Few instances of the 
open-mouthed m- can perhaps be explained alternatively by a possible northern origin 
of the scribe (e.g. scribe 16, cf. below l-).

The same ambiguity can be observed in the way in which the medial -ā is added to the 
basic sign. Again the northern device with the -ā-stroke attached to the top of the right 
arm is found beside the southern method which adds the -ā-sign to the middle of the let-
ter. The northern method was used in all alphabets including the Deccani and southern 
ones from at least the 2nd c. AD onwards. The alternative method, however, is typical for 
the south where it already occured in the Mauryan period12 and remained  in use up to 
the Vākāṭakas. Among the Gujarati Western Brāhmī alphabets it is restricted to a period 
up to the early Valkhā copper-plates and Skandagupta’s Junāgaḍh inscription (cf. table 

12  This shape of mā seems to characterise a regional variant already in the Mauryan period 
where it is found only in Girnar and some southern rock edicts. 
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2.1.2.4, columns 4–6). This period, i.e. the 4th/5th c. AD, should also define the terminus 
ante quem for the present instance of mā (scribe 27). 

y-: As in the case of the j-, the various shapes of the y- reflect different writing techniques. 
Typical for all instances is the tripartite form, in most cases with a curled left arm. This 
shape was introduced into the Western Gujarati Brāhmī in the Western Kṣatrapa period 
(cf. table 2.1.2.4, column 2). Slightly later is its introduction into the Deccani scripts in 
the post-Sātavāhana period (cf. table 2.1.1.4, column 8). Its use at Hoq should therefore 
be dated into a period after the 1st c. AD. 

Peculiar is the ω-like shape of the y- as written by scribes 14 and 35. This shape can 
be associated with the letter as used by some of the Bagh hoard scribes and in early 
Maitraka copper-plates (cf. table 2.1.2.4, columns 6+9). It probably represents a cursive 
variant of the usual tripartite form which entered the formal scripts at a later period and 
cannot be used for palaeographical dating.

l-: Most scribes use the typical southern l- with its right vertical curved inwards. This 
type was introduced into the Deccani and Gujarati Western Brāhmī in the late Sātavāhana 
and Western Kṣatrapa periods, i.e. in the 2nd c. AD (cf. above tables 2.1.1.4 + 2.1.2.4; 
Dani 1986: 97). The length of the curve indicates a date prior to the Traikūṭaka and 
Maitraka period, i.e. prior to the 5th c. AD (cf. table 2.1.2.4, columns 7–10). The south-
ern influence is particularly noticeable in the shape of the letter li as written by scribe 4. 
It closely resembles the li used in 4th c. AD Śālaṅkāyana records: (IndoSkript ← 
Sircar 1963/64).

In only a few cases are different shapes found. The most significant of them is the 
equal-armed broad la of scribe 16 which is probably an import from the north where 
this type was prominent in the Gupta period (cf. table 2.1.2.4, column 12). It cannot be 
excluded that scribes using this type (16, 24) originate from the north. In this case they 
should probably be dated into the late 4th/5th c. AD.

r-: As in the case of initial a and k- we find both the curved and uncurved varieties of 
this letter. The somewhat irregular shape of the rā of scribe 24 can be compared with 
the letter attested in the Junāgaḍh Stone Inscription of Rudrasiṃha of about 200 AD 
(Bhavnagar inscriptions: 17): . Due to the suggested northern origin of this scribe (cf. 
-ai, l-, ś-) it is, however, possible that this shape represents an individual feature without 
any stylistic significance. 

Palaeographically interesting and as far as I am aware so far unattested is the rā with 
its curve bent to the right and the medial -ā added to the middle of the stem. Although 
this shape clearly recalls that of initial ū, the text seems to favour the suggested reading 
rā which has to remain, however, tentative (cf. the comments in the catalogue ad 16:3). 
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The vocalised letters ru and ro of scribe 67 represent cursive variants. For the chrono-
logical significance of ro cf. above ch. 2.2.2.

v-: The letter v- occurs both in its round and its triangular variety. The scripts of the 
Gujarati Western Brāhmī generally prefer the triangular shape. The round variety of the 
v- can therefore be interpreted as a Deccani feature. In the Deccani scripts this shape 
remained in use in different writing styles from the 2nd up to the 5th c. AD (cf. table 
2.1.1.4, columns 4, 7–11). Both varieties can be simultaneously used by the same scribe 
(cf. scribe 81, 14:27). For the shape of the v cf. above -.

ś-: The shapes which are attested for this letter bear impressive witness to the diver-
sity of individual writing styles current among the vistors of the cave. Chronologically 
especially important are those scribes which use the shape of ś- with round top and a 
dividing vertical (= type 1). From the perspective of stylistic history this type was modi-
fied by the gradual lowering of the central vertical to the right or left and the subsequent 
reduction of its length which finally resulted in a variant with a short horizontal attached 
to the right or left leg of the sign (= type 2). In a next step this horizontal was enlarged 
and connected both legs of the sign (= type 3). 

Interestingly, the whole story can be reconstructed on the base of the examples for 
ś- found at Hoq. The third type, however, is attested only in the case of one scribe (24) 
who probably originates from North India as can be suggested on the base of the shape 
of his -ai and l- which are typical for the northern scripts of the Gupta period (cf. above 
-ai, l-). While this new shape became common-place all over India, the old type and 
its intermediary variants (types 1+2) are confined to a rather limited chronological and 
geographical sphere and allow some conclusions about the scribe’s time and space. 

The old ś- (type 1) continued to be in use in Western India up to the 4th c. AD where 
it is very rarely found among the Valkhā copper-plate inscriptions beside the more ad-
vanced type 2 (cf. above the chapter 2.2.2). By the 5th c. AD it is not attested anymore, 
but replaced by one of the subsequent variants with a half or full horizontal line (cf. table 
2.1.2.4, columns 4, 5). A similar development can be observed in the Deccani scripts. 
While the old type is found in the Reformed Early Western Deccani (cf. table 2.1.1.4, 
column 3), the post-Sātavāhana Nandsa yūpa inscriptions of the 3rd c. AD (table 2.1.1.4, 
column 8) already show the advanced form with the half horizontal line which is also 
found in the Vākāṭaka copper-plates. Here the old type seems to go out of use in a still 
earlier period, i.e. prior to the 3rd c. AD. Only in the extreme south does this shape 
remain in later use.

The type 2 ś- is attested both in the Gujarati and Deccani Western Brāhmī from the 
3rd/4th up to the 5th c. AD. In the north this type – here with a half horizontal middle 
line from left to right – is already replaced during the Kuṣāṇa period by the closed type 
3 (cf. Sander 1968: 74) which became usual in Western India and the Deccan only from  
the 5th c. AD onwards. Due to the eclectic character of the western scripts and the grow-
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ing northern influence it cannot be excluded that both types (2+3) were occasionally 
used in the west before the dates indicated by the preserved examples of formal writing. 
According to this evaluation, western scribes using the early ś- (type 1) can quite safely 
be assigned to a period prior to the fifth c. AD, i.e. most probably from 1st/2nd up to the 
4th c. AD. Those using one of the more advanced types with a half or full middle line 
are more difficult to evaluate. Either they reflect a contemporaneous northern influence 
and can be assigned to the same period or they conform to the evidence of the western 
formal scripts and should be dated into the 4th/5th c. AD. According to the available 
evidence the use of type 2 should terminate in the 5th c. AD.

Cursive shapes of the old śa (type 1) are found in śi (48) and śca (54). This peculiar 
cursive form can be compared to the ligature śca of the Kṣatrapa Guṇḍa inscription (cf. 
above table 2.2.1, column 2). 

The following table (fig. 4) illustrates the supposed development of the letter and its 
parallels. With the exception of nos. 1 and 4 all signs are extracted from the IndoSkript 
database (userpage.fu-berlin.de/~falk/).
 
Col. Western Brāhmī

1 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

2 3rd c. AD: Jasdan inscription of Rudrasena, Śaka year 12(7), 20(5) AD (Bhavnagar inscriptions:  

 22f.)

3 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 50, ca. 370 AD (Ramesh &   

 Tewari 1990: 4–6, no. II) 

4 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate grant of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) years 55/56, ca. 373/76 AD (Ramesh  

 & Tewari 1990: 17–19, no. VIII)

5 5th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate grant of Nāgabhaṭa, Gupta (?) year 134, ca. 454 AD (Ramesh &   

 Tewari 1990: 57–59, no. XXVII)

6 5th c. AD: Junāgaḍh rock inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta years 136–138, ca. 456–458 AD   

 (Burgess 1883: plate XV, Chhabra & Gai 1981: 296–305, no. 28)

 Western Deccani

7 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Nahapāna, ca. 75 AD (Senart 1905/06: 78–81, no. 10)

8 3rd c. AD: Nandsa yūpa inscription, Kta year 282, ca. 226 AD (Altekar 1947/48: 252–267, no. 3)  

 Southern contemporaries

9 5th c. AD: Pikira Grant of Siṃhavarman, (regnal) year 5, ca. 485 AD (Hultzsch 1905/06)

10 5th c. AD: Copper-plate grant of Kadamba Mgeśavarman, (regnal) year 2, ca. 452 AD (Gai   

 1963/64: 151–152)

 Northern contemporaries

11  2nd c. AD: Kuṣāṇa inscription from Girdharpur, year 28, 154/5 AD (Konow 1931, Agrawala   

 1963: 138–141)

12 5th c. AD: Indore copper-plate inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta year 146, ca. 466 AD   

 (Chhabra & Gai 1981: 308–312, no. 30 )
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Hoq samples

Gujarati Western Brāhmī Deccani Southern Northern

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

c. AD 2nd 3rd 4th 4th 5th 5th 1st 3rd 5th 5th 2nd 5th

Type 1

55 61

Type 2

64 61

Type 3

24

ṣ-: The letter ṣ- (including the frequently attested ligature ṣṇu) is attested in two varie-
ties: one with a half horizontal middle line, the other with this line closed. In the north 
both these variants were used side by side only during the Kuṣāṇa period.  Afterwards 
only the closed ṣ- is seen (cf. Sander 1968: 75f.). In the Gujarati Western Brāhmī, how-
ever, the older type was used well into the Gupta period and is sometimes even found 
among the early Maitraka inscriptions of the 6th c. AD (cf. above table 2.1.2.4, colums 
9–10). Its occurence in the Hoq epigraphs can therefore hardly provide any relevant 
chronological evidence.

A peculiar shape – perhaps due to cursive writing – is sometimes found in the liga-
ture ṣṇu (scribes 17, 41) where the middle line crosses the sign from the upper left to the 
lower right. This shape can be compared to that found in the Delhi Mehrauli pillar in-
scription of the end of the 4th c. AD ( , IndoSkript ← Chhabra & Gai 1981: 257–259, 
no. 12) where outside the ligature the usual closed ṣ- is found. Consequently, the special 
shape of ṣ- was probably caused by the necessity to combine the basic letter with a lower 
addition. Thus the paper manuscript Kat.-Nr. 1202 from the Turfan collection written in 
the early Gupta alphabet f shows a comparable shape of the ṣ- in combination with the 
subscribed -u. According to Sander the alphabet can be dated into the period between 
the 3rd and the 4th c. AD (1968: 101). The same shape of ṣ- also occurs in the Bijayagaḍh 
stone pillar inscription of Viṣṇuvardhana  ( , IndoSkript ← Fleet 1888: 252–254).13 

13  The dating of this record is not beyond doubt. According to Fleet (1888: 253) its year 428 
has to be calculated according to the Vikrama era resulting in a date 371–373 AD. Against Fleet 
a reference to the Śaka era should not be excluded leading to a date around 506/507 AD. In any 
case the date cannot refer to the Gupta era beginning in 320 AD.

Fig. 4: Table illustrating the types of the letter ś- and their parallels
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It is quite possible that this peculiar type of ṣ- as attested in these ligatures formed the 
base of the ṣ- which is typical for the Gupta Kauśāmbī style (table 2.1.2.4, column 14) and 
could be written with “the mid-line (...) sharply bent down to the base” (Dani 1986: 103). 

On the basis of this evidence it is despite the cursive character of the sign possible to 
attribute scribes using this type of ṣ- in ligatures into a period beginning in the 3rd c. AD.

The different samples of ṣ- are also paradigmatic for the use of headmarks in the Hoq 
scripts which varies from scribe to scribe and even within a handwriting. Thus we meet 
forms with no headmarks all (ṣa 36, 88, ṣṇu 17, 41,67), with one on the left vertical (ṣa 
48, ṣṇu 32, 54) and with headmarks on both verticals (ṣa 8, ṣṇu 55). In the course of a 
cursive development these two headmarks can even be united into a single line (ṣa 88, 
ṣṇu 68). Especially the samples of scribe 88 show that the use of headmarks was handled 
quite deliberately. 
 
s-: The forms of s- display different variants of the typical hooked shape of the letter 
which seem to reflect individual features depending on the way, in which the letter was 
written. While some scribes attach the left arm to a curve open at the top (si 38, sū 81, 
sū 21) others first wrote a hook and attached a curve to the right (sa 64, sa 113). A still 
more complicated shape is represented by scribe 95 who wrote the letter in three steps. 
For the peculiar shape of si and sū cf. above -i, -ū.

h-: As already mentioned in the preceding chapter about the western group of Hoq in-
scriptions (2.2.2), the h- occurs in two main varieties: the hooked form inherited from 
the northern Kuṣāṇa period Kauśāmbī style (cf. above table 2.1.2.4, columns 13+14) 
and the typical Western Brāhmī equal-armed ha with its right arm curving down. In 
Western India the occasional use of the Kauśāmbī h- is attested only for the late West-
ern Kṣatrapa period, i.e. the late 2nd–4th c. AD (cf. e.g. table 2.1.2.4, column 3). But as 
stated above with regard to the Kauśāmbī open-mouthed m- it is possible that this form 
continued to be used in informal scripts of a later period. Its use at Hoq can therefore 
only provide a terminus post quem, i.e. the late 2nd c. AD.

l̥- : This letter is attested only once in the corpus in a passage which is difficult to inter-
prete. In a more or less identical shape this letter is found in inscriptions from Western 
India and the Deccan and in Mathurā from the 2nd c. AD onwards (cf. Dani 1986: tables 
VIIIb + IXb, see also Burgess 1883: 80 and table V).

-ṃ: The Anusvāra is designated by a horizontal line of varying length above the letter. 
This method is usual for the Kuṣāṇa inscriptions of the north but was also introduced 
into the official writing of Western India probably at the end of the 2nd c. AD. While 
the Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman (150/1 AD) uses throughout a dot, the later 
Rudrasiṃha inscription (about 200 AD) from the same place shows the small horizontal 
strokes which are typical for the Hoq scribes:  (IndoSkript ← Bhavnagar inscrip-
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tions: 17). It can be suggested that the change from dots to strokes was caused by cursive 
writing with a pen or sharp stylus where a dot is much more difficult to produce than 
a stroke or alternatively a circle. Consequently the replacement of dots by strokes or 
circles is not appropriate for chronological dating of a per se cursive script. The same 
development can be observed in the case of initial i- and Visarga attested in Hoq. 

-ḥ: The Visarga is indicated by two small horizontal lines on the right side of the letter. 
For the stroke form instead of dots cf. above -ṃ.

2.3.2.4. Ligatures 

- with subscribed -y- : With one exception (sya 101) all scribes use the hooked variety 
of the subscribed -y- (tya, ryya, sya) which is attested in formal scripts all over India 
from the 2nd c. AD onwards (cf. tables 2.1.1.4 + 2.1.2.4). An earlier use in a cursive script 
cannot be excluded, but is hardly probable in the case of the Hoq scripts. A special form 
of sya is seen in the hands of scribes 55, 72 and 88. It seems to be peculiar to cursive 
handwriting and is so far unattested in official epigraphical records.

The tripartite -y- of scribe 101 (sya) is of particular chronological significance. Since 
this scribe also uses an archaic form of da (cf. above d-) he can be dated into a period 
prior to 100 AD. 

- with subscribed -r-: The subscribed -r- is usually added as curved vertical (tr-, ndr-, pr-, 
śr-). In few cases this attachement is uncurved (pra 19). Both varieties bear no chrono-
logical significance in post-Christian times. Special forms which can be used for a sty-
listic analysis are attested in the ligatures dr- and śr-.

dr-: The dr- written by scribes 9 and 48 goes back to a more archaic form where the 
subscribed -r- is attached as a curled extension to the bottom of the letter (cf. fig. 5 be-
low, column 1). This shape was obviously inherited from the Early Western Deccani as 
attested in the Nāsik inscriptions of Nahapāna (column 2), from where it was introduced 
into the Gujarati Western Brāhmī during the 2nd c. AD. Its use came to an end after the 
Western Kṣatrapas, where it is attested in records of the middle and late 2nd c. AD, like 
e.g. the Rudradāman inscription of 150/1 AD (column 3) and the Guṇḍa inscription of 
Ahirapati Rudrabhūti of 181 AD (column 4). The shape of this ligature is distinctively 
different from that found in contemporary and later inscriptions in North and South 
India (columns 7–11). Its use at Hoq thus speaks in clear favour of a date during the 
Western Kṣatrapa period – i.e. between the late 1st and 3rd c. AD – and a Western Indian 
origin of the respective scribes. A similar date and origin can be suggested for the dra 
of scribe 117 which is almost identical with that used in the Jasdan inscription of king 
Rudrasena of 205 AD (column 5).
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A cursive variant which writes the basic letter and the -e vowel sign in the shape of the 
arabic numeral “3” is represented by the dre of scribe 71.

The signs in the table below are extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.
fu-berlin.de/~falk/).

Col. Pre-Christian Brāhmī 

1 2nd/1st c. BC: Besnagar Garuḍa-Pillar Inscription (Vogel 1908/09: 126–129)

 Western and Deccani Brāhmī

2 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Nahapāna, ca. 75 AD (Senart 1905/06: 78–81, no. 10) 

3 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

4 2nd c. AD: Guṇḍa inscription of Ahirapati Rudrabhūti, Śaka year 103, 181/2 AD (Bhavnagar   

 inscriptions: 21–22, plate XVII)

5 3rd c. AD: Jasdan inscription of Rudrasena, Śaka year 12(7), 20(5) AD (Bhavnagar inscriptions:  

 22f.)

6 5th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate of Bhaṭṭāraka, Gupta (?) year 102, ca. 422 AD (Ramesh & Tewari  

 1990: 51ff., no. XXIV)

 Southern contemporaries

7 4th c. AD: Penugoṇḍa plates of Hastivarman, (regnal) year 2, ca. 320–380 AD (Sircar 1963/64)

8 4th/5th c. AD: Kanukollu plates of Skandavarman, (regnal) year 1, ca. 350–400 AD (Krishna   

 Rao 1955/56: 8–10)

 Northern contemporaries

9 2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

10 4th c. AD: Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta (380–415 AD) (Fleet 1888: 1–17, no. 1)

11 5th c. AD: Indore copper-plate inscription of Skandagupta, Gupta year 146, ca. 466 AD,   

 Chhabra & Gai 1981: 308–32, no. 30)

Hoq samples Western and Deccani Brāhmī Southern Northern

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

c. BC/AD -1st 1st 2nd 2nd 3rd 5th 4th 5th 2nd 4th 5th

9 48 117 -ṃ -ā

śr-/śv-: In most cases the subscribed -r- is attached to right leg of the ś- as done by 
scribes 78 (śra) and 3 (śrī). The form with the -r- at the middle leg as written by scribe 
94 is a Deccani peculiarity which is attested so far only in inscriptions of the time of 

Fig. 5: Table illustrating the ligature dra and its parallels
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Nahapāna (cf. fig. 6 below, columns 1, 2). It has to be associated with the related con-
junct śv- which is also found among the Hoq inscriptions (scribe 102). Here again the 
subscribed -v- is attached to the middle vertical. In this case, however, this method is 
not only found in the Early Deccani Brāhmī of Nahapāna (śvi, column 1), but also in 
the Gujarati Western Brāhmī as attested in Rudradāman’s Junāgaḍh record of 150/1 AD 
(column 3).

It is therefore highly probable that this peculiar device of attaching subscribed -r- 
and -v- to the basic letter ś- was introduced from the Early Deccani into the Gujarati 
Western Brāhmī under the Western Kṣatrapas, i.e. in the late 1st-2nd c. AD. How long it 
remained in use is difficult to ascertain, but the subsequent varieties of the Deccani and 
Gujarati Western Brāhmī replaced this method by the more common usage in the 4th 
c. AD at latest (columns 4–6). Moreover, this type is not found in inscriptions outside 
Western India (columns 7–10). 

The use of this type of conjuncts can therefore provide both a geographical and chron-
ological indicator. Scribes using it can be ascribed to the region of Western India in a 
period from the late 1st up to the 3rd c. AD.

The signs in the table below are extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.
fu-berlin.de/~falk/).

Col. Western and Deccani Brāhmī

1 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Nahapāna, ca. 75 AD (Senart 1905/06: 78–81, no. 10)

2 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Nahapāna, years 42–45, 74–77 AD (Senart 1905/06: 82–85, no. 12) 

3 2nd c. AD: Junāgaḍh inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 72, 150/1 AD (Eggeling 1876,   

 Kielhorn 1905/06)

4 4th c. AD: Bāsim plates of Vindhyaśakti II, year 37, 397 AD (Mirashi 1963: 93–100, no. 23)

5 5th c. AD: Udayagiri cave inscription of Chandragupta II, Gupta year 82, ca. 401 AD (Chhabra  

 & Gai 1981: 242–244, no. 7)

6 5th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate of Bhaṭṭāraka, Gupta (?) year 102, ca. 422 AD (Ramesh & Tewari  

 1990: 51ff., no. XXIV)

 Southern contemporaries

7 2nd–3rd c. AD: Koṇḍamudi plates of Jayavarman, (regnal) year 10 (Hultzsch 1900/01b)

8 4th c. AD:  Hīragaḍagalli copper-plate of Śivaskandavarman, (regnal) year 8, ca. 338 AD   

 (Bühler 1892)

 Northern contemporaries

9 1st c. AD: Kosam yūpa inscription (Altekar 1937/38)

10 2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

11 4th c. AD: Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta (380–415 AD) (Fleet 1888: 1–17, no. 1)
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Hoq 
Western and Deccani Brāhmī Southern Northern

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

c. AD 1st 1st 2nd 4th 5th 5th 2nd 4th 1st 2nd 4th

śr-

94

-e -ā -ī -o -ī

śv-

102

-i

2.3.2.5. Numerals

Only one epigraph contains numeral signs, namely 4, 50 and 100. Their function is not 
beyond doubt but it seems possible to interprete them as a date: “(Year) 154”. Since this 
presumable date cannot be associated with any of the surrounding texts we have to rely 
solely on palaeographical dating for determining the unspecified era used here.

4: The shape of the numeral 4 is cursively written by adding the horizontal stroke in the 
middle of the sign as a loop. A comparable cursive form is attested in Kuṣāṇa period and 
later manuscripts (cf. fig. 7 below, columns 11+12) but was certainly in use in other cur-
sive scripts of the same period. On the Western Kṣatrapa coins we find the non-cursive 
variant of the sign (column 5). The numeral provides no chronological or geographical 
evidence.

50: The shape of the sign 50 with its mouth open to the left recalls the archaic form 
used in the southern Aśokan Minor Rock Edicts of Brahmagiri, Siddapura and Jatiṅga-
Rāmeśvara (table below, column 1). Probably due to northern influence, the Western 
Kṣatrapa inscriptions usually show the inverted type open to the right (column 3). How-
ever, the other form was not completely obsolete in the west. It is regularly found on 
the Western Kṣatrapa coins (column 5) and continued to be used in the Bagh Hoard 
copper-plate inscriptions of the Valkhā dynasty in the 4th/5th c. AD (column 6+7). In the 
Maitraka period (6th c. AD) it changes its upper curve into a wave (column 8).

According to the palaeographical evidence as shown by the IndoSkript database the   
use of this left-opened type was restricted to the Western Indian and extreme southern 
(Śrī Laṅkā) areas. A scribe using this peculiar shape of “50” can therefore quite safely 
be assigned to Western India during a period up to the 5th c. AD.

Fig. 6: Table illustrating the ligatures śr- and śv- and their parallels
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100: The same geographical attribution can be established for the sign 100 as used by 
the Hoq scribe. Its shape is peculiar for Western India and can be compared to the sign 
found in the Nāsik inscription of the Sātavāhana king Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇi of 
about 84 AD (table below, column 2), and in Western Kṣatrapa inscriptions and coinage 
(columns 4+5). Although this form survives in later epigraphy, as shown by the “Charter 
of Viṣṇuṣena”, 592 AD (column 9), and Kaliṅga inscriptions from the 7th/8th c. AD 
(Fleet 1962: table 9), the shape attested in Hoq is most closely related to the Kṣatrapa 
form. Moreover, it is distinctively different from the sign used in the Valkhā inscriptions 
of the 4th/5th c. AD (columns 6+7). It seems therefore possible to fix a date for this sign 
between the late 1st and early 4th c. AD.

With the exception of the figures from Western Kṣatrapa coins (column 5) the signs 
in the illustrating table below are extracted from the IndoSkript database (userpage.fu-
berlin.de/~falk/).

Col. Aśokan Brāhmī

1 3rd c. BC: Aśoka Minor Rock Edict Brahmagiri (Hultzsch 1925: 175–178)

 Western and Deccani Brāhmī

2 1st c. AD: Nāsik inscription of Gautamīputra Śrī Sātakarṇī, (regnal) year 24, ca. 84 AD (Senart  

 1905/06: 73–75, no. 5)

3 2nd c. AD: Andhau inscription of Rudradāman, Śaka year 52, 131 AD (Banerji 1921/22: 19–25 (B))

4 2nd c. AD: Guṇḍa inscription of Ahirapati Rudrabhūti, Śaka year 103, 181/2 AD (Bhavnagar   

 inscriptions: 21–22, plate XVII)

5 2nd/3rd c. AD: Western Kṣatrapa coinage (Bühler 1962: Tafel 9, column V)14

6 4th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate of Bhuluṇḍa, Gupta (?) year 50, ca. 370 AD (Ramesh & Tewari   

 1990: 4ff., no. II)

7 5th c. AD: Bagh copper-plate of Bhaṭṭāraka, Gupta (?) year 102, ca. 422 AD (Ramesh & Tewari  

 1990: 51ff., no. XXIV)

8 6th c. AD: Māliyā plates of Dharasena II, Gupta year 252, ca. 572 AD (Fleet 1888: 164–171)

9 6th c. AD: Copper-plate of Viṣṇuṣena, Vikrama (?) year 649, 592 AD (Sircar 1953/54: 163–181)

 Northern contemporaries

10 1st c. AD: Maghera inscription of Rāhogaṇā, yavanarājya 116 (Fussman 1993: 113–116)

11 2nd c. AD: Spitzer manuscript (Franco 2004)

12 4th c. AD: Kalpanāmaṇḍitikā manuscript (Lüders 1926)

 Southern contemporaries

13 2nd/3rd c. AD: Dakkhiṇa-Thūpa Pavement Inscription (Paranavitana 2001: 161)

14 For examples for the use of the respective numerals see e.g. 4: Senior 2001: 204 (Satyadāman, 
Śaka 124, 202 AD), 50: Senior 2001: 207 (Damajadaśrī, Śaka 155, 233 AD), 100: Senior 2001: 202 
(Rudrasiṃha, Śaka 110, 188 AD).
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Hoq

Western and Deccani Brāhmī North South

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

c. BC/AD -3rd 1st 2nd 2nd 2–3rd 4th 5th 6th 6th 1st 2nd 4th 2–3rd

4

50

100

2.3.3. General features of the scripts

2.3.3.1. Cursivity

The attestation of a cursive handwriting in a multitude of individual hands is an out-
standing feature of the Hoq corpus with eminent importance for the history of Indian 
palaeography. In her important essay on the tasks and methods of Indian palaeography 
Lore Sander highlighted the significance of the “individual factor” in the development of 
scripts (1968: 39). According to her this individual factor is especially operative at a time 
and in an environment where writing was frequently used by many people. Only such a 
situation can promote the genesis of a script which fulfils the requirements of everyday 
purposes – a “Geschäftsschrift” with cursive features – which can be written quickly. 
The relationship of such a “Geschäftsschrift” and the formal scripts (“Buchschrift”) is 
characterised by Sander as follows:

Bestehen „Geschäfts-“ und „Buchschrift“ nebeneinander, so sind epigraphische Denkmäler und Er-

zeugnisse der Buchkunst auf Grund ihrer konservativeren Form schwerer datierbar als die Zeugnisse 

schnell fluktuierender „Geschäftsschrift“. Sie bewahren meist altertümlichere Formen als zeitgleiche 

„Geschäftsschriften“ und können deshalb, wenn Inhalt, Verwendungszweck und etwa zeitlich nach-

hinkende Lokalentwicklungen bei der Datierung nach Möglichkeit berücksichtigt werden, als älter 

eingestuft werden (1968: 40).

At the same time Sander stresses that there is no evidence for the use of a cursive “Ge-
schäftsschrift” beside a conservative “Buchschrift” for pre-Muslim India. Consequent-
ly, she admits this side-by-side and interrelationship of formal and informal scripts and 

Fig. 7: Table illustrating the numeral signs and their parallels
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the resulting consequences for their dating only for a much later period in the history of 
Indian writing, i.e. after the 10th c. AD. 

The lack of evidence, however, must not necessarily point to the factual absence of 
this type of scripts. On the contrary, it seems even more probable that the perishing ma-
terials on which everyday records were usually written are responsible for this situation. 
Dani seems to a hold a similar view, but shows a somewhat inconsequent approach in 
his evaluation of the role of cursive writing. In the case of the proto-regional scripts he 
commits that he has “so far found no true example of early Indian cursive writing, be 
it on copper plate, stone, palm-leaf, or birchbark” (1986: 119). Nonetheless he does not 
hesitate to classify namely the influence of cursive hands as one of the major features for 
the evolution of characteristic sign shapes during the first centuries AD (82–83).

As the discovery of the Hoq cursive scripts now demonstrates this approach is com-
pletely justified and can now even be supported by an existing corpus of varieties of 
cursive handwritings. It is therefore perhaps permissable to state that the discovery of 
the cursive scripts of the Hoq corpus opens a new chapter of Indian palaeography. It 
provides the first instance of a comprehensive inventory of cursive handwritings which 
can be related to a more or less coherent style of formal writing. 

While most of the graffiti written with clay use a non-cursive Brāhmī, those incised 
with a stalactite into the smooth surface of the calcified rock prefer a cursive style of 
writing. The use of cursive script is consequently not only caused by the informal genre 
of the texts but also by the writing technique. Only if  these two conditions are fulfilled 
– informal genre and a technique which facilitates cursivity – a cursive script is used. 
The preserved monuments of Indian writing generally fulfil – if any – only one of these 
conditions: either they are informal but prepared with the wrong technique, like e.g. the 
many graffiti along the Karakorum Highway which are chiselled into the patina of rocks, 
or they are written in the proper technique but have a formal character, like e.g. the early 
manuscripts of religious or literary texts from East Turkestan or Gilgit which are writ-
ten in a formal “Buchschrift”. The Hoq texts are the first examples of Indian records 
which are as well informal as written by a technique which allows cursive writing. They 
prove beyond doubt that there was a development of a cursive “Geschäftsschrift” in pre-
Muslim India which contrary to Sander has to be taken into consideration when writing 
an “Indian palaeography”. 

According to von Brandt the typical features of a cursive script are “vielfältige Ver-
formung, Aufbrechung, Aufweichung und Verschleifung der Buchstaben zum Zwecke 
flüssigerer Federführung, d.h. mit Verbindungslinien zwischen den Buchstaben” (cited 
after Sander 1968: 41). In a more abstract way these features can be categorised into 
two groups. The first category comprises changes of the isolated letters which can also 
be characterised as simplification of complex letter forms which allow to write the sign 
without lifting the pen. The second category concerns the methods how the pen lift can 
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be avoided between the letters. I call it “connective writing”. Both categories are repre-
sented among the Hoq cursive scripts. 

Simplification: A number of signs clearly show the tendency to simplify the shape of 
the letter in a way which enables its writing without lifting the pen. The following table 
contrasts some non-cursive and cursive variants of signs as attested in the Hoq corpus.

Non-cursive Cursive writing

ā

21 94 76

pt-

-aḥ      48 -o       55 -o        60

ru

67

ro

60 67

ś-

55 35 -i         48 -ca      54

sya

1 80             55            88

Fig. 8: Table illustrating cursive and non-cursive varieties of signs

Connective writing: The feature of connective writing is less prominent in the Hoq 
cursive scripts although there are few examples which show that it was at least not com-
pletely unknown to the cursive Brāhmī. Generally the connection of neighbouring signs 
is realised by joining their headmarks or vowel markers. In this regard it can be taken as 
akin to the later North Indian rekhā. The same cursive feature is probably also respon-
sible for the closed top of some letters which usually have two headmarks (cf. above ṣ-).
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Examples for connective writing:

9:8 buddha:  , 11:17 bhāru: , 14:14 nāvi , 14:14 yaka .

Despite these few isolated examples, it has to be observed that the Brāhmī cursive shows 
only a weak tendency to join letters. It should therefore be classified among the category 
of “unconnected cursives” – like the Roman or Hebrew cursive –  in opposite to “con-
nected cursives” as found in most other script families.

2.3.3.2. Individuality and diversity

The comparison of the scripts used by the Hoq scribes with the formal varieties of 
the Brāhmī scripts of Western India proved their common palaeographical background. 
Nonetheless the scripts represented at Hoq display a remarkable diversity with regard to 
general stylistic features like the use of curves or headmarks and with regard to specific 
sign shapes. Most of these differences can be explained by individual habits of a scribe 
and have no bearing on the stylistic evaluation of the script. This is particularly true for 
the curving of verticals and the use of headmarks (serifs). While many scribes use the 
typical curved forms of a, ka and ra there are many examples for uncurved verticals 
in these letters. This might be due to a northern influence, but more probably reflects 
the individual preference of the writer. A similar individual approach is perhaps also 
responsible for the different use of headmarks which can be added to the top of letters’ 
verticals. The majority of scribes uses small horizontal lines which are often almost 
undistinguishable from the Deccani shape of the medial -o which is applied in the same 
way. That curving and headmarks are not considered as distinctive stylistic features is 
also supported by the fact that they are used deliberately even within one handwriting 
(cf. e.g. above ṣ-).

Other differences can be explained by the eclectic character of the scripts current 
in Western India from the Kṣatrapa period onwards. The inscriptions of the Western 
Kṣatrapas display a great variety of sign shapes which bear witness of a strong northern 
influence. This resulted in a script which can be described as a melange of southern 
and northern features with an increasing introduction of cursive forms into formal writ-
ing. The scripts of the Hoq corpus generally support this evidence from the mainland 
and provide a multitude of simultaneously used different sign shapes.  Almost all of 
them find parallels among the contemporary formal scripts attested during the Western 
Kṣatrapa time. 
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2.4. Summary: Provenance and date of the Hoq scribes

If a definite geographical attribution of a certain sign shape is possible at all, it clearly 
speaks in favour of a Western Indian provenance. Especially the attested forms of -ā, 
-e, -i, -, l-, śr-, śv-, 50 and 100 clearly point to the western origin of the respective 
scribes (cf. above ch. 2.3.2 for a discussion of these signs). Due to the eclectic character 
of the Western Indian scripts the remaining sign shapes do at least not contradict this 
geographical attribution. However, the cumulative character of the present analysis can-
not exclude that some of the scribes are in fact hailing from North India or a region in 
the south. One of those instances is perhaps scribe 16 whose northern Gupta la and mū 
might indicate his northern origin (cf. above l-, m-). Another possible candidate for a 
northern origin is scribe 24 (cf. above -ai, l-, ś-). 

The discussion of the chronological evaluation of the Hoq scripts as carried out on the 
basis of  the individual sign shapes can be subsumed in the following table. It comprises 
only those signs which allow a reliable chronological statement. The period of the sug-
gested use of the respective sign shape is indicated in grey colour, the termini post quem 
and termini ante quem are marked by ▶ and ◀ respectively.

c. AD 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
i ◀
 ▶
-i ▶
ṅ- ▶
ṇ- ▶
d- (101) ◀
de ◀
no ◀
bh- ▶
m- ▶
mā ◀
y- ▶
l- ▶ ◀
ro ◀
ś- (type 1) ◀
ś- (type 2) ◀
h- ▶
dr- ◀
śr-/śv- ◀
50 ◀
100 ◀
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Most of the available termini post quem can be fixed at 100 AD. The only exception (-i) 
indicates the ongoing activity at Hoq during the 4th c. AD. 

The termini ante quem clearly point to the 5th c. AD as the absolute end of the scribal 
activity at Hoq. Most of them, however, can be attributed to an earlier period, i.e. prior to 
the 5th c. AD.  Considering the generally later appearance of informal scripts in relation 
to their formal contemporaries it seems therefore possible to consider the period up to 
late 4th or perhaps early 5th c. AD as the time of writing activity at Hoq. Only one scribe 
(101) can clearly be dated into a period before 100 AD.

Again the cumulative character of this analysis does explicitly not exclude a later date 
of an individual scribe for which, however, no positive evidence can be provided.

To sum up: With the exception of a few scribes who probably origin from a North Indian 
region the palaeographical features of all remaining scripts point to the West Indian 
(Gujarat, Kathiawar) provenance of the Indian visitors of Hoq.

The palaeographical dating allows to assign the main activity of Indian visitors at 
Hoq to a period between the 2nd and late 4th c./early 5th c. AD. Only one single epi-
graph indicates that there was a certain weak presence of Indian visitors before that 
time, most probably in the 1st c. AD.
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The Indian participants of trade: 

the historical perspective

 
The chronological and geographical information which can be gathered from the formal 
analysis of the corpus in chapters 1 and 2 is supplemented by data from the contents of 
the texts. Here two main sources are to be distinguished. First there is a certain amount 
of information from the personal inscriptions of type 3 which occasionally indicate the 
provenance, professions, ethnic groups, religious status, and titles of the scribes. 

Second, due to the genre of the majority of texts there is a large amount of personal 
names which – when analysed according to onomastic principles – yields important in-
formation on the social and religious stratification of the Indian visitors of Hoq. 

But already the fact of the mere existence of these inscriptions sheds a significant 
light on their authors. It has already been stressed by Gérard Fussman with regard to the 
Karakorum material from Chilas that the short inscriptions from North Pakistan indi-
cate a rather high level of literacy among the mercantile class (Fussman 1989: 32–33). 
On the base of the Hoq corpus, the same can now also be stated for people participating 
in sea-trade. Informal graffiti of this kind thus open up the possibility to get an impres-
sion of the writing skills of people who usually get lost in the course of history: travel-
lers, sailors and merchants. 

There is no need to stress that the information which is provided on the basis of the 
analysis of the present corpus can claim general validity with regard to the participants 
in Indian intercontinental maritime trade activities in the first centuries AD. This wider 
historical background for the evidence of the Hoq inscriptions will be discussed below 
in the concluding chapter on the historical contexts of the Indian material from Socotra.
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3.1. Provenances, professions, ethnic groups, religious and official titles

3.1.1. Provenances

Altogether seven scribes indicate their provenance in their graffiti. Six of them point 
with references to Bharukaccha and Hastakavapra to West Indian harbour cities. As 
shown by the Periplus Maris Erythraei both places were important trading centres in 
the 1st c. AD. 

The harbour city Bharukaccha is known in the Periplus and other Greek sources 
as Barygaza (cf. Casson 1989: 199f.). The Indian form bharukaccha and its deriva-
tive bhārukacchaka are not only recorded in numerous epigraphical records from the 
Sātavāhana and later periods (cf. Lüders 1912: nos. 1131, 1169, Gupta 1977: 63f., Bhat-
tacharya 1991: 94), but figure also prominently in Buddhist canonical texts of the Pāli 
tradition (PTSD s.v. bharu). According to the textual and archaeological evidence its 
settlement started in the 3rd c. BC (Sarao 1990: 56, 132f.). Bharukaccha was one of the 
main trading centres of Western India under the Sātavāhanas and Western Kṣatrapas. 
With few interruptions it preserved this status well into the Muslim period. Its wealth 
resulting from its participation in the maritime trade is not only described in the 7th c. 
by Xuanzang, but also by the 10th c. Muslim author al-Idrīsī (cf. Jain 1990: 129f.). To 
find traders from this place among the visitors of Hoq is therefore hardly surprising but 
supports all available evidence about the significance of this trade centre (for Bharukac-
cha/Barygaza see also Gokhale 1987).

Until most recent times the Sanskrit name of Hastakavapra (or Hastavapra) was 
known only from rather late inscriptional sources, in particular those of the Maitrakas 
of Valabhī (Gupta 1973: 73, 1977: 48). However, its functioning as a trading centre in 
a much earlier period is shown by the Periplus Maris Erythraei (ch. 41, 43, tr. Casson 
1989: 77, 200) and  Ptolemaios’ Geographia (VII.1.60, tr. MacCrindle 1885: 146) where 
the place is mentioned under the Greek name  Ἀστακάπρα/ Ἀστακάμπρα. It can be 
identified with the modern locality Hāthab near Bhavnagar (Yule 1876, MacCrindle 
1885: 150, Bhattacharya 1991: 146). 

Recent excavations at this site have confirmed the epigraphical and literary data and 
showed that the site of Hastakavapra was occupied between the 4th c. BC and the 6th 
c. AD (Pramanik 2004: 136f.). Its importance for trading activities during the Western 
Kṣatrapa period is demonstrated by a large number of inscribed sealings with personal 
names datable to the 3rd–4th c. AD (Pramanik 2005: 108). They were found in a struc-
ture interpreted by Pramanik as “a warehouse complex” (2005: 107).1 One of them men-
tions sv[ā]mi saṃghava[r]m[mā] hastakavappr[ā]dhikāra-2 “Lord Saṃghavarman, the 

1  A short excavation report is now available in the 2001–02 issue of Indian Archaeology – A 
Review, pp. 34–48.

2  The reading is based on a photograph of the seal presented by S. Pramanik on the Interna-
tional Conference “The ports of the Indian Ocean, from the Red Sea to the Gulf of Bengal”, held 
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superintendent of Hastakavapra” referring thus to the same geographical designation. 
This sealing from Hastakavapra and the Hoq inscription made by a seaman from this 
town are now the earliest Indian references to this place name.

As the Hoq inscriptions show, both sites were engaged in the western trade with 
Socotra – and possibly South Arabia – in the centuries following the evidence of the 
Periplus (1st c. AD) and Ptolemaios (2nd c. AD).

Only one record possibly mentions a region further inland. Inscription 17:2 contains 
the word vidiśaka which can be interpreted as an irregular formation based on Skt. 
Vidiśā, i.e. the toponym of the region around modern Bilsa in Madhya Pradesh (Bhat-
tacharya 1991: 311). Although this interpretation is not absolutely safe – a connection to 
videśaka “foreigner” can also be considered – it would comply with the important role 
played by this region in the interregional trade in the first centuries before and after AD. 
An ancient trade route connected the harbour Bharukaccha via Vidiśā with the northern 
centres of Mathurā and Kauśāmbī and further to Pāṭaliputra (Moti Chandra 1977: 23, 
91). The presence of a person from Vidiśā among the traders from the west would there-
fore hardly surprise. 

The geographical information based on the contents of the inscription is basically 
supported by the palaeographical analysis (cf. above chapter 2). Most of the attested 
scripts indeed point to the Western Indian origin of the scribes. In some aspects, how-
ever, the palaeographical data can help to extend our understanding of the writers’ geo-
graphical background. Thus some of the Brāhmī scribes use a variant of the script which 
can probably be located in a more northern region (scribes 16 and 24). The most valuable 
addition, however, is supplied by the Kharoṣṭhī text of 16:13 (scribe 111). The use of this 
script which is restricted to the north-western regions of ancient India, i.e. present-day 
Pakistan, and some territories further north, indicates that at least one person from this 
part of India participated in the Indian expeditions to Socotra. However, the isolated 
character of this epigraph suggests, that he was not travelling on a vessel hailing from 
one of the Indus ports but most probably was part of an expedition from a West Indian 
harbour. The same might be suggested for the other scribes using a seemingly non-
western variety of Brāhmī and probably also for the Bactro-Indian Humyag/Humiyaka 
(scribe 91) who visited the cave.

in Kolkata from February, 23rd till February, 27th, 2011. But see Pramanik 2004: 134 and 2005: 
107 where the respective seal inscription is read as hastakavappradhi or hastakapradhikari. In 
the report published in Indian Archaeology 2001–02 – A Review “seals reading hastakavapra” 
(p. 36) are mentioned. The accompanying drawings (p. 38, fig. 6), however, are hardly able to sup-
port this reading. Similarly problematic is the reading of an inscribed gold-ring as hastiram(sya) 
(2004: 134, 2005: 107) which Pramanik interpreted as a representation of the toponym Has-
takavapra (Indian Archaeology 2001–02 – A Review, p. 48). The photograph of the ring on plates 
30–32 of the Indian Archaeology issue allows the reading hastitramisya, perhaps a corrupt spell-
ing of hastimitrasya “Of Hastimitra.”
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3.1.2. Professions

Only very few epigraphs refer to the profession of the writers. As expected, we find here 
terms which are connected with the business of seafaring. Three scribes call themselves 
nāvika. The term is attested in 6:1 (scribe 31), 10:4+11:1 (55), and 14:15 (93). In its literal 
meaning, this term denotes any person affiliated to a boat and ship (Skt. nau-) and can 
indeed be used in this basic sense in Skt. literature. It is therefore not per se excluded that 
namely such a general meaning is intended when a nāvika is referred to. On the other 
hand, as donations by nāvikas and mahānāvikas in Buddhist monasteries in Andhra and 
references in early Buddhist texts show they are perceived as respected members of the 
society with substantial financial means (Ray 1994: 36–37, 2003: 51). 

Moreover, when used outside a narrative context, as a title or professional designa-
tion – as in the Hoq epigraphs – it is more appropriate to consider it a terminus technicus 
rather than a general colloquial expression. It can therefore be suggested that the term 
nāvika as applied in the Hoq inscriptions does not refer to an ordinary boatman or sailor, 
but was used here in a more technical sense. 

Some Sanskrit lexicographers list the term nāvika among those expressions which 
designate leading members of the ship crew. Thus the Amarakośa (6th c. AD, cf. Vogel 
1979: 309–13) identifies nāvika with karṇadhāra “helmsman, steersman” (ed. Sharma & 
Sardesai 1941: 63, verse 12: karṇadhāras tu nāvikaḥ).3 The same identification is found in 
the much later Śabdaratnākara by Vāmanabhaṭṭa Bāṇa (14–15th c. AD, ed. Sharma 1965: 
44, line 647). At the same time, however, this text mentions the term niyāma as equiva-
lent of karṇadhāraka (ed. Sharma 1965: 44, line 648: niyāmaḥ karṇadhārakaḥ), express-
ing thereby implicitly the synonymity of these three terms. Hemacandra (12–13th c. AD) 
even goes a step further and includes in his Abhidhānacintāmaṇi the term potavāha 
“captain” among the synonyms of nāvika:  potavāho niyāmakaḥ, niryāmaḥ karṇadhāras 
tu nāviko (ed. Boehtlingk 1972: 162.72). The synonymity of nāvika, karṇadhāra and 
niyāmaka/niryāma is also shown by the Paramānandīyanāmamālā of Makarandadāsa 
(ed. Kulkarni 1968: 152, verse 408), a 16th c. author whose work is largely based on 
Hemacandra’s (ed. Kulkarni 1968: 16), and in Harṣakīrti’s Śāradīyākhyanāmamālā 
which was written slightly later and probably made use of Makarandadāsa’s lexicon 
(ed. Kulkarni 1968: 14–16). He lists as synonyms: niryāmakaḥ karṇadhāro nāvikaḥ 
potavāhakaḥ (ed. Patkar 1951: 14, verse 121). As indicated by the Pāli literature, this 
wide range of connotations for the term nāvika is also found in a much earlier period 
(PTSD s.v. “sailor, mariner, captain, ferryman”). 

Another professional designation which is peculiar to seafaring and terminologically 
closely connected to nāvika is found in 11:12 (scribe 67) where the writer calls himself 

3  The discussion of this and the related term niryāmaka is partially based on Schlingloff 1976: 
28 and Schlingloff 1982: 54. The dates of the cited lexicographical works are based on Vogel 
1979.
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niryāmaka. Again the available sources reflect a general ambiguity with regard to its 
exact connotation. In Pāli texts we find a quite generalising understanding. The term 
niy(y)āma(ka) can designate any leading member of the ship’s crew, either the captain, 
the pilot, or the helmsman (cf. PTSD s.v. niyāmaka “ship’s captain”, s.v. niyyāma(ka) 
“pilot, helmsman, master mariner, guide”).4 Other sources are more explicit. Thus 
the Arthaśāstra (2.28.13, ed. Kangle 1969: 83) clearly distinguishes niryāmaka from 
“captain” (Skt. śāsaka) and uses the term most probably in the meaning “steersman, 
helmsman” (tr. Kangle 1972: 163). The same interpretation is also suggested by later 
lexicographical works such as Halāyudha’s Abhidhānaratnamālā (10th c. AD, 3.33: 
niryāmaḥ karṇadhārakaḥ, ed. Aufrecht 1861: 70) from where it probably influenced the 
Medinīkośa (13th c. AD,  niyāmakaḥ karṇadhāra-, ed. Śāstrī Hoshing 1968: 195) which 
mentions Halāyudha’s work as one of its sources (Vogel 1979: 348). It is also found 
in the late Śabdaratnākara by Vāmanabhaṭṭa Bāṇa – besides the above cited equation 
karṇadhāra = nāvika –  (14–15th c. AD, ed. Sharma, B.R. 1965: 44, line 648, cf. above) 
and in the commentary ad  Mallī-Jñāta 66 (karṇadhāro niryāmakaḥ, ed. Roth 1983: 87, 
fn. 28).

Contrary to this understanding, the Amarakośa (6th c. AD) paraphrases niryāmaka 
by potavāha “captain” and clearly distinguishes it from karṇadhāra = nāvika “steers-
man” (ed. Sharma & Sardesai 1941: 63, verse 12).  Other texts  – as shown above in the 
discussion of nāvika – simply identify all of these terms with each other.

 Closely related to their position is Yādavaprakāśa’s Vaijayantīkośa (11–12th c. AD). 
On the one hand he obviously regards the terms  niyāmaka/niryāma, potavāha and 
karṇadhāra as synonyma (ed. Haragovinda Śāstrī 1971: 113, verses 18f.). On the other 
hand, the Vaijayantīkośa seems to interprete nāvika in a more general sense, paraphras-
ing it as nāvāroha “ship-passenger, sailor” (ed. Haragovinda Śāstrī 1971: 113, verse 19) 
or – more precisely –  abdhinaugama “ocean sailor” (ibid.: 58, verse 100).

As this short – and incomplete – survey shows, it is hardly possible to get a more 
precise definition on the basis of the available material. Summarising the evidence from 
the lexicographical sources it seems that both terms – nāvika and niryāmaka – can be 
used to designate either the “captain” or the “steersman” of a ship. Moreover, in certain 
contexts they can even be taken as synonyms.

Following Schlingloff, the reason for this terminological ambiguity can be seen in the 
overlapping functions a captain or steersman had to fulfil in ancient Indian seafaring. 
According to him, a steersman was not only responsible for the handling of the helms, 
but also for the command of the sails and the sailing crew (1982: 54). On the other hand, 
it is of course also possible that these terminological differences are due to the varying 

4  As the Suppāraka-Jātaka (no. 463) (ed. Fausbøll 1887: 136–143, tr. Rouse 1901: 86–90) 
shows, the terms nāvika and niryāmaka (Pāli niyyāmaka) can also be used side by side. Here the 
blind  Suppārakakumāra, a mariner from Bharukaccha, is entrusted by some merchants to navi-
gate their ship through the ocean. According to the text he clearly fulfils the function of a captain 
and is called by both terms, niyyāmaka and nāvika (ed. Fausbøll 1887: 142, line 26).
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geographical and chronological contexts in which these terms are applied. In any case, 
to do justice to this functional and terminological interference, it seems advisable to 
translate both terms here as “captain”, however keeping in mind that this designation 
most probably included the duties of a steersman. 

The meaning of vani used by scribe 2 is not completely clear. But on the basis of 
parallels from contemporary inscriptions from the Upper Indus Valley it seems possible 
that it represents an abbreviation for Skt. vaṇij “merchant” and related terms (cf. above 
1.2.3). 

The function of ārāmika, literally “gardener”, attested twice in the corpus (7:4, 11:30, 
cf. the comments in the catalogue ad 7:4), is unclear.

3.1.3. Ethnic groups

Only two writers add an ethnic designation to their name. One of them is 
Candrabhūtimukha calling himself yavana (scribe 95, 14:17), a rather indistinct desig-
nation for persons who at least originally hail from regions west of India. Their presence 
in Western India during the Sātavāhana and Western Kṣatrapa periods is shown by a 
multitude of epigraphical sources (Ray 1988, 1995). Ray describes their role with the 
words: “In the western Deccan Yavana presence coincides with a spurt in external trade 
and judging from the donations to Buddhist monastic establishments it would seem that 
they were vying for acceptability and inclusion in the trading network” (1988: 322). Ac-
cording to her, the yavanas of Western India are most probably of Greek origin, bearing 
however – like the visitor of Hoq – Sanskrit names which clearly point to their rather 
advanced assimilation (1988: 315).

The other man using an ethnonym is Ajitivarman who calls himself śaka (6:7). After 
their arrival in India members of the Iranian Śaka tribe were originally settled in the 
north and north-west of the subcontinent where they formed a ruling elite during the 
first centuries before and after the beginning of our era (see Neelis 2007). Possibly 
the advent of the Kuṣāṇas forced them to proceed further south where they established 
the Western Kṣatrapa kingdoms of the Kṣaharātas and Kārdamakas which dominated 
this region up to the early 5th c. AD (Shastri 1995: 135–174, Thapar 2002: 217–225). 
Epigraphs from Western India show, that persons calling themselves śakas belonged to 
different social strata of the West Indian society and were active supporters of Buddhist 
institutions. Among the persons designated as śaka in Western Indian inscriptions of 
the first centuries AD are Uṣavadāta, Nahapāna’s son-in-law (Nāsik inscription no. 14, 
Senart 1905/06: 85ff., Lüders 1912: no. 1135), the wife of a gaṇapaka – perhaps “head of 
a guild” – (Nāsik inscription no. 15, Senart 1905/06: 88ff., Lüders 1912: no. 1137), and 
a clerk (lekhaka) (Nāsik inscriptions no. 26+27, Senart 1905/06: 95f., Lüders 1912: no. 
1148+1149). Another śaka is explicitly mentioned as upāsaka, i.e. “Buddhist layman” 
(Junnar inscription no. 24, Burgess 1883: 96, Lüders 1912: no. 1162). The probable Bud-
dhist background of Ajitivarman is indicated by his father’s name Saṃgharaṅgin. 
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It is not clear, whether the designation śaka-śramaṇa used by scribe 94 (14:16) also 
refers to this ethnonym (cf. catalogue).

In one case not an ethnic designation, but the person’s name indicates an Iranian 
origin. Humiyaka (scribe 91) bears a Bactrian name related to Iranian (Avestan) Humai-
iaka-. He left two Brāhmī graffiti in the cave, in one case accompanied by the Greco-
Bactrian spelling OMOIAΓO (16:8). “The Brāhmī spelling humiyaka- indicates that the 
Bactrian form should be read (H)umyag or (H)uməyag” (Sims-Williams in the catalogue 
ad 16:8).  It is possible, but far from certain, that this Bactrian originally hailed from the 
Indian north-west, where a considerable population of Bactrians is attested. However, 
due to the supposed mobility of Indian merchants of this period, it cannot be excluded 
that Humiyaka was an inhabitant of Western India/Gujarat. In any case, the testimony 
of this bilingual inscription shows that biscriptuality and bilinguality was common at 
least in some parts of the Iranian population of India. It can be suggested that this capac-
ity considerably facilitated the trade contacts between westerners and Indians, either in 
India or on Socotra. Perhaps the son of this (or a different) Humiyaka left his name in 
14:15. He calls himself captain (nāvika).

3.1.4. Religious titles

The main source of information about the religious affiliation of the Indian visitors is 
their names (cf. below 3.2). Other religious indicators are naturally rare, since the par-
ticipants of oversea expeditions were certainly not too much engaged in religious affairs. 
It might therefore be surprising to find monks or ascetics among the visitors of Hoq. 
Two persons seem to use the title śramaṇa in their records. There is the case of Dhruva 
(scribe 78) who left altogether five graffiti. In only one text he uses the title śramaṇa 
whose context is, however, not quite clear and does not allow any further conclusions 
(cf. above catalogue ad 11:32). 

The text of the second scribe (94, 14:16) – śakaśramaṇo āga[to] – also poses some 
problems with regard to its interpretation. Although it is possible that it indicates the 
presence of a śramaṇa at Hoq, it cannot be ruled out that the element śramaṇa is to be 
interpreted here as a personal name as suggested by Heinrich Lüders in a number of 
comparable cases from early Indian inscriptions (1940: 618). (cf. above catalogue ad 
14:16). 

Thus the evidence with regard to the presence of Buddhist monks on Socotra is rather 
vague. If both inscriptions could indeed be taken as indicators of such a presence, it is 
difficult to ascertain what the purpose of these monks’ visit to Socotra and their actual 
religious status was. It is possible that they accompanied the sea journey as missionaries. 
But any statements in this regard must remain merely speculative as there is no further 
evidence for activities of Buddhists –  or other ascetic communities as e.g. the Jainas –  
in the western Indian Ocean in the period between the 1st and 4th c. AD.
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3.1.5. Official titles

An important historical and chronological argument is provided by two inscriptions 
which refer to the title kṣatrapa (12:2, 15:5). 

According to the Indian epigraphical evidence the use of this originally Iranian title 
is restricted to a limited number of ruling dynasties which belonged to the Iranian Śaka 
tribe (cf. above 3.1.3). Consequently this title was in use over a vast area wherever the 
Śakas acquired political power, i.e. from Gandhāra in the extreme north-west over the 
Mathurā region down to Western India where they established the Western Kṣatrapa 
dynasties. The duration of its use is attested from the 1st c. BC up to the early 5th c. AD 
when the Western Kṣatrapas came to an end. 

The meaning of the title kṣatrapa or mahākṣatrapa – as they started to call them-
selves in a later period – was not consistent throughout these regions and during the 
entire period. In his important study on “The Kṣatrapas and Mahākṣatrapas of India”, 
Richard Salomon could identify three different meanings of the title (mahā)kṣatrapa 
“depending on the period and locality in which it is used:

 a) a provincial or subordinate ruler (the original sense of the word);
 b) a semi-independent or de facto independent ruler;
 c) an independent ruler ...” (1973: 24).

While the title was used in the beginning in its etymological meaning denoting a “pro-
vincial governor” (12–14) it soon began to designate independent rulers. This semantic 
shift is accompanied by the introduction of the title mahākṣatrapa – formed parallel to 
Skt. mahārāja and attested first in the Azes year 9 (40/39 BC) in Buner (Falk 2006: 395, 
for the beginning of the Azes era cf. now Falk & Bennett 2009 ). From that time onwards 
the non-augmented kṣatrapa was usually meant to distinguish the subordinate ruler – of-
ten the heir – from the supreme ruler (Salomon 1974: 17). More or less the same situation 
is found in Western India during the rule of the Western Kṣatrapa dynasty. The kings 
generally used the title mahākṣatrapa, while the title kṣatrapa designated the co-ruling 
heir-apparent. Sometimes this disctinction was obviously disregarded and the sovereign 
himself was called kṣatrapa (20). According to Salomon’s observations, after the rule of 
Yaśodāman II “the title kṣatrapa is dropped completely; henceforth only mahākṣatrapa 
is in use” (22). The title was current in Western India up to the time of the Western 
Kṣatrapa ruler Rudrasiṃha III, whose coins are dated between the (Śaka) years 307–337 
= 385–415 AD (Senior 2001: 211).

With regard to North-West India, Harry Falk added a fourth meaning suggesting for 
Azes’ government a somewhat different hierarchy which denotes the mahākṣatrapa as a 
kind of subordinate ruler “assisting (the mahārāja) in the government”, while the simple 
kṣatrapa designates “‘ordinary’ noblemen” (2006: 400–401, see also 2010: 74). 
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The use of this title in North-West India in a much later period is attested by some 
epigraphs along the Karakorum Highway (cf. von Hinüber 1989: 54–55, 2004: 111f.). 
The term is here regularly spelt as kṣatrava which clearly reflects the Gandhāran pho-
nology with the characteristic change p > v. Its actual meaning in these epigraphs 
can be explained on the basis of one text from Hodar by a person calling himself 
paramabhaṭṭāraka-kṣatravasya brahmavarmasya (70:5, Bandini-König 1999: 316). Ac-
cording to the high status of the title paramabhaṭṭāraka Brahmavarma would conse-
quently belong to the category of independent rulers utilising the kṣatrapa title. The 
use of the peculiar title paramabhaṭṭāraka and the palaeographical features of the text 
indicate a date in the 4th–5th c. AD. The evidence of this epigraph as well as the exist-
ence of a kṣatravavihāra attested in an epigraph from Gichi Nala (15:1, Bandini-König 
& von Hinüber 2001: 219) clearly show that the kṣatravas of the Gilgit-Chilas area are 
rather rulers – either independent or subordinate – of some political weight, than ordi-
nary noblemen. 

The functional variety of the title kṣatrapa in the north-west as established by Salo-
mon and augmented by Falk, is unknown from West Indian sources. So far, we are only 
aware of inscriptions or coins which apply this title to either the independent ruler or 
his heir-apparent. It seems very unlikely, however, that the Hoq kṣatrapas belonged to 
this group of persons. More probably they are either subordinates to these rulers or even 
simply members of their family, i.e. noblemen. In both cases, this would indicate that the 
use of this title in Western India was not restricted to the ruling king and his heir, but can 
also be applied for other members of the elite. 

The kṣatrapas from Hoq bear ordinary Indian names (Bhaṭṭiṣena, son of Śivamitra/
Śivaba+pava), which in both cases indicate a Śaiva background. This perfectly matches 
the evidence from Western India, where the names of some of the ruling kṣatrapas re-
veal the same religious affiliation (e.g. Rudrasena, Rudradāman). 

3.2. Social and religious stratification: an onomastic study 

The names in the epigraphs of the Hoq corpus provide a representative selection of per-
sonal names as used in the Indian west in the first centuries AD. Most of them find par-
allels among the corpora of inscriptions which are available for this period and region 
and correspond to the general principles of Indian (Sanskrit) onomastics as described 
by Hilka 1910. 

The present survey pursues two basic aims. First, it will describe the formal princi-
ples of name formation as demonstrated by the evidence of the Hoq corpus on the basis 
of Hilka’s ground-breaking and yet unsurpassed study.5 

5  Although the later work by van Velze (1938) cannot replace Hilka, it offers some supplemen-
tary material which will be occasionally referred to in the present survey. 
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Second, it will use this formal analysis to draw conclusions about the religious and 
social stratification of the Indian visitors to Hoq. The survey is mainly based on the in-
dex of names and words in chapter 1.4, where the references and spelling variants of the 
names are properly indicated. 

The general character of this survey prevents discussions of individual names in this 
context. Such discussions are generally found within the catalogue entries of the respec-
tive names.

3.2.1. Formal aspects of name formation

From a formal point of view we can distinguish between composite names, hypocoristic 
forms thereof, and simple names which consist of only one member (cf. Hilka 1910: 
46f.). The last two categories are, however, not always easy to determine. Thus names 
like Mitra or Dharma can either be understood as abbreviated forms of composite names 
beginning or ending in these words – e.g. Buddhamitra, Mitradatta, Dharmasena, etc. – 
or as simple names.

3.2.1.1. Composite names

The formation of composite names attested in the Hoq corpus largely corresponds to 
the rules described by Hilka (1910: 47–55). Their first members often refer to religious 
terms, like names of gods or religious concepts (dharma) or institutions (saṃgha) (see 
below 3.2.2). Also most of their final elements find parallels in contemporary Indian 
literature and epigraphy (cf. Hilka 1910: 108–112) and include, in Sanskrit alphabetical 
order:

 -indra   Rājendra, Rudrendra
 -gaṃja   Śūragaṃja
 -ghoṣa   Varaghoṣa, Śivaghoṣa
 -datta   Rudradatta, Viṣṇudatta
 -dāsa   Īśvaradāsa, Saṃghadāsa
 -deva   Jayadeva, Bhaṭṭideva
 -dhara   Jayadhara, Vijayadhara, Viṣṇudhara, Satyadhara
 -nandin   Dharanandin, Dharmanandin, Buddhanandin, Madranandin,   

   Rudranandin, Vijayanandin, Śūranandin, Satyanandin
 -pati   Viṣṇupati
 -putra   C..ikaputra, Pālaputra, Bhaṭṭiputra
 -bhūti   Aryamabhūti, Skandabhūti
 -mitra   Buddhamitra, Śivamitra, Skandamitra
 -raṅgin   Saṃgharaṅgin
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 -rāja   Śailarāja
 -varman   Ajitivarman
 -vasu   Rahavasu
 -siṃha   Sūryasiṃha
 -sena   Kumāraṣena, Jayasena, Bhaṭṭiṣena, Viṣṇuṣena

3.2.1.2. Hypocoristic names

Already Pāṇini (5.3.78 ff.) and his successors describe a multitude of possibilities to 
form hypocoristic names out of the composite names listed above by the omission of 
one of its members and the optional attachment of suffixes to the remaining element (cf. 
Hilka 1910: 55–59). 

The following  supposedly hypocoristic names are probably formed by omitting the 
first member: Gaṃja (cf. above -gaṃja), Priya (< -priya, cf. Hilka 1910: 108), Mitra (cf. 
above -mitra),6 Varman, Śarman (cf. Hilka 1910: 61), Siha (< -siṃha, cf. Hilka 1910: 
111)7.

More frequent are hypocorisms where the second member is omitted. This is cer-
tainly due to the fact that the name’s main information – in particular with regard to the 
religious affiliation of its bearer – is usually contained in the first member. To this group  
belong Ajita (cf. above Ajitivarman), Dharma (cf. above Dharmanandin), Buddhi (e.g. 
Buddhivara, cf. MW s.v.), Viṣṇu (cf. above Viṣṇudatta), Śārdūla (e.g. Śārdūlavarman, 
cf. Hilka 1910: 119), Vijaya (cf. above Vijayadhara) and Skanda (cf. above Skandabhūti). 

Not certain are Mūla (e.g. Mūladeva) and Dhruva (e.g. Dhruvadatta, cf. Hilka 1910: 
96) which can alternatively be considered as simple names (cf. below). 

A special subcategory are hypocoristic names formed with the suffix -ila/-la which 
is attached to the remaining first or second member of the composite name (cf. Hilka 
1910: 68f.). Here belong the names Devila, Viṣṇula and Sacila (Skt. Satyila) formed from 
composite names with deva-, viṣṇu- and satya- as first members (cf. above Viṣṇudatta, 
Satyanandin). The distribution of the suffixes -ila and -la follows the rules cited by Hilka 
(1910: 57) according to the grammarians (Pāṇini 5.3.83, ed. Böhtlingk 1839–40: 260, 
Patañjali: Mahābhāṣya ad Pāṇini 5.3.83: uvarṇāt la ilasya ca “and -la instead of -ila 
after the sound u”, ed. Devavrata Snātaka Siddhāntaśiromaṇi 1963: 237).

3.2.1.3. Simple names

As stated above, a clear distinction between simple and hypocoristic names is not always 
possible. Therefore it cannot be excluded that some of the names considered here are in 

6  It is also possible to regard Mitra as a theophoric name with the name of the Vedic Āditya as 
first member (cf. Hilka 1910: 87 for examples).

7  Alternatively we have to consider a name with siṃha as first member (cf. Hilka 1910: 119).
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fact hypocorisms. This is particularly true for Bhadra (< -bhadra, cf. Hilka 1910: 109) 
and Mala/Skt. Malla (< -malla, cf. Hilka 1910: 140).

Among the doubtless simple names attested at Hoq are names referring to floral des-
ignations like Aśoka and Paduma/Skt. Padma (Hilka 1910: 1158).

Names which perhaps indicate certain bodily features (cf. for this category Hil-
ka 1910: 125) are Ārālita (< “crooked”), Khuddaka/Skt. Kṣudraka (< “small”), and 
Thūlaka/Skt. Sthūlaka (< “corpulent”). To this category belongs also the composite 
name Candrabhūtimukha for which a translation “Silver-face” can be cautiously sug-
gested. Remarkably, it is given to a yavana “westerner” (14:17). Doubtful is the character 
of the names Coḍaka and Coḍila. Although it cannot be excluded that they refer to the 
ethnonym cola, they can probably be connected with names like Coḍakarṇa (“Project-
ing Ear”) and might therefore belong to the same category of names referring to bodily 
features.

Viśravaṇa (Skt. viśravaṇa/viśravas) belongs to the category of personal names ex-
pressing “fame” (1910: 142). 

Halaka and perhaps Halla are certainly names based on Skt. hala/hāla “plough” (cf. 
Hilka 1910: 143, van Velze 1938: 95), while Śūdra is clearly referring to the designation 
of the lowest varṇa.  Both Śūdra and the suffixed form Śūdraka are well attested names 
in Indian literature. 

Names – either simple or hypocoristic – referring to astronomical designations are 
Dhruva (cf. MW s.v.) and Mūla (cf. Hilka 1910: 34f.). Whether Jeṣṭha/Skt. Jyeṣṭha is de-
rived from the name of the 16th lunar mansion and hence belongs to the same category 
or is to be taken literally as “oldest” cannot be settled. In the last case it would be parallel 
to Yaviṣṭha (“youngest”). Other simple names which are also found in Indian literature 
are Dāraka and Upāli (Kharoṣṭhī Upali).

Some names cannot be explained, among them the South Indian looking names 
Boḍalā (?), Dāvaṭakaka, Datappa(ma). 

3.2.2. Religious and social implications

The rather formalised rules for Indian name giving allow certain conclusions about the 
religious affiliation and social status of the named person. However, it has to be consid-
ered that these normative rules are subject to manifold alterations which depend on the 
historical, geographical and social context of their application. Unfortunately, reliable 
studies on Indian onomastics which take due account of these alterations and would ex-
plore the exact relation of norm and derivation are still a desideratum. 

8  Contrary to Hilka, van Velze considers Aśoka as name referring to a variety of human cha-
racter (1938: 64).
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Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that the religious and social identity of an indi-
vidual is not necessarily reflected in his personal name (see e.g. below the remarks on 
Īśvaradāsa).  The following survey can therefore claim only a tentative character.

3.2.2.1. Religious implications

The most certain indicator of a person’s religious affiliation are theophoric names where 
one of the members – mostly the first – contains the name of a deity. In the case of Bud-
dhist names the three Buddhist jewels Buddha, Dharma and Saṃgha are met in the same 
position. 

In some cases the nature of the name elements does not allow any safe conclusions. 
One of these uncertain instances is the popular suffix bhaṭṭi (also spelt bhaṭī and bhaṭṭhi) 
which is frequently attested among the Hoq inscriptions. It is not only used as final mem-
ber of a composite name, but can also be found in initial position (Śrībhaṭi, Bhaṭṭhiputra, 
Bhaṭṭiṣena, Bhaṭṭikumāra, Viṣṇubhaṭṭi, Bhaṭṭideva, Bhaṭṭibha). Etymologically it can be 
explained as a Middle Indian derivation of Skt. bhart “lord, husband”. The final i is well 
attested in literary Prakrits (cf. PSM s.v. bhaṭṭi = bhart). 

The social or religious implications of this name element have been discussed con-
troversially. According to Hilka it has to be perceived as an epithet of Viṣṇu (1910: 91). 
Names containing it should therefore be interpreted as Vaiṣṇava names. 

Probably based on the fact that Bhaṭṭi is one of the most popular kṣatriya subcastes in 
present-day Gujarat, its implicit kṣatriya character in a much earlier period was claimed 
by Sankalia for the Maitraka records, i.e. the time between the 5th–7th c. AD (cf. Sanka-
lia 1949: 118–119). It is, however, doubtful that this varṇa connotation was indeed im-
plied in early attestations of such names including those of the Maitraka copper-plate 
epigraphy. Persons with names containing the element bhaṭṭi are known from various 
socio-religious backgrounds. Thus the Bhaṭṭi family from a Kuṣāṇa period record from 
Mathurā explicitly belongs to the hamārakāra-kāyastha community, i.e. the accountant-
clerks (Sharma 1989: 312, for hamārakāra see Greenfield 1970, for the kāyasthas see 
Gupta 1996). In the Hīrahaḍagalli copper-plates of the Pallava king Śivaskandavarman 
one of the brāhmaṇas is called Bhaṭi (Bühler 1892). In Gupta epigraphy bhaṭṭi and 
the related bhaṭṭa are mainly found with reference to Brāhmaṇas – either as a title of 
respect or as part of names (cf. Sharma 1978: 87, “-name ending suffix used for learned 
brāhmaṇas, (...) later became a surname”, for bhaṭṭi see 89).9 Consequently, there seems 
to be no clear evidence for the assumption that names containing the element bhaṭṭi 
are related to the kṣatriya group. On the other hand, the father-son relation Śivamitra-

9 For the early period see also Lüders 1912: no. 22 (Bhaṭṭimita), no. 24 (Bhaṭṭisena), no. 1200 
(Bhaṭi and Bhaṭṭisama).
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Bhaṭṭisena as found in the Hoq inscription 10:3 makes Hilka’s attribution to a Vaiṣṇava 
background at least questionable. 

For the time being there is no clear evidence which could prove a specific religious or 
social connotation of this popular name suffix.

The same uncertainty applies to names beginning with ajita. According to Hilka they 
too have to be included among the Vaiṣṇava names (1910: 89). As far as I can see there is 
no unanimous evidence to support such an affiliation. Due to these uncertainties we will 
therefore neglect these groups of names in the religious and social analysis of the corpus.

According to the attested theophoric and Buddhist names the visitors of Hoq be-
longed to different religious communities including Buddhists, Vaiṣṇavas and Śaivas. 

The table below lists all names which allow conclusions about the religious affiliation. 
The indication of the respective paragraph in Hilka 1910 enables easy cross-references 
to the Indian onomastic material collected there. Names which contain two relevant ele-
ments are referred to in both cases (e.g. Īśvaraskanda). In order to gain a more accurate 
picture of the religious stratification of the factual visitors of Hoq, those names which 
belong to visitors’ fathers are indicated in italics. 

Religious affiliation Hilka 1910 Names from Hoq

Buddhist  6 names (3 visitors)

  Buddha 104–105 Buddhanandin, Buddhamitra

  Dharma 106 Dharma

  Saṃgha 107 Saṃghadāsa, Saṃghanandin, Saṃgharaṅgin

General  1 name (1 visitor)

  Deva 79–80 Devila

Vaiṣṇava  7 names (5 visitors)

  Viṣṇu 89
Viṣṇu, Viṣṇudatta, Viṣṇudhara, Viṣṇupati, Viṣṇubhaṭṭi, 

Viṣṇula, Viṣṇuṣena

Śaiva  8 names (6 visitors)

  Śiva 95 Śivaghoṣa, Śivaba+pava, Śivamitra

  Rudra 98 Rudradatta, Rudranandin, Rudrendra

  Īśvara 96 Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa), Īśvaraskanda
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Religious affiliation Hilka 1910 Names from Hoq

Other Hindu deities  9 names (8 visitors)

  Skanda-Kumāra 103–104
Īśvaraskanda, Skanda, Skandabhūti, Skandamitra, 

Kumāraṣena, Bhaṭṭikumāra

  Sūrya 101 Sūryasiṃha

  Vedic gods 81, 85 Aryamabhūti, Prajāpati

Only in a few cases the first members of the names of father and son indicate their identi-
cal religious affiliation (scribe 48: Rudranandin – Śivaghoṣa). An interesting case here is 
scribe 75, where father and son are named after Vedic deities (Prajāpati, Aryamabhūti) 
pointing thus to an affiliation of their family to the worship of Vedic gods.

A comparable relationship between the names of father and son is also found in names 
which are not explicitly associated with a religious community. Here we find either iden-
tical or closely related elements in both names:

 
 scribe 36  Ajita, son of Ajita
 scribe 60  Vijaya, son of Jayadhara
 scribe 72  Śūragaṃja, son of Śūranandin

This habit to apply identical name elements for the male members of a family can also 
be observed in Indian epigraphy. An impressive example is the Kuṣāṇa period Buddha 
statue inscription from Mathurā where we find three generations with names beginning 
with Bhaṭṭi: Bhaṭṭisena, Bhaṭṭihastin and Bhaṭṭipriya (Sharma 1989: 312). A parallel 
case is represented by the Śilāhāra cave inscriptions where Sivanaṃdi (Skt. Śivanandin), 
Sivadata (Śivadatta) and Sivamita (Śivamitra) are introduced as grand-father, father and 
son (Bhandarkar 1933/34: 36).

Sometimes the relation between father’s and son’s names reveals more complex pro-
cesses and helps to gain additional information about the person and his family back-
ground. Thus the name of scribe 19, Saṃghadāsa, clearly indicates his Buddhist (or 
Jaina) affiliation. In addition, his father’s name  – Jayasena – points to the probable 
kṣatriya origin of the family (2:23). A similar relation is found in 6:7. Here the father 
is clearly indicated as Buddhist (Saṃgharaṅgin), while his son bears a typical kṣatriya 
name (Ajitivarman). Whether both cases imply a religious conversion, is, however, dif-
ficult to ascertain. It is quite possible for a Buddhist lay person (upāsaka) to bear a name 
which is not explicitly marked as Buddhist. 
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Only in one case (scribe 58) the names reveal a different religious affiliation of father 
and son. While the son’s name Skandamitra clearly points to a Śaiva association, his 
father Viṣṇubhaṭṭi bears a doubtless Vaiṣṇava name. This can point either to a change of 
the family’s religious attitude or to a less explicit religious statement connected with the 
name than is usually expected.

It is, however, important to note that the actual religious identity is not always identi-
cal with the religious affiliation of the personal name. This is clearly shown by the case 
of Īśvaradāsa. Although he bears a Śaiva name, he was probably responsible for the Bud-
dhist stūpa drawings at site 13.

3.2.2.2. Social implications

Beside the religious affiliation Indian names can also refer to the social status of their 
bearers, mostly in terms of their varṇa affiliation. The Indian normative literature 
(dharmaśāstra) contains a series of prescriptions regulating which names or name ele-
ments have to be applied for the members of the four varṇas (cf. Hilka 1910: 18–29, 
Kane 1938, Kane 1974: 250–252). These rules, which mainly concern the second mem-
ber of the usual composite names, came into vogue “sometime before the extant Manu 
and long after the older ghya-sūtras (Kane 1938: 238f.)”, i.e. in the first centuries before 
the beginning of our era. In various works the Dharmaśāstrins defined a certain reper-
toire of suffixes which had to be exclusively used for one of the four ideal socio-religious 
groups:

 Brāhmaṇas: -śarman, (-deva)10

 Kṣatriyas: -varman, -trāta, -rāja
 Vaiśyas:  -gupta, -bhūti, -datta
 Śūdras:  -dāsa

Despite these rather explicit statements there can be observed many deviations from this 
rule (cf. Hilka 1910: 29, Kane 1938: 239, 1974: 251f., Sankalia 1949: 119). Although they 
definitely indicate that there is no general validity of these Dharmaśāstra norms, there is 
a certain tendency in Indian naming to follow these guidelines.11 However, an analysis 
of the Hoq epigraphs based on this idealised hierarchy can present only a rather tentative 
image of the social strata participating in the Socotra trade. A more reliable basis for this 
type of investigation could be provided by a comprehensive onomastic study of Indian 

10  The ending -deva prescribed by Yama for brāhmaṇas is in fact mainly found with names 
of kṣatriyas (cf. Hilka 1910: 21). It is therefore excluded here as a distinctive marker of varṇa 
affiliation.

11  Cf. Kane 1974: 251: “These rules were sometimes observed, but were often broken from 
very ancient times as inscriptions show.”
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literature and epigraphy considering local and regional usages from a synchronic and 
diachronic perspective  – a task which is far beyond the scope of the present survey.12

Fortunately, not only the distinctive suffixes of the Dharmaśāstric authors can help to 
define the social status. A certain amount of information can also be derived from the 
contents of the names. Thus names containing the elements sena (< Skt. senā “army”) , 
rāja (< Skt. rājan “king”), jaya/vijaya (“victory”) and śūra (“strong man, warrior”) most 
probably indicate the affiliation of their bearers to the kṣatriya-varṇa, i.e. the nobility. 

The table below lists all names which allow a cautious conclusion about the social af-
filiation of their bearers. Again names of visitor’s fathers are indicated in italics.

Social (varṇa) affiliation Hilka 1910 Names from Hoq

brāhmaṇa (priests)  1 name (2 visitors)

  śarman 19–20 Śarman (scribe 66), Śa(r)man (scribe 83)

kṣatriya (nobility)  15  names (12 visitors)

  varman 22–23 Ajitivarman, Varman

  rāja 24, 136 Śailarāja, Rājendra

  jaya/vijaya 140–142
Jayadeva, Jayadhara, Jayasena, Vijaya,                

Vijayadhara, Vijayanandin

  śūra Śūragaṃja, Śūranandin

  sena 139–140 Jayasena, Kumāraṣena, Bhaṭṭiṣena, Viṣṇuṣeṇa

vaiśya (merchants)  5 names (4 visitors) 

  datta 26–28 Rudradatta, Viṣṇudatta, –datta

  bhūti 26 Skandabhūti, Aryamabhūti

śūdra (servants) 4 names (4 visitors)

  dāsa 28–29 Saṃghadāsa, Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa)

  śūdra Śūdra (scribe 42), Śudda (scribe 91)

12  An attempt into this direction has been undertaken by Sankalia (1949) for the Traikūṭaka, 
Gurjara and Maitraka records. His methodological approach is, however, insufficient to be used 
as a reliable empirical basis for the present study. Another useful study with similar limitations 
is T.R. Sharma (1978).
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Due to the methodological limitations described above the present survey can only as-
certain a  statistic value which can help to define the proportions which were covered by 
the respective groups. According to this analysis the majority of names can be attributed 
to the kṣatriya nobility, followed by the vaiśya merchant class. 

The rather clear dominance of kṣatriya members might be surprising at first glance, 
but considering the enormous material capacities which are necessary for an oversea ex-
pedition and the high reputation of mariners as attested by Buddhist literary and inscrip-
tional sources of this period (cf. Ray 1994: 36–49) it is at least not beyond all probability.

Whether the persons ascribed here to the varṇas of the brāhmaṇas and śūdras did 
indeed belong to these groups cannot be stated with certainty. All the names listed 
here allow alternative interpretations. Thus the element -śarman is also found in royal 
names (Hilka 1910: 20). Still more ambiguous is the ending -dāsa which could also be 
applied for kings (Hilka 1910: 29). Especially when used in a Buddhist (or Jaina) name, 
like in the present case Saṃghadāsa, it hardly refers to any varṇa affiliation. That the 
Saṃghadāsa from Hoq was probably a kṣatriya might be indicated by his father’s name 
Jayasena.

The same is true for the name Śūdra (Middle Indic Śudda), where the famous author 
Śūdraka can be cited as an example for its use as a king’s name.

Summarising the results of the onomastic analysis of names represented at Hoq one can 
state that the visitors of the cave belonged to various religious communities including 
Buddhists, Vaiṣṇavas and Śaivas. With regard to their social status their names indicate 
that the majority of visitors were kṣatriyas, followed by those belonging to the vaiśya-
varṇa. Brāhmaṇas and  śūdras are either very weakly or not at all represented.
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The Indian drawings at Hoq

The Indian visitors left not only their names and some small devotional texts but also 
18 drawings. All of them are found in the direct vicinity of the inscribed sites, some of 
them can be attributed to the scribes who wrote either their names (13:5) or – according 
to our tentative interpretation – even labels (2:8) beside these drawings. As all of them 
are carried out by the seafaring visitors of the cave and not by trained artists their quality 
is rather poor and hardly competes with contemporary Indian art. The drawings can be 
attributed to three major groups:

 
 A  Auspicious symbols with a religious connotation
 B  Drawings of ships
 C  Decorative drawings

Category A comprises drawings of 5 triśūlas (tridents), 2 nandyāvarta symbols, 1 
pūrṇaghaṭa (filled vessel), 1 svastika, 2 stūpas, and 1 wheel. With the exception of the 
stūpa drawings and – probably – the wheel, it is not possible to draw any reliable con-
clusions about the exact religious connotation of these symbols. Although the triśūla is 
in Hindu iconography regularly associated with the god Śiva it can also be perceived as 

The triśūla drawings from Hoq

6:15 16:182:915:69:5
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a neutral auspicious symbol as shown by the numerous trident depictions found beside 
stūpa drawings along the Karakorum Highway in Northern Pakistan. Many of the tri-
dents there are found in the direct vicinity of Buddhist paintings and inscriptions and 
can hardly be interpreted as having a Śaiva background (cf. catalogue, commentary ad 
2:9). 

At Hoq three different types of triśūlas are represented. Beside the plain trident (6:15, 
9:5, 15:6) we find the type with an axe (paraśu) attached to its right (16:18) and the 
paraśu type erected in a pitcher (kalaśa)  (2:9). Its shape is reminiscent of the trident-axe 
symbol which first appears on the late 2nd – early 1st c. BC coins of the Audumbaras, 
but became more widely known as an attribute of the Kuṣāṇa ΟΕÞO (Wēš), i.e. a god 
which is closely related to and partially identical with the Hindu Śiva. From Kaniṣka I 
onwards it is also found as a kind of royal symbol on the obverse of the coins beside the 
king’s bust and/or in his hand (Giuliano 2004: 54f.).

Still more indistinct with regard to their specific religious connotation are the drawings 
of the so-called nandyāvarta symbols (2:8, 14:25),13 the pūrṇaghaṭa (2:8) and the svas-
tika (14:25). As in contemporary Indian examples, these auspicious symbols can occur in 
clusters: pūrṇaghaṭa-nandyāvarta-triśūla (2:8, 2:9), svastika-triśūla (14:25). 

A symbol of unknown meaning (“disk”) which is also attested among the Karakorum 
rock-carvings accompanies the graffito at 4:1 (see there for further comments). Two fur-
ther unidentified signs can be found at 9:5. 

Of special interest for the religious affiliation are the drawings of symbols which are ex-
plicitly associated with Buddhism. The upper half of a wheel found at site 15 (15:3) can 
probably be interpreted as a reference to the Buddhist symbol dharmacakra (“wheel of 

13 For the disputed terminology of this symbol and its recent explanation by Harry Falk as 
“namo-symbol” see the comments in the catalogue ad 2:8.

The nandyāvarta, pūrṇaghaṭa and svastika drawings from Hoq

2:8 14:25 14:252:8
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law”) which is frequently found in Buddhist art and architecture from the earliest times 
onwards. 

More distinct are the depictions of stūpas which are drawn in the sand probably by a 
person called Iśaradasa (Skt. Īśvaradāsa) (13:5). The types of stūpas depicted here can be 
compared with drawings from Northern Pakistan where rather complex constructions 
are shown (cf. catalogue, commentary ad 13:5). Due to the still pending comprehensive 
analysis of the Karakorum inscriptions according to geographical and chronological 
criteria it is presently impossible to attribute the stūpa drawings to a specific region or 
period (cf. Thewalt 2000: Chronologie). But there is no reason to exclude the possibility 
that the drawings from Hoq represent stūpa types which were used in Western India 
between the 2nd and 4th c. AD.

The fact that the drawings of site 13 were carried out in the sand, where movements 
of any kind are easily traceable, can also help to determine whether these artistic ob-
jects fulfilled any ritual function. As far as we can judge from the context of the stūpas 
they were never used for circumambulation (pradakṣiṇa). The only person who ever 
approached them was the “artist” himself, who even left some footprints beside the 
drawings. He did not circumambulate them nor did any other visitor after him visit these 
drawings to complete any kind of ritual actions. It is possible that Īśvaradāsa produced 
these drawings to manifest his Buddhist faith or to create a religiously determined space 
in a hostile environment. But there is no evidence that this space was ever used for an 
assumed ritual activity of any kind.

The Buddhist drawings from Hoq

13:5 15:313:5
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The three drawings of category B clearly point to the professional affiliation of the 
Hoq visitors. Two of them are only weakly visible (2:16, 5:11). Nonetheless it can be 
ascertained that here different types of ships are depicted. The simplicistic drawing 2:16 
seems to show a boat with only one mast. The much better preserved example at 6:13, 
however, clearly represents a ship type with more than one mast, most probably a three-
master. As mentioned by Dridi (2002: 584) it can be compared with depictions of boats 
as known from Ajanta (see also Schlingloff 2000, I: 451, II: 150). Especially the ships 
of cave 17 (Siṃhala tale) and the famous ship in cave 2 (Pūrṇa-Avadāna) can be associ-
ated with the Hoq drawing. The picture in cave 17 is represented as “a three-master with 
three narrow, upright masts, the size of which must have been at least three-quarters of 
the ship’s length. The three masts are not evenly distributed over the ship, but clearly 
tend towards the forecastle, a tendency to be observed in the two other Ajanta ships in 
cave 2 and 1 (Schlingloff 1976: 19f.).” Schlingloff has shown that ships with multiple 
masts were peculiar to Indian sea-faring, contrary to Greek, Roman and Near Eastern 
vessels which had up to the Middle Ages only one main-mast. That the chronological 
frame for these multi-masted ships is not limited by the Ajanta evidence, which points 
to the 5th–6th c. AD, can be deduced from literary references to three-masted ships 
in the Jātakas (tayo kūpakā, Schlingloff 1976: 27, fn. 69) and from the coinage of the 
Sātavāhana king Gautamīputra Yajña Śrī Sātakarṇi who ruled in the second half of the 
2nd c. AD in Western India and the Deccan (cf. Schlingloff 1976: 21, figs. 4–7, 1982: 
57, Abb. 4). Usually the ships depicted here have two masts, but share the highly curved 
sterns and the two distinct rudders in the back with the Ajanta ships and the drawing 
found at Hoq.14

14  For a short evaluation of the sources about Indian ship-building traditions and their recent 
parallels cf. Deloche 1996. He indicates the possibility that the Sātavāhana coins represent the 
eastern ship type while the depictions from Ajanta and Aurangabad with three masts might fea-
ture the western type (205). On the other hand, he admits that “they are not very different from 
the ones represented on the Andhra coins”. It seems therefore hardly possible to draw any further 
conclusions about surmised differences between eastern and western ship-building traditions on 
the base of artistic or numismatic depictions. 

The ship drawings from Hoq

2:16 6:135:11
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The decorative drawing from Hoq

6:1

Depictions of various ship types were found at different spots along the maritime 
trade routes between India, the Arabian peninsula and the Roman world (cf. Sidebotham 
2011: 201–203). A remarkable specimen is the fine and detailed incision of a single-
masted vessel on a graffito from Berenike datable between 50–70 AD: “The graffito 
depicts a ship in harbour with sails furled. There are two lifts above, and two braces 
trail down from the main yardarms and are tied off below. There is a pennant above the 
spindle that waves in a strong wind ...” (Sidebotham 2011: 202). 

A blossom like decor of petals 
arranged around the flat top of 
the stalagmite bearing text 6:1 is 
the only example for
category C.  

6:13

6:11
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Socotra and the “Indian connection”:
facts and fictions

The remote situation of the island at the periphery of the known world and the scarcity 
of reliable information had made Socotra already in the past an object of legends and 
myths. Even for modern researchers it is not always easy to define the boundary between 
history and mythology with a sufficient degree of certainty. The late 19th century eu-
phory in comparative religious studies augmented the ancient legends by modern ones. 
Some of them are particulary devoted to the special relationship of Socotra with the 
Indian subcontinent including the persistently repeated “fact” that the island’s name was 
derived from the Indian toponym “dvīpa sukhatara”. A complete picture of the “Indian 
connection”  has therefore not only to include the facts but also the fictions which in 
some cases showed an even stronger impact on the academic discussion than their real 
counterparts. 

Among the works which most systematically try to distinguish between both types of 
arguments – the factual and the fictional  ones – and help to find a reliable approach to 
the ancient and mediaeval sources on Socotra, the recent studies by the Marburg semitist 
Walter W. Müller (1999, 2001) and the impressive work by Zoltán Biedermann (2006) 
occupy an outstanding position. Both provide a firm ground for the discussions in this 
chapter, which will, however, focus on those historical sources and legendary reports 
which are particularly devoted to the connection between Socotra and India. It will start 
with a general survey about the participation of Indian merchants in the intercontinental 
maritime trade in the first centuries AD, before giving a more detailed account on those 
archaeological and literary sources which are connected with the role of Socotra in these 
activities. Although the discussion will concentrate on the period between the 1st and 
5th c. AD, relevant earlier and later evidence will be considered as well.

Due to its persisting popularity and considerable impact on the evaluation of Socotra’s 
role in ancient history, a special paragraph will be devoted to the above mentioned aca-
demic myth according to which the island’s name is based on a Skt. toponym. 

The final section of this chapter will relate the facts and fictions discussed here to the 
evidence of the Hoq corpus of Indian inscriptions. It can also be regarded as a short sum-
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mary of the results of the present study on the relationship between India and Socotra as 
reflected in the Hoq material.

5.1. Indians along the trade routes to the west: the historical background

There can hardly be any doubt, that Alexander’s campaign to India initiated a paradig-
matic change in global history.1 Countries and peoples which were formerly known to 
each other only by hearsay and woven into colourful legends stepped out of the dark-
ness of myths and became real partners in trade and commerce. While this process was 
still in its initial stage during Hellenistic times, it saw its full peak during the Roman 
period when the Mediterranean was connected by a complex network of trade activi-
ties with large parts of the known world including India. The traces of these activities 
can be found as well in literary sources, especially those in Greek and Latin, as in 
the archaeological remains excavated in places along these ancient trade routes. This 
manifold evidence provides a fairly good picture of the routes, the commodities and 
the participants in the intercontinental trade. The Indo-Roman trade contacts during 
the first centuries AD have become the topic of quite a large number of publications, 
starting from the classical works by Warmington (1928), Wheeler (1954) and Raschke 
(1978) which provided a solid ground for future research, up to the important compre-
hensive surveys published in the last decade (Ball 2000, Young 2001, McLaughlin 2010, 
Sidebotham 2011). The literary data which witness these intercontinental contacts are 
the subject of works of indologists and classicists. An outstanding position among them 
occupy the monographs by Klaus Karttunen on early Greek and Hellenistic sources 
(1989, 1997) and the study by Grant Parker on “The Making of Roman India” (2008), 
which investigates the genesis of the notion of India in different Roman textual traditions 
and contextualises this process within the broader perspective of Indo-Roman contacts. 
These literary data – nearly all of them from the western side of this network – are sup-
plemented by an impressively growing amount of archaeological evidence which has 
been impeccably subsumed by Roberta Tomber (2008).2 The following short survey is 
mainly based on these ground-breaking studies. 

5.1.1. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea

The important role of India in this intercontinental trade network has been acknow-
ledged long since. One of the major sources on the Roman trade with the east, the ano-

1  Some of the major aspects of this historical period and its impact on (South) Asian history 
are dealt with in the volume “Memory as history: the legacy of Alexander in Asia” edited in 2007 
by Himanshu Prabha Ray (2007).

2  Other important publications on different aspects of Indo-Roman trade include Miller 1969, 
Sidebotham 1986, Begley &  De Puma 1991, Boussac & Salles 1995, Reade 1996, Suresh 2004. 
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nymous Periplus Maris Erythraei (PME), gives a detailed account on the sea-route from 
the Red Sea up to the Indian subcontinent describing not only important trading places 
and their commodities on the way to India and in India herself but even the political si-
tuation in these places.3 The Periplus written in the 1st c. AD4 proves beyond doubt that 
in the period in question the short-distance coastal navigation of earlier times had been 
replaced by long-distance trade connecting Rome and India by the help of vessels going 
directly from one end to the other. This change was mainly possible by the systematic 
and large-scale exploitation of the monsoon winds for navigation since around 30 BC.5

The author of the PME was most probably a sailor from Roman Egypt, his assumed au-
dience has to be looked for in the same cultural context. Consequently, the major agents 
in the trade activities as described by him are sailors from the Mediterranean world 
and his major interest is given to the line of trade connecting the Roman world with the 
regions to the east. However, there is good evidence in the PME that there were other 
parties participating in these intercontinental trade activities and that there were more 
lines of trade than those which ended or started at the ports of the Red Sea. 

Before the establishment of direct intercontinental routes the trade between the west 
and the east was carried on either along the coasts or via caravan routes where South 
Arabian middlemen played a major role (cf. Karttunen 1997: 329ff.). By the period of 
Augustus and his conquest of Egypt the emphasis of mercantile activities between Rome 
and the east shifted to sea-borne trade mainly realised via the ports on the Red Sea coast 
(Tomber 2008: 100). The role of the South Arabian participants was thus perhaps weak-
ened but not suspended as can be deduced from indirect references in the PME (Casson 
1984: 43–47, Casson 1989: 15–21) and from the existence of South Arabian trade em-
poria along the Arabian coasts. They continued to function as important intermediary 
centers which provided access to the commodities from the Arabian peninsula (Tomber 
2008: 100–108).

The PME also indicates that the Indians not only participated in the direct Indo-
Roman trade but also maintained their own trade networks which connected India not 
only with the west but also with South Arabia and East Africa.  Although these networks 
are only indirectly referred to by the author of the PME, there is little doubt about their 
persistent functioning. Along these non-western lines of trade commodities like grain, 
rice, cotton-cloth or female slaves were exported from India in exchange for luxury 
items like aloe, tortoise-shell or incense  (Casson 1984: 43–47, Casson 1989: 15–21). 
As the Socotra chapters of the PME show, the island was most probably part of such an 

3  See the richly annotated translations of Casson 1989 and, more recently, Bukharin 2007.
4  For the date of the Periplus cf. Robin 1991 and Fussman 1991.
5  The controversial academic debate on the date of the discovery of the monsoons and the role 

of Hippalos is subsumed in Bukharin 2007: 174–186. According to him, “it is probable that the 
discovery of the direct sea-route to India by Hippalos, that made possible the rapid growth of tra-
ding activities between Egypt and India, could take place only in the very beginning of Augustus’ 
reign ” (186, tr. Ingo Strauch).
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alternative trade network which connected India directly with Socotra. There is at least 
no reason to believe that the Indian presence on Socotra has to be exclusively and neces-
sarily associated with direct Indo-Roman trade contacts. 

5.1.2. Indians along the Red Sea and East African coasts

The data of the Periplus have been strongly confirmed by archaeological evidence. Whi-
le excavations on the subcontinent had brought to light lots of Roman artefacts – such 
as pottery and coins – indicating the Roman presence in India from at least the 1st c. 
BC (Wheeler 1954, Suresh 2004, Tomber 2008: 117–151), more recent archaeological 
fieldwork in South Arabia and in places on the Red Sea coast provided strong evidence 
for the participation of Indian traders in activities abroad.6 Of special importance are 
the excavations at the main Red Sea ports Berenike and Myos Hormos which yielded 
numerous artefacts of Indian provenance including pottery, textiles, pepper and wood 
items.7 At least with regard to the pottery it is possible to suggest that many of these 
objects can be associated with the temporary presence of an Indian community at these 
sites (cf. Tomber 2008: 71–77; Sidebotham 2011: 75; Tomber et al. 2011a). This conclu-
sion is also possible on the basis of the few inscribed Indian objects which have been 
found in Egypt (Tomber 2008: 73–74). Four of these five items are potsherds bearing in-
scriptions in Tamil which clearly indicate the South Indian origin of their authors.8 The 
piece from Berenike clearly belongs to a Roman amphora from Campania and shows 
that the inscription was most probably produced by a resident of the Egyptian sea-port 
(Tomber 2008: 74).  These Tamil graffiti generally report the owner of the vessel and 
can according to their script and language be associated with related epigraphs from the 
South Indian port Arikamedu (Salomon 1991: 735, Mahadevan 1996: 206–208). The 
same interpretation can most probably also be applied to the text on a recently discove-
red Indian storage jar from Myos Hormos which bears the Tamil text panai oRi repre-
senting a male personal name (Tomber et al. 2011b: 8f. with references and fig. 2.6). An 
alternative interpretation was suggested by Mahadevan who translates this text as “pot 
(suspended in) a rope net” (2007). 

The only non-Tamil inscription among the reported Indian texts from the Red Sea 
ports is represented by an ostracon inscribed in Prakrit and discovered during excava-
tions at Quseir (Myos Hormos). It is written in a variety of Brāhmī, which according 
to R. Salomon can be attributed to the scripts used in the Deccan during the 2nd/3rd c. 
AD. Its text – although incompletely preserved – “is evidently a list of goods or stores 

6  A good survey of sources which demonstrate the Indian influence on the west is found in 
Ball 2000: 399–404.

7 For Berenike see now the monograph by S. Sidebotham (2011).
8 For these inscriptions see Salomon 1991: 734–735 (figs. 2+3, from Quseir-al-Qadim/Myos 

Hormos), Mahadevan 1996 (from Berenike), and Mahadevan 2007 (from Quseir-al-Qadim/Myos 
Hormos). The first three of them are also dealt with by Mahadevan 2003: 49, 56 and 60.
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belonging to three individuals named Hālaka, Viṇhudatta [= Viṣṇudatta], and Nākada ... 
[= Nāgadatta)]” (Salomon 1991: 733).

The epigraphical material from Berenike and Myos Hormos can be supplemented 
by a small inscribed gold and carnelian ring which was discovered in the beginning of 
the 20th c. during Italian excavations at the site of ancient Adulis, i.e. the ancient port 
of the Aksūmite kingdom (Littmann 1926: 410f., Tomber 2008: 93). According to latest 
research, the site was occupied from the end of the first c. BC up to the 5th–7th c. AD 
(Tomber 2008: 89f.). The drawing of the inscribed ring was first published in the excava-
tion report by R. Paribeni (1907: 529, fig. 49) and reproduced by Littmann (1926: 410). 
While Paribeni still described the text on the ring as “caratteri a noi e ad alcuni orien-
talisti da noi interrogati ignoti” (1907: 528), Littmann remarked a “gewisse Ähnlichkeit 
zwischen ihnen und den Formen der Brāhmī-Schrift der ersten vier Jahrhunderte” (1926: 
410). Consequently, he suggested that the ring seal contains the name of an Indian trader. 
Littmann’s hypothesis was accepted by later scholars, such as Kobishchanov (1979: 174) 
and Falk (1993: 109). That the Aksūmites had relationships with India, is shown by some 
further archaeological evidence (see below). It is therefore possible, that Littmann’s at-
tribution of the seal to an Indian trader is correct. A definite proof, however, can only be 
given if the inscription can be clearly identified and read as an Indian one. According to 
Mordini (1967: 21) the ring is kept at the “Erythraean Museum of Asmara”.

The archaeological excavations at Berenike brought to light a number of objects 
which testify to the exchange of goods between the Roman World and India. They in-
clude luxury items like precious and semi-precious stones and beads (Sidebotham 2011: 
236–239), teakwood, sandalwood and bamboo (ibid.: 239f.). Probably the most spec-
tacular discovery is represented by a group of large storage jars from Berenike, in a layer 
datable to the 1st c. AD. One of these jars contained 7.55 kg of black pepper (Sidebotham 
2011: 226). Other objects can be directly connected with the Indian residential or tem-
porary population. Thus Sidebotham plausibly argues that the rice found from the early 
and late Roman levels at Berenike can be attributed to “Indians or others from South 
Asia residing at Berenike ...; it is unlikely that westerners living at Berenike were the 
consumers” (2011: 228).  The same is probably true for the coconuts found at Berenike. 
Rather than assuming that coconut was used as a trade item, this evidence can be best 
explained by the use of coconut as provisions taken by the Indian ships’ crews for their 
journey to Egypt or as food for the Indian community residing at Berenike (Sidebotham 
2011: 228f.).

More difficult is the geographical and chronological attribution of the Indian pottery. 
The most important varieties which can now safely be ascribed an Indian origin are the 
Rouletted Ware (RW)9 with a date probably prior to the 1st c. AD,10 the Red Polished 

9 For the disputed geographical origin of this ceramic see Schenk 2006 and now Magee 2010.
10  This date can at least be considered the “lowest common denominator” in the controversial 

discussion about the chronology of the RW. See Tomber 2008: 45.
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Ware (RPW) from Gujarat with a date between the 1st and the 5th c. AD and certain 
coarse wares, which are, however, difficult to date (cf. Tomber 2008: 44–50, figs. 5–7). 

According to Roberta Tomber, in Berenike and Myos Hormos “Indian ceramic im-
ports that can be sourced are dominated by those from the south and east coasts, with an 
apparant decrease in the second century” (2008: 155). This clearly underlines the domi-
nance of South India in the trade activities of this early period. A similar conclusion 
can be drawn from the near absence of the Gujarati Red Polished Ware at Red Sea sites 
(Tomber 2008: 155). This ceramic is found in the South Arabian ports and provides clear 
evidence for direct contacts between North and West India and South Arabia. However, 
this generalised pattern does not exclude other lines of trade, even if these are as yet less 
well documented or even unattested. Thus Roberta Tomber could identify one type of 
pottery which is found in  layers between the 1st c. BC and the 3rd c. AD in Berenike, 
Myos Hormos and ports along the South Arabian coast as originating from Gujarat 
(Tomber et al. 2011a). The presence of this ware (called in Tomber 2008 “Organic Black 
Ware”) clearly shows that West Indian traders did indeed participate from the 1st c. BC 
onwards in the direct trade contacts with Egypt, even if the overall picture seems to 
indicate a South Indian dominance. 

This picture is also corroborated by the so-called “Muziris papyrus” – a 2nd c. loan 
contract between a merchant from the South Indian city Muziris and an agent from a 
Red Sea port (Harrauer & Sijpesteijn 1985, Tomber 2008: 25, Parker 2008: 173f.). 

Another unique evidence for the South-Indian dominance in Egypt and the interac-
tion between Indian and hellenistic culture is provided by the so-called Oxyrhynchus 
Papyrus 413 (Grenfell & Hunt 1903: 41–57, ed. Santelia 1991) which is said to con-
tain the fragment of an adaptation of Euripides’ Iphigeneia in Tauris (Iφιγένεια ἡ ἐν 
Ταύροις), named after its female protagonist Charition Liberata (see Parker 2008: 81f., 
Hall 2009).  Remarkably, the setting of this adapted version is shifted to India and the 
king and his fellows do not speak Greek. According to Parker, “the Indians are char-
acterised by unintelligible speech, which presumably adds to the coarse humour of the 
drama” (2008: 82). The strange character of this speech and its prominent role in the 
description of the Indians are mainly explained by the genre of the drama – mime. On 
the other hand, the negative way the Indians and their speech are presented makes the 
text according to Parker “the only Indographic text that is palpably of a lower social 
class than the rest” (2008: 106). This function of the speech might, however, indicate a 
certain authenticity of this passage of the drama. Consequently, there have been various 
attempt to identify the “Indian” idiom presented here. The most influential among them, 
suggested by Eugen Hultzsch, associated this language with Kannaḍa (Hultzsch 1904).11  

11  But cf. the serious objections to this hypothesis by Barnett who concludes his criticism of 
Hultzsch’s interpretation with the words: “What then is the language of these Indians? I confess I 
do not know. It may be mere gibberish, concocted in a spirit of rollicking farce; and it may equally 
well be meant for some Indian dialect, either Aryan or Dravidian. But if it is an Indian dialect it 
has yet to be interpreted” (1926: 15). Despite this criticism Hultzsch’s theory was accepted and 
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Although it is difficult to state with certainty who inspired the Oxyrhynchus author with 
regard to this “barbarian” language, there is much in favour of the explanation brought 
forward by E.P. Rice: “It strikes me as quite possible, and not unlikely, that the long for-
eign passages, especially those of the King, were delivered by native Indians, who had 
been brought across the sea to Egypt; and that these parts were written in Greek, either 
because their own vernacular had not been reduced to writing or because they were il-
literate in it (1929: 221)”. While Rice is obviously thinking of Indian slaves or at least 
servants, who had to be “brought” somewhere and were possibly “illiterate”, it is in the 
light of the archaeological evidence much more plausible to suggest Indian traders or 
inhabitants of an Indian colony speaking a South Indian language. As noticed by Hall 
(2009: 18), “Oxyrhynchus, about ten miles west of the Nile, was hardly remote from this 
great trading route” which connected the coast with the regions further west.12 

While the hitherto cited evidence shows that the Indians in Egypt preserved most 
of their distinctive cultural characteristics, including their language and pottery types, 
there are few data which seem to indicate that they were also subject to a certain degree 
of assimilation. Thus a frequently cited Greek inscription from the temple of Seti I at 
Kanāyis or Wādi Miyāḥ was written by a person calling himself Σόφων Ίνδòς. His 
name was interpreted by Hultzsch as Hellenised form of the Sanskrit name Subhānu. 
Accordingly, he “would evidently have been a long-term resident of Egypt who had be-
come assimilated to life there and who had taken to the Greek language ...”  (Salomon 
1991: 735.).13 

According to Roberta Tomber, “most of the Indian finds” in Egypt which were “pre-
sent during the Early Roman period (...) continued into Late Roman times” (2008: 76).  
The excavations at the site Shenshef located 23 km away from Berenike showed “the 
continuation of Indian imports into the fifth and early sixth centuries AD” (76). A defi-
nite terminus post quem which also indicates direct contacts with Western and Central 
India is provided by a silver coin of the Western Kṣatrapa ruler Rudrasena III found at  
Berenike (Tomber 2008: 76, 165; Sidebotham 2011: 275). Rudrasena ruled between 348 
and 378 AD (Shastri 1998: 165).

further developed by some Indian scholars, like Shama Sastri (1926), Saletore (1936: 584–97), 
and – more recently – Varadpande (1981: 98–110) and especially P. Shivaprasad Rai who sug-
gested a connection with Tulu (1985). Cf. also Salomon 1991 who proposes that “Hultzsch’s the-
ory, flawed as it may be, should not be dismissed entirely; after all, we are dealing with a rough 
and probably corrupt transliteration into Greek characters of an exotic language, and thus could 
hardly be surprised if an attempt to reconstruct the original language is far from certain” (1991: 
733f.). See also Salomon 1993 with some further remarks and references.

12 Parker instead considers the mime “an oblique pointer” to a travel of Roman merchants to 
India (2008: 194f.).

13 Much more problematic is the evidence of a Ptolemaic gravestone from Dendera on which 
W.M. Flinders Petrie identified symbols resembling the Buddhist dharmacakra and the triśūla. 
Due to its isolated character it should not be used for any far-reaching conclusions concerning the 
Indian presence or even Buddhist missionary activities in Egypt (cf. Salomon 1991: 736).
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5.1.3 Indians in South Arabia

A similar time-frame is indicated by the archaeological evidence in South Arabia (cf. 
Tomber 2008: 100–108). In one of the major ports of Arabia Felix – Qana/Kane – Indian 
finds were largely confined to the Middle Period of its functioning, i.e. between the 2nd 
and 5th centuries. After that time the contact with India was “reduced drastically” (Se-
dov 2007, Tomber 2008: 105). According to Sedov, many of the Middle Period pottery 
of Indian types probably belong to Indian residents of Qana’ (2007: 102). The Indian 
ceramic types found in South Arabia – Red Polished Ware (RPW) and Organic Black 
Ware (OBW) – point to direct contacts with North and West India. 

The archaeological evidence with respect to the Indian presence in South Arabia is 
supported by an inscription found in al-’Uqla near Shabwa, the capital of the Ḥaḍramawt. 
Here several royal inscriptions were found which relate to investiture ceremonies.  One 
of them reports the presence of two Indian ambassadors – called Dhrdh and Mndh – in 
the escort of king Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ (Jamme 1963: 44f. = Ja 931, Pirenne 1990: 108f.). Accord-
ing to Ryckmans (1964: 282) the first mentioned Indian can be identified with the Indian 
ambassador Damadamin who according to Bardesanes is said to have been received by 
the Babylonian king Elagabal (218–222). The mentioned Ḥaḍramawt king Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ 
ruled at the same time.14 

Other corroborating evidence for contacts between India and South Arabia includes 
a bronze statue of a woman and a Kaniṣka coin (Tomber 2008: 107, cf. also Raschke 
1978: 966f.). According to Goetz the statue can be ascribed on stylistic grounds to the 
Western Deccan of the 3rd c. AD (1962, 1963) and thus confirms the general picture of 
the dominance of contacts with Western India. There has even been identified an Indian 
influence on depictions on artistic objects from South Arabia.15 

5.1.4. Periods and lines of trade

It is tempting to suggest that the different patterns of the distribution of pottery and 
artefacts reflect different lines of trade. While the South Indian trade was obviously 
mainly confined to direct contacts with the Egyptian ports, the western and northern 
regions of India seem to have specialised in trade contacts with or via South Arabia. As 
we saw, this general rule does not exclude alternative contacts. It is therefore possible, 
that the observed differences also reflect a diachronical shift. The earliest contacts bet-
ween India and Rome – datable already into the 1st c. BC – were certainly initiated by 

14 This inscription is extensively dealt with by Chr. Robin in his article “Les Palmyréniens en 
Arabie du Sud” attached to Maria Gorea’s contribution in the present volume.

15 For the Indian elements of the so-called Hombrechtikon plaque see Pirenne 1957. A Śaiva 
liṅga is according to Ryckmans (1980) displayed on a South Arabian bronze in the Kunsthis-
torisches Museum Wien. I owe these references to Christian Julien Robin. The Indian character 
of both objects is, however, not beyond doubt. 
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the Romans undertaking direct sea trips to the Indian south in search of luxury items 
such as pepper and jewels. Only the emergence of politically stable powers in the Indian 
north and their interest in commercial relations to the west within the larger framework 
of the developing Silk Road network might have extended the sphere of Indo-Roman 
trade from the Indian south to the north and north-west which had direct access to the 
Asian hinterland. 

In a global perspective this developed Indo-Roman trade network was part of the 
more extended Silk Road system which connected the western world with the Far East. 
In order to evaluate India’s role in this network one has to consider the political map of 
the first centuries AD. The north of India and large territories to its north-west up to 
Central Asia were unified under a mighty political power, the Kuṣāṇa dynasty. Its central 
and southern parts were dominated by comparatively strong, integrative dynasties: the 
Western Kṣatrapas and the Sātavāhanas (cf. Shastri 1998). The existence of these rather 
large and comparatively stable political units over a period of about two centuries from 
the middle of the first up to the middle of the 3rd c. AD provided excellent conditions for 
safe trading and commerce. References to Indian embassies in Rome (see for references 
Raschke 1978: 1045, n. 1623) and Ḥaḍramawt (see above) prove that the Indian political 
elites were directly involved in the development of these international contacts.  

Urbanisation reached a level which had never been seen before; for the first time an 
advanced monetary system dominated at least parts of the market. This political and 
economic stability was further strengthened by the culturally integrating function of 
Buddhism which had its stronghold among those social groups which were particularly 
linked to political and economic power, i.e. the ruling elite and the traders and mer-
chants. Based on these foundations, India played a central role in the intercontinental 
trade of the first centuries AD. Trade and technologies, art and architecture, religion, 
literature and science underwent a period of prosperity which was caused to a consider-
able degree by the manifold influences from the contacting cultures from abroad which 
were adapted and further assimilated by various spheres of Indian culture. 

It can be suggested that the surplus derived from these trade activities was one of the 
major sources of income and granted the economic and political stability of the ruling 
elites. On the other hand, this trade was only possible under politically and economically 
stable conditions. This interdependent balance came to an end with the decline of the 
great dynasties – the Kuṣāṇas, the Sātavāhanas and the Western Kṣatrapas – between the 
end of the 3rd and the end of the 4th c. AD which led to a serious setback to urban and 
commercial life. Many of the once powerful trade centres and urban settlements were 
given up or declined, evidence for imports from the west is almost completely absent 
(cf. Strauch 2005). Although this situation certainly affected India’s role as a leading 
power in international trade, it did not result in a complete demise of these activities. It 
seems that once acquired capacities and established contacts were continued in a differ-
ent context and perhaps in a much reduced scale without giving them up. Thus the port at 
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Elephanta island, 10 miles away from  Mumbai, had its heyday in the 6th c. AD (Tripathi 
2004, Tomber 2008: 128) when the main trade centers had already been devastated. 

Also in other parts of the Indian Ocean the available literary and archaeological data 
suggest that this intercontinental trade network – once established in a vast territory 
reaching from Europe up to the Far East – never ceased to function at least in many of its 
main branches. Changing political and economic powers naturally resulted in a decline 
of trade activities in some regions while other agents entered the scene and took over the 
functions of the previous protagonists. Thus the 3rd c. AD marked the beginning of the 
predominance of the Ethiopian Aksūmite kingdom over large parts of the Indian Ocean 
trade. There is also evidence for the relationships between Aksūm and India. Beside the 
inscribed ring mentioned above and possibly bearing an Indian inscription, the most im-
pressive evidence comes from a large hoard of Kuṣāṇa gold coins which was discovered 
in 1940 at the North-Ethiopian monastery Däbrä Damo (for an extensive report see Mat-
thews & Mordini 1959). It contains more than a hundred coins from Vima Kadphises to 
Vāsudeva, i.e. from the late 1st until the 3rd c. AD and was therefore probably deposited 
in the late 3rd c. AD or sometime later. The coins were found in a small natural cave 
below the terrace of the church, enshrined in “the relics of a wooden box along with 
eleven small gold plates (and) twelve small bands of (the) same metal” (Mordini 1967: 
23). Since the church was built only in the 6th c. AD, the box must have shifted to this 
place in a later period (see also Raschke 1978: 752 and Tomber 2008: 93). The present 
location of this important treasure, which was sold to an Italian soon after its discovery, 
is unknown. Göbl who published an inventory of its coins in 1970 was at that time not 
able to get access to it. He stated: “Der unbekannte Eigentümer war weder damals noch 
scheint er heute bereit, den Schatz der Wissenschaft zugänglich zu machen” (1970: 243). 
Göbl had to rely in his analysis on the data given by Mordini who was able to trace the 
owner and to examine the coins (Mordini 1967: 23). According to him, the treasure 
contained 105 coins, the majority of them (89) dīnārs of Huviṣka (Göbl 1970: 246). Of 
special art-historical interest are the golden plates and bands which once adorned the 
wooden box and were sold together with the coins in Italy. These decorative elements 
consist of “ten small plates, partly rectangular and partly square; one large plate of hex-
agonal shape, slightly pyramidal and twelve bands of various sizes, all decorated in light 
bas-relief with ornamental vines and stylish flowers of particular character” (Mordini 
1967: 23). Unfortunately, these decorations are still unpublished. 

The contacts between India and Aksūm are also shown by a number of Aksūmite 
coins of kings Ousanas and ‘Ezana (4th c. AD), which were found in the Mangalore area, 
Karnataka (Hahn 2000, Metlich 2006). An Aksūmite coin of a later period (400/420 
AD) was discovered in  Madurai (Walburg 2008: 273).16 The Western Indian contacts 

16 For a survey of finds of Late Roman and Aksūmite coins in South India see Walburg 2008: 
269–278.
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of Aksūmite traders are also attested by finds of Aksūmite pottery at Kamrej (Gujarat) 
(Tomber 2005).17

The Aksūmite kingdom remained powerful even after the recovery of the Romans 
and seems to have seriously weakened the Indian and Himyarite role after the late 4th/
early 5th c. AD. It seems that Romans assisted by Aksūmite middlemen dominated the 
maritime trade contacts with the east in this period (Tomber 2008: 164).

A factor which doubtlessly facilitated the continuing trade was the integrating power 
of the Christian religion which already in the Roman period began to spread along the 
trade routes (cf. Brown 1956: 66). After the decline of the Roman Empire, Christian 
traders who could rely on a large institutional network of churches and Christian com-
munities took an important share in Indian Ocean trade (Tomber 2007). One of the 
major geographical works of this period was composed by the Greek merchant and Ne-
storian Christ Kosmas Indikopleustes who described the sea-routes and trade emporia 
in the Western Indian Ocean which were active during his lifetime (MacCrindle 1897). 

According to a famous Christian legend it was St. Thomas who brought Christianity 
to India. Although the historical authenticity of this tradition is disputed and Cosmas’ 
6th c. report about India is the first doubtless reference to the existence of a Christian 
church in India, there is good evidence that Christians began to enter India from the west 
via the functioning trade channels and began to settle there in the first centuries AD, 
certainly not later than in the 3rd–4th c. AD (Brown 1956: 65–70, Thapar 2003: 278f.).

But already in the 7th c. AD Islam emerged as a new power whose rapid spread and 
engagement in trade and commerce challenged the existing networks. In the subsequent 
centuries, Muslim communities dominated the Indian Ocean trade relations almost un-
challenged until the “age of the great discoveries” bringing back Europe and its colonies 
to the scene. In both these periods, the Muslim and the colonial,  Indians continued to 
participate in the Indian ocean trade, either on behalf of the ruling Muslim elite or as 
part of the Portuguese or British maritime fleets. Among them, especially the Gujarati 
sailors acquired great fame for their navigational abilities.18

17 For the relations between Aksūm and India see also Tomber 2008: 140 and Finneran 2007: 
204f. Another informative source with further references is the entry “relations with India” in the 
Encyclopaedia Aethiopica (= Pankhurst 2007). 

18  There is a large amount of literature on the later periods of Western India trade. A quick 
orientation can be gained from volume 34 of Ars Orientalis (2004) dedicated to “Communities 
and Commodities: Western India and the Indian Ocean, Eleventh–Fifteenth Centuries.” It also 
includes a paper by H.P. Ray on the preceding period between the 6th and the 11th c. AD (= Ray 
2004). Useful historical surveys for the late Roman/Byzantine and early Muslim period are Wink 
1996: 25–108, for the 16th–19th c. AD Alpers 1976, Das Gupta 1985, Das Gupta & Pearson 1987, 
Das Gupta 2001, Pearson 2005. For the 11th–13th c. AD we have the impressive evidence from 
the Genizah of Cairo published and interpreted by Goitein (see now Goitein & Friedman 2008). 
A comprehensive history of Indian Ocean trade is now available with Pearson 2003.
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Despite this impressive amount of evidence which has been analysed in a multitude 
of works of excellent scholarship there remain many questions about general and more 
specific features of this intercontinental trade network. Many of them result from the de 
facto near complete silence of the Indians about this side of their history. There are no 
historical or geographical works which can be compared to the Periplus, the Historia 
Naturalis of Pliny or Ptolemy’s Geographia. Although there are occasional direct and 
indirect references to sea-trading activities – especially in the South Indian Saṅgam 
literature, the Pāli Buddhist Jātakas and the Arthaśāstra –, they are hardly sufficient to 
reconstruct even a rough picture of the factual dimension of the Indian participation.  As 
important as the archaeological evidence might be – especially in the absence of literary 
reports – its testimony is also a limited one.  

Against this background the newly discovered inscriptions from the Hoq cave at So-
cotra gain an eminent importance. For the first time we have a source which reflects the 
voice of one of the major agents in the Indo-Roman trade network – the Indian traders 
and sailors. 

5.2. Indians on Socotra: the archaeological evidence

Based on the data contained in the PME and other contemporary and later literary texts 
it has been admitted long since that the history of the Socotran archipelago had been 
closely connected to the Indian subcontinent at least since Roman times. Although ar-
chaeological evidence from the neighbouring South Arabian coast and from the Red-
Sea seaports like Berenike and Myos Hormos clearly prove that Indian traders actively 
participated in the intercontinental seatrade activities, their material traces in Socotra 
were in fact completely absent. This is of course partly due to the general scarcity of 
archaeological remains on the island’s inhabited north where the location of the settle-
ments near the sea-shore and the rocky surface did not allow the accumulation of any 
larger deposits. It was also assumed that the Indian traders spent only a few days a time 
on the island and hardly left any traceable archaeological remains during these short 
visits (cf. Shinnie 1960: 108). However, the main reason for the lack of data is the limited 
scope of archaeological activities carried out so far. Until recently they did not produce 
any substantial material which could be assigned to the Hellenistic and Roman periods.19 
The oldest archaeological evidence identified so far consisted of four Christian churches 
at Eryosh, Ḥadīboh, Sūk and Tsinifiroh (Doe 1992: 61). Although the remains are dif-

19 A good summary of the archaeological remains of Socotra which were known by the begin-
ning of the nineties is given by Doe (1992: 41–118) who had carried out the first systematic ar-
chaeological survey of the island in 1964/65 after the initial work by Theodore and Mabel Bent in 
1897. More recent archaeological activities are described by Weeks et al. (2002) who conducted a 
survey in three different regions of the island and were able to record a large number of structures, 
settlements and burials which await further exploration.
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ficult to date, the structures can be safely attributed to the Christian period of the island 
which ended about the 17th c. AD. According to Doe the style of the church at Tsinifiroh 
strongly recalls that of San Vitale in Ravenna which was consecrated in 542.  

These Christian remains can be related to some of the rock-drawings of Eryosh and 
Sūq. Beside depictions of hands, feet and camels and several inscriptions in a hith-
erto undeciphered script, which is similar to South Arabian and Ethiopian scripts, these 
drawings include numerous cross-symbols (Naumkin 1988: 76–79, Doe 1992: 82f., 
Naumkin & Sedov 1993: 582–584). It is, however, impossible to date them and the sug-
gestion by Naumkin and Sedov that they belong to the second half of the first millenium 
BC is therefore highly problematic (582).

This situation somewhat improved mainly thanks to the activities of Soviet-Russian 
archaeologists in the 1980s.20 They could verify the first and so far only certain archae-
ological evidence for a pre-Islamic (including Roman) occupation of the island, which 
is, however, rather meagre and does not allow any far-reaching conclusions about settle-
ment patterns or economic structures (Sedov & Naumkin 1993: 572–614).  The oldest 
archaeological material could be attributed to the Neolithic period. It is represented by 
the remains of a workshop which yielded numerous manufactured flint tools (Naumkin 
& Sedov 1993: 572–575). In its immediate vicinity, at Rakuf, a small cemetery with about 
ten burial structures was excavated. On the basis of parallels from South Arabia, South 
India, the Arab Gulf area and Oman, Naumkin and Sedov dated the peculiar dolmen-
shaped chambers into the second half of the first millenium BC (1993: 582f.). 

Only one of the sites described by Naumkin and Sedov can be clearly attributed to 
the Roman period. The site Hajrya, consisting of a settlement and a cemetery and situ-
ated around two kilometers to the south of the village Sūq, the ancient capital and main 
harbour of the island, functioned from the early centuries AD up to the 12th–13th c. The 
older period of the site can be dated to the early centuries AD on the basis of red slipped 
cups and bowls and an amphora handle. At least the amphora handle is clearly of Medi-
terranean origin. In addition, pieces of black and grey ware, “possibly of Indian or Arab 
Gulf origin, as well as fragments of thick-walled, handmade vessels similar to those dis-
covered in the strata of 1st-4th centuries A.D. in ancient sites of the wadi Hadhramaut” 
were found. Some of them show clear resemblance to “material excavated at Qana, in 
the strata of the 3rd–4th centuries A.D.” (Naumkin & Sedov 1993: 605, 597, fig. 19-1). 

According to their general appearance and equipment, several other burial places 
and cemeteries can probably also be ascribed to the pre-Islamic period although their 

20  The results of their work have been subsumed in some articles and monograph chapters 
published in the late eighties and early nineties of the last century (Naumkin 1988: 72–94, Naum-
kin 1989, Naumkin 1993, Naumkin & Sedov 1993).  The short chapter on Socotra which is part 
of Ray 2003 (109–111) is mainly based on Naumkin & Sedov 1993. The results of the 2009 
campaigns of the Moscow Oriental Institute are available at http://www.ivran.ru/expeds/76 (last 
access: 7.6.2010).
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ceramics only allow a much later dating from the 9th up to the 14th c. AD (Naumkin & 
Sedov 1993: 608). 

The most extensive evidence for Roman period pottery on Socotra was discovered 
in 2010 by the Russian Archaeological Mission (Vinogradov 2012). During excavations 
at Kosh, a site in the extreme west of the island, a number of imported ceramics were 
found which can be associated with the archaeological complex from the Middle Period 
of Kana, i.e. the time between the 2nd and 5th c. AD. According to Vinogradov, some 
of the ceramic wares are of South Asian origin. It is therefore possible to describe the 
site Kosh as an “ancient settlement of the 2nd–5th centuries, which is associated with 
the international trade in the Indian Ocean basin. The available material seems even to 
suggest that the main line of trade connections did not origin from the Mediterranean, 
but from India” (Vinogradov 2012, tr. Ingo Strauch). 

The excavations at Kosh thus provide the first clear archaeological evidence for the 
presence of Indian traders on Socotra. Moreover, their archaeological dating between 
the 2nd and 5th c. AD supports the results of the palaeographical and epigraphical anal-
ysis of the Hoq corpus.

5.3. Indians on Socotra: the literary evidence

Fortunately, the scarcity of the material evidence bearing on Socotra’s pre-Islamic his-
tory is not reflected by the literary sources. From them at least a rough picture of the 
island’s past during the period of Indo-Roman trade contacts in general, and the role 
which Indians played in particular, can be established.

Here we will restrict ourselves to those texts which are directly related to the topic 
of this chapter and contain information about Indian economic and cultural activities 
on Socotra. Like in the preceding paragraphs, the emphasis will be placed on the early 
period up to the 4th c. with a brief survey of later sources. As we will see, many of these 
later sources refer to earlier historical events and can therefore help to reconstruct the 
early period of Socotra’s history.21 

5.3.1. Greek and Latin sources (3rd c. BC–6th c. AD) 

The most prominent among the antique sources connecting Socotra with the Indians is 
doubtlessly the Periplus Maris Erythraei (PME) (1st c. AD, see ch. 5.1.1. above). The 
text devotes its 30th and 31st chapter to the island Dioskorides, under which name So-
cotra was known in Greek and Latin sources: 

21  Other recent works which contain important discussions of the literary evidence on So-
cotra’s past are Naumkin 1988, 1993, Doe 1992, Beyhl 1998, Dridi 2002, Cheung & DeVantier 
2006, and Biedermann 2010.
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30. On this bay is a mighty headland, facing the east, called Syagros, at which there are a 
fortress to guard the region, a harbor, and a storehouse for the collection of frankincense. In 
the open sea off it is an island, between it and the Promontory of Spices across the water but 
nearer to Syagros, called Dioscuridês; though very large, it is barren and also damp, with 
rivers, crocodiles, a great many vipers, and huge lizards, so huge that people eat the flesh 
and melt down the fat to use in place of oil. The island bears no farm products, neither vines 
nor grain. The inhabitants, few in number, live on one side of the island, that to the north, 
the part facing the mainland; they are settlers, a mixture of Arabs and Indians and even 
some Greeks, who sail out of there to trade. The island yields tortoise shell, the genuine, 
the land, and the light-colored, in great quantity and distinguished by rather large shields, 
and also the oversize mountain variety with an extremely thick shell, of which the parts 
over the belly, whichever are useful, do not take [sc. regular] cutting; besides they are rather 
tawny. On the other hand, whatever can be used for small boxes, small plaques, small disks, 
and similar items gets cut up completely. The so-called Indian cinnabar is found there; it is 
collected as an exudation from the trees.
31. The island is subject to the aforementioned king of the frankincense-bearing land, just 
as Azania is to Charibaêl and the governor of Mapharitis. Trade with it used to be carried 
out by some of the shippers from Muza and also by those sailing out of Limyrikê and Bary-
gaza who by chance put in at it; these would exchange rice, grain, cotton cloth, and female 
slaves, which found a market because of a shortage there, for big cargoes of tortoise shell. 
At the present time the kings have leased out the island, and it is under guard (tr. Casson 
1989: 67–69).

Although not all of the data seem to be reliable it is remarkable that the Periplus names 
some of the most distinctive features of the island which are characteristic up to the pre-
sent day: the concentration of its population in the north, the scarceness of agricultural 
products and the role the dragon-blood (Dracaena cinnabari) plays as an export article 
(cf. Beyhl 1998, Müller 2001: 142–143). Although today the land tortoise is no longer 
present on the island, the sea-turtle is still met and used by the local population as food 
(Cheung & DeVantier 2006: 187). 

Equally reliable is the indication of the political control by the “frankincense coun-
try”, i.e. the kingdom of Ḥaḍramawt which was the leading power in South Arabia and 
controlled the trade over long periods of its history. It is highly probable that due to this 
control some goods like aloe and frankincense (boswellia) for which Socotra was partic-
ularly famous, and which are not mentioned by the PME, were exported via  South Ara-
bian middlemen in Kane, the main port of the South Arabian overlords from Ḥaḍramawt 
(Müller 2001: 144, cf. also Biedermann 2006: 31f.).

According to the PME the island was approached by two ways: either from the South 
Arabian mainland (Muza) or from harbours on the Indian west coast, namely from Bary-
gaza, the ancient Bharukaccha and modern Broach in Gujarat, and from Limyrike, i.e. 
the present Malabar coast further south. Landing on Socotra has always been problem-
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atic, mainly due to the difficult navigational conditions caused by heavy winds and cur-
rents.22 It is therefore hardly surprising that the large Roman vessels arriving with the 
stormy south-west monsoon from the Red Sea region did not stop at Socotra (cf. Casson 
1991). 

As pointed out by Casson (1984), the commodities mentioned by the PME indicate a 
trade route which connected India directly with the South Arabian coast and Socotra. 
Although Roman traders could occasionally make use of this route in case of spare ca-
pacity on their vessels, it was mainly served by Indian traders who brought commodities 
like grain, cotton, or slaves to South Arabia. According to Casson, India was “a supplier 
of textiles, food, and raw materials to the Persian coast, southern Arabia, and east Af-
rica” (1984: 43). 

According to the Periplus’ data, the Arab merchant community at Muza seems to 
have played an important intermediary role in these trade contacts (cf. for Muza, Casson 
1989: 18–19). It is, however, noticeable that in its description of the trading activities at 
Socotra the PME uses the past tense and explicitly refers to the fact that at the time of its 
composition the island was not accessible at all (see Bukharin, infra).  

One of the most interesting statements of the Periplus is its reference to Indians not 
only as visitors on their way from or back to their homeland but also among the inhabit-
ants of Socotra where they are said to form together with Arabs and Greeks a mixed 
population. We will see that this assumed presence of Indians figured also in other an-
tique and later sources as one of the persistent and characteristic features of the island.

Although the Periplus’ report has to be considered as the first undoubted reference to 
the Socotra archipelago in classical sources there are earlier works which might reflect 
a certain knowledge about the island. One of the most important reports of this type is 
the description of the mythical island Panchaea in Diodorus’ Bibliotheca Historica (1st 
c. BC) based on the Sacra Historia of Euhemerus of Messene which was written around 
300 BC.

5.41.4. On the farthest bounds of Arabia the Blest, where the ocean washes it, there lie 
opposite it a number of islands, of which there are three which merit a mention in history, 
one of them bearing the name of Hiera, or Sacred, on which it is not allowed to bury the 
dead, and another lying near it, seven stades distant, to which they take the bodies of the 
dead whom they see fit to inter. Now Hiera has no share in any other fruit, but it produces 
frankincense in such abundance as to suffice for the honours paid to the gods throughout the 
entire inhabited world; and it possesses also exceptional quantity of myrrh an every variety 
of all the other kinds of incense of highly fragrant odour. (...)

22  Cf. e.g. the report of the Arab navigator Ibn-Maǧid (15th c.) translated by Tibbetts 1971: 
229f. Cf. also for several modern records about the navigational problems during the south-west 
monsoon Cheung & DeVantier 2006: 254.
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5.42.1 The land of Hiera is divided among its inhabitants, and the king takes for himself the 
best land and likewise a tithe of the fruits which the island produces. The width of the island 
is reputed to be about two hundred stades.
5.42.2. And the inhabitants of the island are known as Panchaeans, and these men take the 
frankincense and myrrh across to the mainland and sell it to Arab merchants, from 
whom others in turn purchase wares of this kind and convey them to Phoenicia and 
Coele-Syria and Egypt, and in the end merchants convey them from these countries 
throughout all the inhabited world.
5.42.3. And there is yet another large island, thirty stades distant from the one we have 
mentioned, lying out in the ocean to the east and many stades in length; for men say that 
from its promontory which extends toward the east one can descry India, misty because of 
its great distance.
5.42.4. As for Panchaea itself, the island possesses many things which are deserving to 
be recorded by history. It is inhabited by men who were sprung from the soil itself, called 
Panchaeans, and the foreigners there are Oceanites and Indians and Scythians and Cretans 
(tr. Oldfather 1935, emphasis added).

There has been a vivid debate about the identity and possible prototype of Euhemerus’ 
Panchaea. While some early scholars – like e.g. Tkatsch (1934)23 – tend to believe that it 
clearly refers to Socotra, others – like Müller (2001: 148f.) – decidedly reject any asso-
ciation of this kind. Like in many comparable cases, both extreme positions contain only 
part of the truth. As argued by Biedermann (2006: 24–26), Euhemerus clearly combined 
facts and fiction and adapted a certain amount of information which seems to be clearly 
related to Socotra. This fact was also inferred by Müller, who despite his arguing against 
any kind of relationship between Socotra and Panchaea uses Diodorus’ account to il-
lustrate how the inhabitants of Socotra took aloe and frankincense to the main land and 
sold it there to South Arabian merchants (Müller 2001: 144). Müller convincingly con-
nects this description with the data of the PME according to which the island is “leased 
out” by its South Arabian overlords and “under guard” (see above). 

It might be worth noting that the first part of Diodorus’ Panchaea chapters (5.41–46) 
is devoted to a group of islands which are described in a rather realistic way. The larg-
est of them is called “Hiera, the Sacred”, a name which Bukharin traces back to Arabic 
ḥaram (see Bukharin, infra) which again can be connected with the PME’s description 
of the political situation at Socotra. It is possible that this Hiera is in fact identical with 
Socotra and forms the basis for the mythological description of Panchaea including the 
remarkable fact that this fantastic island is also inhabited by Indians.

The same fact was reported by Pausanias (2nd c. AD) with regard to the island Seria 
(cf.  Beyhl 1998: 69) inhabited by the Seres, another rather legendary people, which is 
usually connected with the production of silk and located by Ptolemy somewhere above 

23 For further references see Müller 2001: 149.
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‘Sinae’, i.e. at the easternmost end of the inhabited world. Pausanias’ Seria report seems 
to be another case where the former legendary “other” was transposed to and partially 
identified with an island in the South Arabian sea. As in the case of Hiera-Panchaea 
and Socotra, facts and fiction were intermingled. Whether Seria can indeed be identi-
fied with modern Masirah (Schoff 1915: 40), another island at the South Arabian coast, 
mentioned by Ptolemy and the Periplus under the names Sarapis and Sarapias (Casson 
1989: 175), must remain open.24 

6.28.8.  (...) Seria is known to be an island lying in a recess of the Red Sea.
6.28.9. But I have heard that it is not the Red Sea, but a river called Ser, that makes this is-
land, just as in  Egypt the Delta is surrounded by the Nile and by no sea. Such another island 
is Seria said to be. These Seres themselves are of Aethiopian race, as are the inhabitants of 
the neighboring islands, Abasa and Sacaea. Some say, however, that they are not Ethiopians 
but a mongrel race of Scythians and Indians (tr. Jones & Ormerod 1918, emphasis added).

Another mythical island in the Red Sea which can probably be identified with Socotra25 
and is explicitly associated with Indian seamen is Selera. It is described by Flavius 
Philostratus (2nd–3rd c. AD) in his biography of Appollonius of Tyana (3.56–57) with 
the following words: 

Out off the place there lies a sacred island, which was called Selera, and the passage to 
it from the mainland was a hundred stades long. Now in this island there lived a Nereid, 
a dreadful female demon, which would snatch away many mariners and would not even 
allow ships to fasten a cable to the island … The Indian then halts alongside of the oys-
ter and holds out the myrrh before him as a bait; whereupon the oyster opens and drinks 
itself drunk upon the myrrh … And they say that the Arabs also who live on the opposite 
coast devote themselves to catching these creatures (tr. Conybeare 1912: 341–343, emphasis 
added). 

Flavius’ account highlights another feature of the island: its inaccessibility. He ascribes 
this feature to the activity of a female demon who has to be pacified by the gift of myrrh. 
It is hard to say which historical event or situation hides behind this colourful descrip-
tion. It might be the embargo from the side of the Ḥadramawt overlords – as suggested 
by Bukharin. On the other hand, it is equally possible that this mythical characterisation 
reflects the difficult navigational situation around the island which makes harbouring 

24  The Greek name of the island – Seria – could in this case be explained on the basis of the 
South Arabian sira. Its variant Serapis as given by the PME is the result of an association with a 
Greek deity, similarly as in the case of the Dioskurides where an original Arabic (di)-Śkrd was 
transformed (Müller 2001: 151–152).

25 See Bukharin, infra, “Greeks on Socotra”.
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during many periods of the year almost impossible and certainly resulted in a great 
number of shipwrecks.  

It is not certain,  that these – probably interrelated – references to Indians on islands 
in front of the South Arabian coast reflect any historical facts. It cannot be excluded that 
the term “Indian” is used in these cases either indiscriminately for any non-Greek eth-
nicity, e.g. Arabian, (cf. Müller 2001: 150f.) or is just an exotic topos. 

But there is one text which undoubtedly refers to the presence of Indians in this region. 
As early as in the end of the 2nd c. BC the Ptolemaic officer Agatharchides of Cnidus 
wrote a Periplus describing the sea passage from Egypt to the mouth of the Red Sea. 
In the easternmost point of this voyage he describes the so-called “Fortunate islands” 
which were visited by sailors “from everywhere, but especially from Potana, which Al-
exander founded beside the Indus river, because he wished to have a port on the shore 
of the ocean” (Fragm. 105b ← Diodorus, Burstein 1989: 169). Although the identifica-
tion of Agatharchides’ “Fortunate islands” with Socotra is not certain26, the text proves 
beyond any doubt the presence of Indian sailors in this part of the Indian Ocean by the 
2nd c. BC. 

Although Socotra is referred to in a number of other texts of this period, like Pliny’s 
Naturalis Historia, Ptolemy’s Geographia, or Ammianus Marcellinus’ Res gestae (cf. 
Müller 2001:  144f.) – which clearly proves its inclusion into the terra cognita of the 
Roman-Greek civilisation – there are no further data about the role of Indians.

The last reference to Socotra in a Greek or Latin text is found in the report of Cosmas 
Indicopleustes, a Nestorian merchant from Alexandria who undertook several travels 
to India in the first quarter of the 6th c. AD. Although he did not visit the island person-
ally, his text contains reliable second-hand information. We have seen that, according 
to some of the above cited classical sources, Indians did not only come as traders but 
also settled on the South Arabian islands, often together with people from other regions. 
The situation in Socotra is described by the PME as a coexistence of Arabs, Indians and 
Greeks. Judging from Cosmas’ Topographia Christiana this situation had essentially 
changed in the intervening centuries. According to him, now only Greek settlers lived 
on the island. They are said to have been sent there by the Ptolemaic rulers in order to 
establish colonies. Many of these settlers were Christians:

In the island, again, called the Island of Dioscoridês, which is situated in the same Indian 
sea, and where the inhabitants speak Greek, having been originally colonists sent thither by 
the Ptolemies who succeeded Alexander the Macedonian, there are clergy who receive their 
ordination in Persia, and are sent on to the island, and there is also a multitude of Christians. 

26 According to Müller (1999: 186, 2001: 148) Agatharchides’ term refers to the peninsulas 
Little Aden and Rās Nimrān.
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I sailed along the coast of this island, but did not land upon it. I met, however, with some 
of its Greek-speaking people who had come over into Ethiopia (tr. McCrindle 1897: 119).

5.3.2. Arabic and early European sources (10th–15th c. AD)

Cosmas’ story about the settlement of Greeks is supported by later Arabic sources from 
about the 10th to 13th century which attribute the Greek “colonisation” even to Al-
exander the Great, the predecessor of the Ptolemies.27 According to Abu Zayd Ḥasan 
al-Sirâfî, al-Masʿūdī (both 10th c. AD) and al-Idrīsī (died 1166) Aristotle recommended 
Alexander to send a group of Ionian Greeks to Socotra to settle there and to cultivate the 
aloe which was used as medicine (Müller 2001: 150f., Biedermann 2006: 28). Contrary 
to Cosmas these sources stress that the Greeks took over the island from the Indians 
who “were there and took hold of that island” (e.g. al-Masʿūdī, Ubaydli 1989: 150, fn.33). 
The passage in al-Masʿūdī’s Murūǧ aḏ-ḏahab wa-ma āʿdin al-ǧauhar (III: 36) runs as 
follows:

Dans la même mer, et non loin d’Aden se trouve l’île de Socotarah, qui a donné son nom à 
l’aloès socotri (chicotin), car c’est de là seulement que provient et qu’on exporte cette sub-
stance. Aristote, fils de Nicomachus, écrivit à Alexandre, fils de Philippe, au moment de son 
départ pour l’Inde, et lui donna des renseignement sur Socotorah, en l’engageant à y établir 
une colonie de Grecs, pour l’exploitation de l’aloès qui est d’un si fréquent usage comme 
purgatif, etc. En effet Alexandre envoya dans cette île un certain nombre de grecs originaires 
pour la plupart de la ville d’Astagar (Stagyre), patrie d’Aristote. Une flotte transporta ces 
colons et leurs familles dans la mer de Kolzoum; ils soumirent les Indiens qui s’y étaient 
établis, s’emparèrent de Socotorah et enlevèrent une idole colossale à laquelle les Indiens 
rendaient un culte; l’histoire de cette expédition exigerait de longs détails. La population 
grecque de Socotorah s’accrut après la mort d’Alexandre, et, à l’avènement du christianisme, 
elle adopta cette religion qu’elle professe encore. (...) Socotorah est un des points de relâche 
des bâtiments indiens (baradja) qui donnent la chasse aux navires arabes à destination de la 
Chine et de l’Inde (...) (tr. Barbier de Meynard & Pavet de Courteille 1864: 36f.).

Müller points to the possibility that the Arab authors referred by the term Indians simply 
to the South Arabian native population of the island (2001: 150f.). On the other hand, it 
cannot be excluded that this legend of the Alexander romance is based on some older 
records which explicitly mentioned Indians as inhabitants of Socotra. Moreover, that al-
Masʿūdī most probably did not regard these Indians as natives of Socotra, is shown by his 
remarks about the “idol” that they worshipped and took with them when they left this is-
land (cf. also Ubaydli 1989: 140). It is possible that the Alexander romance as contained 
in these Arabian sources combined the historical fact of an Indian presence on Socotra 

27 Cf. for further details Bukharin, infra, ch. 2.1.3.
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with another historical event, the settlement of Greeks on the island. According to the 
available data it can be questioned whether the Greeks arrived there already in the 4th c. 
BC, i.e. during the reign of Alexander. But it is quite possible that Cosmas’ reference to 
the Ptolemies is nearer to the truth (cf. also Biedermann 2006: 28f.). 

But there is still another “Indian connection” reflected in the Arabic sources. According 
to al-Masʿūdī Socotra is a landing-point for Indian pirates who hunt for Arab vessels on 
their way to China and India. Remarkably, he uses the lexeme bawāriǧ with regard to the 
ships used by these pirates – a specific technical term which could point to their western 
or north-western origin (cf. below). 

The presence of pirates as one of Socotra’s characteristic features is also stressed 
by other Arab sources, like e.g. the famous geographer al-Muqaddasī who mentions 
Socotra only randomly in this 10th c. work Aḥsan at-taqāsīm fī maʿrifat al-aqālīm (The 
Best Divisions for Knowledge of the Regions) (cf. Biedermann 2006: 47f.).

All of  these early Arab geographers used for their description of Socotra second-
hand reports. The first, who personally visited the island was Ibn-al-Muǧāwir. His major 
work Tārīkh al-mustabṣir finished in 1230 contains a detailed description of Socotra 
(Smith 2008: 263–265). Again we find an explicit reference to pirates: 

The life-style of the people of these coastal areas is [tied up] with pirates, since the latter 
come and stay with them for six months [at a time], selling them their loot. They eat and 
drink [with them] and have sexual relations with their wives  (tr. Smith 2008: 265).

Al-Muǧāwir’s eye-witness report is supported by the slightly later travel record of Mar-
co Polo who did not personally visit the island but got quite detailed information about it 
during his travels to China in the second half of the 13th c. (Book 3, chapter 32):

When you leave those two Islands and go about 500 miles further towards the south, then 
you come to an Island called Scotra. The people are all baptized Christians; and they have 
an Archbishop. They have a great deal of ambergris; and plenty also of cotton stuffs and 
other merchandize; especially great quantities of salt fish of a large and excellent kind. 
They also eat flesh and milk and rice, for that is their only kind of corn; and they all go 
naked like the other Indians. ( ... )
There is a great deal of trade there, for many ships come from all quarters with goods to sell 
to the natives. The merchants also purchase gold there, by which they make a great profit; 
and all the vessels bound for Aden touch at this Island. (...) 
A multitude of corsairs frequent the Island; they come there and encamp and put up their 
plunder to sale; and this they do to good profit, for the Christians of the Island purchase it, 
knowing well that it is Saracen or Pagan gear (...) (tr. Yule 1871: 340f., emphasis added). 
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Unlike al-Masʿūdī, Al-Muǧāwir’s and Marco Polo’s records did not specify from where 
these Socotran pirates actually came. However, support for al-Masʿūdī’s information 
about their Indian origin is supplied by Ibn-Baṭṭūṭa (died 1377), another traveller whose 
record in many regards supplements Marco Polo’s data (Müller 2001: 158): 

Shaikh Saʿīd then set off in company with Washl, and they bought various kinds of mer-
chandise with what moneys they had at their disposal. When, however, they reached the 
island of Suquṭra – from which the Socotrine aloes take their name – they were attacked by 
Indian pirates with a large number of vessels (tr. Gibb 1958: 224).

It thus seems that the presence of Indian pirates was a persistent feature between the 
10th and 14th centuries AD.28 As mentioned above, it is quite possible that al-Masʿūdī’s 
references to “bâtiments indiens (baradja)” points to the western or north-western origin 
of these Indian guests. He calls these Indian vessels bawāriǧ. Al-Ṭabarī (10th c.) refers 
to this ship-type as bāriǧa (pl. bawāriǧ) and gives a quite detailed account of its crew 
consisting of 45 members including the captain, three naphtha throwers, a carpenter, a 
baker and 39 oarsmen who also functioned as warriors (Agius 2008: 328). The term is 
attested in the works of different Arab geographers from the 10th c. onwards, constantly 
referring to “war-ship, pirate ship” (see Agius 2008: 385–391, Appendix A). Most sourc-
es agree about the Indian origin of this war vessel. According to Agius, “these bārijas 
were deep-sea vessels but used in riverfaring, too. The name hast often stood for ‘pirate 
ship’, the word originating from the people of Sind (Northwest India), who in the third/
ninth century were the buccaneers of the sea. Under the caliphate of al-Manṣūr (136–
158/754–775), when Jeddah was attacked in 151/768, the appearance of these ships was 
feared so much, that the name bawārij (pl of bārija) ‘pirate ships’ became synonymous 
with the pirates themselves” (Agius 2008: 328). Thus according to Al-Bīrūnī  (11th c.) 
the pirates of Kacch and Somnath are called al-bawāriǧ because they use for their raids 
a ship called bīra (tr. Sachau 1888, 1: 208). Al-Bīrūnī’s spelling of the singular form can 
be compared with al-Muqaddasī’s bīraja against the commonly attested bārija which is 
found in the works of At-Ṭabarī, Ibn Sīda and others. Both forms with -ī- possibly reflect 
the original form of the word which is probably connected with Hindi bēr̥ā and Urdu 
pīrā “a large boat” (Agius 2008: 329 < Kindermann 1934: 3).29

How these pirates acted, is also described by Ibn-Baṭṭūṭa in his report about his friend 
Shaikh Saʿīd:

28 For further references for Indian pirates in the Arabian Sea cf. the chapter on “Brigands In-
diens” in Eric Vallet’s recently published work on Arabic Indian Ocean maritime trade between 
the 13th and 15th c. AD (2010).

29 Cf. also the note of Campbell in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, volume 13, part 2, 
page 714: “ ... bera the name of the Cutch pirate craft is also the Romani or Gypsy word for boat” 
(also cited by King 1890: 191). 
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(...) they were attacked by Indian pirates with a large number of vessels. [The occupants of 
the ship] put up a vigorous resistance to them, in the course of which many perished on both 
sides, and Washl being an archer killed a good number of them. Finally the pirates over-
powered them and struck Washl a blow with a spear, from which he died later, then, after 
seizing all their possessions, they left them with their ship, sailing tackle, and provisions, 
with which they made their way to ʿAdan, and there Washl died. It is the custom of these 
pirates that they neither kill nor drown anyone save in the fighting, but only take his money 
and let him go with his ship where he will, nor do they seize slaves, since they are of their 
own kind (tr. Gibb 1958: 224).

The same procedure was reported by Marco Polo with regard to the pirates from the 
Malabar coast and Gujarat (Book 3, ch. 25): 

And you must know that from this kingdom of Melibar, and from another near it called Go-
zurat, there go forth every year more than hundred corsair vessels on cruize. These pirates 
take with them their wifes and children, and stay out the whole summer. Their method is 
to join in fleets of 20 or 30 these pirate vessels together, and then they form what they call 
a sea cordon, that is, they drop off till there is an interval of 5 or 6 miles between ship and 
ship, so that they cover something like an hundred miles of sea, and no merchant ship can 
escape them. For when any one corsair sights a vessel a signal is made by fire or smoke, and 
then the whole of them make for this, and seize the merchants and plunder them. After they 
have plundered them, they let them go, saying: ‘Go along with you and get more gain, and 
that mayhap will fall to us also!’ (tr. Yule 1871: 324f.).

The travels of Marco Polo brought Socotra back into the sphere of western perception.  
Especially its Christian character attracted the European visitors and nourished the hope 
that the island could serve as a kind of stronghold in the hostile environment of the Indi-
cum. The association of Socotra with India was in many of these early European works a 
given fact. As we saw above, already Marco Polo did not hesitate to admit the Indian eth-
nicity of Socotra’s people, saying they would go naked “like the other Indians.” Another 
traveller, the German Arnold von Harff, who made a pilgrimage to Egypt, Israel and 
parts of Arabia between 1496 and 1499, wrote about the Nestorian patriarch of Socotra 
that he had to pay tribute to the “Big Lord of India” (see also Biedermann 2006: 52–56):

in deser insel Schoyra wonent gar vil guder cristen Thomyten. sij hauen eynen eygen 
busschoff ader patriarchen, den sij vur yeren oeuersten haltent. dan er moiss deme groissen 
heren van Indyen tribuyt geuen (von Groote 1860: 136).
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With the advent of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean in the beginning of the 16th c. 
Socotra became gradually part of the European Indian Ocean trade network.30 Never-
theless  Indians – and especially traders or pirates from Gujarat – continued to play an 
important role in the direct maritime contacts of Socotra.31 

5.3.3. Indian sources (14th–19th c. AD)

The maritime contacts between India and Socotra were not restricted to the activities of 
pirates. Numerous documents – among them navigational maps and pilot books – bear 
witness of a vivid Indian Ocean trade carried out by Gujarati sailors who enjoyed an 
extraordinary reputation. According to 16th c. Portuguese records a “Gujarati pilot” as-
sisted Vasco da Gama on his way to India.32 As noticed by Schwartzberg, “about 1500, 
Gujaratis, even more than the Arabs, were the dominant traders on most of the routes 
of the Indian Ocean from East Africa to Indonesia and beyond, all the way to China. If 
any mercantile community in Asia then had a need for maps, it would have been that of 
Gujarat” (Schwartzberg 1992: 502–503, cited by Shaikh 2009: 82, fn. 46). 

So far, there have been published only few such navigational documents which can 
help to define the Indian Ocean trade network of Gujarati sailors (cf. Sheikh 2009: 75–77 
with further references). One of them is a “station-based stellar half compass card for the 
northern half of the celestial sphere traced from the Gujarati pothi of the 18th century. 
(...) This half compass station is based on the pothi of Haji Abdulla Bhatti. The station on 
which it is based is Socotra. The regional ocean covered is between Aden in the west and 
Honavar to Mangalore in the east, roughly the seas north of 13 degrees N.” (Arunacha-
lam 1996, see also Arunachalam 2005: 28, fig. 7; 2008: 215, fig. 4). The island’s name is 
spelt here śīkhotara.

Socotra is also indicated on an early 19th c. Gujarati map of the Red Sea and the Gulf 
of Aden which was acquired by Alexander Burnes in 1835 and is kept now in the Royal 
Geographical Society, London (mr Asia S.4). On this map “(l)ines are drawn between 
ports on opposite sides of the Red Sea, and zām sailing distances are indicated along 
some of these lines. For example, Aden to Socotra is 15 zāms (...)” (Sheikh 2009: 76, plate 
12).

Another only recently discovered document is a map and pilot book from Gujarat 
dated 1750 AD. It contains beside different sailing instructions and a map of the Gujarati 
coast a list of about 90 different Indian Ocean ports. Three of them are labelled Sīgotar 
Rās Momīn, Sīgotar Rās Sosīo and Sīgotar Rās Sohelī (Sheikh 2009: 79). In her recent 

30 For new evidence of the Portuguese presence on Socotra see the contribution by Julian Jan-
sen Van Regensburg below. He introduces a document which reports about the discovery of an 
inscribed stone left by Portuguese sailors in the 17th c. AD.

31 For Portuguese sources on Socotra see Biedermann 2006, 2010.
32 For all the legends around this figure and his wrong identification with the Arab navigator 

and author Ibn-Maǧid see Subrahmanyam 1997: 121–128. 
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study of this document Samira Sheikh suggests identifying these terms with places in 
Lakshadweep. On the basis of new evidence provided by a group of inscribed stones 
from Socotra it is now possible to put forward a different identification. These five stone 
inscriptions were discovered near the ancient harbour of Socotra at Rās Ḥowlef, not 
far from Sūq. They are inscribed in Gujarati and refer to ship expeditions from Gogha 
(Bhavnagar district, Saurashtra) to Socotra indicating the duration of the jouney, the 
owner of the ship and the participants of the expedition (see below Appendix). Some of 
them are dated into the Vikrama years 1729 (1676 AD) and 1775 (1719 AD). On two of 
these stones the island’s name is given as śrī sīkotara which can be clearly related to the 
sīgotar of the pilot book. This identification is also supported by the name of the first 
mentioned location Rās Momīn. The easternmost part of Socotra is known as Rās Momī. 
According to Arab navigators it was called Māmī Suqutrī or Rās Māmī (Tibbetts 1971: 
445). Although it is presently not possible to propose the exact equivalents of Rās Sosīo 
and Rās Sohelī, all three entries probably designate locations on Socotra which were 
part of the navigational network of Gujarati sailors up to the early 19th c. AD.33

5.3.4. Excursus: The goddess Śīkotarī Mātā

The close assocation of Gujarat and Socotra is probably also attested by a rather sur-
prising evidence. Until recent times a female deity known as Śīkotarī Mātā and often 
perceived as a kind of sea-goddess has been venerated among certain communities in 
Western India.34 It is hard to find any reliable and comprehensive research data on this 
goddess which belongs to the numerous female deities (mātā) of Gujarat.  Among some 
stray references I could trace only one article which is especially devoted to “Vahanvati 
Shikotari” (Chandervaker 1963). Although certain inconsistencies in the iconographi-
cal representation of this goddess can be observed, which bear witness to her gradual 
transformation from a more specialised maritime goddess to an “ordinary” mātā,35 one 

33  Remarkably, Samira Sheikh suggested the identification of Sīgotar Rās Momīn with Rās 
Momī on Socotra in her earlier catalogue entry of this document in Savage-Smith 2005: 124. 
Why she abandoned this convincing interpretation, is not clear to me. 

34 The reference to this goddess I owe to A.S. Gaur (Goa) who drew my attention to the follow-
ing passage in S.R. Rao’s monograph on the Lothal excavations:  “Another evidence of contact is 
provided by the name Sikotarīmātā associated with the sea-goddess and ancient ports of Gujarat. 
She derives her name from Socotaro, an East African island” (1979: 224). The same idea he had 
already expressed some years before: “The name Sikotarīmātā, an honorofic (sic) of the sea-
goddess (Vāṇuvatīmātā) of Lothal is said to have been derived from the name of the island now 
known as Sakotaro which lies off the east African coast” (1973: 118, see also 52). Here Rao also 
mentions another Śīkotarī temple at Kūḍā near Hathab (1973: 118).

35 Thus Śīkotarī (śrī sīkotara māṃ) is represented on more recent pictures like Durgā as a 
female sitting on a lion in front of the boat which carries several people venerating her (see 
above fig. 1). See also http://www.flickr.com/photos/ash_patel/2604649337/sizes/z/in/photo-
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of her attributes is persistently 
found up to the present day: 
Śīkotarī is usually shown sitting 
or standing on or beside a boat. 
Such figural representations are 
especially popular on the printed 
temple clothes (chandarvo) from 
Gujarat which are used in mātā 
temples and family shrines (see 
Fischer et al. 1982: 83–84,  Isler 
et al. 2004: 28, 114). But there 
are also more recent devotional 
prints which show Śīkotarī in a 
similar way (see fig. 1). The close 
association between these mod-
ern prints and the iconographi-
cal traditions of the temple cloths 
has already been stressed by 
Hauser (1989: 114). Most of these 
objects show Śīkotarī with her 
typical boat. This iconographical 
attribute as well as her often used 
epitheton vahāṇvaṭī mātā des-
ignate Śīkotarī Mātā as goddess 
of the seafaring people. Accord-
ingly she is “believed by sailors to 
be able to protect them from the 
dangers of the deep” (Enthoven 
1914: 5). The Śīkotarī temple at 
Vadgaum in Khambhat is covered 
by numerous inscriptions left by 
sailors from surrounding places who had visited the temple (Chandervaker 1963: 44f.). 
There are different stories regarding her origin – most of them pointing to Sindh –  and 
a general agreement about her relation to seafaring and fishing (Chandervaker 1963).36 

stream/ (last access 17.5.2011). There are even recent representations showing the goddess 
without any attribute pointing to her original maritime character (http://picasaweb.google.
com/107207131090292066065/PROMINENTPERSONALITYOFBHATIACOMMUNITY?feat
=directlink#5482184468808802338 (last access: 17.5.2011). 

36 The same features were observed by A.S. Gaur during a recent visit to Gujarat. In an email 
dated 10.2.2012 Dr. Gaur wrote to me: “Recently I was in Gujarat for 3 weeks and tried to find 
out the connection of Sikotara mata with the worshipper. Interestingly, most of the Sikotara Mata 

Fig. 1: Devotional panel for Śrī Vahāṇvaṭī Mātā / Śrī 
Sīkotar Māṃ, showing devotees in front of her and her tem-
ple (bazaar art, c. 1940's). Source: http://www.columbia.
edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00routesdata/0400_0499/pan-
theon/pilgrimage/pilgrimage.html. The same motif is found 
on a more recent print  from the Hamburg Museum für 
Völkerkunde, published by Hauser (1989: 116, Abb. 6, 118).
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However, the goddess seems to have appropriated a number of additional functions. 
Thus among Rājput communities her association with seafaring is not obvious anymore. 
Instead, the goddess is regarded as “the dead wife of the village Rajput whose desires or 
ambitions or married life were not satisfied during her lifetime or who did not receive 
the obligations due to her” (Singhji 1994: 220). She appears in dreams of other women 
of the family or co-wives and has to be pacified by installing a symbolic image – often 
a coconut – where an oil-lamp has to be offered at night. With regard to these characer-
istics Śīkotarī Mātā can be compared with the clan deities called in mediaeval and later 
Jaina sources vyantara or vyantarī, who “is often a member of the clan itself who has 
met violent death or an unnatural death and has become a demi-god ... This vyantara 
then typically makes itself known by causing the family harm or possessing one of its 
members” (Granoff 1989: 202). According to Singhji, “there is at least one Shikotar (in 
a village) but it is not uncommon to find more than one Shikotar in different families. 
A Shikotar is worshipped usually by women, and men bow down before her, but a man 
does not bow down to the Shikotar of his own dead wife” (1994: 221). The cult seems to 
be restricted to lower castes (cf. also Chandervaker 1963: 50).

Comparable connotations of this goddess are mentioned by Campbell (1898). He de-
scribes a excorcist ritual carried out in December 1888 in the town Umethā situated on 
the river Mahī near Bombay, Gujarat. The exorcist, Jodā Rāwaliā, evoked a number of 
ghosts and deities, among them “Shikôtâr (sic!), the Small-pox Mother” (241). Beside 
that Campbell also mentions “Maśânî Shikôtar, that is Shikôtar of the tombs” (242). 
Obviously, Śīkotarī Mātā is perceived here as one variety of a devī and has completely 
lost her connection to seafaring. 

This rather unspecific character of Śīkotarī is also attested in a story which is part of 
the Śrī-Jaina-Gotra-Saṃgraha, a collection of stories which report the origin of various 
Jain gotras or family clans. Here the goddess Śikottarī appears to a woman and demands 
from her the gift of a human body, namely a child born under a certain zodiacal con-
figuration (Granoff 1989: 213). Interestingly, the story is located in Mugalgot in Sindh, 
thus confirming the recent legends about the goddess’ provenance according to which 
Śīkotarī came to Gujarat from Sindh. 

Not quite clear is the relationship of Sīkotarī Mātā and the figure introduced in the 
Rājasthānī epic of Pābūjī (after 14th c.) as Rāvaṇa’s mother. The Rājasthānī text calls her 
sīkotarī mātā (Smith 1991: 168, l. 1647, 1650, 1653, etc.).37

temples are on the coast and worshipped by the Kharva community and the Mehr community 
(Odedra group). They claim that originally they are from Sindh and their main deity is in Sindh in 
Tatta (Once it was on the coast but now the area has been silted). But this deity is associated with 
maritime activities only. They have to offer her before launching their new season and new boats. 
Sometimes it is also called Vahanvati Mata.” I am very grateful to A.S. Gaur for this information.

37 According to Smith her name, given by him in the translation as Sikotarī, “means ‘woman 
with the power to tell past and future’” (1991: 358, fn. 192). I am unable to verify this explanation.
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She is approached by one 
of the protagonists because 
of her capacity to tell past 
and future and describes 
herself with the following 
words: “I speak the events of 
six months past, I speak the 
events of six months in the 
future” (Smith 1991: 359). 
On one of the panels on a 
par̥ – a large cloth painting 
which depicts the contents of 
the epic – Sīkotarī is shown 
in a pavillon with a pig’s 
head (see fig. 2), according to 
Joseph C. Miller a frequently 
found device (Smith 1991: 372, scene 49). Again there is no trace of her assumed mari-
time character. Instead, her name is seemingly used to designate another paradigmatic 
“Mother”. 

The history of Śīkotarī Mātā in Western India can be traced back to the 14th century. 
Ratnaśekharasūri reports in his Prākrit work Sirivālakahā written in 1362 the following 
episode (cf. Chandervaker 1963: 45f.):

kosaṃbīnayarīe dhavalo ṇāmeṇa vāṇio atthi,
so bahudhaṇutti loe kuberaṇāmeṇa vikkhāo. 378
bahukaṇayakoḍigāhiakayāṇago ṇegavāṇiuttehiṃ, 
sahio so satthavaī bharuyacche āgao atthi. 379
jāo ya tattha lāho pavaro so tahavi davvaloheṇaṃ,
parakūlagamaṇapaüṇo paüṇaï bahujāṇavattāïṃ. 380
(...)
jalasaṃbalaïṃdhaṇasaṃgaheṇa te pūriūṇa samuhutte,
dhavalo ya saparivāro caḍio cālāvae jāva. 388
tāva balīsuvi dijjaṃtayāsu vajjaṃtatāratūresuṃ,
nijjāmaehiṃ poā cālijjaṃtāvi na calaṃti. 389
tatto sa saṃjāo dhavalo ciṃtāï tīï kālamuho, 
uttariya gao nayariṃ pucchaï sīkottariṃ cegaṃ. 390
sā kahaï devayāthaṃbhiyāïṃ eyāïṃ jāṇavattāïṃ,
battīsasulakkhaṇanarabalīï dinnāï callaṃti. 391 (ed. Chokshi 1932: 37f., emphasis added)

Fig. 2: Depiction of  Sīkotarī on the left panel of a par̥ from Ra-
jasthan, kept at the Chair of Indology at Würzburg University 
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“Now in the city of Kosambi, there lived a bania (i.e. a merchant) named Dhavala; and 
because he possessed much wealth he became known in the world as Kubera (the god of 
wealth). (378)
(And)  the merchant having bought with crores of gold coins (various) mercantile commodi-
ties (‘kayāṇaga’) and accompanied by many merchants (lit. sons of merchants), had come 
to Bharuyachchha. (379)
There he made a (very) big profit, but still intent on going to a distant shore on account of 
covetousness of wealth, he got many ships made ready. (380)
(...)
(Then) having stored them (i.e. the ships) with large quantities of water, provisions for the 
journey, and fuel, Dhavala, with his retinue, embarked on ships in an auspicious moment 
and gave orders for putting the sails on (lit. caused them to be started); but even though 
oblations were given, and the drums were beaten with a loude noise, the ships did not move, 
in spite of the sailors’ trying to do so. (388, 389)
Then on account of that anxiety, Dhavala had his face turned black; and (therefore) having 
got down, he went into the city and asked a woman (the reason of the ship’s not moving). 
(390)
She replied: ‘These ships are stopped by a god; (and) they will move (only) when a man pos-
sessed of thirty-two auspicious marks on the body is given in oblation (391)’ ” (tr. Chokshi 
1932: 75–77, emphasis added).

The term sīkottarī translated here by Chokshi simply as “a woman” is explained in the 
commentarial notes (158) as “Deśī word having the sense ‘vyaṃtarī’ or a female evil 
spirit.” Chokshi refers for this meaning to the modern Gujarati śikotarī. According to 
Mehta & Mehta (1925, s.v.), this noun is attested in modern Gujarati in all genders as 
śīkotara, śīkotarī, śīkotaruṃ “a spirit or a ghost of an inferior”. Quite obviously this ex-
planation has to be connected with the character of Śīkotarī as a clan deity found today 
among recent Rājput communities (see above). The meaning given by the PSM with re-
gard to the same passage is obviously based on Chokshi’s translation : “sīkottarī  - nārī, 
strī, mahilā” (PSM s.v.). 

Chandervaker (1963: 45) suggests a different understanding of this passage. Accord-
ing to him, Ratnaśekhara is referring here to a specific goddess, namely to Śīkotarī: 
“Dhaval sought the advice of Shikotari, who revealed that the ships were detained by 
some gods and deities.” The indefinite attribute egaṃ (Skt. ekām) makes his explanation 
of sikotarī as a designation of a clearly identifiable deity not really convincing. But that 
the term refers indeed rather to a goddess than to a ghost or even an ordinary elder lady, 
seems also to be indicated by an illuminated manuscript of the Śrīpāla Rāsa by Jinaharṣa 
(18th c.) in the possession of the L.D. Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad. This Gujarati 
work also contains a version of the story about the merchant Dhavala and his visit to 
Śīkotarī (sīkotarī). The illustration of this story depicts the goddess sitting on a throne 
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in a small temple with a cupola. She has four arms holding shield, trident, blood bowl 
and sword (Fischer et al. 1982: 83, fig. 163) .

The same understanding of the term śikotarī is possibly also revealed by the Ham-
saüli (Haṃsāvali) written in 1361 by the Gujarati poet Asāit Thākur38 which contains a 
prayer invoking Śīkotarī (sikattari) (Chandervaker 1963: 46). 

The popularity of Śikotarī mātā in mediaeval Gujarat is also shown by the erection of 
a stepwell in Peṭlad. According to a trilingual inscription dated V.S. 1755 (1698/99 AD) 
attached to this building the well was dedicated to Śīkotarī (cf. Jain-Neubauer 1981: 7).

One question, however, remains to be answered: Are this goddess and her various 
modern appearances indeed historically associated with Socotra, as suggested by Rao 
(1979: 224) and others, following his idea (e.g. Sahai 1996: 53)? And does her name go 
back to the island’s toponym? 

 Due to the difficult character of the available sources it is hardly possible to present 
a definite answer. But it has to be noted that serious objections have been raised against 
such an identification. Thus P. L. Samy decidedly rejected Rao’s hypothesis and con-
nected the goddess’ name with Skt. koṭavī/koṭarī attested frequently in Skt. literature 
and lexicography under the meaning “naked women” and as epitheton of Durgā (see 
MW s.vv.). According to him, this term has to be related to the name of the Dravidian 
goddess Koṛṛavai  (1992: 48–50).39  This is an interesting association – however, all the 
references cited by Samy show the retroflex sound ṭ, whereas the name of Śīkotarī is 
unanimously given with dental t. But despite these linguistic obstacles, it is possible that 
both names and the conceptions of the goddesses designated with them influenced each 
other and share certain segments of their semantic fields. Thus Koṭavī “is said to be an 
eighth portion of Rudráńí, and the tutelary goddess of the Daityas, composed of incanta-
tions (mantramayī)”  (Wilson 1870: 117). This description of Koṭavī given by Śrīdhara in 
his commentary ad Viṣṇupurāṇa 5.23 strongly recalls the characteristics of the goddess 
Harasiddhi who according to the Skandapurāṇa originates from a place called Śīkottara 
(see below). Thus it is possible to suggest a certain degree of mutual influence between 
the concepts of Koṭavī and the “sea-goddess” Śīkotarī Mātā. But there is no reason to 
believe that Śīkotarī got her name from one of these Sanskritic adaptations of the Dra-
vidian Koṛṛavai. 

Before summarising the tentative results I want to conclude this short survey with 
a last, hitherto unnoticed occurence of the name Śīkotar(ī/a). This time, however, it 
does not designate a goddess herself, but her geographical origin. The Kumārikākhaṇḍa, 

38 For Asāit see Yashaschandra 2003: 591f. 
39 I will not comment here the adventurous argumentation of Samy about the Harrappan origin 

of the Lothal “Kotari mata” which is used to “prove” via the identification with the Dravidian 
Koṛṛavai the Dravidian character of the Indus civilisation. Similarly questionable is of course the 
approach of Rao who used the presence of a Śīkotarī shrine at Lothal to show the relation of the 
Harappan port with Socotra.
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which is part of the Māheśvarakhaṇḍa of the so-called “printed Skandapurāṇa”,  con-
tains a passage describing the installation of the “Nine Durgās” at the Bahūdaka Tīrtha 
– three in the east, three in the west and three in the north. The second of the northern 
ones is said to have been brought from a place called Śīkottara:

dvitīyā harasiddhyākhyā devī durgā mahābalā,
śīkottarāt samārādhya mayānītātra pāṇḍava. 60
yadā śīkottarasthāne pārvatyā prārthitena ca, 
rudreṇa ḍākinīmantraḥ prokto devyāḥ kr̥pālunā. 61
tadā mantraprabhāveṇa mohitā girijā satī, 
tam evākramya māmsāṃ ca śoṇitaṃ ca bhavaṃ papau. 62
tato rudraśarīrāt tu viniṣkrāntārtināśinī,
harasiddhir mahādurgā mahāmantraviśāradā. 63
(Skandapurāṇa 1.2.47.60–63, ed. Kṣemarāja Śrīkr̥ṣṇadāsa 1986: 181f.)

“60. The second goddess Durgā of great strength is Harasiddhi by name. O son of Pāṇḍu, 
she was brought here by me from Śīkottara after due propitiation.
61–(63). While staying at Śīkottara, when Rudra was being solicitated by Pārvatī, the Ḍākinī 
Mantra was told (communicated) to the goddess by merciful Śiva. The chaste daughter of of 
the Mountain became deluded as a result of the power of the Mantra. She attacked Bhava 
(Śiva), ate his flesh and drank his blood. Thereupon, Harasiddhi, the great Durgā, the dis-
peller of the anguish, came out from the body of Rudra. She was an expert in Mantras” (tr. 
Tagare 1993: 449).

The identity of this toponym is doubtful, but it cannot be excluded that it refers to the 
island Socotra. In any case, this passage from the “Skandapurāṇa” makes it possible to 
regard the name Śīkotarī as a word derived from a toponym. Moreover, it is important 
to notice that the Kumārikākhaṇḍa “is a māhātmya of Mahīsāgarasaṃgamatīrtha, the 
sole extant puranic record of the region around Cambay” (Rocher 1986: 230). Again the 
occurence of this name is connected with Western India. According to Rocher, “the text 
has been dated in the seventeenth century” (1986: 230).

To sum up: There is no positive evidence to prove the association of the Gujarati female 
goddess Śīkotarī Mātā with the toponym of the island Socotra. But a number of facts can 
be presented which make such an association possible, if not even probable. The most 
striking of them are:

1. The goddess Śīkotarī Mātā is frequently connected with seafaring and fishing. As 
well the oldest available literary evidence –  Ratnaśekhara’s Sirivālakahā – as the recent 
iconography support this aspect of Śīkotarī.
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2. The geographical distribution of the early and contemporary Śīkotarī cult points to 
the region of Western Indian and more specifically Gujarat. According to the historical 
sources – including the corpus of Indian inscriptions from the cave Hoq – most of the 
Indian trade with  Socotra was conducted via Western India and Gujarat. Moreover, So-
cotra was an important navigational point for sailors from Gujarat. A maritime goddess 
named after the island is therefore quite plausible.

3. The use of Śīkotara as geographical designation is attested in the “Skandapurāṇa”. 
Although it is not certain, that this term refers to Socotra, such an interpretation seems 
possible. Two of the 17th c. Gujarati inscriptions from Socotra give the island’s name 
as śrī sīkotara. The same Gujarati form underlies the Arabic sīgotar from an 18th c. 
pilot book from Gujarat. The initial palatal is found in the form śīkhotara attested in a 
Gujarati half-compass of the 18th c. Even if the Skandapurāṇa’s term originally refers 
to another place, it seems to have been secondarily associated with the toponym of the 
island Socotra.

All this cumulative evidence allows the cautious conclusion, that the goddess Śīkotarī 
Mātā seems to be historically connected with the island Socotra and its name.  Her pre-
sent-day cult can thus be considered as a reminiscence of the close connections between 
Socotra and the Indian west throughout the ages.
The deity's name is probably derived from an Indian toponym śīkotara, which seems to 
go back – either directly or by collision with the enigmatic Indian toponym śīkottara – 
to the Arabic name of the island represented by Old South Arabian S³krd (Müller 2001: 
151). A connection with an older Indian name – like the frequently cited sukhatara or 
sukhadhara – (see below) is not obvious.

Whether this association includes a Socotran origin of the goddess herself is dif-
ficult to ascertain. Equally difficult is the determination of the historical dimensions of 
this assumed association. Of course, the character of Śīkotarī Mātā reminds the Nereid 
which Flavius Philostratrus described (see above). Both deities watch over the ocean and 
demand offerings from bypassing sailors to pacify their furious minds. But this seems 
to be a rather general feature which can hardly be used to identify the Socotran Nereid 
of the antiqity with the mediaeval and contemporary Śīkotarī Mātā. Hence, any specu-
lation about the abode of such a goddess on the island – e.g. the cave Hoq – should be 
avoided at this point – as tempting as they might be.

5.4. The “Indian name” of Socotra: an academic myth

The references to Indians in historical reports on Socotra are so striking that as early 
as 1830 even an Indian origin of the island’s name was suggested which has been re-
peated since then numerous times.  According to this theory as well the ancient Greek 
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designation Dioscourida as the modern name of the island are derived from Skt. dvīpa 
sukhatara/sukhadhara. Although there has never been the slightest evidence of this to-
ponym in any Indian source, it is surprising how this rather unusual explanation spread 
in academic literature and is found even today in numerous historical works –  despite 
Müller’s convincing rejection of this “theory” and the association of the island’s name 
with the noun S³krd attested in Old South Arabian inscriptions (Müller 2001: 147, 151–
152, cf. also Müller 1978 and Robin, infra). It might therefore be worthwhile to revisit 
this – at least in academic circles – important “Indian connection” and to reestablish the 
border between facts and fiction.

As Müller has shown (2001: 151), it was first Samuel Bochart (Bochartus) in his Ge-
ographia Sacra who explained the name Dioskorides as Diu-Socotarā, i.e. island (diu < 
Skt. dvīpa “island”) Socotarā: “Diu Socotora, id est insulî Socotarâ, insulam Dioscorid-
is” (1674: 362).

Whereas Bochart derived only the first element of the Greek name from an Indian 
source, Peter von Bohlen in his monumental work on ancient India suggested sukhatara 
as the Sanskrit equivalent of the second element.

Die Insel Dioskurias, an der Mündung des arabischen Busens, hieß vormals, wie gegen-
wärtig, Diu Zokotara, und dieses ist fast ohne Verstümmlung das sanskritische Dvîpa 
Sukhatara, die glückliche Insel, wie diejenigen in der Nähe der Sabäer genannt wurden, an 
welchen die indischen Schiffe anzulegen pflegten, nämlich νῆοι εὐδαίμονες (Diodor. Sic. 
3,46); wir fanden auf dieser Insel Indische Kaufleute, und nun erklärt sich, wie der christ-
liche Missionar Theophilus geradezu Inder heißen konnte, denn er war von Δίβε (dvîpa, 
vorzugsweise) gebürtig (Philostorgius Hist. Eccl. 9,1 vergl. Theil 1, S. 380)” (von Bohlen 
1830, II: 139f., emphasis added).

Obviously, von Bohlen associated this designation not only with the “Fortunate Islands” 
of Agatharchides where Indians are said to pass on their way to the Sabaens, but also 
with the name of the home-island of the later Bishop Theophilos.40 This part of von 
Bohlen’s theory is closely connected to another crucial question of the early history of 
the Arabian Sea: the introduction of Christianity. 

According to Philostorgius’ Church History Theophilos is said to hail from an island 
in the Indian Ocean called Dibos or Dibēs. He came as a pledge to the Byzantine court. 
Around 342 AD under Caesar Constantius II a Christian mission led by Theophilos was 
sent to the Homerites in South Arabia (see Bukharin, infra). Until now the identity of 
Theophilos’ home island is disputed. But even if the Greek term transliterates an Indian 

40    Müller (2001: 153) is definitely wrong in ascribing this identification to Nina Pigulewskaja 
(1969). As we saw, this identification was already part of von Bohlen’s argumentation. It is, howe-
ver, true that this theory has been proposed until most recent times.
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dība (< Skt. dvīpa) – which is quite possible – there is until now no clear evidence for 
proving the identity of this unspecified island with Socotra.41 

Von Bohlen’s dual theory was soon adapted in one of the most influential European 
works which have ever been written on India, Christian Lassen’s Indische Alterthums-
kunde whose first volume appeared in 1847. Lassen’s monumental study functioned as a 
catalysator and legitimisation for von Bohlen’s theory which otherwise certainly would  
have been forgotten, like many of the other similarly and even more adventurous ideas 
about Indian etymologies listed by von Bohlen in the same chapter.

Für die Schiffahrt der alten Inder von der Indusmündung nach dem Lande der Sabäer spricht 
auch das Zeugniß des Agatharchides, der berichtet, daß Schiffe von dorther zu den glück-
lichen Inseln kamen, deren Namen Dioskorida aus den Indischen Wörtern dvîpa sukhatara 
entstellt und noch in dem jetzigen Namen Sokotora erhalten ist (Lassen 1847: 748).42

In a footnote Lassen (1847: 748, fn. 4) refers to the cited works by Bochart and von 
Bohlen and ascribes the proof of the Sanskrit origin of the name Dioskorida to the 
latter. He also admits the second part of von Bohlen’s theory according to which the 
Indian Theophilos’ home island has to be identified with Socotra (cf. also Lassen 1849: 
1100–1101).

After Lassen only Albrecht Weber among the Indologists revisited this theory in an 
article published in 1853 and republished in his Indische Skizzen (1857: 69–124). Despite 
some reservations regarding not only the designation sukhatara but also the order of 
the elements in the suggested compound dvīpa-sukhatara Weber did not hesitate to ac-
knowledge the correctness of von Bohlen’s derivation. Additionally he also considers the 
possibility that the supposed Sanskrit name was secondarily formed from the island’s 
Greek designation:

(...)  ja es scheint sogar auf ihnen selbst eine indische Ansiedlung bestanden zu haben, 
da man den Namen dieser “glücklichen Inseln” Dioskorida mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit 
aus den dasselbe bedeutenden indischen Worten dība (dvīpa) sukhatara (sollte eigentlich 
heißen: sukhataradība) enstanden erklärt hat (Weber 1857: 87–88).

41  Most scholars now reject its equation with Socotra (cf.  Müller 2001: 152f.,  Robin & Gorea 
2002: 414f.), although according to Bukharin (infra) such an identification is at least not excluded.  

42  Cf. also Lassen 1849: 580: “... es ist jedoch der noch gegenwärtig in wenig entstellter Form 
erhaltene Sanskritname der Insel Sokotora, welcher in der Sprache der Inder Dvîpa sukhatara 
lautete, und den Griechen als Dioskorida mit seiner wahren Bedeutung glückliche Insel bekannt 
geworden war, ein redender Zeuge für die frühe Bekanntschaft der Inder mit dieser Insel am Ein-
gange zum Arabischen Meerbusen und darf als ein Beweis dafür gelten, daß Indische Kaufleute 
sich dort aufhielten, weil man sich sonst nicht den Umstand erklären kann, daß ihr ein Indischer 
Name gegeben worden sey.”
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Aber auch umgekehrt könnte aus Dioscorida leicht dība sukhatara, Diu Socotora, geworden 
sein! sukhatara ist wenigstens eine etwas eigenthümliche Benennung, die sich wohl erklärt, 
wenn sie nach einem dergl. Vorbilde gemacht ist, sonst aber etwas befremdet. Für die Sache 
selbst bleibt sich dies übrigens ziemlich gleich!  (Weber 1857: 88, fn. 2).

More critical is Weber with regard to the second part of von Bohlen’s theory when he 
admits in a footnote:

Freilich müßte wohl erst nachgewiesen werden, daß unter Dibou hier die Insel Dioskorida 
zu verstehen sei; dieser Beweis fehlt aber noch meines Wissens (Weber 1857: 88, fn. 1).

Lassen’s and Weber’s rather uncritical acceptance of von Bohlen’s hypothesis paved the 
way for its adaptation by historians and geographers, from where it could easily spread 
into general academic literature. Müller in his Geographi Græci Minore (1855) accepts 
the Indian origin of the island’s name as a proven fact. Referring among others to Bor-
chart, von Bohlen and Lassen he writes:

... Socotara insulam, quam veteres geographi Dioscoridæ insulam vocare solent; hoc enim 
nomen natum est ex indico dvîpa sukhatara, i.e., insula beata sive fortunata (Müller 1855: 
190f.).

Müller’s work enjoyed a considerable authority and was frequently referred to, among 
others also by Heinrich Kiepert who writes in his Lehrbuch der Alten Geographie that 
Socotra “verdankt ihren scheinbar griechischen Namen nur einer Umdeutung des indis-
chen Namens der ‘glücklichen Insel’ (dîva Sukhatara ?), der in dem heutigen Sokotara 
fortdauert” (1878: 210).

Equally influential was the monumental Geschichte des Altertums by Max Duncker. 
About Socotra Duncker writes:

Indeß beschränkte sich der Seeverkehr der Inder keinesweges auf die Schifffahrt nach der 
Malabarküste, auf die Richtung nach Ceilon. Die Inselgruppe Sokotara an der Ostspitze 
von Afrika trägt einen dem Sanskrit angehörigen Namen. Diu Sokotara, aus der griechi-
schen Bezeichnung dieser Inseln “Dioskorides” entstanden, ist verderbt as Dvipa sukhatara 
d.h. glückliche Insel; wie Diodor auch richtig den Namen Dioskorides übersetzt (Duncker 
1855: 228).

Duncker’s source is not clear, because he cites in his book Lassen’s Indische Alterthum-
skunde as well as von Humboldt’s Kosmos. Entwurf einer physischen Weltbeschreibung. 
The second volume of this monumental work appeared in the same year as Lassen’s 
Alterthumskunde. Humboldt refers here to Socotra as “von den indischen Ansiedlern 
bebaute(n) Insel des Dioscorides (Diu Zokotara der Neueren, Verstümmelung des san-
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skritischen Dvipa Sukhatara)” (1847: 168). It is therefore quite possible that Alexander 
von Humboldt can be considered another influential catalysator for von Bohlen’s theory. 

That Humboldt’s source was not Lassen, but von Bohlen, becomes obvious from the 
first volume of his earlier work Examen critique de l’histoire de la géographie du nou-
veau continent et des progrès de l’astronomie nautique aux quinzième et seizième siècles 
published already 1836 in Paris. Here Humboldt dedicated a quite extensive footnote to 
Socotra citing not only Bochart’s and von Bohlen’s explanations but also referring to an 
alternative proposal for a Sanskrit etymology:

C’est dans l’explication du nom grec de Socotora (Dioskoridis Insula) que Bochard a essayé 
le premier, il y a deux cents ans, de trouver les mots sanscrits Diu Socotra. Je n’insisterai 
pas sur la justesse de cette transformation de Diu Socotra en Dioscoridis Insula, conforme 
d’ailleurs à la tendance des Hellènes à composer des mythes historiques par l’altération de 
noms géographiques, mais j’ai de la peine à admettre, avec un savant illustre dont les opi-
nions laissent généralement une conviction profonde dans l’esprit du lecteur, que Socotora 
soit une corruption par apocope de Dioscoride (Letronne, Matériaux pour l’histoire du 
Christianisme en Abyssinie, l832, p. 138).
(...) Une île qui jouissait d’une telle célébrité, longs-temps conservée, pouvait bien, ce me 
semble, mériter le nom (sanscrit) de Sukhadhara, siège de bonheur ou d’île très heureuse, 
dvipa Sukhatara, que MM. Bopp et Bohlen reconnaissent presque sans aucune altération 
dans Socotora (von Humboldt 1936: 345–347).

At the same time Humboldt rejects the second part of von Bohlen’s theory which identi-
fied Theophilos’ home island Dibous with Socotra. Again he refers to the work of M. 
Letronne, his “savant ami”, who suggests to derive this island’s name from the Arabian 
root dseheb meaning “gold” and to identify it with the modern “l’île Dahlak (Christ. d’ 
Abbysinie, p. 139)” (von Humboldt 1836: 347).

It is quite obvious that in his 1836 study Humboldt still expressed serious reservations 
against the equation of Dio in Dioskorides and Skt. dvīpa, which forms the basis of the 
theory as formulated by Borchart. The Sanskrit origin of socotara from Skt. sukhatara 
or sukhadhara was for him, however, much more plausible before it eventually became a 
matter of fact in his 1847 Kosmos. As his references show, he probably learned about von 
Bohlen’s theory from the work of Antoine Jean Letronne who rejects in his Materiaux 
pour l’histoire du Christianisme en Égypte, en Nubie et en Abyssinie von Bohlen’s hy-
pothesis about the identity of Theophilos’ home and Socotra. In a footnote he also refers 
to the other part of von Bohlen’s discussion without giving it much support (Letronne 
1832: 136–141). 

Humboldt refers in his 1836 footnote to another derivation of the island’s name which 
is attributed by him to Franz Bopp and based on the noun sukhadhara. According to 
Humboldt this idea was communicated in Pott’s Etymologische Forschungen auf dem 
Gebiete der Indo-Germanischen Sprachen of 1833. I was unable to trace this hypothesis 
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in the cited edition where Pott reproduces only Borchart’s theory without even trying to 
find a Sanskrit equivalent for the name Socotra:43

(...) so glaube ich hinzufügen zu dürfen, daß der Name wahrscheinlich von den Griechen, 
indem sie ihre Dioskuren einmengten, verderbten, und eigentlich Dwîpas Socotara gelautet 
habe (Pott 1833: LXXX).

Despite its obscure roots this alternative etymology has enjoyed a comparable popularity 
in the subsequent decades up to the present day. 

It was reproduced in a sligthly different shape – now explained as sukhādhāra – by 
Yule in his translation of The travels of Marco Polo’s published first in 1871:

  (...) which has hypothetically traced to a Sanskrit original, Dvīpa-Sukhádhára: ‘the Island 
Abode of Bliss’ (Yule 1871: 408).

After that time it has been frequently repeated, mainly by English speaking authors.44 
Although never reexamined seriously, the theory of Socotra’s “Sanskrit name” became 
a generally accepted matter. It is now considered “common knowledge” and cited in 
serious and influential historical works like Basham’s The Wonder that Was India (1963: 
230),45 Huntingford’s The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (1980: 103), Sidebotham’s Ro-
man Economic Policy in the Erythra Thalassa. 30 B.C.- A.D. 217 (1986: 92, fn. 70), 
Wink’s  Al-Hind, the Making of the Indo-Islamic World (1996: 45), Hourani’s  Arab Sea-
faring (1995: 39), Ball’s Rome in the East: the transformation of an empire (2000: 402), 
Pearson’s The Indian Ocean (2003: 54) and Crone’s Meccan trade and the rise of Islam 
(2004: 36), to name only few of them. 

Just for curiosity it should be mentioned that Samuel Beal initiated a further academic 
legend, which connects Socotra and its supposed Sanskrit source Sukhadhara with the 
Buddhist Sukhāvatī paradise. According to him, “it is tolerably certain that the idea of 

43  Humboldt cites “Pott. Etym. Forsch. aus dem Gebiete der Indo-German. Sprachen, 1833, 
p. 80” (1836: 347). On page 80 of Pott 1833 nothing is said about Socotra. Only the introduc-
tion contains on page LXXX the above cited passage which does not completely correspond to 
Humboldt’s reference. Beside this difference in contents, it seems that Humboldt confused Pott 
and Bopp. From where he got the idea to derive Socotra from Skt. sukhadhara is unclear. Did 
Bopp communicate this etymology at a personal meeting?

44 To name only some of them I refer here to Beal (1884: 124), King (1890: 189, “Dvîpa Sukhâ-
dhâra”), Glaser (1890: 337), and Rawlinson (1913: 116, “Sukhādhāra-dvīpa).

45  In his  The Wonder that Was India Basham points to the possible Indian origin of the island’s 
name and indicates the Sanskrit equivalent “Sukhatara-Dvīpa, ‘The Most Pleasant Island’” (1963: 
230). In 1964 Basham expressed the view – referring to Lassen’s Alterthumskunde –  that “the 
Sanskrit etymology of the name of this island (...) first suggested by Von Bohlen (...) now seems 
widely accepted” (152).
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Sukhâvatî is derived from the old name of Socotra, viz., Sukhadhara, the happy land 
(Beal 1884: 124). Referring to the evidence of Agatharchides and the remarks by Müller 
in his Geographi Græci Minores (Müller 1855: 190f.), which identify Agatharchides’ 
“Fortunate islands” with Socotra, Beal further concludes: 

We argue, therefore, that the knowledge of this Sukhadhara, or Sukhâvatî, island was 
brought to Ceylon by the same channel as the worship of the ‘hearing god,’ Al-makah, viz., 
by the Arab sailors who at an early date traded with the island, and many of whom settled 
in the chief town of Kandy, and were known to Fa-hien (Beal 1884: 125).46

Despite its quite fantastic elements this theory found at least some adherents (e.g. Ward 
& Stirling 1925–26: 13) and was even recently referred to. Thus Warwick Ball in an ar-
ticle named Did Buddhism Spread West? takes Beal’s hypothesis seriously and expresses 
his conviction that “the name of Socotra itself is derived from the Sanskrit, Sukhatara-
dvipa, meaning ‘the land of bliss’ and figuring very highly in early Buddhist scripture as 
a semi-mythic land of ultimate enlightenment far to the west (2002: 4).” Ball’s uncritical 
adaptation of Beal’s theory was mistaken by Cheung & DeVantier as a reference to the 
supposed Sanskrit name “Dvipa Sukhadhara (or Sukhatara-dvipa) ... in early Buddhist 
scripture” (2006: 224).

It seems high time to get rid of this academic myth and to accept the fact that despite 
the island’s close connection with India and Indian seamen, its name hardly bears wit-
ness of this side of its past. As we saw above, in later Indian sources Socotra was known 
as śīkotara, śīkottara, śīkhotara, sīgotar - names which do not show the sligthest trace 
of an underlying Skt. sukhatara or sukhadhara. 

There is virtually no support for an Indian origin of Socotras toponym - either from 
ancient sources or from modern toponyms. With Müller we should look for a South 
Arabian origin of the island’s name, which is probably represented by the noun S³krd 
attested in Old South Arabian inscriptions (2001: 151). Unfortunately, the etymology of 
this word is obscure and leaves at least a little hope for the still surviving adherents of 
the “Indian name of Socotra.” As Christian Julien Robin pointed out to me, there is not 
a single instance in the Arabian peninsula of a toponym formed on the basis of a foreign 
term, not to speak of an Indian. The fact that it is presently impossible to find an ety-
mology of the toponym does not mean that it is derived from a foreign word. It is very 
unlikely that the Socotran population adapted a foreign term for the designation of their 
homeland. According to Robin, there is no basis for the assumption that the toponym 
S³krd is not a local name.

46 Further Beal refers to the rather fantastic hypothesis by Golenischeff who associated Socotra 
with the “land Punt” which is mentioned in an Egyptian papyrus of 2000 BC kept in the St. Pe-
tersburg Hermitage. For a critical evaluation of this idea cf. Müller 2001: 149f. and Biedermann 
2006: 12–15. 
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The Indian inscriptions and drawings of Hoq: 
a summary

The more than 200 inscriptions and drawings left by Indian visitors in the cave Hoq can 
help to shed more light onto the above discussion, which is a mixture of facts and fictions 
that dominate the picture of Socotra in early and recent sources. Moreover, they contrib-
ute valuable information on the early history of India and its role in the intercontinental 
trade networks which connected the subcontinent with the regions further west.

The majority of the short texts written with mud or pieces of broken stalactites on 
the walls and floors of this huge subterranean cave belongs to the class of personal 
inscriptions. Usually they consist of the writer’s name which is in many cases accompa-
nied by the name of his father and sometimes additional information about his origin, 
profession, religious or official title. Only a few texts can be attributed to other types of 
inscriptions which bear witness of the religious attitude of some of the Indian visitors 
(ch. 3). Whether these short texts indicate that the cave was visited for religious pur-
poses, is difficult to ascertain. With the exception of some incense burners which were 
found along the path through the cave there are no remains which might support such 
an interpretation. It is therefore possible that the Indian visitors just used their stay on 
the island to explore one of its most fascinating natural treasures. On the other hand, 
the Palmyrene tablet and one of the Greek inscriptions (11:26) clearly refer to gods who 
are supposed to dwell in the cave. It is possible that this idea is based on the beliefs of 
the local population of Socotra. A religious purpose of the visits is therefore also within 
the range of possibilities, even if the evidence for such an interpretation is rather weak. 

The inscriptions were left by at least 117 different persons. According to the arrange-
ment of the texts they visited the cave as members of different expeditions. It is possible 
to determine the composition of some of these expeditional teams. Thus Śūragaṃja 
(scribe 72) and the anonymous scribe 73 probably visited the cave as part of the same 
company. Their inscriptions are usually found side-by-side (sites 11 and 14). A compara-
ble team is represented by Bhaṭṭideva (scribe 79) and Jayadeva (scribe 80), who left their 
graffiti at the same sites 11 and 14.
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The palaeographical evidence allows these visits to be dated to a period from the 
2nd c. AD up to the late 4th or even early 5th c. AD. One text seems to indicate an even 
earlier date in the 1st c. AD. The palaeographical dating of the corpus is possibly sup-
ported by a singular graffito containing the Brāhmī number “154”. It is probable that 
this number refers to a date calculated according to the Śaka era. The resulting year 232 
would perfectly match the palaeographical evidence as well as the date of the Palmyrene 
tablet which was found inside the cave (ch. 1.1.3).

The varieties of Brāhmī used at Hoq are related to the scripts which were current in 
Western India – especially in Gujarat – during the reign of the Western Kṣatrapa dy-
nasty (ch. 2). This palaeographical evidence with regard to the provenance of the Indian 
visitors is supported by texts which mention the home-towns of some of the Indians. 
Eight of these texts refer to the famous port city Bharukaccha, one to the harbour town 
Hastakavapra (ch. 3.1.1). The same geographical region is probably indicated by the use 
of the title kṣatrapa attested in two epigraphs (ch. 3.1.5). 

Only one inscription clearly points to a different origin for its scribe. The little 
Kharoṣṭhī text left by a person calling himself Upal(i/a) (16:13) proves the presence of an 
Indian hailing from a north-western territory where the Kharoṣṭhī script was exclusively 
used up to the 3rd/early 4th c. AD (Strauch 2011). Due to the isolated character of this 
evidence and the rather strong mobility of the Indian society in this period it is probable 
that he came to Socotra not from one of the Indus harbors, but as part of a ship crew 
from Western India. The same interpretation can be applied to the Bactrian Humyag 
who left his name in Graeco-Bactrian and Brāhmī scripts.

Although the date of the Indian visitors is slightly later than the testimony of the Peri-
plus Maris Erythraei – suggesting thereby the continuation of the trade contacts in the 
subsequent centuries – it supports its data about the dominance of Western India in the 
lines of trade connecting Socotra with the Indian subcontinent. 

However, another statement of the Periplus which was also found in some of the other 
classical and later sources cannot be confirmed by the Indian Hoq inscriptions. The 
inscriptions cannot support the existence of an Indian colony or a permanent Indian 
population on Socotra. As far as the available data permit conclusions, the little texts 
were written by seafaring visitors of the island. Some of them call themselves explicitly 
“captain, sailor” (nāvika, niryāmaka) (ch. 3.1.2); others left drawings of ships which 
point to the same profession (ch. 4). 

The onomastic analysis of the Hoq corpus gives some information about the religious 
and social stratification of early Indian sailors. As far as their names tell they belonged 
to all major religious communities, i.e. Vaiṣṇava, Śaiva and Buddhist (ch. 3.2.2.1). The 
Buddhist affiliation of some visitors is confirmed by drawings depicting Buddhist sym-
bols (stūpa, dharmacakra?) (ch. 4), by the texts which are devoted to the historical Bud-
dha Gautama (ch. 1.1.2) and by the possible use of the Buddhist title śramaṇa in few 
texts (ch. 3.1.4) 
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The majority of the Indian sailors bears names which indicate their kṣatriya and 
vaiśya varṇa background. As expected Brahmins were most probably not part of these 
oversea expeditions. The absence of śūdras can perhaps be explained by their assumed 
illiteracy and subordinate status which prevented them from either visiting the cave or 
writing their names (ch. 3.2.2.2).

As short as these texts and as limited as their information might be, the corpus of 
Indian inscriptions at Hoq is a unique witness for early Indian history and culture. It 
offers a glimpse into a sphere of Indian society which is otherwise not accessible to us, 
but played a vital role in the intercultural and economic contacts of India in the first 
centuries AD.
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Appendix I

 The Gujarati stone inscriptions from Rās Ḥowlef (Socotra)

Bharati Shelat 

Introduction1 

In 2004 five Gujarati stone inscriptions were discovered during repair works on a local 
cemetery in the coastal village Ḥowlef on Socotra’s north coast, ca. 10 km east of Hadi-
bou (see the map in the Introduction). The place is situated in the direct neighbourhood 

of Sūq, Socotra’s main port of 
the Portuguese. It is therefore 
highly probable that the stones 
belong to the remains of the 
ancient harbour of Socotra. 
Naumkin & Sedov (1993) de-
scribe the situation of this har-
bour with the following words: 
“The advantage of Suq is that 
its anchorages lie on both sites 
of Ras-Haulaf, which offers cer-
tain protection from the easterly 
and from the westerly winds.”

All inscriptions are incised 
into the surface of soft and 
rather porous coral limestone 

1 I acknowledge here my sincere thanks to Dr. K.B. Shah, a well-known scholar of old Gujarati 
language and literature and former Professor and Head, Dept. of Gujarati, B.D. Arts College, 
Gujarat University, Ahmedabad for his suggestions in deciphering these Gujarati inscriptions 
from Socotra. Thanks also go to the editor Ingo Strauch who sent me in March 2008 the colour 
prints of the pictures of five stone inscriptions along with a CD for reading and deciphering. In 
the process of editing Ingo Strauch made a number of suggestions regarding the reading and 
interpretation of the inscriptions. He is also responsible for the table summarising their contents. 
Nalini Balbir made valuable comments upon one of the final versions of this article. The editor 
uses this opportunity to express his gratitude to Peter De Geest and Julian Jansen Van Rensburg 
who provided the high-quality digital images of the stones which are the basis of this study. Ingo 
Strauch visited the place in 2005/2006 and was able to make handwritten notes, but was not allo-
wed to take pictures of the stones. 

Fig. 1: Shelter for the inscribed stones at Ḥowlef 
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blocks which are now erected within a shelter near the coast and some hundred metres 
away from the village (see figs. 1 and 2). Four of these blocks are nearly completely pre-
served (nos. 1, 3, 4 and 5), of one only a fragment survived (no. 2). 

There is some evidence that the stones from Rās Ḥowlef were not the only remnants of 
the presence of Gujarati sailors on Socotra in the 17th and 18th centuries. The officer 
Ormsby, who was part of the Palinurus expedition in 1834/35 reports in his journal 
about a stone bearing both a Portuguese and Gujarati inscription and another one with 
a Gujarati text only. Both seem to have been discovered in Delisha, in the direct neigh-
bourhood of Rās Ḥowlef on the north-east coast of the island. The whereabouts of both 
objects are unknown, but the transcription of the Portuguese text and a hand-drawing of 
the Gujarati stone survived in the manuscript of Ormsby’s diary (for more information 
regarding this diary and a facsimile and transcript of the relevant document see below 
the Appendix by Julian Jansen Van Rensburg). 

Fig. 2: Stones 1–5, as erected in the shelter at Ḥowlef (JJVR)
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Gujarat has been the home of oceanic ports since the pre-historic period. The earliest 
were the Harappan ports of Lothal and Dholavira, followed in the historical period by 
Veraval, Dwarka and Bharuch and then replaced in the mediaeval period by Cambay, 
Diu, Daman and Surat.

The archaeological research and findings of Dr. Hasmukh Sankalia, Dr. S.R. Rao, Dr. 
K.T.M. Hegde, Dr. M.K. Dhavlikar, Dr. R.S. Bisht and many others have thrown light 
on the civil, religious, cultural, manufacturing and commercial activities of the most 
ancient inhabitants of Gujarat. They traded with distant lands including Persia, Sumeria 
and Mesopotamia. Around 2200 BC Lothal (near Ahmedabad) and Dholavira (Kutch) 
began to grow as urban metropolitan centres. The excavations at Lothal have yielded 
a vast mass of data with its dockyard, warehouse and furnaces pointing to its being an 
industrial centre. Dholavira, the westernmost Harappan settlement in Gujarat, was a 
trading emporium and also a seaport. The merchants of Lothal and Dholavira were fa-
miliar with Indian Ocean routes and they undertook sea voyages. The terracotta models 
of ships dug out during excavations have led the archaeologists to believe that the Lothal 
people constructed sophisticated boats and ships (Rao 1985: 505, 511, 513).

During the historical period the trading tradition of the ancient inhabitants of Gujarat 
expanded more systematically. The author of the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” (1st c. 
AD) describes the commercial activities of this region which traded with ancient Greece 
and Rome through the Gujarat ports of Barygaza (Bharuch–South Gujarat), Sopara (near 
Bombay), Dwarka and Veraval in Saurashtra. In the fifth c. AD there existed a large set-
tlement of Jain monks and merchants in Bharuch and Sopara who went to Sumatra, Sri 
Lanka, Hormuz, Aden and China for trade (Mehta 2010 : 9). Although the sources for 
the succeeding centuries are rather limited, at least in the early mediaeval period, Guja-
rat regained its position in the intercontinental trade networks across the Indian Ocean.

During the Solaṅkī (Caulukya) period (AD 942–1304) Gujarat had a large number 
of flourishing port cities, like Bharuch, Cambay, Somnath, Mandavi, Bhadreshvar, Diu, 
Ghogha and Porbandar. The Sanskrit poet Someśvara patronised by the Caulukya kings 
Bhīmadeva II (AD 1178–1212) and Vīsaladeva (AD 1244–1253) mentions in his San-
skrit poem Kīrtikaumudī the two important Jain merchants Vastupāla and Tejaḥpāla. 
Vastupāla was also the minister who developed the Stambhatīrtha (Khambhat) port. He 
introduced some reforms in the department of ports (velākulakaraṇa) and encouraged 
navigators (nauvittika and sāṃyātrika).2 

The whole seashore from Kutch to Lāṭa (South Gujarat) and the big and small ports 
on it were the entrances for trade with Iran, Arabia and Europe. Kakkasūri in his work 
Nābhinandanajinoddhāra – a Sanskrit prabandha of the year AD 1336 – says:

2 The contradictory tradition concerning these two merchants is subsumed by Majumdar 1956: 
161–165. For the activities of Vastupāla and Tejaḥpāla see also Jain 1991: 246f. (IS).
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yan nivāsī janaḥ sarvo velākuleṣu bhuriṣu,
vyavasāye kr̥te 'lpe 'pi niḥsīmaśriyam aśnute. (2.48)

‘‘All the inhabitants in the huge ports, 
even when doing a very little trade, earn enormous wealth.’’

The export commodities like cotton and silk clothes, leather, pepper, dried ginger, in-
digo, sugar, colours, cotton, fragrant gum, and sealing wax were sent to Iran, Arabia, 
Africa and China. Gold, silver and horses were imported (Jote 1927: 195). The tex-
tile products of Cambay and Bharuch were famous under the name of Kambāyatī and 
Barojī. A reference from the Prakrit work Sudansaṇā Cariyam dated in the year Vikrama 
Saṃvat 1244 (AD 1188) also corroborates the fact that Gujarat exported cotton and silk, 
textile goods, betel nuts, coconuts, ivory wares and incense to the Mleccha (Muslim) 
countries (Mehta 2004: 13). Hemacandrācārya (AD 1089–1173), a great Jain scholar and 
grammarian, mentioned in his Dvyāśrayamahākāvya that Siddharāja Jayasiṃha (AD 
1094–1143) and Kumārapāla (AD 1144–1173), the two great Caulukya rulers encouraged 
the paṭoḷā (thin silken sārī) weavers to migrate from Rajasthan to Gujarat (Mehta 2004: 
13). Paṭoḷās from Patan (city in North Gujarat) were quite popular in Arab countries  
(Mehta 2009: 82). 

Among the Indian merchants living in the harbours many were Gujaratis. Long distance 
routes and navigation over the islands with scientific aids were exclusively in the hands of 
Arabs and Indians and particularly of the Gujaratis of Cambay. The Jagaḍūcarita (4.1–4) 
of Sarvānandasūri (AD 1319) gives a biographical sketch of the Jain merchant Jagaḍū who 
flourished in 1256–58 AD. Jagaḍū was an Oswal Jain from Kutch. He often went to Aden 
and Hormuz along with his assistant Jayantasiṃha. His ships were loaded with various 
commodities and reached the ports of Aden and Hormuz (Khakhkhar 1896: 49, 79). 

Rock art paintings at Chamardi, a small village around a hundred kilometres away 
from Ahmedabad, bear witness to the rich history of maritime activities in Gujarat (So-
navane 2011: 504). These paintings, which are probably later than the 12th c. AD, show 
depictions of boats with rudder, masts, weathervanes, flags and anchors. The human 
figures seem to carry weapons and shields. It is therefore possible that the scene shows 
a pirates’ assault.

The great port towns of Hormuz, 
Gombroon (Persian Gulf), Ispahan (Per-
sian Gulf) and Aden contained a large 
population of Gujarati baniyās. Pedro 
Álvares Cabral, a Portuguese who ar-
rived in Malindi (East Africa) in 1500 

Fig. 3: Rock drawings from Chamardi, 
Gujarat (ca. 12th c. AD)
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AD, had hired two Gujarati pilots to show him the way to India. Another famous pilot 
from Western India was Malimo Canaqua (Cana Malam - Kānjī Mālam), a Kutchi navi-
gator, who piloted Vasco da Gama from Malindi in East Africa across the Indian Ocean 
to Calicut, which they reached on 20th May, 1498 AD (Mehta 2009: 54). 

In 1539 the Portuguese Tomé Pires wrote: “The Gujaratis are better seamen and do 
more navigating than other people of India and so they have larger ships and more men 
in them. They are great pilots and do a great deal of navigation” (Mehta 2004: 1, cf. also 
Alpers 1976: 27). Pires also mentions the direct trade with “all kinds of cloth” of trad-
ers from Cambay (Gujarat) with Socotra and other ports along the Indian Ocean coast 
(Alpers 1976: 29).

In the 17th century and onwards the Indian Ocean trade was mainly in the hands 
of the baniyās. There are many travellers’ accounts (e.g. Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, John 
Ovington) which stress the role of the Gujarati baniyās in the business networks of the 
Western Indian Ocean (Alpers 1976: 27f.). Lāvaṇyasamaya, a Jain monk and the author 
of the Gujarati work  Vimalaprabandha (Vikrama Saṃvat 1568 = AD 1512), mentioned 
as many as 84 sub-castes among them (section 2, lines 63–72). These baniyās including 
the Bhāṭīyās of Kutch emerged as a new socio-economic group in the 17th c. in Gujarat. 
They started as sharrafs and śāhukāras (bankers), munims (clerks), brokers and mer-
chants. They did not have a huge capital, but were professionally skilled as accountants, 
brokers and sharrafs and served as the backbone for all commercial transactions. For-
merly they were Rājput agriculturists. Their names ending in -siṃha (e.g. Lālsiṃha), -rāj 
(Haṃsarāj) and -mal (Jeṭhamal) are indicative of their kṣatriya origin. They migrated 
from Sindh to Kutch-Saurashtra and South Gujarat in the mediaeval period and turned 
increasingly to trade. Along with other baniyās they lived for years in the Persian Gulf 
and the Red Sea ports and East African islands. Thus in 1665 Thevenot visited Ispahan 
on the Persian Gulf and saw numerous baniyās operating as sharrafs and money lend-
ers. Tulsidas Parekh, Harji Surji and his sons Bhimji, Kalyāṇadās, Kisso (Keśavdās) and 
Viṭṭhaldās were important merchants and traders in the Gulf countries (Mehta 2004: 
55). In the navigational activities of these traders and seamen Socotra played a signifi-
cant role not only as a trading place but also as a navigation point. This is shown, for 
example, by the recently published Socotra based Kutchi Azimuthal Stellar Half Com-
pass used by Gujarati navigators when sailing on the Indian ocean (Arunachalam 2005: 
28). Socotra is here named as śīkhotara, a designation which recalls the island’s name in 
some of the stone inscriptions which are the main topic of the present paper. 

Like the much earlier graffiti from Hoq, these inscriptions allow a completely new 
perspective on the Indian participants of the Indian Ocean trade. As noticed by Ashin 
Das Gupta, with reference for the Indian history of the 17th c. AD, “the historians of 
the sea are completely dependent on the witness of European travellers and merchants” 
(1985: 483). This one-sided view can now be verified by documents of a distinctively 
different character.
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The dates

The dates are expressed in the Vikrama era which was prevalent in Gujarat since the 
7th–8th centuries AD. The earliest use of the Vikrama era in the records of Gujarat can 
be traced to the Hansot plates of the Cāhamāna king Bhartr̥vaḍḍha II dated in the year 
813 of an era which can be identified with the Vikrama Saṃvat. Consequently the year 
813 corresponds to AD 756–57 (Shelat 1987: 58, 65, cf. also Schmiedchen & Virkus 
2002: 126f.). 

Along with the year the dates contain the month, the fortnight, the tithi (lunar day) 
and in one case (no. 1) the weekday. The prevalent system of years and months in the 
17th–18th centuries in Gujarat was kārttikādi-amānta, i.e. the year starts in the month 
Kārttika (October/November) and the months begin with new moon.

Among these five inscriptions, inscriptions nos. 3 and 4 are dated in the same year, 
month and fortnight, Vikrama Saṃvat 1729,  jyeṣṭha śu. di. The day given in number 
3 (śu. di. 2) corresponds to Saturday, May 28th,  AD 1672 according to the kārttikādi-
amānta system.3 

About fifty years later is the date of inscription no. 1 which is given as Vikrama 
Saṃvat 1775, jeṭha ba. di. 1, Ravi. Only when calculated according to the  the caitrādi-
pūrṇimānta system of years and months, this date corresponds to a Sunday, i.e. May 4th 
(Julian)/May 15th (Gregorian), AD 1718 (Pillai 1982: 238).

Language and script 

All five inscriptions are written in the Old Gujarati language of the late 17th and early 
18th centuries AD and inscribed in the prevalent Gujarati script of those times. Inscrip-
tions no. 1 and no. 4 (Lines 8–20) are incised in Gujarati script with Boḍiyā letters, as 
they are popularly called,  i.e. without head lines on the top of the characters, whereas 
inscriptions nos. 2, 3 and 5 are inscribed with a continuous straight line on the top of 
the characters. 

Furthermore, we observe a differing degree of mixture of Boḍiyā and Nāgarī signs.
These features are also to be observed in the contemporary inscriptions from Kathiawad 
where from the 15th c. onwards the Gujarati language started to replace the formerly 
used Sanskrit, and Boḍiyā characters often suspended from a line became used (cf. Dis-
kalkar 1939–1941/1: 588, see also Salomon 1998: 101f.)

The following pecularities are to be observed :

1. In the letter ṇa the left lower end and middle upper end are given a curve on the left. 
2. The short a is represented in a North Indian Devanāgarī tripāṅkhiyā style with three

3 The dates were calculated by Karl-Heinz Golzio, to whom the editor expresses his sincere 
gratitude. 
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slanting strokes on the left bottom of the letter and without śirorekhā (head line on the
top of the letters).
3. The long ī is shown by a long stroke with the bottom end round on the right.
4. The ka is bent three-four times on the right side.
5. The letter ba is written with head line.
6. No punctuation marks are seen in any of the five inscriptions.
7. Numerical figures are incised according to the Gujarati style of numerical systems. This 
style evolved by giving curved shapes to Nāgarī numbers in about the 15th c. AD. Numbers 
2, 7 and 8 have become more curved and bended. The numbers 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are bent at 
the end in the lower part. In Gujarati numbers 3 and 6, the lower strokes on the right and left 
sides, which are found in the Nāgarī numbers, have been ceased. The top portion of Nāgarī 
number 4 bends from left to right. The lower end of number 7 is lengthened up to the top on 
the left. Number 9 looks like the Gujarati letter la without the standing line attached on the 
right (Oza 1993: pl. lxxix, Parikh 1973: 345, Shelat 2005: 63).

Inscription no. 3 has many Devanāgarī letters.
There are some irregular orthographic features concerning mainly the vocalisation 

and the quality of sibilants; viz. raveū for ravau (1.4), vāhāṇa for vahāṇa (1.3), govada 
for govinda (1.10), lasakara for laśakara (3.21, 3.14) etc. 

The formula 

As far as the condition of the five inscriptions allows to conclude, all of them follow a 
common formula. The texts contain the following elements:
 
 A Auspicious phrase
 B Date
 C Main body
  Part 1   a. Ship-owner
   b. Details of the route (home port, duration, destination)
   c. Duration of the stay on Socotra
  Part 2 Names of the captain and other officers
  Part 3  Names of participating merchants
  Part 4 Total figures of the members of the expedition

It is not in all cases possible to distinguish between parts 2 and 3. The total figures do 
not entirely match the numbers of the various groups and individuals mentioned before. 
Due to the bad state of preservation and the difficulties in interpreting these unique 
texts, their transliterated text will be followed by remarks on difficult words and terms 
and a summary of their contents which will be structured according to the above given 
formula.
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Fig. 4: Stone with inscription no. 1 (JJVR)

Fig. 5: The lower portion of the stone with inscription no. 1 after cleaning  (DVD)

Gujarati inscription no. 1
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 Text

1 śrī 1| 
 1a   Reū  131 apo
 1b  tara mārale
2 Saṃvat 1775 nā varakhe (= °ṣe) Jeṭha va(-)
3 da 1 Reveū (= Ravau) vāhāṇa 1 Fate Rohemā(-) 
4 nī Mīrajā Bāfaranu (= °nuṅ) Ghoghānu (= °nuṅ) pārā 
5 navarajā 201 nā hakarā dana 49 śrī Śāka[ta-]
6 ra avāne tavāī māśa (=°sa) 5 rahā nākudā (= nākhudā) Ma
7 hāmada Haśana Cāda ( = Cānda) bhārī mālama Nāthā Ka[sa-]
8 nadānajī taḍala (= taṃḍela) Lībaḍī Kīkā Kā◦ goṭhī
9 Govada (=°vinda) Mādhavajī va Govada (= °vinda) Gaṇeśa va◦ Kīśaraṇa[nda] 
10 /// ◦ śodāgara jā 5 laśakara jā 26 ta◦ śā◦ Lada- (= ladhā)
11 [jī] ? ? śā 18 jā 8 fakī[ra] jā 22 bhadarī jā 40 
12  /// 13 Ghācī (= Ghāṃcī) ///

Remarks

lines la/1b: The letters to the left of śrī were obviously inserted later on. Originally the text started 
with the auspicious formula śrī.

line 1 : The reading is doubtful.
line 1 : Accounts for business (nāmuṅ) written in the account book started with śrī  savā (“1¼”), 

followed by the number 1¼ written 1|.  This expression is used as an auspicious reference to 
lakṣmī (=money). One fourth was the interest for money,  thus 1 + ¼ = 1¼. 

line 2 : nā: “of”
  varakhe: Skt. varṣe “in the year”, cf. Guj. varakha (cf. e.g. Diskalkar 1938–41/3: 339,  no. 126 

varaṣe)
 jeṭha: Skt. Jyeṣṭha (name of a month)
 va da: abbreviation “day of the dark fortnight”
line 3: vāhāṇa: for Old Gujarati vahāṇa “ship, vessel”
line 4: Ghoghānu(ṅ): “from Ghogha”, mod. Ghogha (Bhavnagar district, Gujarat)
line 5: pārānavarajā 201: maybe 201 tons capacity of the ship, doubtful reading
 hakarā: haṃkāratāṅ  “piloting”, Guj. haṃkāravuṃ “to sail, to start” (Mehta & Mehta 1925, 

s.v.)
 dana: Skt. dina, Guj. dana “day”
 śrī-śākatara: for śrī-śīkatara, Gujarati designation of Socotra
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line 6: avāne: Old Guj. āvīne “after coming” < Guj. āvavuṃ
 tavāī “there” 
 māśa: Skt. māsa “month”
 rahā: “stay”, Skt. rah-, Guj. rahevuṃ
 nākudā: for nākhudā “captain” < Pers. nāwkhoda; cf. Roebuck 1813: 15. 127 (“Nakhooda”), 

but cf. Tibbetts 1971: 58 “owner of the ship”
line 7: mālama: “mate of a ship”, nautical term, Guj. mālama/mālamī “ship-mate, pilot” (< Pers./

Arab.), cf. Roebuck 1813: 72: “Malum, a corruption of the Arabic word, moo,ullim an instruc-
tor, pilot, &c.”, but cf. Tibbetts 1971: 58: “captain”

line 8: taḍala: for taṇḍela, cf. Guj. taṃḍela “ship-officer”. Cf. Wilson 1855: 508: “The head of 
commander of a body of men:  in ordinary use, a petty officer employed on board ship ...”, cf. 
Tibbetts 1971: 58: “chief of the ... sailors”

 Lībaḍī: name of a place in north Saurashtra (modern Limbdi), cf. also Guj. lībhaḍī, līmaḍo 
“neem tree”

line 9: va: abbreviation for Guj. vāṇiyo (baniyā), “merchant, member of the merchant (baniyā) 
caste” (< Skt. vaṇij)

 Govada: personal name, Skt. Govinda
line 10: śodāgara: “merchant”, Guj. sodāgara (< Pers. sodāgar)
 jā: abbreviation for Guj. jāna “person” (< Pers. ǧān “soul, person”)
 laśakara: “soldier, sailor”, cf. Guj. laśkara “army” (< Pers. laškar), for its meaning as a nauti-

cal term see Wilson 1855: 310: “a native sailor”
 ta◦: abbreviation for tathā “and” 
 śā◦: abbreviation for Guj. śāha/śāhu/śāhukara etc. “banker, merchant (title)” (see Mehta & 

Mehta 1925, s.v. and Strauch 2002: 273, fn. 7)
line 11: fakīra: “mendicant, ascetic”, Guj. fakīra (< Arab. fakīr), see also Wilson 1855: 155
 bhadarī: perhaps for bandarī  “harbour labourers”
line 12: ghāṃcī : probably oil merchant community, cf. Guj. ghāṃcī “oil-man, oil-maker, one who 

deals in oil” (Mehta & Mehta 1925, s.v.)
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Summary of contents 

The inscription commences with the auspicious symbol of śrī (savā) 1ǀ (1¼) which is 
invariably written by the business people, when they start writing their accounts. The 
inscription is dated (Vikrama) Saṃvat 1775 (AD 1718), jeṭha ba. di. 1, ravi, i.e. Sunday, 
the first day of the dark fortnight of the month Jyeṣṭha, the 8th month according to the 
Hindu calendar.

1. Ship-owner, duration of journey and stay
In the first part the text reports that the journey of the ship was carried out on behalf 

of a person named Fate Rohemānī Mīrajī Bāfara (Mīrzā Bāfar). According to the text 
the voyage started from Ghogha (Bhavnagar Dist., Saurashtra) and took a full 49 days 
(dana) to reach the destination. After having reached Socotra (śrī śākatara) they stayed 
five months on the island (lines 4–6).

2. Names of the captain and other officers
In the second part the names of the captain (nākhudā), the mate (mālama) and the 

officer (taṃḍela) are given. The captain bears a Muslim name: Mahāmada Haśana (Mo-
hammad Hassan) Cāda (?). The names of the other two persons are difficult to decipher.

3. Names of participating merchants
The third part contains a list of participating merchants. Several names are listed.Not 

all of them are legible and comprehensible. Some of the names can be deciphered: Kīkā, 
goṭhī (Skt. goṣṭhī ?) Govinda Mādhavajī, Govinda Gaṇeśa and Kīśaraṇanda. In some 
cases the merchants are referred to as va (Guj. vāṇiā, Skt. vaṇij) or śā (Guj. śāhu/śāha). 
These abbreviations indicate their communities and castes. 

4. Total figures of the members of the expedition
The last portion gives a summary of the crew of the ship. The respective number of 

persons is indicated by a figure after the abbreviation jā (Guj. jāna). This summary lists  
5 merchants (sodāgara), 26 soldiers/sailors (laśakara), 23 poor men/mendicants ( fakīra) 
and 40 harbour labourers (bandarī ?).
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Fig. 6: Stone with inscription no. 2 (SKP)

Text

1  /// mālama sabī[ra] ///
2  /// [ta]ḍ[a]la dāī rahīā ///
3  /// [Dha]najī tathā rāsabha ///
4  /// tatha (= tathā) nākhudā ? ?  sabasa ///
5  /// nī vagata (= vigata) mīha ha a /// 
6 /// jamale sodāga(ra) ///
7 /// vā lasakara ja(*male) ///
8  /// ja ja(*male) ///

Gujarati inscription no. 2
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Remarks

line 1: mālama: “ship-mate”, cf. above no. 1
line 3: tathā: “and”, cf. Guj. tathā
line 4: nākhudā: “captain”, cf. above no. 1
line 6: : sodāgara “merchant”, cf. above no. 1
 jamale: “totally”, cf. Guj. jamaluṃ (< Pers.-Arab.)
line 7: lasakara: for laśakara “soldier, sailor”, cf. above no. 1

Summary of the contents

This broken piece contains only parts of the central and final portion of the inscription 
text. Although the date is missing, its script belongs to the 17th c. AD. The beginning of 
the fragment probably reports the names of the mate (mālama), the taḍala (taṃḍela) Dāī 
Rahīā, captain (nākhudā) and probably of the participating merchants. The exact word-
ing of this passage is corrupt and cannot be established on the basis of the preserved 
text. However, the names Dhanajī and Rāsabha (Skt. R̥ṣabha) are clearly distinguishable. 
The enumeration is structured by tathā functioning here as a conjunction like in many 
epigraphical records from the mediaeval period onwards. 

Among the crew members listed at the end we find again merchants (sodāgara) and
soldiers/sailors (laśakara). The respective numbers are indicated by the word jamale 
‘‘totally’’.
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Fig. 7: Stone with inscription no. 3 (JJVR)

Gujarati inscription no. 3
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Text

1 Pādasā◦ Sāhadeva ///
2 Ālamagīra che Amāna
3 che pāṇā sāfa che sarasā [che] 
4+5 sketches of boats and crosses 
6   savaṃta  1729 varaṣe j[e]ṭha 
7 śu da 2 dane pādasāho śrī 5 Avara[ṃ]
8  gajebanu vāhāṇa alāī  Ghoghā baṃ(*dara)
9  Ghoghethī nī teja 173 nu (=nuṅ) haṃkārata dana 52
10  śrī Sīkotara āvīma tavāī māsa◦ 5 
11  rahā nākhudā śrī 5 Abadalā ban Ākhalā(-)
12  sa mālama śrī 5 Māhāmadajī Ākuba ṭaṃḍe[la śrī 5]
13 Abharāmajī Ākuba karāṇī Sāhā Abadalā 
14  Mālukabaja kājī Sarā[khā]na Sādagara nī vagata
15  nā◦  Sāhīlabhaī  nā◦ Māhāmadabhāī nā◦ Hīsubhāī 
16 mī◦ Abadala Rīhama (= Rahīma) ◦ mī◦ Māhāmada Valī ◦ bhaṇḍārī A(-)
17 bharāma ◦ kasaba nā◦ mī◦ Aj[u] vepārī māhājana 
18  sā◦ Mohanadāsa Hāḍi ta◦ ṭhā◦ Vīṇarasī Tā[p]ī(-) 
19  dāsa ta◦ parī Samatīdāsa Sudara ṭhā◦ Bhāvī
20 Harīdāsa Vāghajī māhājana samasta [ja-]
21 ṇa 75 sodāgara jaṇa 51 lasakara 202
22 fakīra 350 jamala 705 naro

Remarks

line 1–2: Pādasā◦ Sāhadeva Ālamagīra: title and name of the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb (AD 
1658–1707) 

line 2: Amāna: probably Amān Khān, son of Mustafa Khān, the governor of Surat. He was the 
shāhbandar (chief customs collector) of Surat city in Gujarat in 1662–63 AD (Mehta 2009: 
110). 

line 3: pāṇa: “stone”, Guj. pāṇo (< Skt. pāṣāṇa)
 sāfa: “clean”, Guj. safā (< Pers./Arab.)
 sarasa: “beautiful”, Guj. sarasa (< Skt.)
line 6: The first sign may be a scratch or a svastika symbol without small strokes on the top of 

the crossed lines. 
 savaṃta: Skt. saṃvat “era” 
 varaṣe: “in the year”, cf. above no. 1
lines 7–8: pādasāho śrī 5 Avara[ṃ]gajebanu: Gen. sing. ‘‘of the pādaśāha  śrī-5 Aurangzeb”, śrī-

5 means, the syllable śrī has to be repeated five times 
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line 8: vāhāṇa: “ship”, cf. above no. 1
 alāī: perhaps the name of the ship, alāī = Arab. ilāhī “pious”
 baṃdara: “port, harbour”, Guj. bandara (< Pers.)
line 9:  Ghoghethī: “from Ghogha”
 nī: abbreviation for nīkaḷi (< Guj. nikaḷavuṃ “to start”) 
 haṃkāratā: “sailing”, cf. above no. 1  
line 10: āvī “having reached” (< Guj. āvavuṃ “to arrive”)
line 11: nākhuda: cf. above no. 1
line 12: mālama: “mate of a ship”, cf. above no. 1
 taṇḍela: “ship-officer”, cf. above no. 1
line 13: karāṇī: Guj. karāṇī “purser in a ship, super-cargo”, a nautic term (Mehta & Mehta 1925, 

s.v.), cf. Tibbetts 1971: 58: “The Karrānī is a writer who keeps the accounts of the ship and 
serves out water to the passengers.”

line 14: kājī: “judge”, Guj. kājī (< Pers./Arab. qāzī) 
line 15: nā◦: abbreviation for nāvika “sailor, mariner”, cf. below no. 4 nāvā beside nā
line 16: mī◦: abbreviation for mīrajā (< Arab. mīrzā “son of a mīr”, Muslim title)
 bhaṇḍārī: “store-keeper”, member of the crew, cf. Tibbetts 1971: 58
line 17: kasaba: probably, Muslim title, cf. Guj. kasabī “master” (< Pers./Arab. qaṣb) 
 vepārī: “merchant”, Guj. vepārī
 māhājana: member of a mahājana. For the meaning of this term and the function of this body 

in 16th century Gujarat see Pearson:
“Mahajan means different things in different parts of India; it can refer to an individual 
banker, a money-lender, a merchant, or an unspecified ‘great man.’ In Gujarat it usually 
meant a body representing a group of people engaged in the same commercial occupation, 
a governing council with an elected or occasionally hereditary headman ... The mahajan 
was ordinarily concerned solely with commercial matters, regulating such matters as pri-
ces, adjudicating disputes within the occupational group, and representing its members in 
disputes with other mahajans” (Pearson 1976: 123).

lines 18+19: sā◦: abbreviation for sāha/sāhu, cf. above no. 1 śā 
 ta◦: abbreviation for tathā “and”, cf. above no. 1
 parī◦: abbreviation for parīkha, Guj. parīkha/pārekha “expert” (Skt. parīkṣaka). Cf. for the 

related abbreviation pāri° in the Lekhapaddhati Strauch 2002, Index s.v.
 ṭhā◦: abbreviation for ṭhākura, a title of nobility. Cf. for this abbreviation in the Lekhapaddhati 

Strauch 2002, Index s.v.
lines 20+22: Vāghajī: name formed from Guj. vāgha “tiger” (< Skt. vyāghra). 
 jaṇa: “person” Skt. jana or for jāna. For this and the other terms in these lines cf. above nos. 

1 and 2.

The text written on the left edge of the stone is not readable on the photographs.
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Summary of the contents

This inscription is the best preserved and contains all three parts of this type of docu-
ments. It starts with an auspicious formula which refers to the ruling emporer Aurang-
zeb and probably to a local official. It is dated (Vikrama) Saṃvat 1729,  jeṭha śu. di. 2, 
i.e. on the 2nd day of the bright fortnight of the month Jyeṣṭha of the Vikrama year 1729 
(AD 1672). 

The inscription contains a lot of interesting information: Muslim and Hindu traders 
from Gujarat were part of the same expedition of ships belonging at least officially to the 
Mughal emperor Aurangzeb.

1. Ship-owner, duration of journey and stay
The text reports that the boats are the property of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb and 

reached Socotra (śrī sīkotara) 52 days after leaving the port of Ghogha. The merchants 
stayed there for five months.

2. Names of the captain and other officers
This part of the text lists the names of the captain (nākhudā), the mate (mālama), the 

pilot (ṭaṃḍela), the purser (karāṇī) and the judge (kājī) of the expedition. All of them 
bear Muslim names. The following persons are mentioned: the nākhudā Abadalā ban 
(= bin) Ākhalāsa, the mālama Māhāmadajī Ākuba, the taṃḍela Abharāmajī Ākuba, the 
karāṇī Sāha Abadalā Mālukabaja and the kājī Sarākhāna Sādagara. Possibly, the store-
keeper (bhaṇḍārī) Abharāma also belongs to the members of the ship’s crew. Other – not 
specified – persons include: nā◦  Sāhīlabhaī,  nā◦ Māhāmadabhāī,  nā◦ Hīsubhāī, mī◦ 
Abadala Rīhama (= Rahīma), mī◦ Māhāmada Valī , the kasaba (?) nā◦ mī◦ Aj[u].

3. Names of participating merchants
Here the names of other participants of the expedition are listed, among them mer-

chants (vepārī, māhājana, śāha). It is important that first the Muslim participants are 
listed followed by the Hindu participants. The persons listed are in detail: the vepārī and 
māhājana sā◦ Mohanadāsa Hāḍi, the ṭhā◦ Vīṇarasī, Tā[p]īdāsa, the parī Samatīdāsa, 
Sudara, the ṭhā◦ Bhāvī, Harīdāsa and Vāghajī.

4. Total figures of the members of the expedition 
The last portion contains the total numbers of the crew members. The number of 

māhājanas, probably comprising some of the Hindu persons mentioned above, com-
prises 75. They were accompanied by 50 (common Hindu) merchants (sodāgara), 202 
soldiers/sailors (laśakara) and 350 fakīrs. Altogether 705 people reached Socotra by this 
ship.
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Fig. 8: Stone with inscription no. 4 (JJVR), for more pictures see below figs. 9–11

Gujarati inscription no. 4
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Text 

The surface of the stone is heavily eroded. The suggested readings are therefore highly 
hypothetical. It is at least possible to reconstruct the general contents of the text. Its de-
tails, however, must remain uncertain.

1 gaṇāda sa che pādasāha ...
2 ... na sā da ? da ? Khanagaṭha ...
3 saṃvata 1729 nā jeṭha śuda ? hane (= dane) nā śrī 
4 Rahīā Lakhīājī nāvā Mahamadī
5 Rāma Pasā Āṣābhāī nā 189 śrī rī(-)
6 hatā śrī Sākotara āvī teho bāhāmāṃ 4 
7 rahā nā mī Mahamada nā Haśanasā bhā amada
8 Sadā ta Hasanabhāī nā tāṃ ( = tathā) Adalana Mahamada Haśana
9  śrī Mahamada Haśana Ṭāṃkā sāutha Kāna karāṇī
10 Vaśī Sanadāsa (= Sona°) Sarajī Mālajī sodāgara śrī
11 Kamāla tā (= tathā) Sadāṇa Mahamada vīpārī ṭhā Lohānadāsa
12 śrī Ravīdāsa [śr]ī Śīvasana Kīkā tā (= tathā) Revā raji
13 Bhagā śrī Sāmajī śrī Sakalacanda jamala che
14 aga 10 Kaṇājī laśakarahāṃ māṇasa
15 sapāī 10 ṭholā 2 golā 49 ja(-) 
16 mala 13 sutāra kādī fakīra 19 jamale 
17 māṇasāṃ 119 roja 365 nā śrī ba[hā-] 
18 darajī sodāgara so āga
19 ...  sata ... 
20 ...  ada ...

Remarks 

line 2: doubtful reading
line 3: nā “of”, cf. above no. 1
line 4: nāvā: abbreviation for nāvika “sailor, mariner”
line 6: teho: “there”, Guj. tyāṃ 
line 11: vīpārī: “merchant”, cf. no. 3 vepārī
line 13: jamale: “total”, cf. above no. 2
line 14: lasakarahāṃ: for laśakara “soldier, sailor”, cf. above no. 1, -hāṃ: marker of Gen. Pl. ?
  māṇasa: “person”, Guj. māṇasa (< Skt.)
line 15: sapāī “policeman”, Guj. sipāī (< Pers.)
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 ṭholā: small category of police
 golā: a community which cleans the crops, cf. Guj. golo “rice-beater”, or to be connected with 

Guj. golāṃ “servants of the harem”? For both meanings see Mehta & Mehta 1925 s.vv.
line 17: nā: “of”, cf. above no. 1
 roja: “day”, Guj. roja (< Pers. rūz)

Summary of the contents

This inscription is dated (Vikrama) Saṃvat 1729, jeṭha, śu. di. ?, i.e. a day of the bright 
fortnight of the month Jyeṣṭha of the Vikrama year 1729 (AD 1672). An almost identical  
date is given in no. 3. The exact day of the present epigraph cannot be established.

1. Ship-owner, duration of journey and stay
The ship-owner(s) is (are) probably indicated in the phrase nā śrī Rahīā Lakhīājī nāvā 

Mahamadī Rāma Pasā Āṣābhāī which can be interpreted as naming two persons, viz. 
Rahīā Lakhīājī and Mahamadī Rāma Pasā Āṣābhāī. While the first one uses the abbre-
viation nā, the last one is explicitly designated as nāvā (nāvika). The duration of the stay 
on Socotra (śrī sākotara) is given as 4 (months?).

2 + 3. Names of the captain, the officers and of participating merchants
It is not possible to clearly distinguish between parts 2 and 3. The text records the 

names of the merchants who voyaged to the island. Some of the names deciphered here 
are Mahamada Haśana, Mahamada Haśana Ṭāṃkā, Vaśī Sanadāsa (= Sona°), Sarajī 
Mālajī, vīpārī (merchant) ṭhā Lohānadāsa, Ravīdāsa, Kīkā, Revā, Sāmajī and Sakala-
canda. Again the Muslim participants are listed first.

4. Total figures of the members of the expedition
The total number of māhājana people mentioned in the inscription is 10. They are 

accompanied by 13 soldiers/sailors (laśakara), 10 police-men (sipāī), 2 ṭholas (a special 
category of police), 49 golās and 19 mendicants ( fakīr). Altogether the expedition consi-
sted  of 119 persons. Moreover, 365 days are mentioned in this passage. The meaning of 
this expression is, however, unclear.
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Figs. 9–11: Three detail photographs of the stone with inscription no. 4 (SKP)
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Fig. 12: Stone with inscription no. 5 (JJVR), for more pictures see below figs. 13+14

Gujarati inscription no. 5
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Text

The inscription is badly affected by weather and letters are not deeply incised. Hence it 
is very difficult to decipher the text. The following readings are therefore hypothetical.

1  ...
2 ...
3 ... 
4 ...
5 ...
6 ājaga ... śrī Sīkotara āvī(-)
7  ...
8  ...
9 ... 
10 ... Haridāsa Kīkājī sodāgara
11 Riākhāna tathā sodāgara 11 tathā ba ...
12 ... sābhāī tathā sodāgara 11 tathā ... 
13 Haridāsa jaṇa 11 tathā sodāgara ... 11
14 ... kāhiṇā ... 
15 ... 
16 ... sodāgara 16
17 ...
18 ... 

Remarks

line 6: āvī : “having reached”, cf. above no. 3
lines 11–13: tathā: “and”, Guj. tathā
line 13: jaṇa: “person”
line 16: sodāgara: “merchant”, see above no. 1

Summary of the contents

Only the lower part of the inscription is partly readable. Therefore its date cannot 
be fixed. Due to the bad state of preservation barely one or two names of merchants 
(sodāgara) like Haridāsa and Kīkājī have been deciphered in the second part. The name 
of the island is mentioned in line 6 as śrī sīkotara.
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Figs. 13+14: Two detail photographs of the stone with inscription no. 5 (SKP)
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Summary

The texts of the five inscriptions make clear that in the 17th and the 18th centuries trad-
ers and merchants of various castes and communities were visiting Socotra. The Guja-
rati colloquial name of this island is mentioned in four of the five inscriptions:

 śrī śākatara (no. 1)
 śrī sīkotara (nos. 2 and 5)
 śrī śākotara (no. 4)
  

If the port of origin is mentioned, the inscriptions point to the city of Ghogha (nos. 
1 and 2). Ghogha (Bhavanagar Dist., Saurashtra) was one of the big towns for trading 
activities. 

According to two texts, the average duration of a voyage from this port to Socotra was 
about 50 days (no 1: 49 days, no. 3: 52 days). All the reported dates point to the month 
Jyeṣṭha (May-June). Most probably, this date marks the time of the departure from So-
cotra. Probably the vessels used the beginning of the Northeast monsoon to get to the 
island and left India in October-November and arrived at Socotra in December-January. 
According to the texts, the expeditions had to stay for several months on the island (no. 
1: 5 months, no. 3: 5 months, no. 4: 4 months?). After doing their business on the island 
they had to depart before the storms of the Southwest monsoon made navigation around 
Socotra practically impossible between June and August (Cheung & DeVantier 2006: 
39). 

 This schedule does not really match the reports from Arab and English sources ac-
cording to which merchants from India reach Arabia at the end of the Northeast mon-
soon. For them March-April was the best time for sailing from the West Indian coast to 
Arabia (Tibbetts 1971: 230f., Facey 2004: 9). In order to get to India the Arabs “delayed 
their departure until the end of August and did their sailing over open water in Septem-
ber when the southwest monsoon has lost a good deal of its bite” (Casson 1991: 9f., cf. 
also Tibbetts 1971: 229–233, 364–368).

Interestingly, three of the five texts contain the same date thus indicating that all these 
ships were part of a larger expedition. It is possible that the ships, for security reasons,  
sailed as a group. 

Although member of Hindu (Gujarati) communities are mentioned in all texts, the 
ships were owned and dominated by Muslim Gujaratis bearing Arabic names. One of 
the important factors providing a strong common identity was the Gujarati language 
spoken by the Gujarati merchants. It was the language of the account and book keeping 
in the overseas lands, too. Arab, Persian and other merchants also used Gujarati as a 
business language.

The table on the subsequent page subsumes the contents of the five texts.
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23 fakīra

40 bhadarī

+ som
e unidentified item

s

sodāgara

lasakara

75 m
āhājana

51 śodāgara

201 laśakara

350 fakīra

Total num
ber: 705

laśakara

10 sapāī

2 ṭholā

49 golā

19 fakīra

Total num
ber: 119

?
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Appendix II

 Inscribed stones from Delisha in the journal of Ormsby

Julian Jansen Van Rensburg

On the ninth of January 1834, the Palinurus, under the command of Captain Haines 
and his officers Wellsted, Cruttenden, Hulton and Ormsby, arrived off Socotra. Com-
missioned by the Bombay Government, their aim was to gather all possible information 
concerning the island, its harbours, people, government and religion. Furthermore, the 
commission also encouraged them to collect information concerning Socotra’s history, 
geography, botany and zoology (Ingrams & Ingrams 1992,1: 621). The reason for this in-
terest was to determine whether Socotra could be used as a coaling station, and whether 
it would be suitable for a strategic base from which the British could achieve their long 
term political and military objectives in the Southern Arabian region (Gavin 1975: 197).

Lieutenant Wellsted, the assistant-surveyor, hainaccompanied by Midshipman Crut-
tenden, was assigned to travel into the interior, while Captain Haines and the other offic-
ers surveyed the shores and surrounding seas (Low 1877: 73–74). A year later, Lieuten-
ant Ormsby and Dr. Hulton also traversed a large area of the mountain region, adding to 
the stock of information gathered previously by Wellsted and Cruttenden. The majority 
of the information gathered was published in several different accounts by Lieutenant 
Wellsted (Wellsted 1835a, 1835b, 1838 and 1840). However it should be noted that he 
relied heavily on the information gathered by the other officers, even though he makes 
little mention of their contributions (Haines 1845: 107; Marshall 1994: 14). Whilst it 
would appear that the lengthy detailed accounts published by Wellsted incorporated all 
the discoveries made by the survey team, this is far from the truth. 

During an archival search concerning this survey, the unpublished memoir of Lieu-
tenant Ormsby was discovered within Haines’ journal (Haines 1844). This memoir is of 
particular interest in that it provides an incredibly rich source that adds a great deal of 
further information to that published by Wellsted. The section of this memoir that we are 
interested in here is Ormsby’s discovery of several inscribed stone fragments found in 
Delisha, on the northeast coast of Socotra. Within his memoir he says: “At Core Delisha, 
tomb stones with Arabic and Portuguese inscriptions have been found” (Ormsby 1844: 
366).

However it would appear that having subsequently drawn and studied them he chan-
ged his mind as to the language in which the stone fragments were inscribed, as in his 
appendix he makes no mention of any Arabic script. Instead, in his appendix he refers to 
one of the stones having been inscribed in both Portuguese and Gujarati. He also provi-
des a separate drawing of a stone inscribed in what he initially considered to be Sanskrit, 
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but later identified as Gujarati. The appendix page containing his notes concerning the 
findings made in Delisha can be seen on the opposite page (fig. 15). 

I have transcribed his notes into three sections, which is how they appear to have been 
divided on the page. The first section of this appendix says: 

 “Translation of a Portuguese inscription on a stone fragment at Bunder Delisha. The 
same stone has a Sanskrit ? Guzerattee inscription below.”

The identification of the inscription as being Gujarati is surprisingly accurate, as the 
stones found in Rās Ḥowlef have all been identified as being written in Gujarati. 

The next section of this page is followed by the translation, which appears to have been 
done by Goldsmith, an author for whom we have no further details other than that his 
name, which appears at the end of this section. Goldsmith’s English translation of the 
Portuguese inscription reads as follows:

 “Advertisement. Should any Portuguese come to the Island of Socotra to trade in 
friendship – If any one says any harm of one them [Socotrians], do not listen to it: 
believe me. I remained here five months – I was bound from Dio to Mocha, but heavy 
gales of wind forced me to this port, where they treated me well because they are 
friends of the Portuguese. Their masters. They are good servants, to their masters, 
they have good water and fine women, they do not require much entirely, and are of 
few words. 

 Enough I will say no more, this second day of October 1631 A.D.E.

 Sigd, Fraco. De Aronio      / Goldsmith /”

The place Dio mentioned in this text refers to the port of Diu in Gujarat. Remarkably, the 
Portuguese sailor indicates the same “waiting period” at Socotra as the Gujarati stones 
from Rās Ḥowlef. He even gives the reason for this long delay and points to the strong 
winds of the Southwest monsoon which force him to leave the island only in October. 
The same schedule was also followed by the Gujarati sailors who arrived at Socotra in 
May and stayed there for four or five months.

The next section of this page is taken up with a reproduction of one of the Gujarati in-
scribed stones, next to which he has written:
 
 “This inscription relates to a shipwreck, and was previously written to the Portu-

guese. One –”
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Inscribed stones from Delisha in the journal of Ormsby

Fig. 15: The appendix page of Ormsby’s memoir with the Portuguese translation and depicting 
the inscribed Gujarati stone fragment. Sourced from the UK Hydrographic Office (www.ukho.gov.
uk), OD 357.
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The shipwreck to which Ormsby refers to is not 
recorded by any other members of the survey 
team, but it would not be surprising to have found 
a shipwreck off the shores of Socotra. The reason 
for this is that Socotra is a notoriously danger-
ous place with outlying reefs, strong winds and 
vicious currents having caused a number of ship-
wrecks to occur throughout its history.

(Ingo Strauch:) On the basis of the drawing it 
is not possible to reconstruct the Gujarati original 
of the text. But is is clear, that the inscription was 
dated. In the upper right corner the number  1772 
is fairly well discernible, pointing to the year AD 1715 for the composition of the text. 
This date as well as the general shape of the stone as depicted in the diary clearly show 
that it cannot be identical with any of the Rās Ḥowlef stones. 

Conclusion

The location of these stone fragments in Delisha would at first appear to be strange, 
considering the main occupation of Socotra is further westwards in Sūq, Hadiboh and 
Qalansiyah. However, as several Portuguese and English mariners found, a ship an-
chored off these main towns would be subject to extremely strong winds, yet those an-
chored off the town of Delisha would have, “hardly a breath of wind” (Kerr 1842,8: 142). 
This phenomenon is still utilised today by the fishermen, who will fish off Delisha dur-
ing the height of the monsoon season, when strong winds and high seas make it virtually 
impossible elsewhere on the island. 

The Portuguese inscription is of particular interest in that it corroborates the histori-
cal accounts which say that, even though Socotra was abandoned by the Portuguese in 
1511, it is still being used by them as both a victualling station and place of refuge during 
the southwest monsoon season (Beckingham 1983: 177). Furthermore, this inscription 
also demonstrates the importance of the island for shipping from Gujarat to the Red 
Sea, and is the latest tangible proof that the Portuguese were using Socotra during the 
seventeenth century. 

Finally, Ormsby’s memoir shows us that the tradition of leaving inscribed stones on 
the island probably goes back to the Portuguese. Unfortunately, no stone inscribed in 
Portuguese has yet been found. The stones erected now in Ḥowlef belong to a supposed-
ly larger group of inscribed stones left by sailors from Gujarat on the island.

Fig. 17: Detail of the drawing of the 
Gujarati stone inscription showing 
the assumed date
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1

Sudarabiques et Aksūmites à Suquṭra: 
d’après les inscriptions de la grotte de Ḥōq

L’origine des visiteurs de la grotte de Ḥōq, si nous nous fondons sur les inscriptions qu’ils 
ont laissées, n’est pas exactement celle qu’on aurait attendue. Les Indiens dominent lar-
gement. Viennent ensuite les Sudarabiques, les Aksūmites et enfin les Romains (trois 
textes en grec et un en palmyrénien: 11:26, 11:28, 16:15 et 4:6). Je me limite ici à ce que 
les inscriptions sudarabiques et aksūmites nous apprennent sur l’histoire de Suquṭra. 

1.1. Inventaire des textes sudarabiques et aksūmites

Textes sudarabiques: dix plus un douteux

 2:33   Bl[ḥ]

3:3   ?tm ou Mt? 

4:2   Wyẖm 

4:3   Wyẖm

 4:4   monogramme de Yrfʾ

4:5   peut-être monogramme de ʾbydʿ/Ydʿʾb

6:3   ʿbds¹|y-bhʾ-f-kmk

6:4   ybhʾ  (faux départ de 6:3 / 2)

11:9   monogramme de Yrfʾ

11:26              Lettres n, m et b

Douteux

2:32   Mḥn
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Textes aksūmites : six sûrs et deux probables

2:20   ʾrtḥ

2:25   ṣḥ[f] | Bḍʿ

2:27   Bḍ[ʿ] | ṣḥ[f]

2:30   [ʾ]ḥfʿygns[ʿ]t[ś]

2:31   Sm[r]

2:34   ṣḥf | Bṣʿ

Probable

2:26   tg[ḥ]?? | ʿby

2:28   ʾw  vacat  bṣ[ṭ]

Textes sudarabiques ou aksūmites : trois

2:29         [wʿ]ṣ ou ṣ[ʿw]

2:36    Yʿq

3:2   ?bḍ ou Ḍb?

1.2. Datation 

Une première surprise réside évidemment dans le fait de trouver des inscriptions 
aksūmites en nombre appréciable. La date que l’on peut attribuer à nos textes en réserve 
une seconde. 

Cette date n’est pas facile à établir. La paléographie n’est pas d’un grand secours parce 
qu’il s’agit de textes très courts, peu soignés, composées à la hâte avec les matériaux 
disponibles sur place (boue, pierre, charbon de bois etc.). Trois textes sudarabiques, 
cependant, font exception.

Le 6:3 est réparti sur deux lignes, la première écrite de la droite vers la gauche et la 
seconde de la gauche vers la droite. En Arabie méridionale, cette alternance dans le sens 
de l’écriture, appelée “boustrophédon”, cesse d’être utilisée dans les inscriptions monu-
mentales c. 300 avant l’ère chrétienne. On peut ajouter que la raideur de la graphie de 6:3 
s’accorde assez bien avec une date haute. Nous proposons donc de dater 6:3 avant l’ère 
chrétienne, sans qu’il soit raisonnablement possible de dire de combien de siècles, tenant 
compte du fait que ce texte est informel.

Le deuxième texte sudarabique comportant un élément de datation est le 4:2 dont le 
trait interne du wāw est double et arqué. Cette forme de wāw n’est attestée dans les ins-
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criptions monumentales que pendant une courte période, très approximativement entre 
c. 150 et c. 250 de l’ère chrétienne. 

Enfin, l’une des lettres de 11:26, le b, présente des élargissements en forme de triangle 
à l’extrémité des hampes. Un tel ornement est postérieur au début de l’ère chrétienne.

 On peut donc déjà observer que les textes sudarabiques ont été tracés à des dates 
diverses, s’étendant sur une période de plusieurs siècles avant et de deux siècles après 
l’ère chrétienne.

Pour les textes aksūmites, la graphie n’est d’aucun secours parce que l’écriture n’est 
pas aussi rigoureusement normalisée qu’au Yémen. Le seul indice, assez peu significatif, 
est l’emploi de l’alphabet consonantique (et non du syllabaire). Mais cet alphabet conso-
nantique est toujours d’usage courant au VIe siècle de l’ère chrétienne, aussi bien dans 
les inscriptions que dans les légendes monétaire. On peut encore remarquer que la grotte 
ne contient aucun symbole religieux chrétien. Trois textes, cependant, 2:25, 2:27 et 2:34, 
pourraient être chrétiens, si on se fonde sur les termes utilisés - “(Il est) écrit : Bienheu-
reux.” (ṣḥf et Bdʿ / Bṣʿ à vocaliser probablement ṣəḥuf et Bəḍu )ʿ. Par ailleurs, l’un au 
moins de ces textes, 2:34, est tardif (VIe siècle ?) puisqu’il qui présente l’alternance ḍ/ṣ. 
Si ces arguments sont acceptés, ces trois textes (dont on ne saurait dire s’ils ont tous le 
même auteur) ne peuvent guère être antérieurs au milieu du IVe siècle. 

Ces Aksūmites sont-ils présents à Suquṭra à une époque où Aksūm occupe le Yémen? 
On sait en effet que, à deux reprises, Aksūm a dominé une partie plus ou moins vaste de 
l’Arabie pendant près de 75 ans.

La première fois, ce fut de c. 175–200 à c. 270 (Robin 1989). Les Aksūmites furent 
finalement défaits et chassés par les Ḥimyarites qui s’imposèrent alors en Arabie en sou-
mettant successivement Sabaʾ (c. 275) et le Ḥaḍramawt (c. 300). 

Deux siècles plus tard, vers 500, les Aksūmites firent leur retour: le roi de Ḥimyar, se-
lon des modalités qui ne sont pas encore éclaircies, devint le tributaire de celui d’Aksūm. 
Mais en 522, le roi ḥimyarite que les Aksūmites venaient de placer sur le trône se ré-
volta. Le conflit qui prit rapidement une dimension religieuse tourna à l’avantage des 
Aksūmites. Le roi de Ḥimyar fut tué au combat et son royaume entièrement conquis. Le 
trône ḥimyarite fut alors occupé par un Ḥimyarite chrétien (c. 530–c. 535), puis par un 
Aksūmite et ses fils (c. 535–c. 575) (Robin 2008 et 2010). Le royaume de Ḥimyar – à 
savoir le Yémen et une partie variable de l’Arabie déserte –  fut donc tributaire d’Aksūm 
pendant près de 75 ans, de 500 à 575.

Pendant les périodes où les Aksūmites occupaient tout ou partie du Yémen –  et 
sans doute également l’île de Suquṭra –, il a dû y avoir une présence aksūmite sur l’île. 
Mais le commerce ne suit pas nécessairement les armées : des navires et des négociants 
aksūmites ont pu venir à Suquṭra chaque fois que les conditions de sécurité et les béné-
fices attendus les y incitaient. On ne saurait donc affirmer que les trois textes chrétiens 
datent nécessairement de la période 500–575.

En résumé, les textes sudarabiques et aksūmites que l’on peut dater ne remontent pas 
à la même période: les sudarabiques sont plus anciens que les aksūmites. Il est possible 
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qu’il en aille de même de tous les textes sudarabiques et aksūmites. Si c’était exact, 
on disposerait d’un premier indice montrant que, dans le commerce de la marchandise 
suquṭrite, les Arabiques ont été progressivement remplacés par les Aksūmites. 

Cette chronologie s’accorde avec une observation de l’auteur du Périple de la mer 
Érythrée selon lequel, vers le milieu du Ier siècle de l’ère chrétienne, le commerce de 
Suquṭra est tenu par des négociants venant de Mouza (aujourd’hui al-Makhāʾ au Yémen) 
et de l’Inde, mais non de l’Éthiopie  (par. 31). Ensuite, à partir de c. 200, Aksūm semble 
devenir une puissance militaire (et peut-être commerciale) majeure sur la scène régio-
nale (Munro-Hay 1991). On observe encore que le monnayage sudarabique – médiocre 
en qualité et en quantité – disparaît au IIIe siècle de l’ère chrétienne (Huth 2010 , Huth 
& Alfen 2010), tandis que le monnayage aksūmite se développe vers la même époque, 
comme s’il prenait sa place (Munro-Hay & Juel-Jensen 1995), jusqu’à devenir une mon-
naie importante au plan régional (Munro-Hay 1989). 

Quand l’empereur Justinien (527–565) cherche a développer l’arme commerciale 
contre l’Empire sāsānide au début de son règne, c’est logiquement vers Aksūm qu’il se 
tourne :

À ce moment-là, l’empereur Justinien, tandis qu’Hellèsthéaios régnait chez les Éthiopiens 
et Esimiphaios chez les Homérites, envoya un ambassadeur, Ioulianos, en demandant aux 
deux de s’associer aux Romains en guerre contre les Perses, du fait de leur communauté 
de croyance, de la façon suivante: les Éthiopiens, qui achèteraient la soie aux Indes et la 
vendraient aux Romains, deviendraient, pour leur part, maîtres de grandes richesses et pro-
cureraient aux Romains ce seul profit, de ne plus être contraints de transférer leurs propres 
richesses à leurs ennemis (cette soie est celle dont on a l’habitude de faire les vêtements 
que les Grecs appelaient autrefois médiques et que l’on nomme actuellement sériques) ...   
(Procope, Guerres, I, 20, 9, traduction Joëlle Beaucamp).

La distribution chronologique des visiteurs arabiques et africains de la grotte de Ḥōq 
paraît s’accorder avec la montée en puissance d’Aksūm après c. 200 de l’ère chrétienne.

Enfin les trois textes aksūmites que nous considérons comme chrétiens sont les pre-
miers indices d’une présence chrétienne à Suquṭra. Il est malheureusement impossible 
de les dater précisément. Mais on sait, grâce à Kosmas Indikopleustès, que le christia-
nisme était déjà bien enraciné à Suquṭra vers le début du règne de Justin (518–527) :

Pareillement dans l’île nommée Dioskoridès, siuée dans la même mer Indienne et dont les 
habitants, des colons établis par les Ptolémées, successeurs d’Alexandre de Macédoine, 
parlent grec, il y a des clercs ordonnés en Perse et envoyés dans ces régions et une mul-
titude de chrétiens ; cette île, je l’ai côtoyée, mais je n’y ai pas fait escale ; cependant, je 
me suis entretenu avec des naturels du pays parlant grec, venus en Éthiopie (Topographie 
chrétienne, III, 65, éd., tr. Wolska-Conus 1968).
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1.3. Index des mots et des noms de lecture raisonnablement assurée

aks.  aksūmite
ḥaḍr.  ḥaḍramawtique
masc. masculin
n.p.  nom de personne
sudar.  sudarabique
v.   verbe

ʾrtḥ    n.p. aks. 2:20
ʿbds¹y  n.p. masc. ḥaḍr. 6:3
Bḍʿ	   n.p. aks. ou participe passif du verbe aks. baḍʿa, “Bienheureux”   

  2:25, 2:27. Voir Bṣʿ.
bhʾ    v. ḥaḍr., “venir” 6:3
Bṣʿ   n.p. aks. ou participe passif du verbe aks. baṣʿa, “Bienheureux”  

  2:34. Voir Bḍʿ.
f   conjonction de coordination ḥaḍr. 6:3
kmk   ḥaḍr. 6:3
Smr	  n.p. aks. 2:31
ṣḥf   v. aks. à l’accompli (ṣaḥafa) ou au participe passif (ṣəḥuf), “écrire”   

  2:25, 2:27, 2:34
Wyẖm  n.p. sudar. 4:2, 4:3
Yʿq	   n.p. aks. (?) 2:36
Yrfʾ   n.p. sudar. 4:4 (monogramme), 11:9 (monogramme)
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Suquṭra dans les inscriptions de l’Arabie du Sud

Le nom antique de Suquṭra dans les langues locales, le ḥaḍramawtique et le sabaʾique, 
n’est pas connu de manière assurée. Ce serait S³krd, toponyme ou ethnonyme qui se 
trouve à deux reprises dans la titulature de princes du Ḥaḍramawt, au VIe siècle de 
l’ère chrétienne. Cette identification, proposée dès 1978 par Walter Müller (col. 714), se 
fonde sur deux arguments. Le premier est la ressemblance très grande que présentent 
les structures consonantiques de S³krd et de Suquṭra; le second est que, à l’époque isla-
mique, Suquṭra a toujours été une dépendance du Ḥaḍramawt ou du Mahra, régions que 
dominaient précisément ces princes du Ḥaḍramawt pendant l’Antiquité tardive.

La première mention de S³krd se trouve dans l’inscription BR-Yanbuq 47, datée d’avril 
515 (ḏ-ṯbtn 625). Les princes yazʾanides commémorent dans ce texte, qui est gravé sur 
la paroi rocheuse d’une ravine tributaire de la rive gauche du wādī ʿAmaqīn (à 320 km 
à l’est-nord-est de ʿAdan et à 90 km à l’ouest d’al-Mukallā), le succès d’une expédition 
dans la région d’Asʿiyān (aujourd’hui al-Shiḥr), à 30 km à l’est de la ville moderne d’al-
Mukallā (voir la carte Fig. 1 et Robin & Brunner 1997). 

Dans leur titulature, ces Yazʾanides prétendent avoir autorité sur “leurs communes 
Ḍyftn, Rṯḥm, Saʾkalān, S³krd et Mṭl|ftn, et les troupes et les chefs de leurs tribus Saybān, 
Ḥaḍramawt, Qanīʾ et ʾmrʿn”: w-5s²ʿb-hmw Ḍyftn w-Rṯḥm w-S¹ʾkln w-S³krd w-Mṭl6ftn w-qbḍ 
(w)-kbwr s²ʿb-hmw S¹ybn w-Ḥḍrmwt w-Qnʾ w-ʾ 7mrʿn (BR-Yanbuq 47/5–7). Le terme 
“commune”, qui traduit le sabaʾique s2ʿb, signifie “tribu sédentaire”. Plusieurs de ces 
ethnonymes sont localisés de manière approximative: 

–  Ḍyftn et Rṯḥm: le territoire de ces communes, même si sa localisation précise est 
inconnue, se trouve dans la région de Mayfaʿat (aujourd’hui Naqb al-Hajar), à 85 
km à l’ouest d’al-Mukallā. 
–  Saʾkalān: habitants de la région qui s’appelle aujourd’hui Ẓafār (“Dhofar”), en 
Oman, à quelque 300 km à l’est-nord-est d’al-Mukallā. L’identification repose sur 
l’occurrence de cet ethnonyme dans des inscriptions locales et sur les sources clas-
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siques qui le mentionnent et le localisent (notamment Périple de la mer Érythrée: 
29–30).
–  Saybān: commune du Ḥaḍramawt, à localiser probablement entre le grand wādī 
intérieur et la mer comme aujourd‘hui. 
–  Qanīʾ (aujourd’hui Biʾr ʿAlī, à 55 km à l’ouest-sud-ouest d’al-Mukallā): cette com-
mune correspond à la population de la ville homonyme qui est alors, semble-t-il, la 
capitale du Ḥaḍramawt et la résidence des Yazʾanides. La vocalisation de son nom, 
longtemps débattue, vient d‘être établie de manière assurée par Serge Fratsouzoff : 
c’est Qanīʾ (et non Qāniʾ comme je l‘avais proposé). Le nom de Qanīʾ se trouve en 
effet à deux reprises dans un texte arabe médiéval, avec la graphie qāf-nūn-yāʾ (Le 
Livre des Revenus du sultan rasûlide al-Malik al-Mu’ayyid Dâwûd b. Yûsuf, m. 
721/1321, Édition Muhammad ‘Abd al-Rahîm Jâzim, Collection La Bibliothèque 
yéménite – al-Maktaba al-yamaniyya – Die jemenitische Bibliothek, 2, Sanaa, 
Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Sanaa Branch; Centre Français d’Archéologie 
et de Sciences Sociales, 2008: 132 et 395). L‘identification repose sur la mention 
de Qanīʾ dans une inscription du site (CIH 728 = RES 5092) et sur sa localisation 
dans les sources classiques.
–  Mṭlftn et ʾmrʿn : ethnonymes qui ne sont ni identifiés ni localisés. Tout au plus 
peut-on se demander si Mṭlftn, toujours mentionnée avec Saʾkalān et S³krd (ici et 
dans le texte ci-après), ne désigne pas une possession yazʾanide lointaine, continen-
tale ou insulaire (comme l’île de Sarapis, aujourd‘hui Maṣīra, fréquentée par les 
négociants de Qanīʾ selon le Périple de la mer Érythrée, paragraphe 33).

Les énumérations de communes de ce type, qui varient notablement d’un texte à un 
autre, y compris pour un même personnage, ne sont pas codifiées. Elles dépendent no-
tamment du message que l’auteur veut faire passer: selon les besoins de sa propagande, 
il donnera une titulature réduite ou énumérera ses possessions avec plus ou moins de 
détails. L’absence de codification suggère que les princes n’ont pas à leur service un 
corps de secrétaires qui n’aurait pas manqué de définir des normes.

La seconde mention de S³krd se trouve dans l’inscription CIH 621, datée de février 530 
(ḏ-ḥltn 640) (voir en dernier lieu Robin 2010b; traduction allemande dans Nebes 2005: 
359–362). Ce texte, postérieur de 15 ans, est gravé sur un rocher en bordure du chemin 
qui mène de la ville de Qanīʾ à son acropole Mawiyat (aujourd’hui Ḥuṣn al-Ghurāb, le 
“Fort du Corbeau”). Ses auteurs ne sont pas des Yazʾanides, mais des Kalāʿides que les 
Aksūmites ont chargé de reprendre en main le Yémen oriental. 

Ces Kalāʿides incluent les diverses composantes de la principauté yazʾanide (signalées 
par des caractères gras) dans leur titulature: “leur communes Waḥāẓat, Alhān, S¹lfn, 
Ḍyftn, Rṯḥm, Rakbān, Mṭlftn, Saʾkalān, S³krd, et les chefs et les gouverneurs de Saybān	
ḏ-Nṣf”: w-ʾ s²ʿb-hmw Wḥẓt w-ʾ lhn w-S¹lfn w-Ḍyftn w-Rṯḥm w-Rkbn w-Mṭlftn w-S¹ʾkln 

w-S³krd w-kbwr w-mḥrg S¹ybn ḏ-Nṣf (CIH 621/5).
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On relève à nouveau le nom de S³krd au voisinage de Saʾkalān (= Ẓafār omanais) et 
de Mṭlftn.

L’étendue de la principauté des Yazʾanides a sans doute varié entre le IVe et le VIe 
siècle. Au IVe s., elle s’allonge de l’amont du wādī Markha (à l’ouest) jusqu’à la région de 
Qanīʾ et peut-être au-delà, vers l’est; elle n’inclut pas alors Mahrat (aujourd’hui al-Mahra, 
à quelque 180 km à l’est-nord-est d’al-Mukallā), qui est le but d’expéditions militaires 
(ʿAbadān 1). Vers la fin du Ve s., Mahrat (al-Mahra) et Saʾkalān (= Ẓafār) sont passés sous 
le contrôle des Yazʾanides (voir RES 4069 = MAFYS-Ḍuraʾ 3 / 5; MAFRAY-Abū Thawr 
4 / 4). Enfin, au VIe s., les Yazʾanides ajoutent à leurs possessions S³krd et Mṭlftn. Dans le 
contexte d’une expansion territoriale continue, qui aboutit à la constitution d’une prin-
cipauté immense, il n’y a rien d’invraisemblable à ce que les Yazʾanides prennent pied à 
Suquṭra et que, en conséquence, S³krd soit identifié à cette grande île.

Cette identification de S³krd avec Suquṭra repose aussi sur la ressemblance des deux 
noms. Les plus anciennes mentions de Suquṭra se trouvent chez les Classiques, qui l’ap-
pellent  “Dioskouridès” en grec (Périple 30–31, éd. Casson 1989; Ptolémée VI, 7, 45 et 
VII, 22, 17, éd. Nobbe 1843–1845; Kosmas Indikopleustès III, 65, éd. Wolska-Conus 
1968; Étienne de Byzance, Ethnika, éd. Meineke 1849, p. 233) comme en latin (Pline 
Histoire naturelle VI, 153, éd. Rackham 1969; Ammien Marcellin, XXIII, 6, 47. éd. 
Tolfe 1940). “Dioskouridès” comporte une séquence de consonnes S-K-R-D, qui auto-
rise l’identification avec S³krd. Quant au Dio- initial, il peut s’interpréter par la présence 
d’un pronom dhu-, fréquent en Arabie devant les toponymes, qui aurait disparu par la 
suite (*ḏ-S³krd). On peut supposer également une étymologie populaire qui aurait rap-
proché S³krd des Dioscures (Robin-Gorea 2002: 412–415).

 En faveur de l’identification de S³krd –  possession des Yazʾanides, princes 
ḥimyarites du Ḥaḍramawt  –  avec l’île de Suquṭra, on peut encore souligner que, au 
moins au Ier s., l’île était une dépendance du Ḥaḍramawt (Périple 31, éd. Casson 1989).
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1

The Palmyrene tablet “De Geest”

In 2001 the speleological expedition of the Socotra Karst Project headed by Peter De 
Geest discovered a wooden tablet in the Hoq cave. Measuring about 50 cm by 20 cm, it 
was found vertically set against one of the stalagmites situated between sites 4 and 5 – 
obviously in the same position as it had been originally placed (see catalogue 4:6). The 
tablet, a tabula ansata with a single handle with a drilled hanging hole, offers a text of 
eleven lines arranged horizontally in the upper half of the tablet, so that more than half 
of the surface of the wood is not used.1 In Palmyra, the shape of the tabula ansata, with 
a single or double handle, is attested only on stone.2

Carefully engraved with a metal instrument, the letters are filled with black pigment. 
Since wood is lacking on the island, it can be suggested that the author brought this 
tablet from abroad. There are only some endemic sorts of trees that produce, once dried, 
a rather dense, but not very ligneous material. We can also suppose that the text of the 
tablet was carved outside the cave, probably in its vicinity, as the use of the adverb tənan 
“here” seems to indicate. The frequency of this local adverb makes one wonder whether 
the writer of the inscription wanted to emphasise this special place. If the inscription 
had been deposited in a place appropriate to shelter this kind of tablet  –  e.g. a temple or 
a funeral place  –  it would have been surprising to see the author especially indicating 
this location by using the local adverb. Nobody would be astonished to find a votive in-
scription at such a place. However, the emphasis expressed by the use of the local adverb 
suggests that the tablet was to be deposited at a place where we would not expect to find 
such an object. Consequently it was most probably inscribed on the spot, i.e. near the 
Hoq cave where it was discovered.

1  For examples of Arabic inscriptions engraved in wood, see Grohmann 1952: 58–60, pl. VIII 
(a tabula ansata with unique handle, engraved vertically on both sides, Cairo, Inv. nr. 6003) 
and IXa (fragmentary, with the text engraved vertically on both sides, Egyptian library, Gen. 
nr. 39825). The use of wood as writing support is widely attested in Antiquity.

2  See, as examples, tablets with two handles: CIS II, iii, 4219 (20 cm x 14 cm, text engraved 
horizontally), 4220 (17 cm x 16 cm, engraved vertically); with one handle: 4444 (145 cm x 95 cm, 
engraved horizontally, see Dridi, infra, p. 460).
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The edges of the tablet show some biting probably due to a rodent, as the sawdust 
remains found at the foot of the tablet at the time of the discovery seem to confirm.3  

The hole drilled into the handle seems to indicate that it was intended to suspend the 
object. However, nothing in the cave seems to have allowed hanging the tablet.

3 A small skeleton with a tail, which was difficult to identify and had the thickness of a bat, was 
found farther, in a small adjacent gallery.

Fig. 1: Wooden tablet  “De Geest” (4:6) (CJR) 
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Fig. 2: Palmyrene inscription, upper part (CJR) 

Fig. 3: Palmyrene inscription, lower part (CJR) 
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1.1. The text

Transliteration Translation

1 byrḥ tmwz In the month of tammûz
2 ywm 25 dy šnt in the 25th day, of the year
3 500 + 20 + 20 + 20 + 5 + 4 569,
4 ʾnʾ ʾbgr br I, Abgar, son of
5 ʿbšmyʾ šmmr ʿAbe/iššəmayyâʾ šmmr,
6 ʾtt bkrʾ dy npšy I came, in the pain of my soul,
7 ltnn ybrwk lʾhʾ here. Bless you the god
8 dy šrn tnn lk gbr who installed us / me here. (You) man
9 dy yqrʾ lwhʾ dnh who will read this tablet
10 wybrknn wyšbqnh you will bless me / us and he will leave
11 llwhʾ bdkth. the tablet in its place.

Line 7: The reading ybrwk, an imperfect pəʿal of the verb brk (barēk, “to bless”), is sure. 
There is no confusion possible between the waw and the yod, which are very different in 
this writing. In biblical Hebrew, the denominative verb bārak means “kneeling down” 
(Qal), but “to bless” in the Piʿʿel form. Nevertheless, the imperfect pəʿal of this verb with the 
sense “to bless” is well attested in some Aramaic dialects, mostly in Syriac and Mandaic.

1.2. The script and the language

The inscription is written in the Palmyrene cursive script, close to that of the inscrip-
tions of the northwest of Palmyra, as attested at Khirbet Semrine, at Wadi Souâneh, at 
Khirbet Saneh and at Khirbet Leqtier, but also spread elsewhere where Palmyrenes were 
active (see Ingholt & Starcky 1951).

The shape of the letters does not differ from other inscriptions in Palmyrene cursive 
script, with the exception of the sign for the number 20, realized here as a unique hook 
instead of the double hook (similar to number “3”). The same shape is attested in some 
other almost contemporary inscriptions, like e.g. CIS 4047 (dated AD 253), CIS 4460 
(dated  AD 241), which are very closely written, as well as in four more ancient inscrip-
tions, the earliest of which comes from Serrin (dated AD 72/73) and three others from 
Sumatar Harabesi (dated AD 165).4

As pointed out to me by Shaul Shaked, whom I thank here, the reading and the trans-
lation of the sixth line should take into account a palaeographic peculiarity of the Pal-

4  A 29 (D16), As 36 (D23), As 37 (D24) and Bs (D2): Drijvers & Healey 1999: 93–94, 104–
107, 108–114 and 193–197. At Serrin, the hook is not rounded off but quite angular, in the form of 
<v> knocked down with the opening downward.
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myrene cursive script concerning the unusual shape of the letter pe. In the cursive writ-
ing, this letter is generally higher and more angular on the base or at its top, exceeding 
the module of the average letters to approach the size of lamed, kaf or samekh (as in 
the inscriptions CIS 4049; 4179; 4219, 1; 4225, 1; 4286, 1; 4379, 1). But in certain other 
inscriptions in cursive writing, this letter can have the same curvature and proportion 
as the yod, to which it is similar in all respects (CIS 4166; 4401, 4; 4460, 3 and 4576, 3).

Accordingly, the reading of the sixth line is –  unlike my previous publication (Robin 
& Gorea 2002: 432–445) – ʾtt bkrʾ dy npšy, “I came in the pain of my soul”, instead of 
ʾtt bkrʾ dy nyšy “I came in the country of nyšy”, where nyšy would not find a satisfactory 
interpretation. In western Aramaic and in Syriac, the verb kərāʾ (or kərāh) means “to 
feel some pain, be sick” or “to be sad, to sadden”. Even if a nominal form kārā ,ʾ with the 
meaning “sadness” or “disease”, is not yet attested in western or oriental Aramaic, this 
interpretation remains very likely.5

As regards the language, one can assert that the text of the tablet is written in the 
Aramaic dialect of Palmyra, as are most of the documents in this type of writing. This 
general observation can be supplemented by some linguistic features which are peculiar 
to the dialects of the western Aramaic, such as – decisively – the imperfect of verbs 
formed with the prefix yod (ybrwk, ybrknn, ll. 7 et 10; yqr ,ʾ l. 9; yšbqnh, l. 10). The use 
of the adverb tənan  “here”, which is more peculiar to the Aramaic dialect of Palmyra, 
allows us to include without hesitation the tablet of Socotra among the documents in 
Palmyrene language and writing.

1.3. The date

The Hoq tablet mentions the date at the beginning of the text, so that it could be con-
sidered as an introduction, while in the Palmyrene and Nabataean inscriptions of the 
3rd century the date is mostly indicated at the end. On the other hand, the initial posi-
tion of the Hoq text is also found in the dating formulae of Ḥatrean or ancient Syriac 
inscriptions.6 The complete dating formula of the Socotra tablet, specifying the month, 
the day and the year, has to be distinguished from less precise formulae, usually used 
in Palmyrene inscriptions in which almost exclusively the month and the year are men-
tioned.  This lack of precision can be due to the fact that the work of cutting and incising 
of stones could last several days, while on a wooden tablet of eleven lines one could eas-
ily produce an inscription during a single day.

The month tammûz of the Judeo-Syrian calendar, mentioned in the tablet, corresponds 
approximately to July of the Julian calendar and to the month Πάνημος of the Syrian-

5  In Syriac, there is a derived nominal form  kûrhon “disease, pain”.
6  See Brock 1992. In two hundred and forty inscriptions, the formula month-year is placed at 

the end of text, and only forty times at the beginning (p. 257).
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Macedonian one used in Palmyra. Already at the end of the 19th c. Clermont-Ganneau 
had noticed that the month of tammûz is not mentioned in the Palmyrene inscriptions 
found until then. He proposed its identification with the month qnyn, attested in three 
other texts and unknown until then.7 Among the Palmyrene inscriptions mentioning 
July, the tablet of Socotra is, to our knowledge, the only one using the designation tam-
mûz instead of qnyn.8 But there is nothing surprising in the fact that the author –  a 
Palmyrene according to his language and writing –  used the more common name of 
the month in order to facilitate communication. The designation tammûz was known 
everywhere, while the name qnyn was confined to the region of Palmyra and is thus 
restricted to a small ethnic group. It is also possible, that it points to the Mesopotamian 
origin of Abgar.

The date does not indicate the system to which the year 569 has to be related, but the 
era of the Seleucids (which begins at October 1st of the year BC 312) was widely spread 
in the Oriental, Syrian-Babylonian and Syrian World. The year 569 mentioned on the 
Socotra tablet thus corresponds to the year AD 257–258 (cf. Abel 1938), and the month 
tammûz 569 to July 258.

Some samples of the tablet s̓ wood were analysed by radiocarbon dating (see appen-
dix II by Hédi Dridi). The superior limit of the interval so established precedes the date 
registered on the tablet by two decades. This might be due to the fact that the wood used 
for the preparation of the tablet was at least twenty years old.

1.4. The Author: Abgar son of ʿAbē/iššəmayyāʾ

The author’s personal name also informs us about his origins: Abgar is a name often met 
among Aramaic personal names, in Osrhoene, in Palmyrene, in the region of Ḥarrān, 

7  See Clermont-Ganneau 1898: 55–76, 1900: 202–206 and 1903: 184. Clermont-Ganneau saw 
the etymological origin of the name qinyan at first in the Hebrew qinîm “threnodies”, associating 
it with those lamentations that occurred on the occasion of the mysteries commemorating the pas-
sion of Adonis-Tammûz (1900: 205), before turning to the idea of an equation of Palmyrene qnyn 
and the biblical qinʾāh “jealousy” (Ez 8.3,14). The first hypothesis was revaluated by J.G. Février 
(1931) in the context of the worship of Tammuz (Adonis) at Palmyra.

8  The month qnyn is also attested on a votive altar found near the Efqa spring, at Palmyra 
(nowadays in the Museum of Palmyra, under the inventory number A 1483/8965). Inscribed in 
the cursive script and dated from AD 252, this altar is dedicated to the god whose name is not 
mentioned: bryk šmh l lʿmʾ rḥmnʾ ṭbʾ (“Blessed be his name forever, merciful, good!”). Another 
inscription, a bilingual Greek-Palmyrene, incised on the base of a statue, is dated, in the Greek 
text, to AD 140, in the month of Panemos. The editors restore an Aramaic qnyn in the last line, 
but the stone seems to be too damaged to be sure about this reading (Al Asʿad & M. Gawlikowski 
1997: 12–14, pl. 7 and 9).
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at Dura-Europos.9 In the Hoq cave, a Greek inscription incised on a broken stalactite 
(16:15) could be a transcription of the Aramaic name Abgar. The patronym, vocalized 
perhaps Aʿbē/iššəmayyā ,ʾ consists of the first element ʿabēd, “servant of”, and of a sec-
ond one which can be considered here as a god’s name: Šəmayyā ,ʾ literally “the heav-
ens”. This name is known in Palmyra only from two other inscriptions from the same 
monument, the tomb of Naṣrallāt in the southwest necropolis. They are dated to the 
years 574 (AD 262–263) and 576 (AD 264–265) and are written by the same author, 
a certain Julius Aurelius Yedîʿbēl, son of Aʿbēdšəmayyā ,ʾ son of Malkû. In the first of 
them, a bilingual Greek-Palmyrene, the name Aʿbēdšəmayyāʾ (ʿ bdšmyʾ) is transcribed 
in the Greek part of the inscription as Αβισαμαια, with the assimilation of the dental 
consonant to the sibilant.

The Aramaic inscription dated 576 contains the same name without the dental con-
sonant, which was probably pronounced as a palatal-alveolar fricative, as it was already 
done in the Greek text of the first inscription: ʿbšmyʾ (Ingholt 1935: 110–113). 

The common patronym and the contemporaneity of the epigraphs discussed above 
might speak in favour of the assumption that ʾAbgar son of Aʿbē/iššəmayyāʾ from our So-
cotran tablet and Yedîʿbēl son of Aʿbdšəmayyaʾ from Palmyra belong to the same family.

The element šəmayyāʾ of the patronym is possibly related to the Palmyrene divin-
ity Baʿal Šamîn, even if the suppression of the name of Baʿal is not a sufficient reason 
for changing the status absolutus šamin into emfaticus šəmayyā .ʾ10 Moreover, theo-
phoric compound names containing šmyʾ and other elements such as br “son of”, bt 
“daughter of”, ʾmt “handmaid of”, are well attested in Palmyra or in its neighbourhood 
(Ingholt 1935: 80, n. 124). For the feminine name Btšmyʾ attested in Palmyra, Ingholt 
proposed a feminine equivalent of the Syriac name Barsamyâ. This last one is tran-
scribed Βαρσαμεος in a Greek inscription from Hierapolis-Mambij and Βαρβεσαμης 
at Dura-Europos. The Dura-Europos spelling with median -β- is probably a remainder 
of b lʿ (or of bʿ-, its abbreviated form).11 The vocalization with -a- in the first syllable of 
the theophoric element of the Greek transcriptions would, according to Ingholt, support 
the identification of the divine name with the Aramaic form for Baʿal Šamîn and not 
with that of the god Simios or the goddess Semia, which would result in a vocalisation 
-i- (spelt with iota or with êta), as in the following Greek transcriptions: Αβιδσημι(ο)ς 
Αβεδσιμιος, Αβιδσημιατος, Βαρσημιος or Αμασσημια (Clermont-Ganneau 1900: 115, 
n. 2; Cumont 1926: 382, n° 20, 2 and 384, n° 21, 5).

The name ʿbsmy ,ʾ written with samekh, has to be distinguished from ʿbšmy .ʾ It is at-
tested in a Syriac inscription from Sumatar Harabesi, dating probably from the middle 
of the 2nd century AD (Segal 1953: 102, Drijvers & Healey 1999: 97f.) and in Ḥaṭra, 

9  At Edessa, the name Abgar seems confined to the princely lineage, while it is more common 
at Palmyra and in other regions where Aramaic was spoken.

10  The name Brbʿšmyn (Bar Baʿa<l>šamayin) is attested in a Syriac document of the year 
240 AD (Teixidor 1990).

11 Cf. e.g. Teixidor (1990: note 12). See also Jalabert & Mouterde 1929: n° 232;  Cumont 1926: 403.
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where both forms ʿbsmy ,ʾ with the assimilation of the dental consonant, and more often 
ʿbdsmy ,ʾ without assimilation, are attested, as well as names formed with br-and bt-.12 
The theophoric element in these names is not the “Heavens” – as proposed by Ingholt 
(1936: 129) on the basis of a Safaitic inscription mentioning b lʿ Smyn – but σημεῖα 
(“signs, banners”), a term which has to be associated to the goddess Semia in the inscrip-
tions from Ḥaṭra and Dura and to the σημεῖον, the banner which was a cultic object in 
the great temple of Hierapolis (Lucianus, De Dea Syria 33).

1.5. Šmmr: “sailor” or “emissary”?

The term šmmr, an Aramaic hapax, placed immediately after the patronymic can indi-
cate either the patronymic of the father by simple apposition (without the word bar “son 
of”) or the lineage – up to here unknown – according to an ancestor’s name. However, 
in the 3rd century AD, references to tribes and lineages are quite rare in Palmyrene 
inscriptions. In Palmyrene Aramaic, the root š-m-r, whose meaning in other Semitic 
languages is “to guard”, has not yet been attested.13 The Palmyrene onomastics contain 
a lot of personal names with an Arabic background which have to be explained on the 
basis of the Arabic lexicon rather than by that of the western Aramaic. This is certainly 
due to the fact that a part of the population of Palmyra seems to have been constituted 
of nomads who originated from the north of the Arabian peninsula and settled down in 
the oasis more or less temporarily. The language of communication and for commer-
cial exchange was Aramaic, a sort of koinê understood by everybody, alongside Greek 
which was spoken or written by some privileged elite of the society. The Arabic nomads 
maintained some conservative elements of their ancient civilisation such as names, pat-
ronymics and lineages. On the basis of this assumption the third element of Abgar’s 
identification šmmr may reflect his lineage.

In Syriac,  the verb šmr is attested in the intensive form šammer meaning “to send”. 
Abgar could be thus an “emissary”. However, one should consider another possibility, 
based on the Arabic verb šamara, which in form II (šammara) means “to roll up, to 
hoist” (speaking about the sails of a sailing boat) and in its fifth form (tašammara) “to 
dash” (always speaking about a sailing boat) (de Biberstein Kazimirski 1860, 1: 1267). 

12  Abbadi 1983: 36–37, 40, 141–142. Concerning the names Brsmyʾ and Btsmy ,ʾ see p. 11.
13  In Palmyrene Aramaic this sense seems excluded. While the root š-m-r is well attested in 

biblical Hebrew with the sense “to guard”, in the Aramaic of Palmyra this root is represented 
by d-m-r, with a dental consonant d instead of the palatal-alveolar fricative. Missing in other 
Aramaic dialects, it is attested in the place-name and the ethnonym of Tadmor and Tadmoraean 
(“Palmyrene”), both nominal derivations from dmr. At Palmyra, the servants of the temple of 
Bêl are mhdmryn (“guardians”) and their function is expressed by the hafʿel of the verb dmr “to 
guard”. The dental consonant must have been originally an interdental ḏ (Gawlikowski 1974: 
92f.).  Moreover, the sense “to guard” is usually expressed in Aramaic by the root n-ṭ-r.
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In Yemenite Arabic, the same verb, in the faʿala form, means “to navigate” (Piamenta 
1990, 1: 266). In the Socotra tablet, the notation of the geminate median consonant indi-
cates the existence of an inserted vowel, unless the gemination is purely graphic, which 
would be quite surprising.

1.6. Abgar’s God : lʾhʾ dy šrn

It is not unusual that a divinity being a part of the pantheon of Palmyra, of Osrhoene or 
of Ḥaṭra is called by the generic and impersonal expression lʾh ,ʾ “the god”, especially 
if the inscription is installed at a place where it was not necessary to specify the god’s 
name. In Osrhoene, the lʾhʾ of some inscriptions is more probably not an anonymous 
god, but one who had an obvious identity for the regular visitors or pilgrims to these 
places.14 At Ḥaṭra, the mention of a sole lʾhʾ also has to be related to a very precise 
divinity, although its name is not especially mentioned. It would be wrong to exclude 
other divinities or to deduce that the author of such a dedication was a woreshipper of a 
monotheistic cult, or in a situation of henotheism. It is also not necessary to establish a 
link between the generic name of this god and the so-called “anonymous god”, whose 
worship is well attested in Palmyra.15 

But what is meant by dy šrn? In Palmyrene, the only god whose name is not specified 
but is simply called lʾhʾ is that of the inscription CIS II, 3911, which mentions the “great 
god of Nazala” (l lʾhʾ rbʾ dnzlʾ). In all other instances, lʾhʾ accompanies the names of 
other divinities: Yrḥbwl lʾhʾ (CIS II, 3919, 3; Inv. III: 29, n° 22, l. 7), Šdrpʾ lʾh ,ʾ (CIS II, 

14  Thus, in some inscriptions found at Sumatar, dated from the middle of the 2nd century AD, 
the term lʾhʾ is mentioned: in As 26, 3, dkyr […] qdm lʾhʾ “would be made memory of […] in front 
of the god”, probably Maralahe-Sin mentioned on the inscription lying on the other side; As 29, 
2, hnʾ ṣlmʾ pqd lʾhʾ lmʿnʾ “The god required this image from / for Ma‘ana”; As 37, 9, hw lʾhʾ ydyn 
“he, the god, will judge”, referring to Maralahe, mentioned at lines 7–8; on a votive stele of the 
temple of Hadad and Atargatis at Dura-Europos, dated at the beginning of the 3rd c. AD: Bs 1, 8, 
dkyr qdm lʾhʾ “would be made memory in front of the god(s)”, without completely excluding here 
the plural; on an incense altar from Tell Matin, Bs 3, 3, dedicated l lʾhʾ dylhn “to their god” (Abou-
Assaf & Briquel-Chatonnet 1991–1992; Drijvers & Healey 1999: 198). Two other inscriptions 
from Sumatar and Dura are unfortunately too fragmentary to determine their specific contents:  
As 28, 2 and Bo 2, 3 (Drijvers & Healey 1999: 95. 204).

15  The “anonymous god”, usually named by the formula bryk šmh l lʿmʾ “(He, whose) name 
is blessed forever” (cf. Février 1931: 120–127), is invoked at Palmyra in about three hundred 
inscriptions, dated between 11 and 268 AD. His identification with one of the gods known in 
Palmyra is difficult. Associated, in one inscription, to Aglibôl and Malakbêl, he may form with 
these two divinities a triad and consequently cannot be identified with anyone of them (ibid., 
p. 124). According to Février, this third god could be as well Bêl (p. 125), the leader of the great 
triad, as Baʿal Šamîn, with the preference of the author for the last one (p. 126). The cult of the 
“anonymous god” was mainly a private affair (Gawlikowski 1990: 2633).
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3972, 3),  Šyʿʾ lqwm lʾhʾ (CIS II, 3973, 4), Hdryn[ws] lʾhʾ (Hadrianus divus) (CIS II, 3959, 
3), lʾhʾ lʾksndrws (Inv. III: 29, n° 22, l. 3). 

Another occurrence of the word šrn is associated with the sun-god Šmš, on a tessera 
from Palmyra (n° 333): Šmš šrn rb .ʾ The translation by A. Caquot (“Shams, our sublime 
Lord”) associates šrn with the Phoenician šr, also attested in Hebrew (śar) and in the 
Jewish Aramaic śārā, “prince, high-ranking servant, governor”.16 At Socotra, this inter-
pretation seems less likely because of the preceding relative pronoun dy.  It is, however, 
possible that it indicates a genitive construction with the meaning “the god of our mas-
ter”, referring thereby to a superior who is not mentioned by name.17

Another possible interpretation of šrn would connect it with the verb šry / šrh “to 
settle, to establish”, in the forms pəʿal or paʿʿel, here followed by the pronominal suffix of 
the first person plural or singular. The presence of the adverb tənan can support such an 
interpretation: “the god who settled us/ me here”.

The demand addressed to the possible bypasser to read but not to remove the object 
is expressed in an oblique way: wyšbqnh, “and he will leave it (in its place)”. It reminds 
one of the imprecatory formulae of some monuments which were supposed to protect 
them from possible damages or robberies. Thus, formulating a blessing for somebody 
who would leave an object in place without moving it, or threaten him with a harsh curse 
in case he would be tempted to take it, gave a minimal guarantee to the owners of the 
monuments. In the case of the Hoq tablet, the warning was certainly not as important as 
for a monument. Probably that’s why the formula is less severe, without the curses which 
often accompany the interdiction to violate a grave, to dig up bones, to bury an intruder 
there or to modify an inscription by erasing or by adding something. Nevertheless, how-
ever positive, this formulation is not less restrictive, conceding to the reader hardly any 
alternative than the curse.

1.7. “In the distress of my soul”

The sequence ʾtt bkrʾ dy npšy ltnn “I came here in the distress of my soul” is surprising 
because of its subjective, emotional accent. It is possible, that Abgar’s presence in So-
cotra was due to a shipwreck or bad weather. Abgar the Palmyrene expresses in his own 
language the hope that one day a future reader, a fellow countryman, would reach these 
inhospitable shores and will share his pain, being at the same time comforted to find in 
this remote place an inscription written in his own idiom.

16  Ingholt, Seyrig, Starky & Caquot 1955: 46, 150. This translation was accepted by M. Gaw-
likowski (1973: 103 “ŠMŠ, notre grand maître”), but contested by Milik (1972: 339) who reads 
Šmš šdn[ʾ ] rbʾ “Šamš, le grand surveillant” (“Šamš, the great guardian”).

17  It cannot be excluded that šrn was a place-name (Šaron), what would justify the use of the 
pronoun dy (“the god of/from Šaron”). But such a toponym cannot be related to any place in 
Syria-Mesopotamia or South Arabia.
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Appendix I

 The wooden tablet: description and parallels

Hédi Dridi

The inscribed wooden tablet, provided at its top with a swallow tail handle bearing a 
hole, was lying against a stalagmite in the middle of a fairly large gallery (fig. 4). It was 
exceptionally well preserved. Only the edges of the tablet, in particular at the bottom 
and the handle showed signs of alteration and left some splinters found at the feet of the 
tablet. It is 52 cm high, 19.5 cm wide and 1.4 cm thick. The text in the upper half of the 
tablet (the remaining area on both sides being left blank) is deeply incised in the wood. 
The engraving is filled with a black colored material (ink/bitumen?), what improves its 
visibility. 
The good conservation of the tablet, which contrasts with that of the small wooden board 
found on a knoll near site 4 (A 18, see above p. 224, fig. 12), raised questions about its 

Fig. 4: Inscribed tablet as found in situ (CR) 
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authenticity18. The C14 analysis of 
the collected splinters proves, how-
ever, the antiquity of the tablet (see 
below Appendix II).  It is likely that 
the differing conservation of the 
two objects is due to their differ-
ent natures and to the preliminary 
treatment which they received: the 
wood of the inscribed tablet, hard 
and knotty, is obviously not indig-
enous19, its shiny surface indicates 
that it was probably rubbed with a 
fat substance (oil, wax?).

This item recalls by its shape the 
slates (lawḥa) which were used un-
til recently in the Koranic schools 
of the Muslim world. An Egyptian 
manuscript dating from 1334 AD 
and preserved at the National Li-
brary in Vienna (AF9) shows a school session with pupils holding such slates quite 
similar to the Socotra tablet (fig. 5) (s. Lalou 1992: 239).

But it also recalls a well-known group of objects from Roman Egypt, the so-called 
“Mummy labels”, even if its size exceeds the average size of these items.20

The expression “Mummy label”, “Mummy tag” (French: étiquette de momie; Ger-
man: Mumienetiketten; gr.: τάβλα) designates generally a piece of wood that looks like 
a small stela, a tabula ansata or a more arbitrary object, that allows the identification of 
the mummies in the process of embalming. They bear an inscription in Demotic, Greek 
or bilingual, drawn in black ink or incised, running normally from the hole through 
which the string is passed which is used to attach the label to the mummy – usually 
around its neck. More rarely, the board was held vertically to receive the inscription21.

18  It is useless to remind here that the conditions of darkness, the high level of humidity, the 
thermal & hygrometric stability of the cave allows a good conservation of organic materials.

19  During our visit, we were not authorised to take material from the tablet in order to identify 
the wood.

20  Thus the “Mummy label” published by V. Dasen and considered as relatively large is only 
15.9 cm x 8.7 cm. These dimensions are to be compared to the 52 cm x 19.5 cm of the Socotra 
tablet (the tablet comes from Arsinoe in Fayoum and it is dated at the beginning of the 2nd c. AD, 
Dasen 2008: 45, fig. 2a: 43 and fig. 2b: 44).

21  Quaegebeur 1980: 216. The inscriptions, occasionally dated, may in some cases run on both 
sides of the board. In other cases, one face, sometimes both, bear an image.

Fig. 5: Egyptian manuscript showing a school session
(reference manuscript : National Library, Vienna, ref. : 
AF9,  after Lalou 1992: 284, fig. 9)
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A large part of these items comes from So-
hag, one of the Akhmîm-Panopolis necropolis-
es (Upper Egypt). Others were uncovered not 
only in Upper Egypt (Thebes, Dendera area), 
but also in Memphis and some cities of Fayum 
(Quaegebeur 1980: 217). From the chronologi-
cal point of view almost all the labels known 
are dated to the 2nd–3rd century AD, although 
some late copies could be assigned to the early 
4th century (Quaegebeur 1980: 217; Boyaval 
1986: 43). These labels were not only dedicat-
ed to the identification of the deceased, they 
also seem to have had commemorative pur-
poses as evidenced by the name they some-
times bear in Greek (στήλη; Dem.: wjt) or the 
offering formula, which occurs mainly in the   
Demotic inscriptions (Quaegebeur 1980: 217, 
note 10; Boyaval 1986: 42.) 

It is likely that this purpose is also indicated by the depiction of such a tablet on a fu-
nerary relief from Palmyra, datable to the 3rd century AD on palaeographical grounds. 
It represents the bust of an unveiled woman and a standing girl. We can clearly distin-
guish the tablet bearing the funerary inscription above the right shoulder of the woman 
(fig. 6). It closely resembles the inscribed Tablet “De Geest” from Socotra.22

This kind of evidence allows us to place the Socotran tablet in a coherent series of 
items, attested in Egypt and Palmyra from the 2nd to the 3rd–4th centuries AD.

22 CIS II, 4444: pl. LIX. I would like to thank M. Gorea who suggested this parallel.

Fig. 6: Funerary relief of Hagar, daughter 
of Zabîda (after CIS II, 4444: pl. LIX)
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Radiocarbon analysis of splinters from the wooden tablet

Hédi Dridi

Very quickly, questions rose about the authenticity of the Socotran tablet. One could in-
deed legitimately have doubts about the conservation of a wooden support dating back to 
mid-third century AD as suggested by the text contained therein (see above). Moreover, 
the discovery of an inscription so well preserved and legible at a latitude where the Pal-
myreneans presence was hitherto unknown, could arouse the suspicion of investigators.

The answer to the first question is obvious: the high level of humidity added to the 
stability of the environment and its darkness, are ideal conditions for the preservation of 
organic materials such as wood. Furthermore there is a strong possibility that the wood 
has had a conservatory treatment prior to the engraving of the inscription. 

Regarding the second question, it seems that 
the evidence we have gathered on the maritime 
activities of Palmyrene traders, not only in the 
Persian Gulf but also in the Red Sea and the 
south coast of Arabia, make possible the pres-
ence of Palmyreneans in Socotra in the third 
century AD.23

Nevertheless, these explanations remain frag-
ile in the absence of strong arguments that could 
bolster the authenticity of the tablet and the date 
mentioned in the text. It is in this context that 
we collected during our exploration of the Hoq 
cave, some samples of charcoal and a few splin-
ters from the tablet to be submitted to a Radio-
carbon analysis in order to determine the age 
of the tablet using C14.24 The splinters that we 
collected were analysed in Lyon (France) by the 

23  See below M. Gorea: “The sea and inland of Palmyra” and the author’s appendix III on the 
Egyptian branch of the Palmyrene trade.

24  Robin & Gorea 2002: 425. We would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Yūsuf 
‘Abdallāh for his support and confidence that facilitated the granting of authorisation to export 
such samples for analysis in France.

Fig. 7: Tablet “De Geest” from the back (SKP)
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Radiocarbon dating Centre of the Claude Bernard - Lyon I University (Laboratory Code: 
Lyon-2664).  Due to the low quantity of wood collected, the technique of mass spectrom-
etry accelerator has been used. The measure of C14 obtained gives the following date: 
1858 ± 32 BP (calibrated date: between 78 and 239 AD, see fig. 8).

 First, the results of this analysis confirm the antiquity of the timber used to manu-
facture the tablet. Furthermore, the lower chronological limit suggested for the dating of 
the tablet (239 AD) remains consistent with the date supplied by the text (258 AD) (see 
above Gorea).

Twenty years (at least) separating the date of the removal of the tree from which the 
wood was extracted and the engraving of the text is in fact not excessive taking into ac-
count the several operations that can be necessary to prepare the wood (including the 
drying that takes several years). One must also consider the possibility that this tablet 
has been cut from reused wood (timber ships?).

Fig. 8: Results of sample analysis of the tablet “De Geest” (after the Radiocarbon Dating Centre 
of the Claude Bernard - Lyon I University)
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The sea and inland trade of Palmyra 

Trade and commercial activities constitute a major aspect of the prosperous city of Pal-
myra (Tadmor in Aramaic), starting with the first century BC1 and during the first three 
centuries AD. The flourishing trade generated a leisured and moneyed class, demanding 
luxury goods and exotic products obtainable only outside the desert, and keeping up a 
certain standard of living. Epigraphical documents can help to fill the gaps of the literary 
sources on the origin of imported goods, although most of them are concise texts, often 
bilingual, sometimes even trilingual, rather insignificant and short, mentioning chiefs of 
trade, protectors of caravans and a commercial traffic across the desert and the waters. 

Palmyra’s commercial activities had far-flung ramifications: except the caravan roads 
leading to the Mediterranean Sea and North Syria, less or ill documented, the city of 
Palmyra had its own road network in Mesenae or Characene, with access to the Arabian-
Persian Gulf and, by sea, towards India, Southeast Asia, South Arabia and East Africa.

Under Roman influence since Tiberius’ rule, Palmyra’s caravan trade turned east: to-
wards the sea-road and India. Two of the most ancient texts, dating back to years 19 and 
24 AD (Inv. IX,6 = CIS II, 3924; Inv. IX,11), ordered by Palmyrene and Greek traders 
from the ports of Seleucia and Babylon, honour dignitaries which where the protectors 
of caravans. Later, these two cities will not be mentioned anymore in Palmyrene texts, 
which deal with other trading posts, such as Vologaesias, Charax Spasinu and Phorat. 
The references to Palmyrenes in South Mesopotamia, attested in these river ports, are 
supplemented by an important documentation found further upstream, at Dura Europos, 
where the Palmyrene presence had rather military than commercial implications.

In its relation with Rome, Palmyra had retained a certain freedom to administer its 
customs duty and around 68/69 its senate was established, at the same time that Com-
magene and Adiabene were annexed to the Empire. The Palmyrene territory was a kind 
of buffer zone between the Roman Empire and the Parthian garrisons installed in the 
Euphrate’s valley. This situation lasted until Trajan’s campaign against the Parthians 
(114–116 AD) and even after that. In the first century, Pliny writes in his Natural History:

1  The more ancient dated Palmyrene inscription goes back to year 44 BC (Inv. XI, 100).
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Palmyra, urbs nobilis situ, divitiis soli et aquis amoenis, vasto undique ambitu harenis in-
cludit agros ac, velut terris exempta a rerum natura, privata sorte inter duo imperia summa 
Romanorum Parthorumque est, prima in discordia semper utrimque cura, abest ab Seleu-
cia Parthorum, quae vocatur Ad Tigrim, CCCXXXVII p., a proximo vero Syriae litore CCIII 
et a Damasco XXVII propius (5.88).
“Palmyra is a city famous for its situation, for the richness of its soil and for its agreeable 
springs; its fields are surrounded on every side by a vast circuit of sand and it is as it were 
isolated by nature from the world, having a destiny of its own between the two mighty 
empires of Rome and Parthia, and at the first moment of a quarrel between them always at-
tracting the attention of both sides. It is 377 miles distant from Parthian Seleucia, generally 
known as Seleucia on the Tigris, 203 miles from the nearest part of the Syrian coast, and 
27 miles less from Damascus” (tr. Rackham 1942: 287–299).

The regular commercial intercourse between Palmyra and its mercantile community 
at the Mesopotamian trading posts was active during Hadrian’s and Antoninus’ time and 
before Lucius Verus’ campaign against the Parthians, and it is well documented between 
131 and 161. The pact concluded between the Parthians and Hadrian stipulated the free 
passage of caravans up to the sea, before hostilities resumed under L. Verus, Septimius 
Severus and Caracalla, during their campaign against the Parthian army and cities like 
Ctesiphon (laying on the east bank of the Tigris, facing Seleucia). After L. Verus’ wars 
(162–166), the Palmyrene trade slowed down and texts are silent between the years 161 
and 193. A caravan arrived in Palmyra from Charax Spasinu in 193, under the protec-
tion of Taimarṣû, son of Taimê (Inv. III,28 = CIS II, 3948). The recovery of the business 
activities was due to the political opening of Pescennius Niger (193–194), but very soon, 
the economic situation became precarious, at the outburst of Septimius Severus’ Par-
thian wars (193, 197–199). Nonetheless, the caravan trade continued its activity despite 
all hazards. Thus, in 211 AD, a caravan patron – the son of the former – is honoured by 
the Palmyrenes of Vologaesias (Inv. III,29 = CIS II,3949). Trade seems to resume again 
after a few decades, when Philippus brought to an end the war with the Persians and 
concluded a peace in 242 with the Sassanian king Shapur. An inscription mentions a 
caravan going down to Vologaesias in the year 247 (Inv. III,21 = CIS II,3933). Even after 
the capture of the cities of Dura and ʿAna (in 253 and 256), caravans passed on the way, 
until Aurelianus’ time, when Palmyra became a simple garrison city.

The city collected its profit, set apart a quota intended for the Roman treasury, fees of 
entrance and exit of goods, or other types of duties, including even “services” offered by 
prostitutes. The well-known Tariff of Palmyra, dating from 137 AD (CIS II,3913), set-
tled benefits resulting from the increasing transit. These economic advantages were due 
to the mobility and to the organisation of mounted archers’ militias, which guarded the 
desert trails to prevent smuggling; it was due also to caravan leaders who incorporated 
nomads of the desert in their militias.
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Under the Severan dynasty, at the very beginning of the 3rd century, Palmyra re-
ceived the status of a Roman colony, being governed by two strategoi. In the third cen-
tury, the hostilities between the Roman Empire and the Sassanian dynasty based in 
Persia since 224 disturbed Palmyra’s trade that had to face many difficulties at that time. 
Nonetheless, the commercial activities between the Roman Empire and the Parthians 
were still prosperous and the inscriptions continue to reflect the image of a city carrying 
on its transit trade and caravan activities. 

The 250s were, according to the epigraphical evidence, rather peaceful in Syria, in 
spite of the invasions of Shapur I which resulted in the capture of some previously pros-
perous cities of Syria: among them Ḥaṭra (242) and Dura-Europos (256). Nevertheless 
the relations between the Persians and the Palmyrenes were maintained without suffer-
ing serious crises. Their termination was the result of the defeats inflicted by Odeynath, 
leader of Palmyra, to Shapur I (from 260 onwards). But even then, certain traders con-
tinued their activities by sea.

2.1. Palmyra: a trading centre on the routes between Rome and Persia

The Palmyrene territory was a wide-spread desert zone, measuring some 460 km from 
east to west, from the Euphrates valley, near modern Ḥaditha, to a position situated some-
where between Homs and Palmyra. According to Ptolemy (5.14.19, ed. Nobbe 1843–45, 
2: 64–65)2, the frontier reached the Euphrates at Sura, in the north, while the territory 
of Dura, downstream, stretched between Sura and Hit. Gawlikowski has doubts about 
the pertinence of Ptolemy’s list or of its sources, and he thinks that it does not reflect 
the real political situation of this region (Gawlikowski 1983: 56). It may correspond to 
an ancient route, which linked Damascus, via Palmyra, to the Euphrates, passing by 
Souhneh, Reṣafa (Ῥήσαφα) and Sura, near Nikephorium (Raqqah), an important sta-
tion on the Parthian road. The fortified strata Diocletiana was constructed on this road 
(see also Tabula Peutingeriana, segm. XI) and it is plausible that Ptolemy considered as 
Palmyrene those cities he found on this road.

From north to south, Palmyra’s territory had about 60 km width on the western fron-
tier, but its south-east extension is indefinite and probably had never been delimited. 
This side of the desert was more probably a free zone of transhumance for nomad tribes, 
where only some guarding posts were installed alongside a desert road passing by Umm 
el-ʿAmad, Jiffa, Umm al-Ṣalabiḫ, Qaṣr Ṣwab, Qaṣr Ḥelqum, wadi Ḥauran, before reach-
ing Hit (see maps in Starcky 1962: 42, Gawlikowski 1983: 54, see also map on p. 484).

2  Ptolemy quotes as cities depending on Palmyra’s territory, near the Euphrates: Σούρα, 
Ἀλάμαθα and Ἀλαλίς, Ῥήσαφα (al-Raṣafeh, not far from Sura), Κάσαμα (Nabk).
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According to Appian (2nd century AD), in the first century BC Palmyra’s territory 
reached the Euphrates and the city had already a commercial vocation when Antony’s 
soldiers launched an attack against the city in 41 BC: 

…Antony sent a cavalry force to Palmyra, situated not far from the Euphrates, to plunder 
it, bringing the trifling accusation against its inhabitants, that being on the frontier between 
the Romans and the Parthians, they had avoided taking sides between them; for, being 
merchants, they bring the products of India and Arabia from Persia and dispose of them in 
the Roman territory (ἔμποροι γὰρ ὄντες κομίζουσι μὲν ἐκ Περσῶν τὰ Ἰνδικὰ ἢ Ἀράβια, 
διατίθενται δ’ ἐν τῇ Ῥωμαίων); but in fact, Antony’s intention was to enrich his horsemen. 
However, the Palmyrenes were forewarned and they transported their property across the 
river, and, stationing themselves on the bank, prepared to shoot anybody who should attack 
them, for they are expert bowmen (Civil wars 5.1.9, ed. White 1913: 390–391). 

Even if the city itself stood apart, at some distance of the great road of the Euphrates, 
its territory extended to the river, having thus access to the main commercial road at Hit 
or somewhere between ʿAna and Hit. Palmyrene presence is attested at the end of the 1st 
century AD at ʿUqlat Ḥauran, at some 22 km eastwards from the river road connecting 
Hit to Ḥaditha (twelve inscriptions dated from year 98 AD, Safar 1964; Teixidor 1967: 
187–188).

According to Strabo, the traditional route linking Syria to Babylonia alongside the 
Euphrates was controlled during the 1st century AD by Arabian phylarchs. Thus, the 
right side of the river was under the control of Alchaidamnos, the “king of the Rham-
baeans, who were nomads on this side of the Euphrates River” (Geography 16.2.10, ed. 
Jones 1954: 252–3), allied to Rome around 45 AD.

The stations of the royal Parthian route, which linked Antiochia to Kandahar, are 
listed by Isidore of Charax (end of the first century AD) in his Parthian stations (Man-
siones Parthicae). This route crossed the Euphrates in Apamaea / Zeugma and reached 
Seleucia on the Tigris, passing by Batnae-Anthemusia, Nikephorion (Raqqah), Thillada 
(Halebiyeh), Dura-Europos, Annathâ (=  ʿAna), Hit, Neapolis (Nehardea?) and by the 
Royal Channel that linked the Euphrates to the Tigris (Chaumont 1984). The route fol-
lowed eastwards, through Media, the Caspian Gates, the fertile valleys and Khorassan 
until the Herat river, then turned southwards to Kandahar, which was the last station.

On this road, Dura-Europos, (near nowadays Sālihīyeh), 220  km east of Palmyra, 
was an important station near the Palmyrene territory which was contiguous to the Eu-
phrates. Dura was concerned with Palmyrene trade especially after its conquest by the 
Roman Empire. This administrative centre of the Parthian Parapotamia housed an im-
portant Palmyrene community.3 The city had become Roman in AD 115–117, during 

3  Even after the victory of the army of Corbulon, in 58, against Tiridate I of Armenia (53–72) 
and Vologaeses I (51–80), Dura remained the administrative centre of Parapotamia, as shown by 
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the emperor Trajan’s Parthian campaign, but, before the middle of the 2nd century, the 
sovereignty of the Arsacide rulers was recognized by Dura-Europos. A Palmyrene gar-
rison (which built a chapel, near one of the towers of the surrounding wall) was stationed 
in order to protect in this place the passage of the Palmyrene caravans, who could so go 
down along the Euphrates from Dura. With the limes established on the course of the 
Tigris, the trading posts as Vologaesias and Ctesiphon would have allowed a substantial 
development to the Roman trade, providing that Trajan’s politics had not failed, leading 
afterwards to the loss of Mesopotamia into the hands of the Sassanid Parthians. 

The commercial activity is relatively well documented from parchments, papyri and 
even waxed tablets discovered in Dura, dealing with loan agreements, affairs of debts or 
commercial transactions such as sales of animals, fields, slaves, or agricultural peonage. 
The merchandise passed in transit through Dura by overland trade routes, coming either 
from Central Asia or from India by the Silk Road on the way to the Mediterranean Sea.

Since the end of the first century  AD, a Roman road network covered the Syrian 
territory, one of which passing through Palmyra. The city succeeded in organising the 
new road across the desert, connecting Emesa to the Euphrates somewhere downstream 
Dura whose territory extended to Eddana (modern ʿAnqa, downstream Abu-Kemal). Pal-
myrene caravans could thus follow a straight route from Palmyra to Hit on the Euphrates 
(about 430 km), by the south, first attested in the 2nd century AD, avoiding Dura-Eu-
ropos, passing through Umm al-ʿAmed well, located 22 km from Palmyra, where a bi-
lingual Greek-Palmyrene inscription was found (Mouterde, Poidebard 1931: 106–108). 
This monument was erected by Palmyrenes from the metropolis and from Diaspora in 
honour of Soados, son of Bôliades, grandson of Soados and great-grandson of Taimisa-
mos, on account of his role in the successful completion of caravan expeditions. From 
Umm al-ʿAmed the road passed by Umm al-Ṣalabiḫ, Qaṣr Swab and Qaṣr Ḥelqum and 
across wadi Ḥawran until Hit, this one located in Parthian territory (Gawlikowski 1983: 
58–9). At Hit, caravans could convey the goods further on southwards by the land route 
or ship the merchandise (see map on p. 484).

In the 2nd century, this situation changed. An inscription dated from 132 AD was dedi-
cated to the god Šayʿ al-Qawm by a Nabataean rider having served in the encampment of 
ʿAna (CIS II,3972). A strategos of ʿAna and Gamlâ is still mentioned in a Palmyrene in-
scription dated from year 225, found at Umm al-Ṣalabiḫ (wadi Miyâh) (Cantineau 1933: 
178–179). It implies that Palmyra and Rome had the control of the Euphratean trade at 
some fortified places on the river, especially the islander place, ʿAna. Whilst the Roman 
Dura was included in the province of Coelesyria, created by Septimius Severus, Palmyra 
and ʿAna belonged to Syria Phœnicia (Gawlikowski 1983: 57).

The Euphrates’ road was coupled with that of the stream. By waterway, merchandises 
went downstream the Euphrates from Ipomoea/Zeugma and even from Jazīra (inner 

papyri dated from the years 87 and 88/89, which mention king Arsaces: Βασιλεύοντος βασιλέως 
βασιλέων Ἀρσάκου (cf. Welles, Fink & Gilliam 1959: 98–109).
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Mesopotamia), by the Euphrates’ tributary, Ḫābūr, which originates in a lot of springs in 
the neighbourhood of Raʾs al-ʿAyin, an important trade centre situated on the axis lead-
ing from the Mediterranean Sea to Persia, not far from Nissibis. In the second half of 
the 4th century, Ammianus Marcellinus (14.3.3), who participated in Julian’s Oriental 
campaign in 363, embarked in the fleet on the Euphrates; he mentions the rich traders of 
Batnae, located not far from the banks of the Euphrates, in North Syria, and the big mar-
ket that was held there every year at the beginning of September. There arrived goods 
of any origin coming by overland routes, from West and North Syria and from the east, 
from India and China. The fair of Batnae also may have attracted wholesalers, suppliers, 
retailers, agents or other traders, among whom some Palmyrenes:

Batnae municipium in Anthemusia conditum Macedonum manu priscorum ab Euphrate 
flumine brevi spatio disparatur, refertum mercatoribus opulentis, ubi annua sollemnitate 
prope Septembris initium mensis ad nundinas magna promiscuae fortunae convenit multi-
tudo ad commercanda quae Indi mittunt et Seres aliaque plurima vehi terra marique con-
sueta.
“The town of Batnae founded in Anthemusia in early times by a band of Macedonians, is 
separated by a short space from the river Euphrates; it is filled with wealthy traders when, 
at the yearly festival, near the beginning of the month of September, a great crowd of every 
condition gathers for the fair to traffic in the wares sent from India and China, and in other 
articles that are regularly brought there in great abundance by land and sea” (tr. Rolfe 1935: 
24–25).

2.2. Palmyrene trade stations in South Mesopotamia and the Palmyrene 
sea-trade

In South Mesopotamia the Palmyrenes maintained trade stations at the river ports Vo-
logaesias, Charax Spasinu and Phorat (see map on p. 485). Some scholars situated Vo-
logaesias in the neighbourhood of the ensemble Seleucia-Ctesiphon, on the Royal Chan-
nel linking the Euphrates to the Tigris, and considered it as the emporium of Ctesiphon 
(Maricq 1959: 114), whereas others located it on the Euphrates, not far from Borsippa 
and Babylon (Chaumont 1974: 80). Palmyrene caravanners going further down to Char-
acene (or Mesenae), located in South Mesopotamia (in Palmyrene, Mysn), to the city 
of Spasinu Charax, on the Tigris and Eulaeus (Cumont 1926: XLIX–LXIV), were also 
under the protection of private Palmyrene guards.

Charax Spasinu, the capital of the Mesenae, is localised near modern Ǧabal Ḫayabir, 
in the mouth of Šatt al-Arab, on the Gulf. Isidore, a native of Charax, mentioned the 
city in his Mansiones Parthicae, but did not refer to its trade activities, since his work 
was mainly concerned with the Parthian geography, the conditions of the roads leading 
from the course of the Euphrates to Babylonia and further to Central Asia (Müller 1855: 
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244–256). The city Charax Spasinu is referred to by Flavius Josephus who also mentions 
its commercial activities in the first half of the 1st c. AD. According to Flavius Josephus, 
Monobazius, king of Adiabene, had sent his son, Izates, to Spasinu Charax who met 
there Ananias, an influential Jewish merchant:

Καθ’ ὃν δὲ χρόνον ὁ Ἰζάτης ἐν τῷ Σπασίνου χάρακι διέτριβεν Ἰουδαῖός τις ἔμπορος 
Ἀνανίας ὄνομα πρὸς τὰς γυναῖκας εἰσιὼν τοῦ βασιλέως ἐδίδασκεν αὐτὰς τὸν θεὸν 
σέβειν, ὡς Ἰουδαίοις πάτριον ἦν (Josephus, Jewish antiquities 20.34–35). 
 “During the time of Izatès, abode at Charax Spasini a Jewish merchant whose name was 
Ananias, got among the women that belonged to the king and taught them to worship God 
according to the Jewish religion” (tr. Feldman 1965: 406f.) 

Vologaesias, Οὐολγαισία in Ptolemy 5.20 (ed. Nobbe 1843–45: 64f.), with which Pal-
myra was also connected and which housed an important Palmyrene community, was 
situated probably, although its precise localization cannot be ascertained, near the mod-
ern village Kûfâ, on the right bank of the lower Euphrates’ tributary, Nahr Hindiyeh, the 
antique Maarsares (Marses in Ammianus Marcellinus, 23.6.25). In its Natural History 
6.30, Pliny wrote about a city called Vologesocerta, somewhere beneath Seleucia on the 
Tigris and Ctesiphon4, identified by some scholars (Maricq 1959: 114) with Ptolemy’s 
Vologaesias, asserting that Maarsares could be the Naarmalcha, which linked the Eu-
phrates with the Tigris. These identifications were contested (Chaumont 1974: 79–81). 
Finally, it seems there were two distinct cities, Vologaesias and Vologesocerta, and two 
distinct water courses known as “royal channels”: Maarsares (Nahr Hindiyeh), the an-
cient Royal Channel (Assyrian Nār Šarri, Naarsares), linking Babylon to Borsippa, and 
Naarmalcha, which linked the Euphrates to the Tigris at Ctesiphon (Ammianus Mar-
cellinus 24.2.6), passing by Nahr Isa, Nahr Abou Ghoreib and Malcha Channel (Dil-
lemann 1961: 153–157).

Phorat and Choumana (cf. CIS II,3960 = Inv. X, 87–88, from the year 157/8: οἱ ἀνα-
βάν[τε]ς [ἀπ]ὸ [Χουμά]νων ἔνποροι) played a role subsidiary to that of Charax Spasinu 
or Vologaesias.

Palmyrenes in the South Mesopotamian trade post of Vologaesias had access to the 
goods coming not only from North and Western Syria, but also from Central Asia, pass-
ing by the lengthy and hazardous overland route through Kašgar, Baktra, the Iranian 
plateau and Hamadan. The Palmyrene traders settled in Charax Spasinu had a better 
hold over the market coming from Central Asia conveyed by the southern road and from 
India: in order to avoid the way through the Parthian empire, one branch of the Silk 
Road came downwards from Baktra to Punjab, passing by Taxila, and joined there the 
port of Barbaricum. Alternatively, by passing by Mathura, it could reach the harbour of 

4  Vologesus rex aliud oppidum Vologesocertam in vicino condidit: “King Vologesus has of late 
years founded another city in its vicinity, Vologesocerta by name” (tr. Bostock & Riley 1855: 73).
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Barygaza, without leaving the territory of the Kuṣāṇa empire (Maricq 1959). As attested 
by archaeological Roman finds in India and by the Periplus Maris Erythraei, maritime 
trade relations of the southern or central Indian regions with Southern Arabia, Egypt and 
Eastern Africa were more intensive from the beginning of the Principate (1st/2nd c. AD) 
onwards (cf. infra, Bukharin). The increasing inland trade and navigation in the Gulf 
also had consequences for the Palmyrene activities – not only for receiving goods in 
harbours and markets, but also for weaving a distribution network and controlling the 
exchange rates and the market prices. They also pursued a more direct involvement by 
moving towards the places of origin of the goods, which allowed the traders to be at the 
same time suppliers and to secure a much larger profit. The key of success of the Pal-
myrene trade lies precisely in this type of network which combines suppliers, distribu-
tors and intermediaries, all involved in the same goal: the profit. Among luxury goods 
that originated in the Gulf can be included pearls and corals. Pearls were abundantly 
present in Palmyrene ladies’ dresses as shown by numerous representations on reliefs, 
most of them funeral (Tanabe 1986). Like coral they were harvested in the Gulf. During 
the Palmyrenes’ presence at Thiluana-Bahrein certain precious stones, like turquoise 
(Persian firuzag) were imported from mines in Khorasan and not from India. Silk was 
imported from the Far East. The harbour markets of India provided not only local goods, 
such as precious stones (chalcedony, sardonyx, agate, onyx, diamonds, beryls and lapis-
lazuli), cotton cloths, pigments (indigo), perfumes, and spices, but they were also the 
places from where Palmyrene dresses and decorations borrowed motifs from the Kuṣāṇa 
art (Will 1992: 87).

The last stations before the gateway towards the Gulf were the cities Spasinu Charax 
and Phorat, located on the left bank of Šatt al-ʿArab, which collects the waters of the Eu-
phrates, Tigris, Eulaeus (modern Kârun) and Choaspes (modern Kerkha) which passes 
near Susa. The right side of Šatt al-ʿArab was marshy, unfit for building, formed by the 
vast amount of sediments carried down by the Tigris, the Euphrates and Kârun rivers 
(De Morgan, Jéquier, Lampre 1900: 10–32). Towards Phorat’s and Spasinu’s markets 
converged not only the traders of Mesenae, coming downstream by both waterways, 
from Seleucia and Vologaesias, i.e. from the Tigris and Euphrates, but also those com-
ing from Iran, who arrived from Ecbatana, by Susa, or those from North Arabia (Strabo, 
XV.III.5: 

Nearchus says that the coast of Persis is covered with shoal-waters and that it ends at the Eu-
phrates river; and that at the mouth of this river there is an inhabited village which receives 
the merchandise from Arabia (tr. Jones 1930: 160f.).

The existence of an active commerce between Seleucia on the Tigris and Susa is evi-
denced by a large number of Characenian bronze and lead coins from Seleucia found 
in Susa, from both Seleucid and Parthian periods (Le Ridder 1959: 229–240). Their 
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presence is not surprising as Spasinu Charax was the outlet of the Susiana to the Persian 
Gulf.

In the time of Hadrian, in 131, a certain Yarḥay, son of Nebozabad, is mentioned 
in a Greek-Palmyrene inscription, which was dedicated to him by traders of Spasinu 
Charax. This Palmyrene has the title of satrap of the Thilouanoi, i.e. the inhabitants of 
the island of Thilouana (see also Arrian, Anabasis 7.20, ed. Brunt 1983: 274–275: Tylos, 
actually Baḥrain), in the service of Meeredates, king of Spasinu Charax: … [Ἀδ]ριανὸν 
Παλμυρηνὸν σατρά[π]ην Θιλουανων Μεερεδατου βασιλέως Σπασινου Χαρακος 
“(citizen of) Hadriana Palmyra, satrap of Thilouanoi, to the king of Spasinu Charax, 
Meeredates” (Inv. X, 38). The island of Thiluana must have been of strategic importance 
for the control of the coral and pearl fishing and for their sale. Moreover, if Meeredates 
of Maisan is considered as a customer of the Romans rather than of the Parthians, the 
role of a Palmyrene as satrap in his kingdom becomes reasonable.

By sailing upstream the Eulaeus (Karûn), Palmyrenes could even reach Susiana, 
where their presence is attested in 138 AD in a very damaged bilingual Greek-Palmyrene 
honorary inscription found in Palmyra’s Agora dedicated to a member of an important 
Palmyrene family (Seyrig 1941: 256; Cantineau 1939: 278). According to the text, the 
sunedron (senator?) Ιαριβωλη Μαλιχου Λισαμσου τοῦ Ααβει, known from other in-
scriptions (Seyrig 1941: 249), was a protector of Palmyrene traders, maybe those from 
Spasinu Charax, and represented Palmyra’s interests in Elymais (Khusistan), spelled in 
the Greek text Αἰλυμήνη and Šwšn (Šûšan) in the Aramaic fragment which contains also 
the name of Susiana’s prince Worôd.

2.3. Epigraphical evidence for the commercial activities of Palmyrenes

Although the documentation concerning traders, leaders of caravans or their patrons is 
incomplete, it is sufficient to give an overview of the Palmyrene trade which quite prob-
ably also included the existence of ship-owners. Some forty inscriptions attest to the 
Palmyrene trade with Mesopotamian ports, half of which are dated from Hadrian and 
Antoninus’ time, especially between 131–161 AD. Usually, they report about the com-
ing back of caravans from Charax or Vologaesias to Palmyra. The references, which the 
Palmyrene texts make to market activities or to the presence of Palmyrenes in cities of 
commercial importance that serve as trade centres between Asia, India and Syria, allow 
one to reconstruct some aspects of the municipal and commercial life.

One can get an idea of the ramifications of the Palmyrene river and maritime trade by 
the indirect evidence of inscriptions that commemorate protectors of merchants travel-
ling from Palmyra to Vologaesias, Charax Spasinu or Phorat and back. The inscriptions, 
engraved by anonymous traders, honour influential individuals who seem to have been 
leaders or financiers of caravans (συνοδιάρχοι; the term for “caravans” is συνοδίαι 
or – in Aramaic – šyrt ,ʾ Inv. X, 44; 29; 90; ἀρχέμπορος is attested later, Inv. III.7.13, 
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CIS II, 3936, about Iulius Salamallat 3942, between 257–258 and after 260) for they 
escorted them on the desert roads and trails. They were familiar with the stations, water 
sources and caravanserais and thus protected merchants against dangers by negotiating 
the rights of way with the local tribes. These inscriptions not only show that the transit 
across the desert was strongly threatened by the nomads at home in the desert and at-
tracted by the wealth which circulated there, but also that goods were carried towards 
Palmyra from the river ports of Vologaesias and Charax.

The most direct track to join the Euphrates at Hit crossed the oriental desert of Pal-
myra north to the land of Qaʿara. The Palmyrene presence in the Syrian-Iraqi borders 
is attested by three inscriptions, among them one, published by J. Starky, mentions a 
certain Abgar son of Šalman, who has “come at the outermost limits of the borders” (brš 
qṣtʾ), between what had to be the territories of Dura and those of the Palmyrenes. It men-
tions a “strategist” Yarḥay, perhaps the same Marcus Ulpius Yarḥay who is mentioned 
in the honorary inscription of a statue raised in Palmyra’s agora by caravanners who 
travelled down to Charax Spasinu under his protection.5 One of the two other inscrip-
tions published by Javier Teixidor possibly mentions “storemen” (ḥṣryʾ), as this term is 
translated by J. Teixidor, while marking the place as “on the borders, here” (bqṣtʾ tnn).6

The commercial activities, evidenced sporadically during the first century AD, seem 
to have developed more steadily and prosperously during the second century, as it is 
also attested by the drafting of the Palmyra Tariff dated AD 137, before Palmyra faced 
a recession at the time of the Parthian campaigns and before the accession of Septimius 
Severus to the throne at the beginning of the 3rd century. From the first century there 
is a reference, dating from AD 25, of four ἀργυροταμίαι or “treasurers”, very likely 
corresponding to the four tribes created during an administrative reform at the begin-
ning of the 2nd century. However, these “treasurers” disappeared from the inscriptions 
from AD 114 onwards and were replaced by the ἀρχόνται (ʾ rkwnyʾ) mentioned in the 
Palmyra Tariff (Ι: 2; 7).7 The Tariff regulated, in a bilingual Greek and Palmyrene text, 
the payment of the municipal taxes decided by decree of the boulè of the “port” of Tad-
mor / Palmyra (mḥwz or, from the Greek λιμήν, lmn ,ʾ translating the Latin portus, which 
is used here not in the sense of a maritime harbour, but as “storage”) – doubtlessly by 
order from Rome. Publicani, mksyʾ in charge of the collection of taxes and revenues are 
nevertheless attested before the composition of the Tariff. Thus, in the Aramaic text of 
a trilingual monument from AD 58, there is mentioned a collector of taxes, mksʾ Lucius 

5  Inv. X, 111. See also Starcky 1963. Marcus Ulpius Yarḥay was the object of several dedications 
of statues (Inv. X, 77, 78, 87, 88, 89, 90, 96, 107).

6  Teixidor 1963. The reading ḥṣryʾ (instead of the initially suggested ḥṣdyʾ “moissonneurs”, 
“harvesters”) is given in Teixidor 1984: 25.

7  CIS 3913, actually at the Hermitage Museum of Saint Petersburg. For a translation of the 
Tariff’s Palmyrene text, see Teixidor 1984: 99–104. The hypothesis that the archontai fulfilled 
the function of treasurers was formulated by J. Teixidor, based on the fact that they are mentioned 
in the fourth position, after the boulè, the presidency and the secretaryship (grmṭyʾ) (ibid.: 61).
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Spedius Chrysanthus, a Roman, according to his name (Inv. VIII, 5, trilingual Latin, 
Greek, Palmyrene). In a later text, dated AD 242–243, the function of a “head of the 
market” (rb šwq) is mentioned and was probably also known earlier (Inv. III, 22).

From the beginning of the 1st century onwards, the epigraphical sources recorded the 
presence of Palmyrene and Greek traders not only in the capital, but also in Seleucia-on-
Tigris (bSlwqy ,ʾ Inv. IX, 6 = CIS 3924, AD 19), in the cities of Babylon (mdynt Bbl, Inv. 
IX, 11, AD 24), Spasinu Charax (in Palmyrene Krk ,ʾ Krk sʾpsnʾ or Krk Myšn),8 Phorat 
and Vologaesias (Inv. X, 40, AD 81). The epigraphical evidence also indicates the im-
portance of the financiers or heads of caravans, which were the objects of numerous 
dedications made on the traders’ own initiative or on that of the administration of the 
city of Palmyra or Palmyrene trading posts.

An incomplete honorary Palmyrene text mentions a Palmyrene “nicknamed Alexan-
dros” (mtqrh lʾksndrws) whom Germanicus9 sent “previously” (lqdmyn wšdrh Grmnqs) 
as ambassador to Ḥoms (Emesa), as well as to the king of Mesenae and “to Orabzes (or 
Orobazes)” (lwt ʾwrbz).10 The latter seems to be one of the kings of the Characene, which 
are represented by certain types of coins that Hill considers as belonging to the “sub-
Characenian” class (1965: ccii-cciii, ccx). The problematic character of the fragmentary 
text, which seems to have contained a longer list of embassies, is worsened by the prob-
lem of the precise localisation of Mesenae and its relation to or possible identity with 
Characene. Thus Strabo (or his source Eratosthenes?) seems to know only Mesenae.

8  An inscription published by J. Cantineau in 1930 and dated by him between 50/51 and 70/71 
mentions “the Palmyrene traders of Aspasinqart (ʾ sp<s>nqrṭ)”, that Milik identifies with Spasinu 
Charax (Cantineau 1930: 25, nr. 34; Milik 1972: 20).

9  The very popular Germanicus, named Nero Claudius (also Julius Caesar, after his adoption 
by his oncle Tiberius), was Drusus’ son and father of Caligula. He sojourned in the east around 
the years 17–18 AD, where he died one year later, before having incorporated Palmyra into the 
Empire. Even if Tacit (Annals  2.57: ed. Fourneaux 1896: 352–3; cf. 2.18 in the translation by 
Perrot d’Ablancourt: ed. Pietri & Pesty 2003: 95) says nothing about a visit of Germanicus to 
Palmyra, mentioning him just as host of the legate of the Legio X Fretensis in the north of Antioch, 
at Cyrrhae, the headquarters of the tenth legion, and then in Petra, where he was the host of the 
king of Nabataeans. A dedication in Bêl’s temple of Palmyra indicates that Germanicus might 
have passed by the city. It was made by the legate of Xth Fretensis, Minucius Rufus, for Tiberius, 
for his foster son Germanicus and for Drusus, younger child of Germanicus: [Dr]uso Caesari {Ti. 
Aug. f. divi nepoti} Ti. Caesari divi Aug. f. Augusto divi Iuli nepoti Ge[rmanico Caesari] {T. Aug. 
f. divi nepoti}/ imperatoribus posuit/ [Min]ucius T. f. Hor. Rufus legatus leg. X Fretensis “To [Dr]
usus Caesar, {son of Tiberius Augustus, grandson of the divine (Augustus)}, to Tiberius Caesar, 
son of the divine Augustus, Augustus, grandson of the divine (Julius), to Ge[rmanicus Caesar] 
{son of Tiberius Augustus grandson of the divine (Augustus)}, this was offered by par [Min]ucius, 
son of Tiberius, from the tribe of Horatia, Rufus, legatus of the Xth legio Fretensis” (Inv. IX, 2).

10  If the restoration of Cantineau is correct: [m]lkʾ myšny ,ʾ while one would expect, as he 
admits himself, mlkʾ dy Myšn (Cantineau 1931: 139–141).
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The Palmyrenes’ presence at Vologaesias is attested by a number of inscriptions the 
most ancient of which goes back to AD 108. It was written by the Palmyrene tribe of 
benēy Gaddîbôl and commemorates the construction of a pyreum (ḥmnʾ) at Vologae-
sias by a certain ʾAqqayiḥ, Noʿray’s son (Inv. IX,15). Palmyrene storekeepers who were 
probably stationed at Charax Spasinu raised a statue in honour of their defender and 
financier, Yarḥibôlē ,ʾ son of Lišamš, who was at the same time ambassador with Orodes 
(Worôd), king of Elymais (in the Palmyrene text the capital, Šûšan, Suse, is mentioned) 
(Cantineau, Inv. X,114). Sometimes, the same caravan is mentioned in different records 
on its way between Charax Spasinu, Palmyra and Vologaesias. Thus in the bilingual 
inscription dating from AD 140 (Inv. X,112) a certain Nesēʾ (in Greek, Νεσῆ), son of 
Ḥalā ,ʾ head of the caravan, accompanies traders travelling to Palmyra from Phorat (Prt, 
Φοράθος, nowadays Bassora  / Baṣra). Another bilingual text from the year AD 142 
gives Phorat and Vologaesias (οἱ συναναβάντες μετ’ α[ὐ]τοῦ ἔμποροι ἀπὸ Φοράθου 
κὲ Ολαγασίαδος; Aramaic: bny šyrtʾ dy slq ʿmh mn Prt wmn lʾgšyʾ) as starting points of 
the journey (CIS 3916 = CIG III, 4489 = Inv. IX,14). 

Two bilingual inscriptions, Greek and Palmyrene, attest the armed protection of 
caravans on Roman territory. One of them mentions the centurion of a legion, Julius 
Maximus, who is honoured by Marcus Ulpius Abgar, son of Ḥayran (probably Marcus 
Ulpius Yarḥay’s brother), as well as by the caravanners travelling from Charax Spasinu, 
in AD 135 (Inv. X, 81). On the request of his brother, an honorary text was engraved 
for the prefect of the cohors I Augusta Thracum equitata and the tribune (χειλίαρχον) 
of the Legio XVI Flavia Firma and for the prefect of the ala of Palmyrene meharists (ʿ lʾ 
drmdry ,ʾ ἔπαρχον εἴλης πρώτης [Οὐλπί]ας δρομαδαρίων Παλμυρη[νῶν], Inv. X, 128). 
As underlined by Ernest Will and Javier Teixidor, this text bears not so much witness of 
a Roman militia than of occasional interventions of troops stationed on Roman territory 
(Will 1957: 267f.).

Another famous defender of the Palmyrene trade and financier, maybe the most 
known according to some inscriptions from the Agora, was Marcus Ulpius Yarḥay, in 
honour of whom the traders (tgryʾ) or caravanners “gone up” from (οἱ ἀναβάντεoς, šyrtʾ 
dy slqt) or came down to (šyrtʾ dy nḥtt) Spasinu Charax, raised steles (between 156 and 
159, Inv. X, 96, 107, 111; Cantineau 1938: 74–76). One of them, a Greek-Palmyrene 
bilingual, seems – if the restitution of Clermont-Ganneau is correct – to be raised by 
the traders of Khumana (Χουμάνα), situated in the vicinity of Vologaesias (cf. Ptolemy: 
Geographia 5.20.7 – ed. Nobbe 1843–45,2: 78) (CIS 3960, see also CIS 3928). 

Another piece of important epigraphical evidence for the trade between India and 
Palmyra by way of Spasinu Charax is the Greek-Palmyrene bilingual dedication made 
to the same Yarḥay in AD 157 by the traders arrived by sea “from Scythia” ([ἔ]μποροι 
οἱ ἀν[αχ]θέντες ἀπὸ Σκυθ[ίας ἐν] πλύω Ονα[ιν]ου Αδδουδανου, Inv. X, 96).

The text of an honorary public stele, engraved around AD 145, exalts the distinction 
of Soados son of Boliades, guardian and head of caravanners and traders. The column, 
found not far from the ancient caravanserai of Gennades, in the south of Palmyra, prais-
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es his merits in a long bilingual – Greek and Palmyrene – text in the name of the Senate 
and of the Palmyrene people. It reports the erection of four statues on columns at Pal-
myra and three more in the cities of Spasinu Charax, Vologaesias and in the caravanserai 
of Gennades (Mouterde & Poidebard 1931). The same Soados is honoured in another 
inscription, which is less than a decade earlier and was found in the newly built temple 
of Baʿalšamîn at Palmyra. Here he is said to have assisted caravans of Palmyrenes, which 
arrived from Vologaesias. In fact, Soados was a preeminent figure of the Palmyrene 
trade between 132 and 147: more than fifteen statues were dedicated to him in Palmyra 
or elsewhere in the region. He was the founder of a temple in Vologaesias, dedicated to 
the imperial cult and, at the same time, the administrator of this city and chief of the 
Palmyrene community in the Parthian territory. Emperors and Palmyrenes showed ref-
erence to him: “… he was honoured for this reason by edicts, decrees and statues, in the 
name of the State, as well as by some letters and one edict of Publicius Marcellus, the 
most notorious consulate lord …” (Dunant 1971: 56–59, nr. 45).

In a Greek-Palmyrene bilingual dating from AD 193 caravanners (bny šyrt ,ʾ ἔμποροι) 
honour a certain Taymarṣû, son of Taimē,ʾ head of a caravan (συνοδιάρχος, rb šyrtʾ), 
who went up with them from Spasinu Charax (Inv. III, 28). The same person had ac-
companied in 211 a caravan to Vologaesias (Inv. III, 29). In 247, Julius Aurelius Zebîdā ,ʾ 
son of Moqîmô, is praised by an inscription for having provided an escort for the caravan 
traders gone down to Vologaesias (Inv. III, 21).

The caravan trade continued even in the time of Severe’s campaigns against the Par-
thians: thus, a protector of caravan is honoured in 211 AD (Inv. III,29 = CIS II 3949), but 
there would be no more evidence until 247, when a caravan went down to Vologaesias 
at the time when the peace between Philippus and Shapur was concluded (Inv. III,21 
= CIS II 3933). Even after the fall of Dura (253) and ‘Ana (256), caravans continued to 
travel between Palmyra and Mesopotamia, as the senate of Palmyra and the archemp-
oroi honoured Septimius Worod for he assisted the caravan (Inv. III,7). Aurelian and 
Diocletian will put a final term to the Palmyrene trade by promoting Nisibis as the 
unique authorised transit centre (in 297). After this date, Palmyra became an isolated 
and simple garrison city.

2.4. The inland navigation in Mesopotamia

The seaway of the Gulf was the main road leading to or coming from India, as shown 
by the inscription mentioned above, dated to March 157 and dedicated to Marcus Ul-
pius Yarḥay. It refers to “storekeepers who returned by sea from Scythia on the ship 
of Onaios, son of Addoudanos” ([ἔ]μποροι οἱ ἀν[αχ]θέντες ἀπὸ Σκυθ[ίας εν] πλύω 
Ονα[ιν]ου Αδδουδανου, Inv. X, 96, see also Will 1992: 61f.). “Scythia” refers here to 
the Indus valley. 
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This epigraphic account is supplemented by the iconographic testimony of a relief 
representing a double-rudder sailing ship on the background of a stele located now in 
the Museum of Palmyra (Tanabe 1986: 458) and by accounts of historians. According to 
Arrian (2nd c. BC, Anabasis of Alexander 7.19, ed. Brunt 1983: 268–71), the cypress is 
the only wood found in Babylonia. It was used for the local building of ships, triremes 
and quadriremes, in order to complete the Phoenician fleet of Nearchus (in 325 BC). 
Ships were brought into the Gulf either by sea or broken up in Phoenicia and carried to 
Thapsacus, in North Syria, where they were assembled again and then set sail on the 
Euphrates.11

Zosimus (5th c. AD) describes Julian’s flotilla on the Euphrates (363 AD) based on 
information he got from Eunapius. He pointed out that six hundred of them were wooden 
ships and five hundred skin ships: 

ὁ στόλος ἀπαντήσας ἐτετυχήκει, φέρων ἀριθμὸν πλοίων ἐκ μὲν ξύλων πεποιημένων 
ἑξακοσίων, ἀπὸ δερμάτων δὲ πεντακοσίων (Historia nova 3.13.1–3, ed. Paschoud 1979, 
2.1: 28).
“The fleet already arrived, formed by six hundred ships built in wood and five hundred in 
skin” (tr. M. Gorea).

This information is supported by Malalas who noted in his Chronographia (6th century 
AD), quoting Magnos from Karrhai (4th century AD), a relative of Julian, that some of 
the ships were wooden,12 and others made from leather, the last ones seeming to be those 
inflatable rafts called kelek13 :

καὶ πέμψας κατεσκεύασε πλοῖα ἐν Σαμοσάτοις, πόλει τῆς Εὐφρατησίας, τὰ μὲν διὰ 
ξύλων, τὰ δὲ διὰ βυρσῶν (Chronographia 13.21, ed. Dindorf 1931: 329; Thurn 2000: 252).

11  “Alexander also found the fleet at Babylon; the part which was with Nearchus had sailed 
up the Euphrates from the Persian Sea, but the rest had been brought up from Phoenicia, two 
Phoenician quinqueremes, three quadriremes, twelwe triremes and some thirty triacontoroi, 
which had been broken up and carried across from Phoenicia to the Euphrates, to the city of 
Thapsacus, put together again there, and sailed down to Babylon (ταύτας ξυντμηθείσας 
κομισθῆναι ἐπὶ τὸν Εὐφράτην ποταμὸν ἐκ Φοινίκης ἐς Θάψακον πόλιν, ἐκεῖ δὲ ξυμπηχθείσας 
αὖθις καταπλεῦσαι ἐς Βαβυλῶνα). Aristobulus says that yet another flotilla was being built for 
him, by cutting down the cypresses in Babylonia, as this is the only tree which grows freely in 
the Assyrian country, a land bare of everything else necessary for shipbuilding […]” (Arrian, 
Anabasis, 7.19, ed. Brunt 1983: 268–71).

12  Probably wooden rafts of the šaẖtūr type, calked with bitumen on an edge.
13  Tardieu 1990:  96f. See also  Dillemann 1961: 151f. on Julian’s fleet. Isidore of Charax 

(Mansiones parthicae I, ed. Schoff 1914: 4f.) warns against the dangers of navigation in summer 
to Thillada, downstream to Nicephorium, as a result of the congestion and jamming of the river.
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“He sent and had boats built at Samosata, a city of the Euphratesia, some (made) in wood, 
others in skin” (tr. Thurn & Meier 2009: 340).

Xenophon (c. 430–355) describes the navigation by inflated skin rafts on the Tigris:
 

πέραν τοῦ ποταμoῦ πόλις ᾠκεῖτο μεγάλη καὶ εὐδαίμων ὄνομα Καιναί, ἐξ ἧς οἱ βάρβαροι 
διῆγον ἐπὶ σχεδίαις διφθερίναις ἄρτους, τυρούς, οἶνον (Anabasis 2.4.28, ed. Masquer-
ay 1930,1: 111).
 “On the other side of the river, one could see a big and rich city called Kainai, from where 
Barbarians, on skin rafts, brought bread, cheese, wine” (tr. M. Gorea).

The advantage of the maritime route, scarcely longer than the overland one, was to 
avoid customs and all sorts of disadvantages and risks such as taxes and other obstacles 
of administrative or political order. Moreover, the seaway on the Gulf, connecting the 
port of Spasinu Charax to the region of the mouth of the Indus, presented for merchants 
the advantage of avoiding the Parthian empire, while having access to the goods com-
ing from the Parthian lands on the Indian markets, in particular those of Barbarikon or, 
further south, Barygaza, where merchants could stock up with goods. 

The goods had to be transported through the inland waterways of the Tigris or the 
Euphrates on rafts installed on inflated skins. The course of the river was suitable for 
navigation, with the exception of occasional measures taken in certain political situa-
tions in order to prevent any enemy fleet sailing up.14 According to the statements of 
Arrian, the Euphrates was of a weaker flow at the end of its course, certainly because of 
its numerous watercourses that branch off, with the exception of the flood season, when 
the rise of the water level is due to the rains or to the snow thawing in the mountains15. 
Already Herodotus described the boats, which were used in Babylonia on the Euphrates:

14  According to Arrian, Alexander, who sailed on to Opis, in the north, removed the weirs 
which were installed by the Persians on the Tigris: “In the voyage upstream he removed the weirs 
in the river and made the stream level throughout; these weirs had been made by the Persians 
to prevent anyone sailing up to their country from sea and mastering it with a naval force. The 
Persians had constructed them because they had no naval power, and the weirs, built up at such 
regular intervals, made the voyage on the Tigris impracticable” (Anabasis 7.2, ed. Brunt 1983: 
224f.).

15  “Now of these rivers Euphrates and Tigris, which enclose Assyria between them […] the 
Tigris, which runs through much lower ground, receives many canals from the Euphrates, and 
takes in many tributaries, thus increasing in volume, runs into the Persian ocean and is large 
and cannot be crossed at any point down to its mouth, since none of the water is used up on the 
land. […] The bed in which the Euphrates flows is, however, higher; its banks are level with the 
land at all points, and many canals have been cut from it, some of which are always running and 
supply water to the inhabitants on either bank, while others are constructed as occasion requires, 
whenever they are short of water to irrigate the land; for in general this country gets no rain. Thus 
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Their boats (τὰ πλοῖα) which ply on the river and go to Babylon are all of skins, and round 
(κυκλοτερέα, πάντα σκύτινα). They make these in Armenia, higher up the stream than 
Assyria; first they cut frames of willow, then they stretch hides over these for a covering-
making as it were a hold; they neither broaden the stern nor narrow the prow, but the boat 
is round, like a shield. They then fill it with reeds and send it floating down the river with 
a cargo; and it is for the most part palm wood casks of wine that they carry down. Two 
men standing upright steer the boat, each with a paddle, one drawing it to him, the other 
thrusting it from him. These boats are of all sizes, some small, some very large; the largest 
of them are of as much as five thousand talents burden. There is a live ass in each boat, or 
more than one in the larger. So when they have floated down to Babylon and disposed of 
their cargo, they sell the framework of the boat and all the reeds; the hides are set on the 
backs of asses, which are then driven back to Armenia, for it is not by any means possible to 
go upstream by water, because of the swiftness of the current; it is for this reason that they 
make their boats of hides and not of wood. When they have driven their asses back into Ar-
menia, they make more boats in the same way (Herodotus 1.194, tr. Godley 1920: 244–247). 

For many details concerning the description of the traditional techniques linked to the 
inland navigation in Mesopotamia and the use of inflated skins (called ὁ πεφυσημένος 
ἀσκός by Simplicius) as means of transportation, I  am indebted to Michel Tardieu’s 
book “Les paysages reliques” and especially his penetrating analyse of Simplicius’ work 
In De caelo. Here Simplicius refers to his journey at the north-eastern border of Syria, 
where Ḫābūr is situated:

Κάλλιον οὖν, ὅπερ ἐφεξῆς παρέθετο, τὸ ἀπὸ τῶν ἀσκῶν παράδειγμα· φθσηθέντες γὰρ 
οὗτοι καὶ ἐφ’ὕδατος ὀχούμενοι βαρέα φέρουσι φορτία, ὡς ἐπειράθην καὶ ἐγὼ κατὰ τὸν 
Ἀβόραν ποταμόν (2.13, ed. Heiberg 1894: 525).
 “An excellent example to be quoted at once is that of the inflated skins: once filled with air 
and set afloat, they transport heavy cargoes, as I experienced it, too, downstream the river 
Aboras” (tr. M. Gorea). 

The traditional means of inland navigation in Mesopotamia used for the transport of hu-
mans or goods are rafts installed on inflated goatskins, called kelek (or kalek) in Arabic, 
kalakku in Akkadian – a term taken from the Sumerian language. The raft rests on a bed 
formed by skins filled with air and perhaps tarred and bound by flexible fibres of lianas 
or reeds, the whole arranged as a rectangle and steered by rowers. Trees that could sup-
ply a floating, light and sufficiently large piece of wood had to be brought by the Tigris 
from the forests of Kurdistan which were rich in willows and alders. The number of 
inflated skins used for a kelek depends on the weight of the goods and can vary from 50 

the Euphrates, coming to an end in little water, and that swampy, ceases to flow” (ibid.: 222f.).
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to 500. The same technique had also been employed for the transport of monoliths on 
the Euphrates and on the Nile.16

The use of a kelek is only possible in the middle of the stream while sailing down-
stream (Simplicius: κατὰ τὸν ποταμόν). After its use, the kelek is broken up and sold 
when the voyage is over. The control of the raft is assured by high perches that the boat-
men use in order to keep it in the middle of the river, by letting the kelek divert and turn 
on itself, according to the currents, eddies or swirls. The waters of the Tigris are more 
raging than those of the Euphrates, in particular in the season of the floods (from the 
end of February to the end of April), but, in the opinion of the boatmen, a journey on 
the Tigris in the season of low waters and violent winds coming from the southeast (in 
December), is also not to be recommended, as the rafts can be swept downstream by 
the torrent. The Euphrates is less suitable for a kelek, not only at the time of the floods 
because of sandbanks (which stop the kelek) and rocky dams (with a risk of damaging 
the skins), but also at the time of low tide, when the bed of the river is blocked by the ac-
cumulation of boughs, which could pierce the skins. Therefore, on the Euphrates, where 
individual inflated skins could be used only for short distances, another type of naviga-
tion is recommended, that of the šaḫtūr, which is a type of boat.17 

The Palmyrenes had to use the same methods of inland navigation, as shown by the 
Greek text of a Palmyrene dedication to Septimius Hairân, son of Odeynath, dating 
from AD 257/258 and made on behalf of συμπόσιον σκυτ<έ>ων καὶ ἀσκοναυτοποῖων, 
the “symposion of the cobblers (or tanners) and manufacturers of asconautes” (Seyrig 
1963). This “college of cobblers and manufacturers of skins used in navigation on riv-
ers” is equivalent to the collegium utriculariorum mentioned in some inscriptions from 
the Gallic provinces of the Rhône and the Danube or Marisia (modern Mureș) in Roman 
Dacia.18 This term initially referred to a bagpiper, but the word utricularius is also at-
tested in epigraphy to indicate the manufacturer of skin bottles. That they are associated 
with navigation is indicated by the related references to boatmen (nautae). Romans who 
learned this method in the Levant probably introduced the usage of inflated skins in the 

16  See also the report of Pillet 1911: 224–240. For other references see Tardieu 1990: 77, n. 33, 
and especially 83–95, where the author quotes in extenso the description of the construction 
of a kelek given by Victor Place in the chapter “Transport des antiquités” of his work Ninive et 
l’Assyrie (1870).

17  Tardieu 1990:  81–82. M. Tardieu quotes E.A. Wallis Budge [By Nile and Tigris. A Narrative 
of Journeys in Egypt and Mesopotamia on Behalf of the British Museum between the Years 1886 
and 1913. 2  vols. London 1920:  259], who went down the Tigris from Mossul to Bagdad in 
December 1890. See also, V. Müller 1931: 79.

18  For all references, see Deman 2002. Harbour installations on the river Mureș (Marisia), 
where are attested corporations of nautae and utriculares, especially at Apulum (Colonia Aurelia 
Apulensis, modern Alba-Iulia, Romania), served to transport by inland waterway raw materials, 
in particular wood, stone, salt, silver and gold (CIL III, 944 = IDR  III/4, 215 and CIL III, 1547 =  
IDR III/1, 272. Cf. Deman 2002: 237; Bounegru 1995a and 1995b).
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rest of the Empire. The utricularii were thus organized in collegia connected to some 
domains of trade and transport.19 Besides the utricularii, there were mentioned also the 
nautes from Durance river (CIL XII, 982), from Lyon,20 or Saône river.21 Independently 
of any nautical connotation, the term utricularius may relate to any inflated skin object: 
bagpipe, wine skin or goatskin bottle. Already Calvet asserted in 1766, that this term 
refers, in the Latin inscriptions, to boatmen who used rafts supported by inflated skins.22 
Kneissel disputes this interpretation and prefers to see simple road hauliers of wine or 
oil who used skin bottles and followed the valleys or the ways close to the rivers.23 It is 
true that nautae, organized in corporations and often benefiting from important privi-
leges – especially in the Severian period, before some restrictive measures in the Theo-
dosian Code (364) affected them  –  could be themselves traders practising a business 
with their own products.24 But this does not exclude that the association of both terms, 
nautae and utricularii, indicates a context of the transport of goods by inland waterway  
–  whether it is in Dacia, in Roman Gallia or in Syria  –  the use of skins for the manu-
facturing of rafts. Moreover, the military presence of Palmyrene soldiers in Roman Da-
cia, as well as that of other Syrian traders, could explain that within the borders of the 
Empire there was a relationship between both professions, that of the boatmen and that 
of the utricularii, and that at least the manufacturers of skins and their chiefs belonged 
to the corporation of nautae.25

19  Thus the Lugduni consistentes (Lyon), Ernaginenses (Saint-Gabriel), Cabellienses 
(Cavaillon), Lattarenses (Lattès), Narbonenses (Narbonne), Nemausenses (Nîmes), Reienses 
(Riez) and Vasienses Vocontii (Vaison); cf. Deman 2002 : 241–2.

20  CIL XIII, 1998 (Lugudunum), which mentions “the cloth dealer Ibliomarus Aprius, from 
the city of Veliocasses, accepted among the colonists of Lyons, incorporated to the utriculares 
established in Lyon”.

21  CIL XIII, 1954 (Lugudunum): “Marcus Intathius Vitalis, son of Marcus, merchant of wine 
from Lyon, established in Canabae, having twice exercised the responsibility of the corporation 
and, in the same quinquennial, nauta navigating on the Saône, and head of the corporation, head 
of the Roman knights, of utriculairii and fabri established in Lyon”.

22  Apud G.  Schwartz, Miscellanea politioris humanitatis, Norimbergae, 1721: 27–62 
(chapter 11, De Collegium utriculariorum) and, formerly, his work Schediasma philologicon de 
collegio utriculariorum praeside, Nürenberg, 1714.

23  Kneissel 1981. Kneissel is followed by Deman 2002 and Leveau 2004.
24  Thus in Roman Dacia a certain Publius Aelius Strennus, duumuir and decurion from Apulum 

and Drobeta (modern Turnu-Severin, Romania), was the protector of several corporations of fabri 
and nautae, but also a commercial entrepreneur, conductor pascui, salinarum and commerciorum 
(CIL III, 1209).

25  CIL  III, 7761 (from Apulum) mentions three traders, among them two of Syrian origin 
(Aurelius Alexander and Flauius), who dedicated a monument to Jupiter Dolichenus. The same 
also set up a monument to one of their protectors, Crassus Macrobius, defensor negotiatorum 
prouinciae Apulensis (CIL III, 1500), in the same way as the Palmyrene storekeepers made it for 
their benefactors.
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The inflated skins are well attested in Palmyra for oil and wine transport. This does 
not exclude that the manufacturers of goatskin bottles for oil or wine (called in the Pal-
myra Tariff zqyn dy ʿz: lines 18, 22, etc.) also produced inflated skins designed for navi-
gation. It is logical that the Palmyrene colleges mentioned in the dedication to the son of 
Odeynath associate the tanners, who are those that dress the skins, to the manufacturers 
of asconautes. Indeed, the grounding of skins requires a specific treatment, starting with 
the cutting up of the animal by the butcher and the treatment with lime. Torn away in a 
way that it remains intact, the skin has only openings at the head, the feet and the tail, 
in order to avoid sewing. Further preparation of the skins consisted of dumking some 
weeks in water saturated with tannin, obtained from oak gall, which was provided from 
the forests of Kurdistan and was exported from Diyārbakr towards the markets of Alep 
or Babylonia, by caravans or by the Tigris. Once immersed the skins were powdered 
with gall; their tips were fastened and they were then filled with air. The manufactur-
ers of asconautes had to take into account another important factor, namely the place 
of navigation: in the brackish and corrosive waters of the lower part of Šatt al-ʿArab, the 
skins, which were treated in lime before powdered with gall (which protects the skin 
from salt), could have been damaged because of the salt from the Gulf waters which 
mingles here with the river fresh waters of the Šatt al-ʿArab. In the opinion of the natives, 
quoted by the French consul Victor Place (Place 1867: I.IV.III), a lengthier treatment of 
skins with oak gall is required. 26

These means of transport seem to be very ancient in Mesopotamia, judging from the 
iconographic testimonies. Thus one of the stone reliefs which decorate the walls of Sar-
gon II’s palace at Ḫursabād represents this kind of rafts transporting stone blocks on the 
river. The drawing of this relief was made by the architect Félix Thomas who published 
it in the illustration volume Essais de restauration of Victor Place’s Ninive et l’Assyrie, 
Paris, 1867, pl. 43, fig. 1. The original stone unfortunately disappeared in May 1855, 
while shipping on the Tigris. Another Assyrian relief (at Küyünǧik) illustrates a person 
floating on an individual inflated skin, a method that is well attested even in present-day 
Mesopotamia (British Museum, Nineveh Gallery, Room 21: detail reproduced in Tar-
dieu 1990: fig. 7).

26  For more details about Victor Place, consul at Mossul in 1870, who was in charge of the 
shiping of the archaeological finds from Ḫursabād, see Tardieu 1990: 82–95.
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2.5. Conclusions: Palmyrene traders beyond Mesopotamia and the tablet 
“De Geest” from Socotra

Nothing in the tablet “De Geest” does inform us explicitly about the reasons for the pres-
ence of a Palmyrene and of his companions on Socotra, but we can easily connect this 
evidence with the political and commercial context of the 3rd century AD in the Eryth-
raean Sea zone. For the first time, the tablet testifies to the presence of Palmyrenes on 
the island, port of call in the commercial network that connected India with the African 
coast, with Ethiopia and with Egypt. 

Probably, before his expedition toward Egypt, this Palmyrene embarked on one of 
the river ports of Mesopotamia, maybe in Charax Spasinu or Phorat, both connected, 
as Vologaesias,  by a caravan route with Palmyra.27 According to the Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea, Charax Spasinu, or its port of trade, Apologos, was, with Om(m)ana, 
the main emporium in the Persian Gulf at that time (Periplus 35–36). Apologos is the 
early Islamic Ubulla (Bosworth 1997: 80). 

His passage through the Red Sea and by the island of Socotra bears witness to a mo-
bility in a time when the Palmyrene trade restarted again little by little after the advent 
of Philip the Arab at the head of the Roman Empire (244 AD). The peace concluded 
by Philip with Shapur I, king of Persia (241–273 AD), made this mobility possible on 
river and maritime routes under Persian control. According to Potts (2008) the Sassan-
ian presence on the coast extended up to al-Shiḥr, on the Ḥaḍramawt coast. This port 
– situated between Yemen and Oman, the region called Mazūn in Sassanian and Syriac 
sources – seems to have been reckoned – by late authors as Yāqūt, al-Dīnawarī and Ibn 
Khurradādhbih – as part of Mazūn since the reign of Ardašir (224–240) who first con-
quered it. If true, the Sassanian peace would have favoured the mobility of Palmyrenes 
in the Red Sea and in South-Eastern Arabia before 260. However, this possibility is not 
consistent with the fact that the kingdom of Ḥaḍramawt (and that of later Ḥimyar) in-
cluded Saʾkalān (today the Omani Ẓafār).

The conditions of navigation in the Red Sea were known to be difficult, determined 
by the seasonal constraints and by coastal navigation that was often dangerous because 
of violent crossing winds. The presence of coral reefs along the coast made the moor-
ing difficult. In midsummer, when the south-western monsoons were blowing up the 
east coast of Africa and across the Arabian sea to western India, the disturbance of the 
Ocean reached its peak in July-August, i.e. in the period in which the tablet “De Geest” 
found in the Hoq cave was written.

Despite of all these risks, Palmyrenes were nevertheless active in the Erythraean 
region and perhaps even used the sea-routes. That can be evidenced by few inscrip-
tions discovered in Egypt by Flinders-Petrie, and illustrating a Palmyrene presence on 

27 Alternatively, as suggested by Hédi Dridi (infra, Appendix III), Abgar, the author of this 
tablet, may have started his journey from Egypt.
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the shores of the Red sea. For example, the bilingual Greek-Palmyrene text found at 
Dendera (Tentyris) has a specific commercial character (as seems to be indicated by the 
partially restored Greek word ἔμπο[ροι]); unfortunately, the text is very fragmentary 
(Clermont-Ganneau 1903: 300–306). Two or even three other Greek inscriptions were 
found at Coptos; one of them, dated from 216, mentions a vexillarius belonging to the 
troop of mounted archers:

Μ. Αὐρήλιος Βηλάκαβος Ἱερα(πολίτης)/
οὐηξιλλάριος Ἀδριανῶν Παλμ[υ]/ρηνῶν Ἀντωνινιανῶν/ τοξότῶν 

“Marcus Aurelius Belakabos from Hierapolis (?), vexillarius of Hadrian’s Palmyrene 
Antoninian Archers (erected this)” (Clermont-Ganneau 1898: 118–119).

The second 3rd century Greek inscription was found by J. Reinach in Coptos.28 It explic-
itly mentions “Palmyrene Hadrians merchants” ([Ἁ]δριανοὶ Παλμυρηνοὶ συνέμποροι) 
who honoured:

…Ζαβδάλα Σαλμά-
νου καὶ Ἀνείνα Ἁδρια-

νῶν Παλμυρηνῶν
ναυκλήρων Ἐρυθρακῶν…

 “Zabdalas son of Salmanos and Aneinas, Palmyrene Hadrians, boatmen in the Red Sea.”

Other pieces of archaeological evidence testify to the worship of a Palmyrene god at 
Berenike (Madīnat al-Haras) in a Roman context (see below Appendix III).

The Palmyrene presence in the Erythraean region poses several questions: one of them 
is whether their activity in Egypt was due to both military and trading interests. Another 
one concerns the way they arrived there: did they come by the desert road for their busi-
ness with Egypt or the African coast; or did they also – or exclusively – use the sea route? 
The Palmyrenes from Socotra must at least have used the sea route and that indicates a 
similar mean of transport for those Palmyrene traders reaching Egypt.

28  Reinach 1912: 47–82, fig. 5–11 (especially pp. 64–65) = AE 1912, n° 171. The text of the 
inscription was discussed by J. Bingen (1984), who proposed a new reading. For the third Greek 
inscription – IGRR 1181 – J. Reinach proposed the reading [ἐρ]υθραϊκὸς συν[οδιάρχης] “maître 
de caravane de la mer Rouge” (1912: 64, n. 2), but it is quite possible to read here [ἐρ]υθραϊκὸς 
συν[έμπορος] “merchant in the Red Sea” and thus to avoid the suggested nonsense.
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Map 1:  Roman Syria (1st-3rd centuries AD) (Cartography: H. David, Th. Autexier)
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Map 2:  Mesopotamia (1st-3rd centuries AD) (Cartography: H. David, Th. Autexier)
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Appendix III

Additional remarks on the Egyptian branch of the Palmyrene trade

Hédi Dridi

The Palmyrene inscription of the Hoq cave underlines the fact that the Palmyrene trade 
did not use a single route.29 Indeed, this inscription dated 258 AD, confirms another text 
mentioning Palmyrene naukleroi travelling on the Erythraean Sea. It was discovered at 
Coptos (modern Qift, on the East bank of the Nile) in 1911 and can also be dated to the 
3rd century AD.30 The discovery of “a considerable amount” of charred peppercorns 
at Berenike that were in connection with altars amongst which one was dedicated to 
the Palmyrene deity Yarhibōl (Cappers 2006: 114) shows that it is now more and more 
likely that Palmyrene traders used regularly the maritime way connecting Egypt to India 
through the Red Sea, at least during the 3rd–4th centuries AD. Fragments of amphorae 
bearing Palmyrene inscriptions discovered at Qanīʾ (Sedov 1992: 118–120; Sedov, Robin 
& Ballet 1997: 23, 28–29) show that they probably made calls in Hadrami ports. The 
discovery in Berenike and Myos Hormos of volcanic stone ballasts, originating accord-
ing to geologists from Qanīʾ (or Aden with less probability), indicate at any rate that 
there were ships that made stopovers in the harbour of Qanīʾ before proceeding to the 
Egyptian harbours of the Red Sea (Peacock, Williams & James 2007). 

These data, strengthened by the evidence from Hoq cave, allow us to consider, obvi-
ously in dotted lines, the existence of routes passing by Qanīʾ and the island of Socotra 
and usedand used not only by South-Arabians, but also by Indians, Ethiopians, Palmyre-
nians and Greek speaking seafarers from Egypt.

With regard to the itinerary of the Hoq cave visitors we can suggest, given the pres-
ence of incense in the cave, that the Hoq sanctuary was a regular stopover for seafarers 
travelling from the “Incense ports” of Ḥaḍramawt (Qanī ,ʾ Khawr Rūrī others ?) to Africa 
(Axum, Egypt). But for Abgar, the author of the Palmyrene inscription, it seems that 
the boat which brought him to Socotra came from one of the Egyptian ports of the Red 
Sea as suggested by the similarity of shape and use between the tablet and the Egyptian 
“Mummy labels” of the 2nd–3rd c. AD (see supra, Appendix I). 

29  The activities of the Palmyrene traders of Egypt were not inevitably centred on Palmyra. 
They were apparently also involved in exchanges between the Indian Ocean and Egypt and, 
beyond, the Mediterranean Sea (see Schwartz 1953: 63. On the Palmyreneans in the Erythraean 
Sea, see also Teixidor 1984: 42–43; Ingholt 1970–1971: 198–199).

30  This text is discussed above by Maria Gorea. For other pieces of Palmyrene evidence from 
Egypt see Dijkastra & Verhoogt 1999: 215–217.
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The month mentioned in the tablet, Tammuz, i.e. July-August, suggests that the au-
thor of the tablet landed a little bit earlier in Socotra, maybe in June-July. Due to the 
South-West Monsoon which blows during this period, it is the ideal moment to leave 
Egypt or Arabia for India, as the Periplus Maris Erythreaei recommends (PME 14, 39, 
49, 56, see Casson 1989: 5 and Seland 2008: 284).
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Appendix IV

Les Palmyréniens en Arabie du Sud

Christian Julien Robin

La Tablette palmyrénienne de la grotte de Ḥōq conduit à réexaminer les relations de 
Palmyre avec l’Arabie méridionale. Elles se limitent à peu de chose. Des Palmyréniens 
ont fait graver deux textes, l’un à Shabwa (l’antique Shabwat, capitale du Ḥaḍramawt 
antique) et l’autre à al-ʿUqla (un piton isolé dans le désert, à quelque 15 kilomètres à 
l’ouest de Shabwa). 

L’inscription de Shabwa RES 4691 = Ry 162 = S/76/55

L’inscription de Shabwa a été copiée par l’explorateur anglais H. St. J. B. Philby dans les 
années 1930. Elle a été retrouvée dans les années 1990 par la Mission française, mais 
avait perdu entre temps une grande partie de son texte. Si la copie Philby, malheureuse-
ment fort médiocre, ne permet pas de restituer l’ensemble du document, elle donne ce-
pendant quelques informations incontestables :

1. Les auteurs du texte se nomment :
  
 “[ʿAzīzum ]fils d’Abīʾanas et Rabbīʾīl fils de ḏʿm, Palmyréniens, résidents à M[…”,
 [ ḏʿḏm ](b)n ʾb[ ]ʾns¹[ ]w-Rbʾ[l] b(n) ḏʿm tḏmryhn bn ḥwr M[… (ligne 1).
 
 La restitution du premier nom se fonde sur la ligne 5 où on lit “ses deux serviteurs 

ʿAzīzum et Rabbīʾīl” (ʿ bd-s¹ww ḏʿḏm w-Rb lʾ). Pour le terme commençant par M[…, on 
pourrait penser à la Mésène (en palmyrénien Myšn) (Hillers & Cussini 1996: 380;  
Maria Gorea ci-dessus), nom de la Basse Mésopotamie; des relations commerciales 
régulières sont attestées entre Palmyre et Spasinou Charax (en palmyrénien, Krk 
sʾpsnʾ), capitale de la Mésène, au IIe s. (Potts 2009: 42; Maria Gorea ci-dessus). De 
manière moins vraisemblable, on peut penser aussi à l’Égypte (Mṣr).

2. Ces deux personnages offrent une ou plusieurs statues de bronze au grand dieu du 
Ḥaḍramawt, Sayīn dhu-Alīm, dans son temple de Shabwat :

“… ont dédié à Sayīn dhu-Alīm dans son temple Alīm …. statue(s) de bronze”,
… s¹[qny S¹](y)n ḏ-ʾ lm b-mḥrm-s¹ lʾm | … ṣlm ḏhbn (lignes 2 et 3).
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3. Cette offrande est effectuée sous le règne d’ “Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ, roi du Ḥaḍramawt”, lʾ( )ʿḏ 
Ylṭ mlk | Ḥḍ(r)m(t) (lignes 4–5).

Bibliographie récente: Pirenne 1990: 77–78 (RES 4691 d’après la copie de Philby) et 
77 (S/76/55: republication du même texte, sans que l’éditeur reconnaisse l’inscription 
copiée par Philby). L’identification est due à François Bron (1991: 462; 1996: 102–103).

L’inscription d’al-ʿUqla Ja 931 = RES 4859 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla E6 (fig. 1)

Les nombreuses inscriptions d’al-ʿUqla commémorent des cérémonies de nature indéter-
minée, célébrées apparemment lors de l’accession au trône d’un nouveau souverain. La 
plupart ont été relevées sur les parois d’un gros roc portant une petite construction, au 
pied oriental du piton d’al-ʿUqla.

Sur la paroi orientale de ce roc, on trouve les textes datant du roi Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ. Il y a 
tout d’abord une belle inscription dont l’auteur est le roi en personne :

▪ Ja 921 = RES 4910 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla E1
 
 “Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ roi du Ḥa|ḍramawt fils de ʿAmmīdhakhar, est ven|u jusqu’au rocher An-

wadum, pour | proclamer ses prétentions au trône”,
lʾʿ z Ylṭ mlk Ḥ2ḍrmt bn ʿmḏẖr s¹y3r dʿ gndln ʾnwdm h-4s¹lqb

(N.B. : la traduction du verbe s¹lqb est hypothétique).

En dessous de l’inscription du roi, ce sont deux ambassadeurs ḥimyarites (inconnus par 
ailleurs) qui mentionnent leur présence :

▪ Ja 923 = RES 4909 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla E2, en dessous de Pirenne al-ʿUqla E1 (Pirenne 
1990: 106–107)
 
 “Yadum fils de Raṭbum et Marthadum fils de S²ʿbn|yw, les deux Ḥimyarites, ont escor-

té leur seigneur Ilīʿazz Yalu|ṭ roi du Ḥaḍramawt fils de ʿAmmīdhakhar, quand il est 
venu jusqu’au ro|cher Anwadum pour être reconnu et recevoir l’hommage, quand les a 
chargés Thaʾrān Yaʿūb Yuhanʿim, | roi de Sabaʾ et de dhu-Raydān, d’une mission pour 
escorter son frère”,

 Ydm bn Rṭbm w-Mrṯdm bn S²ʿbn2yw ḥmyryyhn s²wʿw mr -ʾs¹myn lʾʿ ḏ Yl3ṭ mlk Ḥḍrmt bn 
ʿmḏẖr mt s¹yr ʾ d g4ndlhn ʾ nwdm h-mtll w-h-lqb mt s15lḥ-s¹myn mr -ʾs¹myn Ṯ rʾn Yʿb Yhnʿm6 
mlk S¹bʾ w-ḏ-Rydn tqblm h-s²yʿ ʾ7ẖ-s¹

 (N.B.: la traduction des termes mtll, lqb ou tqbl est hypothétique).
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Un peu plus bas à gauche, ce sont quatre nobles ḥaḍramites (Ja 925 = RES 4908 = Piren-
ne al-ʿUqla E5) ou cinq (Ja 926 = RES 4856 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla E4, en dessous de Pirenne 
al-ʿUqla E5) qui font graver deux textes. À droite de l’inscription du roi, ce sont encore 
cinq nobles ḥaḍramites commémorent leur venue (Ja 928 = RES 4852 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla 
E3). C’est en dessous de ce dernier texte que sont mentionnés les Palmyréniens :

▪ Ja 931 = RES 4859 = Pirenne al-ʿUqla E 6, en dessous de Pirenne al-ʿUqla E3 (Pirenne 
1990: 108–109)

 “Khayrī et ʿAzīzum les Palmyréniens, dhu-Matrān et Falaqat les Chaldéens, Dahardah 
et Mindah les Indiens ont escorté leur seigneur Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ roi du Ḥaḍramawt”,

 Hyry w-ʿḏḏm tḏmry2yhn ḏ-Mtrn w-Fldt3 ks²dyyhn Dhrdh w-M4ndh hndyyhn s²wʿw5 
mr -ʾs¹m lʾʿ ḏ Ylṭ m6kl Ḥḍrmt

Bibliographie récente: Jamme 1963: 44–45 et pl. I B (seule photographie publiée à ce 
jour); Bron 1986; Pirenne 1990: 108–109 (sans photographie); Lundin 1995.

Fig. 1: al-ʿ Uqla, près de Shabwa (Ḥaḍramawt): les inscriptions gravées lors de l’accession au 
trône du roi Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ (milieu des années 210 de l’ère chrétienne). L’inscription rédigée par 
les six étrangers (parmi lesquels deux Palmyréniens) est en bas, à droite.
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 Sur le même panneau oriental, d’autres textes ont été gravés: toujours beaucoup plus 
courts et ne mentionnant pas le roi, ils ont pour auteurs des personnages de rang plus 
modeste.

Ambassadeurs ou négociants ?

Les deux Palmyréniens qui se rendent à al-ʿUqla sont manifestement des personnages 
importants. On peut se demander si leur présence s’explique par une mission diploma-
tique officielle ou par des activités commerciales, les deux n’état pas incompatibles.

On observera tout d’abord que le second, ʿAzīzum, est très vraisemblablement l’auteur 
de la dédicace dans le temple de Shabwa puisque les deux textes mentionnant ce ʿAzīzum 
datent du même règne. 

En faveur d’une mission diplomatique, deux arguments sont à retenir. Tout d’abord, 
l’indien Dahardah mentionné avec les deux Palmyréniens à al-ʿUqla est apparemment 
l’ambassadeur indien Damadamis,1 reçu par l’empereur romain Élagabale (218–222), 
dont on trouve la mention chez Bardesane le Babylonien (cité par l’écrivain grec Por-
phyre2). Les dates du roi Ilīʿazz Yaluṭ s‘accorde avec cette hypothèse : la première men-
tion de ce souverain remonte à 218–219 è. chr. (144 de l’ère de Radmān, dont le com-
mencement est 74 è. chr.)3. Le second argument est la présence, sur le même panneau, 
d’une inscription rédigée par des ambassadeurs ḥimyarites.

En faveur d’un déplacement à but commercial, on observera que les deux inscriptions 
mentionnant les Palmyréniens ne leur donnent aucun titre. L’inscription de Shabwa se 
contente d’indiquer que ʿAzīzum réside dans une ville ou un pays dont le nom (perdu) sem-
ble commencer par un M[… Or, une telle formulation s’accorde mal avec l’hypothèse 
d’un Palmyrénien envoyé par les autorités municipales de sa patrie. Mais on peut object-
er que les deux ambassadeurs ḥimyarites ne sont pas davantage identifiés comme tels.

Toujours en faveur d’activités commerciales, nous avons désormais d’autres preuves 
qu’on circulait entre Palmyre et le Ḥaḍramawt : ce sont la tablette de Ḥōq et un tesson 
portant quelques lettres palmyréniennes découvert par les fouilleurs russes dans le port 
de Qanīʾ (Sedov 1992: 118 et fig. 8/1, p. 120; Briquel-Chatonnet 2010). 

Enfin, l’inscription d’al-ʿUqla associe aux deux Palmyréniens, deux Chaldéens et 
deux Indiens. L’ethnique “Chaldéen” a d’abord désigné les populations de la Babylonie 
à l’époque néo-babylonienne (Robin & de Maigret 2009, notamment 88–89 et 94–95). 
Au IIIe s. de l’ère chrétienne, il nomme vraisemblablement les habitants de la Mésène 

1 Cette identification a été proposée par Ryckmans 1964: 282.
2 Porphyre, De l’abstinence, tome III, livre IV (ed. Patillon & Segonds 1995: 28 et n. 261); voir 

aussi XXXIX, n. 103. Le manuscrit a Damadamin; les éditeurs corrigent ce nom en Dandamin.
3 Robin 1981: 334, 331–332. La date de 144 se trouve dans RÉS 3958 et YMN 10 (Dirāsāt ya-

maniyya, 3, octobre 1979, 36 suiv.).
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et de sa capitale, Spasinou Charax. Or on sait que Palmyréniens et Méséniens sont des 
partenaires commerciaux (Potts 2009: 42; Bowersock 1989; Maria Gorea ci-dessus).

Quant aux Indiens, les inscriptions de la grotte de Ḥōq nous apprennent qu’ils étaient 
également associés aux même négoces que les Palmyréniens, tout au moins à Suquṭra, 
mais aussi vraisemblablement dans tous les pays baignés par la “mer Érythrée”, du golfe 
Arabo-persique à la mer Rouge en passant par l’Afrique orientale. 

Il est malaisé de conclure. Une solution moyenne serait de supposer que les Palmyré-
niens — ou mieux les six étrangers — mentionnés à al-ʿUqla sont des particuliers, sans 
doute en déplacement pour affaires, accessoirement chargés de prendre langue avec les 
autorités des pays visités. L’inscription de Shabwa qui indique que ʿAzīzum ne réside pas 
à Palmyre oriente vers une telle hypothèse.
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The Greek inscriptions at Hoq

The discovery of two Greek memorial graffiti in the Hoq cave considerably enlarges the 
space of Greek epigraphy – these are the two southernmost Greek texts known to date.1 
However, on the other hand, this discovery is not surprising: the presence of Greeks is 
well attested in the written sources not only for Socotra, but also for India and some 
other even more remote places, from where similar texts are not yet reported.

Both Greek texts were incised into the large wall dividing the backmost part of the 
cave from the main hall (site 11). For convenience, their readings and translations as 
given in the catalogue are repeated here:

1.1. The texts

11:26

(1) Σεπτί(μιος) (2) Πανίσκος (3) ναύκληρο[ς] (4) τοὺς θεοὺς (5) μετὰ καὶ τοῦ (6) 
σπηλέου (7) προσεκύνη(σα)

“Septimius Paniskos, the ship-owner, kneeled before the gods and before (that/those) of 
the cave.”

11:28

(1) μνηθῇ (2) Ἀλέξαν(3)δρος Πέτ[ρ](4)ος

“Let Alexandros, [son of] Petros, be remembered” or 

1  There are two more texts in Greek script (16:8, 16:15). Both of them contain non-Greek 
personal names, in one case a Bactrian one (16:8). For further remarks on these texts see the 
commentaries in the catalogue.
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“Let Alexandros, [baptised] Petros, be remembered” or
“Let Alexandros be remembered. Petros.”

1.2. The authors

The first word in the first line of inscription 11:26 is to be restored and interpreted as no-
men Σεπτίμιος and not as praenomen or cognomen. The proposed dating of the inscrip-
tion (see below) around AD 230 practically excludes the reading of the name of its author 
as praenomen: in the 3rd c. AD they were practically not used. From the other side 
bearers of the name Σέπτιμος are not known in the entire corpus of Greek epigraphy, 
while those of the name Σεπτίμιος are perfectly attested in the narrative sources (Pape 
& Benseler 1911: 1370) as well as in inscriptions (the attestations are so numerous that 
the quotations are senseless). The use of a Roman name (nomen or cognomen) and of a 
non-Roman ‒ Egyptian ‒ cognomen Πανίσκος also points to the period when Egypt be-
came a part of a Roman Empire, i.e. when the use of possible praenomina like Septimus 
was no more necessary (see for details Salway 1994: 129, 144‒145).  Cf. particularly:

By the end of the first century B.C. the cognomen was overtaking the praenomen as the 
individual signifier of the majority … Once the praenomen became fossilized it may be 
thought of as part of an invariable unit with the nomen. Being less individuating and less of 
a consciously given name, its onomastic purpose was so reduced that besides certain official 
contexts it fell out of common parlance (Salway 1994, 130‒131).

Originally Septimus was a cognomen, like Primus (“first”) or Postumus (“last born”) 
(Chase 1907: 111). The nomen Septimius was a patronymic surname, derived from the 
cognomen Septimus (Chase 1911: 131). According to G.D. Chase, “…the numerals… 
from Primus to Decimus, are used as cognomina” (1911: 150); the use of Septimus as 
praenomen was very restricted,2 while the use of Septimius as nomen was very wi-
despread (Chase 1911: 151). As to the history of Septimus as praenomen, characteristic 
is the following observation: 

Indeed it is indicative of the number that fell into disuse that a number of archaic praeno-
mina are scarcely commemorated save in nomina (e.g. Septimus in Septimius, Octavus in 
Octavius) (Salway 1994: 125). 

Therefore, the use of Septimus as praenomen in the Hoq text 11:26 is highly improbable.

2 Only a few cases are known. According to Chase (1911: 151), “only three of the numerals 
were regularly and frequently used as praenomina at all periods, namely, Quintus, Sextus, and 
Decimus…” 
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Septimia was a plebeian Roman gens. They did not achieve much importance until 
the second half of the 2nd century AD, when Lucius Septimius Severus obtained the im-
perial dignity. In our case the cognomen of the author of the inscription is Πανίσκος. If 
so, the first name has to be the nomen: the combination of praenomen and cognomen wi-
thout a nomen for a “simple” man is hardly expectable, especially in Imperial times; cf.: 

The usage of Cicero is indicative of the flux of the mid-first-century situation. Some he 
addresses by praenomen and nomen (or ‚gentilicial‘ cognomen for nobles), others by nomen 
and cognomen (Salway 1994: 129). 

Thus, the reading Σέπτιμος (= Lat. Septimus) seems to be fully excluded ‒ the author 
of the inscription in question could not bear two cognomina.

The occurrence of the name of a certain Septimius Paniskos in the 3rd c. AD perfect-
ly corresponds to general trends in the Roman name-giving: 

It was the onomastic practice of foreign enfranchisees which was responsible for trans-
forming the cognomen into an individual signifier which then annexed the praenomen’s 
diacritic function. It was under the influence of this practice, rather than the senatorial 
aristocracy’s use of the patronymic cognomen, that the mass of the native population ad-
opted a cognomen. The rapidly following fossilization and redundancy of the praenomen 
was the logical result (Salway 1994: 144‒145).3 

So, the only possible reading of the name in the first line of the text 11:26 is then 
Σεπτίμιος. This is not surprising at all: “One of the most striking aspects of late Roman 
onomastics is the high proportion of cognomina ending in ‚-ius‘” (Salway 1994: 136). As 
B. Salway further observes, 

As might be expected, the -ius formations caught on as regular given names more rapidly 
among the New Romans and those communities where there was a strong admixture of 
non-Italian stock than in those Old Roman circles where the nomen gentilicium remained 
in everyday use (Salway 1994: 137). 

This observation points to the social status of the author of the inscription in question, 
which is closely connected with its possible dating.

The second text 11:28 has been written by a certain Ἀλέξανδρος Πέτρος. If two 
names are inscribed one after another, the personal name is usually followed by a patro-
nymic or ethnicon. However, the ending -ος, not -ου, is clearly readable in line 4. One 
might therefore suppose that this Ἀλέξανδρος has shortly before adopted Christianity 
and thus called himself using both names: the old one – pagan Ἀλέξανδρος – and the 

3 For a general discussion about the Roman naming practices see Salway 1994: 125‒145.
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new one – Christian Πέτρος. On the other hand, inscriptions with the form Πέτρος, ir-
regularly used as a genitive, are known4 and it is possible to treat this form as patronymic. 
Another, third, possibility to understand this inscription could also be regarded: Πέτρος 
could be the name of a person, who carved the inscription in memory of Ἀλέξανδρος.
It is not possible to definitely decide between these three options.

1.3. The date

The προσκυνήματα-texts – as attested in the Hoq inscription 11:26 – are characteristic 
for Greek and Roman Egypt for the period between the 2nd c. BC and the 4th c. AD 
(Guarducci 1974: 198–199). A more exact dating of this Hoq graffito seems to be pos-
sible from the following points of view. The author bears the nomen Σεπτίμιος and the 
cognomen Πανίσκος without any praenomen. This could point to the period after 212 
AD, when all the inhabitants of the Roman Empire became citizens and the bestowal of 
a praenomen was no longer given much attention. Taking into consideration the impor-
tance of the Indian trade for the Roman Empire and the position of Egypt in its structure 
as personal possession of the Emperor, the following idea could be put forward (as a 
pure supposition): the author of this graffito Σεπτίμιος Πανίσκος could be libertine of 
the Emperor Lucius Septimius Severus (193–211) and receive Roman citizenship under 
Severus’ successor Caracalla (211–217). Since this text bears no visible traces of a Chris-
tian belief on the part of its author, it could preliminarily be dated prior to the second 
Greek text (11:28), i.e. into the first quarter of the 3rd century AD.

As shown below,5 Socotra was carefully protected from the arrival of foreign – first of 
all Roman – traders in the period between the 1st and 6th c. AD. Nonetheless, the Greek 
ship-owner (ναύκληρος) Septimius Paniskos, the author of 11:26, obtained access to 
the island. The presence of this man who bore a typical Roman double name (cognomen 
and nomen) and was clearly not a local inhabitant, may have had an extraordinary cause 
– either a shipwreck near the island or a sharp decline of control over the island, i.e. an 
an interregnum.

Such events can be suggested by the Sabaean inscriptions Ir 136 and Ry 533/9: The Sa-
baean king Šā‘ir ’Awtar in the last period of his reign (ca 230 AD) attacked Ḥaḍramawt 
and captured the Ḥaḍrāmī king ’Il‘azz Yaluṭ. The Sabaeans burnt his capital Šabwa and 

4  του αγι(ου) Πετρος in Lefebvre IGChrEg 734 (Torino Museum); Πέτρος ἀποστόλου in 
SB 1:3903 (from Nubia); ἄβ(β)ας Πέτρος παπᾶς from Barata (Lycaonia – Asia Minor) μνημιον 
Πετρος απο τριβουνον… in Lefebvre, IGChrEg 398 from Hermonthis (Armant); cf. use of no-
minative for accusative: Κ(ύρι)ε, βοήθησον τὸν δοῦλόν [σ]ου Πέτρος καὶ Ἰωάννης in SB 4:7508 
from Thebes.

5  See below M. Bukharin’s contribution “Greeks on Socotra”.
6  See the newest translation with short introduction in Nebes 2005: 338–341.
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the royal palace in it. Then Šā‘ir ’Awtar attacked Qana’ and burnt 47 ships7. As far as one 
can see from these inscriptions, the king of Ḥaḍramawt was killed, the capital sacked, 
the main port with the fleet burnt and Ḥaḍramawt has lost, at least for some time, the 
political and technical means of control over Socotra. As a mere suggestion, this period 
– immediately after the campaign of Šā‘ir ’Awtar against Ḥaḍramawt – could be propo-
sed as a possible date of Septimius Paniskos’ inscription at Hoq (11:26).

The proposed dating about 230 AD has yet another implication. It challenges the still 
dominant point of view8 according to which the Roman sea-trade with the east faced 
serious crisis in the 3rd c. AD. Obviously Roman sea-traders were still present in the In-
dian Ocean. Ongoing contacts with the East are also indicated by the frequent references 
to Indian species and perfumes in the papyri namely of the 3rd c. AD.9 

This date well corresponds with the finds of the Mediterranean ceramics in Kosh 
(West Socotra). This settlement seems to have taken part in the international sea-trade 
in the 2nd‒5th c. AD. Quite a lot of finds have clear parallels among the finds in “middle 
period” Qana’. Some finds undoubtedly testify to the trade connections of Kosh with 
Mediterranean, though mainly trade in Kosh was influenced from India (for more de-
tails see Vinogradov 2012, in press). The material from Kosh shows that Mediterranean 
traders could be present on Socotra in the first half of the 3rd c. AD.

The script and the occurrence of the Christian name Πέτρος seem to indicate a some-
what later date for the second Greek text at site 11 (11:28). Possibly, it can be dated into 
the time of Theophilos the Indian, or a little later – i.e. in the middle or in the 3rd quarter 
of the 4th century AD. Its author could be one of the “local” Socotran Greeks, who have 
been converted into Christianity by Theophilos the Indian or soon after his visit (see 
below ch. 2.5).

7  About these events see for more details Robin 1984: 211–213.
8  For the first time this idea seems to be proposed in Sewell 1904: 591–637; for later works see 

Pirenne 1970: 115; Sidebotham 1986: 46–47; Krishnamurthy 1994: 6; Nagaswami 1995: 75–77.
9  Raschke 1975: 244–245; Raschke 1978: 669, 1012–1013, fn. 1489. Trade in aloe alongside 

with pepper, malabathros, cassia, nard, myrrh and cardamom is reported in PSI. XII. 1264. 12, 
17–19.
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1.4. The provenance

The form σπηλέου in the text 11:26 is quite remarkable. It is attested at least in two 
inscriptions from Asia Minor10, in one text from Scythia Minor11 and another one from 
Palmyra12.

From the other side, although the cognomen Πανίσκος is known from the inscriptions 
from other parts of the Greek world, e.g. from Delos (ID 442 and ID 443), it occurs in 
overwhelming majority in the inscriptions from different sites of Egypt. The designation 
of the author’s profession as ναύκληρος makes it clear that this person must have been 
closely connected with the sea-trade – that is also typical for Egypt. Moreover, memorial 
inscriptions of traders, who came from India, are also found in Egypt.13 With only one 
exception (Miletos 70) all the other προσκυνήματα-inscriptions come from Egypt and 
Nubia. Thus the Egyptian provenance of Septimius Paniskos seems quite sure.

1.5. The formulary

Stylistically the text of 11:26 is not perfect and the enumeration of the gods to be vener-
ated is quite uncommon: simply “gods”, followed by “and with (those/that) of the cave”. 
It is therefore tempting to suggest another reading for the rather awkward μετα και. 
However this is hardly possible: the third letter clearly 
reads as τ, its different reading, e.g.  as gamma, is very 
improbable: the left part of the upper element of tau 
is clearly seen. The fifth sign after alpha is evidently 
kappa: it is written in the very same manner as kappa 
in the third line and very close to that in the second 
line. The sixth sign is not very clear; the seventh one is 
written in exactly the same way as the fifth sign in the 
first line, which is undoubtedly iota (ι). This leaves no 
other possibility than to read μετὰ καί; other readings 
(e.g. μεγάλους) are to be discarded and the analysis of 
the inscription is to be based on the proposed reading 
μετὰ καί .

10  SEG 15: 816 as a proper name and MAMA I 235 as σπηλέῳ (provenance and date of both 
texts are unknown).

11  IScM I 137 (2nd c. AD) from Isthos (Histira). This inscription is a Mithraistic dedication, in 
which a “sacred cave”  is referred to as the object of veneration.

12  Mon.fun.Palmyre 188.15 as σπήλεον. This spelling must be seen as an exception, since all 
the other instances give σπήλαιον.

13  Pan du désert 64a and b (2 BC) and Pan du désert 65 from Wādī Meneh (5 AD). For a recent 
discussion of the dating and reading of Pan du désert  65 see de Romanis 1996: 167.

Fig. 1: Detail of 11:26
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The author wanted to say that he kneeled before the gods and before that or those 
of the cave. The inscription of Septimius Paniskos is also interesting because it vio-
lates the standard formulary of the memorial προσκυνήματα texts. Normally, memo-
rial inscriptions with προσκυνέω in a finite form (προσεκύνησα / προσεκυνήσαμεν / 
προσεκύνησαν / προσεκύνησεν) are composed in the following way: 

Personal name + Verb (+ personal names of other authors) + article (sometimes omitted) + 
θεός / θεά + μέγας (sometimes omitted) + name of the deity

This word order is violated in 11:26: the names of the gods are omitted and the verb is 
given at the end. The author did possibly not know the names of the god(s), venerated in 
the Hoq cave, and mentioned – to be on the safe side – in an oblique way simply “gods”, 
even having not said “god(s) of the cave”, in order not to leave out and thus offend some-
one. It is interesting to note that the same attitude can be observed in the Palmyrene 
tablet. Here the object of veneration is called lʾhʾ dy šrn “the god who installed us/me 
here” (cf. above M. Gorea‘s contribution on the Palymerene tablet). Although the visitors 
were quite aware that the cave was inhabited by a god (gods), they could not or did not 
want to call him (them) by his (their) name(s).

The form μνηθῇ in the text 11:28 is also noteworthy. The regular form aoristi passivi 
conjunctivi (3rd sing.) of μιμνῄσκω must have been μνησθῇ. However, the form μνηθῇ 
is also attested, though it occurs very rarely (e.g. Guarducci 1974: 225). Two inscriptions 
with this form are not dated (IC II xxiv 14 from Crete and Lefebvre, IGChrEg 294 from 
Egypt, though the dating of the latter one in the Christian time is sure), one (SEG 39: 920 
(3)) from Soloeis-Soluntum comes from the 1st cent. AD, while two (I. Rhegion 44 and 
SEG 40: 860) are of a relatively later date: 3rd/4th c. and ca. 450 AD respectively. Both 
come from Calabria. Though three inscriptions with the form μνηθῇ come from Italy 
and the neighbouring islands and from Egypt only one, the presence of such a form in an 
inscription from Egypt, which was engaged in the direct sea-trade with the East, makes 
the Egyptian provenance of the author of the second inscription from the Hoq cave more 
probable, than an Italian one.
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2

Greeks on Socotra.
Commercial contacts and early 

Christian missions

2.1. Early Greek contacts and the “Alexander Connection”14

The Greek graffiti from the Hoq cave must be seen in the context of the participation of 
Socotra in the sea-trade between Greek and Roman Mediterranean, South Arabia and 
India. The “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” (middle of the 1st c. AD) informs of the exi-
stence of the mixed Greek-Arabian-Indian community on Socotra. It also says that the 
Greek part of this colony consisted of the sea-traders. This account of the “Periplus” is 
almost all, that is known about the Greek and Indian presence on Socotra from ancient 
narrative sources. While most texts connect the arrival of the Greeks on Socotra with 
Alexander the Great or his direct successors, the Ptolemies, there are few data which 
could possibly indicate an earlier aquaintance of the Greeks with this island.

2.1.1. Old Persian Skudra/Iskuduru?

The inscription of Darius I from Naqš-i Rustam mentions among the peoples paying 
tribute to the Persians, a certain skudra in the Persian version (NRa §3 line 29), or iš-
ku-ud-ra in the Elamite (NRa §3 line 24) and matuis-ku-du-ru – in the Akkadian versions 
(NRa §3 line 17) (cited after Weißbach 1911: 88–89). In earlier literature these Skudra/
Iskuduru were thought to be the inhabitants of Socotra: 

Izkuduru (Iskuduru, Isḳuṭuru) ist ersichtlich die Insel Soḳoṭrā, die ja, soweit die Nach-
richten reichen, stets so geheissen hat (Glaser 1890: 337).

14  I would like to express my most profound thanks to Dr. A.V. Sedov (State Museum of Ori-
ent, Moscow) for having kindly offered his time for reading the manuscript and having proposed 
valuable critical suggestions. Entire responsibility for any possible mistake remains mine (M.B.).
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In the inscription of the Nakhtshe Rustam, near Persepolis, which we saw when in Per-
sia in 1889, thirty countries are named which were conquered by Darius, the Akhemenid, 
amongst them Iskuduru, i.e. Sokotra (Bent & Bent 1900: 345)15. 

There is still no unanimously accepted interpretation of the name Skudra in the studies 
on the Old Iranian written tradition, which were generally accepted. Characteristic is the 
following very cautious formulation:16 

For the name Skudra no explanation has yet proved acceptable; but the resemblance to 
Skythai-Iškuzai might not be fortuitous (Cook 1993: 267).

Recently the origin of the ethnic name Skudra in the Old Persian tradition has been re-
considered by S.V. Kullanda, who intended to show that Old Persian Skudra renders the 
Median treatment of the name of the Scythians. According to Kullanda, 

the Medians would have tried to render the sound of a foreign phoneme with the aid of their 
proper phonetic means, all the more so since there is yet another example of the Eastern 
Iranian δ (ð) rendered by the “dental + r” cluster in a Western Iranian language, namely 
the ‘Median’ Bāxtrī- corresponding to the Avestan Bāxδī-. The irregular -xtr- – -xδ- cor-
respondence has not been explained convincingly. It has been believed that the original 
Eastern Iranian form had been *Bāxδrī-, and later -r- was dropped17. However, there are 
no parallels for such a development in Eastern Iranian languages (...)  (T)he irregular lack 
of spirantization of t in Bāxtrī- (one would have expected *Bāxθrī-) shows that this form 
is artificial (...) (T)he Medians, like the Greeks and the Assyrians, merely tried to imitate 
the sound of the foreign phoneme ð rendering it in an intervocalic position as a cluster of 
a voiced dental stop and a sonant (-dr-), and in a position after а voiceless consonant x as a 
cluster of a voiceless dental stop and a sonant (-tr-) (Kullanda 2005–2009: 143–145; Kul-
landa 2007: 28). 

Thus there is no connection between Old Persian skudra (Akk. iskuduru) and the name 
of Socotra.

15   See also Scott, Mason et al. 1946: 611.
16  See also Müller 1999: 188; Biedermann 2006: 22. 
17  Humbach 1966: 52; Grenet 1989 apud Humbach.
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2.1.2. Herodotus

Uncertain is the account of Herodotus about the expedition of Skylax of Karyanda, who 
has undertaken a circumnavigation from the Delta of the Indus to the Red Sea. Accor-
ding to Herodotus after this expedition Darius conquered “the Indians” and came into 
the possession of “this” sea, i.e. the Indian Ocean. 

Μετὰ δὲ τούτους περιπλώσαντας Ἰνδούς τε κατεστρέψατο Δαρεῖος καὶ τῇ θαλάσσῃ 
ταύτῃ ἐχρᾶτο (4.44). 
“After this circumnavigation Darius subdued the Indians and made the use of this sea” (ed., 
tr. Godley 1921: 245).

However, the Indians were conquered before Skylax sailed westwards from the Indus. 
As a mere suggestion one might suppose the following scenario: the conquest of the 
“Indians” that gave control to Darius over the Indian Ocean took place in the open sea. 
Whether it can be connected with a kind of Indian presence on one of the islands there 
– including Socotra – is, however, difficult to state.

2.1.3.  “The Alexander connection” in Greek and Arab sources

The “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” (middle of the 1st c. AD) informs about the ex-
istence of a mixed Greek-Arabian-Indian community on Socotra. It also says that the 
Greek part of this colony consisted of sea-traders:

εἰσὶν δὲ ἐπίξενοι καὶ ἐπίμικτοι Ἀράβων τε καὶ ᾽Ινδῶν καί τινα μὲν Ἑλλήνων τῶν πρὸς 
ἐργασίαν ἐκπλεόντων (30: 10. 9–11).
“They are settlers, a mixture of Arabs, Indians and even Greek, who sailed out of there to 
trade” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 69).

This is practically the only statement in classical literature, where the population of 
Socotra is described. 

Quite surprising is the detailed information of its early history as given by the medi-
aeval Arab geographers. The earliest of them was Abū Zayd as-Sīrāfī (-979) – the story 
teller from Sīrāf and Baṣra. He reports in his “Chain of Chronicles” (Silsilat at-Tawārīḫ: 
133–13418) about Socotra the following: the majority of the island’s population consisted 
of Christians. The reason of that is: when Alexander took over the Persian king, he be-
gan a correspondence with Aristotle, describing to him the new lands under his power. 
Aristotle advised him to search for Socotra, famous for aloe, to expel the local popul-

18  See the edition of the Arab text in Langlés 1811; the translation of the relevant fragment is 
found in Ferrand 1922: 128–129.
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ation from there and replace it by Greeks. They were supposed to protect the island and 
to send aloe to Syria, Greece and Egypt. So did Alexander. He ordered the governors 
of the former Persian provinces to protect the island. It was safe until the beginning 
of Christianity when the Greeks sent by Alexander adopted the new religion and lived 
there together with other ethnicities. Interesting in this account is that the governors of 
the former Persian provinces, i.e., first of all, Ptolemy Lag and Seleukos, had to protect 
Socotra. 

This legend is quite similar to al-Hamdānī’s account in his Iklīl: the predecessors 
of the Socotran Christians were sent to the island from the Eastern part of the Roman 
Empire by a Persian king. This is interpreted by W.W. Müller as if Chosraw II (591–628) 
must have been meant here (2001: 156). However, Hamdānī’s “Persian king” is more 
likely to be identical with the “governor of the former Persian province” of as-Sīrāfī.

The story of Aristotle’s advice to inhabit Socotra with Greeks – the future Chris-
tians – who had to search for aloe, is also shortly repeated by al-Bīrūnī in the Kitāb 
aṣ-Ṣaydana fī-ṭ-ṭibb (ed. Zeki Validi Togan 1941: 125). Al-Ma‘sūdī (10th c.) – a contem-
porary of Abū Zayd as-Sīrāfī – in his Murūǧ aḏ-Ḏahab (ed. Wolska-Conus 1968–73: 
33), al-Qazwīnī (13th c.) in his Kitāb Aṯār al-bilād (ed. Wüstenfeld 1848–49: 54), Yāqūt 
(13th c) in his Kitāb mu‘ǧam al-buldān (ed. Wüstenfeld 1868, III: 102) and an-Nuwayrī 
(13th c.) in his Nihāyat al-arab fī funūn al-adab (§242, ed. Dobronravin & Popov 2002: 
385) also report that Aristotle wrote to Alexander about Socotra, when the latter was 
marching against India (Syria in the account of Yāqūt). He suggested to Alexander to 
settle Greeks on the island to search for the aloe juice (al-qāṭir “dragoon blood” in the 
account of Yāqūt) used in medicine (al-Qazwīnī mentions “profit” as reason for search-
ing for aloe). Alexander followed this advice and sent them with their families through 
the Red Sea to Socotra, since this island was the only place where aloe grew. The major-
ity of the Greeks came from Asṭāgirā (Greek Στάγιρος) – the native city of Aristotle. 
When they came to the island they conquered the Indians, whom they had found there, 
and occupied the entire island. The Indians had “a great idol” there and due to the Greek 
“conquest” they had to transfer it to India. After Alexander’s death the Greeks grew in 
number, adopted Christianity and the majority of the population of Socotra became and 
remained Christians. These Greeks carefully kept their genealogy, though never went 
to other lands.

According to W.W. Müller, these Arabian accounts are grounded on Greek sources. 
The Indians expelled by the Greeks from Socotra could be local inhabitants, since South 
Arabians and Abyssinians could be called Indians in the classical literature until Byzan-
tine times (Müller 2001: 150–151). 

A similar version of this story is given by Cosmas Indicopleustes19:

19  The text is cited after the edition by Wolska-Conus (1968–73).
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‘Ομοίως καὶ ἐν τῇ νήσῳ τῇ καλουμένῃ Διοσκορίδους κατὰ αὐτὸ Ἰνδικὸν πέλαγος, ἔνθα 
καὶ οἱ παροικοῦντες ἑλληνιστὶ λαλοῦσι, πάροικοι τῶν Πτολεμαίων τῶν μετὰ Ἀλέξανδρον 
τὸν Μακεδόνα ὑπάρχοντες, καὶ κληρικοὶ εἰσιν ἐκ Περσίδος χειροτονούμενοι καὶ 
πεμπόμενοι ἐν τοῖς αὐτόθι καὶ χριστιανοὶ πλῆθος (3.65).
“In the island, again, called the Island of Dioscoridês, which is situated in the same Indian 
sea, and where the inhabitants speak Greek, having been originally colonists sent thither 
by the Ptolemies who succeeded Alexander the Macedonian, there are clergy who receive 
their ordination in Persia, and are sent on to the island, and there is also a multitude of 
Christians” (tr. McCrindle 1897: 119).20

The account by Cosmas differs from that of the Arab geographers: the Greeks were sent 
to Socotra by the Ptolemies (here his account is closer to that of Abū Zayd as-Sīrāfī), 
while Alexander is mentioned only as their great forerunner.

All this information must be used with caution: it was written about 1000 years after 
the events it describes; its sources are unknown. However, the fact that several writers 
retell it and that their accounts are quite similar to each other speaks in favour of the 
possible existence of some written accounts about the first Greek colonists on Socotra 
sent by Alexander. These accounts were possibly transmitted in the frames of the Al-
exander’s Novel. A common element in these accounts is the persisting reference to 
Indians on the island and to a certain sanctuary owned by them, where a “great idol” 
had to be venerated. It would be very tempting to see in this “idol” the god venerated in 
the Hoq cave and to suppose that the sanctuary in Hoq is some centuries older than the 
palaeography of the Indian texts could suggest (2nd–4th c. AD). But this has to remain 
a mere speculation until the account of the Arab geographers on this part of the history 
of Socotra finds archaeological and epigraphical confirmation.

2.1.4. The expedition of Anaxicrates to South Arabia

There are some parallels in Greek literature, which could shed some more light on the 
first steps of the Greek sea-traders in South Arabia. Theophrastus reports in his Historia 
Plantarum on the loading of frankincense by the Greeks: 

τὸ δὲ ὄρος ἅπαν μεμερίσθαι τοῖς Σαβαίοις, τούτους γὰρ εἶναι κυρίους, δικαίους δὲ τὰ 
πρὸς ἀλλήλους, δἰ  ὃ καὶ οὐδένα τηρεῖν˙ ὅθεν καὶ αὐτοὶ δαψιλῶς εἰς τὰ πλοῖα λαβόντες 
ἐνθέσθαι τοῦ λιβανωτοῦ καὶ τῆς σμύρνης ἐρημίας οὔσης καὶ ἀποπλεῖν (9.4.5).
“The whole range, they said, belongs to the portion of the Sabaeans; for it is under their 
sway, and they are honest in their dealings with one another. Wherefore no one keeps watch; 
so that these sailors <Anaxicrates and his companions – M.B.> greedily took, they said, 

20  W.W. Müller (2001: 146) interprets this account as if it was related to the discovery of the 
direct sea-way to India; see below.
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and put on board their ships some of the frankincense and myrrh, since there was no one 
about, and sailed away” (ed., tr. Hort 1916: 237).

Theophrastus is referring to the expedition of Anaxicrates to South Arabia in Septem-
ber–October 324 BC.21 This expedition started from the modern Gulf of Suez:

῎Εφασαν δὲ οὗτοι κατὰ τὸν παράπλουν ὃν ἐξ ῾Ηρώων ἐποιοῦντο κόλπου … (9.4.4).
“These said that on the coasting voyage which they made from the bay of the Heroes …” 
(ed., tr. Hort 1916: 235).

This agrees with the accounts of the Arab geographers about the Greeks sent by Alex-
ander and differs from the account on the other three expeditions of Archias22, Andros-
thenes and Hieron which were sent by Alexander to explore the Arabian coast (Arrian: 
Anabasis 7.20.7–8, ed. Brunt 1983) and never left the Persian Gulf. The same is said in 
Arrian’s Indika:

τὴν δὲ ἄκρην, ἥντινα καταντικρὺ τῆς Καρμανίης ἀνέχουσαν λέγει φανῆναι σφίσι 
Νέαρχος, οὐκ ἔστιν ὅστις ὑπερβαλὼν ἐπικάμψαι ἐς τὸ ἐπὶ θάτερα δυνατὸς ἐγένετο (43. 9).
“… yet the cape which Nearchus says his party sighted running out into the sea opposite 
Carmania never has been rounded” (ed., tr. Brunt 1983: 433).

Another coincidence between the account of Theophrastus and those of the Arab ge-
ographers is the fact that the Greeks are said to have been searching for South Arabian 
incenses. 

S. Amigues expressed the opinion that the expedition of Anaxicrates loaded frankin-
cense in Qana’ (1996: 675). However, Qana’ was founded as a port of incense-trade at 
the earliest in the second half of the 1st century BC (Sedov 2007: 79). Moreover, Theo-
phrastus points to the “mountainous land” as the place of loading which could well refer 
to the mountains of Ḍufār (ancient Sa’kalān). The most important settlement in Ḍufār – 
ancient Samārum (Greek Μόσχα λιμήν23), modern Khawr Rūrī – was founded far earlier 
than Qana’, its existence is traced archaeologically at least from the 3rd c. BC onwards 
(Avanzini & Sedov 2005: 12, 16).

Cosmas Indicopleustes says that the Greeks were sent to Socotra by the Ptolemies. This 
is quite natural, since the expedition started from the possessions of the future Lagides. 

21  Amigues 1996: 667; see in this work also the discussion of the previous proposals concern-
ing date and itinerary.

22  Archias was a companion of Nearchus on the way from India to the Persian Gulf (Arrian: 
Indika 27.7; 34.7).

23  In contrast to the earlier given suggestions on the origin of this name (Bukharin 2002: 323–
324) referring to the shape of the lagoon, where it was situated, or to its status as colony – “sprout” 
(Greek μόσχος) –, it must be rather connected with the Arab musāhila (“coastal”).
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But there is perhaps also another explanation for Cosmas’ statement. Ptolemy in his 
“Geography”24 mentions to the west from Μόσχα λιμήν a point named Θιαλήμαθ κώμη 
with a double name Θιάληλλα (69; 6. 7.10). One can distinguish in the latter the name 
of modern Ṣalāla25, lying ca. 45 km to the west from Khawr Rūrī. The name Θιαλήμαθ 
seems to go back to the Greek Πτολεμαΐς through ASA *TLMYṮ26: Πτολεμαΐς → 
*TLMYṮ → Θιαλήμαθ. It seems that there was a place (modern Ṣalāla) called by the 
Greeks Πτολεμαΐς, remembered by the local population as *TLMYṮ and newly “redis-
covered” by the informants of Ptolemy as Θιαλήμαθ. However, this supposition needs 
archaeological confirmation: pre-Islamic finds are not yet reported from Ṣalāla.

Nothing is known about the possible presence of Anaxicrates on Socotra. However, 
cinnabar27 was mentioned by Theophrastus. In De lapidibus (58, 60, ed. Eichholz 1965: 
79) he says that there occur two kinds of cinnabar: γίνεται δὲ καὶ κιννάβαρι τὸ μὲν 
αὐτοφυὲς τὸ δὲ κατ’ ἐργασίαν. The αὐτοφυές here means “wild” (the “wild” cinnabar 
according to Theophrastus grows in Iberia and in Colchis); the cinnabar τὸ δὲ κατ’ 
ἐργασίαν is in all probability not “cultivated”, but – “bought due to the sea-trade”: ἡ 
περὶ τὴν θάλασσαν ἐργασία is the normal designation of sea-trade in the Greece of the 
4th c. BC (Plato, Demosthenes) and in the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” (e.g.: καί 
τινα μὲν Ἑλλήνων τῶν πρὸς ἐργασίαν ἐκπλεόντων in 30: 10.11).28 

Thus one might suppose with due caution that some information about Socotra and 
its products was gathered by the participants of Anaxicrates’ expedition29 which was the 
only expedition under Alexander known to Theophrastus, that reached South Arabia. 

2.2. The beginning of maritime trade contacts

S. Amigues stated (1996: 662) that the beginning of the maritime incense-trade between 
India and the Mediterranean can be dated to the last quarter of the 4th c. BC. According 
to her this results from the account of Theophrastus about the export of perfumes from 
India. Amigues’ interpretation follows A. Hort’s translation of this passage: 

τὰ μὲν ἐξ Ἰνδῶν κομίζεται κἀκεῖθεν ἐπὶ θάλατταν καταπέμπεται (Historia Plantarum 
9.7.2).
“… they come partly from India whence they are sent over sea” (ed., tr. Hort 1916: 249). 

24  Ptolemy’s Geography is cited after the edition of Stückelberger & Graßhoff (2006).
25  The rendering of Semitic emphatic phonemes through Greek interdentals is not a common, 

but known phenomenon, see e.g. on the Ptolemy’s map Μάριθα (6.7.20) < al-‘Ārīḍ.
26  Cf. the similar rendering of the name Πτολεμαῖος in RES 3427 = M 338/3.
27  See on the Arabian names for cinnabar Müller 1999: 183–184.
28 For a recent analysis of this passage see Sharples 1998: 188.
29  Cf. Müller 1999: 187: “... es ist wohl anzunehmen, daß die von Alexander ausgesandte Ex-

pedition über Sokotra nur durch an der südarabischen Küste eingeholte Informationen erfuhr.”
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However, the context of this account is not fully clear: κἀκεῖθεν (“from there”) refers 
to Syria which is mentioned in the sentences before, not to India. The sense of the frag-
ment in question seems to be that the perfumes were brought to Syria from India by 
land and from “there”, i.e. from Syria, they were distributed by sea to the other markets. 
The overland, not the maritime, trade in perfumes between Northwestern India (the 
land of Oreites) and the Mediterranean in the last quarter of the 4th century BC is also 
attested by Arrian: he mentions Phoenician traders in the army of Alexander who gath-
ered myrrh and nard:

Καὶ ἐν τῇ ἐρήμῳ ταύτῃ λέγει ̓Αριστόβουλος σμύρνης πολλὰ δένδρα πεφυκέναι μείζονα 
ἢ κατὰ τὴν ἄλλην σμύρναν, καὶ τοὺς Φοίνικας τοὺς κατ’ ἐμπορείαν τῇ στρατιᾷ 
ξυνεπομένους ξυλλέγοντας τὸ δάκρυον τῆς σμύρνης (πολὺ γὰρ εἶναι, οἷα δὴ ἐκ 
μεγάλων τε τῶν πρέμνων καὶ οὔπω πρόσθεν ξυλλελεγμένον) ἐμπλήσαντας τὰ ὑποζύγια 
ἄγειν. ἔχειν δὲ τὴν ἔρημον ταύτην καὶ νάρδου ῥίζαν πολλήν τε καὶ εὔοδμον καὶ ταύτην 
ξυλλέγειν τοὺς Φοίνικας (Arrian: Anabasis 6.22.4–5).
“In this desert Aristobulos says that many myrrh trees grow, taller than the ordinary myrrh, 
and that the Phoenicians who followed the army as traders collected the gum of the myrrh, 
for it was abundant, coming from such large trunks and never having been collected before, 
and took it away, loading their pack-mules. He adds that the district also produces ginger 
grass, plentiful and fragrant, which was also gathered by the Phoenicians” (ed., tr. Brunt 
1983: 167).

It is rather doubtful that the Indian presence on Socotra is as early as the Arab geo-
graphers might suppose. According to them Indians inhabited the island even before 
the 4th c. BC when Alexander the Great is said to have settled the first Greeks there.30 
However, the presence of Indians in this part of the Indian Ocean would presume quite 
a high level of technical skills. As far as the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” reports 
(57: 19.1–7), some conditions must have been fulfilled before sailors could cross the open 
sea: they had to possess large ships, to know the periodicity of winds, to know how to 
use it and to have a map (θέσις τῶν ἐμπορίων καὶ τὸ σχῆμα τῆς θαλάσσης) or, at least, 
– to have precise geographical ideas of the destinations. Those of the “earlier” period, 
who had neither such ships nor such skills, had to sail along the coast in smaller vessels 
(μικροτέροις πλοίοις περικολπίζοντες ἔπλεον). 

30  See above the contribution by Strauch, ch. 5.3. 
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2.2.1. Arrian

Arrian’s description of the way of Alexander’s fleet from India to the Persian Gulf can 
give some idea about the navigation along the Indian and Persian coast in the 4th c. BC. 
Nearchus himself did not know whether the sea was navigable along the coast:

εἰ δὴ πλωτός τέ ἐστιν ὁ ταύτῃ πόντος καὶ τὸ ἔργον οὐκ ἄπορον γνώμῃ ἀνθρωπηίῃ (Ar-
rian: Indika 20. 5).
“… if this sea is navigable at all and the task is not impracticable for human intelligence” 
(ed., tr. Brunt 1983: 365). 

The ships of the local fishermen were said to have been “small and poor” – πλοῖα 
αὐτοῖσιν ἦν μικρὰ καὶ πονηρά (Arrian: Indika 27.4) – moreover they did not know a 
rowlock. However, this does not mean that the Indians did not have other, larger ships. 
Alexander received some information about the periodicity of the winds in the Indian 
Ocean namely from the Indians:

῏Ην δὲ ἐν μὲν τῷ τότε ἄπορος ἡ ὥρα ἐς τὸν πλοῦν˙ οἱ γὰρ ἐτησίαι ἄνεμοι κατεῖχον, 
οἳ δὴ τῇ ὥρᾳ ἐκείνῃ οὐ καθάπερ παρ’ ἡμῖν ἀπ’ ἄρκτου, ἀλλ’ ἀπὸ τῆς μεγάλης 
θαλάσσης κατὰ νότον μάλιστα ἄνεμον ἵστανται. ἀπὸ δὲ τοῦ χειμῶνος τῆς ἀρχῆς τὸ 
ἀπὸ Πλειάδων δύσεως ἔστε ἐπὶ τροπάς, ἃς ἐν χειμῶνι ὁ ἥλιος ἐπιστρέφει, πλόϊμα 
εἶναι ταύτῃ ἐξηγγέλλετο. τότε γὰρ κατὰ γῆν μᾶλλον οἷα δὴ πολλῷ ὕδατι ἐξ οὐρανοῦ 
βεβρεγμένην αὔρας ἵστασθαι μαλθακὰς καὶ ἐς τὸν παράπλουν ταῖς τε κώπαις καὶ τοῖς 
ἱστίοις ξυμμέτρους (Arrian: Anabasis 6.21.1–2).
“The season, however, at that time was impracticable for sailing, for the trade winds were 
blowing continuously; in that season they blow not, as with us, from the north, but from 
the great sea and a roughly southerly quarter. But from the beginning of winter, the setting 
of the Pleiads, to the winter solstice, navigation was reported to be possible here; for, as is 
natural when the land is drenched with heavy rains, there are light land breezes, convenient 
for the coast voyage whether by oars or sails” (ed., tr. Brunt 1983: 163). 

2.2.2. Agatharchides of Knidos

Agatharchides of Knidos says that Indian merchants came to the Fortunate Islands 
(νῆσοι δὲ εὐδαίμονες) in the middle of the 2nd century BC. 

Ἐν ταύταις ταῖς νήσοις ἰδεῖν ἔστιν ὁρμούσας ἐμπορικὰς τῶν προσχώρων σχεδίας, 
πλείστας μὲν ἐκεῖθεν οῆ κατεστήσατο παρὰ τὸν Ἰνδὸν ποταμὸν ὁ Ἀλέξανδρος 
ναύσταθμον (Agath. 105a).
“In these islands one can see riding at anchor merchant vessels. Most of those encountered 
there are from the port Alexander built on the Indus river” (tr. Burstein 1989: 169).
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The identification of the so-called “Fortunate islands” is disputed. The initial South 
Arabian notion for “fortune” comes from the same root YMN (“South”): the term 
“Fortunate islands” is therefore possibly an interpretatio graeca of “Southern islands”. 
Agatharchides explicitly states that these were namely the islands which lay near 
(παράκεινται) the land of the Sabaeans. Presumably these can be identified with Socotra 
and its adjacent islands. The port of Arabia Eudaimon (modern Aden), as the “Periplus 
of the Erythraean Sea” says, was an earlier meeting point of the Greeks from Egypt 
with Indian merchants (26: 8. 27) before the transoceanic navigation began (57: 19.1–3). 
However, Aden can hardly be called “islands”. On the other hand, the author of the 
“Periplus” also considers Socotra as such an “earlier” meeting place of the merchants 
from Muza – a South Arabian port on the Red Sea – with the Indians from the Dravidian 
South and West India:

Τὸ μὲν ὅλον Ἀράβων ναυκληρικῶν ἀνθρώπων καὶ ναυτικῶν πλεονάζει καὶ τοῖς ἀπ’ 
ἐμπορίας πράγμασι κινεῖται̇  συγχρῶνται γὰρ τῇ τοῦ πέραν ἐργασίᾳ καὶ Βαρυγάζων 
ἰδίοις ἐξαρτισμοῖς (21: 7.21). 
“The whole place teems with Arabs – shipowners or charterers and sailors – and is astir 
with commercial activity. For they share in the trade across the water and with Barygaza, 
using their own outfits” (tr. Casson 1989: 63).

Let us not forget that, according to Pliny the Elder, Muza was not a port of trade with 
India (Naturalis Historia 6.104, ed., tr. Rackham 1942). Therefore the merchants from 
Muza had to have an intermediary place of meeting with Indian traders. According to 
the “Periplus” this was Socotra.

Συνεχρήσαντο δὲ αὐτῇ καὶ ἀπὸ Μούζα τινὲς καὶ τῶν ἐκπλεόντων ἀπὸ Λιμυρικῆς καὶ 
Βαρυγάζων ὅσοι κατὰ τύχην εἰς αὐτὴν ἐπιβάλλοντες (31. 10. 20–25).
“Trade with it used to be carried on by some of the shippers from Muza and also by those 
sailing out of Limirikê and Barygaza, who by chance put on it” (tr. Casson 1989: 69).

 This information of Agatharchides and the “Periplus” points to the fact that in the 2nd 
– late 1st c. BC the island was still open for the commerce between India, the Mediter-
ranean world and South Arabia and that the embargo of the island mentioned in the 
“Periplus” (31: 10. 24–25) was not yet imposed.

2.2.3. Eudoxus’ adventures in Strabo’s “Geography”

This also seems to follow from Strabo’s account (Geographia 2.3.4, ed., tr. Jones 1917) 
on the adventures of Eudoxus of Kyzikos and his Indian companion under the three 
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Egyptian kings. This account is based on the report of Posidonius which can be dated to 
the 20s of the 1st c. BC.

Eudoxus came to Egypt under Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (Physcon) (145–116) und 
was introduced to the king. At this time a certain Indian was found by the coast patrol 
half-dead alone on a ship on the sandbank “from the innermost of the Arabian Gulf” 
(ὑπὸ τῶν φυλάκων τοῦ  Ἀραβίου μυχοῦ). Having learned Greek, the Indian told that 
he went astray on the way from India and finally reached Egypt. Then Eudoxus was 
sent by the “present king” and by Cleopatra III (116–101) twice “to the Indians” (τὸν 
εἰς  Ἰνδοὺς πλοῦν ἡγήσασθαι) and once – by Ptolemy IX Soter II Lathyros (116–107; 
88–81) – around Africa.31 

Though nothing can be said of these events with certainty, some suggestions could be 
put forward. The Indian who went astray and appeared in Egypt passed in all probabil-
ity the island of Socotra on his way along the South Arabian coast and further into the 
Red Sea. The destination of the first two voyages of Eudoxus is said to be “the Indians”, 
which is not identical with “India”32: in this case one would expect εἰς τὴν Ἰνδικήν. The 
“Periplus” reports that neither the sea-voyage from Egypt further than ‘Aden was pos-
sible nor did Indians come directly to Egypt:

…μήπω ἀπὸ τῆς ᾿ Ινδικῆς εἰς τὴν Αἴγυπτον ἐρχομένων μηδὲ ἀπὸ τῆς Αἰγύπτου 
τολμώντων εἰς τοὺς ἔσω τόπους διαίρειν, ἀλλ’ ἄχρι ταύτης παραγινομένων (26: 8. 27–
29).
“…vessels from India did not go on to Egypt and those from Egypt did not dare sail to the 
places further on but came only this far” (tr. Casson 1989: 65). 

If so, it seems more probable that Eudoxus went with his nameless Indian companion 
to the Indians on Socotra or to modern ‘Aden (the identification of the Indians with the 
inhabitants of East Africa seems hardly possible for the 2nd c. BC). The first possibility 
seems more likely: the mixed colony on Socotra, referred to by the “Periplus” (30: 10.9–
11), consisted also of Greeks and the case of Eudoxus perfectly fits to the “occasional” 
appearance of “some Greeks” in this trade-community (cf. in the “Periplus”: “καί τινα 
μὲν Ἑλλήνων τῶν πρὸς ἐργασίαν ἐκπλεόντων”).

2.2.4. “Arab” sea-traders on Socotra

The “Periplus” mentions the presence of “Arab” traders from Muza on Socotra. They 
must have composed, at least partly, the Arab element of the joint colony mentioned in 
the “Periplus”. The PME clearly distinguishes them from the Sabaeans and Ḥimyarites. 

31  The circumnavigation of Africa is dated to 117 BC (Laffranque 1963: 207); all the three 
voyages – to 118–116 BC (Raschke 1978: 661).

32  As e.g. in Biedermann 2006: 29.
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This corresponds to the information of Ptolemy, who described Muza (38; 6.6.7, ed. 
Stückelberger & Graßhoff 2006: 22)33 as lying in the land of Elisaroi ( Ἐλισάρων χώρα), 
i.e. in the territory of the North Arab tribe al-’Aš‘ar34. These Arab sea-traders had com-
mercial relations not only with the opposite East African seashore and the Roman West, 
as follows from the “Periplus” (24: 8. 1–12). According to the same source some goods 
from “Arabia” were sent to the court of the Nabataean king through Leuke Kome:

…ὅρμος ἐστὶν ἕτερος καὶ φρούριον, ὃ λέγεται Λευκὴ κώμη, δι’ ἧς [ὁδός] ἐστιν εἰς 
Πέτραν πρὸς Μαλίχαν, βασιλέα Ναβαταίων. ῎Εχει δὲ ἐμπορίου τινὰ καὶ αὐτὴ τάξιν τοῖς 
ἀπὸ τῆς Ἀραβίας ἐξαρτιζομένοις εἰς αὐτὴν πλοίοις οὐ μεγάλοις (19: 6: 29–31).
“… there is another harbour with a fort called Leukê Komê [‘white village’], through which 
there is a way inland up to Malichus, king of the Nabataeans. This harbour also serves in 
a way the function of a port of trade for the craft, none large, that come to it loaded with 
freight from Arabia” (tr. Casson 1989: 61). 

So it is quite possible that Socotra had commercial relations not only with different re-
gions of India, with the Mediterranean world and with South Arabia, but also, through 
intermediaries from Muza, with the Nabataean kingdom.

Besides merchants from Muza, there could be another source of Socotra’s Arab con-
stitutent. The inscription Ja 931 = Philby 34 = RES 4859 (ca. 218 AD)35 commemorates 
the visit of two Palmyrenes, two Chaldaeans and two Indians to the sanctuary of al-‘Uqla 
(13 km from Šabwa – the capital of Ḥaḍramawt) (Beaucamp et al. 1999–2000: 71). In 
the light of the new epigraphical discoveries it is possible to suggest that this delegation 
came from Socotra. The presence of Indians there is now beyond doubt. Their way to 
al-‘Uqla could, most probably, have started from Qana’, from where there was, as the 
“Periplus” reports (27: 9.9), a road to Shabwa. Similarly, the presence of Palmyrenes on 
Socotra is proven by the Palmyrene inscription on a wooden tablet from the Hoq cave.36 

The authors of the inscription Ja 931 call the king of Ḥaḍramawt mr’ – “Lord”. The 
same situation is described by the author of the “Periplus”: the king of Ḥaḍramawt is 
referred to as controlling Socotra:

Ὑποπίπτει μὲν οὖν, ὥσπερ ἡ Ἀζανία Χαριβαὴλ καὶ τῷ Μαφαρίτῃ τυράννῳ, καὶ ἡ νῆσος 
αὐτῷ τῷ βασιλεῖ τῆς Λιβανωτοφόρου (31: 10.18–20).

33 Ptolemy’s text is cited after the edition by Stückelberger & Graßhoff (2006). The numbering 
of the geographical names corresponds to the widely accepted system by Humbach & Ziegler 
(1998, 2002).

34  This identification is proposed in Robin 1995: 232.
35 The sigla follow Kitchen 2000: 308, 467, 583. 
36  Cf. Cat 4:6 and M. Gorea’s contribution above. For earlier publications see Robin & Gorea 

2002: 432–445; Dridi & Gorea 2003: 48–57.
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“The island is subject to the aforementioned king of the frankincense-bearing land, just as 
Azainia is to Charibaêl and the governor of Mapharitis” (tr. Casson 1989: 69).

Another interesting point in this inscription is the presence of Chaldaeans. Until now no 
persuading interpretation of their names has been proposed.37 Since Arabs were present 
on Socotra and all three parts of the colony were, as the “Periplus” in 30: 10.9–10 says, 
ἐπίξενοι καὶ ἐπίμικτοι (“friendly to each other and mixed”), their names ḎMTRN and 
FLQT could well be of Greek origin: ḎMTRN could go back to Δημήτριος38, while 
FLQT – to Φιλοκτήτης (for attestations of the name see Pape & Benseler 1911: 1612).

Strabo says that Gerrha – one the most important centers of commerce in East Arabia, 
identical to modern al-‘Uqayr39, – was founded by Chaldaeans refugees from Babylonia:

Γέρρα, Χαλδαίων φυγάδων ἐκ Βαβυλῶνος οἰκούντων (Geographia 16.3.3).
“Gerrha, inhabited by Chaldaeans, exiles from Babylon” (ed., tr. Jones 1930: 303).

It would not be too rash to suppose that the Chaldaeans of Ja 931, who could have come 
to Ḥaḍramawt from Socotra, appeared there from Gerrha and were identical to the “Ar-
abs” mentioned in the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” as a part of the immigrants 
on Socotra. It is possible that all the persons mentioned in this inscription came as 
representatives of the mixed Socotran community40 to give their respect to the king of 
Ḥaḍramawt on the occasion of his enthronement and to confirm their obedience to him.

2.3. The embargo over Socotra

According to the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea”, Socotra in the time of the Periplus’ 
nameless author was well guarded and leased out to an unnamed sovereign:

νῦν δὲ ὑπὸ τῶν βασιλέων ἡ νῆσος ἐκμεμίσθωται καὶ παραφυλάσσεται (31: 10.24–25).

37  Cf. Bron 1986: 97: “La mention de deux envoyés chaldéens, à cette époque, est plus énigma-
tique, d’autant que leurs noms ne se prêtent guère à une explication convainante.”

38  Lundin 1995: 149. The rendering of Greek *d (δ) as Sem. ḏ is not common, on the other hand 
cf. Hebrew Tadmor תדםר with d > ASA tḏmryyhn with ḏ. There was no ḏ in Aramaic and one 
could suppose that, in the same way as Ἀλέξανδρος was understood by the Arabs as al-Iskander, 
Δημήτριος was understood by South Arabians as if Δη reflected the possessive pronoun ḏū. So 
the reading Ḏ-MTRN (as in Robin & Gorea 2002: 426, fn. 22) is possible, but it does not prevent 
tracing this name back to Greek Δημήτριος.

39   See for details Bukharin 2007b: 81.
40  It is interesting that not the Greeks but the Palmyrenes were present at the Ḥaḍramitic court. 

Does it reflect the minor influence of the Greeks on Socotra in comparison with other communi-
ties? 
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“at present time the kings have leased out the island, and it is under guard” (tr. Casson 1989: 
69).

There are good reasons to believe, that Socotra was leased to the Indian merchants. This 
follows as well from their earlier presence on the island as from the large number of 
Indian inscriptions discovered there. Perhaps this is also the reason for the designation 
of cinnabar as “Indian” (…καὶ κιννάβαρι τὸ λεγόμενον  ̓Ινδικόν) in the “Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea” (30: 10.17)41. 

2.3.1. Socotra and Qana’

According to the “Periplus”, Qana’ had contacts not only with “the other side” (i.e. the 
Horn of Africa), Persis and Oman, but also with Scythia and Barygaza (27: 9.10–12), 
i.e. with the regions of the Indus delta and the Śaka possessions in India. Limyrike is 
not mentioned in this respect. Apparently, the Dravidian South was used as destination 
mainly by those sailors who started from the Promontory of Species. Socotra is situated 
not far from the African coast (ca. 270 km), on the direct line between Cape Guardafui 
and the Northern ports of Limyrike. Therefore it must have been very comfortable to 
use Socotra on the way to Limyrike from the Promontory of Species as an orientation 
point, whereas the way from Qana’ to India is described as going fully through the open 
sea, not bypassing Socotra.

It is interesting to note that Socotra (Διοσκορίδου) was not mentioned among the 
commercial partners of Qana’ in the “Periplus”. However, aloe – one of the most impor-
tant products of Socotra – figures among the “local goods” of Qana’ exported to Egypt:

Ἐξάγεται δὲ ἐξ αὐτῆς ἐντόπια μὲν φορτία, λίβανος καὶ ἀλόη, τὰ δὲ λοιπὰ κατὰ μετοχὴν 
τῶν ἄλλων ἐμπορίων (28: 9.18–19).
“It <Qana’ – M.B.> exports local wares, namely frankincense and aloe; the rest of the ex-
ports are through its connections with the other ports of trade” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 67).

On the other hand, aloe grows also in Ḥaḍramawt and the export of aloe from Qana’ 
does not necessarily mean its re-export from Socotra through Qana’ as suggested e.g. 
by W.W. Müller (1999: 184). It is more important that cinnabar – the unique product of 
Socotra – was not mentioned as being exported from Qana’, that aloe was called “lo-
cal”, i.e. not imported from somewhere else, and that aloe was not mentioned among 
the goods exported from the “Sacred island” (presumably Socotra) in the description by 
Diodorus Siculus (Bibliotheca Historica 5.41.4–5.42.4, ed., tr. Oldfather 1939). It seems 
as if Socotra was also excluded from the economic life of Ḥaḍramawt.

41  According to W.W. Müller (2001: 142) cinnabar was called Indian, because the trees them-
selves, which gummed resin, were considered Indian, as is said in Arabic mediaeval literature.
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There are only a few archaeological finds which can confirm the participation of 
Socotra in the trade connections with South Arabia and the Roman world. There have 
been found on the Hajrya settlement fragments of a Roman amphora, remnants of high-
quality Mediterranean glazed cups and bowls of the first centuries AD, ceramics from 
Ḥaḍramawt and India or the Persian Gulf of the 1st–4th centuries. There are also direct 
parallels in the material excavated in Qana’ in the strata of the 3rd–4th centuries AD.42 
Nonetheless one cannot say with certainty who delivered all theses artifacts on the is-
land and maintained these contacts – local Socotrans or foreign merchants. In any case, 
trade connections of Qana’ with Socotra were seemingly neither deep nor intensive. 

Sea-trade in frankincense between Egypt and Qana’ is well attested archaeologically. 
The analysis of the basalt ships’ ballast from Qussayr al-qadim (ancient Myos Hormos) 
and Berenike has revealed that 70% of the ballast came from Qana’ and 30% from 
‘Aden: “heavy cargoes such as wheat or wine would be exchanged for lighter ones such 
as frankincense, necessitating the use of the ballast to balance the ships” (Peacock et al. 
2007: 28).

However, the idea that according to the “Periplus” (27: 9.9–10) the “rafts and ships”, 
on which frankincense was brought to Qana’ (σχεδίαις ἐντοπίαις δερματίναις ἐξ 
ἀσκῶν καὶ πλοίοις), were used for transporting it not only from Ḍufār through a name-
less fortress – a warehouse of frankincense on the Cape Syagros (30: 9.33–10.1), but also 
from Socotra by local (non-Roman) traders (so Müller 2001: 144), cannot be taken for 
granted.

2.3.2. Socotra – the “sacred island”

This statement of the “Periplus”, where Socotra is described as guarded and artificially 
isolated, can perhaps be associated with Diodorus Siculus’ description of two islands ly-
ing “in the South of the Ocean” (Bibliotheca Historica 5.41–5.42). One of them, namely 
Ἱερά, might be identical with Socotra (as Müller 1999: 184). It is not only described as a 
source of frankincense, but its very name can be interpreted as a “forbidden” place in the 
sense of ἱερός καὶ ἄσυλος of Plutarch’s Aetia Romana et Graeca (ed. Babbitt 1936: 271). 
The suggested Greek designation of Socotra as ἱερά seems to be a translation of Arab. 
ḥaram. The identity of “ἱερός” and ḥaram can be illustrated by a series of place-names 
in Ptolemy’s map of Arabia Felix which mentions ῾Ιερὸς κόλπος (117 in 6.7.19) in the 
direct vicinity of Κορομανὶς πόλις (118 in 6.7.19). Κορομανίς is a Greek transcription 
of Aramaic ḥrūmānā (“forbidden”) and ῾Ιερóς must have been the translation of what 
Κορομανίς was the Greek transcription. As in other cases in East Arabian names43 
Greek κ corresponds here to Aramaic ḥ.

42  Naumkin & Sedov 1993: 605, 1995: 229 (figs. 19: 1, 20: 5, 8, 20: 1–3, 9, 20: 6–7).
43  Κορόδαμον ἄκρον (84 in 6.7.11) < Rās al-Ḥadd; Κάψινα (96 in 6.7.14) < Ḥabšīn; Σαρακη-

νοί (131 in 6.7.21) < Sirḥān (?).
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Another source for Socotra’s early history can be seen in the account of Flavius Phi-
lostratus on the island Selera:

προκεῖσθαι δὲ τοῦ χωρίου τούτου νῆσον ἱεράν, ἣν καλεῖσθαι Σέληρα καὶ στάδια μὲν 
ἑκατὸν εἶναι τῷ πορθμῷ, νηρηίδα δὲ οἰκεῖν ἐν αὐτῇ δεινὴν δαίμονα, πολλοὺς γὰρ τῶν 
πλεόντων ἁρπάζειν καὶ μηδὲ ταῖς ναυσὶ ξυγχωρεῖν πεῖσμα ἐκ τῆς νήσου βάλλεσθαι… 
παριζήσας οὖν ὁ Ἰνδὸς τῷ ὀστρέῳ δέλεαρ αὐτοῦ τὸ μύρον ποιεῖται, τὸ δὲ ἀνοίγνυταί 
τε καὶ μεθύει ὑπ’ αὐτοῦ, κέντρῳ δὲ διελαθὲν ἀποπτύει τὸν ἰχῶρα… ἐπιτίθεσθαι δὲ τῇ 
θήρᾳ ταύτῃ καὶ τοὺς Ἀραβίους φασὶν ἀντιπέρας οἰκοῦντας (3.56–57).
 “Out off the place there lies a sacred island, which was called Selera, and the passage to 
it from the mainland was a hundred stades long. Now in this island there lived a Nereid, 
a dreadful female demon, which would snatch away many mariners and would not even 
allow ships to fasten a cable to the island … The Indian then halts alongside of the oyster 
and holds out the myrrh before him as a bait; whereupon the oyster opens and drinks itself 
drunk upon the myrrh… And they say that the Arabs also who live on the opposite coast 
devote themselves to catching these creatures” (ed., tr. Conybeare 1912: 341–343). 

Similar to Diodorus Sicilus Flavius described this island as “sacred”, i.e. “forbidden”. 
Sailors can neither land on nor depart from the island, it is inhabited by Indians, it lies 
not far from the Persian Gulf in front of the shore and is populated by the Arabs who are 
engaged in pearl-fishing. Though the name Selera remains enigmatic, all of this points 
to its possible connection to Socotra: as far as is known from Ptolemy’s “Geography” 
(289; 6.7.45) pearl-fishing was practiced there. Ptolemy mentions τὸ δυτικὸν τῆς νήσου 
πέρας, placed 85°00’E; 12°30’N on his map, which could be identified with Rās Šū‘ab 
– the westernmost point of Socotra.

It is difficult to date the end of this embargo over Socotra. Still Cosmas Indicopleustes 
could not land on the island, he just sailed along it:

ἣν νῆσον παρέπλευσα μὲν, οὐ κατῆλθον δὲ ἐν αὐτῇ (ed. Wolska-Conus 1968–73, 3.65).
“I have sailed along the coast of this island, <Dioskoridous – M.B.>, but did not land upon 
it” (tr. McCrindle 1897: 119).

Cosmas did not give the reason, but one might guess that the island was still well guard-
ed and inaccessible. From the other hand, Cosmas says that he met people from Socotra, 
who spoke Greek and came to Ethiopia:

συνέτυχον δὲ ἀνδράσι τῶν ἐκεῖ ἑλληνιστὶ λαλοῦσιν, ἐλθοῦσιν ἐν τῇ Αἰθιοπίᾳ (ed. Wol-
ska-Conus 1968–73, 3.65).
 “I met, however, with some of its Greek-speaking people, who had come over into Ethio-
pia” (tr. McCrindle 1897: 119).
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Most probably he refers to local Socotran Greek traders, whom he could see in Adulis or 
in Axum. This means that the island was probably closed for foreign traders, but that the 
local ones had free access to the neighboring markets and that this regime of artificial 
isolation of Socotra was continuously kept during the 1st–6th centuries AD. 

The idea of the island’s inaccessibility for Roman traders was alive even in Arabic 
mediaeval literature. So, Yāqūt reports that, as people from ‘Aden say, none of the Ro-
mans entered the island [of Socotra] (ed. Wüstenfeld 1868, III: 103); cf. also the account 
of al-Muqaddasī: Socotra resembles a tower in the sea and is an asylum for the pirates, 
threatening the bypassing ships (Aḥsan at-Taqāsīm 14, tr. Collins 1994).

At the time of the “Periplus” this inaccessibility seems to have been quite a new situ-
ation, for he still remembers the desolate and marshy landscape of the island, its rivers, 
its animals – crocodiles, vipers and huge lizards, whose fat could be used as oil, the 
distribution of the population over the island, other products of Socotra, such as dragon-
blood and tortoise-shell and articles made of it (30: 10.4–18). It seems that he himself 
traded earlier on the island. Considerable changes must have taken place in the basin of 
the Indian Ocean which caused such an embargo which can probably be linked with the 
beginning of direct navigation between South Arabia/East Africa and India opened up 
by the Romans. It is reported in the “Periplus” as an achievement of the recent genera-
tion (57: 18.30–19.3). So, the beginning of transoceanic navigation through the Indian 
Ocean and the artificial isolation of Socotra from access by the Roman traders coincide 
in time. One might suppose a cause-and-effect relation between these events. 

In the middle of the 1st c. BC real India was still a very remote and hardly perceptible 
notion. Cicero in 45 BC compared India to the light of a lamp scarcely visible in the 
shining of the sun:

Ut enim obscuratur et offunditur luce solis lumen lucernae, et ut interit in magnitudine 
maris Aegaei stilla mellis et ut in divitiis Croesi terunci accessio et  gradus unus in ea via, 
quae est hinc in Indiam … (De finibus 3.45). 
“The light of a lamp is eclipsed and overpowered by the rays of the sun; a drop of honey is 
lost in the vastness of the Aegean sea; an additional sixpence is nothing admist the wealth of 
Croesus, or a single step in the journey from here to India …” (ed., tr. Rackham 1914: 265).

Some 20–25 years later this situation drastically changed. According to Strabo the In-
dian sea-trade under the Ptolemies was very limited, while in the 20s of the 1st c. BC 
120 ships annually sailed to India:

ὅτε γοῦν Γάλλος ἐπῆρχε τῆς Αἰγύπτου, συνόντες αὐτῷ καὶ συναναβάντες μέχρι Συήνης 
καὶ τῶν Αἰθιοπικῶν ὅρων ἱστοροῦμεν, ὅτι καὶ ἑκατὸν καὶ εἴκοσι νῆες πλέοιεν ἐκ Μυὸς 
ὅρμου πρὸς τὴν Ἰνδικήν, πρότερον ἐπὶ τῶν Πτολεμαϊκῶν βασιλέων ὀλίγων παντάπασι 
θαρρούντων πλεῖν καὶ τὸν Ἰνδικὸν ἐμπορεύεσθαι φόρτον (Geographia 2.5.12).
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“When Gallus was prefect of Egypt, I accompanied him and ascended the Nile as far as 
Syene and the frontiers of Ethiopia, and I learned that as many as one hundred and twenty 
vessels were sailing from Myos Hormos to India, whereas formerly, under the Ptolemies, 
only a very few ventured to undertake the voyage and to carry on traffic in Indian merchan-
dise” (ed., tr. Jones 1917: 455).

Quite the same situation is described in another fragment of his Geographia:

πρότερον μέν γε οὐδ’ εἴκοσι πλοῖα ἐθάρρει τὸν Ἀράβιον κόλπον διαπερᾶν ὥστε ἔξω 
τῶν στενῶν ὑπερκύπτειν, νῦν δὲ καὶ στόλοι μεγάλοι στέλλονται μέχρι τῆς Ἰνδικῆς καὶ 
τῶν ἄκρων τῶν Αἰθιοπικῶν, ἐξ ὧν ὁ πολυτιμότατος κομίζεται φόρτος εἰς τὴν Αἴγυπτον 
(17.1.13).
“In earlier times, at least, not so many as twenty vessels would dare to traverse the Arabian 
Gulf far enough to get a peep outside the straits, but at the present time even large fleets are 
despatched as far as India and the extremities of Aethiopia, from which the most valuable 
cargoes are brought to Aegypt” (ed., tr. Jones 1932: 53–55). 

The “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” makes Hippalos the discoverer of the direct sea-
way to India. He must have lived one or two generations earlier than its nameless au-
thor:

Τοῦτον δὲ ὅλον τὸν εἰρημένον περίπλουν ἀπὸ Κανῆς καὶ τῆς Εὐδαίμονος Ἀραβίας οἱ 
μὲν μικροτέροις πλοίοις περικολπίζοντες ἔπλεον, πρῶτος δὲ ῞Ιππαλος κυβερνήτης, 
κατανοήσας τὴν θέσιν τῶν ἐμπορίων καὶ τὸ σχῆμα τῆς θαλάσσης, τὸν διὰ πελάγους 
ἐξεῦρε πλοῦν (57: 18.30–19.3).
“The whole coastal route, just described, from Kanê to Eudaimôn Arabia, men formerly 
used to sail over in smaller vessels, following the curves of the bays. The ship captain Hip-
palos, by plotting the location of the ports of trade and the configuration of the sea, was the 
first to discover the route over open water” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 85–87).

For the sake of space the discussion about the personality of Hippalos is omitted here 
(see for details Bukharin 2007c: 174–186). Important is not whether this name was a 
kind of personification of winds and navigation in the Indian Ocean, but the factors that 
made direct navigation between South Arabia, East Africa and India possible. The most 
important of them was the appearance of larger ships: as was shown above the Greeks 
knew the periodicity of the winds in the Indian Ocean at latest in the late 4th c. BC. 
They must have had quite precise ideas of the modern Arabian Sea: maritime contacts 
between the Mediterranean world and India can be traced back already to the 3rd c. 
BC44 (they were carried out along the coast). The only factor lacking for the direct navi-

44  See the publication of coins of Seleukos II (246–226) from Karur in Krishnamurthy 1996: 8–9.
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gation were ships of the necessary size. As soon as the traders from the Mediterranean 
managed to cross the Ocean passing by Socotra in the two last decades of the 1st c. BC 
(which follows from Strabo’s “Geography” – 2.5.2 and 17.1.3) the island was closed for 
them and and the trade was leased out. 

2.4.  Navigation in the Indian Ocean in Hellenistic and Roman periods

The importance of Socotra for the sea-trade between the Mediterranean, East Africa, 
South Arabia and India is mainly due to the geographical position of the island. Socotra 
and the adjacent islands of Ṣābūnīya in the Ġubbat Šū‘ab to the northwest and ‘Abd al-
Kūrī, Kāl-Fir‛awn and the Brothers’ islands (Samḥa and Darsa)45 to the southwest lie 
exactly in front of Cape Guardafui – the easternmost point of the Horn of Africa. As the 
author of the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” says, the latter together with Qana’ was 
used as starting point on the way to India:

Ἀφ’ οὗ μέχρι καὶ νῦν τινὲς μὲν εὐθὺς ἀπὸ τῶν Κανῆς, τινὲς δὲ ἀπὸ τῶν Ἀρωμάτων 
ἀφιέντες οἱ μὲν εἰς Λιμυρικὴν πλέοντες ἐπὶ πλεῖον τραχηλίζοντες, οἱ δὲ εἰς Βαρύγαζα 
οἵ τε εἰς Σκυθίαν οὐ πλεῖον ἢ τρεῖς ἡμέρας ἀντέχουσι καὶ τὸ λοιπὸν παρεπίφορον 
πρὸς ἴδιον δρόμον ἐκ τῆς χώρας ὑψηλοὶ διὰ τοῦ ἔξωθεν γῆς παραπλέουσι τοὺς 
προειρημένους κόλπους (57: 19.7–12).
“Because of this, right up to the present, some leave directly from Kanê and some from 
the Promontory of Species, and whoever are bound for Limyrikê hold out the wind on the 
quarter for most of the way, but whoever are bound for Barygaza and whoever for Skythia 
only three days and no more, and, carried along (?) the rest of the run on their own proper 
course, away from the shore on the high seas, over the [? ocean] off the land, they bypass 
the aforementioned bays” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 87).

As the destinations of these transoceanic journeys the “Periplus” names three Indian 
places: Limyrike (Dravidian South India), Scythia and Barygaza (modern Broach, Gu-
jarat). Pliny the Elder gives two differing starting points on the way to India – Okelis 
and Qana’:

45  The location of the al-’Aḫwān-islands (“Brothers”) near Socotra could be, besides the an-
cient name of the island *ḏ-Śkrd with its possible vocalisation ḏū-Śakūrid (Müller 1999: 188; 
Müller 2001: 151), an additional reason for its rendering in Greek as Διοσκορίδου, since the 
mythological Dioskurs – Kastor and Polydeukes – were also twin–brothers. The “prefix” διο- in 
the Greek name, possibly, reflects the way of pronunciation - not as ḏī as suggested by Müller 
(2001: 152), Robin & Gorea (2002: 414, fn. 7) and Biedermann (2006: 12), but as *ḏō (<ḏū) while 
δι reflects the interdental pronunciation of ḏ.
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navigare incipiunt aestate media ante canis ortum aut ab exortu protinus eniuntque trices-
imo circiter die Ocelim Arabiae aut Canen turiferae regionis … (Naturalis Historia 6.104).
“Travelling by sea begins at midsummer before the dogstar rises or immediately after its 
rising, and it takes about thirty days to reach the Arabian port of Okelis or Cane in the 
frankincense-producing district“ (ed., tr. Rackham 1942: 417, translation with corrections). 

According to Pliny, Okelis is the better one and from there the way leads to the ports of 
Muziris, Nelkinda and Becare. Among them Muziris should be avoided, since pirates 
are said to threaten the traders:

Indos autem petentibus ultilissimum est ab Oceli egredi; inde vento hippalo navigant die-
bus XL ad primum emporium Indiae Muzirim. non expetendum propter vicinos piratas, qui 
optinent locum nomine Nitrias... alius utilior portus gentis Neacyndon, qui vocatur Becare 
(Naturalis Historia 6.104–105).
“... the most advantageous way of sailing to India is to set out from Okelis; from that port it 
is a 40 days’ voyage, if the Hippalus is blowing, to the first trading-station in India Muziris 
– not a desirable port of call, on account of the neighbouring pirates, who occupy the place 
called Nitriae... there is another more serviceable port, belonging to the Neacyndi tribe, 
called Becare (ed., tr. Rackham 1942: 419, translation with corrections).

The location of ancient Okelis is not yet established with certainty; it is usually identi-
fied with the modern harbor Šayḫ Sayd/Ḫawr Ġurayra (e.g. Robin 1995: 225). In case of 
this identification the origin of the Greek name remains unclear. However, al-Ḥarrānī 
in his Kitāb ǧāmi‘ al-funūn wa-salwat al-maḥzūn (composed 1125) mentions an island 
al-‘Aql near the shore of Yemen at the place where the army of Abraha crossed the 
Red Sea - obviously in modern Bāb al-Mandab (Kamal 1932,4: 1126–1128). On this 
basis the following suggestion could be put forward: Ὄκηλις – once a settlement on the 
shore – due to the changes of the sea-level became an island in the Middle Ages – and 
then totally disappeared under water. It is interesting that Strabo (Φησὶ δ’ ̓Αρτεμίδωρος 
τὸ ἀντικείμενον ἐκ τῆς Ἀραβίας ἀκρωτήριον τῇ Δειρῇ καλεῖσθαι Ἀκίλαν in Geogr. 
16.4.5) and Ptolemy (῎Οκηλιν τὴν χερσόνησον in 1.15.11) knew it as a semi-island. 
Surely, this is merely a supposition; however, investigations of changes of the sea-level 
in the Southern Red Sea and in Bāb al-Mandab in particular showed its considerable 
fluctuations in pre- and early historical times (Bayley et al. 2007: 1–16, esp. 5–6). Also 
an-Nuwayrī (13th c.) mentions an island al-‘Aql (ed. 1964: 242) by which, however, in 
his case Socotra is meant.

In another place Pliny gives an outline of the history of navigation in the Indian 
Ocean after the return of Alexander’s fleet: 

… postea ab Syagro Arabiae promunturio Patalen favonio, quem hippalum ibi vocant, 
peti certissimum videbatur, XIII XXXII p. aestimatione. Secuta aetas propiorem cursum 
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tutioremque iudicavit, si ab eodem promunturio Sigerum portum Indiae peteret, diuque 
ita navigatum est, donec conpendia invenit mercator lucroque India admota est (Naturalis 
Historia 6.100–101).
“… but subsequently it was thought that the safest line is to start from Syagros in Arabia 
with a west wind (the native name of which in those parts is Hippalus) and make for Patale 
the distance being reckoned as 1332 miles. The following period considered it a shorter and 
safer route to start from the same cape and steer to the Indian harbour of Sigerus, and for 
a long time it was the course followed, until a merchant discovered a shorter route, and the 
desire for gain brought India nearer” (ed., tr. Rackham 1942: 415). 

Accordingly, Pliny observes three subsequent phases, which were characterised by the 
following routes:  

1. Cape Syagros → Patale
2. Cape Syagros → Sigerus 
3. A “shorter” way. 

The port Sigerus mentioned by Pliny is identical to Μελιζειγάρα of the “Periplus” (53: 
17.23). Μελιζειγάρα is located by the “Periplus” in the immediate neighborhood of 
Kalliena46, the connections with which, according to “Periplus”, were interrupted (52: 
17.2). It seems that Pliny’s way to Sigerus and the way to Kalliena (modern Kalyāṇī), 
given in the “Periplus”, are one and the same route.

The statements of the classical authors can be connected with the evidence of the 
Indian inscriptions at the Hoq cave. Some of the Indian sea-men who left their graffiti 
indicated their place of origin: Bharukaccha. Others used the ethnonym śaka or the title 
kṣatrapa in their inscriptions.47

According to the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” the central part of the Indian 
Western coast was blocked by the Sātavāhanas. The Roman ships which appeared near 
Kalliena had to be guided to Barygaza which was at that time in the possession of the 
Śaka king Nahapāna, who struggled with the Sātavāhanas for the markets to the north 
of Limyrike. According to the Periplus, the problems between the Śaka rulers and the 
Sātavāhanas appeared under the “previous” king of the Sātavāhanas:

Τοπικὰ δὲ ἐμπόρια κατὰ τὸ ἑξῆς κείμενα Ἀκαβάρου, Σούππαρα, Καλλίενα πόλις, ἐπὶ 
τῶν Σαραγάνου τοῦ πρεσβυτέρου χρόνων ἐμπόριον ἔνθεσμον γενόμενον̇  μετὰ γὰρ 
τὸ κατασχεῖν αὐτὴν Σανδάνην ἐκωλύθη ἐπὶ πολὺ, καὶ γὰρ τὰ ἐκ τύχης εἰς τούτους τοὺς 
τόπους εἰσβάλλοντα πλοῖα ̔ Ελληνικὰ μετὰ φυλακῆς εἰς Βαρύγαζα εἰσάγεται (52: 17.17–21).

46  Cf. the latest identification of Μελιζειγάρα with Janjir, 35–40 km to the south of Chaul by 
Shinde et al. (2002: 78, fig. 1).

47 See above Strauch “India and Socotra”, ch. 3.
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“The local ports, lying in a row, are Akabaru, Suppara, and the city of Kalliena; the last, 
in the time of the elder Saraganos, was a port of trade, where everything went according 
to law. [Sc. It is so no longer] for, Sandanes occupied it, there have been much hindrance. 
For the Greek ships that by chance come into these places are brought under guard to Bar-
ygaza” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 83).

This fragment has been debated for a long time and is not easy to interpret. To avoid 
unnecessary discussions it seems sufficient to say here that the name Σαραγάνος goes 
back to the dynastic name of the Āndhra (Sātavāhana) kings Śātakarṇi (Prakr. Sālāhaṇa) 
and that the name of Σαραγάνου τοῦ πρεσβυτέρου means that both the kings were 
Σαραγάνοι (Śātakarṇi), i.e. Āndhras, whereas τοῦ πρεσβυτέρου means “previous”; 
Σανδάνης renders the name Sātavāhana.

These difficulties must have continued at least until the middle of the 2nd c. AD: 
Ptolemy mentions six ports and two mainland cities of the same Āndhra pirates (ἀνδρῶν 
Πειρατῶν) on the Western Indian shore to the north of Limyrike – one of the main goals 
of Roman traders in India (Geogr. 7.1.7, 84).  

Ancient written sources, first of all the evidence of classical literature, archaeological 
finds and inscriptions on Socotra speak in favor of a quite early integration of the island 
into the international economic and political life. Since Hellenistic times the population 
of the island has been a mixture consisting of the local aboriginal inhabitants, Indians, 
“Arabs” – representatives of the North-Arab tribes living in South Arabia and of the 
tribes of East Arabia – and “Greeks” – traders from Mediterranean, whose exact ethnic 
attribution remains uncertain. 

2.5.  Theophilos the Indian and the conversion of Socotra into Christianity

The Hoq graffito 11:28 left by a certain Alexandros is probably a Christian one, as fol-
lows from the second name Πέτρος (to whomever it belonged - whether to Alexandros 
himself, his presumed father or to another person, which “signed” the commemoration). 
It must be seen in the broader context of cultural and political connections of the island 
with Ḥaḍramawt and the Mediterranean. 

The exact date of the Christianisation of Socotra is not known: it could hardly have 
taken place earlier than in the middle of the 4th c. AD (Müller 2001: 146–147). The idea 
of a Christian Socotra already in the first half of the 4th c. AD is considered by W.W. 
Müller as highly unlikely (2001: 153). The first author to refer to the existence of Chris-
tians on Socotra seems to be Philostorgius in his Historia Ecclesiastica (3. 4–5) written 
in the beginning of the 5th c. AD.48 He tells about the adventures of Theophilos the In-

48  Philostorgius’ work is cited after the edition by Bidez (1972).
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dian. The native island of Theophilos is called Διβοῦς (gen. from Δίβος; Latin Diua49) 
- a name which obviously goes back to Prakrit dibba (Sanskrit dvīpa), i.e. “island”. 

2.5.1. The identification of Dibos

The identification of Dibos can be deduced only from indirect arguments. Theophilos 
was chosen as envoy, since he was born on the territory under the power of Ẓafār and 
in all probability was well acquainted with South Arabian realities. As he was native of 
Δίβος, the access to this island was always open for him. He was sent to the court of the 
Emperor Constantine (306–331) in Constantinople as hostage.

 Ammianus Marcellinus writes about embassies to Constantinople in 362 AD:
 

… inde nationibus Indicis certatim cum donis optimates mittentibus ante tempus ab usque 
Diuis et Serendiuis (Res Gestae 22.7.10).
“… the Indian nations as far as the Divi and the Serendivi vied with one another in sending 
their leading men with gifts ahead of time” (ed., tr. Rolfe 1940: 213).

So, Ammianus distinguishes between the islands Divi and Serendivi. Since the second 
name is clearly to be identified with modern Ceylon (siṃhaladvīpa), the first one cannot 
be Ceylon and must be searched in another direction.

Some interesting information about the historical geography of the Southern part of 
the Red Sea and the Arabian Sea is given by “Ὁδοιπορία ἀπὸ Ἐδὲμ τοῦ παραδείσου 
ἄχρι τῶν Ῥωμαίων” – a Greek manuscript kept in the Russian State Public Library50. 
The text can be dated to the period before the 2nd quarter of the 6th c. AD and after the 
conversion of Aksum to Christianity in the 2nd quarter of the 4th c. AD: the reference to 
Antiocheia (Antiocheia-on-Orontes (Nahr al-Asi)), destroyed in 540 AD by Chosroes I 
and restored by Justinian as Theopolis gives at least a safe terminus ante quem.

The first part of the text describes the way from the presumed Paradise to the people 
of Χῶνα. Then begins the way from the island of Διαβά to the both Indias (Μέγα = 
South Asia and μακρά = most probably Somalia in Eastern Africa) and Aksum. Then 
the description is continued from India to Persia, Saracenes, Aylat, Antiocheia, Constan-
tinople, Rome and Gallia. The first part of the description in question can be interpreted 
as the way along the Arabian coast of the Red Sea:

• Δραγμάν: goes back to *ḏū-Ragmat (Naǧrān). The rendering of the relative pronoun *ḏū 
through a single delta says that the Greek name goes back to a Syriac Aramaic form with d-.

49  E.g. in Expositio totius mundi et gentium (15), written in 359 AD after the Greek text which 
is lost; see the text with comments in André & Filliozat 1986: 208–209; for previous efforts to 
connect the Greek name with different place-names in the Indian Ocean see Müller 2001: 153.

50  For the description of the manuscript see Pigulewskaja 1969: 323; the topographical com-
ments (Pigulewskaja 1969: 101–109) are very doubtful.
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• ποταμὸς Φυσών (identical with Pīsōn – Genesis 2.11): goes back to the name of Wādī 
Bayš;
• Ἐβηλάτ: goes back to ASA ḪWLN. The form is close to that of Septuaginta (Ευιλατ) in 
Genesis 2.11.
• Ἰεμήρ: this name can be read as Ἐρμήν or as Ἰεμήρ. The second reading renders the ASA 
ethnic name ḤMYR.
• Νέκους: This name goes back to the title of Ethiopian Neguš and can point to the Ethi-
opian possessions in South Arabia. Less probable is a corrupted rendering of the ASA 
place-name NŠQ.
• Δισιμάνεις: If these Greek names reflect Syriac Aramaic ones, this ethnic name can be
regarded as Δ-ισιμάνεις and as going back to the ASA name ḏū-Yaz’ān.
• Χῶναι: The identification with the Huns is obviously wrong, since the way described  
crosses South-West Arabia. This name could be compared with the Latin Choani (Plin.
VI.159), which was supposed to have rendered the name of ḤBN (Bukharin 2007c: 92), or 
be a corrupted reflection of the ASA name QN’. There are some examples of spirantisation
of Aramaic q in the Greek renderings: “Ηλι ηλι λεμα σαβαχθανι” (Matth. 27.46), which 
goes back to *elī elī lamā sabaqṯanī (here spirantisation can be explained by progressive as-
similation), Ἀρχέμη < RQM, Ἀχρούα/Ὀχρόνα < Qurāyyā / al-’Aqrā. One needs to remark 
that in none of these examples initial q was rendered through χ without an additional vowel.

Then the description of the way to India follows:

ἀπὸ Ἀβὰ [Διαβὰ] παραπλέη τὸν αἴγιαλων καὶ ἔρχεται εἱς Ἰνδίαν τὴν μεγάλην (...) εἱδὲ 
Χριστιανοι καὶ Ἕλληναι ... 
“From Aba [Diaba] the way follows along the coasts and comes to India (…) They <inhabit-
ants of Diaba – M.B.> are Christians and pagans).”

This description points to an island between the South Arabian coast and South Asia, 
where the Christians were present and mixed with non-Christians, while the name of this 
island is derived from a Middle Indian lexeme. In this case the only possible candidate 
for Διαβά seems to be Socotra. But there is no need to connect the Greek name Διβοῦς 
with (dvīpa) sukhādhāra as the presumed initial form for Διοσκορίδους51. Each part of 
the mixed Socotran colony known from “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” (30: 10.9–11) 
gave its own name to the island: the Indians called it dibba, the Greeks – Διοσκορίδους, 
which was in its turn derived from the local analogue of the ASA Ḏ-ŚKRD. These two 
names – Διβοῦς  and Διοσκορίδους – are not directly connected.52

51  As e.g. in McCrindle 1897: 119, fn. 5 and more recently in Tubach 1992: 102; see for some 
more details Müller 1999: 187–188, Biedermann 2006: 11 and Strauch’s contribution above, ch. 5.

52  See the different argumentation in Müller 2001: 153.
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As follows from the above quoted fragment of Ammianus’ Res Gestae (22.7.10), em-
bassies with hostages from Socotra to Byzantium were not an exclusive undertaking. 
Embassies from South Arabia to the Roman court are known already from the middle 
of the 1st c. AD. The author of the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” reports, that the 
“legitimate king” (ἔνθεσμος βασιλεύς) of the Sabaeans and Ḥimyarites was a “friend 
of the Emperors” (φίλος τῶν αὐτοκρατόρων) due to the “constant embassies and gifts” 
(συνεχέσι πρεσβείαις καὶ δώροις) (23: 7.29–30). All this points to the dependence 
(surely, only declarative) of the king of Saba’ and dhū-Raydān on Rome. 

In Constantinople Theophilos was converted by bishop Eusebios and became a dea-
con. Then, having already joined the Eunomians (extreme Arians), he fulfilled different 
orders of the next Emperor Constantius II (337–361 – the second son of Constantine 
(306–337), reigned alone from 350 onwards) in South Arabia and Aksum. From another 
fragment of Philostorgius’ account one can conclude that, only after having spent quite a 
lot of time among the Romans, Theophilos was baptised (and in all probability only then 
he received the name Theophilos):

τὸν μέντοι Θεόφιλον, οὐκ ὀλίγον ῾Ρωμαίοις ἐνδιατρίψαντα χρόνον, τά τε ἤθη πρὸς 
ἀρετὴν εἰς τὸ ἀκρότατον ῥυθμίσαι καὶ τὴν δόξαν πρὸς εὐσέβειαν (3.4).
“Further, he relates that this Theophilus, having passed a long life among the Romans, 
formed his character upon a pattern of the most strict amid perfect virtue, and embraced 
the true faith concerning God” (tr. Walford 1855: 444).

Then he was sent with an apostolic mission to non-Christian lands (Ḥimyar and Di-
bos) to convert them (or, at least, their rulers) and to Christian Aksum – to restore the 
status quo in the religious life. Socotra seems to have been pagan before Theophilos 
came there from Rome. Philostorgius says that Theophilos taught (προεδίδαξεν) there 
the ideas of Christ, so that the first Christians on the island could have appeared due to 
Theophilos’ missionary activity in the middle of the 4th c. AD.

It seems interesting to analyze the description of the itinerary of Theophilos the In-
dian: 

῾Ο Θεόφιλος … ἐπὶ τὴν Δίβου νῆσον, ἣν αὐτοῦ πατρίδα προεδίδαξεν ὁ λόγος, 
ἀπέπλευσεν. κἀκεῖθεν εἰς τὴν ἄλλην ἀφίκετο Ἰνδικήν… Εκ δὲ ταύτης τῆς μεγάλης 
Ἀραβίας εἰς τοὺς Αὐξουμίτας καλουμένους ἀπαίρει Αἰθίοπας (3.6).
“Theophilus… crossed over to the island of Divus, which, as we above showed, was his na-
tive country.  Thence he made his way to the other districts of India (3. 5); from this Arabia 
Magna Theophilus proceeded to the Aethiopians who are called Auxumitae” (tr. Walford 
1855: 446).

So he came with an embassy from Constantius II to Ḥimyar, where he “built” three 
churches, sailed to the island Δίβος, from where he proceeded to “another India”. From 
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this “Great Arabia” he arrived to the Aksumites, i.e. Ethiopians, concludes Philostor-
gius. In another place (3.4) Philostorgius equates “Great” and “Fortunate” Arabia:

τὴν δὲ χώραν μεγάλην τε Ἀραβίαν καλεῖσθαι καὶ εὐδαίμονα πρὸς τῶν ῾Ελλήνων.
“The land is called by the Greeks ‘Arabia Magna’ and ‘Arabia Felix’” (tr. Walford 1855: 
443). 

The comparison of both fragments (3.4 and 3.5–6) allows the restoration of the way of 
Theophilos as follows:

arrival to South Arabia (Ḥimyar) → departure to Dibos  → departure to “another India” 
(Aksum)

The location of Δίβος on the way from South Arabia to Aksum could serve as an ad-
ditional argument for identifying Δίβος with Socotra. It would not be premature to sup-
pose that the most natural way from Ḥimyar of the mid 4th c. AD to Socotra goes from 
Qana’. In this respect the missionary activity of Theophilos could be considered in the 
light of some of the other circumstances of his adventures.

2.5.2. Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον

As Philostorgius says, Theophilos the Indian “built” three churches in South Arabia: in 
Ẓafār, in ῾Ρωμαϊκὸν ἐμπόριον or ’Αδάνη (i.e. in ‘Aden) and in Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον:

τῶν δὲ ἐκκλησιῶν μίαν μὲν ἐν αὐτῇ τῇ μητροπόλει τοῦ παντὸς ἔθνους Τάφαρον 
ὀνομαζομένῃ καθιδρύσατο̇  ἑτέραν δὲ ἐν ᾧ τὸ ̔ Ρωμαϊκὸν ἐμπόριον ἐτύγχανεν ἔξω πρὸς 
τὸν Ὠκεανὸν τετραμμένον˙ καλοῦσι δὲ τὸ χωρίον Ἀδάνην, ἔνθα καὶ τοὺς ἐκ ῾Ρωμαίων 
ἀφικνουμένους ἔθος ἦν καθορμίζεσθαι̇  τὴν δὲ τρίτην ἐπὶ θάτερον τῆς χώρας μέρος, 
ἐν ᾧ Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον γνωρίζεται ἐπὶ τῷ στόματι τῆς ἐκεῖσε Περσικῆς κείμενον 
θαλάσσης (3.4–5).
“One of these churches he erected in a place called Tapharum, the metropolis of tire nation: 
another – in the place where the Roman mart stood, lying towards the outer sea. This place 
is called Adane; and it is the spot where everybody is in the habit of landing on coming out 
of the Roman territories. The third church he built in another part of the country, where the 
Persian mart stands, hard by the mouth of the Persian Sea, which lies along those parts” (tr. 
Walford 1855: 445 with corrections).

According to Philostorgius, the third church was built in Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον (Persian 
trading-port) in “another part of the country” (ἐπὶ θάτερον τῆς χώρας μέρος). Obvi-
ously, ‘Aden and Ẓafār belonged to the “first” (“traditional”) part of the Ḥimyaritic state. 
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Already according to the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea”, ‘Aden belonged to the king 
of Ḥimyar and Saba’:

ἐστὶν Εὐδαίμων Ἀραβία, κώμη παραθαλάσσιος, βασιλείας τῆς αὐτῆς Χαριβαήλ … (26: 
8.23–24)
“Fortunate Arabia, the see-village of the same kingdom of Charibael” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 
65).

Here Karib’īl Watar Yuhan‘im – the king of Saba’ and ḏū-Raydān (ca. 50 AD) – is 
meant. His capital was in Ẓafār:

Καὶ μετ’ ἄλλας ἐννέα ἡμέρας Σαφὰρ μητρόπολις, ἐν ᾗ Χαριβαὴλ, ἔνθεσμος βασιλεὺς 
ἐθνῶν δύο, τοῦ τε ῾Ομηρίτου καὶ τοῦ παρακειμένου λεγομένου Σαβαΐτου (23: 7.27–29).
„Nine days further inland is Saphar, the metropolis, residence of Charibaêl, legitimate king 
of two nations, the Homerite and the one, lying next to it, called the Sabaean” (ed., tr. Cas-
son 1989: 63). 

So, only Ḥaḍramawt could be called “another” part of the kingdom.
The location of Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον as given by Philostorgius is unclear and earlier 

attempts of its localisation were accompanied with arguments in favour of neither point 
of view.53 I. Shahîd just pointed out that “Qāna’ does not correspond to the description of 
Philostorgius as an emporium close to the mouth of the Persian Gulf since it is situated 
far from it. The exact location of the emporium is difficult to determine. What is more 
important is its description as being close to the mouth of the Persian Gulf, so far to the 
east” (1984: 89, fn. 59). 

However, searching for Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον on the map seems not to be senseless. It 
looks like as if it were situated at the Arabian shore at the entrance of the “Persian Sea” 
(ἐπὶ τῷ στόματι τῆς ἐκεῖσε Περσικῆς κείμενον θαλάσσης). 

The goal of Theophilos’ mission was the conversion of South Arabia to Christianity 
and its opposition to Judaism: 

Καταλαβὼν δὲ τοὺς Σαβαίους, ὁ Θεόφιλος πείθειν ἐπεχείρει τὸν ἐθνάρχην Χριστόν τε 
σέβειν εἰδέναι καὶ τῆς ῾Ελληνικῆς πλάνης ἀποστῆναι. ἡ δὲ τῶν ̓Ιουδαίων οἰκεία ἐπίνοια 
τοῦ δὲ Θεοφίλου παραδόξοις ἔργοις καὶ ἅπαξ καὶ δὶς τὴν εἰς Χριστὸν πίστιν ἄμαχον 
ἐπιδειξαμένου, εἰς σιγὴν μὲν βαθεῖαν καὶ ἄκον τὸ ἀντιπνέον κατέδυ (3.4).
“Theophilus, on his arrival among the Sabaeans, endeavoured to persuade the ruler of the 
tribe to become a Christian, and to give over the deceits of heathenism. Hereupon, the 

53  Without any localisation Wissmann 1957: 320; Qana’ in Doresse 1957,1: 151; “usually is 
understood as Oman”  in Piotrovsky 1985: 161; Diba al-Bī‘a (Diba of the Church) in Shahîd 1984: 
89, fn. 59.
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customary fraud and malice of tire Jews was compelled to shrink into deep silence, as soon 
as ever Theophilus had once or twice proved by his wonderful miracles the truth of the 
Christian faith” (tr. Walford 1855: 444–445).

He builds a church in Ẓafār, where Ḥimyaritic Judaism was especially strong at the royal 
court, and goes consequently to the places, where the Jewish trade-colonies must have 
been active. However, the location of Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον somewhere on the modern 
Persian Gulf is highly improbable, since the real power of Ḥimyar did not stretch so far 
to the east. It must have also been highly important for Roman international commerce 
and bears traces of Christian and Jewish presence.

The notion ἐμπόριον does not mean a simple port of trade. Such ports must each have 
had a special service of frontier control and custom duties.54 One of the best examples of 
such an ἐμπόριον is Piraeus of Athens. An ἐμπόριον was a port, where operations with 
foreign goods were legal: traders might deal with them there and pay customs duties (in 
Piraeus – 2%). So, Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον could not be identical to any of the coastal settle-
ments in South Arabia. The “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” knows only two emporia: 
Muza (21: 7.19) and Qana’ (27: 9.4); another ἐμπόριον (Okelis) is mentioned by Ptolemy 
(6.7.7). From this point of view it is hardly possible that ancient Samārum – another 
important coastal settlement of ancient Ḥaḍramawt – could be meant under Περσικὸν 
ἐμπόριον: it was called ἐμπόριον neither in the “Periplus” nor in Ptolemy’s “Geogra-
phy”, but – “a harbor for loading of frankincense” (PME 32: 10.30).

From the description of Leuke Kome in the “Periplus” one can deduce that the term 
ἐμπόριον could also designate a special part of the port, where commercial operations 
were waged, warehouses were located and customs duties were levied: 

Ἔχει δὲ ἐμπορίου τινὰ καὶ αὐτὴ τάξιν τοῖς ἀπὸ τῆς Ἀραβίας ἐξαρτιζομένοις εἰς αὐτὴν 
πλοίοις οὐ μεγάλοις (19: 6.29–30).
“This harbor also serves in a way the function of a port of trade for the craft, non large, that 
come to it loaded with freight from Arabia” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 61).

Leuke Kome had a τάξις (“construction”, “arrangement”) of an ἐμπόριον to receive 
small ships delivering goods from Arabia. According to the “Periplus”, Qana’ was the 
only “ἐμπόριον” in Ḥaḍramawt (“another part of the land”). Intensive international 
commercial activity is proven there archaeologically for a long period of time. Identifi-
cations of Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον with other settlements must satisfy the same conditions: 
a location in Ḥaḍramawt and the status of an ἐμπόριον. However, each identification 
must also fit its designation as Περσικóν. The reason for the appearance of such a name 
could be either the high importance of this place for the Persians or a large quantity 

54  Étienne 1993: 23–34; Rouillaird 1993: 35–46; Koshelenko & Marinovitch 2000: 171–177.
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of Persians living there – both of these reasons could explain for instance the name 
῾Ρωμαϊκὸν ἐμπόριον for ‘Adan. 

However, from these points of view Qana’ of the middle of the 4th century AD could 
hardly be called “Persian”: though “the percentage of glazed pottery of apparently 
Mesopotamian (or Egyptian?) origin grows”, “goods from the North African coast and 
North-East Africa appear and in fact predominate” (Sedov 1992: 127). The origin of the 
name Περσικóν must be searched for in another direction. 

The “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” says that the western frontier of Persia is formed 
by the islands Ζηνοβίου – modern Kuria-Muria (33: 11.10–12). The Greek Ζηνοβίου 
can be compared with Arab. sabba (“seven”) and MSA analogies with bb > nb: z in all 
MSA languages corresponds to Arab s. This identification is confirmed by the fact, that 
there are also seven islands in the group of Kuria-Muria. 

Thus this part of the modern Arabian Sea could be called Persian – not politically, but 
from the point of view of classical geographers, mariners and sea-traders.

Further considerations seem to confirm this view. According to the “Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea”, Qana’ had close connections with Ὀμάνων – a port somewhere in the 
interior of the Persian Gulf – and with “adjacent Persia”:

῎Εχει δὲ καὶ αὐτὴ σύγχρησιν τῶν τοῦ πέραν ἐμπορίων, Βαρυγάζων καὶ Σκυθίας καὶ 
Ὀμάνων καὶ τῆς παρακειμένης Περσίδος (27: 9.10–12).
“It also carries on trade with ports across the water – Barygaza, Skythia, Omana – and with 
its neighbour, Persis” (tr. Casson 1989: 67). 

The “Geography” of Ptolemy (235; 6.7.36) and some other sources point to the location 
of ῎Ομανον ἐμπόριον in modern Kuwait.55 Ptolemy points to the north of Χάργαθα 
(233; 6.7.36), i.e. ASA ḪRG. Pliny the Elder informs that Omani inhabit entire North 
Arabia from Petra to Characene – a Petra incoluere Omani ad Characeni (Naturalis 
Historia 6.149) – and that the port of Oman was situated on the Arabian coast of the  
Gulf, not in Carmania, as “earlier” writers thought: 

ultra navigationem inconpertam ab eo latere propter scopulos tradit Iuba praetermissa 
mentione oppidi Omanorum Batrasavaves et Omanae, quod priores celebrem portum Car-
maniae fecere (6.149).
“According to Juba the voyage beyond that side has not been explored, because of the rocks 
- Juba omits to mention Batrasavave, the town of the Omani, and the town of Omana which
previous writers have made out to be a famous port of Carmania” (ed., tr. Rackham 1942: 451).

In this case the information of the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” can be better un-
derstood, that one must sail six days to reach ῎Ομανον ἐμπόριον: Παραπλεύσαντι δὲ 

55  For earlier identifications till 1988 see Potts 1990: 306–307.
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τοῦτο τὸ στόμα τοῦ κόλπου μετὰ δρόμοις ἑξ ἕτερον ἐμπόριον ἐστιν τῆς Περσίδος, ἡ 
λεγομένη Ὄμμανα (36: 12.3–4). Though the meaning “to sail through” (Beeston 1981: 
357) for παραπλέω is uncommon (better attested is εἰσπλέω), it fits the information 
from the other sources. The location of ῎Ομανον ἐμπόριον near or in modern Kuwait is 
confirmed by the fact, that it was called in the “Periplus” the destination of sailing with 
Ἀπολόγου in the mouth of Euphrates:

Ἐξαρτίυεται δὲ εἰς αὐτὴν συνήθως ἀπὸ μὲν Βαρυγάζων εἰς ἀμφότερα ταῦτα τῆς 
Περσίδος ἐμπόρια πλοῖα μεγάλα ... (36: 12.4–6). 
“Customarily the merchants of Barygaza deal with it, sending out big vessels to both of
Persis’ ports of trade ...” (ed., tr. Casson 1989: 73).

Namely in this light one must interpret the legend ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΟΜΑΝ on one coin of 
Meredat – king of Characene in the middle of the 2nd c. AD (Potts 1996: 279, fig. 12) – 
not that the power of Meredat stretched over the territory of modern Oman, but that the 
ancient port of Oman laid in Characene.

It is clear that the port of Ὀμάνων was already situated in Persia, since geographi-
cally the “Persian” frontier passed by the islands Kuria-Muria; if so, τῆς παρακειμένης 
Περσίδος refers not to  Ὀμάνων, but to Qana’ – for the author of the “Periplus” it was 
the neighbour of “Persia”. 

One can point out that according to the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea” the land 
recedes immediately after Qana’ (29: 9.22), forming the Sakhalitic Bay. Cape Syagros 
makes its eastern frontier. Immediately after Syagros lies the bay of Omana (κόλπος 
Ὄμανα) receding further into the mainland. Other mountains begin after the mountains 
“behind” Moskha Limen (Jabal al-Qāra’) stretching as far as Asikhon (Rās Ḥāsik). Fur-
ther on begins “another land” belonging already to Persia (33: 11.12). So, Rās Ḥāsik was 
according to the “Periplus” the western frontier of Persia and Persia and was separated 
from Qana’ by two embayments. The entrance to the “Persian Sea” begins, according to 
the Periplus, immediately after Qana’.

Eastern Ḥaḍramawt in the classical geography of the 1st–2nd c. AD was thought to 
belong to Persia and to lie at the beginning of the Persian Sea. It therefore seems that 
only Qana’ could be meant under the designation Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον in the account of 
Philostorgius: it is situated in Ḥaḍramawt – earlier an independent state and in the mid-
dle of the 4th century AD “another part” (ἐπὶ θάτερον τῆς χώρας μέρος) of the united 
Ḥimyar, it was highly important for Roman traders and it had close relations with Persia, 
especially in the middle period of its history.56

56  For the finds from Persia and the Persian Gulf in the middle period of Qana’ see Sedov 2005: 
342–343 and Sedov 2007: 80–84.
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The Christian presence in Qana’ is confirmed by the discovery of a dipinto (IK Estre-
mo Oriente 438) with a cross and the Christian name ΝΕΑΠΡΩΘΟΣ57, by a Christian 
inscription with the representation of a cross on the rock at the ancient caravan-route 
in Wādī al-Ḥaǧar58 and by the ruins of a certain (still little excavated) building between 
the temple of SYN and the synagogue (clear evidence of the activity of a Jewish trade 
colony), which can be with some caution interpreted as ruins of a Christian church (Se-
dov 2005: 353). Recalling that Theophilos’ church was said to be built in Ḥaḍramawt 
(i.e. “another part” of the Ḥimyarite Kingdom) and that Qana’ seems to be meant under 
Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον, it is possible that these ruins represent the results of Theophilos’ 
missionary activities in Qana’.

2.5.3. Reconsidering the Greek inscription from Qana’

The suggested association of Theophilos’ mission with Qana’ – the most probable start-
ing point on his way to Socotra – gives us the opportunity to reconsider one of the most 
rare foreign inscriptions ever found in South Arabia – the Greek inscription on plaster 
from the layer between the floor of Room 1a (the so called “Early Synagogue”) and that 
of Room 5a of Area III (“Late Synagogue”) in Qana’.59

Reading

1. [Εἷ]ς θεὸς ὁ βοαθὸν Κοσ[μα?]

2. [κ]αὶ ὁ ἅγιος τόπος τοῦ Ἰ[ησοῦ?]

3. [σ]υνοδία γίνῃ μοι ἡ – – – – – –

4. [π]λοτὰ ἦν δια – –γητ?– –

5. [ἔ]ργα καὶ π[ράγ]μ[ατα – – – – – –

57  Sedov 1992: 136–137 (fig. 15; reading by F. Shelov-Kovedyaev).
58  The text of the inscription is poorly readable. According to M.B. Piotrovsky, it could be 

presumably dated to the Byzantine period (Sedov 2005: 354, fn. 5).
59  For the plan of Area III see Sedov 2005: 332 (fig. 193) and Sedov 2007: 88 (fig. 4.15), for the 

drawing of the inscription see Sedov 2005: 334 (fig. 195) and Sedov 2007: 99 (fig. 4.24).

Fig. 1: Greek inscription from Qana’, drawing after 
Sedov 2007: 99 (fig. 4.24)
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Translation 

“Almighty, helping Kosmas (?), and this holy place is … 
let my caravan be kept safe … let it (the sea?) be safe for 
a ship, let him lead (/) … the matters and …” (Yu. G. Vi-
nogradov in Sedov 1992: 136).

The reading of the inscription is not fully clear; its basic orthographical and syntacti-
cal peculiarities were already pointed out by Yu. G. Vinogradov: βοαθῶν instead of 
βοηθῶν, πλοτά instead of πλωτά, the necessity to read πελάγη, ὕδατα or something 
similar at the beginning of the line 4 (Vinogradov & Sedov 1989: 164, 166). However, 
some additional emendations of the previous editions (Vinogradov &  Sedov 1989: 163–
164; Vinogradov 1992: 135f.) can be suggested:

Line 4 was reconstructed as [π]λοτὰ ᾖ ναῖ ἀπάγητ[αι – –]. Τhe reading of the 7th 
sign as α is hardly possible. The comparison with other cases of α (ἅγιος in line 2, [π]
λοτὰ in line 4, [ἔ]ργα in line 560) and δ ([σ]υνοδία in line 3) in this inscription rather 
suggests that here a word with initial δ, not with α, was written. The reading δια is pref-
erable. In this case ην is to be understood as ἦν – the 1st or 3rd sing. impf. for ἐιμί. Other 
possibilities to regard ην as ἥν – acc. sing for ἥ (“her”) – or ἦν – as 1st sing. impf. for ἠμί 
(“I said”) –  seem possible but do not make much sense.

In line 5 one can see on the drawing two parallel vertical bars after καὶ which can be 
restored as π. Taking into consideration the sign μ at the end of this line the whole word 
can be restored as π[ράγ]μ[ατα]61 and the entire line 5  as [ἔ]ργα καὶ π[ράγ]μ[ατα]. Alt-
hough the expression ἔργα καὶ πράγματα does not seem to be attested neither in Greek 
inscriptions nor in the papyri, it is known from literary sources. Two examples can be 
quoted:

καὶ ὅταν ἔχωσιν ἃ καταισχύνουσιν ἔργα καὶ πράγματα ἢ αὑτῶν ἢ προγόνων ἢ ἄλλων 
τινῶν πρὸς οὓς ὑπάρχει αὐτοῖς ἀγχιστεία τις (Aristoteles: Rhetorica 2.6.25, ed. Ross 
1959).
“And men feel shame when they have achievements and fortunes to disgrace – whether they 
are their own, or their ancestors’, or belong to other persons, with whom they have some 
tie” (tr. Jebb & Sandys 1909: 87).62

60  The form of α in συνοδία in line 3 resembles rather the shape of the 7th sign in the line 4. 
61  This restoration is proposed by Dr. A. Yu. Vinogradov (Moscow), whom I am most grateful 

for some valuable suggestions regarding this inscription.
62  Another translation of this fragment is: “And men feel shame when they have acts or exploit 

to their credit on which they are bringing dishonour, whether these are their own, or those of their 
ancestors, or those of other persons, with whom they have some close connection” (Rhys Roberts 
1963: 1385a).
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ὅταν γὰρ ἁπλᾶς καὶ μονοειδεῖς λαβόντες ὑποθέσεις βούλωνται μὴ τοῖς πράγμασιν, 
ἀλλὰ τῷ πλήθει τῶν βύβλων ἱστοριογράφοι νομίζεσθαι καὶ τὴν τοιαύτην ἐφέλκεσθαι 
φαντασίαν, ἀναγκαῖόν ἐστι τὰ μὲν μικρὰ μεγάλα ποιεῖν, τὰ δὲ βραχέως εἰρημένα 
διασκευάζειν καὶ λογοποιεῖν, ἔνια δὲ τῶν ἐν παρέργῳ πεπραγμένων ἔργα καὶ πράγματα 
κατασκευάζειν, ἀγῶνας διατιθεμένους καὶ παρατάξεις ἐξαγγέλλοντας, ἐν αἷς ἐνίοτε 
πεζοὶ μὲν ἔπεσον δέκα, ποτὲ (δὲ) μικρῷ πλείους, ἱππεῖς δ’ ἔτι τούτων ἐλάττους (Poly-
bius: Historiai 29.12.3).
„For when dealing with a subject which is simple and uniform they wish to be thought his-
torians not because of what they accomplish, but because of the multitude of their books, 
and to make such an impression as I have described, they are compelled to magnify small 
matters, to touch up and elaborate brief statements of fact and to convert quite incidental 
occurrences of no moment into momentous events and actions, describing engagements and 
pitched battles in which the infantry losses were at times ten men or it may be a few more 
and the cavalry losses still fewer” (ed., tr. Paton 1927: 65–67).

The first editor of the inscription, Yu. G. Vinogradov, considered it a Christian prayer of 
a caravaneer Kosmas for success of his trade journey, inscribed inside a church, which 
bore the name of a Saint, which has been lost (Vinogradov & Sedov 1989: 164–165). 
This view has been consequently contested by G.W. Bowersock. Referring to the works 
of E. Peterson (1926: 276–299) and B. Lifshitz (1967: 33), G.W. Bowersock found the 
lexicon of the inscription far better corresponding to that of the Jewish inscriptions 
than to the Christian ones. In particular, the following arguments were put forward: the 
formula εἵς θεός itself is of Jewish origin, the phrase ὁ ἅγιος τόπος occurs much more 
often in Jewish inscriptions being a common designation of the synagogues, and, finally, 
the Qana’ inscription has been found in a building, whose construction has nothing in 
common with Christian churches (Bowersock 1993 : 4–6).

The relevant chapter of Peterson’s work contains the analysis of only three examples 
of the use of the εἵς θεός formula in Jewish inscriptions: the first of them (IGPannonia 
101b63) is of unknown provenance and date. Equally, the Jewish origin of the second one 
(BCH (1971) 327/864) requires overly complicated explanations to be accepted and even 
the author himself prefers to speak about the syncretic character of this text. Only the 
third one – from Amwās (Emmaus) / ancient Nicopolis – is of clearly Jewish provenance.

Another principal difference between the three texts, quoted by Peterson, and the 
Qana’ inscription is the formulary. None of the former ones does contain the enlarge-
ment ὁ βοηθῶν; βοήθῃ in BCH (1971) 327/8 does not relate to εἵς θεός, but rather to 
ὄνομα in  line 4.

On the other hand, the first chapter of Peterson’s study refers to more than 200 Chri-
stian texts with the εἵς θεός formula, mostly from Syria and Egypt. Their Christian 

63  μημορια Ανεστασιο ετ Δηκουσανι/ετ Βηνειαμι ετ φειλειω/νοστρω/εἷς θεώς.
64  εἷς θεός/τὸ μέγις/τον, τὸ ἐνδοξότα/τον ὄνομα/βοήθῃ πᾶσι δεό/μεθε/θε/ὸς/Ἥλιος.
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character is doubtless, and even two examples of Jewish inscriptions with the εἵς θεός 
formula with enlargements (βοηθός and ὡ βοειθῶν), referred to by Lifshitz, seem to 
be too little to let “the weight of probability shift from a Christian to a Jewish context” 
(Bowersock 1993: 5). It seems, however, that the reconsideration of some crucial points 
of the lexicon of the Qana’ inscription is not misplaced here. 

A. The εἷς θεός-formula

One can confine oneself to some comparable Christian texts with exactly the same for-
mula of approximately the same date:

•	 from Scythia Minor: εἷς θεὸς ὁ βοηθῶν in SEG 27. 420 from Sucidava (Izvoarele): 4th 
– 5th c. AD) 
•	 from Syria: εἷς θεός, ὁ βοηθῶν in IGLSyr 2 543 from Dar Qita: 355 AD; εἷς θεὸς/καὶ 
ὁ Χριστ/ὸς αὐτοῦ/ὁ βοηθῶν in IGLSyr 2 389 from Fāfirtīn: 372 AD; εἷς θεὸς ὁ βοεθôν 
ἡμᾶς καὶ ὡ Χριστὸς αὐτοῦ in IGLSyr 2 561 from Bābisqa: 390 AD; ὁ βοηθῶν Ηβούλο/
εἷς θεὸς καὶ ὁ Χριστὸς αὐτοῦ in  Ann.Islamolog. 7.1967.192,122 from Aršin: 392 AD; εἷς 
θεὸς καὶ ὁ Χ(ριστὸς) αὐτ(οῦ) ὁ βοηθῶν in IGLSyr 2 373 from Borg/El-Qās: 407 AD; 
•	 from Egypt: εἷς θεὸς ὁ βοηθῶν Θεοσεβίῳ in Oasis d’Égypte 39,51 – SEG 38. 1778/1; 
εἷς θεὸς ὁ βοηθός/ὁ Χ(ριστὸ)ς αὐτοῦ in Oasis d’Égypte 43,66 – SEG 26. 1784 – both from 
Kharga Oas. – Monesis (Chams el-Din): 4th c. AD; εις θεος/ο βουθων/Ευτεμων/Α Ω in 
Lefebvre, IGChrEg 140 from Akoris (Tehna): 5th – 6th c. AD. 

Though many texts are not dated, this list can be continued. This formula is also attested 
in the papyri of the middle of the 4th c. AD in a clearly Christian context (P.Oxy. VII. 
1056/10 dated  October 10, 356); another occurrence in SB I. 1580/1 is not dated. 

B.  ὁ ἅγιος τόπος

Yu. G. Vinogradov interprets Kosmas’ prayer in the second (English) publication of the 
inscription from Qana’ in a different way from the first one – namely as that of a prayer 
“of a certain Kosmas (?) to the Almighty and to His Temple to keep caravan safe dur-
ing the journey and grant him success during his voyage” (Addendum I in Sedov 1992: 
136). This interpretation seems hardly possible from the point of view of the syntactic 
construction of the phrase: τοῦ at the end of the second line would not fit this interpreta-
tion. If Kosmas wanted to address his prayer to “to the Almighty and to His Temple”, 
he would rather have to say “καὶ ἅγιος τóπος αὐτοῦ”, since the Almighty was already 
mentioned in the first line.
Vinogradov was quite deliberate in the first publication of 1989 to presume that the text 
from Qana’ was a prayer, inscribed inside the church of a Saint (whose name is lost). Ac-
cording to Vinogradov, τοῦ after ὁ ἅγιος τόπος points to the probability that this name 
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was given at the end of line 2 (Vinogradov & Sedov 1989: 165). In this respect charac-
teristic is the inscription IGLSyr 21.2. 133 (562 AD) from Belqa (Medaba) which reads: 
… ὁ πανάγ(ιος) τόπος τοῦ ἐνδόξου μάρτυ/ρος Θεοδώρου… In a footnote at the very 
end of his contribution Vinogradov draws attention to the vertical bar seen at the end 
of the line and suggests the reading τοῦ Ἰ[(ησο)ῦ].65 However, from a later source (Vita 
sancti Gregentii) the existence of a Church named after John the Forerunner (Ἴωαννου 
τοῦ Προδρόμου) in Qana’ is known66 and the supposed Ἰ could also refer to the name 
of John, if one presumes that his name was given to this “holy place” earlier than the 
erection of the church by Chaleb. In fact the bar on the drawing seems to be double. The 
second bar, however, rather belonged to the Η in the name of Jesus.

The expression ὁ ἅγιος τόπος was not an exclusive designation for synagogues but 
was often used to signify a Christian sanctuary. Some Christian texts which contain 
these words can be quoted here:

•	 from Syria : ὁ ἅ[γι]ος τόπος· ὁ [Κ(ύριο)ς φυ]/[λάξ]ε[ι τὴν εἴ]σοδον καὶ/ἔξοδον τοῦ 
ἁγίου τόπ(ου)… (IGLSyr 21,2 6 from Jbeiha); ἐπὶ τοῦ εὐλ[αβ(εσ)τ(άτου) καὶ θεο]/σεβ(εσ)
τ(άτου) Ἀλέξυο[ς πρεσβυτ]έ(ρου)/καὶ ἡγουμένου ἀνενεώ/θη ὁ ἅγιος τόπος (IGLSyr 21,2 
73 from Mt. Nebo (6th c. AD); ἅγιε Γεώργιε, πρόσδηξαι …/ἐκτίσθ(η) κ(αὶ) ἐτηλιώ[θ(η) ὁ 
ἅγ(ιος) τόπ]ος (IGLSyr 21,2 100 from Makhayyat: 535/6 AD); ἐπὶ τοῦ ὁσιω(τάτου) κ(αὶ) 
ἁγιω(τάτου) Σεργίου ἐπισκό(που)/ἐτελιώθη ὁ ἅγιος τόπος τῶν Ἀπο/στόλων … (IGLSyr 
21,2 141: 578/9 AD) and ἐκ προσθορᾶς/[Α]λεσου Αιθας/ἐψηφώθη ὁ ἅγ(ιος)/τόπος οὗτος 
(IGLSyr 21,2 148 both from Medaba (Madaba): 6th c. AD); 
•	 from  Egypt: Κ(ύρι)ε Ἰ(ησο)ῦ Χ(ρίστ)ε, καὶ ὁ ἅγιος τόπος, καὶ ὁ ἅγιος ἀπᾶ 
Ἀμμώνι[ος]... (Syringes 522 from Thebes/Syringes). 

The text IGLSyr 21,4 104 – a Christian inscription from the lower end of Wadi al-Hasa – 
is quite remarkable in this respect, since three of the expressions from the Qana’ prayer 
are used in it:

Κ(ύρι)ε ὁ θ(εὸ)ς
το(ῦ) ἁγίου [τό]που 
τούτου, [βο]ήθησον
[τ]ὸ(ν) δοῦλόν [σου — — —].

The papyri also demonstrate the use of ὁ ἅγιος τόπος referring to Christian sanctuaries. 
Practically all the relevant cases are dated in the early 6th–7th c. AD.67 However, ἅγιος 

65  Vinogradov & Sedov 1989: 167, fn. 27. On the other hand, τοῦτος was an Attic and in the 
later period (from the 3rd c. AD) a popular form for οὗτος, cf. e.g. SEG 30. 680 (337–342 AD). 
So line 2 could possibly be understood as “and this holy place”.

66  See for more details Shahîd 1979: 48.
67  P.Ross.Georg. III. 48/6; P.Cair.Masp. I. 67003/16–17, 67094/18, 67101/13, 67104/8, 67110/24, 
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τόπος is also attested in P.Strass. III. 136 (= SB V. 8018), which is dated November 11, 
281 AD. So, the later use of the expression ἅγιος τόπος in the Christian context is based 
on earlier practice.

C. The place

The suggested Christian orientation of the text seemingly contradicts the presumed 
character of the place where the text was found: in an “Earlier Building” (room 1a) un-
der the floor of the “Later Building” (room 5) of Object III. The archaeological context 
points to the date of the 5th–6th c. AD for the “Later Building” which can be identified 
as a Jewish synagogue. However, it is hardly possible that a synagogue in the name of 
someone could be meant under ὁ ἅγιος τόπος τοῦ. The inscription – palaeographically 
datable to the middle of the 4th c. AD (Vinogradov &  Sedov 1989: 164; Sedov 1992: 
136) – was found in a layer preceding the construction of the synagogue. The “Earlier 
Building” was in use in the end of the 3rd–4th c. AD. While the identification of the 
upper building as a Jewish synagogue is doubtless, that of the lower one is disputable. 
As A.V. Sedov points out, both the buildings differed in orientation and in construction. 
The masonry of the “Earlier Building” was much more thorough and better elaborated. 
Its planning seems to be close to the synagogues of the “transitional type”. On the other 
hand, Sedov stresses that only a smaller part of this building has been excavated and its 
sacra sacrorum was not found (Sedov 2005: 334–336). Since the archaeological inter-
pretation of the remains depends heavily on the analysis of the discussed inscription, 
the attribution of the “Earlier Building” as a Jewish synagogue seems premature. As a 
kind of suggestion we would propose its identification as a caravanserai for the needs of 
all kinds of foreign traders, which was turned with the rise of Judaism in Ḥimyar into a 
synagogue.

D. συνοδία

The term συνοδία is mostly understood as “caravan”. As such it is represented in par-
ticular in the Palmyrene inscriptions. With regard to the inscription from Qana’ G.W. 
Bowersock, however, suggested another interpretation of this word. Due to the assumed 
Jewish background of the epigraph he prefers the connotation “religious group” which 
is characteristic for the word συνοδία in a Jewish context (Bowersock 1993: 5–6). How-
ever, none of these two interpretations seems to fit the context of the inscription.

The text is a prayer for a good and safe journey and the notion συνοδία is well at-
tested in the sense of “joint journey” - for συνοδία =συν+οδία:

67111/6, 9, 11, 67117/6, 23, 67118/17; II. 67112/12; P.Laur. III. 117/5; P.Lond. V. 1733/36, 38; 
P.Mich. XIII. 667/49; P.Par. 20/31; PSI. IV. 284/6; P.Strass. VIII. 752–758; P.Vat.Aphrod. 11/7; 
SB. I. 5114/13–14, 5308/3; VI.9085, XVIII. 13272.
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νομίσαντες δὲ αὐτὸν εἶναι ἐν τῇ συνοδίᾳ ἦλθον ἡμέρας ὁδὸν καὶ ἀνεζήτουν αὐτὸν 
ἐν τοῖς συγγενεῦσιν καὶ τοῖς γνωστοῖς, καὶ μὴ εὑρόντες ὑπέστρεψαν εἰς Ἰερουσαλὴμ 
ἀναζητοῦντες αὐτόν (Luc. 2.44–45).
“But they, supposing him to have been in the company, went a day’s journey; and they 
sought him among their kinsfolk and acquaintance. And when they found him not, they 
turned back again to Jerusalem, seeking him” (tr. von Tischendorf 1870: 94).

Reconsidering the notion συνοδία in the sense of “joint journey” one can also refer to 
Plutarch’s Galba: 

ἐν δὲ τῇ συνοδίᾳ καὶ τῇ συνηθείᾳ τὸν Οὐίνιον ἐξεθεράπευσεν ὁμιλίᾳ καὶ δώροις, 
μάλιστα δὲ τῶν πρωτείων ὑφιέμενος αὐτῷ τό γε μετ’ ἐκεῖνον δύνασθαι δι’ ἐκεῖνον εἶχε 
βεβαίως (20.3).
“Moreover, amid the intimacies of the common journey he paid court to Vinius, both in 
person and by means of gifts, and, above all else, by yielding to him the first place, he got 
his aid in holding securely the place of influence next to him” (ed., tr. Perrin 1926: 249).68

Since the prayer of Kosmas is addressed to εἷς θεός, who was expected to help him, and 
in all probability to the “holy place” mentioned in the line 2, the phrase “συνοδία γίνῃ 
μοι” seems to mean “let my journey be with you”, “let you guide me in my journey”, in 
the most literal way – “let me experience a joint way (with you)”. So, Kosmas desired 
to remain under protection of εἷς θεός and ἅγιος τόπος of NN and no caravan is men-
tioned here.

If the proposed interpretation is correct, it would follow that συνοδία in the Qana’ 
inscription has no religious connotation at all and does not refer to any religious com-
munity, (neither Jewish nor Christian). There is no positive evidence that Kosmas was 
a caravaneer. It is not excluded that Kosmas was a sea-trader in incenses either, but 
a Christian missioner, who came to fulfill rather political (religious) than economical 
interests. The use of the expression [ἔ]ργα καὶ π[ράγ]μ[ατα] in the fifth line of the in-
scription can point to such a non-commercial sense of Kosmas’ visit to Qana’. As was 
already stressed in the studies of the Greek epigraphical lexica, τὰ πράγματα often 
means “political affairs, state, interests of state” (Vinogradov 1987: 75). This perfectly 
fits to the supposition that the missions of Theophilos the Indian and Kosmas to South 
Arabia must be considered together and that Qana’ played quite an important role in 
the political life of Ḥimyar and was an important place for strengthening the political 
interests of Byzantium in Arabia.

On the basis of the preceding discussion the following revised translation of the in-
scription in question can be put forward:

68  There can be cited more examples from Plutarch’s works.
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1. O, only God, helping Kosmas,

2. And the holy place of [Jesus (?)] 

3. Let you guide me in my way, [… the

4. Sea?] was navigable through … 

5. Interests and (state) affairs …

2.6. Conclusion

Socotra kept trade contacts with India, South Arabia, Nabataea, Mediterranean and East 
Africa. However, as soon as transoceanic navigation begins, it was artificially isolated 
and remained under the declarative power of the Ḥaḍrāmī kings. Though the traders 
from Socotra could freely visit other ports of trade, which follows from Cosmas’ report, 
the access to the islands was forbidden through the entire Roman and early Byzantine 
period. However, dramatic events of the Ḥaḍrāmī history in the 1st quarter of the 3rd 
century – the war with Saba’ and the fall of royal power after the defeat by Sabaeans 
– weakened the control over the island. Some Roman, Indian and Palmyrene traders 
appeared on the island and left their inscriptions. The origin of these texts is unclear. 
It seems improbable that all of them were inscribed by the “local” Indians. The same 
is true for the Greek visitors. One cannot say if they lived on the island permanently or 
they changed from time to time. It seems possible that the sea-traders, who recently had 
arrived on the island to change with the previous “shift”, went to venerate local god(s) 
and ask him (them) for protection. It is possible that the Indian part of the mixed trade-
colony of the island consisted of a temporary “shift”, while the other parts (“Greek” and 
“Arab”) were of minor, episodic, importance.

In the case of the Christian Greek graffito 11:28 an interpretation is difficult. In the 
catalogue I suggested three different possible translations of this rather short and en-
igmatic text. If one interprets  Ἀλέξανδρος Πέτρος as “Alexandros, son of Petros”, it 
could mean nothing more than that a sea-trader, son of a Greek Christian, came to the 
sanctuary in the Ḥoq cave and immortalised his name. A different meaning would be 
implied if one understands this inscription as made by Petros in memory of Alexandros 
(“Let Alexandros be remembered. Petros.”). One can even speculate if this Alexandros 
died in a shipwreck, while Petros was saved. 

However, if Ἀλέξανδρος Πέτρος is understood as “Alexandros, baptised Petros”, it 
could mean that he was recently baptised. If Alexandros was a member of the local 
Greek community on Socotra, such an event could be regarded as an impact of the mis-
sionary activity of Theophilos the Indian. The following sequence of events can hypo-
thetically be put forward: Theophilos the Indian comes to Ḥimyar and having received 
the permission from the local king, still neither Jew, nor Christian, erects three churches 
in Ẓafār, ‘Adan and Περσικὸν ἐμπόριον (most likely Qana’) for Christian traders who, 
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though present in Qana’, did not have a church. From Qana’ he arrives at Socotra, where 
he converts the first “local Greeks” to Christianity.

Fig. 2: Navigation in the Indian Ocean, according to the “Periplus of the Erythraean Sea”
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Concluding remarks 

The discoveries in the cave Hoq: 
a short evaluation of their historical meaning

Ingo Strauch

The inscriptions and drawings discovered in the cave Hoq on Socotra island bear witness 
to the activities of sea-traders in the Western Indian Ocean between the first century BC 
and the fifth, perhaps even sixth century AD. Visited by people from different regions,  
Hoq cave is an outstanding example of a “meeting point” of protagonists of these trade 
activities. Due to its difficult navigational conditions, Socotra has probably never been 
an important hub in the Western Indian Ocean trade networks. But its unique products 
such as dragon blood and aloe attracted seafaring people in all historical periods.

The geographical and chronological scope

According to the inscriptional evidence visitors from Western India, South Arabia, Ethi-
opia, Egypt and Palmyra were personally present at Socotra island and used their stay 
on the island for a visit to Hoq cave (see map fig. 1). According to the number of inscrip-
tions, the majority of visitors came from India (193 epigraphs). Only 24 texts can be 
attributed to non-Indians (11 South Arabian, 8 Aksūmite, 2 South Arabian or Aksūmite
3 Greek, 1 Bactrian-Brāhmī, 1 Palmyrene).

While some of the South Arabian/Ḥaḍramawtic inscriptions can be dated to the first 
century BC, the material from India points to a slightly later period, i.e. the period 
between the second and early 5th centuries AD, with only a few inscriptions for which 
earlier, yet somewhat tentative, dating might be possible. The beginning of the Indian 
activities is perhaps marked by a text whose palaeographical features suggest a date in 
the 1st c. AD (15:2). 
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The Palmyrene and the Greek texts from Egypt point to the same period. The tablet 
“De Geest” left by a Palmyrene visitor to Hoq is dated to the year 258 AD. The Greek 
inscriptions can be dated to the early 3rd and 4th c. AD. 

According to Christian Robin the latest visitors of the cave came from Ethiopia. Rob-
in dates two of the Ethiopian texts to the 6th c. AD.

With due caution one can visualise the chronological sequence of cave visits by the 
following table:

c. BC/AD -2nd -1st 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

South Arabian

Aksūmite

Indian

Greek (Egyptian)

Palmyrene

The geographical scope of the Hoq inscriptions is summarised by the following map:

The inscriptional evidence of Hoq can thus also illustrate the periods, in which the vari-
ous participants in Socotra’s trade were active. It is not surprising that the earliest of 
them come from the direct vicinity of Hoq, i.e. from the South Arabian coast with which 

Fig. 1: Geographical origin of scribes attested at Hoq cave (map: Hédi Dridi)
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Socotra has always been politically and culturally connected. According to the PME, in 
the 1st c. AD Socotra was politically dependent on the Ḥaḍramawt kingdom. 

The Indian traders entered the scene in the first c. AD. However, as far as the inscrip-
tional evidence allows us to conclude, only a few Indians visited Hoq in this early period. 
The majority of Indian texts can be dated to the succeeding centuries, i.e. from the 2nd 
up to the early 5th centuries AD. Thus the Hoq inscriptions prove that Indian traders 
remained active in the Western Indian Ocean even after the decline of the North In-
dian Kuṣāṇa empire. According to the palaeographical and textual evidence most Indian 
traders came from Western India, where the dynasty of the Western Kṣatrapas ruled. It 
seems that the decline of the Northern Kuṣāṇas did not seriously affect the seatrading 
activities of the Western ports such as Bharukaccha and Hastakavapra. 

The 3rd and 4th c. AD is also the time from which the Greek and Palmyrene records 
date. The Greek texts clearly point to the presence of Greek-speaking seamen from 
Egypt and indicate a direct line of trade between Egyptian ports and Socotra. The in-
terpretation of the Palmyrene tablet is more complicated. It either points to an eastern 
connection from the Persian Gulf (Maria Gorea) or also to the western seaway from 
Egypt used by a Palmyrene trader (Hédi Dridi). The increase of activity in the 3rd and 
4th centuries is explained by Mikhail Bukharin (supra) by the weakening of the power 
of the Ḥaḍramawt overlords who had erected in the preceding centuries an embargo over 
Socotra which prevented foreign traders from landing on the island.

After the late 4th or early 5th century the clientele of the cave again changed. The 
international visitors from India and Egypt were no longer present. Instead we observe 
a few Ethiopian guests with Christian names, who have to be dated most probably to 
the 6th c. AD. The presence of these traders can be connected to the increasing role 
of Aksūm and of Christian traders in the commercial networks of the Late Antiquity 
period.

The purpose of the visits

It is difficult to determine the purpose for which the seamen visited the cave. It has been 
suggested that the cave served religious purposes, e.g. as a kind of maritime sanctuary 
(Dridi 2002). References to divinities in the inscriptions and the numerous incense-
burners inside the cave seem to support such an interpretation.

Subsuming the available inscriptional evidence for a sacred character of the cave, the 
following few references can be cited:

1. The Palmyrene Tablet “De Geest” (4:6): lhʾ dy šrn “the god who installed us/me” 
2. The Greek inscription 11:26: οὺς θεοὺς μετὰ καὶ τοῦ σπηλέου “before the gods 
and before (that/those) of the cave”
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The Indian visitors did not mention any god who is particularly associated to the cave. 
Their religious inscriptions refer to the Buddha, while their drawings are either Buddhist 
in character or depict more general religious symbols such as a svastika, a nandyāvarta 
or a trident. 

It is important that none of the inscriptions mentions the god(s) of the cave by name. 
Thus it can be concluded, that even if the ancient visitors of Hoq were aware of the re-
ligious importance of this place, they were hardly familiar with any details. Most prob-
ably, Hoq cave was introduced to them by local guides as a sacred place, where a god or 
gods dwelled. 

It cannot be excluded, however, that their visits to Hoq did not in fact primarily serve 
religious purposes, but were rather mainly due to the touristic value of the cave, which 
made the place particularly attractive to foreign visitors. Thus Christian Julian Robin 
pointed out to me, that the near absence of local graffiti (in ḥaḍramawtic language) 
seems to contradict the interpretation of the site as an important Socotran sanctuary.

The visitors 

The Periplus describes the population of the island as “a mixture of Arabs and Indians 
and even some Greeks, who sail out there to trade” (PME 31, tr. Casson 1989: 68). This 
description impressively matches the evidence from Hoq cave. It also shows that in the 
time of the composition of the PME the traders used to stay on the island for a longer 
period. The only ancient text which allows a more accurate definition of the time of the 
traders’ presence is the Palmyrene tablet. It is dated to “the month of tammûz, in the 
25th day, of the year 569”, corresponding to a day in July 258. Maria Gorea compares 
this date with the instructions given by the PME. According to Casson, “(t)he proper 
time to leave Egypt for India, the Periplus informs us (39:13.12–13), was in July” (1991: 
8). Thus the Periplus recommends crossing the Indian Ocean with the highly dangerous 
winds of the Southwest monsoon. However, during the peak of this monsoon between 
June and August the navigation around Socotra is almost impossible (Cheung & De-
Vantier 2006: 39). It is therefore possible that the date of the Palmyrene tablet indicates 
the time during which the Palmyrene trader was forced to stay on the island due to the 
difficult navigational conditions. 

The much later Gujarati inscriptions from Rās Ḥowlef reveal another way to avoid 
this period. These texts were written in May-June, probably shortly before the Gujarati 
ships left the island for their return to India. Since they report that the traders travelled 
around 50 days and stayed on the island for 4–5 months they must have left India in 
October-November using the favourable winds of the Northeast monsoon. It is possible 
that the ancient expeditions from Western India followed the same or a similar schedule 
arriving on Socotra in December-January and leaving it in May-June, before the stormy 
Southwest monsoon made the passage back to India too difficult. 
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The evidence of the Gujarati stone inscriptions shows that seamen of the 17th cen-
tury used to stay on the island for some months before continuing their journey. It is, 
of course, impossible to say, whether the ancient traders followed the same usage. But 
this habit could explain the statement of the Periplus about the composition of Socotra’s 
population. Moreover, it can also explain why all these traders found the time to visit 
this remote cave. Contrary to Bukharin I would like to interpret the Indian and other 
visitors of Hoq in this sense: as members of maritime expeditions who visited Socotra 
for its natural resources (dragon blood, aloe, turtoise shell) and stayed on the island for 
some months. There is no indication that the people who left these texts were permanent 
residents of Socotra.

The corpus of Hoq is an impressive document on the Western Indian Ocean trade 
networks during in the first centuries of our era. It considerably enlarges our knowledge 
on the composition and interaction of the communities which dominated these networks.

May this study help to broaden the knowledge about this crucial period in global his-
tory – a period which was characterised by an extremely high degree of intercontinental 
communication and exchange on cultural, economic, religious and political levels. Given 
these features, the corpus of Hoq can also be determined as one of the earliest witnesses 
of a globalised world – a true monument of “globalisation before globalisation”.
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IScM Pippidi, D.M. (ed.). Inscriptiones Daciae et Scythiae Minoris Antiquae. Se-
ries Altera: Inscriptiones Scythiae Minoris Graecae et Latinae. Volume 1. 
Inscriptiones Histriae et Vicinia. Bucharest 1983.

Ja 550  Jamme 1962: 9–15 and pl. 1–3.

Ja 990–931 Jamme 1963.

Ja 1116 Jamme 1972: 12 and pl. 1.

Ja 1492 Jamme 1972: 16 and pl. 2.

Ja 1520 Jamme 1972: 16 and pl. 2.

Ja 1531 Jamme 1972: 18 and pl. 2.

Ja 2098 b, c  Jamme 1972: 21 and pl. 4.

Ja 2381 Jamme 1972: 35 and pl. 8.

Ja 2468 Jamme 1972: 54 and pl. 15.

Ja 2478 e Jamme 1972: 82–83 and pl. 18.

Lefebvre, IGChrEg 

 Lefebvre, G. (ed.). Recueil des inscriptions grecques-chrétiennes d’Égypte 
(Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire. Mémoires publiés par 
les membres, 101). Paris 1907.

Luc  Evangelium secundum Lucam (apud Nestle & Aland 1975).

M Iscrizioni sudarabiche. Volume 1. Iscrizioni minee (Istituto orientale di 
Napoli. Pubblicazioni del seminario di semitistica a cura di G. Gabrini. 
Ricerche, 10). Napoli 1974.

MAFRAYAbū Thawr 4 

 Robin, Christian Julien. Du nouveau sur les Yazʾanides. Proceedings of the 
Seminar for Arabian Studies 16, 1986: 181–197.

MAFYSḌuraʾ 3 (inédit) 

 = RES 4069.

MAMA 1 Calder, W.M. (ed.). Eastern Phrygia (Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua, 
1). Manchester 1928.

MAMA 3 Keil, J. & A. Wilhelm (eds.). Denkmäler aus dem rauhen Kilikien (Monu-
menta Asiae Minoris Antiqua, 3) Manchester 1931.

Matth.  Euangelium secundum Matthaeum (apud Nestle & Aland 1975).
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Mon.fun.Palmyre 

 Gawlikowski, M. (ed.). Monuments funéraires de Palmyre (Travaux du 
Centre d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne de l’Académie Polonaise des Sci-
ences, 9). Warsaw 1970.

MQalJifjif 1 

 Robin, Christian, Décompte du temps et souveraineté politique en Ara-
bie méridionale. Proche-Orient ancien: temps vécu, temps pensé. Actes de 
la TableRonde du 15 novembre 1997 organisée par l’URA 1062 “Études 
sémitiques”, édités par Françoise BriquelChatonnet et Hélène Lozach-
meur (Antiquités sémitiques, III), Paris 1998: 121–151 and 9 fig. between 
pp. 144 and 145.

MüllerṢirḥa 1

 Müller, Walter. Zum Fragment einer spätsabäischen Inschrift an der 
Moschee von Ṣirḥa. Archäologische Berichte aus dem Yemen I. 1982: 177–
180.

MW Monier-Williams, M. Sir: A Sanskrit-English Dictionary. Delhi 1991 (repr.).

NRa Naqši Rustam

Oasis d’Égypte

 Wagner, G. Les oasis d’Égypte à l’époque grecque, romaine et byzantine 
d’après les documents grecs (Recherches de papyrologie et d’épigraphie 
grecques) (Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, Bibliothèque d’étude, 
100). Paris 1987.

P.Cair.Masp. I.

 Maspero, J. (ed.). Catalogue général des antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du 
Caire. Papyrus grecs d’époque byzantine. Volumes I-II. Cairo 1911–1913.

P.Laur. III.  Pintaudi, R. (ed.). Dai Papiri della Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana. Vol-
ume III. Florence 1979.

P.Lond. V.  Bell, H.I. (ed.). Greek Papyri in the British Museum. Catalogue with Texts. 
Vol. V. London 1917.

P.Mich. XIII. 

 Sijpesteijn, P.J. (ed.). The Aphrodite Papyri in the University of Michigan 
Papyrus Collection (Michigan Papyri, XIII). Zutphen 1977.

P.Oxy. VII.  Hunt, A.S. (ed.). The Oxyrhynchus Papyri. Part VII. London 1910.

P.Par. Letronne, J.A./Brunet de Presle W./Egger, E. (eds.). Notices et textes des 
papyrus du Musée du Louvre et de la Bibliothèque Impériale (Notices et 
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extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque Impériale et autres bibliothèques 
18. 2). Paris 1865.

PSI. IV. Vitelli, G. & M. Norsa (eds.). Papiri greci e latini (Pubblicazioni della So-
cietà Italiana per la ricerca dei papiri greci e latini in Egitto). Volume IV. 
Florence 1917.

PSI. XII  Papiri greci e latini. Volume XII. Fasc. 1. A cura di M. Norsa (Pubblica-
zioni della Società Italiana per la ricerca dei papiri greci e latini in Egitto). 
Firenze, 1951

P.Ross.Georg. III.

 Zereteli, G. & P. Jernstedt, P. (eds.). Papyri russischer und georgischer 
Sammlungen. Bd. III. Spätrömische und byzantinische Texte. Tiflis 1930.

P.Strass. III. Collomp, P. et al. (eds.). Papyrus grecs de la Bibliothèque Nationale et 
Universitaire de Strasbourg. Nos. 126–168 (Publications de la Faculté des 
Lettres de l’Université de Strasbourg, 97). Paris 1948.

P.Strass. VIII.

 Schwartz, J. et al. (eds.) Papyrus grecs de la Bibliothèque Nationale et 
Universitaire de Strasbourg. Nos. 701–800. Strasbourg  1980–1985.

P.Vat.Aphrod.

 Pintaudi, R. (ed.). I Papiri Vaticani di Aphrodito. Rome 1980.

Pan du désert

 Bernand, A. Pan du désert. Leiden 1977.

Pirenne alʿUqla 

 Pirenne 1990.

Pkt. Prakrit

PME Periplus Maris Erythraei. See Casson 1989.

PSM Seṭh, Haragovindadāsa Vikramacaṃda: Pāia-sadda-mahaṇṇavo. A Com-
prehensive Prakrit-Hindi Dictionary. Varanasi 1963.

PTSD Rhys-Davids, T.W. & W. Stede: The Pali Text Society’s Pali-English Dic-
tionary. London 1921–1925 (repr. London 1986).

PW Böhtlingk, O. & R. Roth: Sanskrit-Wörterbuch. Teile 1–7. St. Petersburg 
1855–1875.

pw Böhtlingk, Otto: Sanskrit-Wörterbuch in kürzerer Fassung. Teile 1–7. St. 
Petersburg 1879–1889.
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RES  Répertoire d’épigraphie sémitique, publié par la Commission du Corpus 
Inscriptionum Semiticarum (Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres). 
Paris (Imprimerie nationale). Tomes I-VIII. 1900–1967.

RIÉth  Bernand, E., Drewes, A.J. & R. Schneider. Recueil des inscriptions de 
l’Éthiopie des périodes pré-axoumite et axoumite. Tome I: Les documents.  
Tome II: Les planches (Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres). Paris 
1991.

Robin 1 L’offrande d’une main en Arabie préislamique. Essai d’interprétation. 
Robin, Chr. (ed.). Mélanges linguistiques offerts à Maxime Rodinson par 
ses élèves, ses collègues et ses amis (Comptes rendus du Groupe Linguis-
tique d’études chamitosémitiques g.l.e.c.s., Supplément 12). Paris 1985: 
307–320 and pl. IV–VI, pl. V.

Ry 162  Ryckmans, Gonzague: Inscriptions sudarabes. Quatrième série. Le Mu-
séon 50 (1937): 239–268 and pl. IV.

S/76/55  Pirenne 1990.

SB Priesigke, F., Bilabel, F., Kiessling, E. & H.A. Rupprecht (eds.). Sammel-
buch griechischer Urkunden aus Ägypten. Volumes 1–18. Strassbourg (1)- 
Berlin and Leipzig (2–3), Heidelberg (4), Wiesbaden (5–18) 1915–1993.

SEG  Woodhead, A.G. (ed.). Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum. Volumes 
12–25. Leiden 1955–1971.

 Pleket, H.W. & R.S. Stroud (eds.). Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum. 
Volumes 26–41. Amsterdam 1979–1994.

Skt. Sanskrit

s.v(v). sub verbum (verbi)

Syringes Baillet, J. (ed.). Inscriptions grecques et latines des tombeaux des rois ou 
Syringes à Thèbes (Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire. Mé-
moires publiés par les membres, 42). 3 volumes. Cairo 1920–1926.

tr(s). translator(s)

YMN 10  Dirāsāt yamaniyya, 3, octobre 1979, 36 suiv.
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